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1987 AWARD WINNERS

The Cady Award

Ilie Cady Award was prosented to Virgil E. Bottom 'lot contributions to fundamental theory and

oxperimonts, stimulation of growth ot th industry, ant education In quartz r onator tccnology." Ihe

award was procied by Charlcs Adams, Ilowtott.Packnrd Company.

The Rabi Award

Tho Rabi Award was presented to Louis Essen "or contributions to cesium atomic boam and quartz

ireqjoncy standards.* *he award was piesentod by David Allan. National Bureau of Standards.

The Sawyer Award

Tio Sawyer Award was presented to John A. Kuslars *in recognition ot outstanding contributions In

engineering, technology development and management relating to quartz crystals and devices." The award

was presented by Charles Adams, I ewlott.Packard Company.

John R. VMg, General Chairman; Virgil E. Bottom, Cady Award winner; John A. Kusters, Sawyer Award

winner;, and Leonard S. Cutler, Technical Program Chairman, after the award presentation. Louis Essen,

Rabi Award winner, was unfortunately unable to travel to the Symposium .o accept his award.
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analyzed as if they were equally spaced witn the
Contribution of the U.S. Government. not subject to assumed spacing %, equal to tle average spacing
copyright. between the data points. Second, we used the actual

number of points available, but linearly interpolated
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Figure 2. A plot of the residuals of the measurements of the millisecond

pulsar time at 1.4 G.1z versus UTC(NBS) via the GPS common-view time transfer

techniqu and after installation of the upgraded Princeton measurement system.
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Fir ra 3. A ploc t ofhdo roxidUAls o ati aco~osunoatts at th* milisecond
p%.InAr C1Ma At 2.35 Citz varaus UTrC(2flIS) viA the 01PS co~on-viaw tit:* transfer
tchniluo And After JInstAllAtionj Of U10 Upgraded Prinvocn mae uratzent Ayarem.
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Figure 4. A plot of the squ ,re-root of the tz diffed Allan variance. o,(r) as

a function of integration ti.co. r, fo~r Ow 1.4 Gus data shown in Figure 2.
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A data value botween adjacent actual values to sun'-sitilAr to Figure 4. Thu standard deviation of
construct. An equally Opaced data set. Th* latter thA residuals around a linear regresSion On the datA
approAch had the effect of decreasing the Amplitude In FIRuro 3 Was 378 ns to thE 865 days. Again it is
of the highi: frequency Fouriot Components aAd apparent that the rosiduals are not randoM and
increasing the amplitude of the lower frequency uncorrulated AS the ratio Of the Classical variance
Fourier components. The conclusions drawn from the to the squared white PH level is now t.A2 1 0.17.
too differr.t 1 0thods of analysis were consistent. The stability plots in Figures A and 5 ae quite
Since it is the nature Of Uhite noise (random similar.
-ncorrelAted deviations) that a measurement Is
independent of Lhe data spacing, and thie modified Since the stability of UTC(N iS) can be deternined
Allan vAriance indicatedi White IH. than that independently of this easurczont procedure, a very
Indication is a necessary but not sufficient Lost to careful analyfiS of tie data taken over 1000 days
prov tLhat the a renent noise Is white MII. On the OverinG the pulsaT analysis priod Was pefored.

hand, if Hod. a(t) I oy(5 ) dnus not behave as The stability of UTC(NbIS) with coordination entrias
, t Jen this Is 9 nocessary and sufficient Last removed -- denoted ATI -- was compared in an *'-

that the Spectrum is sonething oLher tLan A White corn4ed-h~t"7) procedure against other primary
noise process. As will be shown later, the latter timing centers. This WaS accomplished using the
situation Is applicable to our cale. International IfSICIS co=on-view technique, which

supplies data to the hill for the genuration of
Pulsar Stabilltv Analysl International Ato c Tima (TAI).71 Titu 0asuronent

noise far all of thu tie CoMparisons WAs less thAn
Figure A shows the fractional frequency 10 ns for thE vhit noise I. Figure 6 shows A plot

stability plot oy(t), for thE 1.4 GIl: data againSt of ti estinated frequency stability for thE ,INS ATI
UtC(NBS). ThMr are sevorAl significant differences tim scale and indicats Eht th, abilty of ATI is
between the data and those taken over the first to typically less than 10'
years using Loran C. First, the spQctral dnsit-y has
changed from a 1/f MX to a more nearly white IN The following two equations are proposed as a Model
process. Second, the noise level has boen ruduced of tio time residuals for the system.
significantly. A major part of this reduction is
undoubtedly due to tio nov Princeton wtaaureant XI a XP - XDI - XA, (2)
system installed In the Fall Of 1984. For the
shorrer Integration tines the level now Is a White i X2 - X) - XD2 - XA, where (3)
at 317 as. A white noise process, if It is normally
dtistributed, can be totally chAractorized b7 the an Xt Is the residual tl1e sorte$ At 1.4 Cl1:,
and the Standard deviation. The standard deviation
Is give:% by the equation, X2 Is thO residual time series &t 2.38 Gl:,

1312 Xp Is tio pulsar noise,

x My(t), (1) XA Is tlio U C(NILS) noise,

XDI is the delay variation between Xp and XA At
1.14 Gil.., and

2ior any t, for an average data spacing 'o and for tie XD2 is the delay variation betveen Xp and XA at
white noise i case. For power lay spectra, S (f) " 2.38 l:z.
fo a process with a lost than or equal to +1 Mill
have a standard deviation of time residuals Which iA On a given day Xp and XA are assumed to be the sane
non'conver.ent. Ience, til standard deviation is not in the two equations because of the high Q of the
a good *.esure of thasot processes but only of a white pulsar and the Measured dispersion of the atomic
noise i process. If the standard deviation is used clock over tile two hour period during which the
In the, case a S + I then its value Is data length pulsar is measured at tile two frequencies. Taking
dependent. In fact, tile ratIo of tile classical tile variance of the difference between Equations 2
variance to the square of the white H level and 3 allows us to study delay variation effects
(equation 1) Is a goCe Measure of the divergence of a between tile two signals:
process; if the ratio is not I, the process is not
white.(6,71 There is an apparent flattening in the X2 - X1 n XDI - XD2. (A)
stability plot shown in Figure 4 for tile longer
Integration tines. This will be discussed in detail
later, but that flattening indicates tha, tile Figures 7 and 8 ara plots of the time residuals and
residuals are not random and uncorrulated (white of a (t) respectively for tle difference given by Fq.
noise,. The standard deviation of the residuals 4. ;or Figure 8 the input data were equally . aced
around a linear regression for the data in Figure 2 to obtain better spectral estimates. The % -
is 38 r ns over the 865 days. Tihe ratio of tile behavior yields a random walk of the dispersion
classical variance to the squared white PH level is (white noise fcequency modulation, Ri). which would
1.44 ± 0.17, which clearly indicates that tile accumulate to a level of one microsecond at an
residuals are not white noise. integration time of about 2/3 year. Figure 8

demonstrates that tile dispersion delay was not
Figure 5 shovs the same frequency stability constant [3).

measurement at 2.38 GIlz. The noise level is
nominally modeled by 325 ns of white PH. Somo A differential delay of 1/2 microsecond over
flattening for the longer integration times can be fifteen thousand light years is 1 part in 1018,
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MILLIECOND PULSRR PSR 37421 - UTC(CNI)
LCU MOO IGy,(TAU) OnTM AT 2.36 6HZ KID'S 4S915 - 1661

-- "1

-11

-15

S C 7

LOG TAU CSocand-)

FJ1:uro S. A plot of the xquara root of the Modiflid AllAn varianct. ar(r) as

A function of intogra tro tire. Y. for the 2.38 1: dAtA shown In Figure 3.

ESTINRTE OF STADILITY OF UTCCNBS)
LOG hOD SXGyC(TfIU. UITH COQROINRTION CORRECTIONS REMOVED

-12

-12

0

S 6 7

LOG IRU CSuoonda)

Figure 6. An estimate of the stability of UTC(I.IBS) with coordination
corrections subtracted. The reference used for the estimate was an optimum
weighted set of times from all of the internatIonal timing centers available
via the GPS common-view technique. Tho NBS algorithm used for this

co,jtatlon is an effort to generate a world's "best clock" as future

referwnco for the millisecond pulsar measurements.
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MILLISECOND PULSIRR FSR 1537*21 - UTCC1439)
TIMIE (no) DATR AT 2.33 Gill- AT 1.1 GHZ 1130'S 15986 iS1886

los.

'1698. 113. '16911. 19933. 16783. '16911.

OflY C13O)

Figute 1. A plot of tho4 di((aronca betwoon the 1.a enl the 2.18 012 dart
:thowi lit Figure: " And 3. Thi illuxtrAte: the* apbrent rAndom Weik of tho
totil alectron contout In% tho InteratallAr medium

MILLISECOND PULSAR PSR 1937421 - UTCINBS)
LOG SGGMRyCTAU) DATR AT 2.39611Z-1.iGHZ M31OS IS986-i6851

-12
,.RANDOM4 WALK Pit
I PsI265~ d3ys

-12

-11

-15
S S 7 8

LOG THU CSooando)

Figure 8. A plot of the square-root of thle Allhn variance. o,(1) as at
function of integration time. r. in order to estimate the spectral type and
level of the differential delay variations between the 1.4 0Hiz and 2.33 0Hiz

sigSnals received from the pulsar. The r*112 line shown conforms with a random
walk. r 2 . spectrum of the phase modulation (PH). which it- the same as vhite
noise FM (frequency modulation).
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MILLISECOND PULSAR PSR 1337.21 - UTCONES)
TIME (na "Jo'S 4536 -4 e12

2ll . -. . . . . . . .

,.

- ll.

-281. 
.

1S91l. 4511l. 1339. 4511. 16713. 46lI.

DRT Cl O)

Figure 9. A plot of the realduila after coapeosAtlon for the VAr|AtjoPq 1n
the diferentiAl delay dixparston -- appArontly due to the rAndom wAlk of tho
total electron content along the path through the loiroamtellar aedtua.

iILLISECONO PULSAR PSR 337.21 " UTC(NS)A

LOG 1O0 6IGy(TRU) 3O1S 159 6 -46912

-12

"--U) 1TE 
PH

"d. Oev. • 369 ns

-12r

-16

S 6 78

LOG TRU CSeoonds)

Figure 10. A plot of the square-root of the modified Allan variance, oy(r) as
a function of integration time. r. The residuals analyzed here have been
corrected to compensate for the delay due to the variations in total e'eccron

content along the path from the pulsar. The residuals appear to be veil
modeled by white noise PH at a level of about 360 ns as indicated b> the line
drawn through the frequency stability values.
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suggesting that we am dealing with A Very good with respect to each other a. W0114 hcnC, it appears
wAcu% and that Apparently the variations In tie that one retards As the other advances.
total electron coPtent AcroAs the InterUstIlar modlu
can be charActori9ed as A random walk process for Tho causO of the ?osltive cross-crralt1inn
this particular path and at interatLon tIms of the coefficient is not knon other than it is .vm ihing
order of a month and IegQr. Since this 13 the first common to the two channals. This could includo
Indication of its kind, further study of other paths heettfore unknovn perturbations in. the atomic tima
would b of interest. reference, the ephemeris for the earth, the

coordinate o relativistic transforatLions, delayS In
The nest logical step 1 to use the differential the Interstellar mdiumd , thE pulsar or gravity Vave

dispersion delay from (A) As a calibrator. When this radiation.
Is done the combined rosiduAli are plotted In Figure
9 and the frequency stability is plotted In Figure In ordor to better undersfand the .ourco of these
10. The whit* rh lovel, Is now 369 ns and the unknown perturbations the uhole process was simulated
standard deviation is 371 no for the $56 days co=on Including the assumed white iH m4ssrcoent noise,
to both Irequcnule s. The ratio of the Classical the random valk of the free electrons In the
variance to the squared White INI leve is nov 1.01 interstellar medium and a band of sinewaves of about
Indicating that thE white M! model Is a good one. the right pariod And Amplitude to pred4ate the effect
Even tmuh it fits the model wall, the lovaest s show In Figure II. Figure 12 is the result of tho
frequency Stability value (i'262 days) of S.5xlO" simulation.
is probably biased loV due to fitting the paraZters
In determining the ephereris of the oarth. In order Analyzing the band of sinevaves with 5 y(t) yoields a
to estmato the stability of 0h1 pulsar Alone, the value of a Cs " 60 days) * 10"11. Figure 6 sug.osts
thre-cornOr-hAt technIqUe va0 employed 1 7 1; the that UTC(h8S) iN not te cause of the unknown
othqr tvo corners vore TAX and ATI. The best perturbations even though it IS About a factor of 2
at.blity ostimat9 fo the pulsar was ,(% a 134 or 3 less stable than ATI because Qf the coordination
days) - I ., x 104 T, Whch Is consistent with a uhlite corrctions.
iM level of 205 ns.

Soma of the experts 101 In solar systeM dynamics
0Moarvation of Corr'Litions belitve that thlre are not aismodeling errors at

Fou5ior components of about 3 cycles per year (f -
There is evidence of aItI.€orrolatLIon between 10'" 11) that vould have an amplitude of te order of

thE vAriations of XI and , as can b seon by visual 50 mters. The mlsoodeling errors of the dispersion
Inspection of Figures 2 an3 3. Va can Study the delay are believed to be belou this level, and te
cross*€orrelation betVoen the signals by taking a variations duo to interstellir scintillations are
modified Allan variance of FquatLon 4, s3lVing for believed to be below the 10"" level, though the
the cross term and normalizing it: dispersion delay and Interstellar scintillations nod

mora study.

y) u 
2 () . 2;yy2() + ;2 t() (5) There are no known transformation errors of the

Sy 12  y Y2 sise needed to explain the unknown perturbations
19 ), so that leaves 0ither the pulsar or gravity
wave radiation aS the probable cause. ieciding uhich

aylY(') will be Incredibly difficult. If It Is the pulsar,
(y 2  .(6) possible causes could bl: star quakes, As are

;yX • . ) apparent with other pulsars. Irregular magnetic drag,
Y2 a system of planets or a planet orbiting the pulsar.

It gravity WavQ radiation is the cause. It can be
due to the radiation sweeping over the earth or over
the pulsar causing the apparent relative clock rates

Equations 5 and 6 can, of course, be written In terms to fluc.uate. In order to distinguish this from
of Oy(!) as veil. The advantage of this cross- other causes one or oro pulsars Vill probably be
correlation analysis approach is that It Acts like a needed. Firtunately. two more millisecond pulsars
high-pass filter with mximu= sensitivity at Fourier are comtin up to the horizon, and the stability of
frequencies centered An 12x; i.e. if ther.c are loy PSK 1855+09 is encouraging; it has a period of 5.362
frequency components or drifts betveen the signals 100 452 553 ns 69 fs.
being cross-correlated those Are attenuated. Because
of the apparent random walk of the free electrons in If correlated variations nov being observed are due
the Interstellar edtium, this approach was useful. to d.stanco modulation between earth atomic clocks
In addition the ay(t) optimally averages the phase if and PSR 1937+21, they have an amplitude of about 5
the measurement noise is uhite PHi, which is also our parts In lO9. The calculated levels of the cosmic
case. strings and primordial nucleosyi.thesis gravitational

radiation are in the same vicinity as these unknown
Plotting ;() versus t in Figure II shows a very perturbationj being measured for Fourier frequencies

interesting positive cross-correlation coefficient of of about I i In,]. Lover frequenties, even though
0.7 at % - 60 days. Then the coefficient goes theoretically more Intense. are more difficult to
negative for the larger values of x. The negative measure because of the fitting parameters in
coefficient is believed to be processing noist and Is determining the ephemeris of the earth. e.,. the .ne
due to taking a nominal mean value of the dispersion cycle per year and two cycle per year terms are not
betveen the two channels which are random walking expected in the residuals because of the annual

9
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Figure 11. A plot of A crosscorrelatin coeff(lent. as d ined In ;lqunaron
(6). aS A (unction of Integration time. r. The positive cros cnrroalltn Of

0.1 At r w 60 dAys corresponds to some unk.o.n I.1litle),trCs ti tie over All

(aas ro ents with Fourier components i cite virinitv of three yelds 'ar ar
(10- II:).

SIKULRTEO MODIFIED CROSS CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
U1TH UHIE PM, RANDOM WRLK Ph 1, SINE UAVES

U.5
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Figure 12. A plot of a cross-correlation coefficient, as defined in equation
(6), as a function of integration time. r for simulated data.
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Closure Annd to remova the effects of parallax, Theoretical Astrophysics, California Institute of
respectively. TechnoloRy, Pasadena, CA (198.).

Cnelusion (51 Davis, H. H., Taylor. J. Ii., eixbers, J. H.,
Backar, D. C., "lligh-prncISIon timing obsrvaLtionS of

Tharo. are soea obvious next steps for Improvements in the millisecond pulsat I'11937+21," tur 21S, pp.
this exciting Area of metrology. Work is In progress 547-550 (1985).
At Princaotn uhich should decrease the masurement
noie And several Major Lining centers Are working to 161 Allan, D.W., "Should the Classical VarI P , DO
Iniptoving the ptfornance of Atomic clocks. The 111 Used AS A Basic HaXure III Sandards Hetrolgy?,"
And th nS have rAde significant progress in IEFE Trans. on I & H, Vol. IM-6, No. 2, June 1987.
combining the best clocks In the world In an opLInU
"elghted Algorithm to create the varld's "West clock" ,7) Welss, H. A. and Allan, D. W., "An NB1
As a reference. Yuthaet studies an dels fot the C-libtation Procedure for Providing TIne and
Interitellar dispersion And ts effect On Stability tequen y At a P1nOto Site by teh|ting anti 50ohinr
of 4suremnnto ara needed. Another iInp0;tan' of GP5 Comon Vieu 0a , ," Proceedtng* of rth CP N
objoetive 1 to find Another pulsar in A region of Confronc, GaIthersburn, HU1, Juno 1986.
space providing Snem o.thagonAlIty And with adequate
Stability. This Would offer IMproved opportunity fot 181 PIvate o nican0ien, Dr. Ronald Rillings and
detection of background gravity ~va radiation. PSR Prof. 11eil Ashby.
185S409 holds scee promise. Progress on primary
reference Atomic clocks uhich might provide A better 19) hrtntti, B., Carr, B. J., and Roe, H. J.,
earth-bound referenco it going wall. Theos clocks n. Not. R. Attr. Sor. 2O3, pp. 9.-9S4 (1983).
have Improved an order of sagnitude every seven years
since their intrmductlon in l199 and wa sea no reason 1101 Thorne. K. S., "Gravitational Radiation,"
to believe that this trond util not continue.111 I A Chapter in 300 Years of CravitatIon, edited by S. W.
04rcury Ion standard vith a transition In the optical Haiwkins and . Israel, to be publinhed by CA4,ridga
region of the spectru. Shown theoretcal pronise for University Press, Cambridge HA.
long-tern alabtlity of 1 part In loll, though it will
probably be several decades before this potential 1111 Alian, 1). W.. "National and International Tie
Accuracy is telixed.11 l Curently th millisecond and Frequency Conparisons," 37th Annual frequency
pulsar PSR 1937+21 i proving to be A very valuable Control Symposium. pp. 55-60. (1983).
tool in evA!.'sAting langtoM Instabilities in the
b %t ti CAaSle !9n ho orld. 1121 Wineland, D. J., "Trapped lon, Laser Cooling,

and hetter Clocks," Scietnce, Vol. 226, pp. 395-,00.,
Avknoulodgeaento (26 October 1984,).

The author is indebted to i large number of people
Otte have n0de the data Available for the herein
reported ano)'sAs. eAMuse In several aspects this
paper Is a roviev the credit list Includes Several of
the authors raferenced. In p-rticular the Princiton
group (Prof. Jus0ph TAy0r, PrUr Daniel Stinebring
and Dr. Lloyd Rauley) has been ext ren0y helpful and
cooperative In Supplying data. suggestions and
discussions. In addition. Dr. HichAel DAvIS at
Arecibo Observatory, Prof. Nell Ashby of the
'niversity of Colorado, Dr. Ronald Ilellings of JPL
and Dr. Marc Weiss of NUS have provided some very
useful V EntS. Also there are several at N tS to
thank who have provided great asSIStance With data
acquisition and analysis -- In particular Hr. Dick
Davis, Dr. Judah Levine, Ms. Trudi Pppler and Mrs.
Lin Ping-ping (guest Scientist).
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and

Paul J. Wheeler and Gernot M. R. Winkler
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Washington, D.C. 20392-610
Suar Control of the Secono Order Ooppler Shift

A Mercury-199 trapped ion frequency standard built It Is well known that in a useful frequency
by Hewlett-Packard Laboratories has been In almost standard the Ion macromotion energy must be con-
continuous operation at the U.S. Naval Observatory In trolled. As described In a previous publication (5),
Washington, D.C. since Installation In July, 19856. viscous cooling by a low pressure of Iellum gas was
Orief Interruptions in otherwise satisfactory operation used in this work. The effectiveness of this technique
resulted from a few electronic malfunctions and from was shown by analysis of the thermal Doppler sidobands
failures of the AC line supply to the instrument. It of the hyperfine line (6).
was necessary to replace thn Mercury discharge la.V and
the photocmultiplier tube after about 6 months of opera- Once the macromotion temperature has been suffi-
tion. In thip. paper we describe an extended series of ciently reduced, the ion behavior can be described in
frequency comparistons between the Mercury standard and terms of a "Cold Ion Cloud" model in which the trapping
one of the Hydrogen Maser components of UIC(USNO). fhe pseudopotential is strongly modified by the ion space-
results of the measurements have allowed us to observe charge. The characteristic temperature below which
the Instrument's characteristics, and to assess the this appruximation is useful is given for spertc~l
potential of such a trapped-ion standard In practical potential wells by
laboratory use. T * 0.436 ) 2/)

Introduction
where N is the number of ions in the cloud, and the

A trapped Mercury 199 Ion Frequency Standard single-ion macromotion frequency Is 50kitz. Under the
completed at the Hewlett-Packard Physics Laboratories conditions used, 1N a 2.OxlOU6, and T n 6000 K. Since
in Palo Alto was Installed at the U.S, Haval measurements Indicate that the micromotion temperature
Observatory (USNO) in Washington, D.C., in July 1986. is about 560 K, the cold-cloud approximation Is
It has been In near continuous operation at this Justified.
location since that date. A second, Improved unit was
delivered to the USNO in May 1987. In the cold-cloui approximation it has been shown

elsewhere (4) that the number of Ions In the trap, and
These prototype units perform well and a long the single-ion macromotion frequency must be carefully

series of frequency measurements has been made which regulated to ensure a given level of frequency stabil-
allows some preliminary conclusions about the perfor- ity. In the frequency standard discussed here, both of
mance potential of this type of device in practical these parameters are measured on-line, and continuously
laboratory use. This paper describes briefly the controlled by feedback loops. For analytical conven-
details of design and operation and gives an overview lence, the shape of the ion cloud Is chosen to be as
of the data collected up to now. The operational close to spherical as possible.
experience will be su!marized and the potential of the
device for timekeeping applications discussed. Principles of Operation

Principles of Oesign and Operational Details A simplified block diagram of the frequency
standard is given in Figure 1. A pulsed mode operation

Trae Systm: Is employed with a cycle time of 2.5s. At the start of
the cycle, the ion cloud population Is topped-up" by

The principles of frequency standards using ion pulsing the electron-gun, and the initial population
trapping are now well understood (1, 2). We will distribution is attained by optical pumping. The
describe here only the particular features of the microwave interrogation signal is then brought to a
prototypes delivered to the USNO and used in the position on one side of the resonance line, and the
measurements being discussed. pumping lamp is turned off to avoid light-shift. After

1.Os, the microwave frequency is moved off the line,
T trap system for our prototypes was developed and the pumping lamp is turned on. The photon counter

from the apparatus used for the exploratory experiments is then actiated for 0.5s. and the ion population and
described elsewhere (3. 41. The vacuum system has been frequency measured. This cycle is then repeated on the
imdroyed and all potentially ferromagnetic parts re- other side of the resonance line. The frequency error
moved from the proximity of the trap. The use of a is estimated from successive photon counts on alter-
three-layer magnetic shield allows us to work at a nating sides of the resonance line by a digital filter
field of 100 nT. Isotopic Mercury 199 is provided by algorithm which rejects drift in the background light
continuous thermal dissociation of the isotopically level.
enriched Oxide, and the correct pressure of Helium (IE-
5 Torr) background gas is obtained from a pyrex leak. The mode of operation ised for the measurements t.
The trap is filled by generating ions with short pulses be described is known as the "Synthesizer-flull" mode.
from an electron-gun. We have found that it is essen- In this mode, the hyperfine frequency of the Mercury-
tial to maintain a very clean vacuum system. The tem- 199 ion resonance is measured in terms of the external
peratures of the trap structure and the innermost reference source by digitally programning the
shield are regulated to about 0.010 C. The intrinsic millimeter-wave synthesizer to drive the average output
hyperfine linewidth has been shown to be much smaller signal from the atomic discriminator to zero. When the
than 0.1 1z. external reference is a Hydrogen Maser, the lowest
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possible level of frequen] noise is obtained becouse sit1h to the 4andb. HAR without notlccaole impact
noiso fre the flywhel oscllatLor is not significont. on he Master Clock timing. The controller, an

IP99ISB, reports al synthesizer settings to one of the
The processor handles tho primary digital ieedback data acquisition systems for recording. This allows a

loop, regulotion of the trapping parameters, house- reduction of el readin2s to the free running lASERs.
keeping L.s.s, and sertal output of averaged data. The lead HASER, prestntly H19, receives its synthesizzr
System parareters "a be interrogated or chan4gd as settings once per daj (at 1200 UT) from the data
required from the %zlArd during normal ooeration. 4cqlaI tion system which computes the pr liminar; time
the outp.t of the stvnd:.rd In Synthesizer Rull consists scale on the bests of the 24 Cesium clock ensemble.
of iheuical d4ta corrt'jponding to frequency *:asure-
Pents averaed var c tiqOus blocks of 1280s. Heasurements

Rationale fo the cholc o! asureM'nt set-up Table I Is an xawple for part of a sequence of
=- the 21 minute m4esurer.nts. The values given are In

The ostlimation of perforsunce limits for a dovice Hertz and represent the excess of the ion resonance
whIch hai been osigned for suptrior long-ters line frequency from the nominal 40.507348061i of the
frequency stability Is not a trivial affair. The synthesizer. A good Indication of the ranadvmess of
maintenance of 4% benign an envirooment as possible for the data is the autoorrelAtion function which is
uninterrupted pteriods of many oontni Is 4 well known computed for the first 16 delays. As can be seen in
practical problem. Moreover, It was our Intent to use this typical example, the successive reading* are
the new standard as atich As v.zssible in the present randcm within the resolution of the masuremetnts. The
operational environment of the US.;O caster clock last digit of the readings represt-its units of 100
COMOICA to Obtain practical e0erience in long-term micrll: at 40.5rhlz or roughly 2.5 parts In ten to the
laboratory use of the new stanJ4rd. For these reasons fifteen (.SE-15). The standard deviation of the 21
a mode of operation was selected which would allow minuto averages Is within 35 and 70 E-15, strongly
long-term averagin2, as bill as the monitoring of c€rrelated with the signal-to-noise ratio. Ihis
critical systcA parameters (which re4uires the use of changes over the ptriod of several oonths as the
the "mnitor mOdt in which frequency masurements Orcury lamp 4.. At this time the standard is being
cannot be Cad4). It was, therefore. decided to operate operated well beynnd the nomal life of the I imp (6
the unit continuously, but in two alternating codes. Aonths) and the tariarne of the 21 smAite measurements

is still growino slowly. As long as the data are
Fromi 1300 Ul to 1200 oil o the following day we randomly distributtd, averaging over a day should

use the Synthesater-tull Woe described above. For produce corrtsponding daily frequency asurements hith
this prpose the S MPa: outpwt from Hlydrog n Maser Ur. standard deviations of between 4 and CE-IS. This seems
19 Is used as phase reference for the quartz osctilator indeed to be tite case as we can set below.
which IS Internal to the 1136 device. This phase lock
is one of the possible modes of operation. By operat- DATE HERTZ
in the III* standard in the Synthesizer Null mode we
effectively measure the external frequency in terms of ...-... 3
tne ip resonance. Comunsurate with the stability of
this external signal, averaging over long periods will 6373.312 -3.2035
produce mcaningful performance stitistics. Of greatest 6873.327 -3.2827
interest, of course, is the level ot the "flicker 6573.342 -3.2852
floor" of the device. For the cycle time chosen (2.5s) 6373.357 -3.2819
the hyperfine resonance line has an effective width of 073.372 -3.2825
$0 mz. we average 512 of these 2.5s cycles and each 6373.356 -3.2836
of the IM0 second averages is reported to one of the 6373.401 -3.2817
UU' data acquisition systcms for Vermanent recording. 673.416 -3.2843

6373.431 -3.2877
ly us g the operational Maser as a reference 6873.446 -3.2833

Instead of the internal quartz crystal in the conven- 6373.460 -3.2836
tioral way, we gain certain advantages and incur one 6873.475 -3.2849
slight disadvantage; the disadvantage being we have to &373.490 -3.2855
correct our i# measurements for the daily Synthesizer
changes in the PASER, adjustments which keep the PASER MAX - 4111 a 82, -32842 * ME0IAH, SKEWVNESS -.21
approxlmately on extrapolated UTC(USNOJ. The advan- SIGMA . 19 -32843 * AiERAGE, 64 RU!IS (anits In 100 llz)
tagef are that during any one day, an extreely stable
suurce is available for averaging the 11g} measure- AUTOCOR.ELATIO'I(OEL),
lxnts. This allows a good statistical performance
evaluation not only in respect to the MASER but also in elay
respect to UTC(SNO). There is no need to take Into (units 1280s)
account any contributions from the Internal quartz
crystal oscillator. At 1200 UT a PASER synthesizer 0 1.000
stop may occur, if necessary, and the unit i then 1 -.017
operated for one hour in the ronitor ra de for the 2 -.011
neasurement of signal and background photon counts and 3 .077
for other parameters. No frequency measurement is. 4 -.117
therefore, being made during the time when a synthe- 5 -.027
sizer step may occur (and for a full hour after that as 6 -.091
well). 7 -.114

8 -.084
Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the three major 9 -.165

components involved in the majority of our measure- 10 .046
ments. Two VLG-11 Hydrogen 1ASERS are phaselocked one 11 .022
to the other and are kept to within lOps ms as 12 .191
measured at 1200 PlIz. This is done so that at any sign 13 -.063
of trouble, or for adjustments and repairs, we can 14 -.160
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15 .050 frequency standard with respect to the corrected Master
16 -.037 Clock (Coltn 2).

Table I IIGf FREQUENCY SUMARY:
Part of the Daily Frequency Mlasurements DATE/HJD IIGt-M19 SYNTI/*19 C0L2-COL3 H SIC CIII 01FF

For averaging times greater than one day, our ADJUSTO 1Go-FREE
measurements have t0 rely upon the long-tern perfor- MASER 019
man-e of the two HASERs, the USNO preliminary and final DAYS E-15 E-15 E-15 -15 E-15
time scales based on the 24 Cesium clock enscble, and .......................................................
the DIN Circilar 0 valuoes for UTC(USUO) hhich Is, on 6895.900 1190141 119935 206 63 56 1.0 -10
the average, very closely realized by Haster Clock 6896.000 1190125 1189935 190 52 55 1.0 -!6
J2. An essential quest!on is, therefore, to what 6897.000 1190134 1189935 199 63 48 .9 9
degree the MASER drift stays constant. A good perfor- 6398.00 %190134 1189935 199 63 43 1.0 -0
rance astimate can be obtained for the two ViG-11's 6199.000 1190113 1189928 185 63 51 1.1 -13
from their difference. This Is shown In Figure 3. For 6900.000 1190097 1189921 176 63 56 .9 -9
the sate period, the MASER frequencies are plotted In 6901.000 1190121 1169921 200 63 55 .9 24
terms of the I1.3 standard for HI8 (Figure 4) and HI 6902.000 1190113 1189928 185 63 53 .9 -15
Figure 5). The as5u-ption of linearity of the drift 6903.000 1190112 1189935 177 63 44 1.1 -8
IS Justified, albeit only for an environmentally 6204.000 1190106 1189942 164 63 54 1.1 -12
ufnisturbed perlod suth as the one shown. Over the 6905.000 1190113 1189949 164 63 63 .9 -0
last 150 days the drift of P19, e.g., has stayed within 6206.000 1190135 1159956 179 63 56 1.0 15
2.6 and 3ME-15 a given In the column 4 fits of Table 6907.000 1190130 1189963 167 63 5 1.0 -12
3 below. 6908.000 1190140 1189970 170 63 66 .9 3

6909.000 1190136 1189977 159 63 63 1.0 -11
From the residuals of the lineae fitt, which 6910.000 1190154 1189904 170 63 48 1.2 11

remove this systematic drift, a 'three-cornered hat* 61111.000 1190143 11C9991 152 63 58 1.0 -18
resolution of the Individual variances can W 6912.000 1190159 1189993 161 63 Go .9 10
obtainN.. Table 2 sumarizes the results which 6913.000 1190152 1189993 154 63 57 1.0 -8
represent estimates (that agree very well with other- 6214.000 1190154 1189993 156 63 67 .8 3
wise obtained estitutes) for Integration times of one 6915.000 1190154 1190005 149 63 64 1.1 -7
day. The SySteZtiC 'absolute* drift of the device 6916.000 1190154 1190005 149 63 56 1.0 -0
itself Dist 6e esti ated In reference to the existing 6917.000 1140152 1189993 154 63 62 1.1 5
laboratory frequency standards. This Can be done via 6918.000 1190152 1190005 147 63 66 1.2 -8
thp 8i1 with soma caut'on because of the possibility of 6919.000 1190144 1190012 132 63 57 1.1 -14
a -mall annual period in thaL scale. The measurerents 62O.000 1190156 1190019 137 63 69 1.1 5
of the preliminary UTC(US.O) have turned out to be of 6921.000 1190152 1190026 126 63 67 .9 -11
little value during the period available because of 6122.000 1190143 1190026 122 63 74 .9 -4
excessive low frequency noise. This is explained 6923.000 119015 1190033 122 63 70 .8 0
below. 6924.000 1190165 1190040 125 63 65 1.1 3

6925.000 1190153 1190033 120 63 57 1.1 -5
III# - HIS Residuals .... BSE-15 6926.000 1190141 1190026 115 63 71 1.0 -5
HIS - HI9 Residuals .... 4.3E-15 6927.000 1190146 1190033 113 63 69 1.0 -2
ii - 1119 Residuals .... 7.9E-15 6923.000 1190117 1190026 91 63 53 1.2 -22

6929.000 1190132 1190033 99 52 66 1.0 7
This triad resolved gives for LINEAR FIT OF COLUNI 4 n F F

I1 ....... 7.6E-15 hIg4 HIS
HIS ...... 3.SE-15
HIS ....... ?.IE-15 REF.OATE PRED.VALUE SLOPE NIS It REJECTED ALLANDIF

Ma E-15 E-1SIOAY E-15 E-15
Total nu!ber of observations; 115 days .......................................................

(140 46818 - 46933) 6929.0 10G.5 -2.81 7 35 0 7.48
Table 2 LINEAR FIT OF COLUWI 3 a F - F

HI9 HC2
The better performance of HI9 can in part be

explained by the fact that Its vacuum pump was equipped REF.OATE PRED.VALUE SLOPE PRS i REJECTED
with new Titanium plates in late 1986, whereas HIS is M4.' E-15 E-1SJOAY E-15
still operating on its original plates (it was ----------------------------------------------------
delivered to the USNli in Septerber 1983). The phase 6929.0 1190047.6 3.77 10 35 0
locking of HI8 adds noise, too. Out this contribution
is only a few E-16 for a one day Integration time. LINEAR FIT OF COLUfl 2 a F - F
However, both units perform exceedingly well. This has 119. HC2
been very fortunate because due to some rearranging of
laboratory spaces in preparation for new equipment, REF.DATE PRED.VALUE SLOPE Wb i REJECTED
most of the Cesiums had to be concentrated in only MJO' E-IS E-15/OAY E-15
three clock vaults during the last 9 months. As a ----------------------------------------------------
result of this rearrangement and various environmental 6929.0 1190154.1 .94 14 35 0
problems the Cesium time-scale has suffered several
noticeable rate changes, and has performed unusually Table 3
poorly during the period under discussion. This is
obvious from Table 3 which gives daily measurei-onts of It is interesting to note from the data in Table 3
the Mercury standard with respect to the uncorrected that the ms residuals for the fit of the data in
frequency of MASER MI9 (Colunn 4), the adjustments made Column 4 are equal to the *Allan Difference' from the
to the frequency of 119 on the basis of the Cesium daily differences in the last column of the table.
scale (Column 3), and the actual rate of the Mercury This suggests that after drift subtraction the data
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over a period of 35 days are still r ndamly distrib- A faw interruptions occurred :n our evaluation of
uted, and can thus be usefully averaged over still the first prototype. These were due tO .nItiol prob-
longer periods, This is a most Important result and lemi tith the "unintrruptible power supplies used to
suggests that Marcury ion standards ay be valuable in drive the Instrument. In addition, Several electronics
long-term timteeping applications. As further support probimes caused Interruptions of a (ew days. 0"e
for the absence of flicker noise in the lata In Col mercury discharge 1&a. 16ad to be replaced after A4ba
4, we note that the residuals for this 35-day period sis mnths of use an; the photoltiplier tube was
are only slightly smaller thin those for the 115-day replaced for an Intermittent probl".. The second UL-
period given in Tble 2. has now ben operating for 7 month . Figure 9 showf

the decay of the photon count over the last 53 days.
Discussion The last day shown corresponds with 4ay 200 sinte

InstaltiOn*of the now at. The decay of the 1V
From the above data which represent typical oytpt Is grad4ual and a replaceftnt can conveniently bt

examples, we can see that the oeasurements can W planned I.* advance. This decay of photon Count can be
considered white if the small constant frequency drift 4ttributed to three things: (I) a devrese In 10;i
of the HASERs is subtracted. In fact, as is to be output. (2) acl clease in Pit sensitivt ty, and (3) a
expected, non-white characteristics occur only as a detuning of the F. W e belteve that reason I IS the
consequence of severe environmental problcms which predominant aoru but the "Act cause will be determined
affect all of the standards used in the zeasurements. 4fter the ptrforiAnce of the f-4u'ncy ,t4ndard dew-
While considerable attention h~s ben paid to protect- riorat s to a:, unAcceptble level.
Ing the standards from environmental disturbances,
several severe failures of environmental cuntrol did Conclusi fc
occur during Decemer 1986, January 1937, and later.
The data presented above do not include these periods Overall, thu eip er n e wit% .he prototypes has
because they are not typical and were largely i been astonishingly Cood for 4 device based on entirely
consequence of the atitallation of new power systems new princiles. As 4 result of our opterAtial OAr-
and other equipment. However, oe of the rare iencc we have discoverd the need for some s-nall design
important lessons of the Initial operation Is indeed changes which should take cire of the aforenti.ed
the extent of the environekntal sensitivities of the minor problems. In surary, wi can stat that the I;*
119. device which were Initially larger th4n expected. frequency standard, even in its prototype conrfigr-
On the basis of the initial measurements, we changed aton, has become a superior instrument for advanced
the shield temperature from $00 C to 400 C In floveer laboratory utt. It 0ll establ!sh an entirely nrt
1986. This cauted a positive frequency shift but more performor.ce stan.ard in long-term timekeepin7.
Importantly, It decreased a sm411 frequency drift which
had been observed. After about a month, operation Anole -nts
became very stable without further Interruptions and no
further frequency drifts could be detected. If that It Is with great pleasure that we 4cknowledge the
should continue to be our experience, with tito Hgo support of Or. Joseph White, Jl4val Research Laboratory,
frequency standard In its present desig., even without and Hr. Jrmit 8. Collie, Space and Naval warfare
further Improvements, the impact of the ne'w device on Systems Co.mand.
long-term laboratory timekeeping will be consider-
able. le can obtain estimates of this by Integrating References
our frequency measurements as shown in Figure 6 for the
HASER difference and in Figure 7 for MI9 In terms of 1. 0. J. ineland, Wayne H. Tano, J. C. Berg quIst, J.
ilig. A random scatter In the daily frequency measure- J. Bollinjer and J. 0. Prestage in Atomic Physics 9, R.
mnt of 7.6E-15 produces, of course, a random walk of S. Yandyke, Jr., and E. It. Fortso, 0s., (Vorld
GGOps from day-to-day which is larger than the free- Scientific. Sintapore, 1984). p. 3.
running MASERs (ISOps for M19). However, given the
randomness, we can average over several days and get a 2. G. Verth In Atomic rhysics 9, R. S. Vandjke, Jr.,
check on the MASER drift without degrading iti day-ta- and E. H. Fortson, es., (World Scientific, Singapore,
day performance. At present performance levels, runs 1984), p. 28.of 14 days should accomlish this.

3. L. S. Cutler, R. P. Giffard, and H. 0. McGuire
A check on the long-term frequency drift via (1931) 'A Trapied Mercury 199 Ion Frequency Standard'

UTC(BIll as reported in Circular 0 is shown in Figure Proc. 13th. PTIT Applications and Planning Heethj, pp.
8. This compares the integrated readings of 14#2 in 563-573. (UASA Conference Publication 2220)
terms of the Iigt frequency standard with the Bill values
for the same clock. If we divide the period into two 4. L. S. Cutler, R. P. Giffard, and M. 0. McGuire, FCS
parts of 70 days each, then a long-term drift of the 37 1983. (IEEE Cat. No. 83CO1957-OJ
1194 device would have to be smaller than about 3E-17
per day to eicape detection. However, due to the 5. L. S. Cutler, R. P. Giffard, and M. 0. McGuire,
possibility of a small seasonal term in the Bill scale, Appl. Phys. B 36 (1985)
we must consider this as very preliminary.

6. L. S. Cutler, C. A. Flory, R. P. Giffard, and M. D.
A second unit was recently delivered. Io problems McGuire, Appl. Phys. B 39 (1985)

were encountered in assembling that unit at the US1O
and it, too, is operating normally. Preliminary
measurements indicate that the difference in frequency
between the two standards is between one and two parts
in ten to the thirteen, with comparable noise level.
In view of the fact that the construction of the trap
in this unit is significantly different, and that
neither standard has been calibrated since installation
this performance is considered satisfactory.
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4lat Annusl Frequency Control SyMP0OsiuM - 1907

J3'. Trapped Ion Frequency StAidard Devalo|xett

J. 0 Prerago. t¢;. JDirk. L Hai,.
JO: Propulsion M-4h4t'asiy

CA).TI~Arn InstitUtO of TvnltlV
A900 Oajk tVrovs D)rive

~Mi~flBX Pasdea.It 4. lltt

we report the first closd-loop opoerarian of fhe JlL %farisr o~lotrir And mArno r t A +lvitrl,- The
trAPPe'i Lot% tro1qUonV' 91711dArd. itercurv 1tJ9 ions art' former in used in si.- .11r pnn trraps wh'lo t' talaotr
confined in n RF trap uPnd ist .lol':ed hv u-'. of it uted in rf or Prul traps
Optical pU pitiC With lO91 ti = U lirht frram a
dlisclmrg lamp. Abnerpt'aon of alrowa4vo rAdlaITl At z
thi hyperin. frequecv (1O-,S 0I.) is signaled Ity
Atomic fuorescence of t VV light. Theq trosietivv ofA 0.5 C41-: oscillator is locked to a t1.6ix wide
atomic abSorption line of the trapped Ions. The
masurod AIIAn varianCe Of this locled oscillator is
currently oyt') - 1.1 "t WnIO /lV'- for 20 -. r • 1 0
seconds, which is betrr arahlity than cie hisst
commercial cesium Standards by almost a f(ator of .
This first result wax achievedl without mnotie
shielding And without regulation of Ion number. Thsr
Article describes details of this ftrr cluaed-loop V O, y
operation. +vcs

Recently, tchre as boon much activity toward tile
developmenr of rrapped ltn frequonv- strandards liirnure
ions confined In anl RP quadrupole ion trap are
sub jected to very small parturbarions of chair artAm-c
energy levels and weak forces which equali:e any Flire I
population difforencox Among the ground state
hyperfino levels. Potentially. te largest source of £1-erro rtrr and voltages.msd in shls work
frequeny flucuation for isuCh a standard stms frm The electrode structure ad tie-varYing vltrAeox to:
the notion of rhe atos wil:n the trap via th serntd Ci|o rf rap used it this work is shown lit Figure 1
order doppler or rofsativlrl, timn dilation ffect. The letrc potential Inside the trap wseh: no 4-h%
To ininml-=a this perzsrbAt Ion. henav ion% are are present IN
preferable to light los since for a given energv a
heavy ion will have smaller vo.ocirv. For this and
other reasons discussed later ir this paper. 119 Ip* # (Lt. + Vgt . €s w)(r7 . 04:11/

ions have been used for most t'apped [on frequenev where. (or tie present work. it - (.) ttittIll. -
standard work. 2V. V. - 6t6UV. f: - (r.' * . anld r, - intsido
There are only two parameters needed to dosribe sha radius of ring electrmrd - 1.0 9 -e N.
short-term stability' of an atomic frequency standard. A charged particle moving it she til m..g, enu+
Otto is the line Q (-f/Af) where f is the resonant Oscillatorv electric field of the lot trait CIe% 4a n0t
frequency of the reranco aton and Af is the width sof force (avoragod over one cycle f to tuwnrd tie rei .n
the atomic resonance. For 190 It&. f is 14O.5 C lI and of weaker field provided te aeplituds of Its otion

Af is as small as 0.111. thus trapped ion srandardr at frequency w1 is small comparod with its dlscan-e
have line Q's Which are orders of magnitude higher from Cl center of the trap. The motion under trhes
than other microwave atomic frequency standard-s Tie conditions is a combination of a fast oscillation at
other parameter that determines stability Is the frequency f) (micromorion) and a slower frequencv . as
signal-co-r.oise ratio (SNR) achieved in measuring the shown in rigure 2. The action of the liF field In
atomic resonance. The short-term stability is trapping Ions is described by Cte electric
inversely proportional to the product of Q and SZR. pseudopotontial energy. s

At present, four groups worldwide are developing - a' V,(rf
trapped fig+ ion clocks: Ilewlett-Packard. Palo Alto.
Ca.;' National Bureau of Standards. Boulder. Co.; where m and e are the ion's mass and charge.
Universite Paris-Sud, Orsay. France; 3 and JPL/NASA. respectively. The DC potential energy.
It should be noted that F.G. Major first proposed the
use of trapped 19911&+ ions as a frequency standard " eU,(r 2

while working for NASA at the Goddard Space Flight
Center in 1969.' is added to Che pseudopotential givlng the total

potential energy for an ion in rhe tr.ip.
ION TRAPPING

0,- w7r/2 + =,,2z4/2

Ions can be confined to a region of space without where. W2 - 2e2V.2/M20., + 2eU/m 2
walls by a combination of electric and magnetic fields
appropriate to its mass and charge. The fields may be and W2 - 8e

2
V2/M

2
4 - 4eU /M 2 .
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One dlmnantonal motion for ion Figure 3
In Co ob ind RF And DC trapping fil1d

Enerry levels of tle grouo'd stato of 4S1l1' versus

Under tih conditions listed earlier about 19 electron Manetc (laid.
volts of kinetic onergy Is required for an 1 "toolH In *1w first order field Idiopi ndonr transition used li

at the trap center to reach one of the trapping this work is shewn.
electrodes. Tit o P" .stAte decaYS after 2 .s lifeci e to alther

2S1 XF ' ,- 0. - 0). or -S(F I. Or$ rhereby
Our crop Is Inside a vACuUM chamber at A pressure of AcAttering A 19.*. na photon. Since the transition
14 x 10" torr. by heating a powder of Isotopically :SI A(F - O., Or 0 #P: is not resonant with the
enriched mercuric oxide (Ilg ) to About 100 C. a vapor limcbo from the 20711 lamp. the Ions arre puoped out of
of neutral 101llg fills the vacul chamber to about th ts,.F - 1. or) state into tio IS,.(F - O 1r "
10' torr partial pressure. Electrons from a W& 0) StaC at Which time the Iong Stop Scattering MI
single crytAl filament re Injected lnto the crap light. A flux of about 3 x 1012 photons per second
(- 30M. 200V) Ionizing tie neutral 109118. par eml passing through Chio n cloud will depopulate

the ?S,,.(F - I. m) levels in About 1/2 second. In
Tit resulting ion cloud is much hotter than tie room this "repraed state. an mtrrogaing micruWAve
temperature neutral vapor i part because loni:aClonI field (strength 0*c) aL frequenc ,lG3. il_- :
of the vapor takes place throughout the trap. It has will transfer the Atoms from the F - 0. or - a) state
been found experimentally that the averAge kietilc to the IS.13(F - 1. Or - 0) state in about 1 so*cnd.
energy of the ions is about 10% of the wall depth. The ions wiil thn SCattCer UV )lght until thev are
The resulting 2V of kinetic energy would produce A pumped back Into the non-fluoroscing l ,(F - U, t -
fracional second order doppler shift of about 10"'. 0) state. The strosngth of this scattered light is
To reduce this Shift th vaCuuM system is filled to used to determine whethot the Interrogating microwave
about 10"1 torr of 4lie. The lie Lons collide with sirnal was correctly tuned to the atomic resonauco,
those room temperature 110 atoms and are cooled to just
Above room temperature. F' - 0 F' l I

IONIC I&VEIgiSAN! OI&ANTDI ENLINEIW1 h l' 0m, -1 0 +1

IP 112
The magnetic structure of the ground state hyperfino ir 37Hz 2P
levels of '"Hg Is shown in Fig. 3. The energy
difference between the (F - 0. Or - 0) and (F - 1. mr
- 0) levels is used to define thle standard frequency.
approximately f4.+ - 1,0.507347997 CII:. To measured 194A
frequency, f. depends quadratically on the manetic
field at the position of the ion cloud. - 2 Gli

- + + 98B2(ll:/G?). 20 9  --

For comparison, the field dependence for Hydrogen H 9

atoms is F 0 F I
(11.0) (I1-121 199H9 +

f - fo, +2750B1(liz/G). (g

The ions are state selected by use of optical pumping Figure 4
with light from an 2 0 2 11S discharge lamp. The energy Ground and lowest optically excited states of 202ll +
levels of 202llg and I991g+ are compared in Fig. +4.
Ultraviolet light of wavelength 194.2 nm (- 6.4 eV and iSgjtg are compared showing how light from 20211l
from the 202 l g lamp, when collected and focused onto will pump ,Sllg+ ions i.sto the 2 S,1Z(F- 0. H -0)
the 1991l+ ions will excite the transition 2S112(F - Level.
1, or) -2P212 ,
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co ing from the lamp lin this handwidth in tt ZV in
line of neutral li, And i .i1 times brighrter thAn ih

IV OPTICa=. Yo-* 1'. n line.

2) The ellipsoidal collection mirror has a thin film

Tite design of the optical system is crucial to the dielectric coating which MaxiMI.ex reflorin at 10'.
signA1.to.nosint cAtio of the Atomic resonance signal im . while keepin, i1i rofloctivity At J- tim At itt
In A trapped iol standard. Tlt darected I ' with lower reflecrivirlas for longer lcn~th. The
fluorescent radlation from the ions. produced after entrance windoto Ii tra p ion tit ,oartd to 1.e 911%
absorbing microwave photons near An.'%iln comprises reflective At 244 It W11110 hellin Oft trrn%*ttinP At
the signal. The efficiency of collection of tie light 194 rn.
scattered by the ionls further determines the sInal
level. The noile, oil the other hand, is produced lv A 3) All light relloed by the derection opries
number of sources. These Include tihe optical lpmiplng -. trrAy BCmttored light plus fluoroscent light from
light reflected from electrodes and windows. radiation the atoms.is filtered with A 194 sm hadpass filter

sCattered by tile background neutral martcuvtY nd with peak tranamisgion W-1.t and bandwidth 4% no.
light due to the hot electron filament. hm ie iv elemeat lens syst m used lit this first

operation it designed to form an Image of the li
Figure 5 show tile optical sym used to collect And cloud (assxumd to hoe a sphere of 6 mm diamterr) on the
focus UV light from tile 20I,1 lamp onto TlI1 cloud PHT. Thin vitrem oprimimes the collecrion of light
Tile system consists of Ant rf excited lamp V1101 emittred by the tonls within th con.stralnrs of the

produces the UV light, and An ellipsoidal mirror which existing dimenions of the endeap electrode.

I.+ 11wThe solid angle subtanded by the collection opttis
1Around the trap cencer i Il of the total 4 solld

Angle. The total efficiency of this detection system
4101" " t, Lmilt Is equal to the soi a1nle l(0.051 rimes tho hndpann

.. UP 100414 fttw~t filter loss (.31) time# tile IT sensittvity t.121 or.t110 Xu €+I0" * ttw

'.-.,.+.+,,11,000U F MICROWAVES

10.000 ONCRN US

000= + -000 -

1 2 3 4 5 6
TIME (sed

Figure 5

194 noUV i lht is scattered by the trapped 19911g Figure 6

ions after absorption of microwave radiation near 40.561l:. Light scattered from the loins when microwaves (4,0,5
GII:) are applied in detected togaether with stray liflit
from electrodes and windows,

collects and focuses the light Into the trap. This

single olement optical system ensures that tie maximum Tito atomic fluorescence and stray scatrerd light can
amount of light is collected. while the scattering be seen In Figure 6. showing UV light detected by ilo
from the surfaces Is nearly eliminated. PHT versus time as counts tin a multichannol scaler.

The scan Is triggered by the start of the electron
The lamp is excited with 15-20 watts of rf power (160 pulse, which forms the ions and causes some incroaso
MI:) creating a vary bright discharge in the quart: in detected light. After about 1 second the electron
cell containing the 70211r vapor with about 30 pulse is switched off, the ions are pumped into the
millitorr of argon buffer &as. The useful light from 2 S,,Z(F - 0. mr - 0) level and only stray light is
the 70211g lamp is from the 194.2 nm transition in collected. At 2 seconds. tle 40.5 GIl: radiation In

021l+ shown in Figure 4. switched on, transferring some of the atoms into the
SI/Z(F - 1. Mi - 0) state where they scatter light as

However, the brightest wavelengths produced in the discussed earlier. Finally, at about 3 seconds, tle
lamp are from transitions in the neutral Ilg atom. microwaves are switched off and the atomic

Any light detected at wavelengths other than 194.2 nm fluorescence dies away with Lime constant of about 1/5

will degrade the SNR of the measured atomic resonance, second.

There are three ways we suppress the detection of
light with wavelength different from 194 nim: CISrD 10O 01I'F.R-ATION

1) The photomultiplier tube (PHT), used to detect UV The sequence of operations used to carry out a

atomic fluorescence is only sensitive ro light that measurement of the 2S312(F - 0, mr - 0), 2S 12(F - 1,

IT wavelength between 160 and 320 n. with peak mr - 0) frequency are shown in Figure 7. By repeating

sensitivity of 12-15% at 210nm. The brightest line this sequence as the frequency of the microwaves is
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MEASUREMENT drift in the 40.5 ClI: oscillator's frequency. away

ECTRON ON CYCLE -2.5 sec from the Atomic line center.

.O......... The sequence of cantor frequencies obtained in thisGUN OFF closed loop operation is Ahown in Figure 9. T1th
ON (1 1.1 measurement shown lastad Just over 2 hours. A single

pWAVES OFF".".-- 91Asurement cyclo..oloctron pulse to load ions illile
trap. a Wait period While ias1s Are optically pumped.

LAMP ON L1.J - lamp switched off While microwaves drive theOFF transition, and lop and counter switched on to
COUNTER ON monitor fluorosonco.-losts about 2.5 seconds. The

COUTER OFF loop tice constant T Is 5 measurement cycles. that In.about 12.5 seconds.

Figure 7

The sequgee of operations used to determine whether 2.5

tie 40.5 GIl: in correctly tuned to rte Atomic 2.

resonance. -two cycle# Ara shown. = 1.5

stopped in 0.2 11- incroontts. we measurt cte resonance |
curve shown in Figure 8. For che 0.5 second square .5 300 600 900 1200 1500 18W02100 2400210003300
microwave pulse used in this measurement. the smallest 0 "
linowidch theoretically actainblo is 1.6 It:. which
corresponds to Q 2.5 x 1010. C 0.5".

NUMBER OF SWEEPS 4
CENTER FREQ (Hz) 7, 340077Es6 "2
FREQ STEP (Hz) 0.2

.5..
MEASUREMENT NUMBER

Figure 9

*1. Frequency deviation of tie 40.5 GIl: oscillator while
servoed to the 1.6 i- wide atomic resonance. Each

1.6 Hz measurement lasts 2.5 seconds.
U

-0. 5 L . .. L
S8 -6 4 -2 0 2F 4 6 T 0 Te Allan variance derived from the sequence of

FREQUENCYOFFSET (Hz) frequencies (F,2 is shown in Flgur, 10. The reference

frequency for the 1.0o5 ClI- oscillator is provided by a
Figure 8 Hydrogen Maser (SAO.21 in the Frequ.tncy Standards

Atomic fluorescence as the frequency of the 40.5 Gil: Laboratory). For times long compared to the loop time
constant the Allan variance falls as 4.4 x 10"12//:V

oscillator is swept through the atomic resonance. This short-term stability is nearly a factor of 2
better than chat of the best commercial Cesium

The oscillator it locked to the 1.6 I1: wide resonance standards (8.5 x lO1 2N7.
line by stepping tie oscillator 0.8 If: to either side Those first results wore" done without shielding tite
of tie resonance and adjusting the center frequency of 0 8 C ambient magnetic field in the trap. The
this ± 0.8 I: stop to null the difference in residual field dependence at 0.8 C Is 157 I1:/C.
fluorescence rates. More precisely, suppose the Frequency stability of 2 x 1013 at this field
center frequency of the 1,0.5 Gila oscillator. Ft. is sensitivity requires magnetic field fluctuations
within one linewidth of the resonance, three smaller than 60 pG over the 320 seconds required to
measurements of the fluorescence are made on alternate reduce statistical error to 2 x 10"s3.  For this
sides of F1: reason we have not pushed the Allan variance databeyond 320 seconds in this first test.

Cl at F1 + 0.8 hI:

C2 at F, - 0.8 I:z CONCIJSION

C3 at FA + 0.8 hI: In its first closed loop operation, the frequency

The oscillator center frequency Is then changed to stability of the trapped lsollg+ frequency standard has
Ft, - F1 + (0.811z/T)(Cl + C3 - 2C2)/[2(SIGNAL)| where been measured to be o(r) - 4.4 x 1012/Ffor 20 < r
SICAL is the height of the fluorescence above < 320 seconds.
background and T is the loop time constant in units of
measurement cycle time. The "second difference* [Cl + Many improvements are underway zo increase the short.
C3 - 2(C2)j is used because it is insensitive to and long- term stability of this standard including
linear drifts in lamp intensity. If the first increased collection efficiency, shielding the ambient
difference (CI-C2) had been used to change Ft. a magnetic field, and designs for traps which could
linear drift in lamp intensity would force a linear store up to a hundred times the present ion number.
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4d.4 x 10 2i1Fw
"12 -

x 10'

LOOP TIWE
CONSTANT<10-13-

I MEASUREMENT 2.5 sec
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1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128
NUMBER OF MEASUREIENTS AVERAGED TOGETHER

Figure 10

Allan varlanca of tha sequence of center frequencies
shown In Figure 9. Multiply by 2.5 seconds to convorc
the horitontal axis to tire.
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We prope.* a novel PH nideband utili~ing an adtvantagool- ,.rl v% f a high
tehniquo to rt. ce drastically ths double temporal coherence of til . .,.r14. Thi can
rennance Iine eid,' in a Rb atomic clock be achived by the uue c" PM laser nidebanda
pumped by a sta di:d diode laser. This induced by tie nonlinear susceptibility of
could be achived by the use of the nonlinear throe-level 07 Rb atoms and the microwave
susceptibility of three-loal Rb atoms when frequency modulation. However, to the
the incident micror.vav signal is modulated. author's knowledge, this affect has not been
By using resultant PH sidebands oi .*,a laser known yet and is employed as an advanced
and synchroic. , t tact: -% high-order technique for improved 71b atomic clocks.
derivative sho, us of absorptive and Therefore, extremely high -.tability of
dispe rivo part of double-resonance spectral microwavo frequency can be obtained by using
line wore measured. Tile linewidth as narrow thin technique at optimal conditions.
as 20 11% was obtained, which was 1/18 times In this paper, a theoretical analysis
that of the rf-oxcited 0 7 Rb atomic clock, for this technique and an evaluation of
Optimum values of modulation parameters were microwave frequency stability for a diode
found by the computer simulation. Futhermore, laser pumped 8 7 Rb atomic clock are carried
contributions of the laser frequency detunin out. In section I1, tie observation of somae
to the light shifts were also estimated to novel double-resonance lineshapos with
attain the microwave frequency accuracy as narrower linewidth are demonstrated. In
high as 1012. section II, the theoretical analysis for
1. Introduction double-resonance by means of the equations of

notion of density matrix elements are given.
Ilighly stable microwave frequency Tn section IV, optimal conditions for the

oscillators have boon required for many highest microwave frequency stability are
applications such as satellite communications found by the computer simulation. Finally,
I satellite tracking, global positioning in section V, both contributions of the laser
system (CPS), and so on. Portable Cesium frequency detuning to the light shifts and
(133Cs) atomic clocks and Rubidium (87 Rb) effects of laser linewidth on microwave
atomic clocks have been used for these frequency stability are investigated.
applications, and improvements of their II. Observation of Double Resonance Spectral
performances are indispensable for the Shapes with Narrower Linewidth
progresses of these applications.

For these improvements , the optical Figure 1 shows an experimental setup for
pumping and the optical detection by diode a laser pumped 8 7 Rb atomic clock, in which a
lasers have been proposed for 1 33Cs atomic commercially available 8 7 Rb atomic clock
clocks(1 1 . In the case of the optical (Fujitsu, 5407A) was used. The rubidium gas
pumping for 8 7 Rb atomic clocks, the cell with natural rubidium vapor (8 7 Rb/ 8 5 Rb
replacement of a :f - excited 8 7 Rb lamp by a a 3/7) and buffer gases was installed in the
diode laser has been proposed , and microwave cavity. Figure 2 (a) and (b) show
preliminary experiments on laser pumped 87Rb examples of novel optical-microwave double
atomic clocks have been reported [2]. The resonance spectrum. The vertical axes of
authors already showed that a quantitative these figures are the output voltage of the
evaluation of light shift and a novel double phase sensitive detector (P.S.D.) in Fig.1.
resonance lineshape with a drastically At first glance, the lineshapes of Fig.2 (a)
narrower linewidth can be obtained by and (b) seem to be quite different. These

CH2427-3/87/0000-025 $I.00C1987 IEEE 25



difference, however, only stems from the microwave double rosonancu {6 l. As showed in
difference of the modulation index ( H ), rig.4, two hyporfine levels of the ground
the modulation frequency ( 6,I/2- ) and the state of (5Si /2,FI ,mr0) aId
phaoe defferonce ( I between the output (SS1 t2,rP2,apu0) , and an excited state
signal from the post-detector amliflier And ISP3I 2i correspond to the relevant three
the reference signal for P.S.D. Other levels, which are expressed as 13, b, andl
conditions, for instance, the laser power Ic), respectively. The tmagnelac field of
density and the rubidium g:; cell microwave and the electric field of a laser
temperature, wa re equal. are represented as

It Is worth to mention that the paak'.-to-
peak lineaidths at the center of th se !l |(r,%,t) a (lMoJ00(.832r/R1sin(kg%./2)"
figures, I.e., the separation between points expl-.I.-t| * C.C. , (4)
A and 0 in If1a.2 (a) and (b), are much
narrower than those of rf -excited 07Rb at"mic CL(%Itl a (CLI)xPI1i-t-kL.)) C.C. , (5)
cloacks. in the case of Fig.2 (a) and (bi, the
linoidhs were 7S IN. and 110 I1%, where lI and I are the Amplitudes of the
respectively. In contrast with them, the magnetic and the electric field, *M and w,
linewidth of rf-excited 87 1b atomic clock was are angular frequencies, km and kb are wave
360 I1N as shown in Pig.3. Purthermore, the vectors, respectively, JO iS the 0essel
slope at the canter of these lineshpes wer function of the 0-th order, R is tie cavity
too stoop, and depended upon the modulation diameter, - and r are the positions along the
parameters such as H , ,m/1 , and 0 . Tie cylindrical microwave cavity axis and the
slope is rolated to the microwave frequency radius, cespectivoly, and C.C. represcnts a
stability given by 1  complex conjugate. Tite transnissivity T of

0.2 the amplitude of the laoser leectric fitld
U-1 1 through the gas cell can be derived by

Q(S/N) , solving the equations of motion for the
density matrix of the throe - level model

where -y) is the square root of the Allan under the perturbations due to external
varianeo of microwave frequency fields given by oqu.(4) and (5). The
fluoctuAtionslS), 1 is the integration time, solution can be expressed as T • oxp(- -

Sl/N is the signal-to-noise ratio of the 10 ), whore A and I are the amplitude
signal fro post-detector amplifier, and Q attenuation and the phase shif t,
is the quality factor of the frequency respectively. The and I can be described
discriminator which is given by by using nonlinear complex susceptibility

V' l- (, - 1-, ' -4 l 3

* o'' )(2) ( 0 a

In q.(2), "Rb is the microwave transition L (6)
frequency, and ,% is the linewidth of the 2c
dorivative shape which is defined as the
separation between the points A and B of
Fig.2. IEq.(i) also can be expressed by the
use, of S 1 (-SI,, as r 1 1

:uI e--o(3) (7)
0.2 N 1 

(7)

-- Y -1,2 L 3) 2

wR h1 where, e is the speed of light, Lg is the

length of 8 7Rb gas coll. The macroscopic
Sinace microwave frequency stability y() is polarization ( P ) of 8 7 Rb gas can be
inversely proportional to S1 , large S1 value described as
improves the microwave stability. Thus, to
find optimal conditions for larger slope is P = C0 Xe(3)EL = Tr( pe ) , (8)
useful to improve the microwave frequency
stability for a laser pumped 87 Rb atomic where, c is dielectric constant of vacuum,
clock. 1ic is the electric dipolemoment operator,

III. Analysis of Optical-Microwave Double and P is the ensemble-averaged density
Resonance matrix.

On the other hand, the atomic density

The three - level model of an atom matrix obeys the Schr~dinger equation
is employed to analyze the optical -
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3~t ria ~ longitudinali relaxtion consrtnt# X And X1.-xe -ea are the* IAbi angular fraquenciesa of
--q- ,9 microwave aind laser, respectively, .(a) Is

;t A t # the aleceric dipole moment between levels
Iao) and lic , nx (x Apb~c) in the

where, t is the ti m, Ii s 'Plank's constant , P @ l, l ao n of each level ,Ca - ,0
II Is the lamiltonian Including the atomic is the laser angular frequency datutifi , wX
Interactions with thi laver light field and and wl, are prdutets of the populatlin and
the microwave field, eea and irla the transition probability of m~icrowave and
represent the atomic excitation gild laser, respectively, and ot ,i 0 5 13an
relaxation processes I a phenomenologle#a energy density of the laser field which i
way. The Doppler effect on account of the given by
atomic motion is not taken into account,
because the drift velocity ( v I of 8 71(b 1 2
atoms In buffer gases in sufficiently low, a1

.e., IkL% *I kVl ct (7). Th. e Schrdinegr d, O 1
2  ('I2)2

equation (9) of threa-level density matrix
can be solved by taking account third-order Here, -0 Is a center angular frequency of
perturbations arisen by external fields. tie loer, and 4i is a PWIIH of the laser.
The results, of which details of this
derivation will be published(B), from eq.(4)-
(9) are

WcALgj11Q(cA)l CA e A b CA ba' -M (10
2c 0 I . a j)' o2 (+.';L)d.,l, * ("10)2c t'0T1 ( + + 2 ,ab 2

and ,kq

' 1 [ (ca) 2 c (a ba' "M1 * ' -c(3) ' (b,

2c-12 ('3# 42 4b9

whore

Yab(fcb. "Yco) 4 XL2

ba' R 4ba - 2 (12)
YcbYca + Xi2 L2

YCAXL 2 + (Ycb+Yca)(ba-'M)A',L
Yab' U "fab +  (13)

-cbyca A Xt2 - "t"L2

I(na'nc)"(Ya" cY-1)WL,+ya-lycbab +L
2 4 (Uba.H4)A1'%)

C. [(na-nb)+ (Y a' I+b-1)WM-ya-WL IXH
2ca(3), , (14)

¥cbyca + xt,2 L 2

and

()na-nc)-(Ya I+Yb "1 )wL+ya'w) I (Ycb(Uba-'))-YabAWL
¢ca() 2 (25)

YcbYca + xM2 - AuL2

xys the angular frequency of the optical
transition between the levels 1x> and ly>,
Yxy (xy = a,b,c xjy) is a transverse
relaxation constant , Yx (x = a,b,c) is a
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The second term of the right side of eq.(21 -
represents light shift, L.e., the microwave
frequency shift induced by laser frequency
dttuning. The second term YcAx 2 and the ,
third ter. ( Ycb Yca 1 ( ib YK) of right
side of eq.(13) represent a power broadening|*
and an Inhomogeneous broadening induced by W- "
light shift, respectively.

IV. Optimal Conditions for the Highest r
Microwave frequency Stability

In order to obtain a frequency t .112214)

discrimination pattern, the microwave signal F ,
applied to microwave cavity was modulated s j
given by '

and
wH~rt) * 1H * NsMsinwtm.) . (10)

Since the phase shift of eq.(11) depends on , 219)
the microwave angular frequency wm, the
phase of the transmitted laser light Is f and 4q are values of the attenuation
modulated by means of modulation of microwave and the phase shift at the laser angular
signal. As a result of such an Induced phase frequency wL * q Q., respectively. The
modulation , FM sidebands would appear in principal tern of A of (21a) Is J02(1-240 ).
the electric fiold of the transmitted laser In which (1-2AO) can be approximated as exp(-
light. It can be expressed as 240). This term represents the attenuation

of the laser power on account of 57 Rb vapor.
The principal terms of B and C of (21b) and

ET,(EL*(t)/2)expI-i( Lt-hLx)) * C.. , (21) are JoJ (6 ,-6i) and JOJI(O.1-20*4t)#
in which (.-) and (.120 1) can be

where approximated as d 6 /d wX and d2  /d w,2#
i.e., the first derivative of the absorption

ELI EL r q(N4q#m)Jq(M)expliqt) , (18) and the second derivative of the dispersion,
q respectively. Figure 5 shows the dependences

of A, 0, C, D, E, F, and G of eq.(21) on the
Tq is the transmissivity at the laser angular microwave frequency. The measured spectral
frequency WL * q um (q * 0, 0l, 12, 3, profile of A, B, and Care shown in Pig.6.
the q-th order. The light power detected by a As the profiles of a and C cross the
photodetector is given by IT(t) a cIEL 1

2/8% abscissa at the center frequency, they can be
If 161 , I] ci 1 and the laser PM sidebands used as a frequency discriminator. If a
up to the third order are retained for reference signal for the phase sensitive
calculations. IT(t) can be written detection of Pig.1 is proportional to

Cos( Umt - v), the output signal VPSD from

IT(t) a 10(A + Dcoswmt * Csinwmt the phase sensitive detector is expressed as
+ Dcos2Cwt * EsIn 2wmt

+ Fcos3m t GinL3wmt) , (19) VpSD - V0 [(8/2)coso 4 (C/2)sinu) • (22)

Since the ratio of contributions from B and
where C in eq.(22) is governed by the phase A ,

several specific double resonance spectral
cjE4Z lineshapes can be obtained by adjusting the

0  , (20) value of U at several values. Figure 7
8it (a) and (b) show the simulated result

obtained by using eq.(22), where the values
A J 3

2 (1-26- 3 ) + 322(1"26-2) of Yab" H, andOwere swept so that the

+ J1
2 (1-26- 1 ) + J02(1"260) + J12(1-261) lineshape of Fig.7 fits that of Fi-j.2. The

+ J22(1-262 ) + j32(1.263) (21a) conditions of the present experimental result

B = 21J2J 3(6.3+6 2-62-63) 
of Fig.2 (a) were given below

+ J1J2(6.2+6.1-S1-62) M = 1.8 Cm/Yab'= 2.3 0= 2340

+ J0 31 (6. 1 -6 1 )l , (21b) Si = 4.3 * 10- 5 (1/Hz) , (23)
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where, $1 is the slope which is deflned is a It was confirmed that the maximum slo
frequency discrimination sensitivity in sa only a half that of the fundamental
eq.(). It Is seen from those figures that compenants of eq.(24). it is worth to
the lineshape Is composed of several fine mentionf however, that the us@ of the phase
structures, and the peak-to-peak linewidth at sensitive detection at higher Fourier
the center of this shape is much narrower frequency is more favorable to reduce the
than that of the rf-excited 5 7 Rb atomic clock effects of "olse as long as the system is
(,I.e., F1i.3). Such a narrewer linewidth was governed by flicker noise.
obtained by utilizing the Induced FM v. Light Shift
sLdebands of the laser, and from the
discussion given above, it can be recognized The dynamic stark effact by the electric
that a part of this technique is equivalent fleld of pumping light would Induce the light
to that of the FM laser spectroscopy |9 ]. The shifti.e., the shift In microwave
minimum linewidth obtained in the present transition frequency. Since this frequency
experiment was 20 11% at the laser power Is used as a frequency reference for 8ftb
density of 28.8 1W/cm 2. The linewidth of 20 atomic clocks, the light shift can limit
Hz is 1/18 times that of the rf-excited 8 7 Rb their frequency accuracy as woL! as frequency
atomic clock of Fi.3. stability. Precise evaluations of the light

Values of parameters given in eq.23 shift have been rather difficult in the
have not been optimized yet to get the conventional 87 Rb atomic clocks because of
steepest slope. Figure 8 shows the results of the complicated spctral profile of the 8 7 1tb
the dependence of the slope on those lamp. Htowever , more precise evaluations
parameters calculated to find the optimal can be carried out by using diode lasers
value of parameters. Figure 9 shows the with their narrower spectral linewidth,
dependence of this maximum value on the which could be useful to improve thle
normalized modulation frequency and the frequincy accuracy and the Stability of the
modulation index. From Fig.$ and Fig.9, tihe 6 7Rb atomic clocks.
optimal conditions for the highest microwave Figure 12 shows the relations between
frequency stability are found as follows the microwave frequency shift ( AV~b) of the

center of the spectrum and the laser
M a 1.2 vm/Yab' s 1.0 on 1200 frequency detuning t A%) from the center
Sl(4AX) a 1.3 * 10-4 (1/lz) . (24) frequency of an optical transition spectral

line. It is seen that two curves in this
it is seen that the maximum slope Is 3 figure exhibit clearly dispersive shapes,

times larger than that of the present which is consistent with theoretical
experimental results of eq.(23), which means Predictions 1 1 01 . At the first glance, it
that value of the slope can be expected by can be recongnized that the microwave
optimizing the operating parameters in Fig.2 frequency shift is Increased with increasing
(a). the laser power density. The origin point of

it is rather difficult to utilize the this figure represents the resonance
second order harmonics D and £ in frequency frequency of the microwave transition which
discriminators because they do not cross the is free from the light shift. It means that
absissa at the center frequency. The third the laser frequency must be tuned at this
order harmonics F and G, however, can be point, so that the affection of the light
utilized in it. If the reference shift can be avoided, for the improvement of
signal is cos(3 umt - U ), the output signal the frequency accuracy. For example, in the
is case of the curve B of Fig.12, laser

frequency detuning should be less than 57 kliz
VPSD = V0 ((F/2)cosu + (G/2)sinQ] . (25) to get the microwave frequency accuracybetter than 10-12.

Figure 10 shows the dependence of the slope eeca 1h-12.

of F and G of eq.(23) on the modulation and Especially, at the laser power density
phas senitiv deectin paametrs. as high as 2880 t1W/cm2, thle discriminationphase sensitive ndtection parameters. patterns suffered light shift were observed

maximum value on the normalizedce ftis for the study of the spectral lineshape.
faxiumny valu monulth inmled. Frm ion Figure 13 (a) shows examples of the frequency
frequencyandhemoduatialonitio. fr te discrimination pattern correspond to several
and Fig.11, the optimal conditions for the difrndtnnsofhelerrqucy

heigestmicowav frquecy sabiityare different dtunings of the laser frequency.heighest microwave frequency stability are Prmtsfiue itsap rntht

found by the computer simulation as foliows Fre n discrimiti paens ae
frequency discrimination patterns are
extreamly transformed according as laser3.6 Um/Yab , = 0.5 0=270 °  frequency detunings are far from zero. Good

Sl(MAX) = 6.1 * 10 5  (1/Hz) (26) coincidencses of the measured resuts of
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d
Frequency V.C.X.O. Output C

-11
V4- VPb(kHz)

Controler A
Fig.1 Experimental setip,

P.S.O, : Phase sen:sitive detector. 0

VC.X.O. : Voltage controlled
crystal oscillator. 1
A : Post - detector amplifier. B Bwa : Angular frequency ot a low -2-
frequency oscillator for microwave 2frequency modulation. 0M  ~ kz

VM- VRb (kHz)Flg.2 Exampors of experimentally obtained
lineshape in diode laser pumped
8 7Rb atomic clock. The modulation
frequency ( Um/2:) was fixed at

*"'I 160 lIt W and 200 Hx (b).
The laser power density was fixed
at 14.4 $iW/cm 2 . Other conditions

> were not explict.
Vps) : Output voltage from the

--------------------*phase sensitive detector.
vM : Microwave frequency. (nuw/21)
v Rb Microwave resonance
frequency. (Uwba/2w!

5P3/2
2 1 0

VM -VRb (kHz)
Fig.3 An example of experimentally mF

obtAined lineshape in rf-excited F2
87Rb atomic clock. The modulation 

0frequency was fixed at 160 Iz. 5 -ti
F~2

YLC M -1

F=1 010F:I 1

E> Laser Pumping
-- > Spontaneous Emission
01 Microwave Transition

Fig.4 Energy levels of a 8 7Rb atom
relevant to the present study
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(C) (e) (9)

'-'0

C.) W

-1 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 1
VM-V~b (kHz) VM-V~b (kHz) VM-Vmt (kHz)

Pig.S The dopendences ot the quantities
A, B# C, D, E, F, end C of eq.121)
on the microwave frequency wMI2!.
Other quantities were fixed at
Wm/21060 II,Yab'/2=w 150 Itz, and
M,1 ,8.

(b)

-22
-2-

-2 -1 0 -2 -10

VN-VM~b (kHz) VM-Vb (kHz)

(C)
Pig.6 Exmaples of experimentally obtained

quantities A, B, and C of eq.(21) "
as a function of the microwave 2
frequency wM/2w. The modulation J
frequncy was fixed at Um/2 0160l.z. 0

-2-

-2 -1 0 1

VM-VRb (kHz)
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(a)_
J~ 14

00

-1 0 1 3
VMVRb (kHz) v

() - 1 2 m
(b) -2

' 1 .0" 80 360"o e
Pig.8 The dependence of the slope of

-1 f undamental components on tile
-normalized frequency and phase

I I I3ifference. The modul ttion index

-1 0 was ixed at M 1.2.

VM- VRb (kHz)
rig.7 Simulated result obtained by using

aq.(19)-(22), where the values of
Yob', M, and P were swept so that
the linashape of Fig.7(a) and (b)
fit that of FPg.2(a) and (b),
respectively.
(a)This fitting was obtained when

wm/yab', 2.3, P.2340, and Mu1.8.
(b)This fitting was obtained when ._
Qm/Yab's 2.9, O-2700, and M-..6. N 1

N0
1.0

I0 v(OM YaW- 0.5 P A
x C LO) 01 2B D-

U 0 1 0 °  180* 360"
0 1 2 3 4

wm/Yab'
Fig.9 The dependence of the maximum slope Fig.10 The dependence of the slope of

of fundamental components on third-harmonics components on the
normalized frequency and modulation normalized frequency and phase
index. The phase differences were difference. The modulation index
fixed at optimum value, was fixed at M = 3.6.
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4 'NlO

X 3:U 3 2-
2 A C

1 2 3 B
Wm IYab -100-

Fig.11 The dependence of the maximum
slope of third-harmonic -1 0 1 2
components on normalized frequency
and modulation index. Thto pha. AVL (GHz)
differences wore fixed at optimum
value. FPic.12 ight shift AVRb induced by laser

frequency for the gas cell at
480 C. Since all the curves
crossed at a common point, this
point was taken as the origin of
the axes In this figure. The lser
power density was fixed at 57.6
j;Wcm2 (A,o) and 880 tW/cm2 (Be).

Ahl : The laset frequency detuning.
(M= 1/2X =(%.Cn- -0 /2 -)

ArRb : The microwave resonance

frequency shift. (R(wba'ba)/2w)

X5 
A 

lF AA

Fig.13 The frequency discrimination

pattern suffered light shift on the
microwave frequency. (a)TheC C measured results. (b)The calculated
results. The laser frequency
detuning was fixed
at 2070 24Hz (A), 0 1Hlz (B), and -

1 1800 MH1z (C). The laser power

-1000 0 1000Hz-4000 0 IO00Hz density was fixed at 2880 IzW/cm 2 .
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A THREE DIPHXINSIAL MODEL Of TIIE
GAS CELL, ATOMIC FREQUECY STANDARD

J. C. C=a;ro And R. P. Fruehol:
Chemistry And Phyaire Laboratory. The Aersp-eo Corporntion

P.O. box 9.197, Los Angeles. CA 9009

Summary Th Three Di--ensienal Xmodl

In thin paper proliminary calculations from A To creAto a three dimensional model of tho S3*
thrao dimensional Clock Model are discusaed. In call stoaic frequency atandard, we consider the clock
particular we have considered 4 recent auggeation that cavity to te componed of hundread of tuben (ninimAily
shor. am tability night be Improved by varyilng the 6400) as shown in Fig. Ia, oeach of which can be
microwave power. Thoug') our reaultA support the .iaacribd by our one is-nalnal zmdl at present we
general Conclusion, they show that the degreo of mnsider only cylindrical T%0 11 And TEIl | =Icrowve
ensitlvity Ia less than that predicted by the to

dimensional model. The difference in the result. of caviy no,.'t, though ithr A4ptIal mnfigurAtlon.

the tto model* in a manifestation or tha more acuroate mu,4 to zdon@d without much difficulty. An shown

troat-nnt of the Position Shirt efrfat in the t..ee In Fig. Ib the trAnmiverae distribution of hyporfine
dimenslonal mode.. Thia =we 4peurAte treatment iA polnritation i approximated by conAliering Only the
highlighted by the three lisenional modal's flint order radial diffusion modo, 5 And thin Ia
determination of iaoeffcitenoy contours (convur Inoluded In the maodel by superimposing this
showing spatial rogloni In the clock cavity that have JiNtr'bution on the microscupic noluions As
equal effiienry tFe producing clock signal). and
noting their spatial depndencoe uplon microwave power. previoui,.y 1i, 3l0d., for simplicity we halte 434=ed

in -il calculations that the optical pusping light in
uniform In th transvere dimensions.

Intr.lduction

Over tho p43t few yvarn a one dimennlonal.
non-empirical model of the gas call atomic frequency
standard has been developed At The Aerospac

Corporation. 1  Thin nodel analy:en the iarvo-contretl
feedback circuitry and the Atomic phyalc packgoe's
nignal lineshapa to yield the expected froquoncy
stability of the atomic standArd deosign tmnr atudy.
The odal i ona dimensional In that It only conslders
Axial variations In: 1) the clock cavity'a microwave
-agntic field strength And 2) the degree of optical
pumping within the clock's rubldium (Rb) resonance o
call. Howver, even with thin dimensional limitation.
the model has proven Itself to be quite useful foe
analyzing potential frequency stability improvementu 6
resulting from the us*e of a diode laser as the optical

pumping light soure, 2 And alsa ren comparing the ' - i4.
ptentlal frequency stabilities of an cell standardsV -

based on alkalies other than Rb. 3  In essence, the one
dimensional clock model hart boen adequate for
addre n.ing these questions. becsuse In these oases It 1
Is reasonable to consider the various satLally Li 04 QE .1 L 0) I0"

varying quantities as averages over the clock Cavity's Q Q

and cell's transverse dimensions.

However, In order to analyze a wider range of
questions concerning Rb clock performance. In Fig. 1. (a) In ardor to construct a three dimensional
particular In order to analyze potential mechanisms of model of the gas cell atomic clock we Imagine the
frequency drift, a one dimensional model is only relonanco cell as being composed of hundreds of tubes,
marginally adequate. Specifically, it has been each of which can be described by a one dimensional
suggested that frequency drift In the Rb standard may clock model. (b) Here we show the radial distribu-
result from a spatial otion of the small region of tions of both the hyperfine polarization and the
vapor In the Clock cavity that gives rise to the major absolute value of the microwave magnetic field for a

portion of the clock signal.4 Consequently, an TE0 1 , cavity mode. The radial distribution of
analysis that averaged va bous quantities over the hyperfine polarization results from diffusional
transverse dimensions of the clock cavity and relaxation, and we consider only the first order
resonance cell would be unable to Investigate this radial diffusion node. The cusp in the microwave
hypothesis. A three dimensional model of the gas cell magnetic field strength corresponds to a 180 degree
atomic frequency standard is therefore required in phase shift in the field.
order to properly examine the plausiblity of this
"Position Shift" mechanism as a contributor to
frequency draft. Since diffusional relaxation is now Included In

the calculations by considering the full three
dimensional hyperfine polarization distribution that
results from this relaxation mechanism, phenomenologi-
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Cal difru lonAl relaxation rates are no longer experience different levels or microwave field

required In the microscopic calculations.' For each strength depending on the clock's cavity mode. This
tub* the nrmallnd at, .lAung microwave magnetic then Implies that at10= In different regions of the
field, which correponds to a normalized microwae cavity reaeh the a4turation regime at different levels
Rab freqency, is determined by the trannverse of microwave cavity Input power. Since the clock
position of the tube in the cavity and the cavity mode signal io esentially A Aum over all of the individual
under consideration (see Fig. Ib). The normalizing atomic aignals, the clock signal can be expected to
constant Is deLorzined by the "vity Q and the have a fairly complicated dependence on the microwave
microwave power red Into the cavity me%44. power red Into the cavity.
Conoquently. the dependence of the clock signal on
AMrowAvo field strcneth ia expreaned aiMply in 1,2112 An exzamp't or thin dependence as predicted by our
Oft I) the cavity mode. 2) the cavity Q And 3) the thro dimensional clock model i presented In Fig. ',

Input micrOWaVQ pwer. which shown the Allan deviation At one second a .v
funetion of microwave Cavity Input power. in this
poclrl example we have considered a =Inlim vr.im<,

Dependonce or"t Tor= StAlIy cylindrical T1.OI I cavity with a Q of 100; other
(in Hi TQAVQ t.wQ1 para:4eter3 used In the rAlrulations of thin paper are

ee'tly, regardig 1-as tn dieusAien In the collected In Table I. Additionally, Figs. 34 And 3b

literature regarding the dopndonco it the Ab clock's

short term stability an microwave p0w§r.IE in
particular, In previous calculations it w4n shown that

tar clock design3 sila1r to that of Willi=am a.,
which Are vell doesrlwid by A one dimensional clock
- the short term stability at the standard 4hould!
be A fairly sensitive function of t.ho microwave power P
P red Into th4 cIck cavity. Qualitatively, thi can c'
be understood fro* tl% ftact that the short ter=

tabillity f the standArd is anit eslao Itkd. 8

uhich allows wrltlng: d , "

Here, a is the square root ot the Allan variance -. ,- _ - 1 j
y

thencotrth we refer to thin quantity a3 the Allan
deviation). av is the full width ft the atomic
hypiflne resonance and S 33 the atomic renonanre Fig. Z. For a U011 cavity mode the figure shown the
signal Amplitude. Fr a single ato, er equivalently log of th llan deviation As a function of the
an enstmble of atoms All experlenring the s e microwave p ewr ted Into a cavity with A Q of 100.
microwave magnetic field Atrength (in other words for For both lw annd high microwave powers the numerical
A oack cavity with no spatil field variation), data in fit to a powew law In order to determine the
relatively imple expresions relating SignaI coetficlenta shown In the figure. ate that At the
ampl Itude And width to microwave power may be highest microwave power (roughly 10 dbm) there seems

derived. 9  Considering flint the 'egime of low to be a break In the power law scaling, a paonaat.e
microwave power ,L'elow saturation, i increases explanation tor this effect in suggested in the text.
linearly with the microwave power, and Av is
constant. Thus. in thin regime the Allan deviation 1
Inversely proportional to P. However, In the regime Table I.
o high microwave power (saturation regime) S is Miscellaneous parameters u3sd in the
constant and 4w Increases like the square root o the clock model calculations (sea Ret. 1).
microwave power. As evidence Indicates that gas ell

clocks tend to be operated !n the saturation regime, 10  Parameter Value

one would expect that for clack cavities exhibiting Optical llnewldth 2.0 GHZ
relatively little spatial variation of the microwave Cell temperature 60* C
field.

Photocell response 0.5 A/W
Sy . (2) Cavity Q 100

Consequently, If a clock's normal operating point was Optical power (DI)  47 PM
at a microwave power level well Into the saturation Optical power (D2 ) 75 UW
regime, then Improvement In the short term stability
o the clock could be attained by simply reducing the
microwave power to the level corresponding to the show the theoretical Clock signal amplitudes and full
onset o saturation, widths, respectively, as a function of microwave power

for this same case. Curves similar to those sho.n
Typical 'ick cavities, however, have fields were obtained for the TE01 1 cavity for various optical

which show considerable variation ovhr the cavity
volume. Consequentiy, since the atuss are effectively pumping light Intensities and resonance cell tempera-
frozen in place by the buffer gas during the time Lures. Additionally, rimilar calculations were

intervals over which the clock signal is generated
I1  performed for a minimum volume TE111 cavity, and a

atoms In different regions of the clock's cavity fictitious, "constant", TE011 cavity which was taken
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clock signal amplitude and linewidth. In the low-8 1 * . .. microwave power regime the linewidth is essentially

. constant, and variations in the Allan deviation are
/ - dominated by changes in the signal amplitude. The

7signal aplitude, and as a consequenct the Allan
deviation, displays esgentially no difference in the

10-p - power law scaling for the various field geometries
considered. Speifically, the result: show nearly the
same linear power dependence as the simple single-atom
case discussed above. Evidently, the clock signal
Implitude is fairly Insensitive to the geometry or the
exciting microwave field. In the saturation regime,

-12 1 1 I I t I however, where the signal amplitude has essentially
-70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 attained its maximm value And variations In the Allan

deviation result From changes In the Aignal linewidth,
{J) the various cavity modes result in diFFerant Allan

deviation power law exponents. Furthermore, it
! Iappears that as one allows the Field to vary over an

increasing number oF spatial dimensions, the microwave
power sensitivity of the signal linewidth decreases.

3 This result can be explained by a correlation between
the linewidth power law exponent and the number or

27 degrees or Freedom associated with the spatial
movement of the signal dominating region. For

2 - example, a completely homogeneous field can be said to
, , have no degrees oF Freedom, whereas the Field oF the

TEO I mode can be said to have two degrees or Freedom

1- -which are associated with movement both axially and
radially. As evidenced by the results for the TeOl I

ot _and 
TE11 1 cavity modes there might be some objection

-70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 to the general validity or this statement, since the
TC11 1 mde hAs an additional angular Field variation,?.I:CRwAvE POWE, R {) yet shows the same signal linewidth power law scaling

(b) aS the TEO,, mode. However, as will be discuassed In

the fourth section, for the TE111 mode the transverse
Fig. 3. For the same calculation as FiI . 2. we show movement or the spatial region that dominates the
the log or both the clock signal and the Full width at clock signal Is limited to the radial direction.
halF-maximum (AY) as A Function oF microwave power. Thus, even though the Field of the TE111 mode varies
Again the numerical data re fit to power laws In
order to determine the exponents shown In the Figure. angularly, the spatial regon which dominates the

clock signal does not take advantage oF the added
degree or Freedom.

as having no radial variation oF microwave field
strength (this cavity did, however, have the normal As a Final point we note that Fig. 2 shows a
axial field variation), break In the power law scaling oF the Allan deviation

at approximately 10 dbm. which i reflected in the
In order to better understand the Allan linevidth data of Fig 3b. It appears that at these

deviation's dependence on microwave power, the high microwave power levels the power law exponent

numerical data for the Allan deviation, the total Increases to a value near 0.4. A similar break at
signal amplitude (i.e., the signal summed over all high microwave power levels Was also seen In the TE111
tubes) and the total ilgnal llnewidth are Fit to mode calculations. Tentatively, we attribute this
simple power law formulas: Increase In the power law exponent to a spatial

,a saturation oF the clock signal dominating region, that
Sy - (33) is the region that dominates the clock signal may not

move very much For these high microwave powers.
Consequently, the power law scaling takes on more of

P (3b) the characterisitics oF the constant Field Case.
Further calculations, however, need to be performed in

AV - Py (30 order to substantiate this hypothesis.

The results from these calculations thus support
The goal of this exercise is to determine the power the general conclusion that short term stability can
law exponents, and to compare them against the be Improved by varying the microwave power ted into
single-atom case. For the range of parameters the cavity. SpeciFically, since clock signal
considered, we find no strong dependence of these amplitudes are maximized with operation in the
exponents on either cavity temperature or optical saturation regime, it is likely that for a typical
pumping light Intensity. The exponents do appear to clock one would want to reduce the microwave power to
be a sensitive function of the cavity mode, and these the point where saturation had just set in. The
results are collected in Table II. results, however, show that in the saturation regime

the short term stability is less sensitive to
It is clear From the table that the Allan

deviation's microwave power sensitivity is directly microwave power than had been previously calculated;1

correlated with the microwave power dependence of the this is due to the more accurate treatment of the
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Table I.
.Exponents for the power law formulas: o -P, S _P8 and

AV-P (sat. - saturation regime, beat. - belo saturation regime).

Field Distribution m(bsat.) (ant.) bsal.l Y(sat..)

Completely homogeneous
(single-atom case) -1.00 0.50 1.00 0.50

TEOI! "fictitOUS"

(no radial variation) -0.93 0.45 0.93 0.43

TEO,, mode -0.93 0.20 0.94 0.22

TEO111 mode -0.94 0.18 0.96 0.22

microwave field variation in the three dimensional
model. Consequently, order or e agnitude changes In
the microwave power might be required before any
appreciable change In the short term stability could
be detected.

Inhosoaneity and Position Shift
of the Clock Signal Volte

As discussed above, in the typical gas cell
standard a buffer gas In the clock's resonance cell
effectively freezes the atoms In place. Therefooe,
individual atoms experience different optical and
microwave field strengths, and hence contribute to the
total clock signal to varying degrees. Consequently,
It Is common to imaglne the clock signal is being
dominated by a 3Mall spatial region In the resonance
cell (I.e., the resonance cell volume is Inhomojeneous
with regard to Its efficiency In producing clock
signal), and for the clock resonance frequency to be
dominated by the perturbations experienced by the
atoms In this localized region. It clock parameters
were to change in such a Way as to shirt the position
of this dominant region, then the possibly different
local perturbations of the new region would result In 0001
a change in clock frequency. This is referred to as

the Position-Shift effect, 12 which is Considered to be

a likely cause or frequency drift In the Rb standard. 4

In order to better understand this phenomenon,
and also to prepare far a theoretical Investigation or 0,o
the viability of the Position Shift as a mechanism or
frequency drift, we have used the three dimensional
clock model to map out the regions In the clock cavity
which show different degrees of efficiency far Fig. 4. This figure shows a cross sectional slice o
producing clock signal. As Illustrated In Fig. Ia. a TE I1 cavity mode excited by -50 dbm (Q-100). The
the clock cavity is Imagined as being composed or
hundreds or tubes: each tube transmits some small contours are termed isoetficiency contours, since they
fraction of the total optical power reaching the clock correspond to regions In the clock cavity which
photocell, and contributes to the total clock signal exhibit the same efficiency far producing clock
according to the change In optical power transmitted signal. The region bounded by the innermost contour
by the tube as the microwave frequency is varied. is the 90th percentile region for efficiently
Since In our model different tubes can have different producing clock signal as discussed In the text.
qros sectional areas, the efficiency o the various Essentially, the 90th percentile region Is more
tubes In producing clock signal is compared by efficient than the 50th percentile region In producing
examining an Individual tube's change In optical clock signal, which in turn is more efficient than the
intensity (power per area). Tubes that produce the 10th percentile region.
same light Intensity change as the microwave frequency
is varied are then said to be "Isoef'icient',, and In The region bounded by the Innermost contour
this way we have been able to establish isoerriciency corresponds to the 90th percentile efficiency region
contours fro; producing clock signal. (i.e., tubes within this region exhibit a transmitted

intensity change that Is greater than or equal to 905
Figure 4 is an example of" these isoerfrieency of the intensity change exhibited by the most

contours ror a cross sectional slice or' a rE1 , efticient tube), the region bounded the middle contourcorresponds to the 50th percentile efficiency region,
microwave cavity excited by -50 dbm (cavity Q-100). and the outermost contour corresponds to the 10th
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percentile efficieney region. Other quantities asoc-
fated with these contours are collected In Table II.
Zn particular, the table ahows that over (0$ or the
clock signal ccmeo from roughly only a quarter or the
cavity volume.

Table 1i1.
Charactrlstics of regions bounded

by iseotieiency contours.

Fractional
contribution Fractional cavity

Rooien to total signal volume occupied

90th percentile 1l.1 $ . %
50th percentile 62.8 1 26.3 $
loth percentile 96.8 $ 66.0 7

In actuality this 60$ or total clock signal is
coming from less titan 25 or the cavity volume, sinev
not all axial regions of the cavity contribute to the
clock signal to the nae degreo. The axial variation
or the signal producing aricienzy i included In the
calculationi by modelling the axial distribution of -O
hyperflno polarization and the axial variation of the
microwave magnetic field strength, And then
nmerLically integrating the transaitted light
Intensity over the length of the resonance cell. The
result of the numerical integration i3 a significant
improvement in the speed of the calculations.
Simultancrauly, however, there I* a reduction in the
facility with which spatial information In the axial
dimension may be obtained. Consequently, At the
present time we can only say that the 25% is An upper Fig . In order to demonstrate the model's
bound to the volume, though we do not xpect Its true capbilities ror Analying the Position-Shirt efrect,
value to differ by more than about a factor of two. the igure shows a CrO neCtional :slitce or Affect

Considiring the inhomogeneou3 naturo of the cavity mode Q-100), and the 90th percentile
signal volume discussed above, and how one -ypical:y fficiency roeg ns as the microwave power exciting the
imagines the clock "Ignal as being dominated by a .'avity is varied. As the microwave power is increased
small spatial region within the clock cavity, We se th* 90t percentile region shirts tow Vds the center
that while the three dimensional model provides some of the cavity. ir the atoms in those difreront
Justification for this simple description, It does not regions experienced different parturwL tions ti.e.,
completely validate It. The model dees show that the different 3tLtiC magnetic field strengths), 'hen the
clock signal derives from a localized spatial region clock frequency would shift.
within the clock cavity, but it also shows that this
spatial region corresponds to a non-nggligable
fraction or the cavity volume. With the simple launch a comprehensive theoretical investigation into
description or the signa) volume as being dominated by the Position Shift effect. Such an investigation
a small region, there is the implication that the would serve the purpose of guiding experimental
perturbations determining the clock's frequency are research into drift, thus making tne experimental
fairly well localizod this, however, is not effort more efficient.
substantiated by the three dimensional model.
Considering Fig. 4 and Table III it is more accurate
to state that the clock's frequency offset from some Sumry
nominal frequency corresponds to a weighted average of
perturbations over a fraction of the cavity volume. We have developed a three dimensional model of

the gas cell atomic frequency standard based on our
The isoefficiency contours can also be used to previous one dimensional clock moel, and we art in

Illustrate the fashion In which the Position Shift the process of exploring its capabilities. Results
effect occurs. Fig.5 shows 901 percentile presented here show that the Allan deviation's
isoefficiency contours for input microwave powers of dependence on microwave power can be reasonably well
-50 dbm, -30dbm and -t0dbm. Note that as the modelled by power law formulas both below and above
microwave power Is Increased the 90% percentile the clock signal saturation regime. Additionally,isoerriciency contour shows a macroscopic change in Isoefflelency contours can be calculated and used toIts position In the cavity, moving to the central examine the chane In position of the clock signal
region of the cavity where the hyperfine polarization volume within the microwave cavity. In the near
is largest. It the atoms In these spatial regions future we plan to Incorporate spatially varying
were perturbed to different degrees, then there would perturbations to the microscopic signals, and In this
be an atomic clock frequency change. Consequently, way to calculate atomic clock frequency shifts.
once the three dimensional model incorporates
spatially varying perturbations (e.g., static magnetic
fields with gradients), it should be possible to
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STUDY OF SEVERAL ERROR SOURCES IN A LASER RAMAN CLOCK

P.R. Hemmer'. V.D. Natoli. M.S. Shahriar, B. Bornacki'.

H. Lamola.Rivora. S.P. Smith and S. Ezekiel

Research Laboratory of Electronics

Mossachusotts Institute of Technotogy

Cambridge. MA 02139

We are investigating tile development of a cesium clock T
using a laser excited resonance Roman Interaction in place ('1J/ I '
of direct microwave excitation. Such a scheme, employing (') /
only semiconductor laser excitation and exploiting fiber optic ,,Ij . ' i ''
and Integrated optic technology together with a simple
atomic beam design, may lead to the development of I."11: 144

smaller, lighter and perhaps cheaper atomic clocks. So far. i( I' )

we have been studying a sodium Raman clock which
consists of a sodium atomic boom, a dye laser, and an
acousto.optic frequocy shifter, used for the generation of ."4
the second laser frequency. Recent performance showed a /
stability of I x 10.11 for a 5000 second averaging time. This I
compares favorably with commercial cesium clocks, when .1 VI,.M I
difference in atom transit time and transition frequency are (b) boat"

taken Into consideration. In this paper, we describe the 
results of a study of long term error sources unique to the
Roman clock, which include: laser beam misalignment
effects, errors caused by the laser frequency being slightly
off.resonance with the intermediate state, laser intensity F q. I
effects, and so on.

(a) Sche matic o laser induced re onance

I. Introduction and Backaround Rafnan iiteracto an.
(b) Scheinatic of separated field

We have been investigating the performance e a clock . c tation.
based on laser induced resonance Roman transitit.,i in an
atomic beam to determine the feasibility of such a .;chome
and to demonstrate any possible advantages over
conventional microwave excited clocks. Although we have
been conducting our experiments so far using a sodium The stimulated resonance Roman interaction is
atomic beam and dye lasers, this Raman technique is also illustrated using the three level system in Fig. 1 (a). Briefly.
applicable to a cesium atomic beam employing Roman transitions are induced between states I and 3 using
semiconductor laser excitation and may lead to the two laser fields, at frequencies o and w2.simultaneously
development of smaller, lighter and less expensive cesium
beam clocks. Among the advantages of such a clocK over a resonant with the ,nlermediate state 2. Earlier stidies [1,2;
conventional cesium clock are the absence of state setection show that, for copropa atng laser fields ,nteract-ng with an
magnets and a microwave cavity, and that all ai:gnments can atomic beam at right argles. the Raman iinowidth is
be made using optics externa: to the vacuum system. determined by the width: of states 1 and 3 only. State 2

greatly enhances the transition probability, but does not
contribute to the linewidth. Thus, for long lived states 1 and
3, the Raman linewidth becomes transit time limited, iust as
for direct microwave excitation.

Rome Air Development Center,
Hanscom AFB, Bedford, MA 01731
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To obtain a very small transit time finowidth we use Typical Raman/innmsey fringes appear in Fig. 3(o).
Ramsey's method of separated oscillatory fields (3). as Those fringes orw observed by monitoring the fluorescence
illustrated In Fig. I1(b), In analogy with conventional Induced In zone B while scanning the microwave frequency
microwave techniques. In separated field excitation, thea with 0) locked to the D, transition The control fringe has a
atom-fiold superposition states. excited in zones A and B by wtri of aout 2.6 KHz (FWHM) which is consistent witl, 10"0
ilha two-photon Raman interaction, interfere quantumrni iefrth 5c noa;io oesprto
mechanically. Thus. the resulting Interference fringes. as In trnitmefrhe1c tratnzn OaatO
thea microwave case, have frequency spacings %hich are To stabilize thia frequency of a microwave oscillator to
characteristic of the transit time between thea intoractien tio central fringe in Fig. 3kni. adiscrimmnant .s needed This
zones. discriminont, shown in Fig. 3(b). Is obtained by frequency

If. ~onrmnntl ~modulating the microwave source at a rate f1. 610 Hz and
demodulating the zone B fluorescence signal with a lock-in

The experimental setup (4.51 used to demonstrate amptliir. The output of thea lock-in amiplifier Is then used in a
Roman clock applications Is illustrated in Fig 2 The laser of feedback loop to hold tlie microwave oscillator frequency at

freqenc w1is btanedfroma sngl moe de lserthe central zero of the discnnuinantl. The stability of this
freqenc wis o~no frm a inge mdo do lseroscillator is measured by comparing it with a commercial

locked to thea sodium D, transition, using fluorescence from rubidium clock.
the atomic beam. The laser field at frequency w2 Is
generated directly from that at Cel by an acousto-optic
frequency shifter, driven by a quartz stabilized microwave
oscillator near the 1772 MHz sodium hyperfine transition
frequency. This greatly reduces thea effects of laser Jittr by
correlating the frequency Jitters 121 of (,) and (-12 so as to
produce a highly stable difference frequency. After leaving 16 f A
thea NO, the laser beamis at (o, and ol2 are combined in a '--- 32pA
single mode fiber, to ensure copropagation. before exciting
the atomic beam at the two interaction zones, labeled A and
B In Fig.2. (b)

A magnetic fielo is applied externally to separate out thea
different m-lovols and right circularly polarized light is used.
The mm0 and Amn0 Raon transition is then selectod so that-lt
the clock frequency be Insensitive to external magnetic field
variations to first order. i.3

(a) lvpi~al Ranian/Ramaity fringe lmnuellape
for A 1?5 cm interaction zone
saparati Ian.
Pliotomultipiier photocathodo currunt
levels as snowfl.

(b) 0itcriminrit obtained using frequency
modulat ion.

~A

'asor ~ / u~..1I1. Clock Porformnce

0 i;#1ZFigure 4 shows a plot of the measured fractional
YCO frequency stability of the stabilized microwave oscillator,

aoy(c), as a function of averaging time. x. For % = 5000 secs.,
I l an the stability is about I x 10.11. The data in this plot is very

[ J vArlan.*O close to tue predicted shot noise limit, shown by the upper
Fitt.dashed tine. The lower dashed line in the figure is the
F a projected stability expected if cesium were used in place of

Schematic of the exper imental Rana clc sodium, the difference being the result of the larger transition
setup, frequency and mass of cesium. As can be seen, the

projected cesium results compare favorably with commercial
cesium clocks.
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WV. Frogltnncv Error Rou~rcAlS o.. 220 1, 1..~

Weo have boon studying potential sources of ofrrot that 0 ~ ~
can cause long fornm frequency drifls in ilie Raman process. (C) -2
Some error sources oe similar to those of micrownve clocks. v 1 A1 -22T
Those include the effects of path length phase shift. magnetic 0 C - 440 V 1
field, background slope. atomic beam misalignment. JIIjf~~
socond-ordor Doppler. as well as errors duo to electronics. U ~H~l
In addition, there are errors unique to thea Roman clock. such -3211Hz 0 3211Hz
as those caused by laser frequency detuning. laser intensityCorr.I sr dt
changes, laser beam misalignment, optical atomic recoil, tilioa. i det
presence of nearby h/porfine levels. and other smaller ~ q.
effects.

(a)i G00taoic itiu tng courelatedJ I.rmer
Here we will consider onty error sources that are unique daturasiicl ;

to thea Raman clock. CLb) ScIterri5atic of uxItt.L'i)L.11 tectiiquo for

(a) Correl.,tpd la.nr froguenCydetunln gffpcts PL .lot uf LIlH.I errortu a~ . tsncti of

Frequency errors can arise when wand We2 Oro
off-rosonnnce (by the samu amount) with state 2. as shown
In Fig. 5(n), wherc d is the correlated dotuning. The typical However, this slope depends on the laser intensity In
affect of 6 on clocx frequency error is shown in Fig. 5(c). To thle interaction zones as well as the intensity in the reference
scan S. the refe'encea beam in Fig. 5(b) is frequency shifted beam. For example. Fig. 6 shows the effect of interaction
with an NVC. so that w, and v2can be tuned with reference to zone intensity on this slope. Here, clock error as a function

tileD, esoanc. Ascanbe een theclok fequncyof 5 is plotted for three different interaction zone intensities.
the 1 rsonnce As an e senthe ~oc~ fequncyAs can be seen. the slope is smallest for the interaction zone

depends strongly on correlated detuning. However, for 5 -0 intensity of 0.8 mWlcm2. Similarly, we studied the
this dependence is small For the data shown the slope of dependence of this slope on the reference beam intensity.
clock error near 8=0;s 0.43 Hz for a detuning of 1 % of the DI The minimum slope achieved so far is. in fractional error, 2.4
linewidth (equivalent to a fractional error of 2.4 x 10 lotb tne x 10.11 for a detuning of 1 % of the DI linewidlh and it should

same amount of detuning). be possible to reduce this further.
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(c) Lsner misflignment effedS

Laser misalgnment also causes clock errors indirectly.
For example, vertical misalignment causes effective laser
Intensity changes, as shown In Fig. 7(a). because of the
translation of the Gaussian profile of the laser beam with

I. 4/1,.,Z respect to the atomic beam. Horizontal misaignment causes
*.' *both translational and angular effects, as shown in Fig. 7(b).

/ ", The angular misalignment creates effective correlated laser
' , detuning due to the Doppler effect. The translation .l

misalignment generates intensity error due to the transation
of the laser beam relative to the detector. Misarignment In
general can also cause imperfections in the standing waves

*. f' h ' that are used to reduce the ,ffects of path length phase
shifts. Imperfect standing waves cause errors because of
changes in effective Intensity as well as in path length phase.

To experimenially measure laser misalignment effects,
we first find an optimum operating point at which laser

'IC -s e detuning, laser Intensity changes and path length phate
€ .shifts have minimal effects on clock frequency. Path length

- phase shift errors are minimized by adjusting the path
CORRELATED LASER DETUNING 6 lengths so that the clock frequency is the some for standing

Fiq. 6 and travelling wave excitations. Around this optimum
operating point we found that errors due to translations of the

Plots of clock error as a function of beams nre much largerthan those due to angular
correl ated l aser dtuninq S, for three misalignments. Typically, the fractional error due to beam
dif f erent interaction zone inteni ties. translation is about 3 x 10"11 for a 0.1 mm beam

displacement.

Na beam

(b Laser intensity glfcts
laser beam

Frequency errors can also adse when the laser Intensity
changes in w1,oi, and the reference beam, together or
separately. For 5.0, the predicted intensity induced errors Na ,ea N a beam
are due to any fluorescence background slope, the presence (b)
of nearby hypeofino levels, optical atomic recoil, and so on. I
However, if correlated detuning 8Is nonzero, then the"I a ser be am
amount of intensity Induced error is determined primarily by
the amount of detuning.

To illustrate this strong dependence of Intensity induced
error on detuning, we refer to Fig. 6 again. As can be seen, Fig. 7

clock error Is least sensitive to changes in intensity when
detuning Is nearly zero. We can find an optimum operating mi) Sclegnat c i alusterating how tt ca
point by adjusting the amount of detuning. Around such a iantlnsfty changes.
point the minimum slope achieved so far Is 2.5 x 10"12 (b) Schematic illustrating how horizontal
fractional error for 1% change in Intensity. ,mi sal gnment changes carrel atod

detuning through angular effects and

Efforts are underway to study the individual causes of effecti vet intensi ty through

intensity induced errors mentioned above. For example, to transl ati anal effects.

determine the effect of nearby hyp6rfine levels we propose to
study other transitions where this effect is expected to be
different in magnitude.
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Potential frequency-orror sources that have not yet boon (ji J.E. Thomas. S. Ezekiel. C.C. Loiby, Jr..
sliod include the effects of fluorescence from ihe R.H. Picard and CR. Willis, Ulltrahigh.
interaction zones. ilho second-order Doppler shifts, resolution spectroscopy and frequency
rimitations of single mode fibers. and so on. standards in the microwave and far infrared

regions using optical lasers." Opt. Lott.
VL Future Work 6.298 (1981) and references therein.

As mentioned earlier, one of li more promising 12J J.E. Thomas. P.R. Hemmer. S. Ezekiel.
app:lcations of the Roman technique is to develop a cosvium C.C. Loiby. Jr.. R.H. Picard and C.R.
atomic beam Roman clock, using semiconductor lasors. Willis, 'Observation of Ramsey fringes
Such a clock. in which the two frequencies are intensity using a stimulated resonance Ram.
modulation sidobands, is noaring completion. As projected iransition in a sodium atomic beam,"
in Fig. 4. use of cesium is oxpoctcd to Increase lia stability Phys. Rov. Lot. 48, 867 (1982).
by a factor of 16. Also, this setup will have a more compact.
recirculating cesium oven, will an ntom throughput much (3) N.F. Ramsey. Mgl.cul.r AM (Oxford U.
larger than that of our present setup. Coupled with planned Press, London. 1963).
improvomonts in fluorescence collection efficiency, this is
expected to enhance ihe signal to noise ratio considerably. (4) P.R. Hemmer. S Ezekiel and C.C. Loiby.
With all the boams, atomic and laser, on the same table. Jr., "Stabilization of a microwave
misalgnmont will be greatly reduced. Also, the now beam oscillator using a roonanco Roman
will allow for much belter shielding and control of magnetic transition in a sodium beam." Opt. Lott.
filods. All these are expected to enhance our abiliy to study 8. 440 (1983).
ilh remaining error sources wilh higher resolution. (5) P.R. Hon,, or, G.P. Ontal, and S. Ezekiel,

We are also considering the atlractivo possibility of -Precision studios of stimulatod.resonanco
nxtending the resonance Roman technique into the Roman Interactions in an atomic beam.'
mm-wave region of ihe spectrum. At those much higher Journal of OSA, vol. 3 (1986).
transition froquoncios. ;t may be possible to achieve bellcr
clock stabilities and many of the experimental problems
associated with exciting mmnwavo transitions in an atomic
beam could be avoided. Finally, li Roman technique con
also be readily applied to slowed or trapped atons. possibly
without greatly Increasing the complexity of the experimental
setup, since many of those techniques already make
extensive use of resonant light.
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CESILtM GETTERIO OY GRAPHITE

H. 0. lBhaskar, C. H. KAhIA, R. P. Fruehol:, And 13. A. 1ook
Chemistry and Physics La-rAtory, The Aore ipec Corpration

P. 0. Box 9Z957, Los Angela*, California 9009

life llmitlng p-oces in the CA eleck. For the ,l -ks

In coal= (r.a) beoa tube (CUT) clock3 only a to to reliable, the gettering lifetime A4,,4d b at
=all fraction of the Ca attam fusilng fro the oven leas a3 long As the RuArAnLOid itetizo. or the
travel thaOugh the miruawva cavity, The remaining tubes. ntandard failure I of partinular coneorn in
traction to gettered by places of graphite and . tollita aplications su!h As "#P. where reliable

graphite-coated nurraea placed At various locations operation over the specified tube liretiae, 7.5 years,
Inalde the eleck. Should the graphite getters C0430 is required.

absorbing CA. the Increasing C3 baekground uould
rapidly obscure the true signal, resultLin in rapid The prAIeth of putting aS phltc blacks to het

reduction In the lcgnal-to-naise ratio. Getter fall- tors Inside the N= tubes dt*3 tsck Ln the a~rly

we i then one of the primary life limiting proceases d3 y or the develo;vlnt or c3 Ea frequenoy stand-
In the Cs team tubos. We Are investigating tne get- Ard. Although the useftlness ot afraphite as a C3

tring propertLies of graphite in order to be able to Cetter han all along b4en qualitatively roegnized, no
characteri- the typo And the a-ount ot graphite ayAtcatlie study or the Ca gattering propertle of

needed to efficiently getter Co. From a microscopic graphite has so far been reported. We hava been

Angle we study tLhe sticking coefficient or CA on experimentally investigating the gettering properties

graphite a* a function or time, under conditions or graphite In order to be Able to reliably charaeter

Similar to tLhat encountered In a bea= tuba. A aignf- Lo the typo And Amount ot graphite to *. used in

leant experimental observation Is the rapid decrease pAee borne Clocks.

In the stickinE coefficient frm An initial value of
1.0 to 0.25-0.30 after several days or exposure to aHy materials are erfeetive surface And NlX

Ca. We are also Investigating the bulk Bettering getters . In surrace getters the gas molecules col-
proprtlios using various analytical techniques,. Of lde and react with the surface. Thore 14 little
particular Interest Ia the maximum Amount or CA A dirfusion Into the material. In bulk gatteri the
given graphite can absorb. Preliminary measurements efficiency !a determined by the d;lrus.on o the
:how that graphite can absorb approxImately ZOI by impinging molecules Into the bulk. In both canes, the
weight. chAraCLeOPsLIcs or the surface And the Interaction

between the bombarding atoms And the surtace should be
duch that the Incident atoms ntick well to the -ir-

Introduetion/lackground face. Stated quantitatively, the prerequitite or
efficient gattering i that the nti.:kIng coefficient

In the cestm (CA) beam tube clocks (CUT) only a Y be close to 1. Therefore, study of the sticking
sal fraction ot the Ca atoms effusing tram the oven coefficient enables one to address the problems ot
travel through the microwave cavity where they undergo gettering from a micreaeopl,. view. Arother approach
the 9192.6 Wi: microwave transition. The remaining is to study the bulk Battering properties or graphite,
fraction or the effusing Cs atoms are collimated and e.g. how much C3 a particular weight of graphite may
gettered by silts and battles made or graphite placed absorb. In our laboratory, we are inve.stigating from
at various locations inside the Clock. This ia ache both the microscopic (sticking coetticient experi-
matically shown In Fig. 1. The Inner surtaces o the ments) and the macroscopic (bul- gottering)
beam tube are also coated with graphite (aquadag) to approaches.
Improve the gettering. Should the graphite getters
cease absorbing Cs. the increasing background ot Cs :n the second :.ectlon we present the detal's of
atoms would rapidly obscure the true signal needed to our experimenta' apparat,s for measur.ng the sticking
operate the standard reliably. The clocks will also coefficient or Cs on graphite. The dependence of the
be r, ndered unusable if the insulators in the electric stiCK ng coefficient an the sample preparation proce
feedthroughs get shorted by the conductive coatings of dures is also discussed. In the third section the
the background Cs atoms. Getter failure Is then a experimental results of our bulk Bettering studies a~e

presented. The implications of our experimental
findings are discussed in the final section.

h l1'.IA't. Experimental Details and Data

i.&,.ii m easurement o Sticking Coefficient M

- I To measure the .'ticking coefficient Y ot Cs on)IJ rii ',, ,S graphite we use an atom!c beam apparatus. The experl-
'lk mental technique Is illustrated in Fig. 2. A well

CS Vi collimated beam O Cs atoms effusing frcm an oven is
directed towards a graphite target. The reflected,*zPAYI CYIIv beam at a particular angle 0 is measured using a
surface Ionization detector. We measure the sticking
coefficient of Cs on graphite relative to a paraffin
coated surface which is known to be perfectly non-

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a Cs Beam Tube, sticking. The sticking coefficient I is defined as
showing the locations of graphite getters. The ex-
posed metal surfaces inside the tube are also coated ret a0
with Aquadag to further reduce the migration of Cs Y(0) - I eloted signal trom graphite at 0
atoms to the detector region. reflected signal from paraffin at 0°
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GRAPITE S MLE h mhrt- C3 Fxposuro Time,

our oxper ientaL results are shiwn in Pig. 1. Ca

bona intenattl.1 range from 1 1012 to 4 • 1012
Cs ATOMIC BEAM .Ato. /om sc. Those intensities are low c- parod to

what would be noon by a Satter placed directly In
front or the oven In a COT but mprablo to intensil-
ties obscrvad by graphite pieces placed at othar
locations In the be=a tuN. We h.ve stulod difrerent
typos or grAphite--PCO CZR- . TRA-2 Annd Ultra Carbon

ROTATABLE DETECTOR-/ UT6ST--all Are known to have high porosity w1h h
should load to suporo gettering properties. Our
exparimental d4ta ahnw excellent reprodueibility. For
the i ort duration or six hourn, no significant

rig. 2. perlentfl arrangsment for mo.suring the dirforence in behavior Is Otb.ereo4 for the differentsticking cooe'rloent Y or Ca on rrphite. types of graphite studied. It in clear frm our datatlt the rate or decrease of the nticking cooficient
with tlimo i nearly the nae for the three different

We study the evolution or Y au a function of time for Intensities or the Incident Cs boan. However. care
various Incident C3 atomic beam Intensities. Typical must be oxorcisod In extrapolAtinc our data to long
background pressure in the atomic be= apparatus Is exposure times,.

1 PIO"8 torr.

Graphite samples used In the present exporiments
are irst baked * ternally In a quart: tube furnace at
1000'0C undo, liqui%, nitrogen tropped rough vacuum for
a minimum or two hours by which time the residual gas
pressure in round to drop to a Cow microns. We us*
glass seals everywhere In order to prevent the contam-
ination of graphite saples. 'he Inner walls or the
quart: oven are thoroughly cleaned before the start of C% BE AM FLUX
baking. The graphite smple In loaded Into a copper
holder Inside the atomic beao apparatus and pumped
down to - 1 *1O' 7 torr. The siaple is baked to 350*C 0ms1311 AirnS' Dx
In high vacum for several hours till the background POCO CZR2 1 10O atn" tt

pressure 1s below 1 i10- 7 torr. The vacuum chamber 310 1., Aosm' t
containing the graphite target Is kept Isolated from 025
the source chamber containing the Cs oven, except
while measuring the reflected boa signal. This is
accomplished by placing a gate valve between the two _ I__
chambers. Physical Isolation is necessary because 0 875 115 V5 3
aven at room temperature we detect a weak Cs beam II'I (mm)
effusing from the oven. Inadequate and Improper
baking of the graphite samples gets reflected In the
rapid decrease of the Cs sticking coerficient. When
pivperly dogassed, graphite can be made more gas free
than most common metals used in high vacuum systems. Pig. 3. Experimental data for y vs t from short
It Is generally believed that graphite dogssod at exposure times (- 6 hours). Y is essentlally the same
1000 - 1100'C is "Well outgassed.''2  for three different Cs beam Intensities.

The residual gas pressure in our apparatus is-e rOne of the factors that plays a crucial role inusually less than I x1O 8 torr. This is accomplished ensuring a high gettering efficiency is proper baking
primarily by baking the vacuum chambers at about 1000C of the graphite samples. We have systematically
for about 24 hours. This Improvement In the high studied the effects of baking on the sticking coeffi-
vacuum resulted In a marked decrease In the background clent and this is shown in Fig. 4. The relevant
signal recorded by the surface ionization detector. conditions are shown in Table I.
Under best operating conditions, the typical back-

ground signal is 10"15 A where as the reflected Cs Long Exposure Times

signal at 70 is - 10" 11-10"12A. The collision rate Our primary focus is to obtain reliable and
of the background gas at the residual gas pressure of reproducible data for the ge*.terlng efficiency of
1 x10"8 torr is - 27 monolayer/hour which is compar- graphite continuously exposed to a Cs atomic beam for
able to the collision rate of Cs on the graphite extended periods of time (- days and months), and
target. It Is conceivable that what we are observing under conditions similar to that inside a CBT. This
is actually a gas phase reaction catalyzed by the will enable us to develop a good theoretical model for
surface-in other words reaction of the impinging Cs gettering which can subsequently be used to specify
atoms with the residual gas atoms on the surface. The and characterize the gettering efficiency of graphite
evidence counter to this is the fact th.t our experi- in space borne clocks.
mental data essentially remains unchanged when the Cs
beam flux is Increased by a factor of two and residual The variation of Y with time for three different
gas pressure is reduced by about a factor of two, types of graphite and an aquadag coated surface is

shown in Fig. 5. The percentage porosity of the
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Fig. '4. Variation of Y with time roe' baked a nd un-

b.aked graphite targets. laking to done at t000C as
explained in the text. Lao Table i f'or details. FiIg. 5. Long term (60 i Sh) variation or the stick-

ing coefricient as .a function of time. At the end or
60-75h or exposure to the Co beam, the sticking coef-

Table I. ficient dropa to - 0.2-0.4, depending on the type or

Baking conditions pertaining to the data in Fig. 4. graphitO. The CO bam intensit.y used in these mess-

ur~ements is - 4 x 102 atoms/cm2 co. POCO CZR-2
10O~rC High Vacuum exhibits a distinctly slower rate of decrease

Curve Bakiflg (Trt) or 'V than all the ' thr types investigated.
1 tContaminated 1 .10"

oven wFig baked under liquid nitroien trapped mechanical2 unbaked I O"  pump vacuum at 500C to removo any adsorbed water.

3 e aClean I th
"  The amples a. o re then transrerred to glass maniroldt

'4 Clan ~ ior the design show n in Fig. 6. Each graphite-ng containing mansfold holds eight amples, two Of each

tihe qurt:6 baling oven had rubber stoppers. During typo of Graphite being studied. Prior to opening the

the baking the stoppers released contaminants into Cs reservoir the manfold i attched to a glass

then ondie oisoning t oe graphite gtteras vac u sste . On the vacuum ysted the manisolds are

thuove thereb baked at 350C util the system pressure drops belw

'To oven as reurbihed with quart: stoppers and -6 r e al

tubes to reduce contamination. Cs reservoir is opened and degassed at which point the
mani2old, still evacuated is removed rb the vacur
sy3tCe. Cs is then transferred rrom the reservoir to

respective sampler is also Indicated in Fig. 5. The other surfaces as ndicated in Fig. 6. This provides

sudden steps in the data are due to fluctuations in a source or Cs vapor with a large surface area. The

the incident atomaic boe hich remains very stable manifolds are placed in a 5OiC oven and the graphite

only for about 24 hours. A dirferential measurement, samples are exposed to C vapor for the desired pert

wth continuous monitoring of both the incident vnd ads or time. In these studies exposure times ranged

th reflected beams iould be more desirable aor these Iroa six to fifteen months, allowing the temporal

types of long term experiments. Suitable corrections evolution of Cs absorption to be monitored.
mor the beom fluctuation were made in romputing o.

We wish to determine how much Cs the graphite (or

aquad3g) sample can absorb. Consequently, it is
Bulk s ettering Studies essential to inure withahe observed Cs absorption is

due to the properties of the graphite and has not been
Procedure abploed in the Exposure of Graphite to limited by the amount of available Cs vapor. i eith

Cesium vapor this in mind. a large surface area of metallic Cs was

employed so that copious amounts of Cs vapor would be
pour types of standard synthetic graphite along available. Also the manifolds were fabricated such

with aquadag coated surfaces fere exposed to s vapor, that there are no serious conductance limitations on

The graphites selected for study, POCO CZR-2(32%) and the amount of Cs vapor that may pass through the

TEA-2 (23%) and Ultra Carbon UT-6ST (17%) and UT-8 constrictions. If simplistically we assume these
(17%), have high porosities ithe fraction of volute atets ipact the graphite surfaces uniformly the

due to voids in graphite, shown in the parenthesis)
which we believe should yield superior gettering incident flux is on the order of 7 ,1013 ators/cm2

capabilities. Graphite samples (0.5" .0.5" E0.!25") sec. This is close to the inensities see by graphite

were fabricated using greaseless machining tools, collimators paced near the oven in PS Cs baom tubes

These samples weighed approximately 1g. Aqualag was and larger than the intensities graphite surfaces

applied to cleaned stainless steel plates t1.0 cm xl.0 would be exposed to in other locations.

cT xO.16 cm). Both the graphite and aquadag sampley
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CESIUM observations may be made. It appears that the
absorptive eap4bility or graphite Increases with
Increasing porosity. Dazed on the reseLS Of the
manifolds opened under dry nitrogen, fractional
increases In graphite weight resulting from Cs
saturation say range from 4 to 201 depending on the
graphite type. POCO CZR-2 graphite displayed the
highest absorption capability (- 20% weight,
Increase). Aquadag covered surface also displayed
high absorption capabilities, approximately 305 by
weight. This result may be artifieslly high as the

GMPI[1 SA PtES aquaeAg manifold was opened In laboratory air. It
must also be noted that these coatings have only

.,.CESVRCES R OIR limited mass per surface Area and hence limited
absolute absorpt p ability. In our studies the
coatings, resulting from a single application of the

Fig. 6. Glass manifold used to expose graphite aquadag solution, displayed surface densities or
iamples to cealum vapor. After evacuation the mani- approximately I0 mg/a 2. This would Indicate each
roid Is placed In a 50'C oven. square centimeter or painted surface could at most

absorb about 3 mg of Cs. Using the Information
supplied In Table I, manuracturers will be able to

Determination of the Amount or Absorbed Cesium reasonably estimate the minimum graphite needed to
absorb the Initial Cs char-gin the beam tube.

1. Gravimetric Procedures
2. Other Measurement Techniques

After Investigating several techniques we have
found that the most reliable method to determine the Several other techniques, scanr.ing Auger, atomic
Amount or C2 absorbed by a graphite sample is a simple absorption spectroscopy, and acid-baav titrations,
gravimetric procedure. Prior to placement In the were applied to the measurement Of Cs absorbed by
glass manifold graphite samples are accurately graphite. Or these, the acid-base titation was
weighed. After Cs exposure the glass manifold Is simpliest to perform and lad the highest Intrinsic
opened and the samples reweighed. The increase In accuracy. This procedure is based on the reaction
sample weight is attributed to Cs absorption. Cs between Cs and water,
reacts with water and the reaction product, C3011, is
hygroscopic. As a result care is taken to minimize Cs , 1120 4 CsOH 1I'2 H2 . (1)
exposure of the sample to water vapor during manifold
opening and sample weighing. Additionally, experi- In an excess or water the CsOH dissoOIates producing
menta were performed to determirne how rapidly Ca O1 ions and as a result a normally neutral water
Impregnated graphite absorbs water. Graphite smples solution becomes basic. For each dissolved Cs atom an
were placed on scales and the weight Increases me"-
ured as a function of the exposure time to laboratory extra OH" ion is produced. In the acid-base titration
air. One example or these studies was a sample or an mount of acidic solution, which supplies If* Ions
POCO CZR-2 that showed a weight increase due to Ca
exposure Of 21$. After exposure to laboratory air for sufricient to neutralize the excess OH, is added to
30 minutes the weight Increase had risen to 23%. After the basic solution. When neutrality is regained the
two hours of laboratory air exposure the weight In- titration end point has been reached and the number of
crease had further risen to 25.5%. These results If+ lena added, will equal the initial mber or dis-
aetuwlly have an uncertainty as they depend on the solved Cs atoms. In performing this titration onehumidity of the laboratory air. Three manifolds hopes to obtain a completely independent measure ofopened and the samples transtered to a desiccator the amount Of Cs absorbed by graphite. This measure-
within a glove bag containing dry nitrogen. Their ment will also be Insensitive to any water vapor
only exposure to the laboratory atmosphere was during absorbed by the graphite sample.
the weighing process. Our studies Indicated that an
Insignilicant amount of water is absorbed during the After weighing, several graphite samples taken
three to four minutes needed for weighing. Two addi- from the fifteen month manifold were crushed and
tional manifolds containing graphite samples and a soaked In distilled water. Using hydrochloric acid
single manifold holding the aquadagged samples were solutions, with precise hydrogen ion concentrations,
opened In air and the samples transrerred to the the titrations were performed. To identify the tit-a-
desiccator. The water vapor absorption experiments tion end point a phenolphthalein indicator was added
Indicate that a graphite sample's weight should in- to the solution. When neutrality Is approached this
crease by approximately three to five percent due to Indicator undergoes a dramatic color change. Compari-
the water vapor-Cs reaction which might have taken son of the amounts of absorbed Cs indicated by the
place during the manifold opening. Consequently we titration with that or the gravimetric analysis is
eonsidor the weight Increases from the last three also given In Table II. The titrations consistently
manifolds to be less reliable than those of the other show lower amounts of absorbed Cs, approximately 10 to
th:ee manifolds. The percentage weight Increases of 25% of that found by the gravimetric technique. A
the graphite samples after Cs exposure are summarized requirement for the acid-base titration to be accurate
In Table 11. Is that all of the absorbed Cs atos undergo reaction

(1). Apparently, a major portion of the absorbed Cs
The sample-to-saple variations in weight are Is not readily dissolved in water. This finding isgreater than the uncertainties associated with the also consistent with our atomic absorption measure-

weighing process. At this point it is not clear meats that detect atomic Cs. Prior to the absorption

whether the variations are Indicative differences in measurement the absorbed Cs must be similiarly dis-
the bettering abilities of various samples or result solved In a water solution. All atomic absorption
from a subtle systematic limitation of our exposure measurements Indicated Cs absorption was less then
procedure. In spite of the variations, several that found by the gravimetric analysis, typically only
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TA I.r it, Sussary of Cravisetric Measureatnt.

.Knifolds Opened Under try Nitrogen n nifoldd Opened Under lAboratory Air

EXPOSURE SATU1ATI0: POROSITY j
TIMHOT ) 6(1) 15 LEVEL (2) (M) _ 6 I0 0

CWAHLT£ Fractional hilght Gain (A :id-1148 I tFrActional. 1:41&L Gain (Acid-H v

SA.rLE Titration Result) Titration Rsult)C:) 9
Ultra Carbon 01 3.1 4.2 11.6 (1.1) 6 + 2 17 16.9 25.0
UT- ST(3) #12 3.7 I 5.4 4.7 -11.4, 17.7

Ultra Carbon 11 4.7 9.5 6.7 (1.7) 8 + 2.5 17 7.9 16.1
UT-9M 02 3.8 11.0 5.7 10.4 15.0

POCO 01 4.2 12.2 12.1 (1.2) 11 + 2 23 6.9 8.1

TI.A-2 02 2.6 8.1 10.5 1 7.0 6.6

POCO #1 5.2 23.5 17.9 (4.7) 20 + 3 32 17.9 1.2
CZR-2 92 3.5 8.0 19.9 -. 8 12.2

Aqua-Dog 1 11 32
Coatinge 92I 33

03 140
t4 26 (6.5)

(1) Graphite samples baked at 1100'C, all other samplea baked at 5000C
(2) Average of all 9 and 15 month data except for CZR-2 In which 8% value was rejected on statixtical

grounds
(3) Grain size 0.04 ma
(4) Grain size 0.02 am

approximately 10$ of the gravimetric result. These
findings give insights into the Cs absorption process actual Ca beam flux that the graphite block placed in
and will be discussed subsequently. the vicinity or the oven is exposed to with the beam

flux that we have used in our studies. For graphite
A final comment concerns scanning Auger measure- blocks placed at a distance of 2 to 3 mm from the

ments made upon Ca exposed, graphite samples. Auger oven, the effective Cs beam flux can be much more than
measurements produce signals proportional to the Ca an order of magnitude larger than the flux used in our
atom concentration in the graphite. Unfortunately, it experiments. Our studies indicate that more than 60$
is very difficult to obtain reliable absolute concen- of the Cs atoms incident on this graphite block will
trations. The Auger technique was applied to cross not stick. This would Imply that, at the very early
sections of graphite samples giving valuable penetra- life or the beam tube this block of graphite would
tion profile information but not absolute concentra- loose most of its gettering capabilities. This would
tions. also mean that a large part of the gettering would

have to be efficiently done by all the graphite coated
Discussion and Conclusions surfaces and graphite blocks placed at other loca-

tions.
Our experimental results represent the first

quantitative investigation of the Cs gettering capa- 'ur bulk gettering data provide for the first
bilities of graphite used in beam tube standards. We time t quantitative way of estimating how much
have demonstrated the feasibility of making long term graphite should be placed in a beam tube to getter the
studies of the gettering properties of graphite under initial Cs charge or the oven. This is particularly
conditions similar to that encountered in Cs beam important for Cs beam tubes, such as those used on GPS
tubes. As expected Y decreases with time. The most satellites, upon which stringent reliability require-
surprising aspect of our data is the rapid decrease ments are placed. Estimates of the amount of graphite
in Y from the initial value of 1 to about 0.2-O.4 needed in a beam tube based on our results should ba
after just a few days of exposure to the Cs atomic considered absolute minimum amounts. The potential
beam. Undoubtedly Y will continue to decline and sample-to-sample variation in absorptive capability of
eventually Y will be zero. The fact that Y. after a given graphite indicates that not all pieces may be
Just a few days of exposure is merely 0.2-0.4 has able to absorb the same amount of Cs. Also as a
implications on the long term tube reliability and getter piece begins to approach Cs saturation the
provides insights into how gettering occurs within the behavior of the sticking coefficient is not known. If
CBT. To put things in perspective, we compare the the sticking coefficient is extremely low the Cs

background pressure could reach deleterious levels
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prior to complte saturation. both of these concerns absorbed Cs could not be dissolved in water. Ap-
require further experiments and analysis to determine pWently thin Cs hxs penetrated Into the gral3. At
their Importanc3., present we are using bulk exposure And sticking coef-

fioient data to develop* A theoretical model of the
A difficult problm to address experimentaily is Lettering ;rocess. Thin should allow Accurate predic-

getter pertormance after a number of years of Ca tion or sticking cofficioent. beohvior even ofter many
exposure. Theoretical approaches may be the most years of Ca exposure.
productive when Analyting long t em gottering, and In
particular sticking coetficlent, evolution. While a
rigorous model of Cs gttoering by graphite does , t AckfnowiediOemenL
yet exist, the present experlments are or value In
arriving at simpie Models. Graphite i Composed or This work i3 supported by the United States Air
Coke rain* which are hold together with pitch resi- Force SpAce Division Under contract No. 1070t-11-C-
due. CA atoms that atick to the graphite surface mtaust 008G.
penetrate Into the grafhile or th sticking coeffl-
clent would rapidly go to :tre. The pent'tration or Cs
into graphite Is typically tre4tod a3 a "rain bounda- Reoereneos

ry" process. 3 Processs of this type are character-
izd by two diffusion mechanisms proc-ding At drAA ... d,. O'llpp0ono.214,A Uer y Guide tSo VaIuun N
tically different rates. Between the grains dirrusion ,, , p. i , Inc.
prooted rapidly. Penetration Into the grains pro- 2. 0. A. Oitel, The Use or Graphite in High and
ceafd at a much slower rate. However, due to the

large grain aur'ace Area a major fraction of Ca should Ultrahigh VaouUM: A Rvleoco, J. Vao. Sol. Technol. 8,

be able to penetrate Into the grains in reasonable 647 (1971).

ptriods or time. This is consistent with result3 of' 3. D. Chandra and J. If. Norman, "Diffusion of Cesium

the aid-base titration that indicated 70-90% of the through Graphite", J. Nucl. Hat. 62, 293 (1976).
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Extonsive observations And valuble measurements e4ch bias. In the bove mentioned work end.-O.atid antd
have been porwaraed over tie years At the National distributed cavity phase shift were indicated an the
Bureau of Standards on cotmerciAl Cesium Beam frequency main bias effects re ponnible for tis correlatlon.
standards with long term stability problems Ili. A II this paper we report data which support ite theory
strong correlation of frequency instability and drift attributing to Rab pulling and CAvity pilling the
witlt instability and drift of the microwave power wal major role in produeing long term frequency
found, and a connection with variation in time of tile instabil ites related to vartionti of power and
velocity distribution of the atoms in theO beam was velocity distribution.
recognized. these phenomena ware attributed to A quick review of tle main bias effect# is first
transducing capabilities of distributed phase shift. giVenI. with attention at showing why phase hlifts
which would map microwave power into end-to.end average cannot explain thce observed instablitcies. Then
cavity phase shift. No conclusive solution was found at experimental re,,ults are reported which quantify Rabi
the time to these problems, short of active servo pulling and cavity pulling, show that no other major
xtabilisacion of the microwave power. biases exist in tie observed standards, And that

In this paper experimental evidence is reported, microwave power independent alignments call be obtained.
which confirms previous findings, but unambiguously Operation at choSe points improves tihe long term
identifies Rabi pulling and cavity pulling as the major stability And the environmental sensitivity of tie
transducing effects that turn power variations into standards.
frequency vrriations. It is shown that C-fiold values The evidence supparring this conclusion is based
exist, for which the standArd's output frequency Is on data fbtained with three high-performance dual beam
unaffecred by microwave power variations, and that tube standards. Although the data Is limited and
operation of the standard at one of those -ore. relative to devices of only one make, it ts tie
crossings represents a possible cure to all long term author's feel.ng that the obtained results should be
Instability problems which derive from instability of considered at least a typical scenario for all
the microwave power. comorclal standards, possibly with some caution when

the servo loop scheme used is based on other than
sinewave or slow square wave frequency modulation.

1 -nrodu tlro

It is well known that the stability of Cesium beam 2 A Rhnrr review of freontnev hlArs
frequency standards available on tie market often
deviates from the r"k slope beam-shot-noiso limited
behaviour as early as at a few days of averaging time A list of tie major biases affecting tie frequency
and at a level not much better than 10- 13. Mien this of a commercial Cesium beam frequency standard is
happens it is considered a problem because for many of reported In Table 1. All effects known to be liable to
today's applications it would be desirable to have a cause shifts greater than few parts in 10-14 in a state
stability in the low 10-1 4 range. of tie art device are listed together with the typical

This problem had been addressed in the early order of magnitude of the associated shifts.
seventies at the National Bureau of Standards from an Some of the biases are intrinsecally stable at the
experimental viewpoint, and valuable information was 10-16 level. These are reported only fo completeness.
obtained as to what are tie parameters which affect its They are marked with the comment "stable" and will not
insurgence. The results obtained at that time pointed be discussed further.
at variations of microwave power and velocity Other biases are usually smaller than 10-13 and
distribution in the beam [13. Plenty of eviderce was stable unless the electronics are misaligned, which
found of the coupling between these quantities and long happens. These will be discussed here shortly, if only
term frequency instability. Understanding what bias to dismiss them as a normal cause of unstable behavior.
effects take part in transducing their variations into The offset due to spectral impurities has been
frequency variations is a question that calls for an analyzed in a number of studies. The most complete of
a;ialysis of the accuracy budget of commercial standards them [23 shows that even with 1% unbalance between
and of the physical parameters that may possibly affect symmetric sidebands at 60 lz 30 dB below the 9.2 Gluz
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as low as possible A C-ilid value, itn order to greater than the half cavity width. the order ofdeerease the seisitivity to its vArtAtions. magnitude of CaviCy pulling Should be expected to be

YI mu'i (5)

This affect deserves special attention because it

was very early Indicated As a mAJot responsible for I, short t bes it 1i utually Qs3x0'. with Qo104 And
t ertMure sensitivity in coswarciaL statdArds 61. A5QI'. 5 ).4O.2. the upper limits obtained from (5) fotih coxploto expression for cavity pulling in (S): cavitY pulling And its variation with power Are

£iivI;40"t Ant £(5uv,/u)/SN2Xlo-O2/dR. or arQ([ 15,. carefully tuned cavity these figlures can be A factor of-I.- I ---- (A) 20 smaller. flowevor it must be kept li mind thatvl ' I uji, temperature and ageing Induced variations of the cavity
tuning may reintroduce pulLIhn nd p or seniltivity Atwhere Q, is el cavity's and Q Is tle RAmSOy line' 00 levl OV 4-n AftOr A careful tuno.up.

Iu - v,.v is the cavity mirtuninr, from the Cesium
rosonance frequency. And A, to a proportlonality factor
which depends on mterUWAve powear And modulation Raitilinc
parmetoes. In f(i. A typical behAvlour of AC Withmicrowave power is shown, As calculated for a 0xisting Thin affect has been studied in (9) and A usOful
ttbe from its velocity distribution And actual expresson for the bias in
modulatiol parameters. This behaviour can be quitep
different for different modulation paramterr or for A IV Pdifferont tube. SinewAva modutilon WaS assumed for- . - 4f,)()
ohis calculation. In fig.) A# is als.o shown. which is pig p
tie limit value or Ad in the static approxiarton, A
ealculatiei in I;. It should be undrlined heref tlat where R(fC) Is a damped oscillating futction of tile%iIle AM vanihe At the ,ptImm lowr PI't P usually 4otte frequency with several -ae crossing point, and
crosses srO At s1=4 difffrent $lower lev.lAM a A5 I A prOportionallty facto r which depends oi power.tsonsnquwnco It is clear from (0a) that c avity pull1n1 In modultton paraeOters And velocity disttibution. For Aroality does not neces;srilY vanish at P,,. but rather typical tube it is found In 151 that A is roughlyAt= a pl.ver leval whith deWIegids on velocity dlistribution proportional to th1 squAt root of P/Po, around 11A(d :edulAtUon paraeteaft. Thi# causes A frequent, as shown in [1c.?. TiLs aks RAW pullnc oP/P.I +

vriatialon it, th, coviry maesonnce toves due to p lng Around optimum powor.
e- to Its run temperature coefficient. It is shown it;
183 zhan tnb lator cal be of the ordet of 10'- /9.

o "o
tA

I ,AC

- FIg.2 Behaviour of As as a function of microwave powaer
0 1 2 as calculated for typical velocity distribution and

modulation parameters.

FIS.I Calculated values of As and A, as afunction of
microwave power. The velocity distribution measured in
a real tube was used for these calculations. The values
of A, are based on modulation parameters similar to
those actually used in comorcial standards. 3 Pn-wr . onitivi v

Because phase shift and second order Doppler
effect *ro so small in commercial standards, and in any
case exhibit such a small dependence on microwave power
(5]. the only bias effects which can couple microwaveit is also clear from (4) and fit.l that cavity pulling power instability to frequency variations are cavity

causes microwave power sensitivity, unless thie cavity pulling and Rabi pulling. In this work experimental
is very well tuned to Cesium frequency (S.-O). Sinte measurements are reported, which support this
it is very unlikely that the cavity mistuning should be conclusion by the analysis of power sensitivity as a

Zunction of C-field.
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itn fi.3 typical exiermt~ntAl results aro show, of only causes of powtr sensitivity, the latter vanishes
frequency Peasurements for tvo different powe levels At tho C.fields ideocified by (7). In fig.3 1p is such
As a function of the Zetoan frequency. These results that Ci o two curves at P, And t1dB barely touch At %fi

were obtainen prior to cavity tuning. After the cavity extroitu Around 35 Ui:. In fig.?, 1V-0 And the Nwo
Was CArefully tuned, by maximi:ing the beam signl curves cross where R(f,)-O.
below P*,. tht same moasurements were taken Again Oil It Is Interesting to point out that in fir,.A the
teo same standard. The relts obtained In this cae frequency At tese :ero cro ing points Is within fcv
Ate given In fli;.A parti io 1013 of ATIQOS). boy. vould I Iike to go

Skiing, this wookcidi This confirms t!e Accuracy budget
g1iVi it TAble I, showing that thi Algebraic UW off All
bisest other that 1ChIel offet, PAbL pulling and

HP W83 cavity pul1in1, Is not substantially greater that, 10- 3.

Th results shoit in f. 1 and 4 Art relative to A
particular Standard which hA# been studied kn depth.

Popt but rosults relative to All the standards which hav

opt~d boen tested And roaligned Are quite similar.

5~~ !rni" trri sthl i li.v tecsAqmri+anu

Long term stability measurements wore taken At
different setting# (pover Sensitivity levels) with the

-- "- -standard in A normal laboratory onvironwoent (io active
temperature stAbIli:Ation). Temperature variatlons In
the room wore esti atted to be About a YMelvin ras for
the dayly excurslons. but maybe half that Auitl in the
month range, without change of season, durinr, the
me1suremelts.

20 30 40 50 s0 lit fig.5 tit flicr floor results obtained for

Zeeman Frequency ikHzJ tite standard of (fi,.3 and 4 Are reported aN a function
of the moeasured power set icivity. "the C.fLIld
corresponding to each point Is Indicated by the ZeemanFI.3 Uporltmentnl results for the RaWl pulling of ote frequency in kftI Which labels it. Tle FOinC at 53 Win

of tie standArdn analyzed, before cavity tunlttg . Is marked by An asterisk to remind chit It was obtained
Reported relative frequenry data 7 are teasured
residual differences from ATI(NflS) once C-field Aid
Synthesizer offsets are removed. Dor are points taken
At oprimum icroiwAve power, Andi crosses are points%
Calton at About tdb above optimum power. HP 1653

10 -1I I I
HP 1653

0 1 - I  
-II -t

"J/
•Popt to 12:

0. 10-13- /
04. 53 /1 11

0 0 J.

10-14 -- +S d/ /

, 38.8
20 30 40 50 0 Ii

Zeeman Frequency IkHz] "----" 1 4

Figl, Same measurements as In fig.3, taken after 10- 101 10 10

careful tuning of tle cavity. Microwave Power Sensitivity [fractionalldB]

As shown in [8J, C.field values for which the Fl&. 5 Measured flicker floor levels of the Allin
power shifts de to Rabi pulling and cavity pulling Variance of one of the standards an,,lyzed, as a
conpensate exist if there are solutions to the equation function of microwave power sensitivity. The

corresponding Zeeman frequency is indicated in kil: on
OAh/ap fQ SV each point. The dotted lines above and below the solid

R(f,) -t -J - (7) line are examples of where flicker floor values may be
p 0alt/8p + AR Iq T for microwave power generators more and less stable

than the one of tit.- standard under test.
where p-P/Pp.- Assuming that these two effects are the
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befork careful tuning of the caviLy. And is plotted frequency stability. In fmct, Improving the yower
agAinst the corresponding pover sensitivity "asured stability by active stabilti.tion has been proposed III
prior to cavity tune.up. Vithin th@ oxperic4ntal error# 49 A 1404h to obtain better frequency stability. before
the stability points appear to fit nicely of 1 stralght the Causes of power sensitivity vote unders!iood. rover
line. suggesting proportionality to aierowave power StaWIti:tlon is still a viable solution, however the
sensitivity Into tht 10-1 range. And Indicating present work shows that power smeitivity can be
thefore lon& ter paver variations As the main cause frduced by proper aligtntven to a point where existing
for long tera frequency instAbilitits. Io other harpolic gtnerator. in the fret running code don't
processOe appear to introduce excess long term Introduce Instabilities much gre#ter than IO' .
inatAbility, at leAst for the units undor discuslion. The Improveotnt in long term sabililty. With
with the resolution afforded by the ooasurement ctm. respet to Its Initial conditions, obtaied by

The gotted lines drown in fig.$ abov And below operating It near a null pover s@nsltivity point is
the experil9ital point# are to remind that different dramAticaly shown in fig.CA.b. In fig.64 In the
hAruonic goelLators. with A different flicker level stability of the Standrd bWeore tont-up. at the fild
and/or topporAt.are deptndence of the microve Power. corresponding to f,.53 ki:. and in fig,6b Is the
way produce bettor or worse raults for the long term stability plot after tune.up, at 39 kit. htre a tero

crossig of ItAbl pullin, happens to be (see fig.&).
Tho best stAbility obtained from ay of the

roaligned standards is shown in fig.7. The reference
HPss1 - TIl for thils masuremnt WAR ATi(S), to Which the

1 6 .yt{ l I 41651 - 4110 standard under test was not contributing At thet time.
-i It may be worth pointing out that tit frequency of

this Standard at this .-field with this Cavity
aligment ~WaS very close to absolute Cesium frequeny.

13143 - MlI ((a a Mile~. y *-1.2712 C-38)
1561y(TAU) MJ 460s? - l11e, eoe.y * -4 C-14

-14 -12

0 
3

3 9 6 7

LOS TAU (Socoadg)

1Fss1 - AT
11Z6M51 5ul "JO'S 1il - 4!ll8

- 4 S 6 7

LOG TAU (Seconds)

FIg.7 Measured Allan Variance for a different standard
from that of Fig. 3 and l. carefully Aligned at an

-12 - - optimum operating point. The temperature Was stabilited
to batter than I Y. during this measurement. Thte
reference was the ensemble of NSR clocks, to which the

4standard under test was not contributing at the time.

•- 5 Cnneluelonn

In this paper a theoretical and experimental
analysis of state of the art commercial Cesium beam
frequency standards is reported, which unambiguously

-is Identifies Rabi pulling and cavity puIling as the main
S 4 9 6 7 effects which can cause long corm frequency

LOG ThlU CSeco~dI Instability.It has been shown that a careful alignment of the
C-field and of the cavity tuning can reduce to a very

FIg.6 Measured .:I an Variance at two different C-field small level the power sensitivity of the standard and
settings for the standard of FIS.3 and 4. The curve of improve its long term stability into the 101S range.
a) corresponds to 53klaz. before tuning the cavity, and This shows that no other parareters contribute greater
the curve of b) to 39k1lz, after cavity tuning. instabilities.
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Previous studies Indicating the stability of the frn s
imicroiwivo power as the@ critical parAsteter Are confirmed
by this work. although the# role played by phase zshifts (1) D.W.AIlAti. H1.11aIIVI. 5.Jarvis Jr.. D.A.Iiowe.
it producing~ power sensitivity Is shown hora to be R.i.Urvy:Sox* causes and cures of frequenicy
minor. At least In shiort tubes. contrary to tile instabilities (drift 6 tioiso) AW Ctsium beam froquencey
tegntativ Conclusions Of 11). sandArd#*. Proc. 31st Pv q.Ctnrr.Sftp., p.SS (1971).

That RAbW and cavity pulling beg the Important
@ffects Is fortunte. because it ROans that 121 C.Audoin. .Jsrino. i..S.Curltir. K.3F.LAcay:
considerable inprovemonts in long term stability cAn be "Trequenvy offset duec ro rpact-Al impurities lin Cesium
achieved by riducitir power sensitivity. Tia would not beA* Frequenicy PA ndArd*. IEEE~ TrAns. onl lntr. and
have been postsible if phase shift hall beentite effect Mntai.. 1.4 27. p.325 (1978).
responsible for It. lin fact the p'hase shift cannot be
ChAni.@d once the tubeig In galed. 131 r. L.VAlls:"yrrors lit servo systems uningr sinusoidal

careful al1ginmtt of Cifsium beami standardsi As doneg frequency tphacie) modlation"- IEEE Trans. UFFC. (Nov.
in this work was performed lit order to demonstrate that 1981).
today"s theoretcal undorstanding or such degvices is
adequate, And that A major improvement in lonr, term Jr.) A. D014trchi. V.P Ava;" Cavity phase shift lit
stability cant be Obtained. Vie Adoption of thin kind of commrcial Consium beam frequencyr standords"* Motroloria
alignment as A routine procedure to Improve standards 20, p,33 (1934).
In thet field call nevertheless bet advisied. Although thie
Actual litpleaentarion ray be sonewlis cutbersomei. 151 A.W~Archi, (J.b.Rovigra. A.i'remoIL"if facts of servo

The drawbacks of such A solution to the long terts loop modulation in atomic boan frequency standards
stability problem mt Also be kept it mind. ferlare @playing a Ramsey cavity*. IEEEI Trans. UFC (Nov.
the most relevant: 1981).
- Operation at a particular XcemAn freque inhibits
thet freedom of tuning the output frequency of the& 103 J.11.llollovay. R.J.llorden. LIS llac.v 3354307 (1967).
standard Wy Adjusting6 the@ C-field.
- L~ong tern instabilities of the C-field not only (71 J.Ii.lloilowAV. K.F.lAeyv."Factors which limit the
chAnce# theo corrouponding bins. but Also reintroduce Accuracy of Cesium atomic bean frequency istandards".
power sensitivity. Proc. Ph lt. COAL. Chron"03, 1Ausane, Vol.1. p,311
- Variations with tvaperature And time of the cavity W1OW.)
tuning produce a cavity pulling chitigt. and reintroduce
power sens4Iitvy 151 A. fl~eh 1d~: "tindersrand lot environmental, sensitivity

-Long term variations of the velocity distribution In And agoein6 of Cesium be!Am frequency arandards"* Proc.
the beaM Chang*e the RAbU pulling curve And reintroducet 1st lurop.Freq.And Tine Forum (1981).
power senstivity.
- 10ienovor the tube Is cbAnged. rte standard mut be (91 A.DCMArchl. C.D.Rovera. A.l'remoli;"Pulllng by
realigned for best perormAnce. nigirlibouring transitions And its effects onl the

As a result of rte first four points It Is to be performance of Cesium bean frequenicy standards"-
esp@Cted that A long tern stability lit the 10-1 range 144troloGia 20. p1.37 (18)
obtained lit the first year After careful AllC1nment1 DAY
subsequently slowly deteriorate back Into the 101
range. Howewver It is the Author's foelln6 thatr It is
alwaVs wel worth Apli the AliI&nMOnt procedure to
standArds which perform In the high 10-11 mranc.

The anjrhor would like to ACVknowlvdg all the
scientists; who hanvig bent suporrive nd helpful
throurhiut this wtirP. In parricular lie would itk to
thank D.Allan. R.D*ullinrar. J~tUray. .Ala'llborr, and
F.Valls fur makxing avalauble their rimo. experrine and
equipment.

A spavial, thaits goes ais. to the LUS Notval
Observatory for the runt'inui support.
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Al OPTICALLY PiffjCESIU4 BEAM FREt UEN STINARIt FOR MILITA-Y APPLICATIO1S

T. McClelland, I. Pascaru, J. Zacharski, Hi1. Tran and H. Heirs,
Frequency Electronics, Inc., HIitchel Field, NY 11553

Abstract IL is our goal to develop a c€nnercially viable
frequency standard based on this optical pumping

M optically poped Cesiw beam frequency standard concept, lAhich can be used in itlitary applications.
Is bting developed, based on the Frequency Electronics In order to rceet this goal, we ruAst go further than a
7101 Cesium Tube. The "A" and "1" magnets of the 7101 laboratory deonstration. in addition, we must develop
tube have each bken replaced by semiconductor laser a self contained, rugged Instrument, capable of
diodes. The microwave resonance is detected by operating In severe environm nts. Ainimization of
monitoring the fluorescence from the "(1" laser, %hich size, weight and power consumption, inhile maximizing
Is servo-locked to a hyperfine line of the 02 reliability, are Important design goals. Perhaps most
transition of Cs. importantly, we must be careful to utilize technologies

which are readily adaptable to a manufacturing
This prototype device represents the first environment.

cormerclal optically pumped atomic bean frequency
standard. Short and long tern stability perfomance of The performance goals for the optically pumped
this device Is discussed, as well as predicted cesium beam frequency standard being developed are
performance for the next generation device. Laser suenarized In Table I.
requirements are also discussed with mphasis on
techniques used to utilize cmimercially available Table I
semiconductor lasers.

Accuracy: +/- 3 x 10-12 from -0,2,"C to *(YC
intrduction Short teM stability: vy(T) u 3 x lO-21 2tr

Opticall& Pumped Cesium Beam Frequenaa!aed Vibration: MIL-E-16400
HIL-STD-167-1

In this paper we report on the development of an Shock: MIL-S-901C
optically pumped aei;hn beam frequency standard (OPCS), IIL-E-5400 Class 1 (309)
in which the conventi.inal state selection ("A"), and Proqram Baekqroun
state detection ("B") magnets are replaced by optical
state selectors and state detectors, respectively. The development program which we report on here
(See Figure 1.) This concept has beer investigated by had its inception in 1983 with a Joint effort between
a number of workers, for several years.l- 3 Theoretical Frequency Electronics, Inc., and the 11ational Bureau of
predictions, as well as in.tial experiments, indicate Standards, Tire and Frequency Division. Ihis joint
that improvement of several ordeiz of nagnitude in the effort started with experiments at the NiS facility in
performance of Cs beam frequency standards is possible Boulder, CO, in which commercial Cs bean tubes
with such a technique. manufactured by Frequency Electronics were optically

excited. Two Cs beam tubes, designated OPCS-1, and
DPCS-2 were tested at IIBS.

CESIUM ATOMIC RESONATOR

rItt"(SC(CE U K 'AL~t[CC
OrIECIC I -N SO D IIO I

'LIT, - D- -r

WAITY

LASER IruNC LASER

H 9.192431.71 0z 2

FIGUWE 1

OPTICALLY PIPED Cs BEAM RESONATOR

ATOMS ARE CONVERTED FROM ONE GROUND STATE LEVEL T0
Tlt OTHER. SO N10 ATOMS ARE LOST FROM THE BEAM.

C112427-3/87/0000/059 $1.00 C1987 IEEE 59



The OPCS-1 beam tube was a comercial tube, Optical Pumpini
modified by the removal of the A and B magnets, and the
addition of copper gasket vacuum flanges. The flanges We consider excitation of Cs atoms In an atcmic
allowed for the attachment of windows so that optical beam using 02 radiation to optically pump the ground
pumping radiation could be externally provided and state hyperfine levels. An energy level diagrmn
detected. showing the relevant transitions is presented in

The OPCS-2 beam tube differed from OFCS-I, In that Figure 2. Although other excitations (such as 01

sapphire windows were hard seipled to the Cs tube. The radiation) are possible, it has been shown that 02
har4-seal technology was cosidered necessary for excitation is the most pronising.5 It is assumed that
comercial devices in vich good vacuum must be whatever light source is used, it Is able to resolve
provided for a number of years. each of the allowed transitions between hyperfine

levels.
Experiments on both OPCS-1 and OPCS-2 were

performed at BS, in which the Cs beam was excited from A number of optical pumping schemes have been
various laser sources.4  In particular, laser diode suggested, for both pumpIng and detection in OPCS
excitation, In which the laser linewidth was narrowed systems.2,3,6 The schemes are su.,narized in Table 2.
by means of external optical elements, was performed.

With such a system operating as a laboratory frequency
standard, short term frequency stability (Allan
variance) of ( 1 x 10"11/ t/as achieved for 3 (.<I04

second,.

In order to satisfy the requirements discussed I :1Nabove, we have established several design guidelines
which have been adhered to in the present development
effort. These guidelines have a substantial impact on
the results, but were deemed necessary In order to meet
the 0litary design objectives.

It was decided that only modified, Frequency M-€4
Electronics, Inc. Cs bemn tubes, Model No. 7101, would LlcI
be used. These tubes are compatible In size with a 19-
Inch rack mount system. Furthermore, the 7101 tube has 1S.t .
undergone extensive military environmental testing, and
therefore represents a proven design.

As a second guideline, it was decided to use only
cmmercially available semiconductor laser diodes as
optical pumping and detection light sources. Other
laser sources, suji as dye lasers were not considered r
compatible with a compact, transportable system. rt t
Similarly, developmental semiconductor lasers, without
any proven production history, were considered to be 62S--
Impractical for a manufacturable OPCS device.

Finally, it was decided to try to minimize tho 5
optical components between the laser light sources and
the Cs atomic beam. In particular, any active optics
which by design affect the lasing dynamics of the laser
diodes, were considered undesirable. For example,
external mirrors or gratings, Which effectively define VRI?-1-
a laser cavity external to the laser diode chip, can EN[RGI L[VLS Or C%133 ASSOCIATED W1ITH
result in beneficial changes in the laser linewidth, D2 RrSOUANCE LBE
noise, and tuning range; however, this is at the
expense of mechanical stability, since the position of
the elements relative to the chip must be maintained to
an extremely high degree of accuracy, in order to In single laser schemes, the same laser is used to
produce the beneficial results. It was decided that both pump and probe the cesium beam. It is important
design performance based on such mechanisms, although to note that a single laser scheme using a laser tuned
reljtively easy to demonstrate in the lab, would be to the 4 -> 5 (cycling) transition is quite possible,
difficult to duplicate under the required environmental even though no hyperfine optical pumping can occur for
stresses. such a transition.5  Such an arrangement works because

of the strong Zeeman alignment produced by linearly
Theoretical Considerations polarized radiation tuned to this transition. Figure 3

shows typical Zeman sublevel distributinns for atomsThe theoretical operation of OPCS systems has been excited by 4 -* 5 radiation. Substantial population
described in detail by other authors. 2,3,6  In this differences are created between the m - 0 sublevels of
section vie review only those aspects relevnt to the the F = 3 and F a 4 hyporfine multiplets, and hence a
present development effort. clock transition signal is possible.
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Table 2 Other single laser schemes, as well as the 2 and 3
laser schous, depend on hyperfine optical pumping to

Pump Laser Probe Laser produce a population imbalance between the n n 0
Transition Transition sublevels of the F v 3 and F u 4 multiplets of the

No. of Lasers (F-*F') (F-W) ground state. However, In these cases it Is also
necessary to consider te effects of Zeeman alignment,

4 -, 5* 4 -5 as Is deminstrated in Figure 4, for radiation tuned to
4.4 4 4 the 3 -1 5 transition. In the figure It is seen that
4 - 3 4 3 the two orthogonal linear polarizations produce

population differences of opposite sign between the
3 -4 3 -4 m a0 sublevels of F- 3 and Fa 4. This tendency is
3 -o 3 3 most dramatic fur radiation tuned to transitions
3 - 2 3 -2 " between multiplets with the same hyperfine quantum

number (i.e. 3 -x 3 or 4 -) 4); in which case i-
2 4 - 4 4 5* radiation cannot excite atoms out of the m a 0

4 -. 3 4 - S" sublevel, due to selection rules. The effect of
alignment is still a problem, but to a lesser extent,

3 -, 3 3 -, for other transitions.
3 -4 3 -2 Saturation Effects

3 3 -3 and 4 -. 4 3-e2'
3 -, 4 and 4 -o 4u 3 -t 2* With light power levels typical of off the shelf
4 -3 and 3 - U 4 5 laser diodes, it is possible to saturate the optical
4 4 and 3 -* 3, 4 -. 50 pumping process. When this happens, the noise

associated with the fluorescence from excited atoms can
*Cycling transition be much smaller than the noise on the excitin3 laser.

In fact It Is easy to obtain a situation In which the
noise on the fluorescence Is totally dominated by other

Figure 3 also suggests a potential problem, since sources (such as detector dark noise, or Cs beam shot
the two orthogonal linear polarizations of exciting noise). Such conditions are only possible for
radiation produce population differences between the transitions which produce hyperfine optical pumping.
m - 0 sublevels of opposite signs. Hence a light The cycling transitions (4 -, 5, 3 -, 2) are not
sourcep containing an admixture of polarizations could capable of being saturated in the same sense.
result in a cancullation of pumping effects, and
accordingly a much degraded clock signal.

.03 .62 4.38 13.43 19.33 13.43 4.38 .62 .03 P,4

6.25 G.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 1.3

4 - 5 q- IOI.AIIIZATION

21.66 2.90 1.94 1.11 1.02 1.11 1.94 2.90 21.66 P.4

6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 6.25 P-3

Adapted Prom:

P.'ldman, Hark "The Optically Pumped Alkali Dean./Cell
and lleam Tube for Utility Atomic Prequency Standards",
11l1S Iteport, Hay 1983.

FIGURE 3

PPULATION or Cs ATOM ZEEHAN SUBLEVELS WAEN EXCITED
BY LINEARLY POLARIZED LASER RADIATION TU14ED '0 THE
4 -. > 5 IRAINSITION.
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1-) 3 11 POLARL'ATIl'Il

7i 17_.A2 _ Lt _.I .oh .7 10.17 in.,4 r-4

.02 .2 16.0 ,3J .02 a r",

3 . 3 C- l''IMARl1ZATIV'I

, 3,_ 1.712.312 1.3 3,3 3.40 12.31 12.01 11.22 TI.M '.4

.011 .03 .01 .02 .01 .03 .09 l*.3

l.,lmn, Hark, "The optteally P'urplIed Alkali lnm/Coll
vid leam Tubo for Liflity Ateml- Irqupno StnndnrIs",

31.1fl Rirtort, flay 190A3.

PONUA1iOS Or Cs Al0N 2(i'A t'r Nv[Us 1N10 XCCITD
BY L, l[Utl MLARIUD LA[IR PA~lAlI6 , ImIN4 0 I If
I -. I TRANS$ITIONf.

Saturation makes possible, at least in priciple, However, there are some practical disadvantages to
the operation of an OPCS system in which laser noise locking lasers directly to the fluorescence. First, it
(either amplitude or frequency) is largely irrelevant. 7  is only possible if the laser is very narrow in
This is accomplished by choosing a one or two laser linewidth and very low noise; otherwise the
pumping scheme in which each laser excites a saturable fluorescence signal does not contain resolved peaks to
transition. The difficulty with such a system in which the laser can be locked. Second, even if the
practice arises fron the rather low light levels of the fluorescence signal contains acceptably resolved peaks
Cs bean fluorescence. Because each Cs atom in the beam at 1 1.aser liaht levels, dies qt necessarily have
produces a finite number of fluorescent photons resolved peaks t h goer igit eye s ecessary to
(typically '1 photon/atom), the total fluorescent light saturate the optical pumping. Since saturation is
intensity is small, and a burden is placed on the desirable for one or more of the lasers used, it can be
fluorescence detector capabilities. The signal to necessary to lock the laser in an alternative fashion.
noise ratio of such a system is not necessarily better It has been suggested, as an alternative, to lock the
than other systems with no saturation, even though the lasers to appropriate peaks in the saturated absorption
noise level is very low, spectrum of a Cs gas cell.8,g,l0 However, under

certain circumstances it may be possible to lock the
Laser Frequency Stability lasers to the simple absorption spectrum of a Cs gas

cell. Typically the simple absorption spectrum is
Laser diode frequency (wavelength) is very broadened by pressure broadening to such an extent that

sensitive to both the forward bias current and the the hyperfine structure of the excited state is not
junction temperature. In order to assure that the resolved. However, the broad absorption peak can be
wavelength of the laser remains tuned to a single shifted by selecting the buffer gas pressure in the gas
optical transition it is necessary to maintain the bias cell, such that the peak overlaps the desired
current and temperature stable to a very high degree of transitions in the atomic beam. Fine tuning of the
accuracy. lock point can be accomplished electronically by

injecting a stable electronic offset.
The necessary stability is most easily achieved by

servo-locking the laser current and heat-sink In a gas cell, the pressure broadened absorption
temperature via the optical transition of interest. linewidth is roughly 0.1 to 1.0 GlIz for pressures of 10
Typically this is accomplished by locking the laser to to 100 torr of typical buffer gases (such as argon,
the fluorescence signal from the Cs beam. nitrogen, and helium). Such a line is routinely
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"split" by a factor of 104, yielding a frequency independent of laser power, but always lower than for a
locking capability of ( t o.1 MHlz. The linewidth of cycling transition. The observed noise floor is
Cs atoms in an atomic beam is typically f v 10 Mlz. consistent with the predicted detector noise. Hence,
Ience, it should be possible to maintain the laser in a we conclude that the very weak fluorescence signal (IMO
frequency range much narrower than the atomic beam times weaker than for the 4 -. 5 cycling transition)
absorption linewidth by locking the laser to a Cs gas contains noise which is overwhelmed by tile dark noise
cell absorption line. Furthermore, if the laser is of the detector.
operated in a saturation condition, as described above,
then the atomic beam linewidth is broadened, and the Based on the measured DC fluorescence in this
stability requirements are correspondingly less case, and assuming that the noise associated with the
severe, saturated fluorescence is shot noise, we estimate that

approximately 30 times more fluorescence must be
Experimental Results detected in order for the shot noise to be equal to the

detector noise. Conversely, a decrease in detector
Measurements have been made on two separate Cs noise by a factor of 30 would produce the same result.

atomic beam tubes: OPCS-2 and OPCS-3. in both cases a Although Improvements in fluorescence collection optics
nu.mber of different laser pumping shcemes have been are possible, careful analysis indicatet that a 30
investigated, times improvement is very unlikely for a commercial

instrument. Similarly, it seems unlikely that a 30
Results with OPCS-2 times improvement in detector noise could be achieved

without resorting to drastic cooling or other
OPCS-2 is a self contained Cs beam tube, with an techniques inconsistent with a practical field

8 cm. long Ramsey cavity, and two sets of 3 sapphire instrument.
windows; one set at each eI of the tube. Two windows
at each end allow laser light to enter and exit along The best performance with the OPCS-2 tube has been
an axis perpendicular to both tile Cs beam and a obtained for a two laser configuration in which the
constant magnetic field (C-field) which encompasses the pump laser is tuned to the 4 -, 4 (o) transition and
entire Ramsey cavity. The third window at each end of the prube laser is tunet to the 4 -+ S (a) cycling
the tube is located near the focal point of an transition.
ellipsoidal mirror, whose axis of revolution is the C-
field axis. A silicon photodiode detector, with a The S/N ratio for the clock signal (detected with
100 ma2 active area is placed Just outside this third a phase sensitive detector at 04 liz) with this
window, In order to detect tile fluorescence from the configuration is shown in Figure S. The linewidth of
atomic beam. the central Ramsey fringe was measured in this case to

be 1200 lHz. The short tern stability predicted from a
The lasers used to excite this tube have been off frequency standard operating with this performance is

tile shelf laser diodes manufactured by Hitachi. Most known to be given byl1
of tile measurements were made using the Hitachi hLiP-
1400 device, a non-sealed device, with an output level 0.2 1
of'.10 milliwatts at the 02 wavelength, and a single oy() MH- 0.)
mode linewidth of %50 MHlz. Some measurements have also
been made using tile llitachi 1L8312A device, which is 5 s x io-11/i
Idlentically packaged, but capable of NIS m at the 02
wavelength. Tlhe laser intensity at the atomic beam was We have also operated OPCS-2 in a configuration
controlled for each laser by placement of neutral enploying 2 pump lasers, in an attempt to optically
density filters in the light path. pump virtually all atoms into a single m a 0 sublevel.

However, the results of this effort have been
Uith this tube, a number of different laser disappointing compared to the predicted improvement of

configurations have been tested. We have found that 6 to 0 in S/N ratio. We believe this to be due to tile
the noise on the fluorescence in the probe region totally ambiguous nature of the polarization of tile
decreases when a laser causing transitiuns from the light transmitted through the sapphire windows of this
same ground state hyperfine level as the probe laser is tube. This technique depends critically on one laser
incident in tile pump region. Similarly, the probe being tuned to a 3 -+ 3 or 4 -. 4 (w) transition; while
noise increases when tile pump laser is tuned to tile the polarization of tile laser transmitted through the
opposite ground state hyperfine level. These sapphire windows could neither be measured nor
observations are reasonable, since in the former case controlled due to birefringence of the window.
the steady state probe fluorescence is decreased by the
pump laser presence, whereas in tile latter case tile The OPCS-2 tube was constructed with awareness of
probe fluorescence is increased by tile pump laser. this limitation because of tile innediate availability
Accordingly, tile best S/H ratio is expected to oc:ur of hard seal technology for sapphire windows, and
when the lasers in both regions excite atoms from tile accordingly the lack of expertise with hard-seal
same hyperfine level. techniques using other, non-birefringent opticalwindows.

We also observe empirically that saturation of 
the

optical pumping process In the pump region produces a Results with OPCS-3
decrease in tile noise on the fluorescence signal in the
probe region. This observatLn also seems in line with OPCS-3 is very similar to OPCS-2; except that tile
expectatior.%. Ramsey cavity is 12 cm. long instead of 8 cm., and the

windows, which are hard sealed to the tube housing, are
However, when the probe laser is tuned to a satu- all made from optical quality fused silica. In other

rable transition, we are unable to detect any decrease respects, the two tubes are virtually identical.
in noise level on the fluorescence signal as the probe
power is increased. In this case the noise floor is
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5/1 1ATIO FOR 0m1C.-2 OPCS-3 compared to OPCS-2 by the ratio of interaction
lengths (2:3).

SigJnal 0 04 111

IW I III Future Measurenents
"--') ' 0 "J" -

OPCS-3

I As indicated above, we expect to achieve a 9 times
improvement In Allan Variance with OPCS-3 compared to
OPCS-2, or

: oy( r) % 5 x 1-211

Io ,Of course this value is based on a calculation using
the S/l1 ratio and linewidth, and hence does not include

Wk i' Lk any potential drift effects due to the lasers.
Therefore it is very important to perform actual
measurements of the systen operating as a frequency
standard for extended periods of time. Such
measurements are prescntly planned for OPCS-3.

OPCS-4

ctCK St¢A- ItN OPC .: LtIP LAwIk 15 TL40 t Although it is somewhat premature, the next
4 ., A t.%11(!. Wsk LAMIR I 1L',EIw 10 A --- S generation tube is already on the drawing board.

..%511IO.N. ,iN PATIO h~ 1.15 01 Mu.
Modifications based on the results with OPCS-3 will be
implemented. In addition, the diamond-turned aluminum
mirrors used in OPCS-2 and OPCS-3 will be replaced by

Results with OPCS-2, as described above, had gold-overcoated Al mirrors, which should enhance
deman-strated the importance of polarization-preserving reflectivity by at least 10.
windows, and hence considerable design effort was
devoted to the hard sealed fused silica windows. Summary
Producing a vacuum tight glass-to-metal seal proved to
be straightforward; however, doing so without inducing Development of a comnercial optically pumped Cs
severe stresses in the glass, which in turn induced beam frequency standard is in progress. Performance
birefringence, proved to be a greater challenge. has already been achieved which corresponds to a short

tent stabi lity of

A workable solution was eventually 
found, but in

order to save time the windows which were Installed in Oy( ) , 5 X IO-1i/4 ,C
OPCS-3 were not anti-reflection coated on the atomic
beam side as had been the case for OPCS-2. We did not Improvements which are in proces suggest that better
expect this to be an overwhelming problem, as results than an order of magnitude improvement is possible to
with OPCS-2 had shown that scattered light was never a
dominant noise source. In fact, detector noise proved Oy(t) " 3 x 10-12/f "

a limiting factor in OPCS-2 rather than scattered y
light. Rough estimates indicated that a factor of two This performance is possible using a compact Ps
increase li scattered light in OPCS-3 compared to beam tube which has undergone extensive environmental,
OPCS-2 would still result in a situation in which as well as performance testing in its non-optical form.
detector noise dominated. Coated optics, and some Furthermore, this performance can be achieved with
other design improvements were postponed to the next present, comercial, off the shelf laser diode
generation: OPCS-4. technology. It does not require the implementation of

"active" optics which might put severe constraints on
At the time of this writing, only preliminary the ruggedness of any instrument.

measurements have been made on OPCS-3. Although as
expected the scattered light intensity is greater than It must be emphasized, however, that such
with OPCS-2, it does not appear to d(minate the noise, performance - although superior to competing magnetic
even when tuned to a pumping transition with a state selection devices, would be limited by laser
relatively low level of fluorescence. diode noise which is orders of magnitude above the Cs

beam shot noise limit. Accordingly, improvements in
Because the windows in OPCS-3 are polarization laser noise hold the promise of even much better

preserving, this tube represents the first meaningful performance than predicted above.
test bed for two laser pumping techniques. We
anticipate an improvement of l.6 in the S/fl ratio of the Acknowledqements
clock signal due to this effect. (An 8 times
improvement is predicted if one assumes that all atoms lie would like to thank R. Drullinger and
can be pumped into a single Zeeman sublevel. However, L. Itollberg of the Time and Frequency Division of NBS
optical alignment, as discussed above, decreases that for their countless discussions, and thoughtful
actual performance slightly. 5 ) suggestions.

An overall improvement of %9 in Allan Variance is This work is supported by the Electronics Systems
expected from OPCS-3, since the increated microwave Division of the Air Force Systems Command, USAF, under
interaction length should reduce the linewidth of Contract No. F19628-85-C-0192.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A RUBIDIUM FREQUENCY STAIODPAR FOR THE MILSTAR SATELLITE SYSTEM

T. McClelland, 1. Pascaru and Marvin Peirs
Frequency Electronics, Inc.

Witchel Field, NY 11553

Abstract Introduction

A radiation hardened Rubidium Frequency Standard A passive rubidiun frequency standard (RFS) is
(RFS) has been developed for the HILSTAR satellite being developed for the satellite constellation of the
system. Each satellite contAins four Rb standards: I MILSTAR comimunicution system. This satellite corEuni-
active, and 3 redundant units. The four RFS units nust cation, system is designed to have a 10-year operational
provide 3-year shelf life plus 10-year operation with a life in space, and is to be hardened against well
probability of success of 0.9996. This very severe defined nuclear radiation (anti-satellite) threats.
reliability requirement is met by incorporating several
key features in the new design. Reliability

Highest component reliability is obtained by using The reliability of the RrS subsystem on each
space qualified hybrid circuitry for over 80% of the satellite is required to be sufficient to insure a
electronics, and survivability is assured through a successful operational mission life of 10 years, with a
design which minimizes effects of radiation sentitive probability of success, Ps, of 0.9996. This reli-
parameters such as offset voltages, and incorporates ability must be achievable after the subsjstem has been
radiation hardened components where necessary. stored/tested in a ground environment for 3 years. To

Lamp and resonance cell reliability are assured satisfy this -equirement with a single RFS unit wouldLampandresoanc cel reiabllt areassred require a mean-time-between failures (KTOF) of 58.000
through quantitative analysis of Ra metal content in reqre a eide-teen alus coTsn ofyears. Ule decided to develop a subsysten consistingj of
each cell using differential scanning calorimetry. In four RFS units; one operational and three standby
addition, a long tern aging program has been es- redundant units. Figure i shows an outline drain J of
tablished to measure Rb consunption rates in cells, as tnis RFS subsyste.

well as randon failure rates.

This program represents the first effort to
determine quantitative reliability figures for Rb
vacuum cells.

FIGURE 1

OUTLINE DRAWING SHOWING A SATELLITE
SYSTEM OF FOUR RFS UNITS.
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Nuclear Hardening The crystal oscillator is being designed and built at
Frequency Electronics. In order to stay within the

The RFS subsystem must survive anti-satellite lock rarge of the Rb system this crystal oscillator
nuclear threats. In principle the RFS is well suited to must enploy a state of the art premium Q swept SC cut
this requirement, since the hyperfine frequency of quartz crstal, with extremely low aging
kb8 7 which is detected in such a device is characteri.tics (less than I x 10-l-/day).
insensitive to nuclear radiation. However, care must be
taken in the design to insL-e t, t other sensitivities In order to meet the reliability requirements,
are not induced by the radiation. Frequency Electronics has undertaken an RFS development

effort focused on two fronts. The electronics has been
Design Approach designed so that most of the major circuitry can be

packaged into hybrids which allow for greatly reduced
A simplified block diagram of a MILSTAR RFS unit is size and weight, as well as increased reliability.

shown in Figure 2. The 5 14Hz output of a voltage (See Figure 3.) Table I shows the subassembly
controlled crystal oscillator is internally r-'ltiplied breakdown of a single RFS, with the corresponding
and mixed with a synthesized frequency, also derled hybrid circuit usage. This compact packaging also
from the 5 Hfz output. The resulting frequency opens up space for the additional circuitry necessary
(,%, 6.84 GHz) is used to excite a microwave cavity in for radiation hardening.
which Is lcated a gas cell containing RuB7. Lighth c g c b Lih The second front consists of the development of Rb
from a Rb8 ' RF discharge lamp is passed through cells capable of lasting at least the required 10 year
this cell and the transmitted light is monitored with a life. Cell life has been demonstratvu to be the
photodiode. A transmitted light signal is generated by limiting failure mechanism for RFS units flown on
frequency modulating the 6.84 Gliz cavity excitation at Havstar GPS Satellites. 1 lience we have devoted
a signal frequency of 450 Itz. This signal is detected considerable effort to quantifyinj the aging parameters
in a phase sensitive detector (PSO), the output of of cells, and in particular the ff discharge lamp
%hich describes (as a function of the exact 5 111z cells, used in the RFS.
frequency) a dispersion curve. The output of the PSD
is integrated and electronically fed back tu the
voltage control input of the VCXO, effectively locking
the crystal oscillator to the Rb87 hyperfine
frequency.

I4EMER P.EG, . o °

PWR SUPPLIESOWr-R SUPPLY

ASLAtIP START 5I7

POWONR
LATA3

INT[RODUJCTORY BLIOC< DIAGRA$42R V B05 CtOS TLHi MILTAR RUBIDIUM FREQUENCY SD
PQW( iw (9) ( ) PlOD . rA.2 oi,

FIGURE 2

SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRA4 OF RFS SYSTEM4
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FIGURE 3

TYPICAL HYBRID CIRCUIT PACKAGE. I1iIS
PARTICULAR HYBRID CONTAINS THE PRE-AWLIFIER
AND C-FIELD CIRCUITRY, AND IS LOCATED INSIDE
THE PHYSICS PACKAGE.

Design Details windows) are not adversely darkened by radiation. This
could cause radiation induced frequency shifts, because

Radiation Hardening of the light shift effect.2 Optical materials have
been chosen which are insensitive to radiation; such as

In order to insure survival of the RFS from aluninosilicate glasses and sapphire.
anti-satellite nuclear events, the conventional design
concepts must be significantly modified. Even though Also in the physics package, steps have been taken
Rb is inherently radiation insensitive, care must be to insure that the oven control temperatures are not
taken to assure that the thermal, optical, and affected by radiation. This requires the selection of
electrical operating conditions do not change control thennistors whose resistance is insensitive to
significantly in response to the radiation. Although radiation.
it is beyond the scope of this report to detail all of
the corresponding design modifications, we review the The constant magnetic field (C-field) %hich is
important trouble spots in the following paragraphs. applied to the Rb ato'ns in the resonance celi in order

to tune the lock frequency of the RFS is referenced to
Radiation Hardening in the Physics Package an oven stabilized zener diode. The zener diode has

been specially fabricated and tested to insure
The physics package contains the Rb cells dnd the insensitivity to radiation. Ultimately, the C-field

optical detection system. (See Figures 4, 5.) Care zener represents the p'imary limiting to factor
must be taken to insure that optical elements (lenses, radiation perfonmance.
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HYBRID USAGE - MILSTAR RFS

DESIGNATION SUBASSEMBLY HYBRID OTY HYBRID TYPE

Al Physics Package 2 2

A2 Rubidium Electronics 2 2

A3 Frequency Update 5 2

A4 OCVCXO 5 3

A5 Power Supply 1 1

A6 EMC/SGEMP Inteface 0 0

TOTALS 15 10

A I PA'Y3'S¢ PACKA6(

A114YI

LA"P STAR°
- 0t 88-8U SICNAL

LAMP ,CArJ .... I, _,,
!.P eevirr Of101

LAW~ N(CIZHI~ro .-

cAri" T'JrRHISTOR -

TH tfSrO,(Citarr rim)-. J

120 WI1

FIGURE 4

FUNCTION1AL BLOCr DIAGRA4 OF IlE RFS
PHYSICS PACKAGE.

Finally, the photo detector, a silicon photo diode Radiation Hardening cf Servo Electronics

used to detect the Rb signal, must be carefully

selected. Nieutron radiation tends to increase the Several potential problecis in the servo-

leakage current of such devices, which can Increase the electronics must be protected against. The perfonance

noise superimposed on the signal unless the detector limiting problen turns out to be the pennanent offset

noise is sufficiently small in the pre-irradlated voltage error induced on the integrator Input. This

state. A photo diode with sufficiently high shunt appears as a shift in the Rb frequency. This problem

impedance, before and after radiation, has been has been minimized by choosing components with

selected. extrenely small quiescent an! radiation induced
offsets.
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FIGURE 5

RFS PHYSICS PACKAGE, WITH COVER REMOVEO.

Although lesser problems, changes in the gain and In order to insure adequdte lifetime of Rb lamps
phase shift of the active elements of the servo loop in the MIUTAR program, Frequency Electronics has
must be considered. The choice of parameters must be initiated on extensive measurement program. Twelve
made to minimize these effects. lamps are continuously monitored as part of a program to

measure Rb diffusion as a function of time. (See Figure
Also of concern is the possibility of loss of lock 6.) At periodic intervals, the free Rb content of each

during irradiation due to rapid loss of charge on the of the bulbs is r,.asu.ed by differential scanning
integrator capacitor. This effect has been minimized calorimetry (DSC).3 (See Figure 7.) Based on these
with proper choice of series resistors hich act to measurements, extending over a two year period of time,
increase the RC time constant of the effective an adequate characterization of the diffusion process is
discharge circuit during irradiation, expected. This should allow for the definition of a

reliable minimum Rb fill requirement in flight lamps.
Rb Cell Reliability The measurement program is necessary because a gross

overfill of Rb in the lamp has been shown to result in
Past studiesl have shown that Rb metal diffuses erratic behavior, which generally is sensitive to shock

over time into the walls of its container until and vibration (due to metallic Rb moving ir-ide the
eventually no free Rb is left to forn a vapor. iUhen lamp). Hence a minimum fill requirement is established
this happens in one of the Rb cells in the RFS, the from the DSC measurements, and a maximum fill is
device is no longer capable of functioning properly. established based on stability requirements.
Fortunately, the diffusion process is very slow in the
resonance and filter cells of the RFS, and does not At the time of this writing 7 months of diffusion
present a major problem. However, in the RF discharge data have been taken. A typical plot, showing a fit of
lamp, the presence of the discharge greatly enhances the free Rb mass to a , t diffusion expression, is
the diffusion process, thereby shortening the lamp show n in Figure 8. An extrapolation ef this fitted
lifetime. Complete diffusion of free Rb metal into the curve inidcates that about 120 micrograms of Rb would
lamp cell walls has been shown to be the cause of lamp diffuse into the lamp surface during a 10 year period
failure in RFS devices launched as part of the GPS of time. Accordingly, tests show that up to 1,000
satellite progran.I micrograms of Rb can be placed inside the lamp without
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FIGURE 6

a. CLOSE UP OF All OPERATINIG Rh LMI FROM Ti1E

AGING SYSTEM USED TO OBTAIN DIFFUSION DATA.
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FIGURE 6

b. PHOTOGRAPH OF A Rb LAMP CELL.

PEAK TCP. *C 41.1

- - - - - - - -- - CTTLCR TA3O00 SYTEM .........

FIGURE 7

TYPICAL DSC SCAN SHOWING THE PEAK
CAUSED BY THE FELTIN;G OF Rb.
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FIGURE 0

EASURED PASS OF FREE Rb III A LAIP CELL
VS. TIHE. TIlE LINE DRAM T1ROUGII TlE DATA
IS A LEAST SQUARES FIT.

inducing Instabilities. Hence, it appears that lamp Rb Developnent Tests
(ills capable of insuring stable operation over the 10
year operational lifetime of the satellite system can A breadboard system Incorpo.ating all the major
be easily provided, with plenty of safety margin, design innovations has been tested, in addition to more

detailed testing of all subcircuitry modules. Typical
In addition to failure caused by Rb diffusion, Allan variance data for the breadboard system is

lamps can conceivably fail due to other causes. For presented in Figure 9, and a 7 vs. tire plot is
instance, over time cracks could develop in the glass presented in Figure 10.
which eventually cause a leak, with rapid loss of Rb
from the cell then taking place. All such Proof of design hybrids have already been built
unpredictable failure mechanisms are lumped together as and tested for nearly 50% of the hybrids used in the
random failures. RFS. (See Figure 3.) The rest of the hybrid circuits

are in process and will be fully tested by the end of
It is believed that random failures of Rb lamps 1987.

and Rb cells are extremely rare for propierly
manufactured parts. However, it is Impossible to rule Radiation testing has been perlo' tmd on
out such failures for most previously run RFS systems, perfonmance limiting comporents, such as the ploto
since only very incocplete data has existed regarding diode, integrator operational amplifier, and C-field
the initial conditions of the various cells. Some of zener diode. Based on the results, we are confident
the GPS failures, for instance, could be due to random that the present design will achieve its goals.
failures; even though the evidence suggests that Rb
diffusion caused the failures. Stm~ary

A test fixture containing 20 carefully controlled A space qualified, radiation hardened rubidium
and monitored Rb lamps has beeis operated since January frequency standard has been developed for the MILSTAR
of 1987, in an effort to establish unambiguous random sdtellite communication system. Special attention has
failure data. Table 2 shows the upper bound random been devoted to reliability in the design of this RFS,
failure rate numbers which correspond to various in order to assure a ten year lifetime with very close
failure free operating times. It is projected that to 1001 confidence.
between 60 and 80 bulb years of data will exist before
the first units are flown in the MILSTAR program.
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TABLE 2

LAMP RANDOM FAILURE RATE VS. TEST TIME

Tills TAIXE TAKES INTO ACCOUNT 410,0n0 I!RS. OF
FAILURE FREE OPERATION DOCUMENTED FPROM PRnVIOUS

RFS UNITS. FAILURE RATES ARE GIVEN IN
FAILURES PER MILLION HOURS OF OPERTION.

TEST TIME (.9 CONFIDENCE) (.5 CONFIDENCE) (.9 CONID"ONCE)
(BULB YEARS) (0 FAILURES) (0 FAILURES) (1 PA',,URES)

0 5.7 ..7 9.7

10 4.7 I,. 8.0

20 4.0 1.2 6.8

30 3.5 1.U 5.7

40 3.1 .92 5.2

50 2.7 .83 4.6

60 2.5 .75 4,2

70 2.3 .68 3.8

D0 2.1 .63 3.5

-12
J

(n N

-13 _ _

103 0O1

AVERAGING TIME (sec)

FIGURE 9

ALLAN VARIANCE OF THE BREADBOARD RFS.
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FIGURE 10

FRACTIONAL FQEQUENICY ERROR (y) OF TilE
BREADBOARD RFS.

An extensive program to measure failures in Rb References
lamps has been initiated, which should result in the
first dependable random failure rate statistics for such I. C. Volk, et. al. "Lifetime and Reliability ofcomponents. Furthermore, it has been dmonstrated that Rubidiu-n Discharge Lamps For Use in Atoniclamps can be easily manufactured to meet the 10 year Frequency Standards" Aerospace Corporation,
life requirement without danger of premature wear out internal report, 1983.
due to Rb diffusion.

2. W. Ilapper, and B.S. Pathur, Phys. Rev. 163. 12Breadboard and suo-circuit level testing have been (1967).
sucessfully perfomed on the RFS design. An
engineering model RFS, which is to be a fern, fit, and 3. 7he se of differential scanning calorimetry
function model of the flight unit, is being assembledi techniques to measure the Rb mass
at present., and will undergo testing before the end of non-destructively in vacuum cells was first
1987. Flight units are expected In early 1989. sugqested by T. Lyncl, at EG and G, ElectronicComponents Division. lie also made the first

neasuremu,ts of this type.
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IYtROC MASERS 'OR RADIO ASTKONOMY

It. Peter , U. Owing* And T. O4kley

Sigma Tau Standards Corporation
Tuscaloosa, AL

and

L. Done

National Radio Astronomy Observatory
Socorro, N.I

Summary isolation. The outputs must be controllable In
frequency with a resolution of I x 10-16.

Ten atomic hydrogen mAsors art being provided by
Sigma Tau Standards Corporation for the Very U.rge The masers should operate Within specilfication in
Baseline Array (VlBA), a system of ton radio telescopes the tperature range of 17C to 27"C with a temporature
under construction for deployment In locations stretch- coefficient of les than 3 parts In 10 to the 14th
Ing from Hawaii to the Virgin Islands. Radio astro- per *C. The sensitivity to ambient magnetic field
nomical observationa uming the method of Very Long varIations must be less than 2 parts In 10 to the
Hameline Incerforometery (Vh11) are acng the most 13th for a change in field of , I Saus. Other
demanding applications of frequency stant-rds, effects, such as Atmospheric pressure changes,
requiring thce best stability and spectral purity of humidity, vibration or powerline variations should
stgnals for the telescope local oscillators to not Affect m#er performance more thAn I part In 10
maintain phase coherence at microwave frequencies to the 14ch. In general, the masers are to operate in
over Intercontinental distance*. a normal laboratory environment but should be rugged

enough And portable enough to withstand commercial
Features which improve the stability, operating shipment. The wasors and maser sub-systems must be In

life, reliability and field utility of the maser# one #elf contained package. The specified pove'
include automatically tuned Laer cavities using a supply is either 22 to 30 volts DC or 105 to 120 VAC
technique whIch does not require a separato reference with less tan 500 watts input.
standard, remotely programable phase coherent receiver
synthesizers giving fractional frequency resolution of The VLIIA-112 Hydrogen Maser
5 parts In 10 to tht 17th, field replaceable vacuum
pumps with extremely long life, 32 multiplexed General Configuration. The Sigma Tau StAndards
channels of remotely addressable analog instrumental Corporation VI.bA-Ill atomic hydrogen maser frequency
data and redundant AC and DC paver supplies with standard is An Active oscillator With a natural out-
battery back up. The maser in contained in one put frequency of ,1420,405,751.xxxx H1z which is derived
compact package measuring 46 cm (18 In) wide by from quantum transitions between two of the "hyperfine"
76 cm (30 in) deep by 107 cm (42 in) high, uses less level, of the ground electronic state of atomic
titan 75 watts of internal DC power and weighs 238 kS hydrogen. This is the famous 21 cm line of atomic
(525 lb), Including batteries for 16 hours (max) of hydrogen.
operation.

The maser operation, in brief, Is as follows:
VillA Requirements Molecular hydrogen Is supplied from a small storage

bottle and passes via an electronic pressure control
Following is a brief summary of the specifications servo to an RF source dincharge bulb where the

and performance goals which the VLSA masers must molecules are separated Into atoms. Atoms emerge
satisfy. from the source through a small elongated hole, the

source collimator, and then pass through a magnetic
Frequency Stability. In radio intorferometry the "state selector" which directs a bean of atoms In the

signals received from distant extraterrestrial sources correct quantum state to a teflon coated quartz
at each remotely located antenna arc heterodyned with storage talb. The bulb is located within a micro-
individual stable local oscillators and the IF wave cavity which is resonant at the hydrogen
frequencies are recorded magnetically for later cross transition frequency and CW emission from the atoms is
correlation by computer. The most important require- produced by maser action. Power is coupled from the
ment for surcessful results is that the frequency cavity by a small coupling loop and Is transmitted t.
standards driving the local oscillators contribute the receiver-synthesizer system through a coaxial
negligibly to the phase noise over the period of the cable.
obscrvations. The wide band phase noise for the VLBA
masers is specified to be less than .6 picoseconds rms A low noise heterodyne receiver system is used
for the maser 100 MFiz outputs and the frequency which contains a high resolution frequency synthesizer
stability goal is 7 x 10 lu for one second measuring and a voltage controlled crystal oscillator. Subse-
intervals, decreasing as the square root of time. For quent integral multipliers, dividers and buffer am-
longer term measuring intervals of 1,000 to 10,000 plifiers provide several well Isolated outputs at
seconds the stability goal is 2 x 10-15. standard frequencies. To provide the proper environ-

ment for maser action to occur and to minimize system-
Other Requirements. The VLBA masers are to be atic perturbations of the maser output frequency, the

used at isolated installations with a minimum of maser is maintained under high vacuum by sputter-ion
operational attention; all normal operations shall be pumps, which also getter the hydrogen. The cavity is
automatic or be cuntrolled remotely through a Monitor alsj surrounded by a set of magnetic shields and
and Control (M&C) interface system. The maser stand- isolated by a multilevel thermal control system. An
ards must have two 5 MHz outputs with 90 db isolation axial magnetic field coil provides for control of the
and two 100 Mlz outputs with a minimum of 70 db internal magnetic field, and a single turn coil placad
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Figure 1. The V'LU-iI? Hydrogen Miaser.

transversley About the cavity provides A mnanN of ' ''

: Asuremant of the field by the "Zeemn frequency"

• U

One of the unique and Important features of the
YLBA masers Is the ln~orporAcion of An automatic fre- *~''
quency control oystem to maintain the cavity At A '
constant frequency relative to the hydrogen emission

rnquirey erdcur e pressureprovnes itmsor --4 ="----': '-
searae re quentcy refrned AsudI the t runcy I~

tlonal spin-exchange method of cavity tuning. This
system and many other features of the V eA masers are
discussed In more detail. In References 2 and 3. -

Mar Design Dexcription. Figure I In a picture
of the VLA maser and Figures 2 and 3 are line draw-
lngsilustratingthe rrangement of the parts and
cotrols. hese masers so e r from previous develop-
mental masera pruduced by Sigma Tau, described In
References 2 and 3. In several ways although they are ;VI /i
fundamentally similar. In the present design more /
attencion has been given to electronic packaging. ' I '
ypscement of sub-systems an controls !n convenient,
replaceable modules, more use of printed circuits, and
other details to facilitate maintenance and repair.
There are two hydrogen ion pumps, each with an esti-
mated life of over 10 years, and a separate ion pump
for regions surrounding the source and storage bulb
which isolates the "inner" (hydrogen pump) system
from vacuum background contaminants. Ea, pump may be5

The battery module In the present design is
mounted on the maser. Two lead-acid "Maintent"nce
Free" batteries provide up to 16 hours of operation
with tl'e masers fully operational. For partially " ,, .
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powered operation, such as way be tued for long trips 9. &nrouotlc pressure sensitivity: Levs than
and Installations, the maser will operate for period# 1 x 10-14 per inch of mercury.
up to a week on batteries with just the ion pumps and
the cavity thermal control on; it only the ion pumps 10. Operating lito And mean tie between failure:
are active, about 5 watts of power to used, which will Ihe hydrogen supply is adequate for over 50 years of
allow several week@ without AC power, operation. The ion pumps have an expected life

between changes of over 10 .tears, and may be easily
Other Improvements incorporated into the VLA changed on site. The tmain fallurt mode is likely to

masers include a very la-w noise receiver preamplifier be due to the expected ,TKF of the electronic coupo-
having a noise figure under I db, A much heavier nonts And systems, which should be quite reliable.
copper cavity praviding better thermAl homogcneity and
larger thermal capacity to reduce sesceptibllty to 11. rnver supply sensitivity: ror nominal line
ambient temperature variations. There are separate voltage changes or switching to btteries, the
Ion pump DC-DC converters for each of the three pumps, frequency will change by no more than - I x 10-14.
To Insure phase stability, the multipliers And dividers
for the 00 Milt and 5 Mi: outputs are mounted on A 12. ?over supply requirements: AC power, 115V
temperature controlled plate with uther potentially ras - 102, 60 11:, 100 vAtt numinal, 150 wAtts
temperature sensitive comonentm. maximum with autotatic crossover to batteries. On

batteries, the typical current drain at 2A volts
etasod spaeiffeat:o. Folluving are the Sigma As 2.5 A. If external DC power is used, the require-

Tau Standards Corporation specifications for the VLIJA mont is 24 to 28 volts, 2.5 gaperes (typical).
Hydrogen 1asers.

13. Standby battery operation: A 4i A-11, 24 volt
1. Stability, time domain: Figure 8 gives the lead-acid, "maintenance free" battery module li
specified frequency stability In the time domain and aountid on the maser which when fully charyed will
also the VLA goal. The specification is a -ximum last apprxxlmAtely 16 hours. The batteries may be
which applies for realistic environmentol conditiend, removed from the maser and located remotely it desired.
in practice the nominal stability my be much better Automatic recharging occurs at About 2 Amperes.
under ideal conditions.

14. Inntrumentation: Thirty-two channels of galog
2. Stability, frequency dumnin: The stability in data are multiplexed and sOlectable internally or
the frequency domain, Above the 10 !i: bandwidth of the remotely by binary aodresses. Up to eight status
VCO phase locked loop, Is characterized by the channels arG simultaneously outputed when addressed.
stability of the crystal VCO. A high stability An on-board monitor and control Interface board adapts
10 Milt unit is used With phase noise specified as to the VI1A M$C system. Minor modification Will adapt
follovs: this system to other communiction formats.

Phase Noise Offset iS. Automatic cavity tuner: An automatic cavity
tuner of the cavity frequency svitching typE described

-120 db 10 II in References 2 and 3 Is continuously In operation,
-140 db 100 lI: and no operator control is needed. The cavity spin-
-157 db I Kilz exchange offset frequency Is set after first operation
-360 db 10 KIlX at the factory, but if it Is desirable to check and

reset the spin-exchange adjustment, it may be done
. ide band phase noise: For purposes of radio with a digitally set resolution of 1 x 10-15 relative

astronomy, and several other applications, a-useful to the maser output frequency.
specification is the wide band rms phase noise
expressed in picoseconds such as may be observed at 16. Size and weight: The maser is A6 cm (18 in)
the output of a balanced mixer fed y signals in wide by 76 cm (30 in) deep by 107 cm (42 in) high,
quadrature from two masers in a bandwidtch from on If: including casters. The overall weight is 238 kg
to up to a frequency just below the carriers. (A low (525 lb) including the battery module. The removable
pass filter which excludes the carriers must be used.) battery module Weighs 34 kg (72 lb).
For the 100 MIlt outputs, the specification is .6 ps rms
and for the 5 MHiz output the specification 17. Nominal maser parameters and calibration factors:
is 1.4 ps rms.

a. Cavity loaded Q: 36,000
4. Drift: Included in the stability specification.

b. Operating line Q: 1.8 x 109
5. Settability: The output frequencies are adjust-
able without thase discontinuity using front panel c. Cavity Q/ line q ratio: 2 x )0- 5

switches or by external data system control with a
resolution of 4.66 x 10-17. The maximum continuous d. Approximate SE frequency ratio at initial

adjustment range is limited only by the loop hold in pressure settings: 5/1
range of the crystal VCO to over i 5 x 10-9. The VCO
frequency coarse adjustment may alsu be used to obtain c. Synthesizer factor: 4.658 x 10-17/bit
offsets as large as a 1 x 10-6.

f. Initial MPG setting: (M - 52300

6. Reproducibility: Included as the maximum range of approximately)
stability and environmental specifications. g. Cavity thermal mass: 15,600 w-s/°C

7. Magnetic field sensitivity: For a ± .5 gauss
external field change, the maser frequency will change h. Cavity temperature: 50 *C
by less than ± 1 x 10-14.

i. Other oven temperatures: 49 *C
8. Temperature sensitivity: Less than 3 x 10-14 J. Nowinal oscillation frequency:
per *C. 1.420,405,751.775,28 liz assuming a magnetic

field of .7 mg
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There are steral particular design developpents
lncorporated In the VLM hydrogen masers which provide 9

the performince of a "full six&.'9 011CMlAtifg Atom&ic
hydrogen nesr In a relAtively compact pack~age with-
optrationsl features that adapt It vall to the long /I J# A %~
lived stable operation required of continuously oper- 11/,.':~'\
ating basic time and frequency standards. Those In- a '" 1

clude the Automatic cavity tuning system, the compact j
cavity and bulb assembly, an officlent tapered polo \ I

state elct a compact and efficient magnetic and %
wnt of field replaceable vA.uu. pps, a compact low
pressure hydrogen supply, efficient And ozpact codu-
larized eletronics And A wide range high resolution
receiver synthesizer. The cavity configur4tion,
swe selector and auto tuner Are most Important and
only chose will be detailed pore fully at this tim. tat. "

C 1%An 15 The use of metal
cavities with the associated advantages of high Cloe-
trlcAl and thermal conductivity, thermal homogenelty, t , v,,
rwchanical rigidity and ease of fabrication, ease of
toning and mauncing stably within the vacuum enclosure
has boen one well established approach to hydrogen
maser design4#5. To partially overcome one of theI !
disadvantages of the large site cavity required by thI
relatively low frequency of the hydrogen hyperf ine I
quantum transition And to Improve the stability I L.. - "
further, Sigma Tau StandArds Corporation has analyzed 1, 1U f J +~-i
the effect on the PAser oscillaciun parameters of ,-.L lI

About the maser storage bulb and arrived at An .t:
Improved cavity and bulb design configuration3 . II

Figure 4 Illustrates the design. The quartz I 0I
outer storago bulb Is supported wlrhin a quartz _
cylinder which ir held between the cavity and plates
by spring action of A metal ring situated at the top. "Y
The thielness of the bulb and cylinder walla Is such mi ',

that the resultant Inside diameter of the cavity Is
approximately 21.5 cm (8.5 In), rather than
the 27 cm (10.3 In) diameter typical of a cavity
loaded only vith n thin-walled bulb. Analysis of the FigurQ 4. Cavity and Bulb Assembly
product of cavity Q x "filling factor" as calculated
In Reference 3, Figure 11, gives a value approxi-
mately 28,000, which is very good and makes a very
cfficient design which oscillates easily.

State Selector. The service life of pumping -

cl.4ments and the store of hydrogen required for a0
maser are directly dependent upon the efficiency of
the magnetic state selector which selects atoms in the
proper hyperfine quantum states and focusses them into 2. it"
the maser storage bulb. A new quadrupole state
selector with tapered pole tips was developed at
Sigma Tau Standards Corporation which is much more
efficient than the straight bore hexapole or
quadrupole focussers widely used.

Figure 5 illustrates the state selector design.
The entrance aperture is only .5 mm (.02 in) and the
magnetic field gradient is very intense, approximately
2 x 105 gauss/cm at the entrance. This produces a
strong acceleration to the atoms and gives a large
source "capture angle". A primary practical advan- 17.
tage of this particular design is that the structural

segments are adjustable after the magnet is assembled
to provide five degrees of freedom for aligning the
individu '. pole tips after assembly; this obviates the
necessity -of ex;remely high machining tolerances,
which ;,t oi ,aki the design otherwise impractical.
The di1 k the state selector and the analysis of
facto. ing the trajectory analysis of the Figure 5. State Selector
atomi, hydrogen masers is given in Reference 6.
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AutoAtic Cavity Tuner. The automatic cavity
tuner relates the cavity frequency to the hydrogen
#mission frquency through a servo system Uhich does
not require the transmission of external signalol
through the cavity or require A variation In bean
Intensity a* used in spin-exchange tuning. A vAractor
to mounted within the cavity so that the cavity rose- -M - . -.
nAnt frequency wsy be modulated electronically; a o
the cavity frequency changes, the coupling botween the _ I
radiating #tots And the coupling loop ch!nge', so that_ I
there li an amplitude modulation (as well as A phase I .I-I V
modulation) of the m er output signal when the cavity
Average frequency differs from that of the maser

signal.

In the cavity servo, a modulation period generator
varies the cavity frequency periodically and a syn-
chronous detector senses the amplitude And sign of the
cavity offset and cirrects Clhe cavity average fro- V
quency. Figure 6 ilustrates the Amplitude variation
vhich occurs when tht cavity is datuned. Figure 7 is

a block diagrzet show,,nS the cavity servo system. M'ile
there is an undesiratie phase variation occuring At the
modulation frequency, it Is cancelled out by a compen-
sating phase shift inserted ahead of the crystal VCO so
In practice the phase shift does not effect the #can- ,... '.

dard output frequency. Keference 3 Aives the details
of the analysis of this type of cavity servo and also Figure 6. Cavity Frequency Hodulation
presents experimental result of its use in previous
SIga Tau Standard, hydrogen masers.

fa~in4OS IKH=

17r~mqcha~rn4 DW*3sW=UCj.- 44

- tdA 1 ai C)

Figure 7. Cavity Frequency Servo

Performance intensity with both cavity auto tuners on.

The first three of the ten hydrogen masers being The data for Figure 8 was obtained by connecting
produced for the VLBA are scheduled for delivery in the 100 MH1z outputs of two of the masers to a
July 1987. Construction is nearly completed and balanced mixer with a one Iertz low pass filter on the
preliminary tests of stability have begun. output. For measuring times between one secutd and

100 seconds an offset difference frequency of one 11z
Stability. The present tests have been made was set by the maser synthesizers and a period

under normal working laboratory conditiona in an area counter was used to measure the frequency differences.
where the temperature is held to approximately ± I °C For 1,000 to 10,000 seconds the synthesizers were set
by the building air conditioner, with a cycle time of for a slow beat frequency and the periods were
approximately 20 minutes. Figure 8 shows the measured from a strip chart recording.
measured stability for time intervals between one
second and 10,000 seconds. The ordlnte is the two Figure 9 shows stability data which was obtained,
sample Allan Variance with no dead trme. Also shown under similar conditions, using equipment supplied by
are the Sigma Tau Standards Corpo:dtion stability the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO). In
specification and the VLBA contract goal. Both this case the curves were plotted by computer using
masers were operating at nominal (low) beam an NRAO program, with phase measurements derived
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FST PROGRAM OF 05/20107 EQUAL REFERENCE ASSUMrEDBATCH START 17:57.5 05/24/87 TEPx20.94C PHASEw32.6PSPATCH END 20:44.3 05/24/07 TEHP-20.94C PHASE"I36.9PSRUN START 15:4'49.9 05/24/07 TLOWn20.40C, THIGH"2l.73C

LAST BATCH CUMULATIVE TIME
TAU SAMPLES SIGMA SAMPLES SIGMA ERROR
SEC *EXP-15 *EXP-15 PS

1 10009 129.9 20016 130.5 0.1
2 5004 76.1 10006 76.4 0.25 2001 36.8 4002 37.1 0.2
10 999 17.4 1996 18.3 0.220 499 12.7 998 13.6 0.3
50 199 5.8 398 7.7 0.4

100 99 4,8 198 5.2 0.5
200 49 3.1 96 3.6 0.7
500 19 2.3 36 2.2 1.1
1000 9 1.5 18 1.6 1.62000 4 1.5 8 1.4 2.85U00 1 0.7 2 0.6 3.610000 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0

Figure 9(a). VRAO System Stability Data

-12 . .I -12

L FI FREQ LOG -
T SIGMA
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-15 -15 - - -TE HAP P

-16 5C -16 cc)

171[ l, - 1 - 17 1

0 -II(E, SEC 10010 1 10 100 1000 !0000 SEC
Figure 9(b). Frequency, Drift and Temperature Plot Figure 9(c). VLBA Haser Stability
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from the two maser 100 4IHx outputs connected to A Acknan'1edgct~mnts
highly stabilixed balanced mixer and voltage
amplifitr. Figure 9(a) is a copy of the printer Ilia Authors greatfully neinowvlgo the support
output of the data plottod In Figures 9(b) and 9(c). of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory undear
Figure 9(b), In the top tract, shows the ont second Contract VLBA-112 as well as thi Associated Vniver-
stability averagedl fo r 100 saxples, ct second trace shcies, Inc., And thet National Science Foundation.
gives the room temperature, which illustrats tlia
220 minute cycling of the temperaturo; the third traceReeene
which starts at iero lit the first batch, Aaws the
relative variation of the two PAsers's frequencies 1. A.R. Thompson, J.14. Moran, and CGk. Svenson, Jr.,
#ince the measurement, hatch VtAX started. Interfoetmetry- And ytol n!daAtao

John Wiley 16 Sons, Inc., 1956.
Figure 9(c) is a plot of the stability versus

measuring intervPl In ct familiar sigma tau format; K.I. Kelltrmar and A.R. Thompson, 'The Very Long
Also shown (the solid line) ts the VLIA contract B14aline Array," Science V229, So. 4709,
stability goal. It Is noteworthy that the data taken 12 July 1955.
with the INKAO computer equipment agrees very well
with the stability plot obtained with counter and 2. H.E. Ptdri, "Design And Performance of Sawt
strip chart, shown In Figure 5. lHydrogent Masers Using Cavity Frequency Switching

Servos," 38th Annual Syxposium on Frequency
In addition to stability In the time doxain. Control, June 1984.

the wide band phAse noile At 100 Nz hWu been tested
and the results Are within the #licificAtions 3. H.P.. toterst and P.J. Vashburn, "Atomic Hydrogen
of .6 pa ras. MiAser Active Oscillator Cavity And kulb, Design

Optimization," 16th Annual M'II Applications And
Much more stability data will be taken under Planning lieeting, Noveaber 1984.

different conditions of operation and for longer
timies. The mooers are still being tested and ad~iust- A. )I.E. Pters, I.T.. Mc~unigAl And E.H. Johnson,
ed to optiixiz the maser temperature and cavity "Hydrogen Standard Work At Goddard Space Flight
tuner servo gains and other parameters, however thia Center," 22nd Annual SymMuslum on Frequency
present data, Is quite encouraging. Control, 1968

Other Perforimance Data. Due to the short time S. V.S. Reinhardt, et Al., "$~ASA Atomic Hydrogen
since the assembly of the first (three maserp was Miaser Standards rrogram-An Update," 30th Annual
completed, other test data is nor. Available at this Symposium on Frequency Control, 1976.
cioe. There Are several tests which remain to be
done before delivery. These Include long term 6. H.E.. Peters, "MIAgntc State Selectors In Atomic
stbility, mxgnetic shielding And barometric pressure Frequency and Time Standards,*" 130% Annual PML
sensitivity. It is Anticipated that the performance Applications and Planning Matting,," 1981.
will be similar to that of thea three earlier masers
of similar design described In References 2 And 3,
and these not or exceeded the VLBA environmental
sensitivity requirements As given In tho Sigma Tau
Standards specification* given previously.
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41st Annual Frequency Control SYmposium - 1987

THE NEWY GEMRATON OF I1YDAQE VAGGE AT SIOAGRAI OI0VATOWt

Z.C. ZUA, ILX. l un, O.X. Jinne, V.l. Luo, J.P. Lu, and C.F. LIn
ChangAI Observatory, 'ShAnghai, China

A new hydrogen raser for VIXl-netvork In China
has been desined at ShAnghal Obatrvatory. The mcratni-
cal and elecronic design philooophy of the nv rnaer
is decribed, Anr.d coevarison with previous maers
rAde at anghal Observatory are detailed. The new
rAser is a ruged, reliable and trnnap@rtable hydrouen
maer. Prellmlrnry ttat data and projection or otabill-
Tly perforonco ore included, ns well " as ~ ap,
or the nev rAer system during the conruction ph4se.

Introduc!tin

Can ti Olvervatory began Its hydrogen =ser
d evloymnt at the btglning of 1970 and so Xru hat
developed 6 hydrogen =zero. Their design characterin-
tics vere described In Set. 2, 2, 3. After 1890, three
of Vhan Ai Observatory's hydrogen =sera were Improved
sgnin with the zodlficationz or cavity-bulb assembly
and beo optics. Figure 13 ohm the frequency stability Fig I - cavlty-blib assembly
pvrforAnce of the odified mazera.

Meanwhile, a new hydrogen zaser tor IV1II network
In CHINA hW be-n developing since l55. The n ei genera-
tion enphaizes the regidne=s and a e nical and thermal
statilIty, especially for the very crlticol cavity-bulb
assermbly. In the new design, we absorbed zan~y design
ideas of the moers whieh are developed by Dr. F.R.C.
Vesnot In ,AO (ler. 4, 5).

This raper described the mechanical, thermal,
and electronic design of the new generation.

New'. Ys er Dtslrn Philosophy

Thire are two basic aspects to the design phlloao- "
prh developed at QhAnnhal Otservatory for the revO

hydrogen rmer. First, the mser cavity wos to be
as Inherently stable as possible. Then A very tightly
controlled the-al and -echnical envIronnent was to
be estAblished for the cavity to permit "ater operation
over long perieds of tire without auto-tuning or other
adjustment. Toward this erd, the cavity vas constructed
of CUVIT, a metarlal with a very smll therrAl-expan-
sion coefficient (1 to 2E-7T/C) and long-term resistance
to dimensional creep. To reduce the aspect of the
termal coefficient or dielectric loading, the rass
at the storage bulb was reduced to 160 C (trom NO0
g as used In the earlier mAser) without sacr!ticIng
t.e atiffness-to-weight ratio. A typical value for
the te-perature coefficient o the dielectric constant
of the quartz storace tulb within the cavity Is Fig. 2 - ne. rfiser system during the
df/dullO il:/:0C. Figure 1 nhows the cavity-,ulb nssembly construction phase
for the new rmser.

The second basic considerat!on was that the new Physics package designs
raser vms to be n readily tranportable, rugged, aM
completely Integrated frequency standard. The entire The differences between the new maser and any
system was engineered as a unit, aM all electronics, earlier rasers HI through 1.6 made at Shanghai Observa.-
lncluding the receiver ar the synthesizer, were zecha- tory are chiefly In the direction of =are rugged
uIcally and electrically Integrated into the overal structural and more careful thermal design and better
design. The end result Is a relatively small instrument ragnetie shielding. The major departures of the new
weighting atout 300 kg and requiring a source of 28 rAser from either the H1 through 115 or 116 are rhe
volts DO at about 250 Watts to operate. copletely different designs, especially the cavly-bulb

Fig. 2 shows a photograph o the new reaser system structure, the lightweight and the seall ion pu=p
during the construction phase. as well as the torrispherical magnetic shields.

Figure 3 describes the cavity-bulb structure.
Possible cavity-stress changes owing to the expansion
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coettiient or the external cylinder holding the cavity Figure 5 o the new rc©nr solcr.oid. The rulti-
together are token up by the Bollville Vaher. Cimilar layer printed-circuit dCSIgn f1lloi vcry cc-plete
thermlly induced radial stress in the baze Is relieved cancellatien of liuricuo enatic tields nd Mprovides
by the rollers. Wtrain on the htll Jc owing to tbro=e- a rugged, elese-itting, mu simple coil systen located
tric-presure change are Isolated trom the cavity ty Insiiately inside the Inner-t rgnetic shield.
the double-base structure.

g 3lv)lle Q ir

tor earlier aer

piston

Fig, S - new riser solenoid

Is sho.n In Figure 6.

bulb

gluos rnd

Fits. 3(b) - cavity-bulb structure

tor nare mser

FIure a hows the inetic shield. Here the

ew Theer ditter greatly froas the old salets, In that
torripherical shields have t'oa-lans insulation at
their endi for supports. These shields are under tar
less local stress than are the flat-ended shields
and have ouch isproved lapped Joints at the lover
cover (the upp-, cover is nact rezsovable).

I .Fig. 6 - dissociator/state -.elector

The chiet dittrence between this design and
the initial old designz include the size oat the disso-

, ciator glassware cr4 the lsyout ot the 1W coil. The
dissociator size at 3.8 cm dianeter x Ia.0 cm long
concides alaost exactly with those used with excellent
success by the SAO raser group. The Ion-pusp r-anitold
for the nef oser is swn in the lover portio. in
Figure 7. It can be seen that the size ot the pup
fs ourh sller than those used in the Shangsai Orer-

Fvatory's old rsers. Fig. 8 shows a photograph o
newthe new dfser gounting on the testing rack..

Fig. .- agnetic shields
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According to the experience Cained at "AO (iler.
4, 5), Increased ther- l Cain or Itproved prenzplifier
stability alone in ineffectual in attacking the therr=l
gradients problem along the vacuu tank; however,
diviaon of the tank (wd oven) surface into indeptn-
dently uensed anrd controlled %ones has shown itself
to be a powerful technique rar aininiting gradient
problcm. Accordingly, the vacuum tank is divided
Into three zones - dote, cylinder, and bane - each
of these hna Ito own senaing therlstor, azpltier,
and heater windings. FAch zone can rcspor4 Indrenrden-
tly to external therrAl load: without rAterinlly
arfootin& the temprnture of other zones. To minin"e
the therrnl *treat on vacuu=-ttnk controller, the
oven in divided into a done-cylinder zone and a boto
.one. EAch or these In Independently controlled.
The Laolntor-preamplitler box In a aeperate ther.-l
zone, rAking a total Of six distinct therrAl-control
zones. The circulating air, v',eh controls the tcnptra-
ture or the pAp, the ditsociator, and the uppcr
masor electronics, In on entirely Ireptndent yatez
with self-contalned sensors and electronics.

D15soeltor Neillator

The PF dissociator oscillator in the nov :mser
is a refino..nt or the ore-transittor destoi wsed
In erlier users. The oscillator opterte: at .1tproxi-
rately 6 WI: with 5-8 watts or DC oer output.
Figure 9 thaw the din~ociator oscillator.

Fig. 7 - !on pump mounting on lower portion

Fig. 9 dissociator oscillator

liydroren -- Presure Control

_lydrogen for operation of the dissociator Is
furnished from a tWo-liter gas bottle presurlzed

Fig. 8- new aser mounting to approxirAtely 80 psi. The relatively low presure
on the testing rack permits the use or a aall, ther=ally agile palladium

valve. 1hydrogen presure within the dinsociator Is
Design of the New Maser Electronics sensed by a thermistor pirani gauge, which In incorpo-

rated into a resistance bridge along with an identical
There are two basic categories of vaser electronics thermistor that senses the high-vacuum side pu=ping

system: (1) maser support (thermal, magnetic, presure system. The bridge output, which is Independent of
and tuning control) and (2) maser signal processing. abient temperature variations to first order, drived
Unlike earlier Shanghai Observatory's designs, the a servo system that controls the dissociator presure
n-e maser has all the electronics integrated into by varying the tezperature of the palladium valve.
a single functional unit with all the controls, mete-
ring, and power supplies centralized. The support Phaselock Receiver
and processing electronics are mechanically and elec-
trically compatible with each other and with physics The phaselock receiver for the new maser is a
package. total new design. It Is a low noise, phase-stable

triple-conveiion phaselock loop (Ref. 6).
Iaser Thermal Control The first stage of low-noise preamplification

Is physically located vthin the tenperature controlled
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Isolator box. An Isolator inimities the etects optrAtIng ocrditena, revelver/syn.hceosir air4l
of extmrral load chan es on the ca viy reserAnt fre- level, W rM e ftk centrel voiAgz.
quency, ond it law-noise implirier, with noise figure The monitor rpael nA Ir~ta the s=n11 fouir-
of 1.5 dilI delivers the 1420 MON. signal to the receiver digit counter id LM~ jendcw. for displaying tho
ht a level of aiproxivttly -90 d1M with net lolation outu froquetry of" the synh.tl:cr. All aotring
af 90 dB or more. Is visible tt the top or' the rA?,k In Figure U..

A block di grm or the RF receiver Is shown In
Fig. 10. Within the receiver proezr, the second prta.-
plitication stage In preeded y A, vide-WAn Input
filter that rejects iMge-frequerncy Input noise At
ap roxiMtely 1080 M .

.. . a a

h.. 1 I~.*I.!fl~i tf ife C-4t1 00 t flvUqS

The primary output Is 5 )01% with kuxillary outputs FIG. 12 - Monitoring pnel
Frovidod AT 100, 10, 5, 1 and 0.1 M1".

Fig. 11 shows the phselock reteiver. Exreetu Stabillty Data from the ReHv PAser

NtA from earller baers

Stability data for cArlitr merz which are being
uied at ChnW&4 Obcervatory arc shown In FIgue13.

%~ N

Fig. 11 - pbaselock receiver

Digital Eynthesiter

The digital synthesizer for tbo new =esr Is -. a
being developed, which v! also It a totally new
design. The new synthesizer provides a resolution lYa.'1 I S rVltrIT'$ a r ssigtsir
o 0.001 i: over a tuning ran& of 405,750.000 to daa 4 FflJ.% $A-,rtrefa
405,753.999 U:. 1he synthesiter concept combines
both direct and Indirect synthesis techniques which
is similar to those developed in SAO rAzer group. Data far the new maser

For temporary use betore the new aynthesizer
is finished, a conercial product o 1-P 3325 is From data obtained from tests on the maser during
put into use Instead. assembly, we can make the following projections about

systematie effect.
Monitoring System A. Thermal Insensitivity will be Improved by

a factor of at least 3, since the Intrinsic thers.l
The new maser incorporates an extensive monitoring sensitivity o the cavity-bulb assembly had been

capability. Four front-panel mounted meters, each found to be about 3 tUixs lower, and we also expect
with an eight-position selector switch are located a considerable Improvement rom the thermal redesign.
on the monitor panel to provide quick-lock monitoring B. The tests on torrispherical shields irlicate
of 32 functions. These Include all ain pover-supply that axial shielding factor has an Improvement by
voltages, all heater voltages, hydrogen dissoclator a factor o about 1.3.
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C lbo envty-tulb structure to tore rugced ond
tttcr islated 04n the carlier rscra. Zo we ce~t
4.tttr ptrforrmico fmos the nev doolpz.

0. ?:promeAnt, or the irmio lriuro at t)he m~er
receiver will result from by us~nS a rrerq-Apific
with a 1.5 dB noine riteure iratead or th.e 5 dh or
the eorlier :mzero. The chart-ttra ctability In the
!rA' rortioz or the A11sn Variance will to reduced
tiy obour. 2.

Fleure 13 ohmv the onrlcipsted perrorsance of~
-the nev P~er with till the above Moetors taken into

account.r~*n

V* would like to thAnk Dr. R.IF.C. Veaso for
rtaovidig vhe oJpirtwnity for the first-m--ed author
or the joptr to work ith the hydrogen rAser group
at CA0 for two years.

Roertnees

(1) U41. Uo-chtng, MmWIjA iOervaory'a flvdrogen

12) 7,h-A1 7.O-Chlng, thuan qI-XIAnG, A Prie?' IntMIUA.-
Lion to th@ Atomico TIsZe MAn the PEaue tr&rds
At Imn&Ya At Mervistoryv, Iro. or 8$"' AnnuAi.
tryalImt on Frequenty Control, 1984b

(31 thed Ua-chen&, hUwe qI-xiann, Iftu Jin-1'.n and
Irou Ii~rAcrtivItr on Tibe and Fuvy
~a S PIAl Obervatoa, IwoO. or 3ulfel mRting,

ffa) n.r.c. vezaot, mH. Levine, EX. x4ttlson etc..
flrae-tarn Hydrogen VAser D"Iirn, Prot. of (&th

R.N L. FAttinon *rA If.F.C. Veisot, '?eehnlauft Use4
In M~O 1vdroen )'Agers-for ireiretized-r cXqur

(~)C~e~tniK-r Mlntenne tJ'n1 for the YI~'el
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Performance of a Hydrogen Maser With Auto-Tuning
Utilizing Cavity Q odulation6

T. K. Tucker and G. J. Dick
California Institute of Technology

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California

The requirement for frequent adjustment and
The hydrogen maser Is the most stable frequency tuning tkn be greatly reduced by continuous autotuning

source generally available today for all but the or the maser to compensate for long term cavity drift
4h~rte3t measuring times. For long measuring timeo of and/or environmental changes. The 0 modulation
10 seconds or greater, its performance typically autotuning method is cabable of providing such
deteriorates duo to frequency drift of the high-0 continuous tuning without perturbing the maser short
resonant cavity. Various schemes have been devised to term stability.
det(t- and compensate for this drift, each with its
own advantages and disadvantages. The method described IPTroN
herein utilizes cavity Q modulation to detect cavity '
frequency drift from the hydrogen line by Inducing a The Q-modulation scheme which e u3ed in this
phase shift in the Maser output which is proportional work has been described elsewhere . In summary,
to the cavity tuning error. This phase shift after utotuning by fast cavity modulation operates by vary-
detection is red back to the cavity tuning servo to ing the cavity Q (or frequency) and detecting the
compensate for detected errors. A significant fluctuations of phase (or amplitude) which result. If
advantage over other similar schemes is the lack of the modulation is much fster than the linewidth of
phase modulation of the maser output due to the the hydrogen line, the sign and magnitude or these
feedback being around the null modulation condition, fluctuations depend directly on the relative tuning of

the cavity with respect to the radiating hydrogen
We have implemented a cavity Q modulator, along atoms. A major consideration is that while one or

with an Incidental amplitude modulation compensator, these parameterz (0, frequency) must be substantially
into an active hydrogen maser and successfully modulated, the other must be held constant to a very
demonstrated its performance against another hydrogen great degree, since the detected -,antity (phase,
maser. Our tests confirm that there is no degradation amplitude) varies directly sith the other parameter.
or maser short term performance with the addition or
cavity Q modulaton. Ue have observed long term Additional problems relate to each type mdi-
3tabilihy of 7X10J /VF with a maser operating line 0 vidually. Frequency modulation nutotuyng schemes
or 7X10 , confirming our analytical model ,d ointing have been implemented by several groups , with good
toward an achievable stability or 3X lO1/ (T . This success. The disadvantages of these schemes, however,
paper will describe the 0 modulation autotuner, the inolule substantiAl phase modulation of the output
measurement method and equipment, and the results of signal, and sensitivity to modulation parameters in-
the experiment. cluding both the amplitude and duty cycle of the

frequency modulation. This sensitivity is primarily a
consequence of the fact that the parameter being modu-

IrTIODoWCrio lated is also the parameter being controlled. 0-modu-
lation also has its inherent disadvantages, suffering

The Deep Space Network (DS) has very strict primarily from consequences of the amplitude modula-
requirements for precise frequency and time. These tion that necessarily exists in the cavity fields.
requirements arise from the need for precise Those include a reduction of average output power,
spacecraft navieation as well as a variety of radio incidental modulation of the spin exchange tuning, and
science experiments such as Very Long aseline amplitude-to-phase conversion in the electronic cir-
Interferonetry (VL). At the present time, hydrogen cults following the maser Itself.
maser frequency standards are used throqthout the
network which are stable to parts in 10"' at. 1000
second averaging times. This stability degrades at The limiting long terr. oscillator performance for
longer averaging intervals due to the influences of either type of modulation depends on maser phase noise
environment and cavity aging. This long term In the vicinity of the modulation freuency. Modeling
instability leads to time and frequency errors which this noise as white phase noi e? the resulting
requires frequent correction to maintain clock autotuned maser performance U.41?) can be related
accuracy. in a particularly simple way to the open loop maser

performance 04 (r) in terms of a crossover frequencyMaintenance or an accurate time scale depends by:
upon close coordination or the time and frequency of byr,):r
the station clocks with respect to each other as well
as the National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, For 0-modulation, the crossover frequency fs is given
Colorado. Coordination of the time and frequency of by:
the various stations is accomplished through the use
of dais obtained from the Global Positioning System
(GPS). From these data, the drift rates or the masers
are estimated and matched as Closely as possible, where B is the bandwidth of the measurement system,
This process requires continuous monitoring and iv the fractional Q modulation, 'h is the hydrogen
frequent toning adjustments to maintain the masers line 0. and F0 is the aperating frequency. Typical
within an '-.eptable accuracy, values for re are .0' to .3 second.
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We have developed a PIX diode 0 modulator (Fig.
1), which can be tuned for zero cavity tuning, and
which also shows no cavity tuning with variation in FIXED

the PIN drive amplitude. The device Is mechanically ATO I N

tuned at. the time of Installation to show no cavity 1.42CHI UATOR 1.42 GUZ
frequency shift even with very large Q reduction. The INPUT I OUTPUT
modulatcrt since it loads the cavity, does result in 19
an incidental amplitude modulation on the cavity out-
put signal. This amplitude modulation must be removed
from the signal in order to prevent frequency tuning PINDIOE I
errors due to AM to PM ionversion in subsequent re--- -I[-----JSWITCHI- ---
ceiver circuits. RIVER

IMPLiINTATIOK

M INPUT
The hydrogen maser chosen f'r the installation

and testing of the 4 modulation auto-tuning, was an
early JPL prototype unit known affectionately as P2. Figure 2. Amplitude Compefsatore Block Diagram.

This maser, except for minor differences, is
functionally Identical to those presently used as
reference masers in the JPL test facility. TM r -grim a IQUIPHIW

The Q modulator probe was installed inside the
vacuum chamber in the microwave cavity top tuning A simplified block d,.gram or the test

plate, and the amplitude compensation module was configuration is 3hpun in figure 4. The reference

placed inside the BF head Just outside of the magnetic uscd is a Smithsonian Astrophysical Laboratory (SAO),

shields in an area which is moderately temperature model VLG-11, hydrogen maser, S/N 21, which was
controlled. Installed in a temperature controlled environment.

The test maser physics unit Was located in an

Figure I is a schematic or the Q modulator, environmental chamber where its temperature could be

figure 2 is a simplified block diagram of the controlled, and the electronics rack with the

amplitude compensation module, and figtre 3 Is an associated electronics equipment was located outside

overall block diagram of the cavity 0 modulation the test chamber.

System. The stability analyzer Is shown in simplified
block diagram form in figure 5. The 100 MHz reference
signal from the reference maser i applied to the
analyzer through an isolation amplifier. This
reference signal is applied to the input of In offset

Q MODULATION - RFC PIN DIODE synthesizer which offsets the reference signal by 1 Hz
resulting in an output frequency of 99,999,999 Hz.

INPUT COUPLING This signal Is then applied to an PF mixer where it is
LOOP multiplied with the 100 MHz signal from the test

maser, producing a difference frequency of 1 Hz. This
1 Hz signal is passed through a low pass ;Oilter, and

TUNING CAPACITOR then into a zero crossing detector. The zero crossing
detector output is analyzed by a Hewlett-Packard,
model, HP 1000 minicomputor which provides Allan

Figure 1. O-Modulator, Schematic Diagram. variance data.

Fu AMPLITUDE vi FREQUty 100,t Auto e CRYSTAL
COMPENSATO IVIDERS IOSCLLATOR

OUTPUT '
40 e LOCK IN 40LOW

Q MOD ... INTEGRATOR OUT....... . . . ER

LjSQUARE WAVE I REFERENCE
-GENERATOR [

Figure 3. Cavity Q-Modulatton Autotuner System.
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The first series of tests, wtrt made to determine I RIRNCE I100 MHZ- STAB I:Y H.P. 1000the operating characteristics or the maser w~ith and I ANIYE COMPFCK
wit.hout the autotuner. Allan variant* date plots,1"1M LI
taken with and without the Q modulation~ signal are
contained in figure 6 9 and clearly show that there
is only minimal degradation Or the maser short term r
stability with the Introduction or the Q modulation I TEST
signal.MAE10MR

Additional tests were accomplished by varying PHYSICS
the temperature or the maser under test to determine U...J
the effectiveness of the autotuner to compensate for
environmental intlv~nces. Figure 7 shows the TEST
temperature sensitivity of the maser withoutMAR
autotuning, and figure 8 after Introduction of
autotuning.

Figure 4. Test Configuration, Block Diagram.

TEST MASERFITR 

Z RTOM C -
APLIFE CROSSING TOMCO

100AIH :> ;F :- AMLIFER DETECTOR PROCESSOR

REFERENCE SYNTHES IZER

Figure 5. Stability Analyzer. Block Diagram.

ALLAN VARIANCE
(SAO 21 vs P2, PA IR DATA)

10-12 ** jrp j '''

From the data it can be seen that the frequency -14 OUAR"N
sensitivity of the non-autotuned Maser to environm'en- 2 10
tal temperature changes is 4I x 10-13/Co. Wth the tA MODULATOR N,.
Introduction of autotuning, %tis sensitivity is re- "OFF" -.

duced to approximately 2 x10- /C an improvement of 01
20 over the non-autotuned condition.

Figure 9 shows Allan variance dat% for the auto- -16
tuned condition out to approximately 10 ecns.Fo 10 1 3* ,1 4 1* 5 6
the equations earlier, and for the parameters 100 101 le2  103  10 10 10
characterizing t~e maser ando~ieasurement; B=11tz,
Aq 1.33, Q=6.9xlO , F -1 .421 'Jxl 0, we derive re M.018 TU e
and g(T) -:3.0x1O-12A& for the limiting long term
stability of the stabilized Maser. Because the loop
time constant is 5000 seconds, times longer than this Figure 6. Allan Variance (SAO21 vs. P2).
value should reflect autotuning noise. It is apparent
from the figure that the results are at I~ast as good
as this value, which would be 3x10-' at 10,000
seconds.
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coNcU0ious

30 As a result Or the tests performed during the
,6 ~I preparation of this report, it number of future

~ .JI...................... - Improvements are brought to mind. First, the amplitude
24 comptn.'tor should be redesigned to improve its phase
0 ~vs temperature charauttr13tlcs While Itaintaining A

constant amplitudit to subsequent amplifiers.
2 - Secondly, the temperature sensitivity or the maser
4 - electronics and control Assembly needs Improvement If
6 -the full benefits of autotuning art to be realized.

The major areas or thernal sensitivity were found to
6- 10 -be the i'ntegrator assembly and the lock-in detector
~ 12 amplifier unit. u4pincentnt or the analog Integratora 12 -with a digital Integrator will effect a major

~~l4 Improvement In thermal performance and permit longer
16 - Integration times. And third, to Increase the varactor
Is - tuning range to permit greater tuning range to

20 compensate for a wider range of environmental factors,
2 , , andalso permit longer opertting times without the

0 20 40 60 so I 120o 140 160 180 requirement for adjustment of the mechanical tuners.
HOURS

From the above test results, we can conclude that
figure 7. Open Loop Maser Temperature Response. the incorporation of an 3utotuner system, utilizing

cavity Q modulation, substantially Improves the long
term stability of an active hydrogen maser and does 3o
without sacrificing short term performance. With the
Introduction of continuous autotuning, we can expect a
significant reduction In the requirements for field
adjustments of hydrogen Maser tuning.
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yPrtIN CONTRIBUTION TU SPIN-EXCIANGE FRE4VESCY SHIFTS I 8T£ IIYTREN MER'

U. J. Verhasr, J. M. V. A. Koelman, 1. T. C. Stoof, and 0. J. Lyitn
ftprtmont of Fhysits

Eindhoven TechnologicaI Uni'rsity
r600.4 Eindhoven, The Nothorlands

and

S. 8. Crarston
Department of Phy3ic And Astronomy

Williams College
Williastown, sachuzetto

Summary
We have recently recalculated the Additional

We have recalculated shifts of the ground state direct shifts quantum mechanically, Including atom
h-O transition or a gas of hydrogen ators in low Identity." We find now effects which are nonlinear In
magnetic field due to electron spin-exchange the collision rate and so produce not only An offs e
collisions between the atoms. We predict a now soure of the spin e.change tuned oscillation frequency, but
or frequency shirts not compensated for by the usual also a variation of the oscillation frequency with
methods of tuning the microwave cavities or collision rate even after spin exchange tuning.
oscillating hydrogen mior frequency standards. Near Theoretical details can be tound in the recent paper
room temperature these additional shifts are small, by Verhaar, Koelm#n, Stoof, Lulten and Crampton,
but large enough to affect stability At the level of hereafter referred to as (VKSLC).' Here we present
6w/uw - 107". At very low temperatures these shifts only the results and then illustrate their
are large compared to the potential thermal implications for hydrogen Maser frequency standards
Instabilities of cryogenic hydrogen maser standards. operating at room temperature and at cryogenic
Above 5 Kelvin they .ecrease rapidly and so are les3 temperatures.
severe when using neon storage surfaces near 10 K than
when using liquid helium storage surfaces near 0.5 K. Spin-Exchange Frequency Shifts

Introduction Shifts of the hydrogen maser oscillation
frequency due to collisions between the Atoms,

Collisions botweon the hydrogen atoms radiating Including direct shifts and shirts de.-ndent on the
in a hydrogen maser frequency standard affect the radiative linewidth, are given by VKS.' Eq. (17) as
maser frequency In two important Ways. They directly
shift the transition frequency, and they broaden the 6W - [A+uzA(1.A)-
radiative llnewldth. which increases the-frequency
pulling due to cavity mistuning. The usual
theoretical treatment of hydrogen atom spin-exchange with A the ratio of cavity mistuning to cavity width,
collisions, which treats the energy levels during the a a constant dependent on cavity Q and filling factor,
collisions as degenerate, predicts that the direct AD the cross section for frequency shifts proportional
spin-exchange frequency shifts have the same to the transition level population difference, i. the
dependence on radiative linewidth as f,equency shirts radiative lifetime (inversely proportional to the
due to cavity mistuning.| Tuning the cavity so that linewidth 1/1), and T, the partial lifetime without
the oscillation frequency is independent of radiative relaxation due to collisions. n is
linewidth is predicted by that treatment to leave the ^(eP a)41
oscillation frequency independent of collision rate.' - - cc as (2)
Such "spin exchange tuning" methods have been B (p +Pa)+B
important to the development of hydrogen maser k cc as 2

standards because drifting hydrogen atom beam with A and . the cross sectioz-r f, r frequency shifts
intensities induce changing collision rates. and adenin heproor tio o freqec y shiro s

broadening proportional to th. .,'. p cn+and j
Including the hyperfine structure of the energy level populations Involved In the tranbA,,.on and A

e and B, the cross sections for frequency shifts and
levels during collisions to first order, but assuming broadening not proportional to level populations.
undeflected classical collision trajectories and The cross sections are plotted in Fig. i, and uj, and
ignoring the identity of the colliding atoms, predicts n are plotted in Fig. 2 for particular choices or
additional direct frequency shifts which leave the
spin exchange tuned oscillation frequency offset by an maser parameters and (pcc*Paa).
amount proportional to that part of tne radiative A generally depends on collision rate in a
linewidth not caused by collisions. $ Measurements of complicated way via the collision rate dependence of
this offset in a room temperature hydrogen maser
confirmed within errors a numerical estimate of this tealee o sumaonreuaaoe C eul
effect.3 The offset predicted by this calculation measurements of oscillationlrequencies, level

populations and cavity mistunings can in principledoes not affect the stability of hydrogen maser determine the cross sections and the interesting

standards unless something happens to affect that part physics which underlies them. However, the important

of the linewidth not due to collisions, such as a pyiswihudriste.Hwvr h motn

change ofelain bye mt iontheatms, tuhrou questions for hydrogen maser standards are (1) whetherchange of relaxation by motion of the atoms through these effects lead to important new sources of
magnetic field gradients or a change of relaxation due frequency instabilities because they couple the
to interactions with the storage surface. oscillation frequency to relaxations due to collisions

between the atoms and to other relaxation mechanisms,
*Supported by the StichtLng voor Fundamenteel and (2) whether there are strategies for minimizing
Onderzoek der Materie and NSF Grant PHY-840167. these new sources of frequency instabilities.
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And c*llialons with the *U1F4C@5, And We uSe rate
equations fra the evolution of level potulation duo
to collisions asauming degnerato states during
collialons." Fig. 3 display3 a simulation of the
oSQllaLon power level and oscillaLion frequeney as
the hydrogen Atom CollisIon rate is varied by varying
the Input beam intensity. I/. provid@t a convenient
t taturt of relaxation rates, including hor2 only atom
Nfow and collisIons, btcsuzv It can be determined from

S changes of Sw with a, a shown by Eq. (I) above.

--is

Fig. i Thermally averaged VAlUe3 or the various U
frequency shift and broadening cross 34CtI01n3 a*
functions of absolute temperature. The left hand % %
vertical scale 13 linear In 8 m31csnh(ai/1O - 22 MI)  '

and X - arcsinh(I /10"11 ml). Solid linets
calculation to all orders; dashed line, first order'• "
calculation where It differs significantly from the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
calculation to all orders. I1 2 (a"1)

101 Fig. 3 Solid line: oscillation power level (arbitrary
units) plotted against 11Y,. Self- sustained Maser

~~Oscillation 13 obtained for MIx ranging from 1.16 t-1

to 8.18 3" 1. Dashed curve: variations or fractional

0lI 1 Oscillation frequency orffet 6wIw (from a base offset01 u/ - 5.5x10 '%) with 1/t, over the full range or

oscillation.

.0% 0° The Fig. 3 var a ton o r os ill t on frequency

30 that the Oscillation frequency 13 tho same at the
minimum and maximum collision rates ai vhioh self-
3ustained Oscillation can be obtained. The fractional
frequency orffet at those two end points is 6W/W

0-

5.49 x , and the offset varies nonlinearly

0011 between those two points because or the i dependence0OS 05 so 0
11K) or 0t. Using a largo range or ,= variations to set the

cavity tuning does minimize the uncertainty of cavity
tuning due to thermal fluctuations oo the oscillatvcn
frequency at the two collision rates chosen as tuning

Fig. 2 The dimensionless frequency offset parameters pont3,2 but It leaves a tractional variation oraxF and 0 as functions or absolute temperature. e Is frequency with collision rate of order 101 per Hz of

given for pcc+Paa assumed constant at 0.5 and 1.0, and radiative linewidth at high collision rates and an
ve is given for a typical choice of cavity Q and even steeper variation or frequency with collision
filling factor rate at collision rates just above 'he threshold for

osallclion. In addition, the overall fraltoonal
Room Temperature Maser Standards frequency otflyt varies with 1l-t , so that a change o

c l due to a change or some relaxation rate produces a
Fe illustrate these effects with simulations of a fract3onal frequency change at the levl level, in

maser near room temperature having the operating addition to chnges o any direct frequency shifts
parameters Of the maser used In the experiment caused by those relaxations. The effects due to Al
reported In Reo. 3 and our own preliminary values for and are just large enough to be significant for

the collision cross sections at 300 degrees Kelvin. hydrogen maser sandards under some conaeons, but
We Ignore relaxatbons due to magnetic field gradients they are d tfficult to detect because o the long
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averaging Ulm required to iWe waurtamnt3 At the eestntal to Achieving the I wovt~vnt* of short ttro
O" ' to 107" level with room twoptrature oJstrs. frequency stability potentally possible wcaust of

Aiterhattvly, there Ay bo trattis that will the dtcrease or spin exchAng relaxatlien cross
41.4114 th4e*4 ffectS. For *IXAple, Fig. 4 displays sections with dtCr*sI3g teeptraturte' |". Ve aSAUV
the variations of oscillation po r and frequency for that standards having Aton denslties high enough to
the sw pr&"turs except that a higher voliaion product large colision contritutIons to i1ir wil bi
rate has boon chosen for tte lwtr of the two tuning developed. Fig. displays tho results or a
r int collialon rates. The protision of the cavity Simulation =uolng Ato flow rate I *" 4ndm xIau-
tuning UsIng the tuning points displayed In Fig. : 13 collision rates high onough to increase I/t, to 3 s".
less by about I/4, bot the vAriation of oscillation
frequency with Collision rate Is only o orJtr 10"
If the collision rates Ark, ri~atri|ted to values
between the two tuning points. Alternativey the
overAil frequency offset might. be reducetd by tuning |ht )
the cavity so that the oscillation frequency 1 1 2 6 7
indep4tldent of 1,, but at the c st of greatly a. I A t
increasing the dependence of oscillation frequency on
collision rate.

3,,

w
C,:

- U

0 2

o -2

UU

%. --------------------------------------- ----------------------

u1\ -3

Fig. 5 Dashed curve: variations of fractional
oscillation frequency offset 6w/u (from a base offset
-5.5 x 10") with 1/1 when the maser has boon tuned
for equal oscillation frequencies at the minimum

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 colli~lon rate for oscillation and the maximum
1) collision rate available. Solid curve: variations of

11T2 s'-) fractional oscillation frequency ofi'set when the maser
Is tuned using a higher collision rate for the lower
of the two tuning point collision rates.

Fig. 4 Dashed curve: oscillation power level Tha Fig. 5 behavior Is similar to that In Fig. 3
(arbitrary units) plotted against i1/, only for values and Fig. 4, except that the sign of the frequency
of 1/:2 between the two collision rates used for offset is Inverted and the scale is three orders of
tuning. Solid curve: variations of fractional magnitude larger. The problems posed by these new
oscillation frequency offset 6w/u (from base offset sources of frequency shifts are most severe if only a
6w/u - 5.5 x 10- 14) with 1/12 over the full range of small variation of 1/y2 can be made by varying the
values for which there is oscillation, collision rate. The problems are much less severe if

collision rates dominate i/i. , but they are still very
large when compared to the potential thermal

Adding additional relaxations due to magnetic instabilities of cryogenic masers and even when
field gradients and collisions with the storage compared to the stabilities of current room
surfaces does not affect the results qualitatively, temperature standards. If liquid helium surface
Overall fractional frequency offsets remain of order hydrogen masers are to be competitive as frequency
101, and deviations of fractional frequency offsets standards, design studies must take into account these
with collision rate remain of order 10-15, but these new sources of frequency shifts.
can be reduced significantly by using smaller ranges
of collision rates for cavity tuning. Middle Ground: Neon Surface Masers

Liquid Helium Temperature Maser Standards Similar simulations using the parameters of neon
surlace hydrogen masers operating near 10 Nalvin

Although the three liquid helium storage surface reveal behavior that is qualitatively the same as the
hydrogen masers developed to date 7-' have not achieved 0.5 K behavior, except that the scale is less by a
numbers of radiating atoms as nigh as those in room factor 25 because of the decrease of the spin-exchange
temperature standards, higher numbers of atoms are frequency shift cross sections with increasing
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tmperature. Hover, the spin-exchange relaxation
orosaetions are still low enough that collisIlen
ae not likely to limit the radl&ted power at
achievable hydge)gn at beam intenaltile. It solid
neon surfcts that are as stable as liquid hellum
surfaces Can b developed, the neon surface hydrogen
masers offer a echnologically attractive alttrtmivo
to the liquid helium surface masers as frequency
standards.
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T"mae _" I sunc k Wh dhtv to it spat On the apext of the bulb.
Wt sied Ike process of tlomieralt or a 11r 1t mlitft oppootle t collimmtor tube throulog which the atomic beam ¢nters.

T0l0n storage bulb coaing, v examined t1h coting's p ical and The wtted spot was cct hlped or cicllar, Md a pprioxfintaly
ctkmaicl cholistls. The wriatlon, which accomnied 10 mto In dilameter, sAhape CosOt"nt with the image six of the
exposure to the maset's atomic hytro bean, was matkj b beam source. Wiltttng Indiite that the surfact has activt sits
dIecreasing mae line Q an mirwv oupu poe. h capable or binding atoem aW molecules, hod thus possibly capable
likellhood of Tlo dogtaion by ultraviolet radiation from the Of enharlcill the reconbination Of hydrogen atoms.
beam source was eliminated. Teflol from the bulb, and Tellon from
te same original hatch, wer compared with Teflon from a fresh The coating process conit' of rolling the Tefon diosperion in
hatch. The old Tefm, which had been stored for wetral ytel, had the bolb to coat the Inner surface, pouring out the exces and drying
I pOlai aile Otsface gro*up, 1ore surface nXYIen (Of unknown the bulb in vacuum, Ad firing the bulb at 346$C for approximately

chemistry), and mom non. fl aitn carbon than the new T , . ten minutes with oxygen flowing In the hulb to burn off any
The fresh Telon was applied to i new itoesp bulb aW operled hyfrocaillon In the dispersion, chiey surfactalns used to enhance
without deterioration. ChEmical cha" that occurred during wetting. The Teflon use to coat the bulb had been storm! for
storage appe to have caused the Teflon iutfact to deteriorate when severl yars and was partially agglomerated; It needed to be
exposed to the atomic hydrojen beam. stirred thoroughly beforn being applied to the bulb in order to

disperse the Teo solids throughout the liquid.
Following each coating the line Q began with a high Initial

The operation of the hydrogen maser, and its superior value and decreased with tin. We assumed that the major source
frequency stability, depend upon the ability to confine hydrogen of degradation was the wetting spot, and had two initial hypotheses
atoms In a limited region of space for an extended length of timetL for its cretion: either damage to the Teflon by ultraviolet light
In present day active masers, the atoms are confined for feiods on (UV) coming from the hydrogen beam source, or contamination of
the order of a second In a quartz bulb lined with Teflon2. re the surface by foreign moleculeK entering the bulb with the beam,the or oa cdAlthough the hydrogen beam path is blocked by a stopping disc In
produced by the Smithsonian Astrophysical Obervatory (SAO) use a the state selection magnet to remove undef ected molecules and UV
bulb coating of FEP-I120 Ttflon, a fluorinated ethylene-.propylene light, UV could conceivable reach the bulb by grazing rteflection from
copolymer. The Teflon coating mbke the maser action posible; at the pole facets of the hexapole state selection magnet. To minimize
the same time, however, it. limits the hydrocn masr's absolute this possibility we replaced the state selection magnet with one from
frequency accuracy, due to variability in the wall ahif.131, and a riser that had operated successfully, and we coated its pole faces
represents a potential source of performance degradAtion. We with colloidal graphite (Aerodag), a UV absorber. We took strenous
describe the process of degradation observed in a maser, and the measures to eliminate the possibility of contamination. We acid
methods used to study the nature of the coating In order to etched and baked the Pyrex dissociator bulb, vacuum baked the
understand both the normal and abnormal operation of the maer. hydrogen source system, and finally replaced the entire source with a

new system whose components had been individually cleaned and
Degradation of a maser's storage coating manifests itself in vacuum baked before assembly. The result was a source system

decreased microwave output power froi the maser's %eoant cavity, that was as clean as we could make it, and that was at least as
and in decreased line Q. The line Q, Qt, is inversely proportional to clean as sources performing suc:essfully in other SAO llasrs.

112- the total rate of loss of magnetization of the oscillating
ensemble of atoms, which can be written Maser Performance as a Function of Time

'72 - '16 + Ir + 'Ie + .'
where rY is the rate of loss of atoms from the bulb aperture, -7r is In November, 1986, we began a careful series of uneasure-
the rate of loss of 11 atoms on the storage surface due to ments of line Q and maser power as functions of time and hydrogen
recomnbination and other processes, y, is the relaxation rate of the beam exposure. The data are shown in Figs, I and 2. At intervall
magnetization due to spin exchange, and -11 includes all other we measured the line Q at a variety of hydrogen flux settings, and
relaxation processes, including magnetic relaxation and other storage thus maser power levels, in order to be able to interpolate Qt to a
wall relaxation processes. Contamination or other degradation of constant IF level. The line Qs given in Fig. I are the measured
the wall coating increases y., thus decreasing Qt for constant spin values normalized to a refere:tce IF level of 1.80 volts, corresponding
exchange relaxation. In order to compare conditions of the wall to -99.2 dBm of 1.4 Clih radiation from the maser's resonant
coating, it is necessary to determine the line Qs for the same value cavity.
of ye; we do this by normalizing the line Q to a constant value of
maser output power. Power is measured by an intermediate During most of the observation period the line Q decreased
frcquency (IF) level in the maser's microwave receiver, with exposure to the atomic hydrogen beam, and approached a

constant value for a given hydrogen flux. The saturation value was
Initia Maser Performance generally lower for greater flux intensity. To test the effect of the

When the maser was constructed, it. had an excellent initial line Q atomic hydrogen beam, we turned off the hydrogen dissociator for
of approximately 2 x 109. Shortly after initial maser operation the several periods of up to two weeks. During these periods we turned
line Q and output power began to decrease. The storage bulb was the dissociator on for intervals of a few minutes to measure the line
removed from the maser four times and recoated with Teflon from Q. When the atomic hydrogen beam was off, the line Q either
the batch used for the original coati:g. Before each recoating, the remained constant or increased. This behavior indicated that the
bulb was tested with a drop of methanol rolled on its interior deterioration in line Q was associated with the hydrogen beam, and
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W ast bei*CM by conaffminatim. due to outig 4n (coon othr u*..ori"Itol rydocabMa film,
Part; of 1he #lase

lot order to Isestgbie the "Assble A.-t o( UV radliton, we T4bk L Cmv t %6 ngr
talw e a OV7mt thick lIP windww o* a movAklmam in the mnn.r (drree)
oo that, the window could be moved to occult the beam. The
WoWW's trmat o Was opprciximwly 110% (Of Lyman alPha LV WAIt llexha cam Klhwml
radiation (122 num wavelength). The JLKeodator and hydrovi wvve
left @# without lotrpko, Po that, w"et the UIP window btocWe Nrw Tiflon cat ot Ti 120.3 ± 1~ 1 1 9 401
the hyro"beam tdnit t * UVc the source that wol Old Teflon cast to Si 118,411 5611 411
othetwise have reahod the storage bulb. The line Q again Increasd HUsll interior (#i1&) 110. a2 54:t 4IT3
when the LIP window cut ow( tive beam, Indicating either that no AMvx of moaximumt damwg 90 0 0
Significant, aMmon of UVs was prieset ot that liV did not derafdo;
the Teflon. (Since the Lyman photons. prodced in the dissoclaor
hafivrie ' Z4-order of 10 ev. they have more than tha Snpleo of Te" owem ocraped fromnthe A& ofthOwul6A wM
eniough e#'ety to disrupt. the chemical bonds In Tflon; thus this from the new Teflon film on the slkcot wafers, a,#4 wre aialyzin! for
tet shw# that UV was not present.) the fractional cooitlon of elemet.t, The percent of carbon,

fluorine, wAn hydrngn in %6e samples at shown i# Table 2, The
1n ant 4for to dertrmine ho the ine* Q 041t1 111io0 "1ve 01AWe prec n df the measureWOMMs Is ;0.3%. for carbon and

varie with hydroge flux, we raised the flux setting to a high level hydrogen, awl ±0O.4% for flwoine. The bulk elemcntal xnalysi
orn Friday, Feheuary 13, 1907. QC Airat decrae to 1.12 x log bu show no signifcant dill'trenct between the old and e Teflon,
then, 1ranomaily, began to inictease. Four days later we d~tW within the Precision Of the tchnique,
tht flux to a seting of 3U0, and the line Q continued to increase.
We reeaW this tst the next month with similar results. This
behavior wPA inconsisitrnt with any previous obsrvations. Dur~ing Table 2 Elemental Analysis of Pulk Samlilcs
this period we measured the maser's fre,,cy and wall Phift. As (percdent)
shown In Fig. 2, the maser rf v~ty followed the movement of the
line Q, increasing with increasing Qj. The magnitude of the wall C F it
shift, whose sign lis negative, was approiximately 3.4 xc 10- 12 grvate Exected for Teflon 24.02 MOO9 0.00
than that of other masers.

We terminated the tests awl replaced the storage bulb with a Flim removed from bulb 23.06 75.90 0.00
new bulb coated with Teflon from a fresh batch. The maser's 24.11 76.17 0.00
initial line Q using this bulb and coating, but the previous source New Teflon cast on Si 23.g7 75.76 0.03
structure, was 2.34109 for a maser output power of -99.6 dl~m. 24.17 75.79 0.0
Over several months It decreased to a value of 1.Sx X 19 andj
stabilized at that level. This Is higher than the minimum value of
1.1-.24109 obtained with the old Teflon. The magnitude of the Samples of the Teflon surfaces wete examined by x-ray
wall shift for the new coating is within a few parts in l0:3 of its photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), somertimes refered to as ESCA.
normal value. We coated an additional bulb with the new Teflon This tecnique samples the surface to a depth of approximately 30
for use in another masr; its line Q has remained constant at angstroms, and Is more sensitive to compositional diffetrnces than is
approximately 2.0 X 109 AM its wall shift Is within 2 to 5 par ts in the bulk elemental analysis. The results of the XI'S measurements
101 of normal. These observations, particularly the difference in are given in Table 3. They show (a) that the surfaces of the old
wail shift between the old and new Teflus, show that the coatings Teflon contain a small fraction of oxygen, whose chemical bonding
differ in performance. (The initial line Q drop of the new Teflon in could not be identified, while the new Teflon contained no observable
the original maser may, however, Indicate a residual effect of oxygen; and (b) that the old Teflon surfaces contain mnore non.
unidentified processes aissoiated with the mnaser.) fluorinate carbon than the new Teflons. 80!6 of the carbo&n at the

bulb's damaged spot was non-fluorinated. Fig. 3 compares plots of
Examination of Teflon the XI'S spectra for carbon for the new Teflon surface and the

- - damraged spot.
We cut the original storage bulb into pieces rind examined the

Teflon froin several arc-as of the bulb surface by physical and
chemical means. In addition, we coated extremely clean silicon Table 3. Atomnic Compositions from XPS
wafers with Teflon f.'omn the old and new batches, using identical (percent)
procedures, and tested those surfaces. Composition

of C
Scanning electron microscopy with a resolution of 100 F 0 C CFx other C

angstroms showed surfaces with a low-relief "orange-peel* texture
and occasional fissures. No difference in appearance between the old New Teflon cast on Si 67 0 33 99 1

and ew Tflo surace wasdisernile.Old Teflon cast on Si 66 0.3 34 97 3
an nw efonsufaeswa dscrnbl.Side of maser bulb 64 0.3 36 96 4

The polarizabilities of the Teflon surfaces were compared by Damaged ring in bulb 32 3 65 20 80
measuring the contact angles between the surfaces and droplets of
water, hexadecane, and ethanol. The values are given in Table 1.
The results show that the old Teflon, both from the bulb and cast on We conclude from these measurements that the o'd and new
the Si wafer, has more polarizable surface groups than the new Teflons differ in their surface chemistry. This is particular~y
Teflon. Furthermore, the Teflon coating front the bulb, both from evident in the variations in their wall shifts. Since the old Teflon
the bulb's side and from the damaged spot at the apex, is more had been used successfully to coat maser bulbs several years ago, it
polarizable than the old Teflon that was not exposed to the hydrogen is likely that the differences developed as a result of chemical
beam. Finally, the damaged spot is characteristic of an amorphous, procese durin, storage. While small, these differences may be
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sufficient to degrade the Inasers perrmane, and argue (fo it. M0 (197.0).
obealnigas itr~ batch of Teflon fr each "te of bulb coatings.

Qilservations; an Another !!oa& 11ulb

The sigrilicance of the damaged spo4 at the apex or the
storage bull) was unckar. We hud observedi similar spots, which
wet with water, metthanol, aNW tliol, in other masers with low or
decreasing line Qs. We had the opportunity to examine the Clak"
bulb or a mfaser that had operated ror over 7I years andi that had a
high line Q, 2.3 x 100. This bulb also had a similar spot at Its spex
that wt with ethanol, showing that such a spot Is not titcrszirily
Indicative or improptr perrormance. Suich A conclusion is reasonable.
First, the wetting spot has the chaacteristics of at hydrocarbon film,
which can be a moderately effective maser coating; prior to the use
of Tefln, hydrocarbon films such as Drifilm (dimethyidichlorosilane)
were used .o coat storage bulbs. Second, the ract that the mser
oscillated at all showed that a large number or hydrorpn atoms
survived their initial Impact with the damaged spot. Once an attorn
bounces from the spot and beg;ns its random travels about the bulb,
its likelihood or hitting the s*o again is equal to the fraction or the
bulb area occupied by the spot, approximately 7 xI - In order
to significantly relax the oscillating atoms, the damaged spot would
have to have a sticking probability approaching unity, implying that
the incoming beami would be quenched before oscillation could begin.
We conclude that the line Q anti wall shift are affected primarily by
the condition of the entire biulb coating rather than by the damaged
spot at the apx.

Discussion

Our investigation did n~ot determine the metchanisin for the
timne-varying degradation and recovery of the coating properties.
The time scale ror this variation is on the order of hours. This fact
eliminates the possibility of hydrogen adisorption on the Teflon
surface, because adsorption by mneans of weakc van der Wias
trapping would have desorption timts on the order of nanoseconids,
while chemical bonding would be essentially permanent, with bonds
lasting on the order of years to millennia. A possible mnechanismn is
diffusion of hydrogen atoms into tihe three-dimensional matrix of
Tefon molecules that make up the coating.

Another open question is the cause of defluorination of dbe
apex spot. A candidate is hydrogen atoms in the 2S state, which
have a lifetime on the order of 0.14 seconds and more than enough
energy to break chemical bonds. These excited atoms are quite
fragile, however, and can be quenched by electric fields produced by
their motion through the state-selection magnet.
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Abstract

The frequency stability of an oscillator presents a review of the present state of
is a very important charucteristic for many knowledge about the sources and
applications. Yet the causes and sources of characteristics of r.,quency fluctuations in
some basic types of noiae are poorly under- stable oscillators using quartz acoustic
stood, particularly for close-to-carrier resonators (' 0 and SAW) or dielectric
noise. A review is presented In thix paper resonators as the high Q stabilizing element.
of the present state of knowledge about the The discussion will be confined to free
sources and characteristics of frequency running, simple oscillators (no phase-
fluctuations in stable oscillators uafng locking, external filtering or buffer
quartz acoustic resonators (SAW and SAW) or amplifiers) and will not include vibeation
dielectric resonators as the high Q frequency effects. T~is will be essentially an update
stabilizing element. A brief discussion of to Leeuons discussion of oscillator noise
the various parameters used to quantify and will be presented in the context of a
random frequency fluctuations is presented simple feedback oscillator.
along with the relative merits of open- and There aro a number of parameters that
closed-loop phase noise measurements. Phase are used to quantify random frequency or
noise in stable oscillators usually arises phase fluctuations and a brief summary will
from additive voltae fluctuations and direct be presented first. The spectral density of
parameter modulatioi, processes. Additive frequency fluctuations, Str(f), is the mean
noise, such as Johnson noise, is reasonably square frequency fluctuston in a 1 Hz
well understood and will be discussed only bandwidth at the noise or carrier offse
briefly. On the other hand, modulation noise frequency f and is given in units of Hz /Hz.
processes, such as flicker and random walk If S (f) Is divided by he square of the
frequency noise, are only poorly understood oscillator frequency, F0 , the normalized
and will be covered In more detail. The spectral density of frequency fluctuations,
observed levels of flicker noise in S (f), is obtained.
amplifiers and resonators will be discussed, y
as well as the dependence of flicker noise S yf) - S6F(f)/F 2

level on resonator frequency, loaded and
unloaded Q, and oscillator loop p~wer level. This parameter has the advantage that it is
Procedures for minimizing flicker frequency invariant under frequency multiplication.
noise levels in oscillators will be Another commonly used parameter is the
presented. Finally, the known spectral density of phase fluctuations,
characteristics of random -lk frequency S (f), which is the mean square phase
noise in oscillators will be covered briefly. ftuctuation in a 1 Hz bandwidth and is given

in units of radians squared per Hz. S6F(f)
Introduction and SM(f) are related by the expression

The frequency stability of an oscillator SM(f) - S Ff)/f2. (2)
is an important characteristic for many
applications. Yet the causes and sources of Note that SbF(l) - St(1) at f-1 Hz . If
several basic types of noise are poorly S4(f) 4< 1, a small angle approximation can
understood, particularly for close-to-carrier be made and S (f) can be interpreted as the
noise. However, over the last few years double-sideband noise-to-carrier ratio. The
there has been a significant increase in quantity c(f) is used to denotj the single-
experimental data relating to oscillator sideband noise-to-carrier ratio in dBc/Hz,
noise and some general characteristics ate and is expressed in terms of S+(f) by
beginning to become evident. This paper

c(f) - 10 Log(S (f)/2). (3)
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SLrictly speaking,.(f) should only be used Figure 2 shows that # Cr) has a power law

if its value is less than approximately -20 dependence on T which is analogous to that of

dac/Hs, but It is commonly used even for much the spectral density dependence on f. The

higher values. $S(f) and S A(f) are, of power law dependence on Z (or T) is generic

course, not limited to small values, since it in nature and for individual oscillators the

is only the interpretation of phase (or exponents may not be exactly intagers (or

frequency) fluctuations as rX sidebands that half-integers), but may vary above or below

is limited to small values, the indicated values.

Another parameter commonly used to
quantify random freqlency fluctuatins is the PON-55-IIOA
two-sample, or Allan , variance, ,* C).
This parameter is the average value of one
half the square of the fractional change in T'l
frequency between two adjacent frequency
measurements, each made in a time interval T. T "

Actually, the parameter more commonly MY (1)
referred to for an oscillator is the square T3-,
root of the Allan variance, ex C. TO

In most free running (no -phase locked)
oscillators the spectral densities have a I
characteristic power law dependence on the _ _ _ _ _ _ _

noise (or offset) frequency, f. This i I
dependence As illustrated in rig. I for sf) I 
and S&r(f). Generally, not all of the Wile Flicker Whie Mi 1 Rdom
sections are present in a singl* oscillator, Ptase I Phase 1 Freq. Fneq I Walk Frnw.
anj rarely are the f' (white frequency) and
f_ (flicker phase) sections present
simultaneously. ror each characteristic Figure 2. Power law dependence of the
slope in Fig. 1, values of .C) can be fractional frequency deviation.
calculpt.,d from either S (fy or Sar(f).

P,I5.It Sources of Phase Noise

f- The basic feedback model of an
oscillator used by Leeson is very useful in
understanding the characteristics of phase
noise in oscillators. Figure 3 illustrates

f- athis model in both the open- and closed-loop
conditions. in the open-loop condition, the
oscillator components will impart phase

. fluctuations to a signal which is passed
through them at the intended oscillator
frequency and power level. To distinguish

f f 0 open-loop phase fluctuations from closed-loop
I I Iphase noise, the symbol, ', will be added to

l ' I i the open-loop spectral densities. Thus, S (f)
S-. - ;-- represents the open-loop spectral density'of

phase fluctuations and a(f) represents the
open-loop single-sideband noise-to-carrier

l ratio. When the loop is closed, oscillation
Random Flkker lWhite Flickr ite will occur if two conditions are met. First,
WalkFreq.Freq. Freq. lPhio Phose the loop amplifier must have sufficient small

II I signal gain to overcome the loss in the other
I I loop components, and second, the phase shift

I around the loop must be an integer multiple

f of 2n at a frequency for which the first
.-, I condition is satisfied. This approach to

S f M oscillator design has a very practical
tI f significance in that the noiseAF characteristics of the oscillator's

_components as measured in an open-loop
configuration have a direct bearing on the

f closed-loop phase noise of the oscillator.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the noise

Figure 1. Power law dependence of spectral level far from the carrier is the same in
densities, both the open- and closed-loop conditions and
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M-70-344A , to compensate for the change in phase
shift, la', in the other components. T can
bw replaced in Eq. 6 with the loaded 0,°OL'
by using the relation

Open-loop P ,9 
(

to give

ro o ro2L)A1£  (8)

Equation 8 can be expressed in terms of the
f spectral density of frequency fluctuations

IP0 Sar(f) (ro/2 m)2sEf),)

f or, by using Eq. 2, as a spectral density of

phase fluctuations.

SS*(f) - (ro/2QL)2 S (f)/f 2  (10)

I Closed-loop Thv result is that inside the 3 ds bandwidth

of the resonator (f d/FOL - f_) the
closed-loop noise begins to rise at 20
ds/decade if the open-loop noise is white.
This is illustrated in rig. 3.

The phase noise in oscillators comes
from two fundamentally different sources,

. I namely additive voltage fluctuations and
-f7* direct parameter modulation. Additive noise

is the familiar Johnson, or thermal noise,
I and will be discussed only briefly.

I, ,_20FKT
¢ 2OF P Additive Noise

Additive noise is generally caused by
t thermally generated voltage fluctuations that

are added to the carrier signal and result in
Figure 3. Open- and closed-loop configur- phase and amplitude fluctuations. As il-

ations of a feedback oscillator. lustrated in rig. 4, these voltage fluctu-
ations exist at Rr frequencies (r +/-f) and

PON.87.935
is independent of noise frequency. However,
as the noise frequency gets smaller (closer
to the carrier), the closed-loop noise level,
S*(f), beginn to deviate from the open-loop
level, S'(f). This occurs when the noise
frequency falls within the 3 dB bandwidth of
the resonant device. The frequency change
caused by a phase change can be calculated 1 Hz 1 Hz
from the phase condition for oscillation [Hz 1Hz

+R +  +E E N2n, (4) \AA
F

and the phase slope or group delay of the F0-f FO  F0 +f
resonator

'g 6+/(2nA8o), (5) S6(f) :GFKT

giving 2 Po

AF0  (1/(2nt ))&+E' (6)

The oscillator frequency must change in order Figure 4. Additive thermal voltage

for the phase shift through the resonator, fluctuations.
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are simply added to the carrier frequency, voltage fluctuations but by direct phase or

This retults in both AN and FM modulation frequency fluctuations in the resonant device

Howevero, the amplitude limiting function that or by phase fluctuations in the other
is always present in an oscillator suppresses electronic components of the oscillator. For
the Al noise and may cause some AM to PM example, if the phase shift through the loop
conversion. Though there is some disagree- amplifier is fluctuating, this results in
ment over fic€o~s of 2 in the level of the closed-loop phase noise through Eq. 10.
phase noise ' the author has generally Similarly, if the resonant frequency of the
found Leeson's expression to give the best acoustic device fluctuates, the oscillator
results. frequency will track the resonator In the

same fashion it tracks the frequency-
S m(f) - 2GFKT/Po  (11) temperature characteristic of the resonator

as long as the noise frequency is inside the
Here, G is the compressed power gain of the resonator bandwidth. Figure 3 shows the
loop amplifier, r is the noise figure of the effect of I/f open-loop noise, S;(f), on the
amplifier, K is Boltzmann's constant, T is closed-loop noise S£(f).
the temperature in OK, and P0 is the carrier These phase or frequency fluctuations
power level (in watts) at the amplifier are undoubtedly of thermal origin, but the
output. For 4'(f) (in units of dic/Hz) this precise mechanism or mechunisms are not yet
becomes understood. However, the fact that they are

direct phase or frequency fluctuations has
-'(f) w -174 + G + F - Poe (12) some Important consequences. rrst,

increasing the oscillator power level does
where G and r are given in de and P_ is in not result in a direct reduction in
dem. for offset or noise frequencies far oscillator noise as it does for additive
from the carrier (f > f ) this noise level is Johnson noise. This was demonstrated by
the same for both the open- and closed-loop Elliott and Bray in fig. 2 of reference 9 for
conditions. Since Johnson noise is a case where the SAW device was the dominant
independent of noise frequency, this results source of 1/f noise. Only at very high
in a flat (white) noise spectrum as shown in incident power levels (>+20 dim) has it been
rig. 3. observed that permanent changes in flicker

As is well known, the approach to noise levels occur in SAW devices and this is
minimizing thermal phase noise is to reduce presumably related to physical changes that
G, r or KT as much as possible and to take place In the resonator. For amplifiers,
increase P0. Inside the resonator bandwidth S'(f) has generally been found to be largely
the loaded Q becomes a factor (Eq. 10) and It independent of the amplifier's power
is desirable to have a large loaded Q. capability, but as will be discussed later,
However, the resonator insertion loss and S;(f) can be increased by the level of gain
loaded Q are related, and one cannot compression that is present. Thus Increasing
arbitrarily increase 0 without increasing the oscillator loop power generally has
the insertion loss. Tkis necessitates then a little or no effect on the flicker noise
larger amplifier gain G. The two competing region of the phase noise.
effects result in an optimum loaded 0 of A second consequence of direct
approximately one half the ugloaded Q and an modulation noise is that the open-loop phase
insertion loss of about 6 di . At the noise levels, S'(f), of each component add
present time, the state-of-the-art for the linearly. Unlike noise figures, where the
noise floor level is about -180 dBc/H: for first stage in a cascade of amplifiers
SAW and BAW resonators above approximately dominates, there Is no phase gain, and each
100 MHz. For lower frequency BAW resonators component contributes its level of S'(f) with
the level gradually rises and is about 10 to equal weight. Thus a multistage amptifier
15 dB higher at 5 MHz due to power handling will generally have a higher flicker noise
limitations of the resonators. The power level than a single stage amplifier. Also
level that can be used with dielectric other loop components, such as phase shifters
resonators is higher than for acoustic or power dividers, may contribute to the
devices, so dielectric resonator oscillators overall open-loop flicker noise level.
(DRO's) should be capable of noise floors A third consequence of direct modulation
better than -190 dBc/Hz. noise is that the effect on oscillator noise

level of increasing the loaded Q will depend
Modulation Noise on whether the resonant device or the

amplifier (or other non-resonant component)
The second basic type of noise is is the dominant source of noise. If the

modulation noise, and this is the more amplifier is the larger source, increasing
interestin9 type since the sources of this the loaded Q will reduce the oscillator
noise are poorly understood. The most flicker noise level as indicated by Eq. 10.
familiar form of modulation noise is 1/f or However, If the resonant device is the
flicker noise. Unlike Johnson noise, flicker dominant noise source, changing the loaded Q
noise is not usually caused by additive by impedance matching will have little to no
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effect on the noise level. This observation Figure 6 shows the results of a similar
was reported in reference 10 where SAW measurement on a single commercial GaAs FET
resonators were the dominant source of amplifier. The same characteristics are
flicker noise. The resonator flicker noise present except that the flicker noise level
Is nearly independent of loaded Q for the at 3 do of gain compression is about 19 do
same reason that the frequency-temperature higher. GaAs r£t amplifiers are well known
characteristic of an oscillator is, at most, to have higher flicker noit levels than
only weakly dependent on the loaded Q of the silicon bipolar amplifiers and should be
resonator. avoided if at all possible.

Open-loop Flicker Noise Levels Au 3tI

Open-loop noise measurements are -
particularly useful since each oscillator
component can be evaluated individually. '"'' f""-t. m,"s

This is especially convenient Le the
components are designed to operate in a 50
ohm environment, my measuring each element,
the dominant source of flicker noise can be L

identified. Figure 5 shows the measured gain .,
compression and flicker noise level as a a

function of input power for two pairs of t

commercial silicon bipolar transistor 
a

amplifiers. As can be seen, the flicker
noise level at 1 Hz increases as the
amplifiers are driven into gain compression. 4 ", , "
Of the four amplifiers mkisured, one was
particularly noisy at low input power levels
and showed little increase in noise level Figure 6. Open-loop flicker noise level
with increasing drive power. With 3 do of and gain compression as a
gain compression (which is typical for many function of input power level
SAW oscillators that do not have separate Cor a GaAs rET amplifier.
limiters) the observed flicker noise level at
1 Hz was about -135 dlc/Hz. Since pairs of
amplifiers were being measured, the level for The fact that both types of amplifiers

an individual amplifier is about -138 doc/Hz. showed relatively constant flicker noise
A number of commercial silicon bipolar levels at low input powers indicates clearly
transistor amplifiers have been measured and that the noise mechanism is not additive in
flicker noise levels have been observed to nature. Some parameter (such as base to
fall in the range of -140 dec/Hz to -125 collector capacitance) which contributes to

dBc/Hz, with -135 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz being a the phase shift through the amplifiers is

typical number. fluctu&ting in time. Furthermore, as the
amplifier is driven into gain compression,
either a new mechanism appears or the low
level one is modified. At this time the

... dtails of these noise mechanisms are not

'I1 1 6W-.s ',a"a understood. However, it is obvious that gain
compression should be avoided If the

•,, -" . amplifiers are the dominant source of flicker
T. noise in an oscillator. Another point worth

I I ' noting is that flicker noise levels in
I I-commercial amplifiers are never specified and

that clearly these levels can vary
significantly between individual amplifiers
that meet all of the manufacturer's

'1 specifications.
£ t'The flicker noise levels of quartz lAW

and SAW resonato4s!la _gen meast.red by a
_ _ _,_number of qroups yl and the typical
-1 0 ' level of'(f) at (or extrapolated to) 1 Hz is

P labout -130 to -125 dBc/Hz. However there is

a substantial variation from device to device
Figure 5. Open-loop flicker noise level and observed values of, 4f) range from below

and gain compression as a -135 dBc/Hz to above -110 dBc/Hz. The
function of input power level author's group has also measured the flicker
for silicon bipolar transistor noise levels on several L-band dielectric'
amplifiers. resonators ano found them to be at or less
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than -135 dBc/Ha. The actual levels may be clearly shows that it Is the resonator

even lower since the observed levels were frequency that is fluctuating. Note that

vury close to ths measurement system noise combining Eq. 13 and 10 gives the result that

floor for the conditions under which the s+(f) (closed-loop) will be independent of Q,
measurements were made. These observed as mentioned earlier. In situations where

levels of flicker noise indicate that SAW or the resonator phase noise, S;R(f), is not too

SAW resotators will ususally be the dominant different from the amplifier noise, S'r(f),

source of flicker noise in an oscillator if changing the loaded Q may influence which

state-of-the-art amplifiers are being used, component is the dominant noise source. This
while for DO's, the amplifiers will probably may explain the tendency for the flicker
be the dominant source. There is no evidence noise level of the SAW oscillators in

of rower dependence in resonatoc flicker reference 10 to increase somewhat at low

noise levels except for permanent changes at values of Qj'

very high Incident power levels. It Is
interesting to note that the open-loop phase Dependence ou Sif) on ro and u
noise levels for devices as dissimilar as
high Q resonators and wide-band amplifiers An Interesting observation is that the
are a close as they awe. typical value for the open-loop flicker noise

A charicteristic of flicker noise in level, 4(1), on acoustic resonators

resonators that has not been discussed in the (3pproximately -130 to -125 dac/Ht) Is

literature is the fact that the open-loop independent of the de.ce frequency. This

rcsonator noise may vary with the loaded 0. holds for devices ranging from 2.5 MHz to

if flicker noise in acoustic resonators is over 1 GHz. It also appears that the

caused by frequency fluctuations, and these amplifier flicker noise is independent of the

frequency fluctuations are not strongly oscillator frequency (over the same frequency

influenced by the load impedance of the range) and is a conntant 5 to 10 dB below the

oscillator circuit {S6 (f) is constant), then typical acoustic resonator. The fact that
from Eq. 9 we find thar S (f) for the SI(f) is constant with oscillator frequencyresonator varies as tho' " has some interesting consequences. Startingwith Eq. 10, and assuming for simplicity that

SR(f) - (2 QL/ro)2S 6r(f) (13) L1= 1/2u, where Qu is the unloaded 0. %te get

To test the validity of this assumption, the ) ' (Vo/u 2 ;(f)/f' (14)
open-loop phase noise of a 500 MHz SAWF
rasonator was measured under two different Furthermore, by making use of the fact that
impedance matching conditions. The results the Q F product Is constant for resonators

are shown in rig. 7. For Q. equal to 5000, operating r,.ar the material limit for the

the observed noise level at 1 Hz was -127 unloaded Q

dac/Hz. For QL equal to 11,500, the noise
level was -119 dac/Hz. From Eq. 13 the Qu x r0 - C - constant, (15)

predicted change in phase noise for the two
different values of Qt is 7 de and an 8 dB we get
change was actually measured. The data 42 2

change as actuS +(f) a (Fo /C )S(f)/f2 (16)

or

to tit- 1101% . M ( A 4 )S'(f)/f 2  (17)

Thus we find, since S s(f) is approximately
constant, that the closed-loov flicker goise

ld level will have either a I/Qu or an Fo
SI'(.\ idependence. This observation has been

ISO reported In references 10 and 14. Figure 8
1,,. if(from reference 10) shows the observed

closed-loop flicker noise level at I Hz as a
function of unloaded Q for a number of SAW

Ila 11XI'k" . anti SAW devices. The !/ 4 dependence is
jclearly evident. Figure 9 shows S (1) as a

. , .. ,. function of F0 for a subset of the devices In
Fig. 8 which were opepating near the material
limit for Q . The F. dependence is also
clearly evident. Data from three DRO's is

Figure 7. Open-loop flicker noise level of also included.
a 500 MHz SAW resonator for two Observations such as those shown in
different values of the loaded Figs. 8 and 9 make it possible to derive some
Q. empirical relations for estimating flicker
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noise level!0 i 4acoustic resonator

, oscillators 0  as a function of ro or
Qu' These rclations are:

1/1 I v (2xl013/Qu4 )(1/f . (18)I/f NOISE vsu SQf alf 3/

00 S +(f) a 2x10" 39 ro4/f 3  ro in z (19)

% . . . 45GL d(f) = -390 + 40Log(ro)- 30Log;f' (20)

4 Sar(f) 2xl0"39ro4/f (21)

Igo ia.M 2xl0_39F0
2/

0 ( () sxl0"20 ro (23)

These relations give an approximate lowfr
X 2  limit to the level of flicker noise %;tat can

£ /4% 0 be achieved In oscillators using acoustic

~ resonators that have unloaded Q's near the
-. material limit. The noise values given in

a Jthe equations generally reflect observed
levels of resonator noise, but even if the

* sw loop amplifier is the dominant flicker noise
L _ _ _ _source, the same functional relationship with
0 go 10 r and Q would be maintained. The only

Ou dfference would be in the proportionality
constants.

For resonators that have Qu 5 (2/3)Q

Figure 8. Oscillator flicker noise levels the dependence on ro may no longer be vald
for a number of BAW and SAW and the estimates in Eqs. 19 through 23 will
resonators as a function of probably be too low. whether Sq. 18 still
unloaded Q. From reference 10. holds As also open to question. If the

loaded Q in a SAW resonator is reduced due to
the addition of extra metal to the surface of
the active acoustic area. Eq. 18 will still
hold even when the loadej0Q is substantially
below the material limit . However, if the

SBAW Q is reduced by air loading there 6s little
o SAW change in the flicker noise level

104 - DRO 0 Equations 20 through 23 could have been

expressed In terms of Q , but because of the10 -- uncertainty concerning the effect of reduced
104  values of Qu it was decided to use ro and

N -- limit the usage to U = Qm0

104 -For dielectric resonators the Q r
product is higher and the inherent flicker
nnise in the resonator is lower than forSQ a 1) 22x IFt acoustic resonators, so one would expect the

1O1 -- oscillator flicker noise level to be lower.
This is confirmed in Fig. 9, where the same

'0 4 -- F dependence is evident for the DRO's, but
1 14 1 the noise level is about 10 dB lower than

V log 10that of the acoustic resonator oscillators.
A significant ramification nf the ro

Fo(Hz) dependence of S(f) is that the flicker noise
of an oscillator increases faster if the
resonator frequency is increased as opposed
to using frequency multiplication. This is

Figure 9. Oscillator flicker noise levels particularly evident from Eq. 22, which is
for a number of BAW and SAW invariant under multiplication. This point

resonators (with Q = Q ) as a is further illustrated in Fig. 10 where the

function of resonator frequency. noise levels of state-of-the-art 5 MHz (BAW)
and 500 MHz (SAW) oscillators are plotted.
The noise level for the 5 MHz BAW oscillator
after frequency multiplication to 500 MHz
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Figure 10. Phise noise spectra of a 500 MH: 1112
SAW oscillator, a 5 MHz AW I I

oscillator and the 5 MHz
oscillator multiplied by 100.

Ii __

(xl00) is also shown. Note that below

approximately 400 Ht the multiplied DAN
oscillator Is quieter than the SAW
oscillator. Thus, the best close-to-carrier figure 11. Open- and closed-loop configur-
noise perforaance is obtained by using a low ationa for a feedback oscillator
frequency oscillator and then multiplying. in which f > f
Obviously, the best overall performance could IL
be obtained by phase-locking the SAN
oscillator to the BAW oscillator with a loop-
lock bandwidth of about 400 Mt.

noise as a means of estimating the loaded Q
Oscillator Noise Characteristics of the resonator. Having f f_ is more

likely to occur in low frequency (high Q)
Before the overall noise performance of resonators where f_ is small.

an oscillator can be discussed, one more All of the various contributors to the
point regardihg flicker nois!4needs to be noise spectrum of an oscillator down to 3
made. As discussed by Kroupa *, if a noise frequency of about 0.1 H% have been
resonator is sufficiently noisy, and the discussed and an approximate analytic
additive noise floor is sufficjently low, an expression can be presented. By combining
additional contribution to 1/f (white Eqs. 10, 11 and 19, and by using the
frequency) noise will be present. This is information In Figs. 3 and 11 we get
illustrate 3 in rig. 11. As Walls and
Wainwright 3 observed, when the frequency of S (f) i t.Rr + (ro/(2Q)) 2 a 1/f3
the phase noise from a resonator exceeds the 0 E
bandwidth of the resonator, the open-looP2  + (2* Q ro3 + (2GFXT/Po)(Fo/120 ))2|/f2
resonator noise begins to fall off as 1/f as if 0 0  0 to
shown In the figure. If the noise floor Is + a£/f + 2GrKT/Po. (24)
sufficiently low, or the resonator noise
sufliciently high, there will be a region of OR is the flicker noise constant for 4he1/f dependence in the open-loop noise resonatol and is approximately 2x10 "3

spectrum. This is equivalent to having f > (rad/Hz) for acoustic resonators. This
f. when the oscillator loop is closed, only constant can be derived from open-loop noise
the phase noise inside the resonator measurements, S'(f), on the resonator and by
bandwidth will be modified and, in this case, using Eq. 25.
it takes on a 1/f3 dependence. The closed- 4
loop noise spectrum of rig. 11 has the same S6(f) -RF /f - (Fo/(20L)) s+(f) (25)
shape as that of rig, 3 except that the
intercept of the 1/f section with the noise The flicker noise constnt for the amplifier,
floor occurs not at f as in rig. 3, but at a aE , is typically 6xlO

-1 (rad) , and is
larger noise frequency. Thus one cannot derived from open-loop noise measurements on
always use this intercept in the oscillator the amplifier and by using Eq. 26.
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Another useful piece of information
S*(f) = aE/f (26) regarding flicker noise can be derived from

the observation that Sf(f) (or Sar(f))
In general, the measured closed-loop increases as r Some of the potential
oscillator noise agrees with the estimated sourcos of flicker noise listed in Table I
oscillator noise based on open-loop noise are phenomena that originate from bulk
measurements of the individual oscillator properties of the quartz, for example the
components to better than 3 do. Occasionally resonator temperature dependence (static and
the discrepancy may be an large as 6 or 7 d:, dynamic) and vibration sensitivl.y. Thete
but on the average the agreement is within 3 parameters result in a fractional fvequency
do. change that is independent of the device

frequency. For example, the fractional
Causes of Flicker Noise change in frequency with temperature for a

100 MHz SAW resonator is, to first order, the
Flicker noise is presently a poorly same as that for a I Gz resonator If they

understood phenomenon and a complete were fabricated on the same cut. Thus we
discussion of the causes of flicker noise is have
beyond the scope of this paper. However,
some comments regarding flicker noise in SAW ar/r o a AV/V - CONSTANT
resonators can be made. There are a number
of possible sources for frequency (no dependence on r0 ). (27)
fluctuations in a SAW resonator, and some of
them are listed In Table 1. identifying In terms of spectral densities we get
which of the many possibilities is actually
causing the flicker frequency fluctuations saif) - F02 x CONSTANT, (28)
is, however, a difficult task. The 13rge 0
variations (+/- 5 to 10 do) that occur in the which has only an Fo2 dependence. Therefore,
flicker noise level of "identical" devices these bulk properties can be ruled out as
makes it particularly time consuming (and possible sources of flicker noise.
expensive) to evaluate different design, However, there is a class of effects
fabrication or processing variables since a that do have the correct dependence on rof,
large number of devices must be tested. and these are surface or interface phenomena.
However, for SAW devices there is If a surface or inttrface property causes a
considerable evidence that the transducer fractional change in velocity, this will
metalization plays a major role in flicker result in a fractional changt in frequency.
noise. Observations have been made t the However, if the physical thickness of the
physical conditionaf.1he transducer the cause of the velocity change is much less
type 28 f2yetal used the amount of metal, than an acoustic wavelength, X, the
used , and the type uf bond wires used perturbation to the acoustic velocity will be
can all Influence the flicker noise level, approximately inversely proportional to X and

will therefore Increase with increasing
frequency, ro . we then have

Table 1. Ar/F o N 6V/V - CONSTANT/X

Possible sources of frequency fluctuations. - (F0 x CONSTANT)/V, (29)

which gives

) -T F, ffll SAF(f) - F0  x CON.;TANT/V. (30)

? Ptta".rw I stfa .ru aoth a. , T"ralurt This has the correct functional dependence on
qragi.ts dOri tita rajavt5 so surface or interface phenomena should

, rs, , ,st l, stai be considered prime candidates for being the
source, or sources, of flicker noise. Thisi iets , class of phenomena is also compatible with

St most of the observations concerning the
4• ,tJt, importance of the properties of the

transducer metal to flicker noise levels.
atte~~t~n de%.-rpt tu u

V.,taAkant3

paeze~le~jr Random Walk Noise

Ads.rg . There is another type of modulation noise
o! cantaants that occurs at very low noise frequencies (f

.r~ace < 0.1 Hz) which has not been discussed yet.
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This is a noise process for which sF(f)
varies as 1/f and is therefore a random walk
noise. This2 ype of nfse has been observed " , ,
for both SAW and SAW" devices, though in A:SWU SAW nEMATOnItSoZCMAn1
most SAW devices the noise can be traced to
environme ltajfactors such as temperature
fluctuations 3. However, random walk noise 

to

that is not caused by any known environmental too
factors has been observed in SAW devices. '

Figure 12 shows the measured noise levels of
i*varl SAW oscillators over the noise
frequency range of 10" H: to I07 Hz. Below
10" Hx, the observed spectrum is close to IV i,. I i , IV Ir ,,I I 'a' IV
being random w lk in nature. Figure 13 shows
the results of similar measurements on
another 425 MHz SAW resonator oscillator
except that the data is plotted in the time
domain in terms of @ (. The flicker and Figure 13. Flicker and random walk noise o

random walk regiotis Ire also clearly evident a 425 Hz SAW resonator
here. The bulgo in the data near f - 300 Hz ocilndomain.
was traced to temperature fluctuations but
the other regions show little to no
correlation to temperature variations. For
SAW resonators near 420 MHz a typical level
for Srif) at f - 10" H: is 3x10 , though There is not enough data yet to
this may vary from device to device by more determine precisely what the dependence on re

than an order of magnitude either way. is for random walk noise, but the one data

point for a 5 Mlz SAW device that does not
*= "' appear to be 2 aused by temperature

- , , , , - ..... fluctuations suggests that lhe r_
dependence is grea ser than rFA Ind may even

be greater than rF,. If te -r dependence
does in fact exist, it is then not surprising
that inherent random walk noise is more

2 o noticeable In high frequency SAW devices than
,, in low frequency SAW resonators. Even less is

to oo SAW OICCS known about the possible causes of random

0 A walk noise than for flicker noise, but there
o * otL * is data for SAW devices that Indicate3 2that

there is a connection between the two
£ Furthermore, processing steps have been

recently identified that reduce both flicker

noise and random walk noige.
4

Conclusions

Considerable progress has been made over

o the last 10 to 15 years In the understanding
of close-to-carrier noise processes In stable

/oscillators. Though a complete explanation
is far from being in place, many major

characteristics have come to light. The
oscillator designer can now make informed
decisions about many of the oscillator design

.s '. parameters. Also, Leeson's model still
_ provides a suitable frasework for developing

-8 approximate expressions for oscillator noise
, I , , * , * , , , characteristics.

lor We W4 W, to, to' og lo At this tire there is nz way of

FREOUENCY (Hz) predicting flicker noise levels in individual
oscillator components, and it is therefore
highly desirable that manufactures of

Figure 12. Spectral density of frequency resonators and amplifiers begin to measure

fluctuations for three SAW and specify flicker noise levels in their
oscillators. Random walk noise products.
is present for f ( .01 lIz.
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ACCURACY OF TIME TRANSFER IN SATELLITE SYSTEMS

Clifford M. Will
McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences, Department of Physics

Washington University, St. Louis MO 63130
(314)889-6244

The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) of the U. S. Department of
Defense is a military and civilian navigation and time transfer system based on a
constellation of satellites carrying atomic clocks. Six satellites are currently operational
(with an ultimate goal of 21 satellites), in 12-hour Earth orbits at 11,000 miles altitude.
The present uncertainty in the system is 20 ns in time, or less than 10 m in position. At
this it-el of accuracy, the effects of Einstein's theory of relativity1 ' must be taken into
account to obtain accurate and consistent measurements. These include the special
relativistic time dilation and the gravitational redshift, which affect clock rates, and the
Sagnac effect, which involves synchronization of orbiting clocks.

Recently, a study was carried out under the auspices of the Air Force Studies Board
(Commission on Engineering and Technical Systems/National Researh Council) to
evaluate the adequacy of present methods for taking relativistic effects into account in
GPS, and to make recommendations for future improvements. In this paper we report
the conclusions and recommendations of that study'.

(1) Current methods for treating relativistic efiects are valid to well below the 2 ns
level, and have been verified empirically in GPS to 5 ns.

(2) Improvement in accuracy in GPS from the current 20 ns to 2 ns is desirable and
possible without new technology, by establishing timing discipline at ground monitor
stations, by maintaining the high-latitude monitor station in Alaska for a few more years,
and by making distance determinations to at least one satellite that are independent or
the satellite clocks, in order to separate satellite ephemeris errors from clock errors.

(3) For sub-nanosecond accuracy and long-term improvements, a number of studies
were recomunended to determine the benefits of improved distance determinations to
satellites, of improved compensation of ionospheric and tropospheric effects on the
navigation signals, and of coordinated use of clocks with higher stability and reliability.

(4) Accurate time-transfer systems such as GPS offer the opportunity to study
fundamental relativistic questions.

I. C. M. Will, 1981, Theory and Experiment in Gravitational Physics, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.

2. C. M. Will, 1986, Was Einstein Right?, New York: Basic Books.

3. C. M. Will (ed.), D. B. Debra, D. Eardley, W. 0. Hamilton, J.-S. Leung, B.
McMillan, R. Matzner, R. F. C. Vessot, G. M. R. Winkler, and N. Yannoni, 1986,
Accuracy of Time Transfer in Satellite Systems, Washington: National Academy
Press.
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RELATING THE ALLAN VARIANCE TO THlE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS OF A LINEAR STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION MODEL FOR PIECISION OSCILLATORS

James William Chaffee
Systems Control Technology. Inc.

Palo Alto. California 94304

IS Often termed the frequency drift. This model Is
Model% of clock errors art or Interest In ue nttGSKlg ltr

understanding the XAYSTAR GPS Control Segment as This model also Illustrate% the concerns Autman
well as In the design and simulation or uset. equilp- raises In (6) an (7. for ont thing, since the
ment. In these practical situations, the question ria salepts bt) renwredfr
of how the Clock 0odel's noise properties relate to Brnian sam0.pge pi th e tocarti nowhere difer
the Allan Variance Is important. In particular, the art difficult to inttrprtt. However, this Is
,eflationship between the diffusion coefficients or handltd rigorously In (1.5. 10). Of 4 more serious
so-called process nolse parameters fr the stochas- Concern Is that tile system above does fiot seema to
tic differential equation often used In talown fil- a~ait a stationary Solution. since the coefficient
ters to model the behavior of oscillators and the *Atriz does not have negative eigtnvalues. (See (4.
Allan Variance must be understood. In this paper. Chapter 8, Section 2).) lecuse of this, the Solu-
the rtlatlooi'1Op it stated and derived using inte- tion vector cannot be said to follow a model given
grals of stocnastic processes as the natural tool. by a poe spectral lzi.

Inrodun on Nonethtless,. the power law msodel as described
The Instantaneous time error of a clock run In 11-9) can be applied through the fAct that the

from a precision oscillator Is sometimes modeled as Solution of the above system can be Gaussian with
4 simple lintar stochastic differential equation stAtionary incrtents.
with constant Coefficients. This is the Case with
the Global Positioning System control Segment. which The solution to this equation Is
uses a Xalimn fliter to mike error emats and
predictions. 5()t*t 0 St)* I )8~

In practical situations, the question of hw~
the model's voise propertits relate to the Alltin
variance Is of lmporta'.ct. In this paper. the t~lla- %Ar Wt to) o eap(A(t -to)) and 5(to) Is the
tionship Is stated and derived using Integrals of Initial Condition (2. 4. 5). If It Is assuacd that
stohastic Processes as the natural tool. The most Sit,) Is a non-randoft constant, then S(t) Is
Sophisticated tool Is the Wiener Integrtl. a Gaussian with stationary increments (4, Chapter B.
Stilest-typ* integral of a non-random inttgrand Section 2).
with respect to a Wiener process. Appropriate ref-
ereces are (1-3). Rererences covering linear %to- Th tiot error Is given by
chastic differential equations are (2, 4, and 5).

Conicerns expressed by Rutman In [6) and (7) re- (It
garding the use of a powr law spectral density X(t) MY~t. * y(to)(t-t0) I 1'01 -i---
model for the non-stationary diffusion resulting
from such a model are also addressed. In fact. Itt
Is shown that sooe of the parameters appearing In f t db1().) 4 f (t-X)db2(~)the power law model can be precisely interpreted as
parameters associated with the linear stochastic t0 t0
differential equation. Unfortunately, this does not
apply to flicker noise. f. t X12

The Stchastic Oifferintial Equation Mo~d t0l

Let x~t) denote the instantaneous time error The Integral% are white noise Integrals and are de-
of a clock~ run from an oscillator with instantaneous tailed In (1-5, 10). They can be differentiated to
frequency v(t) avo # Av(t). following standard product the stochastic differential equation
terminology (7-9). Then. formally.

YM a4-L~ . werey~t)% i- Utdx(t) - y(t 0)dt z at OWt - to )dt +

0 4- dI 1(t) b b2 (tdt +

This notion can be given mathematical precision
with the model

dx(t) 0 1 0 x(t j bl(t] t (0 -)d 3(.)t

dy~t - 0]F (t) dt + db2(t)
dz(t) 0 0 0 ZMt db3P) The Allan variance Is concerned with random ftluctua-L L iLtions over a fixed time interval T. By assuming

which will be denoted dS(t) a AS(t)dt #. dB(t). x(t 0 ). Y(t0). and z(t0) are non-random.
where the bi(t) are Independent Wiener processes they can be detemined and removed, at least in

withcontan difusins l. he vriale ~t) theory. For this reasrn. they will be assumed zero.
withcontan difusins ~. he vriale ~t) leaving the stochastic differential equation
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(t)4t m dx(t) n db (t) 4 b 2(t)dt C f tk #' Z d f tk #V 1S
[ k  Zdt ZsdS

4 (f (t - X)d1 3)(X) dt.
o tE(ZtZs)dtds 

-
This equation provides the relationship to the tk  lk

p.er law model. In order to keep the tetainology
consistent with the engineering literature. let First. it Is necessary to compute
to be tk and compute the Integral of y(t)dt
between tk and tkf' (see ti, 2. or 3) for details
regarding these calculations): q(ztzs) C [f (t.Wlt tdil) x

y(t)dt f dbt~t) f b2(t)dt T

k Sk x jo (S.)I(S)Ob() (1>max(s,t))

tt f (t (.)Ck~~~ksSftk tk P)( j~

lhe first integral on the right side Is
bl(tk t 1) - bl(tk) which has the same ,SAt
wan and variance as bl(i). and being Gaussian " q3  (t-%)(s-).)dx
Is thus statistically equivalent to b!tw). which tk
has zero mean and variance q1,.

The second Integral has metan z~ero, since St)
b2(t) Is zero mtan. Its variance Is obtained by t (s t) ! -k

noting that bt(t) beginning at tk has covarl- 2 q3 ts((st)t) ) "W 1
ante kernal k (s. t) - q((sAt) - tk), where
SAt means minimum of s and t. (s) 3

Kow the variance of f b2(t)dt Is
tk  If this Is integrated with respect to s and t

obtained by computing a deterministic (Ritemann) over the square with sides tk to 
tktv. the result5

Integral iS q3  , , with the Intermediate calculations

V ft k 1ttv t#
Var t b2(t)dt ftk I tk tsiSS-

tk kt
tk  f tk t234_k  t 4i _Z 5 d~l

fk((St) t t0c dsdt k~~ 12 4 k 15i
t t tt tkI c /

(f tk+' tk" 1k 2 (S t l stk-~ d d tl
•q2 dtft sds t t ds)-t k  t

3~~ k- 12,3  k 4 0

and
Thus. { tkf t k f~4

Th b2(t)dt Is Gaussian with zero mean t3 [(sft) 3tk]dsdt

3
and variance q2 1 23 1 4 152 itkt 61 4  i

The third Integral also has zero mean. if Zt  Since each of the Wiener processes bi(t) is

denotesJ (t-).)db for t > tk- then Its assumed independent, this shows that

tk  P
variance is J y(t)dt is Gaussian with mean zero (assuming

tkc
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the *trend" has been removed) and variance the frequency fluctuations are measured in nznosec-
3 5 onds over a time Interval of seconds, q, is

qI 23& ~q 2 0 22 3qL. q (ns) /s. q2 Is (ns/s) 2/s or (ns) / 3, and q3 is

Notice that this expression for the variance Is 2 S
Independent of the endpoints and depends only on 0 s

v. This shows that the Intvgrals of y(t). (or One way to understand this Is to note that the
each tk, form a sequence of independent, identi- Brownian motion process bt has variance propor-
cally distributed Gaussian random variables, Of tional to time, so that Var(bt * qt.
course. tk *- tk I  by assumption, which
corresponds to there being no dead time in the meas- Maybeck (5, p.221) ,xplains the units by noting
urements, that dbt is delta corre1ated and the delta func-

tln has units of (time)-l, so that Var(dht)
J!--At- in-.ra!.na a qA(t). In either case, q would be forced to

Following (7] and (9), the Allan variance Is have units of variance per time.

defined as an ensemble average. Ignoring the ques- Note that these units are also consistent with
tIons regarding ergodicity of the processes, which the unitless nature of the Allan variance. If the
relate to methods of obtaining estimates. Note that units of qj are (time) 24(time), then qth
the statistics computed above are ensemble aver- would be unitless. Because of this. No and N2
ages. The definition used here is that of the zero will also have units of variance per time.
dead time, two-sample Allan variance

Conclusion
2 2( k0l - )2  It has been shown how the two-sample, zero dead

time Allan variance can be related to a white noise

r rtk f stochastic differential equation sometimes used to
where * ;.]. y(t)dt. By what was shown in model precision oscillators in Kalman filter based

. Itestimation schemes. One particular application is

the last section, ?kWl and V k are Independent the Global Positioning System's estimation scheme.

and zero-mean. Futhermore. the variance of Ik Is This relationship is

independent of k for each k, and indeed the 3

random variables Y are Identically distributed 2 ) - + ! q
for each k, assuming tk 1 a tk t. Therefore, y 3 2Q

where the qI are diffusion parameters (also
- * 2called process noise) related to time. frequency.

Var(Ykl) " Var(Yk) a CY) a and frequency drift states.
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MODIFIED ALLAN VARIANCE

L. G, Bernier
Laboratoire d'Electromagnitisme et d'Acoustique,

Ecole Polytechnique Fid4rale, Lausanne, SWITZERLAND.

The modified Allan variance was introduced
by Allan and Barnes 3 in 1981 with the spe-

This paper presents a theoretical analysis of cific purpose of rectifying the temporal-spec-
the modified Allan variance. It is shown that, tral ambiguity of the original Allan variance
if used under the proper conditions, the mod-
ified Allan variance can eliminate not only the Thi temporal method used by Allan and
temporal-spectral ambiguity it was designed Brne" is based on the generalized autoco-
to solve, but also the system bandwidth de- .%riance function of the time function x(t)
pendence of the original Allan variance. Its actual high frequency behavior depends on

'tic hrdware bandwidth and is not tractable
In i o1a in the time domain. As a result, the authors

assumed that the dependence on the hard-
In rccent years, much work has been done wAn' bandwidth is the same for both the
about the characterization of frequency stabi- otrginal and the modified Allan variances. In
lity in the time domain. It appears that the a more recent work, Lesage and Ayi4 used a
main requirements for a good definition of tpectral method and found the same harware
frequency stability are the following , bandwidth dependence as Allan and Barnes

1) The definition should be stationary even if
the underlying frequency process is not. This paper presents a new spectral analysis of

2) The relationship between the time and the modified Allan variance that takes into
frequency domains should be bi-univocal account the exact high frequeny behavior of
so that the power spectral density of the the trequency fluctuations The principal re-
frequency flu%,tuations could be reconsti- suht is the demonstration that the dependence
tuted from te time domain measure- of the modified Allan variance on the hard-
ment ware bandy dth can be completely eliminated

3) The measuremen\ should characterize ex- if a large number of samples is used and if a
clusively the oscilator under test and, in proper sampling rate is selected.
particular, it should be independent of the
measuring system bandwidth Analysis of the modified Allan_ In

Assumng that the frequency fluctuations are
properly described by the usual polynomial The original definition of the modified Allan
modell variance was expressed in terms of the sam--

pies xk of the time function x(t)s
S (f)( a f,

Sy(f) h-,=-Ch° Mod a (nt 0) =

which represents the single-sided power spec- '2 1 Ln - 2(2)
tral density of the normalized frequency de- - E -(Xi+2n - +n + X) 2
viation y(t), it can be shown that the defini- (nTo) n
tion of the Allan variance meets the first re-
quirement for all the noise processes in the where 'ro is the averaging time and n the
model2. It can be shown, moreover, that the number of frequency samples. E{ } is the
two other requirements are also met for all mean value operator. The time function x(t)
but two kinds of noirt : the phase flicker 1 defined as the integral of the normalized
(a=1) and the white phase noise (a=2) pro- frequency process y(t)l Hence, the time
cessesl . For both these processes, the de- samples Xk may be computed from the fre-
pendence of the Allan variance upon the av- quency samples Yk using
eraging time T is nearly the same and the
variance itself is dependent on the bandwidth x x
of the measuring system. y (3)
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Rewriting the original definition in terms of ',It.i Av ( y(t.T) ) (9)
the frequency samples, one obtains ,

Comparing equation (8) with equation (5), it
Mud o,(n0  (4) ppiars that the difference between the origi-

nal and modified Allan variances reduces to a,fr ~ ~ ' ~ 'j supplcmentary DMA operator in the cast of
1v E n , y' W , ,he modified Allan variance This supplemen-

E .. ' -tal ->' . k ary operator determines the "software band-
widih" discussed in Allan and Barnes' paper

A close examination of this last form demon- This is illustrated in the functional diagram of
ttrates that the calculation of the modified figure I that shows the sequence of operators
Allan variance covers two distinct operations that must be applied t- the frequency process
as explained below -t) in order to produce either the True

varian,=e, !14M,, or the original and modified
Fir.r €Oterjfwon Allan variances For n-.1, it can be verified
The summations on k represent a juxtapost- that the original and modified Allan variances
tion of n adjacent elementary samples aver- are identical
aged over an interval "zo. The result of the
juxtaposition is equivalent to a single sample yOt)
averaged over an interval n-o since the fre-
quency counter is assumed to have no dead
time inovins
S'ond 0 1ra/o average

The summation on i, on the other hand, re- Ft((
presents a discrete moving average (DMA)
operator applied over an interval of length no
using n discrete samples

The similarity between the original and modi-
fied variances can be highlighted by restating ,. !.'"E{( '= ) (
cquation (4) in terms of the continuous mov-
ing average (CMA) and first increment (FI) Jvxretc
operators a follows mtwing

Mod o'.(n 0) M (5)

V I.,IJ M od o.
VE [. A (n 't0)Jy(t0+(+2n)-c"0, n~r))

VAI

where to is the time origin The CMA operator /'flni /c'I/Atof of the 7"rue. v.rince,
is defined as ar~d ,,;Vi ord: ina. and rndih/ed 4/n

t1 Thc vwrra~ouc Modified Allan variance
t y(u) du (6)

ft t- , tf the number n of samples goes to infinity
.hle the averaging time

and the Fl operator as (10)
T -S nlT O0

&(Ur){y(t)) a y(t) - y(t-T) (7) is kept cunstant, the DMA operator may be
replaced by its continuous equivalent. There-Using the same operators, on the other hand, fore, the asymptotic modified Allan variance,

the definition of the original Allan variance foe the modified Allan varrance for n=o,

reduces to ie temdfe la eac o ~o
may be defined as

2 (T)-V2 E{ 2 (t) } (8) M S E(
yMod 0 (QO, T) M 1/2 E T)] (11)

where (t) is defined as
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Hence, the asymptotic Allan variance may be
-alculated in the spectral domain by cascading " Ri ;
twice the CMA transfer function and once the 33
FI transfer function The result is as follows -2 0 825410

271n3 - 321n2
Mviod oV (OD •) SYV (I) 4 df (12) 161n2

(nfx4 0 '-0 5

This last integral was calculated for each term 81n2 - 31n3 * 124
of the polynomial model The result is given 2ln(2nBT) • ln(2nBY)
in table I below

S#).qI; Mod C,.q1(, r) 2BT By
sl/ope TNb/ :

h. f-2 11/20 n h. 2 T 1 Rtz) oflruv/ op mtg.r vj/us o/o
h. 1/8 (271n3 - 321n2) h-, 0
10  'A h0 1 t  -1 The difference between the high frequency be-
h f 3/(8it') hI (81n2-31n3) "2 -2 haviors of the original and modified Allan

, 2variances may be explained by a comparison
3/(8i) h1 " 3 EI the spectral equations (12) and (16) using

nal On one hand, there is a bandwidth de-
T7lbe J pendence in the original Allan variance be-

Pe.wctnship etkvon the jsynptotic kause the high frequency stop-band of the
modf& "e Allan .lvar:..nre tnd the polynomm/ equivalent filter follows a f-2 envelope which is

mnodel .ufficient to limit the bandwidth of the pro-
,.ess (t) for * < 1 On the other hand, the

From this table, it can be observed that the supplementary CMA operator associated with
slope ambiguity of the original Allan variance the asymptotic modified Allan variance yields
is now resolved The slope is as a function of r a f-4 envelope which is sufficient to limit the
obeys the law bandwidth of the process C(t,T) for o < 3

Hence, in the range -2 : a :5 2 covered by
Mod a, (co T) a T where p a -1-a the polynomial model, the bandwidth depen-

for -2 4 a < 3 (13) dene is eliminated

analysis with constant in

where the condition ca 2 -2 guaranties the
stationarity of ((t,) The condition a < 3 will in practice, the modified Allan variance is
be explained below The ratios measured by varying the number n of sam-

ples while keeping constant the averaging time

Mod a-(n) 10.
R.(n) -  (14) The DMA operator is defined as

an 1 niT.
were also calculated for different values of c, u (t,n 0 ) s u t - kT(
using table I and table II in 1. The result is n y.o
iven in table 2 below Lsing the transfer functions associated with

the CMA, Fl and DMA operators, it can beThe law (13) that determines the slope p is in shown from (5) that the spectral expression
agreement with Allan and Barnes' results, as of the modified Allan variance is as follows.
well as the ratios R(co) computed above for
a=-2, -1 and 0 (see table 2 in 3). For a=1 2
and 2, however, the present analysis shows Mod ai (n,) =
that the dependenc, of the modified Allan B
variance on the hardware bandwidth can be + 6
completely eliminated. Hence, the ratios R(co) 2 Syy(f) s df (16)
are dependent on B. (nnfr) sin2 (1nfT)
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It cati be verified that expression (16) yields Therefore the AB condition becomes
the asymptotic modified Allan variance for
n=00 and the original Allan variance for n-1. fO >> vB (21)A sharp cut-off frequency B is assumed. which means that the CMA operator associ-
The modified Allan variance associated with ated with the asymptotic Allan variance may
the different types of noise processes may be be approximated successfully by a DMA oper-
calculated by replacing the power spectral ator only if the sampling rate fo is set high
density S*yy(f) in (16) by each term of the enough in respect to the signal bandwidth B.
polynomial model After a simple change of
variable one obtains The above discussion leads to the distinction of

two experimental cases that depend upon the
Mod O(h*, nr0) sampling rate as follows

nv0 *-Th. ase ot high samp/mi. rate /o >> xB
sn When fo >> nB, the AB condition is always

h 2 sin'(u) du (17) verified and, the IR condition is verified only
tnnro i o n' sin"(ui for large values of n. This implies that for1snn owl and o-2, the Allan variance (n-1) is far

below the asymptotic modified Allan variance
An examination of this last expression leads to because the hardware bandwidth is too small
the lollowing conditions of convergence toward and limits the power that gets through the
the asymptotic modified Allan variance. equivalent filter (IR condition not satisfied).

But, as the parameter n is increased simulta-
pwrion Range conditin neously with T, the software bandwidth be-

The bandwidth independence that is sought :omes smaller and smaller. Ultimately, the IR
after can be achieved only if the bandwidth of condition is verified and the asymptotic modi-
the process t(t,T) is limited by the equivalent fied Allan variance is reached.
filter frequency response (i e the software
bandwidth) and not by the measuring system
frequency response (i e the hardware band- A--
width) This condition cannot be satisfied un- R
lcss the hardware bandwidth B is much larger
than the center frequency 1/(nTr) of the main n
lobe of the equivalent filter. This determines F 1
the following condition on the integration 0

range in (17) which will be referred to as the 10
integration range (IR) condition F

nBmf >> I/n (18) to"  0 1 1 10 100

Note that this condition is necessary but not T [5]

.ufficient for the convergence of the integral. Figure 2
Thcoretical calculation of the modified Allan

.41vnporc Behavior condition v-arince /or a phase flicker f i 1).
Or the other hand, the integrand in (17) be-
,;vmes independent of n and equivalent to the ,
asymptotic integrand in (12) on the condition
that . -

10 C
nBTO << 1. (19) -

This last condition will be referred to as the l
asymptotic behavior (AB) condition.

The AB condition may be interpreted as a F
corollary of the sampling theorem as follows.
The sampling rate fo of the frequency counter 10 0 1 1 10 100
is defined as the inverse of the sampling pe- T [s]
riod Figure 3

Theoretcal calculation of the modifed Allan
1(k = II 0 (20) variance for a white phase noise (a = 2).
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This cast is illustrated on figure 2 and 3 by noise 0-2) The frequency source was a syn-
curves E and F The parameters are given in thesizer, phase modulated by a low-pass fil-
table 3 below. The sampling period -to was se- tered white noise generator The frequency
lected in order to match the sampling period samples were obtained using a pair of fre-
used in the experimental verification. :uency counters controlled by a desk-top

computer The dead-time of the individual
counters was eliminated by arming one coun-

CurSe'mp/g rwtre B ['./ ter and stopping the other using, the same
transt:on of an external clock Hence, while

A high 1000 one counter was counting, the other was
B high 100 computing a frequency sample and transmit-
C high 20 ting it to the desk-top computer through an
E low I GPIB 480 bus The sampling rate used was the
F low 0.1 highest permitted by the counters : fo - 20

H: (To - 50,803 m) Each measurement was
Figure 2 - 1, h2 u. tov" 5,0803x10- 2 s obtained using 10000 frequency samples and
Figure 3 a - 2, h2 - 1, To - 5 0A03Xl0 2 S. each experimental point is the mean value of
Curve D is the asymptotic mod Alian var. 500 samples of the modified Allan variance

distributed evenly among the frequency sam-
TPer pies The xperimental measurements are

Paramete'rs of fgures 3 id • shown on figures 4 and 5 and the parameters
of the different curves are given in tables 4

The case of low samp/in4 rate - / << &B and 5 below
When fo << nB, the AB condition Is never
satisfied, therefore the properties of equation
(17) cannot be deduced from those of the A
asymptotic case On the other hand, the IR
condition is satisfied for all n. "

The calculation of the integral in equation
(17) shows that for o-2 it is independent of "10
n Therefore the modified Allan variance
obeys the law (13) for every n since the de- $ 0"

pendence upon r is determined by the factor ,.
2h.(nT)--* outside the integral sign. This
property produces curves that are parallel to
and higher than the asymptotic Allan vari- 0 1 10 100
ance The dependence upon the hardware
bandwidth is the same than in the case of the [s]
original Allan variance, since it is the same Figure 4
for every n including n-1. This case is illus- £E rmental veruecjt/on of the modiird Allan
trated on figure 3 by the theoretical curves variance In the case of high samplig rate for
A, B and C. Note that for B - 20 Hz, the a white phase noise (a .2)
quantity nBTo= 3.19 is not much higher than
unity and that the corresponding slope is not 60. A3 C
exactly -3 For larger hardware bandwidths, 10,.
on the other hand, a good parallelism with 2 te r, ,uert
respect to the asymptotic curve is observed. 10 a thery

For a=1, the integral in (17) becomes inde-
pendent of n only for large values of n and
the limit of the integral is the same as in the 2]
asymptotic case. Consequently there is a de- 10
pendence of the variance upon the hardware
bandwidth only for small values of n. The 10asymptotic curve is reached for large values 01 1 10
of n. This case is illustrated on figure 2 by r [s]
the theoretical curves A, B, and C.

Experimental verification Fgure 5
Erperinental veriication of the modilefd Allan

The above results were verified experimentally variance ih the case of low samphg rate for
in the case of a band-limited white phase a White phase noise (a= 2)
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Cuirve B /J$1'] Tswe The agree~y.,int betwv:.) thne -,r.oretical arid
experimentM 1zs vt-y &Oti Moreover,

B 0 1 experimental the exerimc-ttl re;~tconfirms the
C 1 experimental lack of p1zzw~ae.,t th~e modified
D 0 1theoretical variance ane tl-.e ~~ cmadified van-
E I theoretical once when nfltj ,-, 6 tlc larger than

unity (B-20 liz
For all curves : ct 2, -to a 5 0803X10- 2

Curve A is the asymptotic mod Allan var.

r4 b/c 4 li this paper .,x th i ;a~ itylls J the
Paramcwrers of ,'ifure I' modified Allan w-c~n~ ~ iu~nted. The

analysis is state!A ini tQec A domnron and
Ct.m B 11] 73vekes into acco.irtt th~ ti limitinf effect of7.s W the measuring syt,4-. ihe p'roicipal results

! k 20 ~theory + measurement r,

kI0 h oy + es r m n 1) A chart of the 0 fticients that re-
For All cut , s * 2, to - 5. 0803XI0-2. liAte each term ..i v.1. p...iyn .",nial model to
Curve A ft. th,. asymptotic mod. Allan var. the correspo'nding &. !mptotic modified Al-

lan variance
Tablei 5 2) Both the general and asymptotic integral

Paramneterst v/ kqure 5 expressions of the modified Allan variance
as a function of the single-sided power

Yjd= in he c Q[spectral density of the frequency fluctua-
The odiied 1,Jn vriai-,iwasmeasredfor tiolns

The0 1H mod tBico .ln v1i.~ wasO2 asure B forH 3) The definition and the analysis of the
(B- 0.16 sing a 4thXO2 nde B-s 1iHz cases of low and high sampling rates that
ter.The re06)ulsin ar shw ordfger 4.wp frior determine the two possible behaviors of

ter.Theresltsareshow onfigre . Pior the modified Allan variance when it is
to normalization. the coefficient h2 Was CVal- measured by varying n while keeping -to
uated assuming that for the largest value of n constant
the measured variance is equal to the zsymp-
totic Allan variance. The main ,nclusion is that the modified Allan

The xpeimenal nd heorticl cuvesare variance can eliminate not only the temporal-
The evermenta agemn thorleticalcues aren spectral ambiguity it was designed to solve,

and show that the asymptotic variance is ef- bualotestmbndih pnqc f

fectively independent of the system band- the original Allan variance
width In the region near the maxima of the
curves there is a slight discrepancy between Rfrne
the theoretical and experimental curves that
comes from the fact that the theoretical l. J. Rutman, "Characterization of Phase
curves were calculated for a rectangular low- and Frequency Instabilities in Precision Fre-
pass filter while a 4th order low pass-filter quency Sources -Fifteen Years of Progress"
was used in the experimental set-up. It can MEEE Procedkgs, vol. 66, no. 9. September
be observed, finally, that for small observa- 1.978, pp, 1048-1075
tion times the internal noise from the syn- 2 W C Lindsey, C. M, Chie, "Theory of
thesizer masks the externally injected white Oscillator Instability Based upon Structure
phase noise. This effect explains why the part Functions." IEEE Proceedi~qqs. vol. 64, De-
with a positive slope can hardly be observed cember 1976, pp. 1652-1666
on the experimental curves. 3 D. W. Allan, J. A. Barnes, "A Modified

Veiiato n h f lwsmbrae'Allan Variance' with Increased Oscillator Cha-
low amping ateracterization Ability, " Proc. 35th Annual Fre-

The modified Allan variance was measured for q.nyCnrlSmoim hldlha a
13=20 Hz ',nBro=3.2) and B=100 Hz (vBTo=16). 491 PpLs. T-7. y,"hrceiaon f
using a low-pass Cauer filter. The results are Frqec P eSabilit. Anysiso Cactezo M odfe
shown on figure 5. Prior to normalization, Frqec Stbly.AasiofheMdid

theparmetr h wa evluaed rom the Allan Variance and Properties of Its Esti-
mate, " IEEE Trans. on Instrumnentation andlmeasurement of the original Allan variance M-easurem7en, vol. IM-33, no. 4, December

(n=1) using the nomninal bandwidth of the 1984, pp 332-336.
Cauer filter.
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FREQUENCY STABIITY CHARACTERIZATION
OF 11OPPING SOURCES

Grigorios A. Kalivas and Robert C. ilarrion
Department of Electronics

Carleton University, Ottawa, KIS 0)0, CaWda.

The Increasing demand for Spread Spectrum (SS) Sys-
ten" utilizing Frequency Synthsizrs impowe a need r de-i
velopm nt of fast Frequency Hopping (FII) Systems which
constitute the most Important part of FII.SS or hiybrid-SS
Communication Systems. Speed limitations of other systems I I I I
suggests the employment or fat-tuning Voltage Controlled
Oscillators (VCOs) which art digitally controlled through a I I I I
Digital.to-Analog Converter (|)AC). Since the" source ar T, r, -1 I
not phas.-locked the output noise does not obey the ILL
output noie formulation. Therefore an attempt is made here I
to ute time-domain frequency stability measures to charac-
terize the noise of this kind of free-running Hopping Sources. IPT

Introduction Fig. 1: Graphical Representation of Measurtment Pro-

The main problem addrtted in this paper is the clu- cedure

cidation of a procedure leading to noise characterlzation of
a ClAs of frequency-hopping cicilators. Until now, various
variance measures have been Introduced and used, It, 12),
l31, (4), [S1 to characterize the Short Term requcncy Stability T, M time fetwen two succeive meFrrment. of the

(STFS) of free-r-inning oscillators. An attempt Is made here eq F

to apply the existing measures to frequency-hopping sources. P total number of measurments needed to characterize

As pointed out in the literature, 16), 171, (81 thermal ef- the statistical properties of y().
fects, such as changes in junction temperature of the active ]fence the short term average yr(t) represents the quan-
elements, power dissipation changes and instability of the tity actually measured by the counter:
biu sources are the primary factors contributing to short-
term post tuning drift (PTD). All these changes are the re- 1 1 (r)dt (3)
suit or tuning voltage change commands when the system Mt) f r

is to be hopped from one frequency to another. Analog and I-T

digital noise coupled to the tuning voltage input of a Voltage Considering y(t) as a signal, equ. (3) can be regarded as a
Controlled Ose-llator (VCO) can also effectively increase the smoothing operation on y(t). It can easily be shown that
frequency instability of the system (9]. When these effects the following relationship exists:
are taken into txcount it becomes apparent that the STFS
of a hopping sys-em may exhibit behaviour unlike that of a 'slnrfr\2
free-running frequency source. 17,(t)(I) = (I) ( I (4)

Before this section Is closed the formulation of the prol
lem is presented. Let the oscillator output signal be g(t): where:

g(t) = Acos (wt + 0(t)) (f) I represents the frequency,
-ty is the power spectral density (PSD) of y(t), and

and the instantaneous frequency fluctuations (IFF) be 1t): "',F(t) is the PSD of V,(t).
The best way of characterizing the short-term frequency

(t)= d 1 (2) fluctuations under consideration, is to u-e the variance of
di ' y(t). This is defined as:

A digital counter measures the number of zero level crossing +0
points within an interval r which is called the averaging in- 02 f q(f)df,
terval. A nominal frequency Fr is measured every T, sec for
r sec (Figure 1).
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Obvi*Wsy this filter Is not realimbit and eqit. (5) Is reason (fo the tcsonrce of the pin" trm In tht variance
approximatoo by: estitor expressions Is the finlit nomttr, p, of Nqu-mcr

Mrtmnis utsed to cha etts the variance.
4* liteice the gceneral Tstititc of the Variance il givfn by

u jt(I):.TIwItht following eqluxtion:

where C2i(I) Is a 111ter ga4 in r.

The different ways of clculating tht Wft~ vriance lire cailloi

here hVariAnct Wsee the most Important of which lit
skscribet! below:

The irst of these variance nwitsures. was Introduced by
DXi1t llaritzi I! anti Allan 13 in 1066. For cach sof psan4es.

lcCr~ull the following qtmntity Is calculated:

Cutwhte

Fig. 2: System Implementation Using tquas. (8) andI (10) It is shown III that the estintate
oftevariance is given by tqu. (7) for i101)(fl Is ais

The measurement system Is Illustrated in Fig. 2. At [C,(IXIT -) (I
point (a) a digital tuning commurand k. applied to the input of Trbe second) variance ineaisure was introduced by Iloikant
the DAG. A particular digital word, 4 will cauw the flAC to 141 ~ibono 14) in 10706. hi tis case the variance iA gtiven
isue a correponding analog -bnltage at point [b). Tis volt- bythe l'in K xfi"
age is applied to the VCO which In turn-issutes a particular b h olwn xrsin
frequency P,. This frequency Is mixed with a very stable
Local Oscillator (1.0) to produce a downconvertcd replica of 0a'(r,T)
the VCO output which bears ail the STFS Information Ill. r
The mnixing stage is, needed because the fr equencies are not ~) (12)
directly counted within the VCO optrating range (1- 1.5 2 P a I
G11%). Centering the LO at 1.25 OGli ~will produce intcrmne- where p is an odd number. An estimate of thet variance Is:
diate output frequencies (IF) fit the 0-250 MIN range which
can be easily counted. -'(PT FW .(3

At point 'c,the IF is digitizetd (by clipping) and counted (P)~£P) 3
fora peiod of rscs every 7 secs (see Figure 1). The output Thiis is shown 14 to give a.2(r, p, TI) as fit cqu. (7) for it .2.
or the digital counter is then stored. In this case I()s(f)12 is given by equ. (1.4):

Deptridirtg on the digital command 4 point-jal, this sys-
ttm may be hopping buetween sceyeral (or even several hun- 2 sinprf7'a
dred) rrequenciia. Hence -for a -atquence of digital words IGsIf)I I -i (1.4)
djd 2 ,...,4. applied inucct4,ci1vdY we can have frequencies uzringT
F1, F2 . .. , F& respectively at- the VCO output. Hence the two different variance measures (equa.(8 l2)

In our application it was assumed that the frequency prdctwdifenflergnexesos Cf).irc-
nos ftehppn o-a p ariua rqec smil tain restrictions are imposed to the filter gain term, several

affected by the imulediately preceding frequency. other complicated measures can be derived (5). These re-
strictions are meant to impose a specific shape on 1Gj(f)j2

YAMLSUthRIeir in an effort to approximate equ.(5) in the best possible way.
Equivleont Filter Representation. In other words this filtering of Y,(n) can be represented as

The ainter Gif) i eq. () dpend ontheway a suitable windowing of its PSD. Various windows give dif.
Tegin thc rqercym Ga(f int eq tak) depnd poethed way ferent expressions for li~(f)12. Hence different windowing

in wichfreueny masumens ar taen nd rocsse in means different weighting or thle existing group of measure-
order to approximate co. 111,141. Specifically, the principal mnents.
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The effect of the value of r can he clearly sftn by takingCr .d.ma for t 4 Ch c io a ultOlf. Itnto acount the followin Considerations:riaace Ft,,tator and the lnwtpor*e of r. (a) y(t) can be reprented as Nll*w":

According to the above 4dKusisiriO the usage of e(7)
t twofold: yt) - 41) ,,() (+ )

(a) The Amt ap Is as a mesure to indicate the whier F(t) rc rmnisa Do" factor with tiro mean and au-
behaviour of u17 a a function of various parameters toorreation R(r). &(rl) i of short duration compared
such " r, p and T. to r (almost white noi) and Its area is rqual to A. -(t)

represents a signal containing all the Information about IFF
The objeciv o( applications directly related to this as- y(t). An salmte of :(t) Is the short term average, as given

pftt, Is no to obtain '-(I) itef but to test a moal for .12 by equ.(3). It can he shown that:
with a finite number of nwissrments. Therefore no special
prowlerti ar required for the tter Gi(I). Clearly a't(/)
aWd 02(j) Wlng to this Iop o filters the main advantage £!vd()]* " J (t)dt (0)
of which Is the simplicity o the computation needed to oh. .,
tain ~r~,4 Let us call thefe, variance measurfes of the

h'.,.prst A

(b) The s cod usage or o1u. (7) is as a way to ac. From equ.(17) one can see that to reduce the variance of F,,
quit arosonably accurate expte o the spectral r mimt have a relatively large value. On the other hand r
density N(J) of the frequency sluctuations. should be small enough to ensure that £(g,(t) is close to

x(t) at any instant i.
It is here that the restrictions mentioned above are im- (b) From equ. (4) it can be seen that r should be small

poWe en ICt(/)is. In this way a globl function correspond. enough such that short term noise, which corresponis to
in$ to the ideal variance #(T -. co) Is developed ($1 despite the high frequency portion of the PSI), will not be alttred
the fact that this sloll function will e a "finite time var- (i.e. filtered out) In any way. Hence for small values of r
ance" since T will always be finite. For this group of tea- the dependance of the PSD and hence o 82 on r will be
sures complicated calculations art needed to obtain o,. Let removed and a fliat portion will appear in 0-versus.p curves
us call this second group, variance meures of the second as indicated In Fig. 3.
kind. A criterion for choosing between all the measures pre-

As pointed out here, for Fill system applications, an es. sented above can now be stated:
timate o( the short.term noise only Is needed. This is In 'For/rcqucncl hopping o f fast it 81 of tist
contrast to a precise expression for the variance resulting In kn I tienrv howi esito an a a2 of the firtthe estimation of" ',(Ji)" lence 8p or 8 are adequate for kind. his measure Mkould cu~ilft an approzimaelt~l "J)tt
this tyie " characterination, portion on the 8.versus.p curtv. i/such a flat region (its,it Can 4 interpreted as the short term v rilmncc of the hoppitn

Let us now demonstrate the Importance of properly se. system. If there is no flat region, the Mauc of r should &
leting the averaging Interval r. It has been shown else. dcrtased grdually until a flat part is ot6aincd on the a2.
where, (11,141, thai. as T - no, the measures 8,,i - 1,2
may divergR,.Simulated results In I4l indicate a behaviour as versus., curve.
illustrated in Fig.3.

Exptrimental Results

Scveral data files were acquired using the system de.
IC scribed In the Section 3 which was set to hop between two

frequencies with r equal to 70 pccs. The difference be-
tween these two frequencies is conventionally called here the
frequency step. Before starting to record any measurements,
the system was set to hop for an adequate amount of time in
order to establish thermal equilibrium. Each of the obtained
data files contains approximately 15,000 data points. Front
the measures of the first kind, a' was used since it is consid-
ered to be the most widely recognised variance measure. A
FORTRAN program was used to calculate a2 according to

equs. (8) and (10). Figures 4, 5, 6 illustrate B1 x lO7-versus-
1o. (SANIPt. p for frequency steps F 1=5 Mlsz, Fj2=10 Mliz, F,1=20

Mliz. It can be seen from these figures that there always ex-
ists a 'flat" region which may constitute a measure for the

Fig. 3: fehaviour of 5 As a Function of P variance of the hopping frequency source. For instance the
estimated variance front Fig. 4 is equal to 0.55 x I0- 5. It
is also worth noting that the variance estimates are diferent
for diferent frequency steps. This is expected since the short
term PTD of the VCO depends on the frequency step.
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IMF The cN~*ifictioa ofI ex istinig varixnctc timalors Pr*.
W.1 - d Ceda rterion which can beNO~s to choot an witma.

tor Wutable for the charactetilatlon of frtqucncy hopping
tiourcc. It was Impeimirttaly dc no ratet! that 81 can
Indebe N t to podluct Variance rimAtts of k hopping
VCO for suitable values of r. In poicral It wsshown that

me. atpli the fact that hopping sourcts eahibit Ortkrs~of -
magnitude larger amounts of short term Wkis than stable

... .. .. free-runnin frequency MOure, somet Of the tech iit 0"e
to estimate the noise of ablesourctA art applicabk to hop.

It1150 ping WtO systems as Well.
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A 4ETI 40 F0k LSIN A TIi ITURVAL CQt ,TER TO .1SUIE FEQULSVY STANILITIr

C. A. tCrefthAll

Jet Propulsion .boratory, C411fornl In titute of Technololly
I'rasdtna, Cali(ornia 91109

A Cr0erCil time interVt counter ean be usse to I L
imagure tLh relative tablllity of two signals t0's. are
offset In rnmofiey Andi mixed dawn to a boat nate Ofi
40umt 1 N:. To Avoid the dad-ti m problm, the
. ,,,r is set up to read th, time intervl btwnFE
eAch bAt note uicrossing and th next m pulse o( RUNNING LATCl RECORDER
10 111 reference pulse train. The irtI1ul uiicrositlt COUNTER
times are rwcovered by a sliple algorithm "hose
output$ rAn be used for computing residuals And Allan I MH:
variance. A noise floor test yielded4 a .11 Allan

deviation of 1.3 x 109/1 rtelAtive to the bt rig. 2. Current digital portion of test set
frequency.

In the beat-Frequency or sinle-mixer mthod of Althaugh the IFSTF syitem has given good service.
frequency stability masurevntt the two sourecs to it [s severAl disAdvAntages: The counter resolutlon
be co pare4 hAe a sall frequency offset, typically Is too co.lrse for certain Applications whosef /(
In the neighbothood of I K:. Th tvo sources at
frequenry f are mixed down to a sinusoldal beat ratio Is not smll eniugh to put the quantization

noise floor below the frequency Instabilities to be
ote ait th offt. frequency (b" This sane wave ib measured. Tht p-track Incremental tape drives are

passed through a xero-crossing detector, Uhich obsolete, etsionsive to rent, and unreliable. The
produces a square wave or pulse train at the sam ofllle tape processinlg and graph plotting i3 slow
frequency, as In Fig. 1. The relative time deviation and cumbersome.
or ffractioRal frequency deviation of the two sources
13 equal to f 1 0 times that of the square wave Iecause the (requency stability testlng program

i s m Is soon to be moved to the ntw Frequency Standards
or, ,ore precisely, its we" of upcrossings, hich Lboratory, this is a good time to aevelop a more
are spaced approximately I second apart. The Accurate and ore convenient test set. The laboratory
Improvement to be discuSSed below deals only with the alrcady h a A Hewlett Packard 1000 reAltlme computer
masurement of these uperossing tifs; the analog 4nd several HP 5334A universal counters, which ean
(ront end of the system remains the sa. measure imu Intervals with A I ns resolution and

Interface with the computer on a IEEE-488 bus. The
problem lia botn thait these are in~te-rval counters
with dead time between measurements; unaided, such a
counter can measure at most every other period of the

LOWPASS ZERO- strea of beat-note upcrossings. This de.d-timo
FILTER l CROSSING ------ llimitation has now been overcome by the Introduction

DETECTOR of one more element, a 10 PPS (pulses per second)
reference signal, called the Picket Fence, provided

fV f fb by a reference signal and a divider.

HP5334A
Fig. 1. Analog portion of frequency stability test COUNTER

set

Current eureeL Sstem

Fig. 2 shows the current system used at the JPL JJJJJ COMPUTER
Interim Frequency Standards Test Facility (IFSTF). I
The square wave beat note goes to a custom-built DIVIDER 0 B
digital module that latches the readings of a free- 10 PPS REF.
running I MXx 30-bit counter at the upcrossings and PICKET
writes them to a 7-tv'ack tape, which is processed FENCE
offline by a mainframe computer. In this way, the REF. 10 MHz
upcrossing times are captured with a resolution ot

I ps. Otoshi and Franco have been using a
system similar to the IFSTF's, but with a 10 MHz
counter, to measure Deep Space Station stability. Fig. 3. Picket fence setup
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Test e vadtg j redure - P

The new setup is show% In Fig. 3. Te beat note PERIOD MEASMEMENT
square w e goes into Input A of the counter, the
picket tooe into Input 3. The sam frequency
standard should drive he th Che counter and the divider
to keep the picket fe e coherent with the counter.
I a sultichaneal system, each beat hot* hus Its own
counter and there is only one picket fence signal
goi0g into all the A Inputs-

To carry out a test, oft first uses the Period A DEAD TIME DEAD TIME
function of the counter to vske a preliminary 1 j PICKET FENCE - -
"eAsurement of the period p of the square wave. it
is permissible to use a lond gate time or the
lOO-reading average (unction uhen doing this 1 41l
measuremnt. Having mesured the nocinal periol, on
switches the counter to ICA Time Inttrval A to 9 ,
function, And records all subsequent readings. Each 0
reading Is the time Interval between an upcrossing
and the next picket fencev pulse. As long as the
periods are not too short, the counter has time to
reset Itself betwen readings, And henct no upcrossing
is missed. From those raw data, the actual upcrossing
times are recovered in software by an algorithm given Fit. A. Picket fence mosurefmnt process
In detail below. Fig. 4 shows the time evolution of
the measurement process. Te following algorithm incorporates a small
Dta Procs munt of error hndling to prevent one bad input

from spoiling all th subsequint outputs.

Let d be the picket fence period (100 am), p the nioodi, Aljaritha
Initial period measurement, and vo, vl , vis ...
the sequence of time interval data. Lot to CIO Global parameters: p, d

0~ Do for n n 01 1, 2,
t,. ... be the actual upcrossing ties relative to Pead v

sofe time origin, perhaps one of the picket fence Call Unfold (n, v, X
pulses. Each tn differs froe the corresponding 

Otput Xn

-vn by an unknown Integer multiple of d, and we tnddo

would like to resolve the ambiguities.

Ler A denote the backward difference operator, Subroutine Unfold (n, v, x)

e.g., Atn I Un - tn l. 'e make the following

assumptions about the beat note: ! Inputs: n, v
! Output: x
•smions Local variables

du: current Au a -%v

1. The first period At1 differs from p by less dx: current Ax

than d/2. Any two successive periods At dxs: du anchor
At1 , dxi dx anchor

atn differ by less that% d/2. This guarantees ddx: current dx - dxa or second difference

that the 100 a ambiguities can be resolved uniquely. ! VI: previous v
! xl: previous x

2. Each period tn Is greater than d , go whore I. If n w 0 then
"" ! Initialize

g Is the mnxiwm dead time of the counter. This 2. dua a p
guarantees that no uperossing is missed. 3. dxa a 0

4. xaO
Since the tn increase quickly and may contain 5. Else

important information In their least significant 6. du - vI - v
digits, they are awkward to compute, store, and use. 7. ddx a Smod (du - dua,d)

Accordingly, the algorithm actually computes the 8. dx a dxa + ddx

sequence ot time residuals defined by 9. x a xl * dx
! Error handling

Xn a tn - to - np, n •0,1,2, ... .(1) 10. If Iddxl ( d/4 then
! Data OK, drag anchor along

At the core of the algorithm is the signed residue II. dxa a dx
tunction Smod(xm), which is defined to be x minus 12. dus a du

the closest integer multiple of m to x. For example, 13. Endif

Smod(3,) = Smod(-7,5) s-2. If x is halfway between 14. Endif
two integer multiples of m. then it doesn't matter 15. xl = x
whether Smod(x,m) is defined to be m12 or -m/2. 16. vI a Y

17. Return
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Ro-arks. Let us first discuss the Algorithm mix -f counter rv.dings vI (Knuth, pp. $lO-11,
with the err.'-check lines 10 and 13 remved. (Lines 543). If a conveniently available I PPS signal had
It ond 12 remin.) In the appendix, it is proved been used, the counter vould hav4 Always been reading
that the outputs xIs art Identical to the numbers the same value. The same frequency source, A cesium

deflned by Eq. (1). The algerithm acco plishes this stAndtd, was used for driving the counter, the picket
1fence, and the pulse generator. Thus, the results

by forcing the second difference Axn to be loss inclad# instabilities and errors of the pulse
%hAn d/2 in absolute value (in accordance with generator, picket fence divider, and counter, but not

of the Ptasurent time hAse that drives these
Assumptica I) and also equivalett to -s-vn modul d..
.'vtrthetlss, soe protection Against bad data is
needed. Table I shows what can happen if there Is one A tt. of duration 108600 s was carried out.
error with magnitude slightly greater than d/4. The The accumulated time residuals, with the pean
underlined vAlu, of ddx (n m 3) has btn e onverted by frequency offset removed, remained within a 6 ns band
Seed from -0.524 to 0.40d. As a result, the xI over the entire run. Tite Allan deviation, shown in

start to incrteAso linearly. This can cause Fig. 5, was approximately 1.3 x l0' 9/r for x bclves
computat.iona, problems for a program that Analyzes the 0.M, s and 11500 &. This shows that all the vquIpt.m
xn The error chock with threshold 4/4 anchors the maintained time r.,here ce at. the nanosecond level and

eurrent data to the lastL good data. If A IS thie that the counter met its spccifithtions.

anchor dxA At time n, and the condition in line 10 To se what this means for an actual test of
Is satisfied at times n 4nd ntl. thtn . xn1 is frequency sources, recall thAt these numbers must be

scaled down according to the source and beat
within 42 of .x. in the example, the anchor frequencies. For example, if two I MHz sources wial,

stays at Ul fo n • 2 and 3. At n a 4, It is a I H offset were being tested, the digital part of

pulled up Again. As a result, the xn go back to 0 thdeveasuremnt system would contribute a (/f Allan

After tif 2. Time will tell whether this simple deviation of 1.3 x 10" 51r.
exptdien is adequate in practice.

Table I. State Of the unfoldin algorithm after 10 l
lIne 9 (d a 1) with one bad Input and no error
handling.

n v vI xl duA dxa du ddx dx x 0

U 0 lise 9 not Applicable 0 10- 10 O0
1 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 -.26 0 0 0 0 .26 .26 .26 .26 Cb
3 0 -.26 .26 .26 .26 -.26 .M .74 1.00 1-11
4 0 0 1.00 -.26 .74 0 .26 1.00 2.00
5 0 0 2.00 0 1.00 0 0 1.00 3.00 O
6 0 0 3.00 0 1.00 0 0 1.00 4.00 012 0

01013 -00

Saise Floor Test 0

A single-channel hardware and software system 1014 1 0 ! __
was set up to evaluate the technique (Fig. 3). The 10"1 100 101 102 103 1 0 10
HP 1000 collects the data In real time and stores the
outputs of the unfolding algorithm on disk. T s
Simultaneously, a user can cause any portion of the
test to be processed into residuals and Allan
deviation.

Fig. 5. Allan deviation noise floor
To measure the ultimate noise floor of the

technique and to test the integrity of the
measurement system, the btat note square wave was Conclusions
simulated by the output of a stable, low-rate pulse
generator assembled from a synthesizer. a divider, The technique given here is a method for
and another counter. The generator's period, which measuring the stability of the square wave produced
could be programmed to the nearest nanosecond, was by mixing two offset frequency sources and passing
chosen to be U.938196601 s = (10 - r)d, where d u the low-frequency sine wave through a zero-crossing
0.1 s, the picket fence period, and r is the Golden detector. In contrast to the current IFSTF system,
Ratio, (;5 - 1)/2. This period guarantees a good which uses custom digital hardware and has microsecond

resolution, this technique uses commercial hardware
of moderate cost (under $3000 per counter) with a
IEEE-488 interface, and has nanosecond resolution.
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The Author h.us recently le.rned of the oxistene
of A counter Assembly that cAn latch the readings o(
a (ree-runninig counter with a precision of I ts (or
several Input channels. The eountor rolls over wo4ry
:24 ns. about 16.8 mt, so thAt i effect. the cunter
malits Its own picket ftnct with that period, And tho
same unfolding algorithm applie' A multichannel
frequercy stability measurement system built oround
this unit Might be omailer 4nd lMs exensive thAtt one
built around several Interval counters in separato

The author would likt to thank C. J. Dic1k and
R. E. Taylor for stimulating conversation& that led
to the ldtAs used In this work.

OML'x roof .oLCorrectntis of the

To avoid confusion let the outpit of the
algorithm be dtnotvd by Xit, while x itIs still

defined by Eq. (I). The error correction lints 10
And 13 art deleted. e shall prove by induction thAL
Xn , x n for all n. For n n 0, both quantities

arzero. For n a I wt have

du a -avl B at (mod 4),

ddx a Sood(At-psd) a ALI - p (assumption 1)

0 X1 .

ThereforeX,1 a X a X1 since dxa a xl * O. For n I

assume the algorithm Is correct. up to n-1. Then

due a -Avn.1 B at. (mod d),

du n -Avn =_ Ai, (mod 4),

ddx a Sod(Ahtnd) a Ahto (assumption 1)

. A2 xn,

dxa a Axn. l - xn* .

dx a Axn. 1 + A2 xn a Axn.

X*. x a 4ft  & Axn a xn.

alfoncel

1. T. Y. Otoshl and M. M. Franco. DSS frequency
stability tests performed during Hay 1915 through
March 1986. TDA progress Report 42-86, pp. 1-14. Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, 1986.

2. D. t. Knuth, The Art of Com uter Proitral|nR,
Vol. 3, Addison-Wesley, 1973.
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41at Annual Frequecy Cuntrul Sqy ,peatur - 1987

POSITZUNINC; ANU T1141:1M. 5TWY UF (;P5 CIA CJ1~. RCCM.II~S

GIxJon9 Visitng, Williont J. Kiiieqrxsid, ond Carl F. Lifte
U. S. 1,4vIA 0wosrvatory

Wasington, 03. C. 20392-5 1131

AlittrartIn it third o~perimnti, the AUA revoivr was fieod As a
stationary resferenca (with the, coordinates ats hown Ili Tabl ZI

thing three types of differently dozitykad Li, CIA coda wid is L)ATLX.I9390 VUPs IA code rot~divcr was tratupfrtod to
GS rcelvars (STI, AOA and VA71,9-0, work Ism4 been1 aiJoI tit different locations 43 a port§.a l* n. Theyi tracked the samet
tho U.S. Naival Observatory on Iivottilating tile ;;Ct'j4i ztllites 51*12, SVI 1, SVI3 and SV9 tit sipetwo over the *Aa
positioning and timning abilities of the WUPS CIA cod* receiver. time ItelO of end hour for cacti suteihielint) were differ-
!;ame of the resolts obtained uring tite Lima period front QnCitl to itiois.1iro relitivo Positioti. For Lte one hour tiona
October 1985 to November 1286 are presenotcd In this Article. Interval ricngand a PLVP of 5.11, a relative position of I - 2

in lSS was obtolinoI. Over thle US1R.J - NR'AL) baseline of
A 10 in 1155 aecuracy In absoluto poition determination about 207.0 kill, this is aboust anl I ppin geodetic survey

has been demonstrated with high relllibiit using an Li, CIA Accuracy.
code UPS receiver. This Is tho conclusion froim date measured
continuouly over 5 itionthi using four diffegrent satellitePsulcRig . urnst

Tito PRl model equation 13 given by
U~singJ a delt"ane tmauremeint, technique and tricking

tact s3allite for 77 intutes, a 7 in R55S precision In position lj a Ili 4 CT0 i, Clt , I)o
doterminaotion hla; been obtained.

where [I Is pstudo-riingfi, R, is thle corresponding true range,
Cottinon-view timning doto between two side-by-sWe CPS cT0 is receiver clock Ias relative tu Wei time, Lion1 Is tile

receivers list boon compared. The corroe onding nieasurmtnit correction for ionopheric delay arror, and LEM iS3 the
noise and systematic error have been analysed and *o correction for tropospheric delay error. In praocice, tile

alg wd.relativistic atAi Earth rotation coretions alogso uldI be
counted In equation (1). Yha corresponding observation

Geodetic relative positioning has beon done by makilng equiation Is given by
observations In the "double difference with ilim" Inter-
foromoatric moode. For baselineos (up to 1500 iln In length), tit* A~ 2 T 1. ~ + V
CIA code receivers tire capable of relative positioing 4V + 4z ST,~ (2)
Accuracy of the order I - 2 in 1155 with PUP of About 5.8. T -

IntoduSio whara dxl Ay, az tire tit* lasti squares corrections to tile
tassumad receiver coordinates, ATU Is a least squares correc-

Concerning Lite absolute position accuracy of the LI, CIA kion to the* clock Ias, 11n i: observed pseudo-rango, 1i, is
codc UPS receiver, same test: or analyses have been made by computed pszeudo-range, ant? v is Lte least squares residual.
Parkinson and Gilbert (198)), Aslijaiec (1985) ond Brown and
Sturza (1905). tlbsrving four satellites in sequence, tile 4ix, Ay, ~A z

and AT0 can be obtained fromn the least squatrns solution of
An Li, CIA code Allan Osborne, Associates (AOA) TT'R5 four oblservation equitions. In practice, before doing tile least

UPS receiver was used at USNO to perform positioning tests an squires solution to thle osrvation equations, a sequential
to long-term basis. Four satellite configurations, arbitrarily least squires proceduro was performed to thle meansuremient.
called classes 95,96,97 and 90, wore chosen for daily teasure- dasto And thle fitted pseudo-ranties were obtained. Thle single0
mont and eachi saellite configuration lint a different goo- measuremeant error for CIA code Is on the* order of micro-
metric dilution of precision (COOP). Tests lasted two time seconsds. Dy fitting thle measurement data for more than ten
periods, MJU 46355 to 46443 and NIJU 46452 to 46522. The minutes, the error Is reduced to less than 30 ns. Tile solution
satellite configurations of classes 96 and 97 changed a little, accuracy of equation (2) depends strongly on tile ULUP. iiasod
while classes 95 and 90 werts kept constnt during these two on thle principle of optimum geometry distribution, four
periods. satellite configuration classes for masuremtent wore chosen.

The highly accurate UTC(USNOMC) was used as a receiver
Thle Delta-range (OR) measurement technique clock, so thle inconistency of observation time for eachi of the

(McCitsill, at at., 1976) was Implemented, and the four satellites In one class would not cause large measuremfent
measurement errors and navigation solution accuracies were errors. In order to reach thle stuble solution quickly, a
evailuated for pseudo-range (PM. and OR measurements, successlve-substitution method was adopted, i.e. thle weighted
respectively. Thle dependence of solution accuracy of DR onl average value of the post solutions within tile time period from
tile accumulated time Interval also was analysed. DR several days to one week was used to reset tile receiver coor-
measurement Is usefui to exploit thle positioning ability and dinates. Depending upon thle positioning measurements from
versatility of an Li, C/A code GPS receiver. MJD 46355 to MJD 46522, tile mean values, number of data

points (N0, thle standard deviation of residuals (RESII, the
Another C/A code CPS receiver STI-5026 is mounted In standard deviation of the mean (RMAS), and position dilution of

thle same building with thle ADA receiver, where the baseline precision (PDUP) were calculated. (See Table 1.)
between thle two antennas Is about V'.7 m. Adopting a
common-view approach with UTC(USNO,MC) as tile common Figures 1, 2 and 3 are thle plots of three components of
reference clock, thle primazry error effects are essentially antenna coordinate determination vs 14U for classes 95,96,97
canceled except for receiver delay Instability and muitipath and 90, respectively. The contribution of major CPS error
distortion. According to Lte common-view measurements sources to PR measurement errors for an Li, C/A code
which were executed with different satellites, and different receiver can be estimated. The receiver noise con be modeled
satellite elevations at different times of thle day, the common- as white noise and Causes about 0.23 in error after fitting.
view measurement noise was round to be 2.68 ns for nighttime Including Ionospheric and tropospheric delayL, thle atmospheric
and 4.48 ns for daytime. A relationship between common-view delay could cause errors from 1.5 mn during solar activity
systematic error and satellite elevation has been found. minimum to 9 m during solar activity maximum. The satelite
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ephonwris error and satellite clock error cause about 6 si Tih ULOI mode il.1tion which corresponds to 'l|j.ation (0)
error. Thus, the total PR, moaurement error could be 6. in to Is given by
10.9 m. For a sallite configuration with a good POOP of 2.7
(like classes 95 and 98), thu point positionng Accuracy can be C.
aslitds 1 6s~.9 :nR5 to 29.) in IISS doponding on solor ~ ~
activity. Accordi to the practical results of the four classes A
in Table 1, the joint aid wdlgited average of point position
accuracy Is about 10 n I ,SS, which Is bettor than the estimated
valuo and could be explailnod thaL the observation period was
around solar activity minnim and most of the inasurnameVm W
wre miade durlinj niglttine. It also should be notod that the
positioning result Is based on "bout 5 montle ieasuremnt where Tl,(fA-fi)WfI Is the receiver clock rate relative to the
data. Figures 1, 2 and 3 show good long term stability. 0-'i clock. TId Lit observation equation (6) 1 sinllr to tila

PR equ:aton (2), but with clock rate bias TI Instead of clock
Tie antenna coordinate results of the four elaisses wor blas TO.

averaged, using weights according to their errors, and
compared with the resolts of Transit Satellite Doppler at
oositlonino. (Seo Tobln 2.) 7. AY + + 31Tl (,-c + V (6)

Tale 2. Position Results of GPS and Transit.
(In meters) wmre is Ieito-Honge eA(t). is the oberved value,

C~oordinate Xl Y € z AM Is the computed va uo. Trucking four satellite* in

component sequence, the accumulated 011 (AUR masurenents with time
Intervals of 15 m, 37 min ind 77 inin were *nado, respec-
tively. The navig:tion aessages for eacti of the four satellites

GPS 1112154.48 -4842858.92 3985488.18 need to be recorded. Due to the fact that thero are only 7 UPS
Transit 1112153.33 -48Z2855.81 3985482.74 satellItes In orbit at present, and good satellite distribution
difference 1.15 -3.11 5.44 needs to be retained, It was difficult to increase the tracklnj

time for each satellite.

WS point positioning demonstrated 6.4 in RSS accuracy lhe computer program for NIl measurement is i mmad up
relative to the Transit point positioning. It Is equivalent to of ) routines: data file irepoaration, AO," calculation, and Li
component deviations of about 2 in in latitude, 0.6 ti in navigation solution. Figure 4 Illustrates a saiple of tie fitted
longitude, and 6 in in height. residual curve for 77 min tracking of class 90 (SVI2,8,3,6) at

4J) 46530. For short-term frequency stabillty, a rtbdillum
Positioning accuracy strongly relies on PDOP. It is clock Is better than a cesium clock. Thus, SVI2 and SV3 have i

Important to choose four satellites with a good geometrical larger residual RIS thon SV6 and SVS. Also, since tie observ-
distribution. Class 95 and class 90 haio the same PDOP, but Ing tina for SV12 was during the day, there was greater
ti position result of class 95 is better titan that of class 98. ionospheric delay error. gure 5 shows the clculatod Olt
This Is because positioning accuracy also relies on the value which Is accumulated along with measureent time. Tle
measurement error of each satellite during one class. It is sihup and trend of the ALMt curve depends on the satellite
thought that the large measurement error for class 90 comes clock frequency bias relative to the receiver clock as well as
mainly from the greater time Interval for completing measure- the direction and velocity of the satellite path through the sky
ments of all four satellites. This time interval is about, 9 houre* during tracking. For comparison, class 98 mneasurements were
for class 98 and 3 hours for class 95. With respect to th performed from I1.U 46537 to MJD 46541, with each satellite
cesium clock, the estimation of contribution to the total being tracked for 77 minutes. Ti position solutions of PR and
measurement error due to receiver clock fluctuation during AURs wore computed with accumulated times of 15 min, 37
this time Interval could be 0.54 ti for class 90 and 0.31 in for min, and 77 nln, respectively. The receiver coordinates
class 95, respectively. The reason for the obvious systematic adopted were the point position results of 5 months
drift of the longitude component for class 90 In Fig. 2 is not ineasurement dewribed in a previous section.
clear. Table 3. Covpirlson of Position Results between AOR and PR

Delta-Runes loasuremont (unit: meter)

C/A code GPS receivers also can measure Delta-Ranges
(OM, the difference In code phase over a fixed time Interval. AOR(15 mln) AOR(37 min) AOR(77 min) PR
Compared to carrier phase measurement, code phase measure- dx dy dz dX dy dz di dy dz dx dy dz

mont has a greater measurement noise but no ambiguity. The
code phase mode equation is given by mean -13.0 1.4 -6.5 -30.6 2.4 -3.2 0.1 -2.7 -3.3 11.8 -3.2 -5.1

RMS 57.4 9.7 11.4 19.1 2.7 2.8 5.8 3.5 1.6 7.2 6.8 6.0
RSS 59.3 19.5 6.6 11.6

(+K &ja'C +t OP 33.2 5.1 7.9 14.0 2.3 2.9 7.5 1.7 1.2 1.8 1.6 1.9
( i" t j-- (K) 4 ch- POOP 34.5 14.5 7.8 3.0

++ttl (:k) The three-dimensional position accuracy of AUR(77 mnin)
(3) was about 6.6 in RSS and the systematic deviations of each

antenna coordinate component were all less than 4 m with
where A refers to the receiver, 3 refers to the satellite, R'A Is respect to the reference value. It is far better than that of
the distance between receiver and satellite, and f is the cldck ADR(15 min), ALR(37 min) and PR.
frequency of a satellite. Code phase readings cAn be differ-
enced and then used as observahles. If the readings are differ- It can be seen from equation (5) that each part of the
enced with respect to time, a Doppler count is obtained by the ADR measurement errors shows the form of difference corres-
equation , f. ponding to the accumulated tine interval. Due to the fact

(T. + ()-$(T. ( ).A )1 that some error sources can be modeled as a function of time,
C, Othe values of the errors on their differences with respect to

t( -4.f (t' -.) rt)4 + !) (t) time would be much smaller than the original values. it can be
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shown that the ADIt mesuremehl error Increases but the
POOP decreases as the accumotate time Interval iWrea e.
Therefore, one should choose a suitable time Interval for +4-.w
obtaining the optimum position aceurn.y. The maln error A I

sotrces ond the adopted taels for AUR wvAsuremon( are as
foiows: (tfX-~)."~A 7

Receiver Noise 1 0.23 a after fit
%antizatfon WAIse
Ionospheric Error GPS correction ridel(Tl,2hr,orror4 which can lie transforswd to the timo difference equotion

Sits dur; solar actly ty' Max1W.W)Tropospheric Error 0,8(le)kar ( t a&Il " hr) i

Sat. Epheeris Error 0. 4 T m
St. Clock Error 3 Tm (atomic clocks)

iUasod on 8hsg Inodels, the estinlated total meuasrmewn +Z+
error (Enm) POOP, and RSS position occuracy (A), for differ- (8)
ent accumulated time Intervals (Ti), are listed In Tabltj 4 and
are compared to the practical nesurmenlt results of point
position accuracy (Am). where fD-fA Is the frequency offset between the two receivers

at A oral Ito Is the Initial tite, it is the observation Litte,
Taii 4. EstieL'in of Point Fositi AccurAtcy andfl Is the satellite clock fiequency. Equation (7) Is the

V; All Hasyrowt Interferoitric mode of relative positIoning and eqution (9) is
the so-called common-view nmode of time transfer. Two UPS
receivers with different design, AOA and STI, were placed In

Ti IS AIa 37 iai ?1 ifa 320 mIn tia t ane building with a common thin and frequency refer-
solar 111. 1A . es. M A a. mi .ll- l. In. ence UTC(USNO,MC), and their antenona were seperated by
activity about 10.7 neters; equation (8) bwomes

Er(m) 1.54 0.61 1.62 0.71 1.54 1.13 2.14 1.61 AS
POOP 34.54 34.54 14.51 14.5 1.80 1.30 5.92 5.92 -C vo. r t - .~
At() 53.2 21.0 23.5 11.4 14.4 9.2 12.7 9.5,h *p (9)
MAC) 59.3 19.5 6.6
m-Ae(a) *34.3 4.1 -2.6 From NOD 46557 to M3O 46576, 14 commnon-view paths

fot each day were made. Tie results #re given In Table 6. A
refers to AOA receiver, 13 refers to STI receiver, it is local

Due mainly to the adopted polynomial approxnstion observation tine, and EL Is satellite elevation.
method of AOR calculation, the difference Am-Ae chOnges
along with the Increase of TI. F-or example, taking measure-
ment data of 5V12 on MJD 46538, the measurement noise i- Table 6. Comma-Yiew Results from ?WJ0 46557 to 46576
and A0R measuroent precision W'/'W are computed for
different TI. Furthermore, taling class 98 and assuming tle
four satellites have the same ADR measurement precision s N
SV12, the corresponding contributions Er to the three- SYI average (hr) EL(deg) t 1 (ns) FMS-(ns)
dimensional position error were computed. (See Table 5.)

3 19.95 71 45.38 3.67 16

Table 5. Contribution of AR Error to Position Error 6 20.70 33 39.33 2.76 18
8 20.97 80 45.94 2.18 18
11 21.67 47 39.13 1.88 is

TI (ns) W-1 41 ins) Er (m) 8 21.93 60 46.61 2.91 18
9 22.47 34 39.33 3.31 18

15 sec 5 ... ... 6 22.73 64 43.39 2.30 18
10 mll 14.5 2.3 --- 11 23.40 61 46.87 2.53 is
15 min 15 1.9 t26.7 9 23.67 49 42.89 2.63 18

37 tain 16 1.3 < 7.7 13 0.73 40 42.56 3.45 18

77 min 18.1 1.0 < 3.2 13 1.83 58 39.78 2.86 18
6 7.63 24 41.35 5.53 17
9 9.07 37 39.53 4.21 17

After the first fit of 15 seconds, the measurement noise 12 10.33 58 46.00 4.49 16
of the C/A code could be reduced to below 25 ns during solar
minimum. After the second fitw Increases and 'r117
decreases along with the Increase of TI, but not obviously.
After solving the observation equation (6), the elements of the RMSj, the standard deviation of the daily measurement
line of sight (LOS) matrix also Increase along with the increase LAI(it ) can be considered us the measurement noise
of TI. Thus, the position error Er decreases and the measure- est|(nation for each of the common-view paths. It varied from
mont values get better than the estimated values. 1.9 ns to 5.5 ns level. Figure 6 is the plot of te common-view

measurement noise vs local observation time. Apart from the
Thning in Common-View contributions of receiver delay Instability end multipath

distortion Instability, it can be clearly seen that there exists
The code phase reading +Ai(tk) in equation (3) can also be the non-cancelling effect of the atmospheric delay error. The

differenced with respect to tw6 receivers at locations A and B average of common-view measurement noise was about 2.68 ns
at a common local epoch C, thereby obtaining an Interfero- for nighttime and 4.48 ns for daytime during the period MD
metric single difference phase reading. The model equation is 46557 to 46576. The corresponding fractional frequency
given by stability limitation due tc common-view measuremat noise

for q.r side-by-side comparison was about 3.1 x10 to 5.2
x10 per day, respectively.
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It should be mentioned that there exists about a 42.65 no The observation eluAion corresponding to eqluation (11)
systematic error, the mneant value of tLaB(t) measurements for Is given by
each of the coswnon-view paths. Cotanoe-view systo.matic
errors could be caused by Incorrect determination of receiver -

system bias, the error of the adopted receiver coordinates, andA*+t J+ -X Alsystemastic errors of tile satellite ephemeris. In general, one 7V,* MeN A' AiJ; ,,.Y 4A
can say that the* incorrect receiver systemn bias should causes
the samei slite of systematic error for each of the conion-
view paths, while errors of rectiva)r coordinates and satellite + -4h+
ephemerit could cause a dif ferent systemlatic error for cacti of s
the commoon-vie paths depending on, the ge1o'ntry between
satellite and receivers. In our expeiriment, the t i( t )
metasurements only hisve a standard deviation of 3.1 no. i%4calanC
this large systematic error of 42.65 nts Is thought to coitio from - c ~(12)
the offset of systen bias dterl"Ination between the two
ractivurl.

By holding the cocirdinates of receiver A fixed and
After stubstracting 42.65 noe fromt each measurement* of setting the corresponding unknowns to zero, the remaining

the eorrninview paths, the* obvious relationship between the* unknowns In equation (12) are reduced to four arnd a navigation
remraining systeatic error andJ satellite elevation woas found. solution can be done by tracking four satellites.
Applying a linear fit to the data points In Figure 6, thej
Intercept (0 di) -7.?2 its, the* slope 0.14 ni/deg, the standard In "double dif ference with tine" tnodet, mtost of the orror
doviation of residual 1.84 ne, and correlation coefficient 0.786 sources will be essentially canceled. For a local airea, relative
were computed. Una also can sea that the total systematic positioning meaisurement errors will be theo receiver noise and
error Is within 10 no as satellite elevation varies from 24 dog quattatlon noise only, which can be estimasted to approxi-
to 80 49g, which could be malily from thea systematic errors of mately 0.32 mi. Withm a POOP of 5.75, the estimate of 1155
thle oaopted coordinates between tile two receivers. In our relative positiooing accuracy is about i.e ti.
case, the aidopted values are the average results of four classes
of CPS positioning for the A0A receiver and the results of Doe to the fact that there exists systematic error
Trainsit Satellite t~opplor positioning for the STI receiver. between two receivers, and also asymmettry of the signal path
From Table 2 It Is seen that systematic errors obviously exist from the satellite to eachi of the two receivers in Inter-
between W~S positioning andi Transit Doppler positioning, feromewtric (comtwnon~viw) amode, It Is necessary to determine
especially In the height component. A large deviation In the the systematic error for eacht of the cogniton-view paths. For
height comnponenit also Is the reason that the conmnon-view calibration the DATLX.I receiver was placed side-by-side with
systematic errors relate to satellite elevation. Thus, If one the AOA receiver. There was a comnmon time and frequency
requires 10 tis or better timing accuracy, It Is Important to ref"rence, thei antenna coordinates were well known, and the
determine the receiver coordinates accuratly In the same baselilm iclr'tth between the two antennas was about 5.9
positioning systemn for all stations. If the systematic errors motors.
depeondingj on satellite elovation were corrected further,
common-view accuracy could approach 1.8 its In our in this calibration mode, user clock error and user
comparison, position error will be canceled furthmer. It Is useful to

determine soparately the remainingj systematic error for eacti
lielativa Positonim common-view path which Includes the systematic error

between the two receiver systems sad the systematic error
Geodetic relative positioning using CI'S C/A code between the different common-view paths. Due to the n~on-

reeivers his been tested by making obsrvaitions In the cancellation of satellite opliemneris error aind atmospheric error
"dWt~lo difference with tifte" Inter forrmtric anode, i.e., one In the case of large baseline common-view, the systematic
kind of differential operations. Thto "double difference witha errors of the "double difference with time" observable, whmich
time" code phatsn observable can bet obtained by differencing were determined at the side-by-sido location, might change
the single phiase difference with respect to time, or the while the portable receiver Is moved to a remoto site.
Doppler count with respect to two receivers ait locations A aid
B over at common time Interval. The moda equation Is given by Theo effects of this kind of non-cancellation are discussed

as follows:

+Ali 1. Atmosreric error

The troposphieric error only becomes significant If the
+ satellite elevation angles are very low. In our common-view

paths, the satellite elevation angles are: SV12=28.5 deg,
MV946G.5 deg, SV13=67.5 deg, and SV11=213.0 deg. It can be

+Ai .r) -Aj assumed that no significant error Is Introduced from tropo-
spheric delay.

- ~If we clxose a sepanration between sites of less than
(10) about 1500 km In baselino und gite latitudes above 50 deg, the

where, Ionosphieric error In "double difference wvith time" observable
will reducc; to about 1-2 ns.

PlC-rhT) P3 (r') _Rgj(Tm)- Wj~Cr) +1 (11) 2. .12te Rhemeris error

The relation between "double difference with time"
observable and satelht:e position error is sh~own In Figure 8.
The user and satellite position vectors are R anti IT respec-
tively. The user positions at A and B are well known and the
rdmnge errors due to satellite position error are ZfA and Afd3,
respectively. We have
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. table 8. Calibration of baseline lengjth estimates
414a f#-i e (actual baseline length a 5.9 Mn)

The single dif ference observable Is Initial error of Initial Determined
I NO antenna coordinates baseline baseline POOP
rA a, eA (AN- A.)LAT LON HEI length(n) length(m)~.eAE (e.eA)(~e~e~.)(arc sec) (arc sic) (m)

where (4p4, - Ae )Is daearinined during calibration. For a
remote site 831, tile equation Is 46650 -0.150 -0.102 -09.73 10.44 6.09 5.75

1 46651 -0.006 -0.492 -12.63 17.70 6.51 5.75
e4-P A * 'C4 46652 -0.006 -0.492 -12.63 17.70 7.34 5.75

46655 -0.234 -0.252 -08.73 10.57 5.40 5.75
46656 -0.012 -0.462 -25.63 28.46 9.33 5.75

It can be soon that thea change of systematic error i3 46657 -0.228 -0. 192 -04.53 6.24 5.22 5.75
(A(%-A(%). For tile "double dif ference with time" observable,
thle change of systematic error Is meani 6.65

r.in.s. 1.52

Tile value of thle change can be estimated in our Resuits of geodetic relative positioning maode from:
measurement for given satellite position orvors and relies an different baselines and receiver pairs are shlown In Table 9.
the cha~ng of aeometry between satellite and receiver. Taking
SVQ9 for example, Figure 9 shows typical curves of systematic
error changes (In meters) vs thle log of baseine lungfth (in Table 9. CPS baseline estimate
kilometers) for different sateilite position l3.SS error s.e.. It
,nile,44 be different for dif ferent remote site locations. We can Rectiver Nuacer of
see from tile curves that thle chunnges of systematic error are from to pair Length r.m.s. observing POOP
far below I in in most cases and for baselines less than 1500 sess ions
kml and 10.4 in of satellite position RSS error, thle systematic 11.0 8U5100 61.0611(USNO) RAg 165.364 1.41 5 .79-
Ofror ch1410,4 Will h103es than 0.3 mn. 5LOM7(USNO) 5L0616(USNO) RA-R1 166.30% 1.22m 4 5.76

8L0C7(USNO) ICBS (MMA) RA-RI8 cZ,7818.95m 2.07m5 5.90
Thle A0A, DATUM(1) and DATUM(2) receivers tire ____________________________

deoted HIA, H13 and RD', respectively. Thle systematic errors *IGO: Interfitrmet Control Oul 1:419 of the National 96010
of thle "douible difference with time" observable fA itr Astronomy Observatory (NNAO), Green Dank. W
were determined between different receiver pairs and theair
possible chiang quantities were also calculated. (See Table 7.)

Conclosions:

Table7. (suet Aerro fosrvbe)e 1. After calibration of thle systematic error, different
(uni: maer)receiver pairs RA-1101 and RA-lW have a credible result of

Recelver lasellne aKJU coninn-view path j relative Positioning, witli thle baseline length estimates within
pair length 5V12 WV11 SV13 SVO9 theo error ranges of eachi other.

kA-H8 A-P56.9i 46e00 to -1 .8134 *Q.0.5 -0.1?34 *1-94JO 2. It is expected and lhas been discussad above that tile longer46697 (Ai .0556) (&O 6636)(A 158) 1AMNc'O) baeietighhsagetrro.IndiinilIcesef
RA-RB' A-11'5.9m 46742 to -1.9318 4.5876 *0.1464 *2.4541 bslielnthsagrtrero.nadtoteicesef

46746 (al.3100) cAO.9539)(atI.24t37fl11.1113) PDUP froin 5.76 to 5.90 also Is a factor. It call be overcome
______________________________________________ by a smnall adjustment of thle satellite tracking schedule once a

cha-ngetof 1-111- sat.error *.026~ '0.016 -0.001 -U03 month.
sys.error 247818m 10.4. RSS

3. Along with thle Increase of Via, number of operational CPS
satellites, thle satellite configuration could be Improved and
POOP could decrease furthier. It would be possible to deter-

Table 7 shows Vnt thle systematic errors of .( ,*t) mine relative p~ositions to decimeters with POOP of 2.
dif fer from thle dit forent common-view paths anx? receiver
pairs In this calibration mode. After correcting thle systematic 4. In thle differential mode of operation of a C/A code
errors, the determined baseline lengths are compared witti the receiver, a major error source Is thle measurement noise of thle
actual baseline longths and thle Initial baseline lengths which code phase. If thle carrier phase could be measured for a C/A
are cculated from thle adopted aintenna coordinates of two code receiver, the relative positioning accuracy would be
receivers. (See Table 8.) Even thoughi there exists lorge errors greatly Increased.
In thle adopted antena coordinates of the portable receiver,
this methiod still can determine baseline lengthi with mean Acknowledgment
value 6,.65 ma (1.52 in ra.mn.) In comparison with thle actual
length 5.9 in. The authors wish to thank our colleagues for supporting

this work. Among those, Milran Mirarnian of thle USNO Time
Service Department who set up thle data transfer link between
the ADA receiver and HP A900 computer for data collection,
Morie R. Lukoc of the USNO Nautical Almana Off(ice who put
relative positioning measuremeant data in machine-readable
format, and Len Howell and hits coiieagues of Interferometer
Control, Na1tional Radio Astronomy Observatory, who assisted
In he experiment when the portable CPS receiver was at
NRAO.
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labte 1. Poin t Position Resutts of-Pseudo.Range Hmauremnt

CLASS LATITUDE LONG h1E HEIG"T
(Arc e-sc'cns) (Arcseconds) (METiES)

MJ01 MJD2 MJD3 JO MI2 1J03 1jD1 MJ02 M40

95 KAN 13.7692 13.7257 13.7598 01.0435 00.9128 00.9920 55.8836 53.0270 56.7260
N 62 28 89 60 30 90 62 30 91-

RESI 0.1233 0.0764 0.1067 0.0970 0.1514 0.1273 5.9603 7.7472 6.2206
RMS 0.1280 0.0789 0.1109 0.1277 0.1582 0.1476 6.2979 8.5584 7.2442
DOP 1.7 1.7 0.9 0.9 1.9 1.9

96 HEAR 13,9148 13.8167 13.8653 01.1026 01.0577 01.0569 62.3679 0,/4125 58.2295
N 67 36 101 47 36 103 68 36 104

RESI 0.2209 0.2700 0.2248 0.1347 0.1356 0.139S 9.0040 8.1580 9.5380
RkS 0.2322 0.2962 0.2364 0.1380 0.1412 0.140i 9.2120 8.6824 10.6527
DOP 2.8 2.8 1.0 1.3 25 2.9

97 MEAN 13.7615 13.8075 13,7903 01.2338 01.0507 01.13 ,58.1760 61.9003 59.43,'
N 51 37 9Q 51 37 88 S.2 36 89

RESI 0.0335 0.1773 0.1457 0.1773 0.2066 0.188 S.334 7.5785 7.0563
AMS 0.0963 0.1.12 0.1516 0;1987"0.2166 0.2095 5.7531 8.2869 7.4904
op - 1.6 1.7 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.8

98 MEAN 13.6354 13;7149 13.6640 01.2093 00.8063 01.0363 5A.7280 55.0998 54.8928N 56 46 104 59 46 104 59 47 106
RESI 0.0852 0.1108 0.1141 0.1887 0.1888 0.208 7.6099 6.9993 7.43 4
R'.t 0.036 0.1326 0.1271 0.2227 0.2639 0.3127 7.6424 7.2857 7.4533
0op 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.6

Ueighted MEAN 13.7526 13.7599 13.7578 01.1320 00.9518-01.0550 58.1274 55.6217 57.1536
Average RMS 0.1247 0.1583 0.1474 0.16-1 0.1893 0.19"6 7.0632 8.1180 7.9474

'1D1/4,6355 • 46443 MJD2c46452 - 46522 XJ03 46355 - 4652.

* CLASS JD1 1JD2
Sv POOP Sv POOP

95 12,9,11,13 2.7 12,9,11,13 2.7
96 9,6,13,8 3.9 11,13,8,12 4.2
97 6,11,8,3 2.7 11,8,3,9 2.9
98 12,8,3,6 2.7 12,8,3,6 2.7
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AWSTACT view. The comon-view technique capitalizes on
cancellation of some errors as a given satellite Is

We nov have a global network of timing centers viewed at the highest angle -- limited by other
with frequency standards having stabilities of a few scheduling constraints -- between the two remote
parts In 1014 which are monitoring the CPS. It has locations.[1,2) Typically Ll (1.575 OHs) frequency
been show that by taking differences of the common- receivers are employed. If the trackkng schedules
view time differences between two timing centers and for comparing the clocks at the remote sites are
between pairs of satellites, one can arrive at a Identical, then the CIS clock error cancels
statistically optimum estimate for a weighting factor perfectly. because the vector& are not far from
for each comon-view path. With this approach, GCS parallel, a significant amount tf the ephemeris error
coemon-view measurement noise of A few parts in 101. is cancelled. The correlation distancos for the
Is achievable for an integration time of I day. Ionosphere extend only to about 1000 kilooeters(3);

hence, for global time comparisons, cancellation of
Using the above weighting factors, thiw paper Ionospheric errors seems not to be significant except

developes an algorithm for estimating a weighted as they occur through the modeling. The broadcast
linear error of the differential ephemeris plus model for the Ionospheric delay is used in the
propagation errors for each satellite. This can be common-view calculations, and It appears that these
done between any pair of timing centers which have modeling errors are the largest contributors to the
receivers and clocks with adequate stability. Since Inaccuracy of time and frequency transfer via this
most of the time transfer receivers operate at the LI technique.
frequency (1.575 GH%), this technique reveals
Information regarding the accuracy of the ionospheric In the context of this paper there are four concepts
modelp broadcast at this frequency as part of the CPS that need to be defined: time stability, time
data word. accuracy, frequency stability, and frequency

accuracy. Specifically, In this paper we address
Once the Individual satellite's differential only stability and accuracy of the CPS common-view

propagation and ephemeris errors are estimated, the measurement technique and not that of the remote
statistical properties of each can be combined to clocks. Our goal again is to see how well we can
obtain a statistically w*ighted estimate of the compare the time and frequency of the remote clocks
common-view measurement variations limiting the using this technique as limited by the propagation
comparison of the clocks between the two remote and ephemeris errors. Time stability is a measure of
sites. Optimum statistical weighting yields a the change in the measurement system time delay from
significantly better measurement noise than can be one time to a time c later. Time accuracy can be
obtained from a simple average. For example, between conceptualized In ters of a perfect portable clock
NRC in Ottawa, Canada and NRS In boulder, Coloradq which is used to measure the absolute time difference
demonstrated stabilities of Yy(j) - I X 10"-14 t-372  between the two remote clocks. Frequency stability
where % is in day's, have been achieved. This is is usually specified in terms of Oy(t) and/or
equivalent to a white tima modulation noise of less modified o (i), (denoted 6 (-)).(A-61 Frequency
than 1 ns sampled once per day., On the other hand, accuracy ol the measurement system Is a measure of
without proper care in the data processing errors can how well one can determine the absolute frequency
accumulate to several tens of nanoseconds in comon- difference between the two remote standards.
view time comparisons.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION

References 12&7 shoved that over a Riven day's
The goal of this paper is to investigate the tracking schedule of CPS satellites, two temote
limitations caused by the propagation and ephemeris clocks having a set of comon-view values can be
errors associated with time and frequency comparisons compared with a day-to-day time stability of a few
between remote clocks via GPS satellites in common nanoseconds. On a Riven day if the difference of the

time difference between these two remote clocks is
Work of the U.S. Government; not subject to U.S. calculated from data obtained throuRh two different
copyright. GPS satellite vehicles (SV). then the times of these

remote clocks drop out of the equations and we are
left only with the difference in the common-view
propagation and ephemeris errors between these two

'US GOVERNMENT WORK IS NOT PROTECTED BY US COPYRIGHT* 144



tracks. For most of the international timing centers statistics on (6) to determine the optimum weight,
the effect of the remote clocks on this assumption wt. for each cosmon-view track.
amoMts to only a fev nanoseconds.

Let us next assume that the variance of the
We will denoe the two rwAote clock sites as A and B. deviations of x0 IS proportional to the
At sites A and B wt measure, respectively, tiM As

differences at a time ti of clock A and B minus GPS:

XSACJt) - SA~tI) - Xl(t) " XD(C) (1) linear deviation. If this Is true then we can writeas an estimate of the Jth linear deviation,

X10(t,) M x1(t,) " xo(,) • XD(t,). w1(x4I - x*) (7)
and (2)

where there are n values from the SVs on a given day
where xA, xl, and x. are the true time deviations for and Xio is the true deviation of the differential-
clocks A, B, and ORS via the ith SV, respectively, delay commn-view error. The above assumption yields
and the NDs are the errors at A and'% between these
measures and the truth. Subtracting (2) from (1) wt xl u 0
gives us the common-view estimate equation for the (3)
time difference between clocks A and B:

XAS(t,) M X.Cr) a xict) " X0As (COO hence, even though xAo is not known, if our
I assumptions are valid, we can estimate the linear

wherexAt (t)is now the differential delay error via deviation as in (7).

SV1 . It has been shown that the differential delay tultipath and coordinate errors in the GPS receivers
errors are significantly smaller than either of the at A and B can also bias the value calculated in (5).
error terms In equations (1) and (2), hence, the Since these are nominally constant they will not
value of common view for time and frequency affect the variances--only the linear estimates.
cocoparisons between remote clocks 12).

Since the largest error in the linear deviation for
We have a similar masuremnt at a tim tj of the comon-view time and freqviency transfer is believed
common-view estimate of the time dtfferenle XAB(tj) to be in the Ionospheric modelling on the CPS LI
via SVj: frequency, we have performed a Ilobal analysis of the

estimate given by equation (7). The stations used in
XAI(rd a XA(c~) - x1(cj) XA (ck). the analysis were picked from around the world.

4j (4) These stations include the following:

Subtracting (4) from (3) we obtain

NAN(tj) - X(C) - XA(tj) MULL

xo(t,) l XI10:) - X0AS (tJ). CSI" t., tk SeI.h 4 @, MA M1,WSANIVA~tall kii OfA44|141|1"

If tit tj th..r, of course, the first four terms on "s 04tliol 84t.44 at stM44d4 S01'.) 40' M

the right of (5) cancel in pairs. In a typical pass boulMr. C.,r6u

of the GPS constellation the maximum value for PC M609.I P.6 at% CotWA$t
I ti - t i 1s about 6 hours or less. For typical a,"&. C=.

high-performance cesium-beam frequency standards A . bdsAti.t )01 )'

employed at Internationl timing centers the rms Wo ,*,WR-

contribution of the first four terms is about 2 ns or T.I.. JAI,.
less for a set of such passes taken as a time series. U I Noa )r* $0

V.ShImto ot. D.C.
If clocks A and B have a frequency difference, this
will cause a bias In the value given by (5), which
will have no effect on the statistical analysis to
follow, but can have an effect on the linear
estimate. If the frequency difference changes Figure 1 is a plot of the day-by-day estimate of the
outside of the normal noise of the clocks, then that combined propagation and ephemeris common-view errors
change will have an effect on the statistics. between USNO and NBS via SV 12 (NAVSTAR 10) given by

equation (7). The Fourier frequency spectrum is
Given that each path I and j is nominally independent characterized by white-noise phase modulation (PH);
of the others, and given the above conditions, let us hence, filtering Is appropriate in order to see the
simplify (5) to low-frequency characteristics of the data. A 30-day

exponential filter was chosen through which to plot
xAB(tij) a xjI (tij) , (6) the day-by-day estimates given by equation 7. Figure

2 shows a plot of data obtained through both NAVSTAR
where E ij is the average of the track times ti and 10 and the other vehicles available between
tj. As shown in reference 141 we can do N-corner Washington, D.C. and Boulder, Colorado using the USNO
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and NS LI receivers. If the residuals are white
noise PI, the measurement noise Is given by (6) , , ( .

0(|0
-V SC NaN (e)IY

44. where the oi2 com from the N-cornered-hat
statistical analysis using (6). The average staidard
deviation of the residuals across the different Afs
Is listed in Table 2. Comparing it to the composite
measurement noise, which Is also listed, cn* obtesins
a feel for the benefit of performing a cosbineid
optimal weighted estimate to obtain improved time

ILL, ,stability. This factor ranges between 3 4nd I for
the data In this paper. tquatIon (9) gives the
relationship between the time stability and the
frequency stability. The time accuracy is probably
more closely related to the standard deviation of the
residuals as listed In Table 2. The frequency
accuracy of the measurement, on tho other hand, will
be givn61 the magnitude of the integration time ch,)sen
in measuring the frequency difference between cloaks

"400. "Ol. "N. 0970. A and N. The value of oy(,t), once a weighted set of
say imiem the comon-view tracks is taken, will be an ostimite

of that accuracy. This measurement accuracy has been
FIGURE I A plot of the daily estimate via equation 7 demonstrated to be significantly better than the
or the differential ephemeris plus propagation errors accuracy of the best primary frequency standards %n
for cpS common-view measurements between Boulder, the world.Colorado and Wshington D.C. via NAVSTMR 10.

Figure 3 shows the smootheia deviations of the
residuals for the path from Australia to Tokyo. Wie

416AW. 11. FLlS. Pat MV, . 11 1. -,6. -

a.

\.

so.

a..

44. "l. " .-
I 55j33 'em. e4ms. 'else. teel*

FIGURE 2 A plot of a filtered estimate via equation my cfue)
7 or the differential ephemeris plus propagation FIGURE 3 A plot of a filtered ascimate via equation
errors for CIS common-view measurements between 7 or the differential vphemeris plus propagatioi,
Boulder, Colorado and Washington D.C. via the errors for CPS common-view measurements between
different NASTAR satellites indicated. Australia and Japan via the different NAVSTAR

satellites indicated.

1 r3 12 see a lot more low-frequency variations and soma
- evidence for systematic errors in these data. The

X-r, (ro) r r oy () 0 " (r) . (9) next comon-view path shown in Figure 4 is from Tokyo
3 3 To)" to Boulder, Colorado between RRL and NBS. Notice %n

apparent annual term for the residuals with NAVSTAR

10, as well as with NAVSTAR 6. Figure 5 shows data
where %o is the data spacing i.e., I s.dereal day. for the common-view path across Asia from RRL to PTB.
The composite measurement noise is given by Figure 6 shows comparisons between PTB and NBS on a
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FIGURE 4 A plot of a filtered estimate via equation FIGUtRE 6 A plot of ?t flIt*red estimate via equation

7 of the differential ephemeris plus propagation 7 of the dlff(ranuiat ophetorfs plus propagatLoti

er'rors for CrS commoti-vLew ma sur mnts between errors for CPS conson-viev PeAsuromonca between W &t
Colorado and Japan via the different NAVSTAR Germany and Colorado via the different NAVSTAK

satellites indLcated. stellicos indicated.
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FIGURE 5 A plot of a filtered estimate via equation FIGURE 7 A plat of a filtered estimate ,.Ia equarion

7 of the differential ephemeris plus propaygation 7 of che differential ephemeris plus propagation

errors for CP'S common-view measurements between West errors for cPS common-view measurements between
Germany and Japan via the different NAVSTAR IllwSaiL and Colorado via rhe different ? hVSThIR

satellites indicated, satellites indicated.

path across the Atlantic plus the continental US.
These data also show an apparent annual variation be higher. No annual term is evident. In contrast

with NAYSTAR 6 and 10 of about 20 ns. the comparison across the continental US between

Ottawa, Canada and Boulder, Colorado involves a very

The path between Hawaii and Boulder was chosen high-latitude station. These data, shown in Figure

because of the proximity of the clock at W VH to the 8, are quite different and show very small

equator -- placing greater demands on the ionospheric variability and an indication of significant biases

modeling. The peak-to-peak scatter shown in Figure 7 which could be due to muipath or coordinate

seems to be a bit larger and the variability seems to problems at one or both of the sites.
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Ku-BAflt SATELLITE NUO-VAY TIHING
USING A VERY SHlAM AMIIRE1 TEIWINAL (VSAT)*

DAvid, A. lhowe
Time and Frequency Division
Ntienal-hureau of Standards

Boulder, CO 90303

1ess, the earth station is refered to AS A "Very
small aporture terminal" or VSAT. Thea VSAT can

The NMB toulder Laboraory has rocmtily completed provide full duplex capability to transmIt to Andi
Installation of a 6.1 meter Ku-band (-11 Gil.) teceive from A -00ostionAry Satellite Of the fixOG

Satellite earthI station ahd has Acquirod two l.A tsatLlite service, or FSS.
smiter portable oarlth torminnah4 rnd comtir;:ial Spread
stitictrum modems. Thist equipment WAS procured for the Recent1 time traInfer experiments Using the two-way
purpose of doing to-waiy Lima transfer axperimonts In technique thr-ough geos1.1ttionary satellites; have been
collaboration with other timekepig laboratories. de(!Z4IItrAted to A level Of seVeral nanoseconds 11,2).
Wi~t portable earth terminal, of ten called VSAT for Tito elO0opment of A modemM Specifically designed for

overy small oportur# terminal" when the dish ditaieler this task creates Additional opportunity for doing
IN 1.8 Mete*rs oC 'V4 IN A complete KU-bAnd etarth rosQArCh On the two-way ti1me transfer technilque VIA
statich. 1ho VSAT can provide full duplex capaility satellites o! the Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) by
to transmit to and raceive, from A goostationaiy simplifying the procedure (3). Theo modem uses phaso-
-sallito of Lte Fixed Satellite Service (VSS). shift keying nOdUlation In roughly o H1 Of bandwidth
thus, t-wo-vAy titi comparisons can be done directly And a pseudio-random noise (PN) sequence As the signal
between NBS And a portable VSAT through a Ku-band modulution. Therefore, the signal Is
satellite. Phase measurements have been performed of indlistinguishable from the normal cormun Ications link
earth station And VSAT facilities In various loop- noise. There Is, of course, an Increase Lit the noise
around scee sn aelt luao.Feuny density over the to Hitls which the signal occupies, hut
stabil ity a y( W At various carrier-to-notse deonsity As iscussead iater this increase can be small enough
(C/NC) ratios will be raportedi.?6ability Plots hIave that no0 Inter ference is eatuxed Lo other transponder
shown that performance: Is 4 x %"Iu~ for A C/N 0 users.
ratio of, 65 dB-11a and that this white noise ea)~sppehicusstet onutd snoaKhn
Con1tinue(S to A foe days where 0 Is~ 3 x 10 hspprdsusstss odce sn ubn
.Xbsolutfe phtase delay twAsuracqn's shlow portablu V$AT having A dish ditaeter of 1.8m with the
roproducibility to better than I nts over a 16 day spread-spectrum modem. This equipment in part of a
samplu t~Lmeo This suggests the potential for system directed toward two-way time transfer
Accuracy to tOils level given An appropriate experiments with various timekeeping laboratories.
oA1ibra~on. i'elmiiary results of loop tests ]n addition, tor~ts ha been conducted With A
through satellite will be reported. satollitaeoarth station facility having A 6.Im dish

ThisPap . desribs Ameasremnt otho, wichAt the National Bureau of Standards, Boulder

dfthing u descrsa measuime sn hod ich 1Aborntorles. Finally, Actual satellite looP tests
determines the principle tire delay constant were performed using the VSAT Andi the NBS earth

affctig te acurcyof imesynhroiztion using station.
the two-way technique. The method does not rely on
traditional Injection And timing of an RF pulse but Fclte
Is an in situ determination having fewer measurement
uncertainties.* The centrall component of the preseint two-way

satellite work Is A Ku-band earth station having a
6.lm dish located on top of the radio building at

Introduction NBS. Boulder. It is referred to as the "hub" in the
sense that other Involved earth stations (VSAT's)

Continuing growth In satellite telecommunications have less capability and the use of the hub during
opens up now opportunities for doing accurate experiments helps establish initial satellite
transfers of time between suitably equipped connections. A picture of the antenna is shown in
laboratories. Wideband Ku-band satellite the background of Figure I and A picture of the earth
transponders In the 14./12 Gift band permit the use of station equipment which is located about 30 meters
small. low-cost earth stations with minimal away Is shown In Figure 2. Figure 3 Is a block
terestrial interference. and relatively diagramn of the principal parts of the earth station.
stratightfoi..rd licensing. Tha short wavulenigth vf Pointing of the antenna is by motorized positieners
the 12 Glz downlink frequency along with the high controlled by a microptocessor-based driver. The
power of the satellite transponders yields adequate 6.Im dish has a receive gain of 56 dB and has a low
signal loveL even when using only a small 1.8m dish nise amplifier (LNA) with a 2.5 dB noise figure.
on location. These small earth stations are portable The transmitted output power is t26 d~m maximumt
and can be ccnvniently pl.cod for connection to time (apptoyxizntely 0.4 watts) measured near the feed. A
standard outputs. When 0h3 dish diameter is 1.8m or complete description of the hub is given in reference

4.
*This work hans been partially supported by The Rome
Air Development Center under contract F33602-85-0055. The VSAT consists of a cemplete earth station RF
Contribution of tha National Bureau of Standards, not package with 70 HIts Input tnd output intermediate
subjpct to copyright, frequency and attached to a 1.8m dish on a free-
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standing pedestal. It Is shown In the foreground of level As shown by the stability seAsuretmnts of
Figure 1. The dish uses a J-hook prim-focus-feed figure 6.
iystem. Tne mount in a simple elevation-over-ximth
assembly using galanized steel braces arranged in a Figure 7 shows frequency stability results of In-
triangular geometry designed for resting directly on cabin4t loop tests parfersed on the VSAT transCeiver.
the ground or, in this case, on the roof. Pointing C/No was 75 d0-11t taken at the tpper signal liait of
can be done by one person by physically moving the the modes in order to uncover any noise dr.gradation
whole terminal to position and locating the satellite duo to the transceiver. Identical resuits ware
by observing the received signal. Since several obtained In the internal loop tosts and In-cabinet
satellites might bt picked up, a unique identifying transceiver loop tLsts indicating that no degradation
signal such as a video (television) transmission is had taken place. As an additional test, three MOdtM8
very helpful during this pointing exercise. The 6.1m wert connected in series so the loop around involved
Antenna of the hub can automatically point to a given transmission by one mem, reception by a second with
satellite so the signals from It can be used as a retransmission by the second, reception by a third
reference. This operation Is described later. with retransmission by the third-through the VSAT

ranstc lver and simulator And finally receptlon by
the first modoo. 'ne frequoncy stability measurement

Tn-Cabineat and ?roe-Spaco Loop Tests results it figure 7 show virtually no stability
slegra~tioi compared to single modets, so the

In order to testn the various sutystes comprising apparatus dots well oven in thit situation.
the ground equipment, several loop-Around schemes
were employed, which can be divided into two basic The VSAT wis set up with the l.3a antenna a seblod
categories: (1) In-cabinet tests Inv:lving the use of on Its frte-standing zount for waking range
a satellite simulator connected to the transit and masuremnts to the translator located up to 26
receive (14 and 12 GH) wavegulde ports of the VSAT metors xwAy. |Born antennas and a L4A were Added to
or earth station, and (2) free-space tests using the the translator as shown in the block diagram of
satellite simulator connected to horn antennas which figure 5. The distance r Is taken from the open end
are located away from and directed at the VSAT with of the feedhorns to the open and (phAse centoer) of
Its dish fully operational. Figure 3 shows the the J-hook prim focus fNed horn of the 1.9a VSAT
placement of the simulator for In-cabinet tests for dish. This range measuremnt yields the delay
the hub earth station. The trenamit signal from the through the VSAT extrapolated to zere distance after
I watt power amplifier Is switched to a power ater r'onnyw"nA th'trt ar..... .. c' y k1I, -Ir. ;
with a sample of the signal routed to thit Input of as shown In figure, 8. The slope, thAt Is thi round
the simulator. The simulator shifts the frequency by trip delay us a function of distance, Is determined
2.3 GHt and this output is fed to the LNA (low noise by the speed of light, and is 14.95 c€/ns. Three
amplifier). Figure 4 is a block diagram of the In- measurements werg taken and one can see the agre0ment
cabinet test using the VSAT. The VSAT IF transceiver with this slope In figure 8.
contains upconverter, power amplifier. LNA, and
doewnconverter all in one package. Connection of the Day-to-day loop-around time delay variations were
simulator Is straightforward. Figure 5 Is a block measured with the VSAT in-cabinet and free-spaco.
diagram of the free-space loop test used with the These results are plotted In figure 9 and show
VSAT. In this test, the VSAT l.Sm dish Is deployed reproducibility to the I ns level. Thesu results are
and horn antennas are used with the simulator along excellent and show the potential for satellite
with a LNA for gain ahead of the simulator. synchronization at this level. There is a

discernible Increase In the noise level of the free-
With the modem sending and receiving PN spread- space data. Its cause Is unknown but my be due to
spectrum modulation in loop tests, one can analyze translator environmental sensitivity. Nevertheless,
the phase stability of the I pps sent round trip the results are encouraging since the measurement in
through the ground equipment. This sets an upper "round trip" and represents accumulated phase noise.
limit on the expec.ed stability using this equipment.
Stability measurements are performed using the two- Satellite Loop Tests
sample Allan variance of the phase readings from a
time-interval counter (TIC). Frequency stability (ay After testing this equipment (the ground segment), we
vs. %) from one second to a few thousand seconds is proceeded to loop tests Involving actual satellites
shown in figure 6 for three carrier-to-noise-density operating in the domestic Ku-band with assigned
(C/No) ratios using the hub equipment with an in- uplink between 14.0-14.5 Gi: and downlink between
cabinet loop test. Carrier-to-noise-density ratio is 11.7-12.2 Giz. The configuration for doing those
a figure of merit parameter for communication links satellite loop tests is essentially identical to the
and the measurement technique Is described in free-space tests Involving the translator except that
Appendix I. For a C/No of 65 dB-Hz, ay Is about 4 x the dish antenna is directed at the satellite
10-10 %'1. Also shown is ay with the modem in Its transponder. Before this operation is done, the
internal (70 KHz) loop test mode which presumably is first consideration is deciding which satellites make
a best case condition representing a high C/No ratio, suitable candidates for tests. This decision is
Also plotted '.,t figure 6 is the calculated two-sample dependent on the receiver G/T and transmit EIRP of
variance from the white phase jitter published with the ground facility, the satellites in view and their
the modem. Daily measurements at 65 dB-Hz show G/T and EIRP for a given connection, the minimum
fairly good agreement with extrapolated short-term acceptable C/No, and (in this case) the available
measurements with actuzl data taken to 4 days and bandwidth [51. Tests were done on three satellites:
stability of a few x 10-15. Thus long-term stability SATCO K2 (B W), SBS 3 (95 W), and SPACENET II (69
is good. For reference purposes, one voice-grade W). These transponders are primarily used for video
satellite channel typically represents a C/No of transmissions, and are available on a pre-emptible.
about 55 dB-Hz and the modem works reasonably at this partial-transponder, occasional-use basis as long as
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no interference Is caused to other normal traffic. from video transissions from the other transponder.
The spread-spectrum modem requires a minimum C/No of Another potential problem with use of the edge of a
50-55 di-Ha, the equivalent of about one voice grade transponder is frequency-response roll-off which
channel, spread across a bandwidth of 2 to 4 M0:. In creates (1) ampltude-to-phase conversion and (2)
practice, the modem requires more than 60 db-Hz In more difficult decoding by the modem. This roll-off,
order for the demodulator to acquire initial lock as it turned out, was not significant In this test
because of the effects of any unknown frequency end hence was not a problem.
offset errors in the transponder and because of
occasional spurious Interference In the roughly 4 tMz There are other forms of interference than those
bandwidth, stated above, but they were negligible in these

tests. Interference analysis is described In
figure 10a shows a block diagram of key elements of reference 5. There is, however, a type of
the loop test using the hut, and its 6.1m dish. The Interference that Is subtle yet significant when a
Intermediate frequency used Into and out of the low C/No signal is shared with video transmissions;
upconverter and downconverter equipment Is 70 hix and Its effect is called "loading". The transponder
connections are made to the corresponding transmit output power Amplifier is not linear when operating
and receive ports of the modem. A I pps and a 10 MHz near saturation; that is, Its overall gain becomes a
reference were provided by a rubidium standarO and function of its input signal level. When there are
the transmitted 1 pps Identification point uset In no other signals on the transponder, a given signal
the modulated PH1 sequence Is approximately level Is retransmitted back based on the satellLte's
synchronixed with the external I pps reference. The specifications thus yielding a predictable received
transmitted and received I pps as determined by the C/No. Multiple carrier systems (usually non-video)
modem are used as start and stop pulses and are generally require that the received satellite flux
measured using a time Interval counter having a density be several dl less than that required for
resolution of 35 picoseconds (rma) per second. The saturated ouput in order to reduce intermodulation
negative going transitions provide triggering. Interference. However, when one or two video xignals
Figure lob shows a similar setup but Instead using share the transponder, the system is usually operated
the VSAT with its l.8a dish. In this case, the near saturation. If only one video signal occupies
upconverter and downconverter are part of the the entire transponder, It may be operated at or even
transceiver which Is attached to the backside of the above saturation. This can cause the shared PH4
dish. About IS meters of coax cable separates the signal to drop by as much as 6 to 8 dh causing a net
mod em's 70 Nit ports from the Input/output of the reduction In the received C/o by this Amount. Since
VSAT. a is increased as C/No is decreased, unexpected

c~aracteristics in o may occur if transponder
first loop test* ware conducted using the hub earth loading Is changing Suring sampled time Intervals. A
station and SATCOH K2 locate4 at Il1 W. A A Miz few transponders have an automatic gain step
segment at the high frequency edge of transponder capability that alleviates this problem by adjusting
number six was used for the test. The advantage to the gain of the transponder so low level data
this kind of segment Is Its availability and low-cost channels are less affected by loading.
since It Is useful mainly for In-house voice
coemunications by satellite operators and its Satellite loop tests were performed using the VSAT
marketabilit? is not great due to potential and SSS-3 located at 95 W. Setting up the VSAT and
Interference problems described here. .1iure )I actually doing the loop around proved to be a
shows spectrum analyzer displays of signals received formidable task that Is greatly simplified with the
from SATCOW K2(6B) using the modem and hub earth availability of the hub earth station. The VSAT with
station. Ti center of each display marks the its mall dish, 'low power, and fixed 2.3 Glt
frequency of the loop test signal as a clean carrier transmit/receive offset Introduces a new set of
(figure Ila) and with PN modulation (figure lib). problems compared to the hub earth station. In
Figure lic represents a wider frequency span. Of the addition to making sure that the link calculation
normal video signal which may occupy the upper half with a given satellite (in this case SBS-3) yields at
of transponder number six (designated 61), there Is least 60 dB-Hz, one has to consider the problem of
usually only a small amount of power that extends to pointing at the correct satellite, assuring that the
the last A MHz. However, video signals are frequency correct frequency and power level is actually
modulatd and may extend to 24 MHz wide. A full transmitted, and verifying that the spread spectrum
transponder on SATCOW K2 is 54 Mx wide and can carry signal Is being receivad.
two video signals. Allowing for a guard band between
two video signals, one sees the possibility of Figure 12 shows spectrum analyzer displays of
interference oven at the transponder edges. An received signals from the VSAT in a loop test with
adjacent video signal is clearly seen in the spectrum SBS-3. Clean carrier Is shown In figure 12a with a
analyzer displays of figure 11. Another form of 10 MHz scan and 10 kit analysis bandwidth, figure 12b
Interference comes from a second transponder which is Is the same display but with PH modulation on, and
operating at nearly the same frequency but has figure 12c is with PN modulation and with an expanded
orthogonal antenna polarization. This configuration scan of 50 MHlz and 1 MHz analysis bandwidth. Scan
is called the dual polarization mode. Commonly. time is 10 seconds for figures 12a and 12b, and one
horizontal and vertically polarized signals share the can see the difficulty li discerning an identifiable
same satellite permitting greater utilization of the spread spectrum signal in the noise. These displays
frequency spectrum. If signals are present on the are typical of the kinds of signals obtained using
other polarized transponder, then the interference the modem. The modem usually took several minutes to
depends on the signals' frequencies, amplitudes, and acquaire lock of the return signal from the
the degree to which the orthogonal component can be transponder. A difficulty with using the particular
nulled by the earth station antenna. Cross- brand of VSAT used here is that the frequency offset
polarization interference is evident in figure 11 between transmitting and receiving is preset at 2.3
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CH& and the transponder has an allowable error In its
re-transmit offset of +24 kz. Th' signal to the Figure 14 Is a diagram showing the basic scheme in
modem should be within +1 kHz for its best accuracy, which the hub earth station and VSAT simultaneously
but. no provision exists for compnsating for any use a common transponder with two separate spread
frequency error. for this test, the frequency error spectrum sequences (near orthogonal J3)) timed by a
back to the modem was about 12 kil which yielded an common I pps reference. A modem is used at the hub
off-scale condition of a frequency discriminator and another ix used at the VSAT and the transmit
mter located on the panel of the modem. A sequence (Tx) Is indicated as "0" for the hub and "I"
convenieitt method of remotely incementling the offset for the VSAT. The receive sequence (RI) is "I" for
In the VSAT In less than I kHz steps would be Ideal. the hub and "0" for the VSAT so each earth station
As it turns out, two-way tite transfers will usually receives the sequence from the other one and not
occur between a VSAT and th4i hub earth station, and itself. This is the basic configuration used between
frequency synthesizers are vsed at the hub for separate locations doing a simultaneous two-way time
transmit and receive Indepeidently so all frequency transfer. In the cast here, the two earth stations
errors can be compensated it this configuration. are colocated with a comasmon I pps reference thus

allowing a direct measurement of differential timing
Time delay through the sateoite is about 250 a in nrrors. Furthemore, this approach allows a direct
these loop tests. Analysis of the round-trip time measurement of system accuracy and stability Ill.
(phase masurement) was done Again using the two Although no data has been analyzed at this time, the
sample Allan variance and its s uare-root oy, and concept has been demonstrated using the hub and VSAT
typical results are shown In fiure 13. Themse equipmen operating simultaneously through SIs-3
results are consistent with In-cabinet and free- using two separate spreading sequences. Time
space loop tests done on the Uround equipment and interval counter measuremen s need to be taken and
shown In figure 6. In addition to loop tests the results compared as described In Appendix 1I.
described thus far, plots are Ahown In figure 13 for Figure 15 shows a mthod of directly miasuring the
hub earth station to 55-3 and SPACZIWX 11 (69 W), offset of the differences with one time interval
transponder 22. The stability plots follow 0- counter (TIC) and hence establishing a calibration
behavior as expected for white noise except for the with the use of these earth stations.
case of VSAT and SS-3 with loading. As described
earlier, the effect of satellite loading Is to change Conclusions
or "modulate" the C/Ro causinj a change In oy
dependent on when and bow much loading octurs during A number of tests have been performed on commrcially
the data sample. available Ku-band satellite telecommunications

equipment and, In particular, on a small, self-
Tu-Way Time Transfer Using A Ceame contained earth terminal (VSAT). The VSAT Is used In

Reference Standard conjunction with precise time transfers via satellite
to a central hub facility at W&5, Noulder, with the

In making estimates of the time transfer accuracy commensurate differential tLIm offset between VSAT
using the two-way technique, signal delays everywhere and hub having been directly masured. Tests have
in the link are of concern. Such delays come from also been conducted using A specialized spread
cables, amplifiers, filters, converters, and, of spectrum modem designed for two-way time transfer.
course, the transmission link Itself. In doing a Short term stability data with this equipment in
time comparison using the two-way Lime transfer three different loop-around tests (in cabinet, free
technique, the ibsolute values of the signal delay space, and via satellite) have been performed under
are not directly Involved; Instead, the difference various conditions and various C/Ro ratios.
betwen the tiansilt path and the receive path ix the Satellite loop tests used SATCO4 K2 (81 V), SBS 3 (95
parameter of Interest (the differential delay). Wi), and SPACIKNE II (69 V). Loop tests with the hub
Realizing that two transmit/receive facilities are and with the VSAT were also described. Stability
needed for the transfer, it is ultimately the performance Is on the order of A x l0-l0tl for a
difference of the two differential delays of the CI O ratio of 65 dI-H. Long term stability data in
involved facilities that is essential (the "offset of a satellite loop test has not yet been obtained, but
the differences"). Appendix 1I derives this offset In-cabinet and free-space loop tests of the ground
of the differences term. The accuracy and stability equipment using a satellite slmulator show that this
of this term gives an upper limit on the accuracy and white noise behavior continues to a few days where av
stability of the time comparison, is 3 x 10-is. Absolute phase delay measurements sho;

reproducibility to better than I ns over a 16 day
Host measurements of ground equipment delays Involve sxple tim. Future tests will be done to gather
the Lining of an injection RF pulse and the detection long term stability measurements and long term
of the sae pulse at a point before the antenna for reproducibility in loop tests involving actual
the transmission portion. The delay measurement for satellites.
the receive portion is done In the same way but with
the injection pulse usually at the LNA and the This paper described a direct measurerent technique
envelope detector after the appropriate receive chain for determining the differential offset term for two
equipment. There are two common difficulties with satellite earth stations (one, a portable VSAT) In
this approach. The first is that the pulse Injection close proximity to each other using a common
and detection scheme itself introduces a measurement satex'ite and a common reference clock. Usually. the
uncertainty since this is nut the way the equipment differential offset constant has been determined In
normally operates. A morc favorable measurement satellite time comparisons by measuring delays of
would be done in situ. Second, the measurement does Injected RF pulses, a method which has certain
not include the antenna and its associated orthomode inaccuracies. The method used here provides a direct
transducer and feed system. One cannot assume that measurement of the delay for two earth stations under
the antenna's differential delays are zero. actual operating conditions. The direct measurement
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makes the fewest assu-ptions regarding the Figure 6 shows a plot from data of the white noise
uncertainty in the determination of the differential phase jitter versus carrier-to-noise denbity ratio
offset constant. (2). A value for a can be computed and the value

for 75 dI-Ha is included with the data. If we assume
future work will be directed toward analysis of the that modem data Is the classical variance about the
Accuracy And stability of the common-vlew/coemon- mean of the phase Jitter (ox-) then the relationship
clock scheme as outlined here. At the present Lime, to 'Phe Allan variance is 16,71
the plan Is to incorporate more extensive instrument
control and automated data analysis to facilitate
data reduction and documentation of results. The ) -- )
graund segment And satellite loop tests of frequency e
stability point to an accuracy capability in the
range of a fey nanoseconds or better and stability of
several x ,11" for a C/No ratio of 65 dhl-Ha.
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following analysis In which TI(1) and TI(2) are the
time Interval counter readings at locations I and 2

Appendix I respectively in a two-way time transfer involving
locations I and 2.

Measureent Methods
'11() w 4T + u/c(2) + sat.path(2 to 1) + dlc(l)

Of interest in this paper Is a relationship between
standard frequoncy stability measurement techniques And TI2) a -AT + uc(l) + sat.path(l to 2) + d/c(2).
and standard satellite, signal-to-noise ratio
parameters. In the case cf frequency stability the AT is the time difference of the clocks at I and 2,
measurement performed Is the two-sample Allan u/c denotes time delay through the up-convorsion at
variance of the phase noise of the ground segmnt In locations I or 2, and dlc denotes the down-
both In-cabinet and free-space, loop-around schemes, conversions. Sat.path represents the total signal
Frequency stability measurements from one second to a path delays up to and through the satellite and down
few thousand seconds were performed for various for signals going from location I to 2 and vice-
carrier-to-noise-density (C/V0) ratios, versa. Sat.path Includes any delays due to the
Crrier-to-noise density ratio is a general figure of earth's rotation. 4T can be calculated as
merit parameter for a satellite communications link.
Frequency stability data also was taken at one day AT - I((TI(l)-TI(2)] + [u/c(l)-dlc(l))
intervals to look at long term stability and its - (u/c(2)-d/c(2)) + sat.path(l to 2)
agreement with extrapolated short tem stability - sat.path(2 to 1)),
results. The actual C/No measurement Is made using a
spectrum analyser sampling the unmodulated pure ItF
carrier of the modem compared to the density of noise If we assume sat.path time delays are reciprocal,
in a I Hz bandwidth. The spectrum analyzer had a except for the time difference ter due to the
minimum resolution bandwidth of 10 Hz but the noise earth's rotation, then sat.path(l to 2) - sat.path(2
componnt was white and allowed stralightforward to 1) + T(rotation) and we have
calculat'on to I Hz bandwidth. The analyzer
incorporated a correction for doing noise bandwidth AT - J{(TI(l)-TI(2)1 + 1u/c(l)-d/c(l))
measurements at various analyzer settings. These - (u/c(2)-d/c(2)) + 6T(rotation)).
corrections were found to be accurate to the rated
speciftcation of I dB by scanning the shape of the Nov with the two earth stations co-located and using
response curve and scaling the bandwidth as high as a common clock,6T(rotation) - 0 and AT - 0 and the
100 kHz and (again assuming white noise) seeing difference In the u/c's and d/c's is explicitly the
correct closure of the equivalent noise bandwidth at difference in the time Interval counters. We have
I Hz. At low (C + )/N ratios, it Is difficult to
accurately measure the signal level because of the TI(2)-TI(O) - [u/c(I)-dlc(l)) - ju/c(2)-d!c(2)I
presence of the noise component. To overcome this n constant.
difficulty the carrier signal was introduced at a
higher level, accurately measured by the analyzer, This constant which Is the offset of uete differences
and then a precision attenuator was applied to only can be used for subsequent two-way uime transfers
the carrier in order to reduce its level to a known using the earth stations, one of which is a portable
value. VSAT which can be located with another earth station

to yield a "calibration" of that earth station.
Some data which is presented in the documentation
which accompanies the modem is useful for the In doing two-way time transfer experiments through
analysis of frequency stability presented here. geostationary satellites, there exists a limit on the
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knowledee of the time delay difference between the
outgoing signal and the received signal. This non- (9) "Atmosph4ric Absorption and Dispersion
reciprocity is due to the difference of paths and the of Microwave Signals In the Cent|ieter
difference of equipment between the uplink and the and Millimeter Region," H. A. M. Al-
downlink. Using spread spectrum modulation with Ahead, H. Smith, K. Vilor, Portsmouth
different pseudorandom codes for the two directions Polytechnic Internal Report No. 8A/S.
of time transfer, It it comon to assume the January 1984.
difference In the transmission path% to and from the
satellite as well as through the xtellite
transponder to be tero and the earthe rotation
correction can he computed (8). Certainly the
Ionospheric dispersion and the effects of vater vapor
dispersion are Scull (below 100 ps) (91. The most
significant time delay difference error enters In the
ground sagment. The use of cables, Interconnects,
conversions, and test point$ for Instruments creates
the mOsL significant absolute delays and thus the
opportunity for significant differential delays.
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determine delay with the dish. Time
Interval counter (TIC) readings are A a b
function of range r. Slope Is exactly
expected result and extrapolation to zero
Is straightforward. Fig. i0a. Block diagram of principal part of

satellite loop tests with hub.

rig, l0b. Block diagram of principal part of
satellite loop tests with VSAT.
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Satellite Loop Tests, Various
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measurement of ground-segment differential

delay constant.
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REFERENCE FRTEQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

OVER OPTICAL, FIBERS:

A PROGRESS RWFORT

George Lutes
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California

ABSTRACT

The results were recently reported of an <e ff/f(2 ,I) 0 ( fi- ) 2  (1)
experiment in which a 100-Mla reference frequency 0 .1
was transmitted over a I4-km long fiber-optic link.
A differential stability of 1.5 X 1O-15 for 1000 where fl - f(.-1) Is individual Auccessive measure-
seconds averaging times was measured for this link. Pents of the frequency boing measured, N Is the
However, there were several factors that limited the number of masurements, fo is the nominal meai
stability of the link. A phase change due to frequency, T Is the time between ftaturetnets, and
bending the cable resulted in a sensitivity to % is the averaging time of each frequency measure-
microphonics and a degradation to the Allan ment. The measurement of Allan variance is dependent
variance. Also, variations of phase delay due to on the Averaging time of eAch frequency mesurement.
te rature changes caused degradation of the Allan This implies that the noisa-causing itiswabilities
variance as well. have components of many frequencies. Therefore, the

averaging time must be speeifiled.
This paper considers fundamental and practical

stability limits on reference frequency distribution
over fiber-optic links. It also reports-on recent III FREQUENCYSTABILITY DEGRADATION
progress in reducing the sources of Instability,
including the use of optical Isolators to greatly As mentioned earlier, frequency distribution
reduce sensitivity to cable bending. systems degrade th frequency stability of signals

that are transmitted through Lhem. Bsically, there
are tuo mechanisms responsible for this degrsdatlion,

1. INTRODUCTION frequency variations that result from group delay
changes in the signal path and a decreaxe in SIN

Modern frequency standards, such as hydrogen ratio.
msers ant -.ercury ion standards, generate reference
frequeneias that are very stable, better than Frequency variations generated by group delay
I X 10-15 for 1000 seconds averaging times. 1  The changes In the signal path can be a result of. a
distribution of these signals to remote users without changing environment around the signal path, such as
significantly degradingl their stability has become a clhngea In temperature or pressure, or they can
difficult technical challenge. result from changes in the material- that makes up

the transission medium itself.
The ability to distribute precise reference

frequencies over distances of tens of kilomtere If the group delay through a signal path
will result in considerable cost savings and changes whe!; a signal 1a transmitted through it, the
improved reliability in the NASA/JPL Deep Space frequency of the signsl at the receiver is offset
Network (DSN). To this end, fiber-optic reference relativ6 to the fielouancy of the s~gnal at the
frequency distribution system development lsoan transmitter by
ongoing task at JPL. The goal is to achieve a
transmission stability of I X 10-17 for 1000 fA KO (
seconds averaging interval over a distance of 22 0 d (2)
kilometers,

where fA is the offset frequency nt the receiver,
A transmission system degrades the frequency fO is the iniut -frequency at the transmitter, rD/dt

stability of a signal 6y adding frequency variations i the rate 4Z chaige of group-delay through a
to the eAgnai and de4rading itg tignal-t6-noise tranmmission medium with respect to tinm, D is the

'(S/N riatio. eelay throulgh the transmission medium in seconda,
fnd t is thoi time in seconds.

The tritsmision mediv.eiLs an i1mportant el~c.ment
of a transmission trystem. The meIT .,'s los., delay A constant rate of change of group delay
stability, bandwidth, suicetibility to Interference through a signal path adds -a constant frequency
from outside sources, reliubility, and cbcc are Lll offset to a sigiai passing through it. Ti this
important considerations in the design of precise case, the frequency stability of the 'transmitted
Erequency distribution syitto-. aignal is not degradedrelative to tie frcquency

stability of the referenice signal. However, if the
As a result of studies and numerous experimnts rate of change of &rouq delay through the signal

made at J3P.L, 2 - 5 it has been concluded that optical pAtti is nor constant, which Is usually the case, the
fiber is, the most promaising mediue that can be used frequency of the ,transmitted signal varies with the
to distribute precise reference frequencies, rate of change of group delay. This variation in

frequency is given by

11. !FREQUENCY STABILITY
df d2D

The accepted reasure of frequency stability is - = . (3)
the Allan variance,6 which can be given by dt dt2
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These frequency variations represent a degradation signal is transmitted back to the reference end of
in frequency stability of the transmitted signal the signal path to be used to determine the phase at
relative to the frequency stability of the reference the remote end of the signal path.signal.

One type of system 8 
uses a variable delay

One of the desirable features of most trans- device Ir series with the signal path. The delay of
mission systems is the ability to transmit a signal this device is controlled by an electronic feedback
with minimal degradation to the S/ ratio. This is circuit so that it virtually cancels any group delay
particularly true for transmission systems designed change in the signal path. if the group delay in
to transmit precise reference frequencies. Frequency the signal path changes, the delay in the variable
stability can be directly related to S/N ratio. For delay davice is forced to change by the same
white phase noise this relationship is given by?  magnitude in the opposite direction. The net change

0.276 / JS7 jtin delay Is near xero.

% O (4) Thte second type of system Adjusts the phase of
the transmitted signal in such a way that group
delay changes in the signal path have no effect on

where - Is the averaging time, S4 is the spectral the frequency stability of the receivcd signal.
density of phase noise, fh is the cutoff frequency
of the measurement quipiment, and fo is the mean Figure l(a)-(c) is used to explain the
frequency being measured. operation of this type of system. in Figure 1(), a

signal is transmitted through a transmission line
keductionoof the SIN ratio in a transmission with a length of 2 D. The input phase of the signal

syatem can occur because of poor system decign such is 61 and the phase of the output signal is
as incorrect g.li distribution In the system. 02. The phase of the signal at the midpoint is
Excess signal loss in the signal path, Poor circuit
design, or faulty circuitry can also contribute to 0- 0
degradation of the SIN ratio. 0 m a 0 - • (5)

IV. REDUCTION OF TIHE EFFEcr OF GROUP DELAY CHANGES The phase at the midpoint can he determined if the
phase at thte output of the transmission path is

Three methods can be used to reduce frequency known relative to the Input signal. However, tie
stability degradation of a signal as A result of output end of the transmission line Ay be a long
group delay changes In the signal path. The distance away. In that case, the phase of Lthe
magnitude of the group delay changes can be reduced, output signal cannot be measured relative to the
the rate of change of group delay can be slowed input signal. To cirounvent this problem, the
down, and an electronic feedback system can be used transmission line my be cut lit the middle and
to reduce the effect of group delay changes.

The first method can te implemented by actively -_ - - . -

or passively controlling the environment around the 01 2
transmission medium and other system components.
Howver, there are practical limits to the extent
that the envronment may be controlled. For
Instalce, the transmission medium may be spread out
over a great distance, making it Impractical to
actively control the environment around it. In this M
case, the only practical means of protecting the
transmission medium from environmental changcs may (a)
be insulation. Usually there is a practical limit
on the amount of material that can be used for this
purpose. D

Earth Is an excellent material to use for 0-4. 1k -0insulation. It is a good thermal insulator and can
provide a lot of =ss at low cost. Since temperature
changes are usually the greatest contributor to #2
group delay variation in a transmission medium, the -
rate of change in group delay can be reduced D
substantially by adding mass. A combination of mass
and Insulation can be very effective in reducing W1
temperature effects on group de)-y.

At the frequency stability levels required inthe DSN, on the order of a part in 1017, it is not

sufficient to use only the first two methods.
Electronic systems are being developed to further 2 -  - m
reduce the effect of group delay changes in the
transmission medium. D

Two types of electronic systems are used to
reduce the effect of group delay changes on a (C)
transmitted signal. In both systems the transmitted
frequency is separated into two signals at the Figure I - Evolution of a bidirectional method to
remote end of the signal path. One of the signals determine phase at the f:. end of a
is used as a remote frequency reference. The other signal path.
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folded back on itself, as shown In Figure l(b). The signals, the phs of the remote signal is the same
Input and output signals ara then at the &ame am the phase of the reference signal, 00. This
location. Sav the phase of the output signal can conjugate phase relationship is not required to
easily be measured relative to the Input signal maintain the frequency stability of the transmitted
phase, and the phase at the midpoint (remote ond) of signal. It is only required, in this System, that
the folded transmlssion line cats be determined. tha phase relationship between the input and return

signals be fixed.
There Is a problem with this configuration. In

a real system, the group delays in the two sections The portion of the signal path in the Input and
of transmission line will not change equally when remote terminals of a constant phase relationship
subjected to onvironasntal chAnges. Ote system Is outside of the two-way signal path through
transmission line will become longer or shorter than the transmission medium. The terminal delays may be
the other transmission line. By reforring to such that the two-way signal paths are not exactly
Figurt l(b), ane can see that the phase at the the same. The results of this situation can be
midpoint will be analysed by Assigning different delays, 101 and

D2, to the forward and reverse signal patha in
DI Figure 2 and applying them to (8) to obtain

e, N 0 -( )+2l)01) (6)1)(9)

The phase of the signal at the midpoint cannot now
be determined unless the delay Is known in both the
forward and return paths, DI and Do, respectively. From equation (8) it can be sten that 0m is no

longer nqual to 00. However, Ga is still
In order to guarantee that the signal paths are not affected by changes in group delay through the

equal In each direction, the signal mst be trans- signal path as long as the forward and reverse
mitted through the same transmission line in both signal paths change proportionately.
diractions, as shown in Figure l(c). This puts the
additional requirement on the system that high isola- This can be analyzed by adding proportional
tion be maintained between the signals transmitted delays to both the forward and reverse signsl
In opposite directions. Cross talk between the Input paths. Adding delays KD1 and KD2 to (9) gives
and return signals will change the apparent phase of
the return signal. This will result In an error in 201(01 + KD1)
the phase measurement At the remote end of the signal 8 = (o - l) + (10)
path. The magnitude of this phase error Is found by * ~ 0)~~K 1  D
adding the vectors of the cross talk and the output
signal and Is This reduces to the original equality in (9). Thus

there Is no phase variation at the remote end of the

a nB sin (7) signal path due to changes in the group delay
A + b cot 1 through the signal path.

where A is the magnitude of the return signal, B is However, if the group delay through the signal
the magnitude of the cross talk, and 0 is the phase path changes disproportionately in one direction,
angle of the cross talk relative to the phase of the the phase of the signal at the remote end of the
return signal. signal path will also change. This can be shown by

adding a delay, DL. to the forward signal path
So far it has been shown that the phase of a only in (9) to get

signal at the remote end of a signal path can be
determined. However, it is not only required that 201(D1 * KD1)
the phase be determined, but also that It be held e M 0 - 0I) + (81 + D ) + D;,
constant so that no frequency offset will be gener- m I
ated. This Is accomplished as shown in Figure 2. (ll)
The input signal phase is constantly adjusted so that 20111(K + 1)
a fixed relationship exists between the phases of (00 - 0 +
the Input and return signals relative to a reference m 0 1  DI(K + 1) + D2
phase, 00. From this it can be seen that if the group delay

A conjugate phase relationship is used in this changes in one direction, as (toes D1 in (11). then
example, which gives the result the phase of the output signal also changes. This

creates an offset frequency.

S•(0 " + 0 1) - (0o 0 0. (8) The precise frequency distribution system being
-0 1) 0 developed at JPL uses a fixed conjugate relationship

between the input signal and the return signal at
This result shows that when a conjugate phase rela- the reference end of the signal path. An electronic
tionship is maintained between the input and return negative-feedback system maintains this conjugate

relationship. A simplified block diagram of this

0 1 * 0 system is shown in Figure 3.

- The input reference signal of the phase
conjugation system is split by an RF power

02 splitter. One signal drives the L port of a phase
0 1detector, and the other signal drives the R port of

another phase detector. Each of the I ports of the
Figure 2 - Depiction of the conjugation method to two phase detectors is connected to one of the

maintain constant phase at the far end of inputs to a low noise differential amplifier
a signal path. (op-amp).
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It L R @3 0 * changes in the mode mix resulting from Modulatiol) of
I e 0 the light source and movemnt of the cable orconnectors.

1i 1  Although multimode fiber can be and has been
#M used to transmit precise reference frequencies, it

is not the best choice. Whaen it Is used in this
application, an LED source should be used and the

e2-- cable should be protected from movesent.

#0 #Single-ode fiber of the type moSt coonly
used today propagates only the lowest order bound

Figure 3 - Block diagram of a system to maintain mode, which consists of a pair of orthogonally
phase conjugation between a transmitted polarized fields. Sy:clal fiber that propagates
signal and ak return signal. only one polarization Is avallable, but it is a

relatively new development and is quite expensive at
The output of the Amplifier is zero only when this time.

the remaining t and L ports are driven by An input
signal and a return signal that are conjugate to one Because it propagates only one mode,
another around the phase of the reference signal. single-mode fiber Is less susceptible to different
Any error signal at the output of the differential delays for signals propagating in opposite
amplifier will drive the phase of the signal at the directions. However, this condition can still occur
output of the VCO until a conjugate relationship is under some circumstances because the two
reached. At this point, the feedback loop will orthogonally polartzed fields associated with the
mintain the conjugate relationship between the two optical mode propagate at different velocities.
signals.

The loss in single-ode fiber Is les than
Two methods that can be used to transmit 0.5 dl/km at 1300 no wavelength, and the bandwidth

precise reference frequencies have been discussed. at this wavelength can be greater than 100 Gez*km.
both methods depend on proportional change in group
delay in both directions through the signal path and Single-mode fiber designed to operate at
on the ability to transmit signals in both 1300 um wavelength is an excellent edium for the
directions in the same signal path with high transmission of precise reference frequencies and is
Isolation between them. How well these criteria can used at JPL for this purpose. A wavelenoth of
be met is largely dependent on the transmission 1300 tm Is used because the bandwidth and loss of
medium used. optical fiber designed for use at this wavelength

are adequate, the technology is mAture, and the
V. OPTICAl. FIBERS components are readily available.

There are two general classifications of
optical fibers, multimode and single-mode. Vt. FIBER-OPTIC REFERENCE-IREQUENCY
ultimode fiber supports the propagation of many DISTRIBUIN SYSTEM

modes. It is available with bandwidths as high as
I GHzokm and los As low as 0.5 dB/km at 1300 tun A block dingram of a single-mode fiber-optic
wavelength, reference frequency distribution system being

developed at JPL Is shown in Figure 4. The system
uses a 1300 tun single-mode optical fiber with an

The delay through ulttmode fiber is dependent optical directional coupler at each end to provide aon the average velocity of all of the modes being

propagated through it. The number of modes and Lite means to send signals both ways through the fiber.

mode mix can vary depending on the source and
conditions. This makes the group delay through An optical transmitter and receiver pair are
multimode fiber susceptible to differences for attached to the two fibers. The optical
signals propagating in opposite directions. This transmitters are commercial units that emit a
effect can be minimized by filling all of the modes 1300 na optical carrier that Is directly amplitude
in the fiber. This can be done by using an LED modulated. The 3 dB bandwidth of the modulation
light source and the right launch conditions, frequency response is 3 Hz. A high isolation
However, It Is difficult to assure this condition, fiber-optic Isolator is in series with each optical

transmitter to Isolate it from reflections on the
A form of noise called modal noise Is also optical fiber. These fiber-optic isolators were

characteristic of multimode fiber. It is caused by recently developed at JPL.9 They provide greater

REFERENCE0 CONJUGATOR

OPTICAL RF

DIRECTIONAL DIRECTIONAL / REMOTE

COUPLERS COUPLER - --" REFERENCE

Figure 4 - Block diagram of fiber-optic reference frequency transmission system.
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than 70 dl Isolation and have a forward loss of only 0
2.6 dl, 2.6 4. 10PRESENT LASER DIODES -[O0.WMhODULATION

Without these isolators, phase Instabilities In P L R SDU
the If modulation frequency are generated In the 10 14  UTURELASER DIODES I 0-hiHL MODULATION
loser diodes. This instability is a result of
changes in the amplitude of extraneouw modulateot
light entering the laser diode.10 The sources of 10-15
this extraneous light are the return signal and
reflections on the optical fiber. The changes in
amplitude are caused by moving or bendilng the
optical fiber. The result of this effect Is a
pronounced sensitivity to microphonics If isolators
are "at used. 11

The optical receivers consist of comercial PI 10- 101 10 10- 1 1 10
photodloe detectors followed by videband, low noise AVERAGING TiME (TAU), StC
amplifiers. The receivers have a 3 dl bandwidth of
3 U, and, like mAny wideband devices, have a small Figure 5 - Frequency stability limits imposed by the
tetrature coefficient of delay. S/N ratio of present And futurt laser

diodes.
A phase conjugation circuit like the one

previously described establishes And maintains a in the error detection circuitry. FundamentAl
conjugate relationship betwen the transmitted and limits due to these effects are not yet fully
return signals, understood. It seems likely 004t the stability of h

transplssion system could approach the bestPhase locked loops are sd for t~o purpo~s, stability that can be measured, at least until the
to provide a constant amplitude IF signal to the SIN ratio limit Is reached.
modulation input of the laser transmitters and to
improve the short-term phase noise at the remote end VIII. STATU. OF WF -- TI F_-.Y
of the transmission system. s . _.. ......

A phase locked clean-up loop is needed at the A stability of 1.5 X 10-15 for 1000 koconds
output of the frequency distribution system to averaging interval for a 14-km long fiber-optic
eliminate the wideband noise from the fiber-optic frequency transmission system was reported In
system. This clesn-up loop must usa an oscillator December of 1986.13 This system was unstabllised;
that Is as good as that used in the frequency In other words, no electronic feedback system was
atandard if the frequency stability of the used. The stability data for this link Is shown in
transmitted signal is to be comparable to the Figure 6.
frequency stability of the standard.

This system was very sensitive to microphonics
VII. THEORETICAL A.ND PRACTICAL LIMITS as a result of light reflected back Into the laser

from the optical fiber. The previously described
The short-term Allan variance Is largely optical Isolator was developed to reduce this effect.

dependent on the SIN ratio of the transmitted signal
and for white noise has the relationship given In Tests using the optical Isolator are in
(4).7 Typical analog fiber-optic systems in use progress. However, the optical fiber pigtail
today have * S/N ratio of 120 to 130 dB/Hz 1 1"1 2  between the laser and the isolator Is still subject
for transmission distances less than 30 km. For to microphonics. A new isolated laser package that
these distances, the SIN ratio is etermined should eliminate this problem Is being developed.
primarily by the laser noise. Th. phase noise of
several laser diodes has been maasured at JPL and, An electronic stabilizer is also under
for offset frequencies from I Hz to 10 kHx from the development. Several prototype versions hAve been

carrier, was it agreement with the manufacturer's tested and several needed improvements have been
reported value.

The Allan variance corresponding to the SIN 10"12

ratio of today's laser diodes and laser diodes under
development is shown in Figure 5. The frequency
stability limit due to SIN ratio can be lowered by -14.m ROUNDIRIP LINK
raising the frequency since the stability as given 0- 10 10-m LINK
in (4) is inversely proportional to frequency. For -H-.;ASER
this reason, JPL is planning to develop I Guiz
systems in the future. 1614 -

Much of the short-term noise in the present >
system results from microphonics. As stated - -15"
earlier, the sensitivity to microphonics should be

reduced considerably with optical isolators. <
1 -16 . . . .. . . . .. ....... . . ..___ ___ __ ___ __ __

Long-term instabilities due to changes in the 10 0 1 0 1 4  5  6

group delay through the signal path can be reduced 10 10 10 10 10
by electronic feedback circuits. These circuits are AVERAGING TIME (TAU), sec
subject to errors that result from nonreciprocal
changes in delay in the optical fiber or terminal Figure 6 - Allan variance vs. averaging time for the
equipment. They are also subject to drift or noise 14-km link, 10-m link, and hydrogen maser.
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identified. These Improvements are currntly being 2 L. A. Uergman, S. T. Ing, A. t. Johnston, snd
Implemented and test results will be reported soon. G. F. Lutes, "Temperature dependence of phAse for

I siA le-,mdv fiber cable," fro..Thr
___a Fb~ C:eewuniatiofti, p. 60, A-|lrEE

Test# will be performed on a fiber-optic Aprl 27-29, 1981, San Francisco, CA.
transmission system consisting of an optical
transitter, an optical Isolator, a cable, and a . , "Optical fibers for the dietribution
receiver, to dotomit 3.Lts Otclfbes(rt dsrbtoof freqieney and timing reforencs," Prar. _12th

0 the sensitivity of system components to . rtqi ! Tio and Time lorvAl QTTI)
temperature variations, 01nnn - til, pp. 663-60,

NASA Conferonce Publication ifz , Coddard spacea
* phase change vs bending of the cable, Flight Center, DIe. 1980.

0 sensitivity to "icrophonlics, 4C. Lutes, "Development of optical fiber

frequqtcy and time distribution systems," .'rot.* the extent of noarIeproclty of dclay I" the JhAn.?recis Tim and ATime Int-irval J(tTTI)
f iber, Alc tinit #n n Plmnnnl.g_ .+etInS, pp. 243-2629

.WA COnfernc€ lublicatin 2z20, NavA Aesearch
a the 0agnitude of phase :toise nid the Alln L.Aboratory, Ike. 1981.

vsrlnce.

The knowledge gained from thoe tests will be used 59. Y. Lau, "Propigation pth length variatio"s
to Improve t.%o existing system performAnce and to due to bending of optical fiber#," The
design A short-Jistance frequency distribution .lcpN.Qltlott -anda _AetUtinpro trx
system. - pp. 26-3,2, Jet Propulsion

Ltboratory, .arch-April 1981.

The primary reference frequency to be used in
the MVN will be raised from 100 Milt to I CHit, and a 6J. A. farnes. A. t. Chi, L. S. Cutler, V. J.
fiber-optic frequency transmission syitew will be Ilaley, D. 1. LUeson, T. E. Mcunlgal, J. A.
designed (or this frequency. Mullen, WI. L. Smith, A. Sydnor, X. F. C. Vessot,

X. CONCLUSION and 0. N. 1. Vinkler, "Characterization of
frequency stability," Teyhnleal _ate_394, National

Frequemy references generated with today's bureau of Standirds, Oct. 1910.

frequency standards can be distributed over tens of
kilomters distances with fiber-optic systems with 7L. S. Cutler and C. L. Searle, "Soft aspects o.'
little degradation to the frequency stability of the the theory and ovasurement of frequency
signal. fluctuations in frequency standards"," Prec. IEEE,

special Issue on Frequency Stability, Vol. 54,
Frequency standards could Le Improved p. 136, Feb. 1966.

considerably in the future, and reference frequency
transmission systems will be chllengcd to 8K. Y. LAu, "A VOrAlte-controlled optieal radio
distrIbute the reference frequencies they nerate. frequency-phase xhifter," The bee-. Spice Netwr k

SOme fundamental and practical limits on the 're rL fteort 42-53, pp. 24-32, Jet Propulsion
stability of fiber-optic reference transissiun LAboratory, July-Aug. 1979.
systems are not yet fully established, but work is 9o. Lutes, "A low loss, high isolAtion, singla-
being performed to detemine the limits. 9.Le "A ow lo , submitted totics

maoe fiber-optics Isolator." sbitdo 9_____
ACOKNWLEDIXUMN Letters , April 1987.

This work represents the results of one phase 10). Lau, Ortel Corp., Alhambra. CA., private
of research carried out zt the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,
under contract with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. IlK. Lau, "Signal-to-noise calculations for fiber-

The author wishei to thank Dr. L. haleki, Dr. optics links," The Telecoamunieations and Data

R. Sydnor, Dr. C. Creenhall, Dr. G. Dick, A. Kirk, o ;.p' 4,i-.,, Jet
L. Prima&, P. Tu, and C. Corrigan for their Propulsion Laboratory, May-June 1980.
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paper. 12A. YarIv, Introduction tp ptical E ectr ,

Holt, Ainehart and Winston, 1971.
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~ICMAQ t haI* the sweto 4~ successful. It %ho run is
repeated with the electric filid applied at reoon

Cleetrodiffusion or swtgoing is A hlgn temperature temv.erature the current peak or plateau ncar 2O0C wtIll
nirtCOS2 UhlCh selet*ivCly cXangtS Monovalent ion% In tbe nls~Ing. Both of the above tests are very

aftoubrtz. Sweeping Is commercially tonployea to *Aiitative. A reliable test for thv completeness of
rkeolace the alkal Is ortsent In As-grown nucrti: with~ te converion of aluminum-alkal I centers Into Al -01l
W&Ncitf. Clecti'odiffusion has en shown to Improve fltntrs canl b performed by comparing ti
toril on hardness ofquart.-oict a.tor cry,,t~s Is concentration 0f Al-hole centers after an Iitial

and to significantly lower the Production of etch irridifltion 6t 17 H With the concetrartion fountd after
unnqeis. Thoq first effect is [important In criticaI subsequent irradiat ions-at 300K and then ot 771h. It

aerospace and1 defente ' ID0cations. UntIIli* zcn ! thq Initial and final concentrations are the same then
directly imp4tt the production of at-vices iy photo- the conversion was complete. Ytis test Is made on
I'lthophle techtcuts anto of very high frequtey btjiIt ftjlt 2wples removed fromR the bar. The presence of the
wave ir4art: oscillator crystals. Al-Oil center can be dettrminod by tow tempiterature

Infrared absortitn measurement%. tilgh temperature
Sweeping affect% two types of defectst po~int 000O.40000c measurem'ents of the eaulvailflt series

oe.'ets SUC4 AS .hO ZVOStitUtIconal aluminum With :t's resistalrce of a finithec! cryital can also be used to
9o.40C1§ttd Inttetlitial alkali anM the extended dtIsiec- determine If the -zttrial ha4 bett wet I Swept. The
tion nttworits with their Pro~ciotited impuritles th~at alk.ali ions prosent In unzwept quart,. cause a large
ft.rm tho etch unc~ Tho pro*Z ASSOCIitd with Me voponenti.lly iMCreasing acoustic toll or resistance at
p~ointtd~fects 1i, at loazt. qualiitativoly unoerstood. higher temperatures. 5ince jwqqping removes trio,,
At high temoraures, the inttr~titials are thermal ly alkali%, swtpt tysal% will .It^w ;nly %"It1 lncrea k
liberated froms their trapping site% and can then In eslt5iore. All pe frie ateovo to,,- deal only witit
etigrota along the rolatively open Z-awis channels. tive Point aptrcrs In tio. rrv'sr.3. At trip pre5enr tIMt
Itiorefore. If the ampto Is heated With an olectrie rjs r5" th. ttj.r ire,:rtilv In-, i~~~~eTfo
(lofa ao('lio at"41 the Z.wjxi5. these lnteraitiaslt ca sweeing 0fV~:lvrn.- '-n te oter% ptri.e .
tie %urp*t out at tne negative electrode ProvidedS
replacemtent Ion%~ are brought In at the positive
eletrode. In the commorrl erccess. the replacemcnt ictzt~r%4ifion or sweeping Is a high temperature
ftins are protons from the twater vapor in the vrc~ess which itectively excinges mtonOVleft 4-nlt In

surrundng ar amowerc. Thu. th alminm-1lali 11a quartz. At the Present time. sweeping I-,
eenttrs are converted Into Al-i canters. The precipi- <*rnmvrcially cmployed to replace Mhe alkali% presecnt In
tates In the dislocation networks are probably miodifiled *%-grown quart.- with hydrogen. 4!.weeping affetrts rwr,
so that they are test reactive to the NH4 1IF2 or tir types of defectsi Point defectus such az trio
ctch~fnts. substitutional diuminum with its assoclatelfi

Interstitial alkali and the extended dIiocation
Sweeping It usual ly carried out on a fully networks wiln their Precipitated impurities that forrm

lumbered bar such as the Y-bar% used for AT-cut the oen rhannels. The replacement of the alkali
crystals. LVaPorated or %-uttered metal film asoiae withi the aluminuto by hydrogen give% ri~e to
electrodes are appilied to the Z-faces. The electroded the tmprujved radilat Ion hardness of swept osc Illator
bar Is placed In the furnace and then slewly brou.ght up crystals. tweeoing also alters the extended
to the de'tirec temperature. The electric field con be dislocat ion networks so that the produvrtlan of etch
f irst applied at the operating temperature (usually channels is greatly reduced. The first effect Ii
near 5000C) or at room tem~perature. The field i53 Important in critical aerospace and defense appliIra-
ettblished such that the negative riectrode Is the tions while the second directly Impacts the production
Stec-sice of the bar: therefore. tne Impurities tire of qwrtz devIC03 by deep-etch-processlng. Verhoogarn1
-,wtpt back toward the seed. If tne field Is first In itis tudy of Ionic diffusion In natural quart:
appi lted at the opereting temperature a large Initial aprnl are u h is eieaeakl
current Is observed-. this current then slowly decays sweepingl exarimedts outwa the irst e brto aplyali
until It reaches a steady value which Is caused by th %weeping prets. King qurt wateue firt teoatlyr
movement of protons through the Sample. If Instead. the sweeps.Byaring ou te rocs oqat aesed Ior reoatm.ri
field Is applied ast room temperature; a peak or plateau itruedB calryintout Ite proes nal varuum bar
In the sample current Is observed near 250-3000C. This wihrodued olor cteprsithnaturatclos puats bIr
peak probably has the same origin as the large Initial whiohatorsmde l o teare KacostIc los pxenksine
current which Is observed when the field Is applied at Insfnatrdstmade fmterar. and cutue h qurtziv
high temperatures. Once the current becomes steady. iemntraed std swen of naturliand ctured quartd
the sweeping Is thought to be complete. The ba- Is then drotons Itrad thesep of qrz s eif craie tne
slowly returned to room temperature with the fileld prtsi itoeandfout orepn quartfi. ralkali desceathe
ms re durin. ng fetise C don paof theiyclne demonstrated that the 53 K acoustic loss peak is caused
Plotsuored rodutg this codwnductity tm the e by the A-Na center. Kreft 5 showed that holes could be

Plos o th prduc ofthi coduciviy tmesthe swept Into quartz If the process Is carried out In
absolute temperature versus the reciprocai temperature vacuum at temperatures above the phase transition.show thast the process Is thermally activated with acti - Kings suggested that vacuum swept quartz shouljd be Ffrvat Ion energ Ies of 1.5 to 2 eV. of radiation indluced transient frequer.:y chirt-'. R.ece'

4.tuioei by LlpsonT and by Ant.es. Carcia. and KohlerA1
A number of tests are avalable for the show that the holes ca., also be swept In a.-

determination of the completeness of the ,weeplng run. tumprature. t7.?low the 5730'C phase trans-ition. It Is
For example. the observation of a steady current the purpose of this Paper to review current sweeping
towards the end of the run Is usually assumed to Indi- technology and related properties of quartz.
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Sweeping affects both point and extended defects. 300 K
The 0tl" growth def'ects and Substitutional aluminum are
probably the most Important oint defects In as-grown
qurt. Ih ro.ja temperature broadned 01i absorptlon
bands are y~ed to determine the optical 0 of the
Paterbl~. 0 1U The AI-Na and the radiatlon-produced Al-
hole cenittr have acoustic loss.eaks which directly .I I A
affect oscillator preformonce4,1 , Other Point defects .

present In os-grown quartz Include substitutional
germanium and both silicon and oxygen vacancies. A
recent study by Euler and KahznI suggests that Ge may
play a role In low-dose radiation effects. There have ASRCVD
been a number of papers reviewing thq general
properties of point defects In quartz. 121' u Johnson
and Irvlne* 7 review etch channels and extended defectsIn another paper In this proceedings. 5 T"- ,-

The replacement of the Intersltlal alkali trapped 80 K
adjacent to the substitutional aluminum by hydrogen Is .4
the most direct consequence of air or hydrogen sweeping
quartz. fig. I compares both the room temperature and
the liquld nitrogen temperature IR absorbance spectre W 3
of a S Hit- Sth overtone AT-cut resonator blank in the
as-received condition, after a strong (10 Mrao)
Irradiation, and after sweeping. Trie low temperature .2tis-recolved spectrum shows the four rowth-#deFtct bonds .

at 3350. 3400. 3437, and 3501 cm'?: the three lower IRRAD
frequency bands are completely broadened !n the room
temperature curve. Low temperature acoustic lost .1 ASRio
measurements Show that this material contain% no Al-N.a
centers. Irradiation creates Al-hole centers and the
AI-11 center from the AI-LI center. The Spectrum for
the Irradiated sample shows that hydrogen In the 3700 35X 330 3100
growth-defects has been completely removed and WAVE NINR (1/o.)
transferred to the aluminum site forming the AI-01I
center which Is responsible for the bands at 3367 an
3306cm "1 It Is Interesting to note that the 3367cm' Figure . The IR spectra of a 5 Ml: Sth overtone AT-cut
Is still observable at room temperature. In this resonator blank containing 10-15 ppm Al Is shown In the
Particular sample the 01' growth-defects contain almost as-received condition, after a strong room temperature
exactly enough hydrogen to compensate the 10-15 ppm Irradiation, and after sweeping at both room
aluminum present In the sample after Irradiation, temperature and 00 K. The scale has been expaded For
Sweeping does not cause any changes In the as-grown Oil" the room temperature curves, the irradl.ted and swept
bands, but does replace the alkali at the aluminum and curves have been offset for clarity.
form the AI-OII center. The AI-Ol" concentration Is
nearly the same for the Irradiated condition and after
sweeping; thus, very few Al-hole centers were produced
when the as-received sample was Irradiated, we 6-
subsequenlty Irradiated the swept sample and observed H" Q
only a very small decrease In the Al-01i band. A 2- ,"SARP
comprrlson of the production of Al-hole centers by 0 e, AA~ && SWEPT EG
ionizing radiation in swept versus unswept samples "2

taken from the same bar shows that fewer centers are C_ HA. SELECTED
produced In swept material 2 0. The production of para- -6 .v 0
magnetic oxygen vacancy centers Is also greatly reduced I- 0 0LI2GCO 3In -wept quartz. The reader should remember that <-10
swqoplng does not remove point defects but only yNAT.
mo d.- 's them. for example, sweeping converts the AI-LI I
ctnter present In as-grown quartz Into AI-011 centers. 4 6 7

The modification of the point defects discussed 11SE(RADS(Si))
above SIves rise to a number of the Improvements In
crystal performance attribted to sweeping. Cimparlson
studies by Capone al.,, Poll and Ridgway. Young,
Koehler. and Adams" show that swept quartz usual ly Figure 2. The fractional frequency offsets of a a
exhibits lower steady state frequency offsets when number of unswept crystals and for a swept electronic
exposed to Ionizing radiation than unswept quartz, grade crystal are show. After Capone et _i.20

Figure 2 which Is taken from Capone et al. shows the
frequency offset versus radiation dose for a number of measurements on modern material often show frequency
crystals. HighQ material containsAl-Nacentersand offsets In the 10-100 ppb range for swept
the radiation Induced reduction of their loss peak material 23'24, When exposed to pulses of Ionizing
causes the positive shift. The conversi!on of the Al-LI radiation air swept quartz crystals do not show the
centers present In the other Lmrwept material Into Al- transient resiatance Increases usually seen In unwept
hole centers is probably the cause of their negative material .25-  They may, however, show transient
offset. On this scale the swept electronic grade frequency offsets because of the temporary production
material shows nearly zero offset. More recent of Al-hole centers. King6 has proposed that vacuum
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swept quartz I s f roe of both trans Ient f requency and ttiun swei'ming oownif these Impuriti; 1 th
resistance offsets. The Published freoquincy offset thtv region Is less reac~tive. Gaultiert ad tc~art
ri.su ts for vacuum swept juartz are somewhat have observed gold from tht cathode electrode cl!rfiisiln

conraicor; I igin % report offsets off - back Into the o.r alonq tit least tome ettndcd dcNec.t.
UZ and -7 Mbo for vacuum swept Premium Q crystals wlic chanonelIS.
IRahan sl Jj3.P report much larger offsets for vacuum
swept mpteriai.

Swveeping also Improves the room tempertuir0
mechanical Q of quartz crystals. Caone tgM" Vp
report that sweping raised room tean~raturt the Q of~P
Electronic Grade material from 5S IO2 to over li0 ~. li
Yn, Koehler. and Adems2 2 have reoort that sweeping
raistd the.Q of optical grade Quartz from 2 million to

2. ll~.Since the room temperature snetctrum at 3W'
comparable Increase In optical Q. This Mechanical 0r
I Pprovement comes about because alIkaI Is art removed 2W 14.
from the sample. At higher temperatures the Impr~ove-
ment Is more dramatic; the measurements of Lipson g& ~
.L7 of the crystal resistance of SMi.z 5th overtone AT- 100W

cut crysta s as a f unct Ion of temperature I s shown I n
rig. 3. The resistance of the unswept crystal Is over A~~;V si 1 Ir I
1000OhMS at 350 0 Cwhi I*that of thewet and vacuum f A j
swept crystals stays under 100 ohml This result IsA C 0 E F G H I
Important for pressure transalucer49 and other high
temptrature applications of quartz crystalsg.

figure A. Pair bars A through G represent a co*4wailon
of the etch channelI dens ItIeas I n unswept and uns1weat
samples taken fIQr the same wuart". stones by Ibalascio

4 _____________ and Armington. Bars H and I show ts published
1Scomparison between unswept and unswept qurtz wane by

Gwultieri33 and by Hunt and Smythe. 3 4.

Ujig' ~CLCIROQFFlIJQiM PK
* As mentioned above. sweeping affects both point

- and extended defects. The process that Is associatedJ z v with the point defects Is qualitatively understood.
........ * host as-growen quartz contains substitutional aluminum

which behaves as an acceptor; an associated Intersiti-
tial alkali, usually lithium, provides the charge com-

is *t *ng 20 AddItIonal Unidentifiled Point defects
are know op trap protons forming the OR- related growth2" " 0 defects3317 responsible for several IR absorption

TOOC bands. Wdhen thermal ly Iliberated from their traps these
Interstitial Ions can drift along the relatively large
Z-axcis channels present In the olpha-quartz structure.

Figure 3. The crystal resistance versus temperature Therefore. If an electric fielid with a component paral-
curves for an unswept crystal and for air anyl vacuum lid to the Z-axis Is applied to the sample at high
swept crystals are shown. After Lipson Lt ill, temperatures the mobile positive Interstitial% will be

forced toward the cathode (negative electrode) setting
up a space charge reg Ion near tthe anode. If a sourceWhile the Properties discussed above all result of positive ions Is present at the anode, such as the

from the modification of point defects by sweeping. NaCI f Ilm used for sodium sweeping38, new positive Ions
sweeping also alters the extended dislocation networks w Ill be forced I nto the sample . At the some t Ime, an
that cause etch channels. There have been several equal quantity of the old Interstitials leave the
pullshed studies showing that the etch channel density sample and move Into the negative electrode.
In swept quart-- I. much less than In comparable bars of Commercially, sweeping Is done In air and the original
unswept mater ia 1 j-34 Figure A Presents the results alIkaI Is I n the sample are rep I ced by protons. The
for several of these studies. The pairs of bars A protons come from water vapor present In the atmosphere
through cjshow the data obtained by Balasclo and which Is probably catalyzed by the metal film positive
Armington1 on seven stones of cultured quartz. Half of electrode (anode) with the pr~ton entering the f Ilm and
each stone was leoft unswept wh Ile the other halIf was then moving Into he sample 3 . Figure 5 whicth Is taken
swept; then AT slices from each pair were etched. The from Lipson A* ill. shows that the replacement proceeds
low unswept etch channel density In bar E came about as a wave front moving through the sample. After three
because It was Oro.4n on an X-growth seed. Bars H and I hours the Al-OH center has been formed In the first2mm
represent the published results of Gaultler13 3 and of of the 15.2 mm thick sample; as time progresses to 12
Hunt and Smythe. 34 X-ray topographs show that after hours the "front" moves about half way through the

sein the basij dislocation networks remain In the sample. The upper c rve In Fig. 5 shows the variation
quartzI . Hanson~ has used synchrotron radiation to In the as-grown DHO though the sample and that the
make X-ray topographs of a number of crystals. His growth-defects do not change with sweeping. Lipson et
results show a direct correlation between the dIsioca- pl. and Anthes, Garcia, and KoehlerB have also shown
tion networks seen In the topographs and with etch that a similar "front" of Al-hole centers moves through
channels which were optically observed after etching. the sample from the anode to the cathode durng vacuum
Dislocation networks are high stress areas where sweeping. Once the !onIc replacement proceas Is com-
Impurities are likely to aggregate; It seems possible plete one might assume that only one species of Ion Is
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moving through the quart: sample. Sweeping Is a one-
dimensional process: the author's students have made A 2 cl2)1/2/k (4)
several attt pts to sweep both alkali and hydrogen In
the X and Y directions with no success. The process Cqua-6. ..d 4 show that the Ionic conductivity of
does work whenever there Is a significant comoonent of quart .rmally activated. The assumption of only
thet applied field parallel to the Z-axis such as In AT. one kino vf trap is not Justified: cultured quart. has
5T. and SC crystal blanks, the 011' growth defects (as-grown Oil') In addition to

the suostitutional aluminum, as-received natural quartz
has both AI-OI" and AI-LI as well as OH" related

AS GROWN OW" defects which also contain alkalis3. Consequently. the
conductivity should not be expected to go as the square

0,08 root of the trap concentratir.t. Nevertheless, the
conductivity should Increase with Increasing defect
concentration. Figure 6 shows the apparent OC Ionic
conductivity measured during cool-down at the end of

0.04 IN4 _ Li- and H-sweepIng runs plotted as log(,T) vs 1000/T
for samples with 70(IIA-A), 10(PO-J), ano 5(10-A) ppm
aluminum. The lithium data shows some curvature giving
activation energies near I eV 4t the higher

o temperatures while the hydrogen data Ihow activation
energies ranging from 1.6 to 2.1 eVID. At the lower

Ftemperatures the results shown In Fig. 2 are In
E - reasonable agrieement with the AC-conductivity results

AlOH of Green Lt j21 for similar samples. When applled to
the sweeping process these conductivity results showOA-4 3hrs that sweeping Is thermally activated and that the
sweeping current should be larger for the lower purity

2l2hrs sawles.0.2t . . , . ., .

O =•, - -- I-JgL

0 816 "-. .A
anode Z (mm) cathode 1O2

Figure 5. The upper curve shows a nearly 2 to I
variation In as-grown OH" through the sample. The lowe 2
curve shows the progression protons forming AI-OHIN
centers after 3 and 12 hours of .,Ir-sweeping. After t0-4
LIPson tt tL2. *

The motion of the IL 1s through the ,art- sample g ". -
Is directly related to the Ioni conductivity with th, F .. " N
number of mobile Ionic charge carriers governed LV the V.
number of trapi and the depth of their trapping wells. 106. 1,AIbN
If we assume that only one kind of Ion Is mobile, the
conductivity, o. can be written as c neA, where n
Is the density of Ions, e Is the electronic charge, and
lsutheir mobility. The mobility which Is related to
the diffusion coefficient Is given by 10..

A" (e/kT)va2exp(-L./kT) (I) 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

where V Is the attack frequency, a Is the Jump iccvr a/K
distance, 4nd E Is the activation energy for
Inter,;titlal migrationO. If there Is only one kind of
trap present, aluminum for example, the number of Figure 6. The apparent DC-Ionic conductivity taken at
mobile Ions per unit volume can be found from the law the end of LI- and H-sweeping runs Is shown for
of mass action to be samples with 70(HA-A), 10(PQ-J), and 5(TO-A) ppm Al.

n a (cj2)l/ 2 oexp(-Ea/2kT) (2) Figure 7 compares the current versus time curves
taken during H-sweeping runs on two AT-cut S MHz 5th

where c Is the mole fraction of traps, No Is the number overtone 15mm diameter resonator blanks, one with 10-15
of SI1O's per unit volume, and Ea is the association ppm Al and the other with 0.2 ppm Al. Both samples were
energy between the Ion and the trap.4 1  The factor o taken from cultured stones. Both samples were swept
1,'2 In the exponential term comes about because two with a field of 2000 V/cm -;pl led at room temperature
def cts are created: the mobile Ion and the fixed and then taken through the temperature versus time
Ionized acceptor trap. Thus, the conductivity can be cycle shown as the heavy sol Id curve In Fig. 7. Both
expressed n5 samples show current peaks or plateaus during the

warmup portion of the cycle that are similar to those
C-T = Aexp(-E/kT) (3) first reported by Hanson44. The origin of these peaks

is not understood; Hanson, and Lopez, West, and
where E = Em + Ea/ 2 and Martin 4 2 have shown that they r sappear when the sample
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has been completely swept. When the -temperature cycle
reaches the SO0 C operating temperature the sample 1000 A '
current shows an Initial fast decay followed by a
slowerdecreast until It reaches asteady value. The
steady current Is usual ly taken as an Indication that
the Ionic exchange Is complete. The currents during
the 5000C portion of the cycle roughly scale with the
aluminum content. Figure 8 shows the Initial current
versus time behavior for a 10-15 ppm aluminum blank S100
taken from the same bar with the field first applied
uhemnthe 5000C sweeping temperature was reached. The 0
log(l) versus 19l(t) plot shows that the current -1/t
decreases as t~u which Is characteristic of one-
dimensional diffusion. The large Initial current 0
observed when the field Is first applied at the full 4k
sweeping temperature must be closely related to the
current peaks observed during warmup. *, 10-

600 I0 3

500- I--0 2 I 1 l O II O

50120.01 0.1 1 10 100
TIM4E (m i )

Q 400 0 1 - Figure 8. The Initial sweeping current versus time fcr
s.a 10-15 ppm Al sample Is shown with the field firsv

Sap10-15pli when the syncing temperature was reached. The~ current decays as t-4'*

~300- 100
' INSULATION Pt. FOIL

200- o0-1

QUhRTZBR

100 10-2

0 10-3
0 5 10 15 20 25 TEMPERATURE T CONTROL POtESUPPLY

TIME (HOURS)

Figure 7. The sweeping current versus time curves for +
samples with 0.2 and 10-15 ppm Al ore shown for the
case where the electric Field Is applied at room RTZ BAu FILM
temperature and the system Is taken through the
temperature-time cycle given by the heavy solid curve. 0: SEED SIDE
The sweeping was done In an H2 atmosphere. STAINLESS HOLDER

SWEEPING TECHNOLOGY

Figure 9 shows a block diagram of a hypothetical
electrodlffuslon system simalar to the one described by Figure 9. A block diagram for a hypothetical air
Brown, O'Connor. and Armington. 4 5 The syste, consists sweeping system is shown.
of an electric furnace with a programmable temperature
controller. To avoid thermally shocking the quartz bar
the temperature should be slowly raised to the desired
operating temperature and then slowly cooled at the end
of the run. The system includes a separate monitor for
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an Independent temperature check. Air sweeping which reported on the effects of surface finish and electrode
exchanges hydrogen for the alkal Is requires electric type on the efficiency of the electrodiffusion process.
fields of 1000-1500 V/cm: so a 2000 V power supply Is They found that pressed foil electrodes do not provide
used. fields on 10-20 V/cm Ire adequate for sweeping sufficiently uniform electrical contact with the
alkali Ions such as sodlum.3' Larger fields result In sample. They also found evidence of diffusion of the
larger currents and faster electrodlffusion. Kahan Lt cathode electrode material Into extended defects. This
jL1.a' report the use of 1000 V/cm for the electro- back-diffusion was reduced by using well polished
diffusion of holes In a vacuum sweeping experiment, surfaces.
Gaultleri3 3 has compared with reduction of etch channel
density with applied electric fields for fixed sweeping The quartz used for electrodiffuslon should be
times and found that higher fields give lower density. selected based upon the final applicatio. *rice46, In
If Is not clear If this result Is caused Just by the a review paper, discussed the selection of quartz for
faster sweeping or If there Is a direct field effect. A various applications. He reported that higher quality
current metqr or recorder Is needed to monitor the quartz gave higher yields of finished devices. The
process. With most modern digital current meters It Is same results must hold for swept material. As
necessary to place the meter In the negative (ground) discussed above, electrodIffus Ion affects both point
lead Figure 10 shows a block diagram of the computer and extended defects. The performance of quartz crystal
assisted measurement system that we use at OSU with an devices for operation In radiation envlronmets or at
extension for the simultaneous sweeping of two samples, high temperatures Is most strongly Influenced by the
The power supply Is voltage programmed by the 0 to A presence of point defects such as te substitutional
which Is controlled by the computer. The sweeping aluminum. Therefore, low aluminum, low OH" content
currents are found by measuring reading the voltage quartz should be chosen for those applications and then
drop across the 1000 ohm precision resistors with a swept. The yield of devices produced by deep etching Is
HP3478A digital multimeter. The Input of the DMM Is Influenced by the presence of the dislocation networks.
scanned between the thermocouple and the current Consequently, low dislocation quartz Is desired for
measuring resistors by the computer controlled relay deep etch processing.
box. The relay box also triggers a motor driven Inde-
pendent set point on the temperture control ler. For EVALUATION OF" Q4ART2
each sweeping run the temperature and current versus
time data like that shown In Fig. 7 as well as data on A simple direct test for the question, "is It
the quartz bar are recorded and stored on disc. The done?" Is needed when carrying out an electrodiffuslon
computer assisted system greatly simplifies data run. The most common on-line test seems to be th.
analysis: for example, one can readily plot out the appearance of a steady current; by this criteria the
apparent DC conductivity ver us reciprocal temperature current versus time trace% shown In Fig. 7 show that
as shown In Fig. 6. Hanson has described a similar the sweeeping Is not quite complete. Other tests
system. To prevent back-diffusion, the electric field Include checking to see If the current Is "Ohmicl" such
Is usual ly left on during the cool-down phase of the a test was performed periodically durl.-3 the sweeping
run. run shown by the upper current trace In Fig. 7. Fig.

ii shows current density versus electric field traces
taken at four different times after the system reached

0-20OOkV 'the 5000 C operating temperature. The slope of the
TC curves seems to be converging towards a value slighityPOWE S L lower than the one Jhown for 1095 minutes. The current

observed for zero field Is not understood. Again, the
A run appears to be not quite finished. Other tests

Included the appearance of a high activation energy
characteristic of hydrogen for the Ionic conductivity

0 TO A SCANNER- OGfRtAI4ABLE data that one can obtain on "cool-down. " 3 3  If the
RELAY BOX T C TROL sweeping run Is repeated with the electric field

applied at room temperature, the "warm-up" current
Gpeaks will be missing44' 42. Both samples shown In rig.

DPN 7 passed these two tests.

While no Indirect test of the effectiveness of
HP ON1 sweeping run for the reduction of the tendency to form
(PC) etch channels exists a number of tests for point

defects are possible. One simple test Is to Irradiate
the bar: If the bar colors then It Is assumed that It
Is not fully swept 29. However, this test IsFigure 0. A computer control led electrodiffuson Ineffective on low aluminum content cultured quartz.

system Is Il lustrated. Sweeping currents are measured iefcieo o lmnmcnetclue urz
systemn ts I lustae. Swepi cur retsistrmsud This material shows essentially no coloration even In
by reading the voltage drop across t~e resistors. the unswept condition. Room temperature Infrared

Sweeping Is usually carried out on a Fully absorption mleasurements such as those shown In the
lumbered bar such as the Y-bars used for AT-cut upper part of Fig. I may be useful. A culturod quartz

crystals. The Field Is established such that the AT-cut 5 MHz 5th overtone 15 mm diameter resonator
blank containing 10-15 ppm alumninum was used for this

cathode (negative electrode) Is the seed side of the data. The AI-OH" band at 3370 cm-' for the room
bar; thus, the Ions are swept towards the dirtier temperature results Is clearly seen for both the swept
region of the bar. After sweeping the cathode side Is and Irradiated cases. Quartz growers routinely make
ground off. Originally, platinum foil electrodes were similar room temperature scans for the evaluation of
pressed against tne sample. Since the hydrogen (or the their as-grown quartz; the AI-OH- band appears to be as
holes In vacuum electrodiffuslon) enters the quartz bar strong as the broadend growth-defect OH" bands used for
through the anode; the positive electrode should have a the determin&alon of optical Q. It also seems possible
good Intimate contact with the surface. The modern to develop a calibration giving the aluminum content of
technique Is to use evaporated or sputtered metal film a ,wept bar. A sImi lar test for an Irradiated unswept
electrodes deposited on polished surface. In a series bar would be unreliable because the amount of AI-OH"
of papers, Gaultlerl and co-workersh,36,39 have produced depends upon the amount of OH" growth defects
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7 and 8 were fully swept. Since only a ratio (CI/C3)
needs to be determined, the ESR test Is relatively1.2 painless; the aluminum content can also be found by

S290 in comparing the strength of the ESR signal to that of astandrd sample. The CSR test Is typically performed
1. 0 4 490 min on a small sampl with X,Y.Z dimensions of 7 mm xZ mm

x 3 mm. The test deicrIbed above Ias pplIcable to aIr
A M min or hydr.gen swept quartz.

IJ-

0.8 -V 1095 min

02

~50.4 IQ

0.2 0 A°,

SAHPLEI 2 3 4 5 6 7 80
0 500 1000 1500 2000 Figure 12. The first bar for each sample gives the Al-

hole center corcentration Cl as measured by ESR afterE (V/CM) the Initial low temperaure I'radlation. The second bar
gives the Al-hole concentration C3 as measured after

Figure II. The current density versus applied electric the room temperature and subsequennt low temperature
fle!d Is shown for four different times after the Irradiations. The sweeping efficiency Is (CI/C3)1001.
sample reached the 500°C sweeping temperature. The C3 Is also the total aluminum content.
slopes of the curves are converging to a value slightly
lower than the 1095 min. curve. The zero field current We have measured the Al-hole center concentration
is not understood. In a number of vacuum swept samples In the as-vacuum

swept condition and then appl Ied the test above. The
present as well as the amount of aluminum. The author samples usually show an Initial as-vacuum-swept Al-hole
believes that such data would not be useful for alumi- concentration ranging from 3 to 40% of the total alumi-
num concentrations below about 5 ppm. However, IR num content and that the samples are 100% swept
measurementsat liguid nitrogen temperture as shown in according to the above standard.47 These results and
the lower portion of Fig. I would be useful down to frequency offset data have led Kahan et j2 3 to pro-
about 0.5 ppm of aluminum; the AI-OH band has shifted pose that the required charge compensation is located
to 3367 cm-I and the OH- growth-defect bands are fully at a site some distance away from the substitutional
resolved. Lpson . 121 have shown that low tempera- aluminum.
ture FTIR spectroscopy can be used to scan probe the
homogenlety of the Oil- growth defects and of the AI-OH Koehler48 has developed two tests of sweeping
produced either by Irradiation or by sweeping. They effectiveness. The first Is based upon the relatively
and Anthes. Garcia, and Koehler8 have also shown that a long lived radiation Induced electrical conductivity
He-Ne laser can be used to .robe the Al-hole center In present In unswept quartz. The second test Is a
vacuum swept samples. measurement of the crystal resistance at high

temperatures. The test can be performed either on
Hallburton It #L 16 have developed a reliable but finished blanks in a gap holder or on finished

complicated test for the effectiveness of air or crystals. lie defines the Index ratio as
hydrogen sweeping. The test Involves direct elecron
spin resonance (ESR) measurement of the Al-hole centers Ratio a (R400 - R25)/I10 (6)
produced by Irradiation. Suppose that a sample
containing concentration C3 of substitutionalalumin'nm
is partially swept so that it contains a concentration where R400 Is the crystal resistance at 40( 0C and Rg5
Cl ( C3 of Al-O1 centers and C2 of aluminum alkali Is the resistance at 25 °C. Figure 13 shows the
centers. We then have Cl + C2 x C3. An Initial results presented by Koehler for tests on a number of
Irradiation at liquid nitrogen temperatures wl l crystal units. Those crystals whIch were well swept
convert the Cl Al-OH" centers Into Cl Al-holes and showed small resistance changes and transient radiation
leave the C2 aluminum alkali centers unchanged. Cl Is Induced frequency offsets which could be explained
readily mesured by ESR techniques down to levels of in termsof the radiation Induced temperature shift.
ppbs. If the sample Is subsequently irradiated at room The unswept or poorly swept crystals showed larg&
temperature the C2 aluminum alkali centers are resistance changes and transient resistance changesconverted into A i-OH- centers. A third Irradiation, when exposed to a radiation pulse. This test should be
this time at 80 K, then produces C3 Al-hole centers attractive to crystal manufacturers since the series
which can again be measured by ESR techniques. The resistance of is readily measured.
sweeping efficiency Is given by:

Sweeping Eff. = (CI/C3)xIOO%. (5)

Figure 12 shows that concentrations Cl and C3 taken
after the Initial and final low temperature Irradia-
tions on 8 bars of quartz. Bars I through 4 were un-
swept, brs 5 and 6 were 651 and 921 swept, while bars
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Abstract Note the appearance of pits with well defined
inverted apices which So-etimes serve as the startlng

Previous work to Identify, characterize and red.ice point for long narrow channels. Ni.Jher magnification
etch channels in single crystal cultured quartz is by scanninj electron microscopy (SE14) is shown In
reviewed. Experiments In this study confirm that Figures k and 3.
etch channels result from selective etching near edge
dislocation;. The dominant sources of the disloca-
tions in t e grown crystal are determined to be
latent seet dislocations and the seed crystal
Interface. Using x-ray topography, optical and
scanning electron microscopy the composition of tne
interface is seen to consist of several solid phase
inclusion species coexisting with bands of disloca-
tions Identified as misfit dislocations by Uurgiers
vector invisibility criteria. It is proposed that
the inclusions nucleate from a reaction of elements
present in the system. FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3

IntroJuction Etch channels limit device makers by:

1. Creating electrical faults upon application of
Device Considerations conductive electrodes.

Applied as a frequency control or timing device, 2. Acting as stress concentrators to reduce the
components fabricated from single crystal cultured ultimate strength of the device.
quartz are widely used in military, industrial and
consumer electronic equipment. New designs 3. Trapping contamination resulting in increased
continually offer higher perfornance, miniaturization aging.
and lower costs. To answer the need for device
improvements, quartz component manufacturers The first widespread application of photolithographic
implem.nted processes requiring the exposure of processing techniques occurred in the manufacture of
quartz to strong etchants. In some cases, this was tuning fork resonators. An example of a device with
an effort to adapt the batch photolithographic size about I m x 5 ri Is shown In Figure 4,
techniques of the semiconductor industry to quartz
resonator production, offering lower costs and
realization of innovative designs. In other
instances, the design makers were trying to reduce
the subsurface damage caused by previous lapping i i j
operations to improve performance. On still other
occasions, the fabricators were trying to achieve .".

very thin sections for high frequency operation.
Each of these efforts was constrained by the
formation of micron sized holes (often referred to as
etch channels) in cultured substrates on exposure to
etchants. FIGURE 4

Figure I is typical of the surface condition
following prolonged etching in amnonium bifluorlde Thicksten (1983) catalogued various etch related
(ABF). defects encountered in fabricating tuning forks.

Figure 5 illustrates the presence of etch pits and
-.,.-. -- ,channels In photolithographic processes parts.

FIGURE 1 FIGURE 5
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In sooe cases, electrical discontinuities are caused EU003J of the seed plate and a one-to-one correspon-
by voids in the metalization attributable to etch dence between these Inclu.1ons and etcn channels In
.defects. Additionally, the shnck resistance of the the grown crystal. They further disCuSsed possible
device is severely impaired Ly the presence of stress causes of these channels, mentioning dislocations,
Concentrators. As devices undergo further minlaturl- nonuniforr incorporation of Impurities and a
zation andimore complex shapes are required, the need co'ination of these two possibilities. They
to reduce the concentrations of pits and channels ultimately deckded that they Could Come to no
increasns. conclusion.

Defect Characterization and Orlgin Further important etching studies were Carried out by
1he well known method of etching to detect the Tsinzerlinq and Mleonua (1963) and I1anyu (1964).

presence of dislocations In metals and crystals was This work Concluded tnat the faces of the surface
applied to cultured quartz early in its development *its matched naturally occurring faces of quartz and

and redmais a standard characterization technique. attributed the pits to surface Intercepts of

Th* formation of etch pits in the presence of dislocations.

dislocations Is predicted by free energy considera-
tions. Cabrer4, Levine and Plaskett (1954) describe %pencer and laruta (1966) applied tne transmission

the conaitions necessary to open a dislocation into x-ray diffraction topographic methods developed oy

an etch pit when the ceytal is placed in an under- Lang to single crystal cultured quartz. Tnis study

saturated medium. The basic consideration is an established that these linear defects hao some

energy balance between the dissolution of a volume of char'cteristits of dislocations and if they were

crystal into the undersaturated .,imi and the dislocations, they were most likely screw or mixed

release of potential energy stored as strain near the types.

dislocation balanced against formation of additional
surface area free energy. Two of these terms are Line drawings illustrating te general idea of screw

nearly the same throu hout the bulk of the crystal. and edge dislocations are shown in Figures 7 and d.

However, the -increased strain energy near the
dislocation results in much higher etch rates in
those areas. 1
the qualitative similarity between patterns formed by L . ° I
Lang topographs and etching is readily seen in Figure 'tII , P.l . 'i. '

6. X.1
FIGURE 7 SCREW OISL0CATIO:4 FIGURE 8 EMRE UISLOCATION

On a init cell scale, the screw dislocation appears
as an offset creating a spiral staircase effect. An
edge dislocetion is visualized as an extra plane of
atoms. The Burgers vector is labeled 0.

If 9 is the reciprocal lattice vector of a set of
planes and 0 Is the urgers vector of the disloca-
tion, the contrast effect of a dislocation image will
disappear wnen 9-b - 0. Conversely, the contrast
effect will maximize when gt" a 1. Tls implies
that the Image at dislocation lines exhibits the
maximum wnen the reflecting planes ore oriented
perpendicular to the Burgers vector and vanish when
they are parallel to b. In the case of a pure edge

A) X-RAY TOPOGRAPH B) PHOTOSRAPH AFTER ABF ETCHlING dislocation, b and the dislocatiei line 0oth lie in
FIGURE 6 the same plane, the axis of the edge is obtained from

the criteria that gxL a U. where L is the direction
However, in quartz it was noticed that in addition to of the dislocation line.
the etch pits which existed in other materials, small
areas, beginning at the apices of some of the pits, An extensive study of dislocations by Lang and
etched much faster than the surface, creating iuscov (1967) confirmed the link between etch pits
channels extending well oelow the sArface. Arnold and dislocations. Specifically, they concluded that
(1957) observed that very large (ov.,r 25U microns) with rare exception, pits formed at dislocations and
inclusions related to the formation of etch channels. that no pits occurred not at dislocations. They
At about the same time Augustine (19b7) and further decided that based on contrast effects from
Augustine, Hale and Berry (1957) were conducting various planes that only about lb% nad C axis
similar etching experiments and reporting similar component [U03] associated witn screw dislocations.
observations. Presumably the remaining 85- exhibited strong edge

dislocation characteristics.
The composition of channels In natural and cultured
quartz was investigated in Buerger (1954) and Cohen Lang and Miuscov further observe that dislocations
(1960). The possibility of stuffing quartz with are randomly oriented early in the growth cycle, but
beta-eucryptite and beta- spodumene to explain the that dislocations soon organize into a polygonal cell
presence of large quantities of certain, impurities boundary network (Figure 6 ilustrates), the final
was mentioned, stage of which uppears as growth hillocks on the

rough final surface with orientation approximately
Nielsen and Foster (1960) conducted further etching (0001). Fault surfaces were observed in the
experiments witn similar results. They noted the topographs which were interpreted as indicative of
presence of fluid inclusions spanning the thickness impurity segregation in the cell walls.
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Further confirmation of the relationship between etch of the as-grown Z-surface and detected a large
pits, otch channels and dislocations was presented by concentration of alumilnu and iron in a 10 micron
McLaren, 0sborne and Saunders (1971). Once again it area of high dislocatiot density between cell walls.
was concluded that most of the dislocations are of The boundary of high dislocation density observed by
the edge variety, some mixed and rarely finding a Lang and iuscov (1967) %as not seen in this work.
pure screw dislocation. As in other studies, the
dislocations were confined to a narrow (1U-256) Saha, Annamalai and Bandyopadhyay (1979) conclude
cone, centered about [0Uu3J. The ,orouraphs produced that about do to 85% of the diclosations in cultured
illustrated dislocations originating in the seed or quartz are pure edge dislocations constrained to a
frov the seed surface, propagating in the general cone of about 25 around the C axis. These
direction of growth. A suggested model for a pure dislocations congregate alnng cell will boundaries
edge dislocation is presented in Figure 9. which are also a region of high Impurity segregation.

Additionally, the remainder of the dislocations are
b i~~ y predominantly of screw character, each of then.

Associated with a single terraced cobble apex.
-he various relationships shown by the cumulative
work Is briefly illustrated in Figure 10.

SEED
SOLID DEFECTS

GROWTH GROWTH FLUCTUATIONSINTERFACE OTmE IMPUNmE

DISLOCATIONS

'N ~ ' .SEGREGATION ETCHITS CELL ITfUCTURE

FIGURE 9I

An iqportant feature of this model is a hollow core ETCH CHANNELS
with a series of unbonded Oxygen. It was
hypothesized that this war an obvious place for the FI';URE 10gatherinq of ImtpuritieCs, Sspeci ally hydrogen and
substitutional aluminium (Al* ).

Iwasaki (1977) draws the same association between
edge dislocations, etch pits and etch tunnels as Efforts to Reduce Dislocation:
previous researchers. Another structural model is
proposed with the key feature of unbonded oxygen The inain thrust of the Barns et al. (1978) work was
surrounding a hollow core as presented by Mctaren et to develop a3 reproducible techniq~ue for the growth of
al. (1971). Iowevet, the problem of transporting low dislocation density cultured q~uartz. Based on
etchant to the reaction inuerface down the micron their analysis of inclusions, showing that iron Was 4
sized channel is discussed. The mechanism posed is critical component in inclusions which created
to assume vapor etching by the outgassing of an acid dislocations. combined with knowledge that
with higher mobility along tne channel than in the dislocations present in the seed wo;Ild propagate,
case of liquid, they found their best results using low dislocation

seeds in a noble metal liner to isolate the growth of
Barns ot al. (1918) provided additional confirmaction the crystals from steel autoc~aves. Standard
that otcn channels and pits are related to Brazilian nutrient was employed as were typical
dislocations. they also observed certain shallow growing conditions. Analysis indicated that all
flat ootton pits which they associated with flaws dislocations formed etch pits. Though no analysis
created during grinding or lapoing. Hlowever, the was reported, they indicated the dislocations
majority of their report concerning pits described decorated with iron formed channels.
sharply defined apices and etch channels; the same as
menttoned by earlier observers. This research failed They reported low dislocation material and concluded
to uniq~uely determine the Burgers vector, thus that It was possible to create dislocation free
leaving open the q4uestion of the character of the material under normal growthi conditions in noble
dislocation. metal lined vessels if nearly perfect seeds are used.

Tney further stated that across a broad growth rate
Etch channels we-e separated into twio categories: variation there was no relationsnip to dislocation

density. Crystals grown on (0111) seed plates were
1. Those propagating froei fluid inclusions in the found mnore prone to dislocations than those grown on
seed and (Uf) Seed plates in this study.

2. Those emianating from particulate inclusions near
the seed. The problem of obtaining suitable seeds was addressed

by Zarka, Lin and Buisson (1981). Previous research
11oana and Iwata (1373) provided another link between consistently illustrated propagation of dislocations
observations with etching, Lang topography and nearly parallel to thE direction of growth. Zarka et
polygonal cell structure. They also applied ion al. chose seeds fromi the greater X-reylon with growth
probe methods to samples taken within tens of microns direction [02110) to minimize dislocations in the
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[00033 direction Of Intended growth. This lowered dislocations have been developed. Electrolytic
the dislocations propagating from the seed, although sweeping as a method to inhibit etch channel
the topographs Show that considerable dislocations formation has been reported by Vig Ct Al. (19f7),
nucleated from inclusions in close proximity to the Martin et al. (1983), Gaultierl (1985), and Armington
seed. and Dalascio (1985). Large reductions are

consistently reported with Balasclo and Armington
In a series of reports prepared by Armington et al. (1986) reporting a derease in mated half bars from
(1981, 1982, 1984, 195, and 1986) the topics of 328 cm"  to 36 cm .  they further reptrted
lowering Impurities, especially aluminum, and an itcidence of a reduction from 24 cm" to
reduction in dislocation density are simultaneously I cm" in crystal grown on a greater X seed.
addressed. The sumiary of the result of this
activity is shown below in Figure 11. Another technique reported by Bernot (1985) concerns

the addition of various fluoride salts to the
Experimental Variable Effect on Dislocations normally used acid etchants. This work showed that

the addition of KF along with unnamed secondary
additives to either lip acid or ABF greatly reduced

Growth Environment none the occurance of etch pits and etch channels. Uoth
Noble liner of these results were reported using unswept
Unlined commercially available quartz.
Mineralizaer

The motivation for developing these further steps was
Seed Source strong the desire to fabircate a precise altimeter requiring

Low defect natural an etch channel free active area and a chemically
Greater X cultured polished surface. This Combination is a severe
"Noemal" cultured requirement tor presently available material and
Low strain requires swept high quality material and special

etchant to achieve successful fabrication. This
Supply Source none' device Is shown in Figure 12 (patent 4,479,070).

High purity cultured
High purity glass
High purity sand 7

Seed Preparation none
Acid etch
Hydrothermal etch
Swept

Growth Rate none*

*Showed strong effect on aluminum uptake.
FIGURE 12

FIGURE 11

Experimental
In contrast to prior investigations, the 198b report

indicated that most dislocations originated within With the long term objective to make available com-
seeds supplemented by a small number nucleating at mercially produced juartz crystal with fewer thin 10
Inclusiuns. The 1986 report indicated that .ypical etch channels cm"  and 50 etch pits cm" , a
etch channel densities of under SO cm were reliable and convenient dislocation characterization
possible using greater X seeds and pure Z cultured procedure was designed. Other experimental activi-
quartz nutrient. Suitable results were realized ties involved identifying various dislocation types
across a variety of vessel surface materials, by Lang topography and exploring the relationship
mineralizers, growth rates, and seed preparation between dislocations and inclusions.
methods.

Characteri zation

Croxall et l. (1982) cre;ted quartz with 
dislocation

density of under 10 cm"'. The method was based The first step of the investigation was to develop a
on employing a noble metal vessel surface, nigh standard technique for characterizing dislocation
purity nutrient and growtn solution. low dislocation defects. Tne two available mthods were Lang topo-
seeds, and standard growing conditions appropriate to 9radphy and etching. The etch method was chosen due
sodium hydroxide. They reported the appearance of to its relatively low cost and convenient availabili-
dislocations in the seed crystal interface, but ty. To he effective, the characterization procedure
reported no dislocation generation at inclusions, had to be consistent, repeatible, representative and

transterrable. After investigation, the following
Post Culturing Processing procedure was developed:

Although the conplete elimination of dislocations is AT sample orientation.
desirable, most devices can tol rate te presence at
dislocation densities of 10 cm- or greater Lapped surface.
and many photolIthographic uses are feasible with
densities of 10 cn'. However, in tne case of ABF solution saturated at 7W0 .
certain devices with relatively large dimensions and
a low tolerance for dislocations (especially etch Solution agitated. Ouration approximately 2.5 hours.
channels), processes designed to reduce the formation
of etch pits and channels in the presence of 0.1 mn minimun material removal.
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To obtain valid results, it is espec.ally If rtant Fran hjnnjnin o mi tno t ' laonl d0s ty

tO assure Adequate stock reeitval. Figure 13 decreAseto fr~i ein 414 (stis rwn dev itlvi PO t+i
illustrates. "Can 153 (St~ndtri d-MLtlo" 161). Altjq 61t

%livantiffed, It Is worti noting that 4q At?;tIrant VArt

C'AALOI-S -C-0012 LACOM a(t ttlls variatfm Is the result of ttst variatinsl.
_____________________ nts, is eivocially trot in tno cms oft ntih'

densities, where Accurate cagiiflnu Is difficult.
Using an anlysis of variance tecmiI e (ImSrtzoe 1.
oxl, llRnter 4nJ Hunter (l91J), nw sIfllicf ne wa.

discovered btwtvi tne fritijI drid final prok~ei5
' ..- .... regArding inclusions. 1Iowtver, t5jnifc4"w, W4%

& -de / dste regarding otcte cratinels. Figre II, A

I.densities, Illustrates the data 4 ntJ visally
: confi m d a lack of correlatiun Utweon 4

4e' i concentration of the vArieo% species oi NIu
o, f Inclusions And tcn channels.

*ooN11 Whs f -- "----*

-- 4

FIGURE I'l

Bulk Inclusor. .,.-

This effort was to investigate the relationship
between etch channels and Inclusions In the bulk of
the crystal. An historical data base was established ' '
from 66 production runs of a standard crystal type , .grown to an average Z dimension of 26 m on a Z plate *. Y. ..0 0 4 SIti

Sted with X 37 mnn at a growth rate of about U.35 iti
day'4  under standard conditions appropriate for
the sodivi carbonate process. The seed population F16URE 15
was from normal production. indicating a large
variance in dislocation densityo was expected. The

process was modified through two series of chainges. Tentatively, the reduction in etc,' channelS dcrus$
The first Involved decreasing olssolveo and the processes has been attriout e tO eitner a
particulate impurities in the growth solution. The decrease in fine particles directly deposited on the
second stage added further particulate filtration. seeO or serving as nucleation sites for plates,

boxes, etc. which form a debris plne 4r to direct
The effect on etch channel density Is shown In Figure impruvements In the chenical purity of the solution.
14.

identify and Catlouc Inclusion Siecies
NS" Phose I -;HIP

Since little effect was attributable to blk
inclusions, a microscopic study of Inclusions was
Initiated, with special e'n~oists on tne seed crystal

oo j interface.

Starting at the centerline of the seed (oetween tie Z
'faces) and working outward in tne direction ufgrowth, Figure 16 sunnarizes the results.

6? .'0R • . ~ :.... . .

il liI.. 3Mrj X I fit '11.

-4 14L I..A A 3iL u4LIA

FIGURE 14 CV) (.1 K IAt O
PATCHtI ZU."Ji

The inclusion density showed no significant changes

throughout the same variations. FIGURE 16
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Figurts 17 through 28 IllustraLe tn various The SCalO which forms on the interior surface of the
inclusion species. Steel autoclave wall was dxaialad. The results of an

SEl photograph art shown In Figure 29.

FIGURE 17 BUBBLE FIGURE 18 PLATE

FIGURE 29

This uha long, Ibeen uSpeCted as a $ourc of
InclIon5 In co turco qqJgrt. IiO'avr 1 4s a result
Of this InveLstigation, It IS ConclvyIc that 1 o ft

Sdissimilar rohologtI@ that wall scald Is not in
* inportnL source of Inclusions in cultured qrtL.

Tentaively, it is proposed that IflusiuoI.i in
culLurto quartz largely result froa a reaction of

.so-- n lt. elet2nts present In the growing solutlon.

FIGURE 19 PLATE SE FIGURE 20 BOX
toenti y and Catalogue DislocAtion Species

~ ~Lattice dieft '.s in Y and Z cut culture quartz
crysLals utre InvestLigaLted by x-ray topography.
Burgers vector was determind and structural
Inferences were tde by exainaLtion of the contrast
effc vlew In topographic iages reflected fro.I a
varlay of plants.

Topographs on a Y zut crystal rom iL an averag
20.rowU rile Op abuL 0.4 day'- under standard

FIGURE 21 DIRT FIGUE 22 SEED VEIL commercial growth cndltons for the sodium caroonate
process were prepared. The results, using several
values of 9, are snown In Figures 3U to 36.

FIGURE 23 PIN CUSHION FIGURE 24 P.C. sFIGURE 30 C20J FIGURE 31 [0110j

_ - 50 Its /

FIGURE 25 CLUMP FIGURE 26 CLUMP SEA FIGURE 32 0003j FIGURE 33 [1011J

FIGURE 27 PATCH FIGURE 28 LOG JAM FIGURE 34 [161l FIGURE 35 (112J
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of edge dislocations resulting in etcn pits A4ti
channels during etchinfl, presit4 evidence S0,estS
that these are not the most critical issues. Toe two
most !mportant faCtorS In produCinV tonigrcial
quantities of low dislocation tutorial art tne
V4il4bility of low dislOC4tio seds Anf jn imjroved

understanding leading to eventual control ?f toe seod
crystal interface, especIAlly the dffeet of
inclusions In that area. Fro work nrC, It Is not
possible to make a stattotent regarding whether
Inclusions are 4 cause of or an effect of a highly

FIGURC 36 (1010) stratnd, lsflit dislocation boua4ary. flased on
Croxall et 41. (1M), It Stees possbil to /rog low

CxA.InInV the figures, it I% seen tut the witinutr dislocation quartz On a natural seod without the
oa st was obtaind for E1210 and the Anlniva for presenCe of a miofit dislocation ogundry. This

C[112.: Cons'jeflntly b of the dislocatio %aS points to lAt@linq the Inclsons aS tne cause And
1 Carrying out gl SRoW that the direction IS dislocations the effect.

OW3, parallel to the C-axis. Inspection Of the
topographs shows tont most of the dislocation lines In the event this is correct, It bmcnos necessary to
follow tiis course within a cone of aout lug. Tno bring the formation Of tneSt Inclusions under

topograpns further reveal that tie dislocation lines improved control. Past efforts nAve focuSed on
either begin Ir te seed or at the seed :rystal overall process purity. Including growtn in noble
interface. tre Interfaces Vire consistently metal lined vessels. The cooplex themistry of the
characterilzed by dark lines parallel to the X axis syste, Coupled with the wide range of t".pqrature

E10103. Toe dislocatlon density at toe Interfaces and pressures through which the systen Vasses,
was high ard individual resolution was not possible. INdicateS that a large varlety of coounds would

Tie nature of the dislOCation structure eogoe nucleate and remain stable.
however, whon the reflections approacned tne (1J)
direction which minimized tht contrast of most of the The composition of etch channels rtlains
edge dislocations. Figures 14 4nd 15 exhibit strong unidentified. Following the course of dUerger (9 4)
contrasts, Indicating a dense dislocation structmire and Con04 (1940), the direction of the investigation
which rtmains In high contrast at ill reflections Into the ett'n channel contents is concentratin, on
without definite Hurlers ve:tor. Presumably misfit naturally occurring minerals coaoosej of eleaents

dislocations bridge any lattica misoritntiton or present In the Culturfr-U system naving structural
Mismatch bttwen the seed and crystal. Consequently, Coma~iollity tith a strained quartz ilttjcg.
the direction of durgers vector vAries depending O
local conditions. It Is likely this is a highly 'ne cause of channel formation In sole edge
strained region, potentially decorated oy impurity dislocations 4nd not others is ut,,nown. Availale
atoms. models Imply that impurities are required to

comensate toe partially unuonded oxygen surrounding
The dislocation cell structure discussed by Lang and the core of the dislocation. Possiole explanations
Miuscov (1967) was also observed in this study. Tne of the difference In etch behavior ore: the
observed diffraction contrast effects associated with possibility Some closely packed bundles exceed an
the wall structure suggested tnlt the cell walls are undetermined critical size and differences In the
depository sites for Impurities. impurities Incorporated or the structure of the

incorporation. The taechAnism Is not identified.
Another observation of this study, Indicating a iowever, based on the tendency of edge dislocations
strong possibility of the icpurlty segregation at the with similar signs to repel, the first possibility
cell walls, concerns the presence of fault surfaces. seems unlikely. Further, the large reouction in etch
Figure 37 is a Z cut with 9 " (IU12J. channel density following electrolytic sweeping could

be explained by changes in tne composition scee of
the dislocation core, tending to support the second
Possibility.

V Conclusions

1. Etch channels and pits are found only in
association with dislocations.

2. Host dislocations in the Z-region of cultured
FIG6E 37 [1O-12 quartz are of the edge type directed approximately

parallel to the direction of growth [0003) with
Burgers vector (1210).

These diffraction effects reveal large local strain
accumulation. The combination of internal surfaces 3. The dominant sources of dislocations in cultured
and local strain intensification are factors quartz are the seed and seed crystal interface.
conducive to impurity segregation.

4. The seed crystal interface is composed of a
variety of inclusion species and exists simultaneous-

Discussion ly with bands of misfit dislocations wnich by an
unknown mecnanism appear to increase the density of

Completed research indicates tnat substantial edge dislocations in the growing crystal. Additional
improvements are possible in reducing dislocations in observations concerning the interface surface are:
cultured quartz. Although hydrogen content, growth
rate, growth conditions, presence of point defects, A. Bubbles in tne seed are a source of
etc. must contribute to the formation and propagation dislocations.
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MTH PITS A40 CHI" US IN4 SUM1
AT- AN~D SC-CUT QUARTZ

J.K. Hunt
rieto Technolo& Inc.
Orlando, Florida 32504

Summaryseveral suppliers. The incidence of etch pilts And
channels U4s Measured After etching both unswept And

Crystullinit quartz, both natural and cultured, can swept material. Syteping was performed by YTI at
have sevelral types of imperfections which c4n a ffect both tho bar And blank stages. Substantial dif.
processing into frequency control devices. The etching feroncts have bwe observed Among Acterial from dif-
of quartz in fluoride-bAsed etchants call create tva ferent Suppliers. While sweeping appearsI to greatly
fora's of damage within the structure of tho quartz: reduce thet numbedr of etch channels, It has been loss
etch pits and etch channels. loth of these can have effective in eliminating etch pits.
adverse effects on device electrical And oechanlical
pro pertiles. Variations Vea made In etching; condition* for

both AT- and SC-cut crystals with significant
The polished surfaces necesstary for thet production differenicas in etch pit And Channel counts. The

of AT- and SC-cut VHF and U11F rolionAtors and filters, differences resulted from varying thlt etch empdra-
witen deeply etched, Clearly @fhow till resulting etch turn, pit, And basic formulation. The results
pits and channels on an otherwise smooth surface under Indicate that inprovementst In crystal surfaces can
varying conditions of illumination. Cultured quartz be obtained by tailoring the etch conditions to the
from several suppliere and natural quartz has been particular device being fabrictd.
evaluated for etch channel And pit formation before and
After sweaeping. Uhile pweeping has greatly reducedl the Quartz M4aterial Imperfections
ntimber of etch channels, it is Apparently less effec-
tive in eliminating etch pits. Subtantial difforenices loth: natural and cultured quartz contain
have been observed amung material from different sup- mAterial Imperfections. For cultured quartz, which
pliers. Even greater differences have been observed In has been the primairy object of our investigations,
the same material *y varying thet etch conditions. Imperfections Are related to nutrient composition

And growth conditiotN.

Introduction The principal Imperfections which are fcund In
most commercially avaiahle culturcid quartz are

The performance requiremenits of quartz frequency material impurities, p.oint defects, dislocations,
control devices continue to become more stringent, and inclusions. These problemit are often Inter-
Particular emphasis is currtetly being placed on device related, as point defects and dislocations are often
performance under vary ing conditions of Phock, vibra- caused by substitutional 'r Interstitial inl
tion, temperature, radiation, And aging. An A con- trapped in the growing quartz as well as ly the
sequenice, characteristics of the crystalline quartz agglomeration of pArticulato Impurities such Asi
ustd In these devices have become more critical. It is amlste or tuhtualite, uWich Are also trapped during
imperative that anomalous behavior of the material be growth.1I There have been indications that bundles
inimIzed, allowing theoretical device performance to of dislocations may be A tiource of etch channel

be approached. formation.Z 3

The controlled etching of crystalline quartz is a Our primary concern has been for the phenomena
common process vtep used in the production of precision which occur when quartz containing one or more of
resonators and filters. Although it Is uired both for these Imperfections it, rhemically etched, especially
frequency idjustuent And the removal of prior surface pits And channels.
dasagt, it can Actually create two forms of damage
within the structure of the quart%: etch pits and etch Etching of Quartz
Channels. HotS: forma can adversely affect device
performance In a number of ways. The chemical etching of quartz blanks In

fluoride-based atchants has been a common production
Prior work In the field has treated the formation practice for mafty years. Etching Is performeil for a

of etch channels and their reduction by various means, variety of reasons. It can be used as a post-
predosainantly ty sweeping (electrodiffusion). Very lapping frequency adjustmentc technique, as well As
little has been said concerning etch pit formation and to remove surface damage and relieve the stresses
reduction. One reason may be that the current techni- associated with: previous lapping operations. It can
ques commonly used for viewing etch channels do not also he used in lieu of mechanical polishing to
readily reveal etch pits which do not have an associ- chemically polish lapped blanks. 4 -7 Etching is ,:sed
ated channel, to chemically mill complex shapes from quartz

plates; examplns of this are the photolithographic
We are Investigating the deep etching of polished production of tuning fork resonators and strip reso-

quartz crystals in connection with the development of nators.8 9 Tme selective etching of a central dia-
AT- and SC-cut VHIF and UH1F resonators and monolithic pbragm is also a technique used for the production
filters. In connection with this work, we have evalu- of high frequency fundamental resonators and filters
ated both natural quartz and cultured quartz from in the VH1F and UHF frequency range. 10 -15
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Although chemical etching Is very useful in th fAn-shaped etch pit. The blank is A polisht/i 6.35
production of quartz devices, it can also produce on dlaooter, unswept AT-cut crystal At frequency
adverse effects. The improer Wection of etchant of 10 X, which has been etched 20 - in a mtu-
used on a particular cut of quartz, for instance, can rated solution of Ammonium bifluoridt at 70%
roughen the surface rather than smooth it.' 5 16
Surface acrAtchtes, edge chips, 3nd cracks All act As
stress amplifiers, whose free energ #erves to acctler-
ate local etching and thus propagate the existing flaw.
This served to further degrade the surface finish of
the crystal. CemicAl etching can Also result in the
formation of etch pits and etch channels in crystal -
wafers. For reasons not completely understood,
accelerated preferential etching Appears to occur, with
small region* of the blank etching considerably (aster
than the bulk of the surrounding material. Figure I N- o -

shows many sm4ll oval-shaped etch pits and etch chan-
nels (three straight dark lines) as they Appear on A
6.35 m diameter 10 Milt St-cut polished blank etched 20
yZ in Allied Chtmica*l Suptrwtt N0F-1235 etchant At
70*C.

f4

FIGURE 2. Etch Channels on AT-Cut Crystal (27X)

Figure 3 is an enlarged view of the central region
of Figure 2. because of the limited depth of field

. .of the microscop* the pita on the upper surface of
the blank Art in focus, while the pity visible on
the underside of the blank are slightly blurred.

FIGURE I. Etch Pity and Channels on SC-Cut
Crystal (27X)

Etch Channels. Etch channels are small, tubular
passages which preferentially etch through the bulk of
the quartz at a mitch faster rate than the surrounding
material. They usually form along the original quartz
growth direction; thus in a pure Z-bar, they usually
extend outward from the seed in the Z-direction of
growth. They are thought to be related to extended
dislocation defects. In AT- and SC-cut crystal
blanks, they appear as small pipes or channels which
often extend from one face through the thickness of the
blank to the opposite face. Their angle of penetration
is related to the angle of tha crystal cut. FIGURE 3. Etch Chuanels on AT-Cut Crystal (75X)

With AT-cut crystal blanks etched in fluoride-
based etchants, the etch channel usually terminates in Because of the difference in crystallographic
a characteristic, fan-shaped, ethc pit on both blank orientation of SC-cut crystals as opposed to AT-cut
faces. The degree of penetration and diameter of the crystals, etch channels appear differently on etched
tubule (ranging from submicron to several microns) SC-cut blanks. The etch channel terminates in a
usually depend upon the degree of etching and on the very characteristic etch pit which is much smaller
etch conditions. Figure 2 is a photomicrograph showing than that formed on an etched AT-cut blank. The
a multitude of etch channels appearing as dark straight terminating pit usually forms on one face of the
lines. Each end of a complete channel terminates in a blank only; on the other face of the blank, the
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channel exits the surface as A sull tubular hole, Ftch Pits. Etch pits Are ASall, rlular
Identical to the tubule within the bulk of the depressons preferentially etched to depths of
material. Using G;altitrIrs convention for SC-cut several microns Into the surface of the quartz. The
crystals (plus charge on relaxation or tension), 1 7 the shape of the pit is parLially dependent on the
xWnglt pit associated with the channel appears on th etchant and he conditions used for etching, And
minus C-) blank face. .4o channel-assocLated ptv partially deptndent on the crystal cut. Using A
appears on the plus (4) face. Figure A is a photo- variety of etchants and crystal cuts, ve have
micrograph showing two etch channels as they appear on observed at least ten distinct shapes hut have never
the minus face of a polished 10 MHM SC-cut crystal seen more than throe distinct shApts of pit on any
%Aich has been etched 20 F2 in Suptrwet lO-123S At single surface for one set of etch conditions. For
700C. Notice the small etch pit extending obliquely AT-cut crystals the pits form on both blank faces,
from the end of each channel. Figure 5 Is a view of with And without associated channels. with SC-cut
the same two etch channelt; as shown in Figure 4, but crystals however, the pits alone normAlly appear on
viewed on the opposite side of tho Iank, as they exit the plus face, with the minus face smooth except for
on the plus face. There is no evidence of a pit the characteristic pLts associated with channel
formation on this end of the channel. formation, As described above. For AT-cut crystals,

the pits which appear at the termination of channels
are generally similar In appearance to the pits
which are not associated with any obvious channel.
However, the small pits which appear on the minus
face of SC-cut crystals, associated with etch chan-
nts, are distinctly different in site and shap
from the larger pit which form on the plus face, not
in connection with any channels. Figure 6 is a
photomicrograph of the surface of a 10 MHz polished
SC-cut crystal which has been etched 20 F2 in
Superw'et $RO-1235 at 701C. Two distinctively shaped
pits with differing axial orientation are visible.

FIGURE 4. Etch Channels on SC-Cut Minus (-) Face (75X)

FIGURE 6. Etch Pits on SC-Cut Plus (+) Face (75X)

Figure 7 shows the same crystal at higher magnifica-
tion. We have observed pits similar to the largest
pit visible in Figure 7 which seem to exhibit a
right and left handedness; that is, the conical

FIGURE 5. Etch Channels on SC-Cut Plus (+) point can project in two different directions in
Face (75X) pits appearing on the same blank.
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I ) lKake AT-Cut slice
2) Lap to remove saw damage
3) Ktch In Ammonium tfluortde At 75*C for 2 hro
4) xaminte at 30X with edge illumination
5) Court channels in 2.5 so (.10") square grids
6) Compcte average

FIGURE 8. "ypic4al .ap/Etch Procedure for Etch
Channel NtgrminatioO

The topography which results from A lapped our-
fact finish which has been etched Its still quite
rough and covered with many hillocks and depres-
sions. Figure 9 Is a phocomicrograph of A quartz
slice prepared an described in Figure 8, with a
final lapping abrasive of 3 um used prior to
etching.

FIGURE 7. Etch 'its on SC-Cut Plus (+) Face (170X)

Consequences of-t th Defects

The formation of etch pits and etch channels can .
adversely affect the performance of quartz frequency
control devices in a number of woys. The significance
of these effects is dependent on the end use to which
the devices are applied. The presence of bulk defects
such as these can decrease the structural strength of
quartx crystals, resulting in lower production yields
and lower shock and vibration performance. The
cavities formed by pita and channels can act to entrap
contaminants during processing, causing a degradation
in the aging performance of precision devices. The
submicron and micron diameter channels can act as
capillary tubes which hold liquids tenaciously after a
wet processing stage. It can be very difficult to
effectively rinse contaminants from these tubes.

The presence of surface and bulk voids can cause a
degradation of resonator characteristics - lower
device Q's and degraded mode spectra.

A current technique for the production of VHF and
UHlF fundamental crystal resonators is to selectively
etch a ceitral diaphragm on a crystal, leaving a thick
outer ring for structural support. Prior work done at
PTE resulted in crystal resonators which had central FIGURE 9. Etch Channels on a Lapped/Etched Surface
diaphragms as thin as 0.9 um. 13-1 5  It is obvious that
the presence of pits and channels can result in catas- The magnification in the illustration is 27X, with
trophic membrane rupture. edge illumination directed in from the -X direction.

If this is compared with the earlier photographs
Etch Channel Determination showing pits and channels on a polished surface, it

is obvious that small or partial etch channels may
There has been a problem in the quartz crystal not show up oi a lapped or sawn surface which hs.%

industry in past years as far as the determination of been etched. Figure 10 shows the exact same sede )r
the inherent etch channel density of a given sample of of quartz slice as Figure 9, but with top illu:,v-
quartz. Each vendor and end-user has had their own tion. The etch channels which appeared as bright
prefecred technique for this determination, with little lines in Figure 9 appear as fine dark lines in
or no comparability between them. A typical procedure Figure 10. Wfhat is also noticeable in Figure 10 is
used for etch channel determination is shown in Figure that the surface finish is so rough that only the
8; often the lapping stage is eliminated and the blanks larger etch pits are obvious; the smaller pits are
are etched as sawn, lost in the surface topography.
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TAN Lg I

etch Chmnool, M easremont Compari ot

Suo r Lapl.Ktch Hachnd PT! Mothiod

A 310 507

N 51 121

The samples used for this; est were Intended to
be twopt, therefore the soeds had previoutly ben
split out of them. For the lapletch method, since
the entire width of the pinto itt used, th mea sure-
attt Include* the ares Iimmdiately Adjacent to the
Ieed. The channel density for vendor A was quite
uniformly high All the WAY AcroS the sample, but
vendor I had a high count within 1.25 "A of the seed
areA, And A .,onAiderably lower count over the
balance of the mAmplt. It the area within 1.25
had bon exclWdd from the count for supplier I, the
count would have dropped from 51 to 25 channls/cm2 ;

FIGURE 10. Etch Channels an a Lapped/Etched Surface whereas with supplier A it would have remained
with Top Illumination (27X) essentially constiont.

At TI we have been working toward the production Material evaluations were Performed on natural
of VHF and UHF AT- and SC-cut resonators and monolithic quartz and cvlturod quartz from five suppliers for
filters using chemical etching. In order to optimize the purpose of developing UIF SC-cut resonators to
production yield. we have tested and characterized frequencies of 1000 MHz. All cultured samples were
quartz from a number of vendors in a manner which was swept at PTI and tested in accordance with the
consistent with our production requirements. It has procedure outlined in Figure 11. The blanks word
been necesstary to minimire the numbers of both pits and SC-cut and were etched in Allied Chemical's Superwet
channels in our crystal blanks. Our test for etch pits IOE-1235 etchant at 70C for a material removal nf
and channels therefore, mst be more sonsitive than the 20 F2 . The results are sho.wn in Table 2.
usual test for etch channels. We must perform a high
quality polish operation on the particular quartz cut
which we are using, and etch the blanks under con- TABLE 2
ditions similar to our actual conditions. Figure ll
gives an abbreviated description of the procedure used SC-Cut Etch Channel And Pit Density -
at PTI to characterize quartz for #)ur VIHF and U11F Supplier Comparison
crytala program. Material Channels/cm 2 Pits/cm2  X Blanks W/Channels

1) Cut blank at appropriate angle Natural 0 746 0
2) Lap to specification A 32 1196 56
3) Polish to remove surface and subsurface B 6 418 5

damage C 16 601 1
4) Etch in appropriate etchant at desired D 10 830 .111

temperature E 0* 415 0A
5) Examine at 50-IOOX with top illumination
6) Count channels and pits in known field of * see text

view
7) Compute averages

Although supplier E had no visible channels
before or after sweeping, the etch pits which are

FIGURE 11. PTI Etch Channel and Pit Measurement normally only associated with channels and appear on
the minus face are still present. The count for

As can be seen in the photographs included in these channel-related pits was 39/cm2 , higher than
Figures 1-8, the resulting finish is an extremely the channel count for any other group. Eighty-eight
smooth surface which clearly shows all pits and percent of the blanks examined from group E con-
channels without the need for edge illumination. Two tained these pits. Although these channel-re-ated
groups of unswept quartz from separate vendors were pits have been observed without any associated chan-
tested using the procedure outlined in Figure 8 and the nel before, they are normally rare. In addition,
PTX procedure shown in Figure 11. The final abrasive the minus face of the blanks from group E also con-
used for the former test was 3 um nominal diameter. tained an additional, small, elongated pit which has
The results of the channel counts are included in Table never been observed before, and is not associated
1. with channels.
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Sweplng of guattz for PIt and Channel Reduction TAUgl.

Sweeping has long bd4'r. Usd to Improve the proper- SC-Cuit Etch Pit Reduction by Sweeping
ties of cultured quArtz.18-21 Vis, Qt ol, first
observed that sweeping euld b oitective in reductng Pits/cal 2 rrcnt
the incidence of etch channels in quartz . The Sugplier insweor "Opt Reductlan
richAntsm by which sweeping effects the taduction of
etch channels is not fully underitood. lypicA swep- C 2,032 601 71
ing conditions that ?TI has uqed to effectively reduce V 3,445 $30 43
the incidence of channels and pits are shown In Table E 1,584 415 7'
3.

mean 62.7%

TAILE 3 A comparison with the dAt*. in Table 4 show
that the Incidence of etch pits is not reduced As

Typical Sweeping Conditions for Channel effectively by sweping As is the Incidenct of etch
and Pit Reduction channels. The reasons for this are not clear.

Tvo groups of quxrtx were swept am blanks and
. 500-5 4 Centigrade .im.id for etch chAnnels. Blanks from the same

hors ere prceaed in A similar manner except that
, 1000-2000 Volts/Ca PC applied in Z-AxL% dtrec- half o( the bIaneks in each group w4* swept while At

tion A frequ,:cy of 6 Mill, A thickness of approximately
0.3 am. AL blanks wcqe lapped and polished to 10

• Controlled atmosphere Hz, thit% etched 05 FZ; ti' VT-zuts in saturated
Ammonium bifluoride, and th %C-4a.ut in IOE-1235,

• Sweep to determined endpoint, usually steady- both at 700C. All blanks ure examined (or etch
state current channel density, the results are shown in Table 6.

Haterial from the five suppliers of cultured TABLE 6

quartz referred to in Table 2 was examined for pit and Viannel Reduction for Swept Blanks
channel density both before and after sweeping. All
samples were SC-cut blanks, prepared from matched Channels/cm2  Percent
halves of the same bars, one swept and one unswept. Cut Etchant Unswept Swept Reduction
They were then etched in HOE-1235 at 70"C for a removal
of 20 F2. The results of etch channel counts for all AT Ammonium Nifluoride 436 82 81.2
groups are given in Table 4.

SC Superwet NOE-1235 507 18 96.5

TABLE 4
The material uved for this experiment wag not

SC-Cut Etch Channel Reduction by Sweeping from the same sources for the AT- and SC-cuts. This
may account to some degree for the difference In

Channels/cm2  Percent apparent 0.ieeping effectivenecs between the two
Supplier Unswept Swept Reduction groups.

A 507 32 94 Etching Variables
B 121 6 95
C 278 16 94 The chemical etching of crystalline quartz is
D 256 10 96 sensitive to a number of variables which affect the
E 2* 0* 100 quality of the end product. Factors such as the

quartz cut, etchant chemistry, te.perature, and
* see text mean 95.8% degree of agitation have all been observed to have

an influence on etch quality.

As described above, the minus face oC the blanks A series of experiments was conducted to deter-
from group E contained lone pits which are normally mine if any of the variables also affected the
associated with channels, but in this case, no channels incidence of etch pits and etch channels. All work
were apparent. The count for these particular pits was was performed using swept material, but different
121/crU before sweeping, and 39/cm2 after sweeping, series of experiments used quartz from different
giving a 68% reduction through sweeping. The signifi- suppliers. Within each experiment all quartz used
cance of the occurrence of these isoiated pits on the was from the same bar.
minus face is not understood.

The first experiment was to determine the
Blanks from three suppliers were examined for etch effect of different etchants on AT-cut blanks. SC-

pits in same manner as those prepared for the channel cut blanks were not evaluated because preliminary
count given in Table 4. The results are given in Table work showed that only one etchant used, BOE-1235 was
5. capable of maintaining a polished surface. The
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other two etchAnts chosen were; salturatedat nit
tifluorlde and "La tcice Etch", 0 proprietary dthan
manufactured by Photo Quart%, Inc. twen SC-cut blas~x
wre etchoid in saturated Ammonium btfluorlde, pits
forftd an the plus fAct 4r+4 the minus fact becaov
frosted. Intfreitingl , when S3-cut blanks were ethd ".
in L"ttlce tch0". very ma, smil pits formed on the 4k

minus fact and the plus fAce became frosted. In both
cases they ere ununable to UF rtjonstors,

The swept AT-cut blanks wart etche4 17 F2 at 70"
In thrde different etchants. The pits and channels
were then counted, the rtslting data i shown In Table
7.

TAIt.E 7

EtchAnt E.ffect$ on Channel and Pit Formation

Etch ate
Etchant (u//mtn) Channels/cm

2  Pts/em2 "

Ammonium Rifluorlde 0.566 38 1,342
FICUKE 13. AT-Cut Cystal. Doply Etthed in

Superwet MOE-1235 0.023 658 1,373 N0E-1235 (75X)

Lattice Etchant 0.210 0 505 it was observed in this experiment that the
etch ratets varied by a factor of 25:1. Another
experimint was conducted to determine the effects of

While NOE-1235 is an effective etchant for SC-cut small variations In etch rate With satUratcd
crystals, it Is not the choice for AT-cut crystals. ammonium bifluoride. This etch,,it wAs chosen
Figure 12 is a view of one of the crystals etched in because It is relatively easy to vary its pit, which
NOE-1235. The holes which are completely through the has a marked effect on etch rate. The nominal etch
blank appear to be where etch channels were formed, rate of the ammonium bifluoride used for this
each with its corresponding pair of etch pits. Figure experiment was 0.3-0.4 us/in. for double-aided
13 is a more magnified view of the same crystal. Most etching, as mixed. The etch rate was lowered by the
of the pits occur in pairs, with one occurring on each addition of small amounts of ammonium hydroxide,
side of the blank, each oriented at an acute angle with which raises the pit. The etch rate was raised by
its corresponding pit on the other face. Even though smoll additions of hydrofluoric acid, which lowers
the blank was riddled with holes, it was quite strong the pil. As commercial ammonium hifluoride in manu-
and easily handled. factured by the reaction of ammonia with hydro-

fluoric acid, our choices for addition agents intro-
duced no foreign species.

The swept AT-ct blanks were etched 17 F2 at

70*C in all three cases. The resulting data is
shown in Table 8.

TABLE 8

Etch Rate Effects on Channel. and Pit Formation

Etch Rate (ur/mm) Channels/cm2  Pita/cm2

0.2 267 3,400
i 4 0.3 70 2,680

0.5 3 1,550

The group of blanks which were etched at 0.5
um/min. showed a very slight Lexturing effect on
their surface. The differences in pit and channel
densities are dramatic.

The last group of experiments were conducted
with both AT-cut crystals and SC-cut crystals. In
these experiments, only the temperature was varied,

F1U'3RE 12. AT-Cut Crystal Deeply Etched in all other conditions were held constant. For both
BOE-1235 (27X) groups, the swept crystals were etched 17 F2 ; satur-
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Atll Amonium bifluoride wo used for the AT-cuts, And n"bor of vartables. Sae of the Mactord 4*ich have
&0E.,4235 4s used for the SC-cuts. For both groupi, boon 'hown to hAve A significant oft(de on Pit and
thm etch rai given i for double-ald otchtni. .hannol density are quartz quality, A.r.Ie of cut,

The resulting data for the AT-cut blanks It shownr

In TAble 9. The (nCd e"C of etch Pits an Ch4nne0s,
together with their prtlcul4r geastrlex, only have

meaning under a very specific st of etching con-
TAXLE. 9 dititons. for the numbers to have real MeAning, the

tests should be representAtive of the Intended
Teperature E~ffects on AT-Cut Channel and Process used to fAbriCite device#. A# hig boen

PiC yormation shown, rltv1ly small changes In process prA-
meters can have siglficant effcts on the quAlitt

Etch VA-.0t of the and preduet.

Temp.(*C) (t/min) Channalm/c 2  Pit*/cm2

25 .0269 7 39 This w-)rk was supported in part by the U.S.
Arm ItAborALry Command under Couiract IWL01-86-C-

70 .566 38 1,342 0006.
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suppression of H+ ion diffusion into thePreviously, 1 we reported that electrode- sample, which degrades the sweeping efficien-metal diffusion during sweeping could be cy. It seems very likely that differences insuppressed by: 1) reduction of Z-surface reported sweeping efficiencyl,3 ,4 are relateddamage prior to electroding, 2) application of to the capability of the electrode to catalyzemetal-foil electrodes under pressure as an the introduction of hydrogen into the quartz.
alternative to metal-evaporated or sputtered
electrodes, 3) use of diffusion barrier
metallizations prior to metal evaporation, and INTRODUCTON
4) by use of refractory films between metal-foil electrodes and the quartz. We have previously reported that eloc-

trode-metal diffusion into quartz duringSweeping has been shown to result in sweeping reduces the etch-channel density.4significant reductions in etch-channel Presumably, metal that diffuses into thedensity.2  Observations of etch resistance quartz fills the regions (dislocations andat metal-decorated dislocation sites suggest growth tunnels) that will be the sites ofthat suppression of electrode-metal diffusion future etch channels. This filling and theresults in higher etch-channel densities than accompanying modification of the chemicalwhen the diffusion is not suppressed. Higher reactivity of the region ara not presently
etch-channel densities were found with all of understood. Since we have found ways to limitthe suppression techniques listed above, or suppress the electrode diffusion, we used

the same techniques to determine their in-We found cathode surfaces to be more fluence on etch-channel density. During theresistant to etching than anode surfaces after course of the etch-channel investigation, wesweeping with gold diffusion allowed, (i.e. found that, after electrode-diffusion-allowed
the suppression procedures, listed above, were swooping, cathode Z-surfaces were more resis-not used). When gold diffusion was suppress- tant to etching than Z-surfaces of unswept ored, the etched surfaces resembled unswept electrode-diffusion-suppressed material. Thissamples. SC-cuts removed from gold diffusion- result prompted a study to determine if Sc-cutallowed samples showed improvement in chemical surfaces cut from the differently swept barspolishing when compared with gold diffusion- would show similar reactivity difference whensuppressed samples. Again, diffusion-suppres- using chemical polishing solutions. Othersad samples resembled unswept samples. studies 1 ,4 showed that the total transported

charge during sweeping could be related to theApplying normalized-difference spectro- electrode diffusion. Kats5  has shown howscopy to both swept and unswept samples, we transported charge can be related to thefound substantial enhancement of 0H- absorp- increase in H+ content by evaluating thetion bands in samples where electrode-metal difference in OH" infrared absorption afterdiffusion was allowed versus samples where it sweeping. Many workers have subsequentlywas suppressed. The number of singly charged found differences in oi- infrared absorptionions transported during sweeping correlated after sweeping, reinforcing the concept thatwith the increased H1+ ion content calculated H+ replaces interstitial alkali as chargefrom the enhancement of o-absorption bands in compensation for different amounts of as-grownsamples representing two different grades of Al in substitutional Si sites. Kats usedquartz. Neutron activation analysis of these theory developed by Crawford 6 and infraredsamples revealed large decreases in the level difference measurements to determine theof sodium after sweeping with gold diffusion increase in If+ content. We decided to useand much smaller decreases when the diffusion infrared absorption to determine if electrode-was suppressed. diffusion during sweeping could be related to
Oi" absorption. It was apparent that theThese findings indicate that suppression required infrared measurements and calcula-of electrode-metal diffusion usually involves tions could be accomplished automatically
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using coputar-aidad Fourier transforn Infra-
red (,XR) opactrophotomtry. Our initial
findings and previous axpariucntal vork of GOLD-DIFFUSION-ALLOWED SAMPLE
others prompted thin invatigation.1 ew'! Our
aba van to iprove the technology of sweeping
by developing methods of evaluating the aloe-troa-diffusion suppression and Its Influanca
on atching, chemical polishing and, !It* Ion-
alkali ion roplacement.

Cultured quartz fron doaostic suppliers
wa used in thin InvarOtigation. The quartz
wan lumberod into Y-bars or SC-bArs after need
ramoval. 7 Two electrode typos unually result-
ed in diffusion of electrode material Into the
quart:. Thou* war* aither evaporated matal-
lI:ationa applied directly to tho Z-zurfaace
or Pt-foil eloctrodes pressed against the
quart:. Cold-plated molybdenun lands were
welded to the natal electrodes. To supprens
electrode difunion, a number of nthods were
used,1 which included:

.5mm
(1) Evaporating compounds such as TiE2 Tbetween the gold metallization and

the quart. Z-ourfacoz. ETCI CIIANNEL GOLD-DECORATED

(2) CoaLing the quart: Z-ourfacas with DISLOCATIONS
paintablo boron nitride, than
applying Pt-foil electrodos under
prossure. Figure 1. Photomicrograph of an AT-cut sample

(3) Insertbng sapphire plates between swept with gold diffusion allowed.
the electrode and the quart: Z- Cold-docorated dislocations all
suracods resist etching. Undecorated

dislocations ar4 sites of etch

(4) Reducing Z-surface damage using channels.
mechanical and/or chemical
polishing.

All sweeping was performed in air.
Temperature ramped sweoping was employed, a
description of the procedure was given pro-
viously.4 At the completion of each run, a
computer-generated plot of current density
versus time was recorded and the charge trans-
ported par unit volume was computed. An Table I
Arrhonius plot of the produ-t of conductivity
and time versus inverse temperature was ob-
tained for the entire run. Fourier transform SUPPRESSION OF ELECTROOE DIFFUSION
infrared spectrophotometry was used to obtain
room-temperature infrared absorption duo to VSETCHANNELDENSITY
OV" vibrations before and after swooping. The
spoctrophotomoter was a Perkin-Elier model su"WSS04 AswN nz cm z.SUvA C ToW CL
1 5 5 0 . ( 0 3 -11o j o ~ " n€

RAFINE camSA

EXPERTMEITAL OBSERVATIONlS @054 SAWW

After sweeping with electrode-metal OrUAT. i,
diffusion allowed, we found that dislocations, PC 00
which are the principal source of etch chan-
nels, are usually decorated with what appear seu. A 0
to be colloidal particles of metal. 4 In Fig. SA- 0357 L

1, we show a photomicrograph of an AT-cut

sample cut from a bar which was swept allowing LOCAL KwA 3
gold diffusion. The sample was subsequently SPUTIo 004o 30
etched in ammonium bifluoride to reveal etch
channels. A group of gold-decorated disloca- S S 0
tions (colored purple), all intersecting the R oo" A I ,1
surface, have resisted the etchant. Close by,
an undecorated dislocation has been etched.
In this sample, we found 26 decorated disloca- S S w 0 upmin OO I W.d q.n
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tions that all resisted etching. we also
observed 13 etch channels, none of which CHEMICAL POLISHING VERSUS
displayed any decoration. Every suppression
technique we oppliud, using different grades ELECTRODE DIFFUSION
of quartz, resulted In A smaller decrease in
etch-channel density. This Is evident in the II.Im = I"". 1,
list coopiled In Table 1.

While studying the suppression of elec-
trode diffusion during sweeping versus etch-
channel density, we noticed that, after atch-
inq, cathode surfaces were much smoother than
anode surfaces. This tching dif f renco was w U.
found #,a hold, even if the surraces were
ground to a depth of 100 pim, repolichcd, and
etched again. In Fig. 2, we show photomicro-
graphs of etched cathode and Anode surfaces
found after sweeping with gold diffusion,
allowed and suppressed, compared to an attuhad A,,.ma
unsuept Z-surface. Wter, we will show that m=mo

suppression of electrode-metal diffusion
involves suppression of hydrogen diffusion.
For this reason, references to the diffusionof hydrogen are included.

Next, we studied the chemical polishing i
of SC-slabs cut from the bulk of the swept
quartz bars. (A discussion of polarity iden-
tification of SC-surfaces is given in the
Appendix.) Using A standard chelical polinh-

ETCHING VERSUS ELECTRODE DIFFUSION ; ' ''.',:" .. -- .

Vt&WtO. 10 1heh.Y St.. 1110til, Of 14110.

Figure 3. Photomicrograph of SC-surfaces
after sweeping with gold and
hydrogen diffusion allowed-and -

' , . M.w suppressed compared with unswept.

Because the diffusion-suppressad samples

resembled the unswept samples, we suspected 11+

lon-alkal1 exchange was being suppressed.

Arrhenius plots of the temperature-raried
A. ., '. ~ 'gjU ~swooping runs and infrared absorption before

s aand ater sweping, confirmed the hydrogen. suppression.

An Arrhenaus plot of a diffusion-allowed
alosaeple is shown in Fig. 4. During the begn-

siown-sppese samle weentpoihd-1A--

Saml by thatl i "hire plot bexpsI io tr&o a *

Figure 2. Photomicrograph of cathode and is1 - T ,Xep -/T

anode surfaces after sweeping with
gold and hydrogen diffuson-allowed gu 4.and -suppressed compared with is

unswept.

< 194 E
ing solution, we found that the diffusion- o0 _ralowed smples were polished, but the diffu- 0
sion-suppressed samples were not polished. to .. I.......
Samples that were unswept (exposed to a
similar temperature ramping without any elec- 100/T (1K)
tric field) were also not polished. (See Figure 4.
Fig. 3. )
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ning of the heating phase, some specles Infrared absorption zpactra of samples
possibly Na , is responsible for the conduc- before and atter electrode-diffusion-allowed
tivity which dapletes in the 200 - 270oc sweeping are given in Fig. 7. It is obvious
range. The activation energy or slope in the that the OH" bands increase with sweeping.
region before depletion is 1.2 - 1.3 aV. The The difference spectrum, i.e., the diffusion-
next portion of the heating phase in dominated allowed spectrum minus the unswept spectrun,
by a conducting species (possibly Li+) which Is shown, in Fig. a. Infrated absorption
usually depletes very close to our maxinun spectra before and after diffusion-supprassod
temperature of sweoping (-540 dog C). The sweeping are shown in Fig. 9.
slope in the region before this depletion Lit
0.76 - 1 *V (usually 0.9 *V). After an iso- POWUM n IM OrQurM !
therals phase (verticsA line), the cooldown 1oA A .- ,X-.M-Izl -
phase is very linear. Ifere the slop3 is in
the range 1.50 - 1.75 eV, which is within the

literature values reported far the conduction X Sev. Atof H* in quart:.$ If the sample is swept a o
second time, the heating and cooling slop .)are nearly identical (See Fig. 5). If one *, * A '

suppresses electrode diffusion using any of o
the nethods given above, the Arrheniun plot in
Fig. 6 resembler that of a *vmpl4aly sweptsample.

sRaHpNZUS PLOT OF ELICTROOC- 0

DIFFUSION-ALLOWKO SAPLE Al 4=' m o0 340 3W 3X0 WMCNISM
18-4 SECOND 5WCP Ss.ssl4 A• X*# %4k q1 , &4 hd,.4o* 4looh" J4fi 1*4

tj - 0apt. A *

T - A mk[ i-WT)~~ Figure 7.

o ld - -

FrrsUccOf5.'R<

1.0 A
X

<n wc-n 0

Figure b

4000 3000 3 0 3400 3200 3000 CmI

Figure 8. Difference spectrum of sampie A2,
swept with gold and hydrogen

ARRHENIUS PLOT OF? ELECTRODE- diffiision-allowad, minus u-.-nwcpt
10- IFFUSION-SUPPRESSED SAMPLE A3 (sample A). The sample thickness

A was 1.95 cm. The ordinatei scale

-5 should be multiplied by
10 (2.303/1.95)- 1.181 cm-l. The area

S£between 3645 cm-l and 3235 cn-1

x equals 57.8 cm-2. The bands
A. - A .p (-r^T) showing increased absorption are

I. located at 3614,3585,3433,3378 and

-7 
3307 cm-1

I-

x
< I 

1

I, DISCUSSION

1 m In order to estimate the amount of If+
N M tion-alkali ion exchange during sweeping,

2000/T CI/K) normalized spectral difference spectroscopy or
"spectral stripping" was applied to infrared
absorption spectra obtained before and after

Figure 6. sweeping. In this technique, the difference
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The sample thickness In the z-direction is 1z .POLAMMl WM r =0INWe previously reported the computation of
1.0 IAwX. -,m zI -- transported charge using a different integral

formula.1 The reason for the the differenceis based on plots of current density versus

time for a bar which was swept a second time,.,,.o * A3 using temperature ramping. Initially, aninfrared apectrum of an unswept bar was ob-
-taned for reference. After the first sweep,
the current density was plotted as a function

o54#1 of time, using temperature ramped sweeping and* NPt-foll electrodes. The Z-surfaces of the bar
wore then ground to a depth of 100 Am and
repolished. The infrared spectrum was ob-
tained and the difference spectrum (swept

o minus unswept) revealed that a considerable
40M 3 m 3 3*00 3AD W C*1 amount of hydrogen had been swept into the

sample. The current density versus time plotsSampI. A3 .p. w.hIN 4 4 1 t AJ lllJl*" 0'f*n"* are given in Fig. 10. The sweeping procedure

S|mplo A * Upeoepi

Figure 9. t-ML O 1 I I I Z-WA

betwoen the ordinate values of both spectra
are found for each 'Jatt point. The differopce
calculation for each point is

I.t - ( XF), (1)

whore If represents the ordinat. values of the 401
difference spectrum (due to increased H+ ion
content), S represents the ordinate values of

the swept sample, dFd U represents the ordi- 2.
noto values of the unswopt cample, F is aI
normalization factor applied to a lattice- __W
vibration band of the unswept spctrum. For " Z
normalization, we selected the broad band of I
medium intensity centered at 3200 CH-1. to to tc
Iloralization compensates for any difference
in thickness between the two samples. TIl (MOM)

Thus, when the normalized unswept spec-
trum is subtracted trnm the swept spectrum, Figure 10. Temperature ramped swooping using
only the spectrum att)iutable to increased If+ Pt-foil pressure electrodes. Z-
ion concentration should remain (See Fig. 8). surfaces were polished (avevrage
Once the 11+ spectrum is obtained, one can find abrasive size was 1 Aim). Second
the Integral absorption sweep accomplished after grinding100 iin from each Z-surface and

S= f O(W) dv , ( ropolishing.

uaero alpha is the absorption coefficient
and V is the frequency. The region o" was then repeated. The difference spectrum
increased O11- absorption extends from 3645 (first sweep minus second swoop) revealed
CM-i to 3235 CM-i. The bands located at 3614, that very little additional hydrogen entered
3585, 3433, 3378, and 3307, CM-i usually show the sample during the second sweep. Referring
increases. (See Fig. 8). to Eq. (3), the first integral represents all

of the transported charge, including that duo
The difference and integral computations to hydrogen-hydrogen exchange. The second

are automatic procedures, using the Perkin- integral, which approximates the conduction
Elmer 1550 FTIR and proprietary CDS-3 data duo to hydrogen-hydrogen exchange is sub-
processing software system. The transported tracted from the first integral to yield the
charge during the sweeping process should be transported charge due to hydrogen replacing
proportional to the increased Off- absorption. alkali ions. This assures us that we are not
We computed the transported charge per unit including any current contributions due to
volume using a difference of integrals of the hydrogen-hydrogen exchange. One can determine
form tthe number of If+ ions swept into the sample

Q/V 1/l C dt c i dtusing the following formula developed by Xats5Q/V 1 /iz ( dt - Jsdt ), (J)
it itm  11 (11) - 3.77 X 1015 (T/p2 ), (4)

where p is the relative effective charge of ll+where J is the current density and Js is the and K is the integral absorption measured
stabilized current density bufore coeldown, with light polarized perpendicular to the
which begins at tc. The time when the miax*,Ium optic axis. In order to derive the effective
current density is reached is tm. The onset charge for H+ in our quartz samples, we cal-
of measurable current is designated as to . culate-d the number of singly charged ions
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transported during a swoeping run using Table III

It(T) - (Q/ov), (5)
NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS (NAA)

whereo a i the clectronic chargo. We then cat PPrnsi)
II(11) a II(T) and found the dtfoctivo charge,
p, to be 0.51. This value is close to the
value p - 0.52 derived by Kato, when he assum- SAMPLE (ALPHA 350 CM.1) Cr Au Na
ad that the dIfforonco-absorption bands had a
Lorantzian profilo. wa used p 0 0.51 for all A (0.o7 cM.1):
subsequent calculations of II(II).

Al Swept - Au/CrIn Tablo XI, we compare diffusion-allowed Diffusion and Hydtogcn 1400 50.2 463
samples to diffusion-supproccud sanplos for w, .sio .Awed.
two difforont grades of quart:. Thu incracaed
H+ content calculated using Eq. (4), can ba A3'W - Mtal
compared to the number of ions transported Diffso and Hydtog9"! (20 1.7 1460
using Eq. (5). It zoons that, for thu sup- Oiffulon Suppaed 0
prossod samples, II(T) and 11(11) are in balance,
whereas, the diffusion-allowed uamplau chow A U.nsw.pi 420 0.9 IO
diffaroncus. Soma of the differences can be
accounted for by the amount of matal which
diffusud Into the sample. (Sa Table 111). "4-~-i- 0.d. .- #. UA.., ,Table III shows neutron activation anallyziu hwvt FA&V. IM _ ~ VV
data for samples with and without diffusion
=uppro sison compared with an unswapt sample. acsumes an effective charge Zu in thu natal,
It in clear that, other than supprossion of whach#at the teeturs ue for the n
natal diftusionalso suppressed was the diffu- t perature used for twoptnq 6zion of hydrogen into thu quart: via dinsolu- range, from 0.2.u for Pa to 1.40 a.
tion of hydrogen in thu natal electrodo and For most ntals, charged hydrogen will be
diffusion through thu natal. This in indicat- transportud through the natal to thu quart:
ad, also, by the small decroase in the level from the anodo. At thu quart: inturfaco, thu
of tia in the diffusion-supprossod anaplas and charged hydrogen will encounter the relatively
the larger docrease in the diffusion-allowed largo Z-axis channels. The field will con-
sample. Thu following mechanism, suggested tinua to drive thu charged hydrogen into the
or th d oluton o hydron in palladium, quart for swooping. If this procss isprevented by using any eoffctive hydrogenmay apply to most metals used af electrodes barrier, such as insertion of a sapphiro plate
for swooping quart:. And/or air gaps between the electrode and the

quartz, the exiting hydrogen will roeassociate
Table XX into the molecular form. Since molecular

hydrogen in largur and uncharged, it will not
easily diffuse into the quartz. It coons thatIONS TRANSPORTED DURING SWEEPING vs INCREASED H+ metals in contact with the Z-surfaco of quartz

---oftf AI"W'o,IttO W 1r(,r,- r 1 O cataly.o the introduction of hydrogen into the
Hit to =011,110N 1.,0,no V quart: for swooping.

We know that hydrogen diffuses through
A400 PdV, and their alloys moro oasily than it
lty*Or" OR~diffuses through Au and Pt - which are normal-

ly used as swooping electrodes. oreover,
thsoa other metals, because of their ionicA 1 ol1 I? IC ""M charge or size, may not diffuso easily into

A:toon) oe 0 S1 quartz. As a consequence, our future plans
in'lude an investigation of the possibility,HO'AI 0-- 2.40 .l : that Pd and V may prove to be superior swoop-

a 0ow l" t ing electrodes. We also intend to investigate
the radiation sensitivity of resonators mado

,, --V from material swept with and without oloc-
"i'x L k trode-diffusion suppression.

A3 19041 cc" too It4 too
IIIIn 401 011 CA 011 CO1CLS uslois

•"'A' tI ." AO &t in. t',, gn. mThe neutron activation analysis shows

that only a small amount of metal is diffusing
into the quartz from the electrode. However,
thu metal agglomerates at dislocation sites.
These metal-decorated dislocations resistMolecular hydrogen 12  (g) is weakly forming etch channels, we feel this contri-

chemisorbed on the metal surface. 11oxt, a butes to the reduction of the etch-channel
transfer step occurs, which produces intersti- density to near-zero levels.
tial hydrogen Ili until an equilibrium is
established between H2 (g) and Ili . In the As a result of sweeping, the exchange of
final stage of the sorption process, some H+ for metal-compensating ion occurs through-
hydrogen becomes strongly adsorbed on the out the bulk of the sample. Thus, the etch-
metal surface. The interstitial hydrogen ing and chemical polishing differences of
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surfaces cut from the bulk of the swept mater- trolled and etches faster. To summarize, the
ial are probable evidence of suppression o smooth face is the face toward which +Y'1
the hydrogen diffusion and, loss likely, the points from an origin inside the plate, has
suppression of the electroda-metal diffusion, the indices (ik.), and develops a (+)

positive charge on tension. The above applies
Finally, the reduction in sweeping effi- equally wall to both enantiomorphs, unless one

ciency observed when suppression-type olc- uses a right-hatnded coordinate system for
trodes are used is probably the result of left-handed quartz, as the 1978 IEEE standard
interference with the dissolution and diffu- suggests. In this case, the shiny face would
sion of hydrogen in and through the metal- again be positive under tension, but this face
electrode into the quart:. would be indexed (hV.l).12
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Abstract Disturbances in the crystalline structure of the
quartz contribute to energy losses and a lowering of

The surface topography of polished, etched quartz crystal Q. Defects such as holes in the lattice,
crystal plates was compared with crystal plates whose interstitial atomi and other Impurities interfere witt.
surfaces were not polished before etching . As etching the piezoelectric wave propagation and serve to lower
of abrasive lapped plates progressed, micro photography the &of the resonator produced from that piece cf
showed the formation of a pattern of hills and valleys quartz. When quartz Is deeply etched. impurities In
characteristic of an AT cut crystal. Polished plates the quartz may be etched preferentially and cause a
developed etch figures similar in sizo And orientation localized erosion of the wafer surface. In some
to those of the lapped plates. Thmea etith defoira- cases, these dislocations result in etch pits or In
tions, initiated in some casts 4t scratch whrs, were etch channals, which begin at etch pits but propagate
surrounded by smootn areas of quartz, Uhtp 0,t1~ Into and smetimres all the way through the quartz
crystals were operated on their fndangertal frequeocy plate.
of 20 M~iz, lapped plates g4Av. better crystal irorfoivi-
anee when deeply etched. flowver, cynontion of thtse Several authors6 '7'8 have conducted experiments to
same crystals on the third and fifth ovtrtdfnes tw determine the best type of quartz to use for the least
opposite results. In these cases, the valigtd crywtl amount of etch channels. Hanson has found only
plates had higher Q's. It is tuggested that thmr ig tatural and vacuum swept premium Q cultured quartz
a turning point between 30 and 60 KIz at which It sU.itable for deep etching. 9  Hunt found that swept
becomes advantageous to use polished blanks for tha, premium Q quartz was best for lack~ of etch channels,
fabrication of deeply etched quartz resona 7rs. A followed by natu ral quartz and unswept cultured
perfectly polished quartz plate would be the optirvn' quartz1. 10  V1ig conducted an experiment to determine
starting point for the production of thin, very high th*e effects kf vacuum sweeping of quartz on the forr:4-
frequency crystals. tion of ttch channel,, in which he had go part of a

ber of culturd quArt: swtpt whil§ Wulowig the othtr
Introduction Part of the g4av er to rip_4in urswtpt. 11he results

tnitzod thAt the *awttpIft2 ptuts's, which Is known to
The amplitude of oscillation of a crystal- rek.'4vt inestIs0 irquris1s, -also reguces the

controlled oscillator Is a function of the series forreation of tth chumtls.h
resistance of the quartz crystal unit. Too high 411
equivalent resistaInce can prevent oscillation from Nciose th ecpn PIA rocess Is cmsly' quartz
reaching the required amplitude. In order to allow the rAmfacturtrs art. 4&0clpIng spcizl matrials antl
crystal resonator to have the widest range of uses ,the frowth coniit'lons for syn~thetic quartz which are
resistance miust be as low as possible. Viftedi to o-liminate Imprities and produce hi~h Cf

vhlue5 la th@ rtsonstors which 4re produced f=cr these
A measure of resonator usefulness related to the ui''tn quart:. in general, sVatse 'algh q bars of

resistance is the quality factor,' designated Q. It quartz tre grown rore flowly timn are :sAndard bars of
provides a measure of resonator energy losses includ- the .m sine, and while they are lIm costly than
Ing mounting losses, losses due to dislocations or swept quartzv 04y 4re still relat~ively exPefisive.
imperfections in the quartz crystalline structure,
surface stresses andtanything else that serves to It has tbeen 0hon that srooth surfaces ae II.Sor-
dissipate energy in the crystal. Q is defined as tant for propgr quarti resontoe prfafrruce. 2 "

((JpiJjenery stored per-cyciel Smooth suirf ' 4re nesary for electrical response,
(ener i pifed-per -cyc e-- while a strained su!*f~cl layer adverely affects

resonator performance. 1
and is related to the resistance by the following
relationship: Mechanical lapping. or grirndir2 with 4 * vt

Q - 1 / w C1 R abrasive, results in a rvu2h 6disordered turfece which
where w x 2 pi times the frequency in hertz 3nd CIs may tend to lose particles.,1 These surface Anhoro-
the motional capacitance of the crystal unit i n C1  geneities, Castellano, Meeker and Sundthl iVoint out,

faras. he apaitace s afeced y te fequncy "contribute to surface stressoi 4nd energy dissipation
ofarsla tion Th aaancei etd by the frerdesz. iQnc and result in noise, rapid agin4, drive se nsitivily
ofa oiscilton crand byte elctro size.o Afhghqeis and frequency versus temperature irre-ulerities.
wha at give otherystal itiit tof concutro po frqeny ig and coworkers used reflective higg energy election

inwayt~tn te obnto fcrutcmo diffraction (RI4EED) to show that when etching had
nents can. changed the frequ.ency by 1.023 FiFf or re -ved about

Castellano2 and others3 '4 '5 have determined that 1.7 microns of quartz from a crystal which had been
surface imperfections as well as dofects in the qurt lapped with a five micron abrasive, the dam~aged layer

itsef cotribte t sufacestreses quarerg had been removed.* ' Castellano, Meeker and Sundahl
itselfatcontributeetolsurfacelstressesoand.energy also used RHEED to find that the damage had been

disiptio ad esut n loerngof . hee removed when about 1.1 microns of quartz had been
surface imperfections also serve to raise the resist- removed. 18  At this point, they found, the surface
ance of the crystal unit. was entirely crystalline, no longer amorphous.
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Polishing may follow mechanical lapping in the etching is initiated by absorption of positive ions
processing of the surface of quartz plates. Polishing onto the quartz surface, which changes the electronic
gives the quarti surface a visually smooth, glass-like configuration around silicon ind rake s possible the
appearance. Polishing is presently used for manufac- dissolution by HF. Vondelin,34 bases his mtechanism on
ture of the highest precision quartz devices, that proposed by Ernsberger: 5 The tetrahedral
Properly designed devices made with polished blanks structure of quartz permits either zero, one, two or
have clearly defined resonances, low energy losses three dangling oxygen bonds to be present for each
(iLe. h igh electrical Q) and low sensitivity to the silicon exposed on the surface of the crystal. These
power level In the c ircui 1 9  Vig has shown that oxygen atoms are neutralized by hydrogen ions,
cerium oxide polishing, the type most commanly used resulting In exposed hydroxyl groups. In actuality,
for quartz polishing, Is actually a chemo-mechanical only those with one and two dangling bonds exist.
proce ss rather than a purely mechanical one. The Those with no exposed bonds are not possible due to
ctrium oxide mujst bc used in a water solution to havo the twisted internal structure of quartz, and those
4 polishing effect. Cerium oxId And kerosene, he with three dangling bonds would be too unstable. This
founod, had no polishing effect .28 leaves the case of one and two dangling bonds. The

case of one exposed hydroxyl group Is proposed to be
The polished quartz surface may, however, have that found on the natural faces of the quartz bar. A

hI49jo stratCht; which can be revealed by etching. structure with two exposed bonds would only occur In
Tht Kechanical part of the- pal ishing process may cause an unnatural condition, such as that occurring when a
scratching or lattice di~tuebmte of t urfAcc. quartz plate Is ground, lapped or polished. it is
These icratchn~ r~ay be covered over and the surface proposed that these surfaces with two dangling bonds
ray apptar to be polished until an ittchant attacks and will etch preferentially, resulting in a surface
dissolves this amnorphous quart: preferentially, re- whose structure has as many faces paral 1el to natural
veal ing the Inhoeogeneity. These surface scratches faces of the quartz as Is possi ble.~
and craci can o Vllfy surface stresses, And cracks
may propkgite, dtqrsding tho performanice of the The surface formed after etching with aimionium
crystal unito., VaNdel in has founid that the surfac@ hifluorlde does Indeed have a structure suggestive of
strain Ii a polished plate i4 jnfirtd to a thin layer natural face formation. Several authors have etched
neac tht surfact of the plate .9i Fukuyo anid co- anid photographed quartz surfaces using a scannin
worier have used ellipspa.sry to determirne that poi- 0lectron microscope hIi th omto fhls and
ishing of fused qyarts ltavs i dai Se4 layer of Atftt tallys or terraces .36,37,38 The surface of a deeply
so gwptms, tvjch thiroer than that caused by tched AT-cut quartz crystal develops hills and
abrasive lappinj.?3  FukAyov ied Dirii found that the vAlleys which extend bout four der-ces from the crys-
zurface liycr of a polished crystal plate actually tallogfgtic xasis.3 V1g and Te~ler have found
consists of thee layirs. UT fiest layer is thin, tt dflrent crystal faces have different etching
And Is characttriMe by 4 frequency decrese upon ra es~ -and Wegner has shown that the appearance of
etching of tha plate. ien layer two ig etched, tht pit.s anm deformations in the surfaces of e ;ihed quart z
frequency gradually Incresss.' The @tch e rains varits In relation to the different faces. Tellier
linear during etching of the third layer. The thick- has foNM that the etch pattern or surface roughness
n"s of the f irst layeir was foyund to be dependtn, on depends on the angle of cut and varies even arong
the pressure used during polishing, and the (freunec wafers cut close to the AT cut. Thus, tht etch
decrease was at'ributed to relief of 5urfmr ;tcain.&4 pa'atern formed on the surface, Tellier suggests, Is

dctermiacd by orientation rather than by1 11ffusion
A variety of wthant: have bten used for quartz. controlled process as Vig had suggested.'~

For a nuebtr of years,' the rain purpose of etching
quartz was to reveil lattice defects in natural quartz A lapped, etched surface has characteristic hills
bars so that defective sections of the bar migqht bt and valleys. V19 has shown that the roughness of the
avoided when fabricating quartz resonators. vollskaya surface after etching depends on the roughness before
found several alternatives to hydroiluoric acid which etching. Surfaces lapped with 12 micron and 3 micron
iould s3ect ively reveal dislocation fenturts of th§ abraives became smoother as etching progressed, but
quartz,' The purpose of the present study is the the roulliness of the 12 micron surface leveled off at
opposie: to find ways to prepare the quartz surfac 4 ltvtl higher than that of the 3 micron surface. Vig
such that no dislocations or etch pits are revealed. notog tnast Ohmct etch preferentially because etchitla
Vondeling found that the addition of potassiu,,i fluoride ralieyes tht la'tice strain they cause and suggests
to hydrofluoric acid reduces etch defects and gives a *the les daply and the more uniformly disturbed the
swaoth surface.26  Bernot Also found that Addition of surface I.-; veior to etching, the smoother will be the
KF to hydrofluoric ocid or amnlnurm bifluoride at 25 chemically -,lished surface. Accordingly, one should
degrees centigrade reduced etch pit and etch channel laP with a~fine an abrasive as possible prior to
forma ion.U The standard etchant for AT-cut crystals etchle. ,4 Hunt concurs and found that the surface
is ammonium bifluoride which has been shown by V1g and produckd afte~r etching a one micron surface wa6
co-workers to produce a chemically polished surface on scratch-free and "microscopically undulating'.
the lapped surface of AT-cut plotes. 8 PReroving the layer of disturbed matter is what

irproves thC crystal Q as etching of lapped blanks
The reaction mechanism of etching by acidic fluo- progress.17

ride solutions Is poorly understood. The original Plse ufcsaevsal mohbfr
mechanism suggested by Hfeising, Plse uicsaevsal rohbfr

SiO26lt-Si442120(2HF-#12SI6+2120etching and produce resonators vith high electrical Q
SIO26HF.~Si4+2h2Ot(H~h.hf2 iF64HzOafter only a short etching tire. Plish scratches

I% considered a simplification by Yig.29 Judge found that have been coverOd oyir ducri the polishing
that Ramin data indicate that no single product species process will be etched preftef~.ally. This explains
Is formd, although some H SOF may be for-.*d. .0 This the findings of Hanson. that the 'surface of a
product ray also react witA si fison dioxide, resulting polished AT blank tu rnj frosty when etched with
in an autocatalytic reactian.31, 2 The dissolution arxonium bifluoridew.4 until receitly, this was also
rate was found by Judge to be dependent on the HF con- the case at Revs-11offean. the author's company.
centration and on the concentration Of 11F2. 33 Polished crystals were used after only a light etch
Vondeling, however, found no effects of HF2 concentra- because a deeper etch showed many scratches and
tion on the reaction rate. Vondeling suggests that degraded resonator performance. Vig also used a light



etch aftlr polishing to give a smooth, crystalline le notes that while electrical parameters, inclisding
surface . 9  When Hunt attempted deep etching of resistance, of the 30 Niz units were coc4arable to
polished quartz, he found that his polishing process those obtained with lightly rcched cerium oxide pol-
had to be modified to eliminate the hidden damage that ished units, the resistance of the 60 Piz units ;as
etching revealed. Once scratching from the polishing significantly below that obtained from rerium oxidf
process had been eliminated, Hunt found that fluoride polished blanks of the same frequency.64

etchants could be used to chemically mill an AT quartz
crystal with no apparent degradation of the surface
finish. 0  Vig also found that deeply etched polished
blanks gave a surface composed only of smooth areas The following list, derived in part from V19 and
and scratch marks after a etch removal of 92 FiFf. Ile co-workers65 and garnot66 , provides an overview of
saw no signs of preferential etching along crystallo- some of the parameters which affect surface top-
graphic axes. He also found that the surface of BT- ography, resistance and Q of the quartz crystal unit
cut plates remaing featureless except at defects such which is produced.
as scratch marks.2N None of the hills and valleys
that appeared after the etching of lapped blanks were Quartz material defects
discovered. Crystalline orientation of surfaces

Quartz plate diameter
The effect of the hills and valleys on the quartz Final plate thickness and frequency

crystal Q Is difficult to determine. Several authors Initial surface roughness
report that deep etching causes no decrease in Q. Vig Surface cleanliness
chemically polished natural quartz 20 W9z res nators Etchant composition
and found no decreasing Q with depth of etch.ze He Etch bath temperature
obtained similar results on 5 Hz third overtone Etch bath agitatio:
crystal units and on 10 iz third overtones.53 Miller Etching time
also found that Q did not increase with longer etch- Electrode characteristics
Ing.5' Castellano, however, found that a maximum Q was Hounting method
reached at 1.6 FiFf etch removal from a 3 mlf;on lapped Ambient atmosphere
surface, and decreased with further etching.b This is
in agreement with the findings of Jumper ., Reeves- In order to determine the effects of polishing the
Hoffman. A minim resistance was found alter about surface of the quartz plate at the different etching
1.5 FjFf etch removal from 30 Kiz fundamentals.56  depths, all the above factors were held as constant as

possible. Initial surface roughness and etching time
The effect on crystal Q of etching mechanically were systeratically varied In order to determine their

polished wafers appears to depend on the amount and effects.
depth of scratching and other damage caused during the
polishing process. When scratches are etched preferen- 550 Crystals were fabricated and divided Into 22
tially by the etchant, resonator performance is groups of 25. Half of the groups were polished, while
degraded. Hunt managed to use polished blank; by half had a relatively rough lapped surface prior to
issuring that they were polished "carefullyo. 7  Vig etching. One group of each of the polished and lapped
has also used polish d blanks for resonators which blanks was etched for each of ten Increments of etch
require a deep etch.U Oeep gouges and scratches removal.
result in a higher Q than expected. Vig reports that
a deep gouge In a deeply etched 5 MHz third overtone All fabrication was performed at Reeves-Hoffman
may account for its lower Q as compared to other Oivision of Dynamics Corporation of America InCarlisle,
crystal units in the lot.Sv He notes that the dimen- Pennsylvania.
sions of etch channels and etch pits (caused by
defects) are usually at least one order of magnitude Water Prpjaratlon. All quartz has some material
larger than the dimensions of the hills and valleys defesct._.._W oRer to minimize the effects of these
formed during etching.60 defects, all 500 wafers %ere cut frrm the same bar of

high quality cultured quartz. This quartz is certi-
Castellano suggests that Q degradation with con- fied by the supolier as having a minimum Q of 2.2

tinued etching of lapped plates is correlated to the million.
depth and width of the hills and valleys formed during
etching. These hills and valleys are initiated by The crystalline orientation of the surfaces was
damage during mechanical lapping and are enhanced by held constant by assuring that all the wafers were cut
chemical etching. He uses a Rayleigh wave scattering at the same angle from the quartz bar. All the wafers
model to explain the correlation between Q degradation were cut at 35 degrees 16 minutes, plus or minus 30
and depth of etch and notes that the optimum etch seconds from the crystallographic x-asis. This AT
amount varies with the crystal frequency.61  Vig also angle was verified by x-ray. This angle was chosen
suggests frequency dependence when he notes that he with the understanding that these crystals would be
would not be surprised to find a Q degradation because studied on the fundamental, third, and fifth overtone
at higher frequencies the wave length of the acoustic modes of operation. This required a compromise in
wave approaches the dimensions of the etch features.62  tems of frequency stability over temperature and

resulted in a chosen angle that was not optimum for any
Vig etched 18-22 MHz crystal resonators with a 3 of the modes of operation, yet minimized any chances of

1,icron surface fabricated from natural quartz from two extreme sensitivity to temperature.
tc. twenty-two FiFf. Resistance values were from three
to five ohms and Q's ranged from 140,000 to 210,000. The crystal plate diameter was 0.250 inches, plus
He found no Q degradation with depth of etch. Overtone or minus 0.001 inches.
frequencies were not measured in the study because gold
had been used for the electrode material and was too In the case of the AT cut, the final plate thick-
heavy to permit overtone operation.63 Jumper at Reeves- ness is proportional to the fundamental frequency in
Hoffman also found a difference in frequency, with 1.5 which it operates. This means that in order to have
F-ff being the optimum etch for a three micron lapped 550 20 Megahertz crystals, all of which have had
36 MHz third overtone crystal and 1.3 FiFf being different amounts of quartz removed by etching, the
optimum for a three micron lapped 60 MHz third overtone. frequencies (and thicknesses) prior to etching rust be
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sy~tematically varied to allow tile final frequency to would not, therefore, provide optimum Q on any of
be the same for each group. Thus there was a group of these crystals. The eleutrode diameter was 0.115
polished and a group of lapped wafers prepared at each inches, again chosen to allow the best operation of
of ten different thicknesses corresponding to the 10 these crystals in all three modes of vibration.
different amounts of etch removal specified later in
the processing. The plated crystal wafers were then mounted in

spring-type holders and pasted in with silver- filled
The blanks which were to have lapped surfaces were conductive epoxy. The crystals were mounted In the

prepared as follows. The thickness of the wafers holder with the positive end of the crystallographic
which had been cut from the bar of quartz was gradually x-axis at the top of the holder.
reduced by removing quartz by grinding (lapping) with
abrasives of gradually decreasing sizes. Care was The crystal frequencies received their final
taken during each step to grind away sufficient thick- adjustment during the next operation - electroplating.
ness to remove the rougher damaged layer from the step The crystals were electroplated with silver from a
before. The final surface finish was produced by lap- silver chloride plating solution to within five parts
ping with an abrasive with an average particle size of per million of 20 P.ahertz on the fundamental.three microns. The crystals were then baked under vacuum for one

The polished wafers were prepared in the same hour to assure complete dryness and to remove contam-
manner as described above, with two additional steps. inates. They were then sealed under vacuum by the
After lapping with the three micron abrasive, the cold welding process.
blank surfaces were etched in a saturated aqueous
solution of ammonium bifluoride to remove as much of Crystal Unit Testing. The frequency, resistance,
the lapping damage as possible. They were then chemo- motionil-6cpit'ta-na Q of each crystal unit was
mechanically polished with a cerium oxide polish measured using a Saunders Automatic Testing System
suspended In a water-based slurry solution. This par- incorporating a Hewlett-Packard 3577A Network Analyzer
ticular brand of cerium oxide polishing compound was at a constant 25 degrees centigrade. Each of these
choseti because it resulted In the least amount of parameters was measured at the fundamental frequency
sCratching when comparcd to several other polishing of 20 I*iz, the third overtone (approximtely 60 llz)
compounds, including one which had been used pre- and the fifth overtone (approxirately 100 ?Vz). All
vicusly at Reeves-Hoffman. crystal measurements were taken consecutively, on the

same day, to avoid any slight differences in equiprent
Surface cleanliness was maintained throughoot each or temerature. The frequency and resistance were

step. Blanks were cleaned after each cutting and also checked on a Saunders ISOC Crystal Impedance
gri ing operation to be sure that operations which Hater to verify the automatic testing system readings.
use sms er abrasive sizes ware not contaminated with
the lArger abrasive particles from previous steps Results and Discussion
whic, would cause scratching. After the final lapping ...... .....
or polishing operation, the blanks were cleaned ultra- Photomlc ro.%aphs. The optical microscope used in
sonically in two different proprietary cleaners, this e'r' d'i o vded a good alternative to scanning
rinsad and dried. Following this operation, the blanks electron microscopy when the wafer surface was coated
were handled only by persons wearing finger cots to with the reflective silver electrode. It was a
prevent finger oils and contaminants from adhering to convenient, low-cost method of viewing the surfaces of
the wafer surfaces. wafers In production. A thicker layer of silver may

obscure some of the etch figures if it fills in the
The wafers were then etched in a saturated aqueous crevices formed during etching. The silver does have

solution of acconlu bifluoride. A polypropylene etch the disadvantage of obscuring any etch channels which
tank was filled with enough distilled water and may penetrate the quartz plate.
asnonium bifluoride flakes such that a small amount of
flakes remained at the bottom of the tank during Figures I through 11 show typical surfaces of 3-
etching, assuring a saturated solution at all times. micron lapped blanks after 0.02, 1. 2, 3, 4, S, 6, ?,
Ammonium bifluoride flakes were added during use of 8, 9, and 10 FiFf increments of etch removal. This
the bath as necessary to assure a saturated solution variety of thickness change during etching required
at all times. The etching solution was discarded that the itial thickness of th wafers in each group
after being used for one week to eliminate the effects ta dte ri a tickness of the w rsninecproup
of any impurities which may contaminate the bath. A be adjusted prior to etching by the grinding procedure

small amount of a proprietary fluorochemical surfactant described previously, in order to have each group of

was added to the bath to assure wetting and to minimize crystals at the same thickness and frequency. As the

the effects of any residue on the wafer surfaces. etch time increases, the surface changes from an
irregular, small-featured one to a more regular

The temperature of the etching solution was moni- pattern of hills and valleys. These patterns are

tored directly by a temperature controller with a similar to those iWentified by Vig ard others, indica-

teflon probe, and kept at a constant 52 degrees centi- ting that no unusual differences in surface finish

grade. This temperature was chosen because it allows were introduced into this study.67'68 Each of the
etching in a reasonable amount of time while also wafers was oriented such that the positive end of the
sllowing adequate control of frequency by adjusting crystallographic x-axis points towards the bottom of
the etching tire. Constant agitation was provided by the page. This is consistent with Vig's findings that
a motor-driven rotary propeller, the hills and valleys run about 4 degrees from the

After etching, the wafers are vapor-plated 
with a x-axis.

flash of chromium followed by a layer of silver suffi-
cient to raise the frequency by approximately 300 KHz.
This corresponds to a silver layer about .000475 inches
thick. This electrode plating thickness was chosen
based on experience that it was heavy enough for
operation of a 20 MHz fundamental yet light enough to
allow operation on the third and fifth overtones. It
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Figure 7 Figure 10
Lappd Quart, Etched 6 F IVf U 1200X Lapped Quartz, Etched 9 Fir f 0 IZOOX

.4,.

rigure 8 Figure 1
Lapped Quartz, Etched 7 FiFf 9 1200X Lapped Quartz, Etched 10 FIFf P 120OX

Figures 12 through 22 show surfaces of polished
wafers after the same amounts of etch removal: 002,

*. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 9, and 10 units of F Ff. The
polished blank after 0.02 FiFt removal is visually

smooth. This is the etch removal amount typically
used for production of high quality, polished resona-
tors, since it provides a cleaning of the surface yet
does not reveal any of the polishing damage. As etch-
ing progresses, etch pits are formed and gradually
progress into larger crevices which resemble the hills
and valleys seen on the lapped blanks in size and
orientation. Large areas of perfectly smooth surface

" are still present, indicating that when there is no
4 o%! .. surface damage, etched quartz refains smooth. Once

• ' damage is initiated, however, the features formed are
determined by the crystallographic orientation of the
quartz surfaces.

Figure 9
Lapped Quartz, Etched 8 F Ff @ 1200X
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Figure 12 Fi.ure 15
Polished Quartz, Etched 0.02 FiFf P 1200X Polished Quartz, Etched 3 FFrf 0 |200X

Figure 13 Figure 16

Polished Q uartz, Etched I F1iFf 0 12001 Polished quartz, Etched 4 F Ff 0 12001

%~

I 11 4o

t- figure 17
Figure 14 Polished Quartz, Etched 5 F Ff @ 1200X

Poli shed Quartz, Etched 2 FiFf @ 1200X f
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FIgure 16 Figure 21
Polished Quartz, Etched 6 F1 f P 1200X Polished Quartz, Etched 9 FIFf P 3200X

aijure 1, Figure 22
Polished Quartz, Etched 7 FiFf P 1200X Polished Quartz, Etched 10 F1Ff P 1200X

Figure 23 shows a polished blink which has been
etched for 10 FiFf under 200X magnification. This
shows the portion of the surface area which Is damaged
In relation to that which is still smooth after the
deep etch. Figure 24 shows the type of polish
scratches which cay result fro edge chipping during
the polishing process. Figure 25 Is an example of the
!scratching and surface damage produced by a poor pol-
Ishing process.

The fact that a better polish produced large areas
of texture-free quartz surface indicates that If the
polishing process were to be perfected, coepletely
smooth surfaces could be retained after deep
etching. This has important implications for the
production of high frequency resonators which would
have to be of thicknesses unattainable with mechanical

-procedures. These ultra-thin blanks require defect-
free surfaces after their thickness is removed with
deep etching.

_ Figure 26 gives an example of the different sur-

Figure 20 faces produced by different etchants. This three mi-

Polished Quartz, Etched 8 F Ff  1200X cron lapped blank was deep etched with a proprietary
F1Ff etchant reputed to have "chemical polishing' proper-

ties. Figure 26 indicates the irportance of the chemis-
try of the etchant in the formation of etch figures.
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Part II- Electrical Paramters entire spctru of etch removals. This effect ust be

due In sot way to the frequency of operaion since no
Each data point In Figures27 through 35 represents other factor can bit varied: these are the Sam~e crys-

an average for the 18-25 crystals which were etched tal units. The surface finish, el ectrode, design,
together. atent temperature, etc., oust all be Identical

Figure 27 shows the effect of etch remval onbewnthtogrus
crystal resistance at the fundamental frequency of Figure 29, resistance versus etch removal for the
20 iz. For lapped blanks, the crystal units show an fifth overtone, 100 101z, follows the site pattern as
initial drop in resistance as the original lapping does the third overtone. Polished blaInks again showed
damage is reduced. The resistance then Increases lower resistante values across the range of etch
after reaching a minimum between 2 and 3 F IFf, This remvals.

incre se may be attributed to the increase in the size
of the hills and valleys which Is occurring at this Figures 30 through 32 show the same effect in
point, as shown in the photomicrographs, or may be terms of Q. which is inversely proportional to the
affected by the formation of etch channels which may resistance. On the fundamental. lapped blanks have
be beginning to frum. Polished blanks did not shoW a the highest value at all but the first two increments
consistent change over the range of etch remvals, and of etch removal. At 60 and 100 M~z, the Polished
were advantageous over the lapped only in the first blanks have higher Q values. and would be preferred
two groups. For deeper etches at this frequency, a for achieving resonator performance.
lapped blank should be used. Figures 33 through 35 plot the motional capaci-

Figure 28 presents the effects of etch removal on tance against the etch removal. This value is in
the same crystals while operating on the third overtone practice determined mainly by the electrode area. The
frequency of approximately 60 Kiz. The effect here is change in the initial capacitance of the lapped units
opposite to that found on the fundamental frequency: at 60 and 100 MHz is most likely due to the decrease
polished plates outperformed the lapped plates over the in surface area of the quartz that occurs when the

initial rough layer is removed. The remaining values
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are fairly consistent and give an indication that It appears that for chemically polished blanks,these crystals were prepared In a unifom ranner. there Is a Point sohewhere between 30 and C0 10z where
it Is advantageous to switch to a polished blank forThese data are consistent with those found by optima Q and low electrical r.sistance, independentdumper who found that deep etching of a lapped 30 101: of the harmonic of operation.

crystal (third overtone) was advantageous over ceriumoxide polishing and lightly etching the s&e crystal As suggested by Vig. as frequencies Increase, theunit,. The same deep etchln2 of a 60 ?Mz (third over- wavelergth of the acoustic piezoelectric wave Is be-tone) crystal produced higher resistances than did coming smaller, and core on the order of the size oflight etching of a chtmomchanically polished the etch features foriing during etching. Thus, theresonator, etch features become ore abl* to disturb tht wave

This is also consistent with the findings of this propagation.
author that 60 191z fundac.ntals have a higher Q value It appears to be advantageous at lower frequencieswhen prepared with polished blanks before etrhing to a to have an instrained, but unifomly disturbed surfacedepth of 13.5 FiTf than when prepared fro* three over one which has staoth areas yet Irregular scratchmicron l4ppd blanks and etched to the same depth. deformations. At the higher frequencies, however, the

smooth areas provide an advantage even though they are
interrupted by scratch marks and pits.

RESISTANCE VERSUS ETCH REMOVAL RESISTANCE VERSUS ETCH REMOVALrUNONTt. fAEOUENCY, 20 W4Z 10THIO OVnRTN , 6o.MZ
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A STUDY o DXSLoaTIO.mS &ND i1CLUSiO.S 18 ALPA qUARTZ
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Hanscom AnI, 4A 01731
and

J. F. NAlasclo

Motorola, Inc.
Carlisle, PA 17013

MInclusions do not affect resonator performance.
cently, however, there have been attespts to pro-

The presence of dislocations and inclusions in duce higher frequency oscillators tesultLtg ai
alpha quartz and their effect upon electronic ap- smaller resonator$ where the silt of the inclusions
plications have received very little attention until could effect resonator ptrformanct. Some of the
tht last few years. Some studies have been per- initial results of our studies on quartz Inclusions
formed on dislocations, but Inclusions have not been will also be presented in this paper.
important until recently since their dimensions have
eeL approached the thickness of the resonator. Re- The autoclaves used In this study have been
cently however, there has been a requirement to (A)
produce thinner resonators for higher frequency described previously ase perer a the procedures
applIcations. The dimnsion, of these resonators uied. linerimunts are prformed An unlined and
are approaching the dimanalons of the inclusions in silver lied autoclaves with autoclave diaetersalpha quartz and may h, % an effect upon Is varying from one inch to Industrial scale equipatnt.
alectroacout properties. In general, a hydroxide mottralixer ;as ucd thcu- th

elecroscuscc prpertes.we employed Carbonate Ott geM4 of tha - ccin #ttand

Several techniques were employe in an effort runs. A variety of ythetic .cr c wert eloygd,

to reduce the dislocation density in alpha quartz. ;alta A.4 riot
,aealed and swept eeds had esentLally tie same
dislocation density &s its untreated counterpart. Dislocation Studio. - It h*A Uzi show tht the uge
The utilization o! seeds specifically doped with of a seed cut trom- th smi% @Ci aynthetic quarct
germanium, iron, aluminum and boron resulted in M
the growth of alpha quartz which exhibited the sm can result in cryst(4l Alwlc [re of
dislocation density as quartz grown upon undoped It would be desirault hoe ti to d4w*4. e w a ethod
seeds. of pretreacint the Port ceeaeniy ugad 2 ge fW tEU

production of low 4i loCat wactrial. iVe hiai
Inclusion density measurements were performed attempted s.rtrsl toe o tar.

on crystals grown in lined and unlined autoclaves.
A variety of nutrient sources vere employed In Scveral a.ain ri.4 sweigi tudiog were
these runs. The data obtained indicated that the perfort-W, both to vat-m Ard air. ie tried to anteal
inclusion density was neither a specific function of a wholi crstal (1ig. 1). Wi reiulted In a hIftly
nutrient quality nor whether a liner was employed. sttiiid crystal with or. of t b. strain etAr"tinga
The majority of Inclusions seemed to be voids with ftm th wept-crycAl in wice. It, also aWpj ir iht
liquid occluded in many of them. the_ strin oroud th§ l.clugions wpa l ir~r after

Awlfig. Cryatals ve also grown upon air xvept
Fically, initial results indicate that in- and vacotm gwept e444. O.CiM WS Vt er coAted with

purities other than lithium and sodium are Plactinsu qlectrodes and soe Wart UnCoSaCd. Othir
electrically swept out of the dislocations in alpha seedt weri only 4.altd at 500 dogrees C.
quartz.

int -%Ieo QUARTZ 5XtS

Research an t0* purification of quartz has bee*n
extnsively RI3iErd In %lit pasjt tao yCarg With the a ______ft
result that high purity naterial it now Available .J

especialy 114 terms of alu*inuM content. AluMInUM
levels of 0.5 -parts per willion or even lower can be

routittly obtained for resonsiors uscd in radiation L
enviromeut. 1 ) The presenc of dislocatioug and
inclusLans In quartz used for pletoelectric appli-
cationa hs re eived very liti1 aettntion until
recently. Dislocations have been datermined to be
tha preciurors of the ajority of etch channels in
quartz and r y have so&e deleterious effects on tit*
deposition of 4eectrodes and epitaxial davicoe on 0tir0 AA*CALIN AtTIM AWtALt

the quart: surface. (2) In this pxper, we will pre- WAS - VJX
sent soe data that dislocations may also be
important in the sveepin& of quart%. Fig. 1 Strain produced by annealing whole crystal.

Inclusions in quartz used for timing applica- One run was conpleted using a seed with a thin
tions have not been significant since the size of the platinum coating on it. There are unofficial reports
inclusion has not. approached the minimm diameter of that this will lower the dislocation count. The re-

the resonator. It has been reported
(3) thast rmaller suits of come of this study are shown on Fig. 2.
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parallel to the X and Z axes. It was expected that.
soxt Inclusions wart from wmarial. lining tihe wall
and therefore the wilinad runs would have a higher
Inclusion density. Based all some of tile Initial data
shown Inl the figure, this in not ne4cessarily the only
source ofat ilusions since the lowest inclusion den-

,J im, I s y was found in a crystal from An unlined run. Vic

basedtan. ntealcesus, numer Inclusionsot wre

found In A highly ithum-doped crystal.

QUARTZ INCLUSION RESULTS
fq T§@OgT4V4 of tpclO

NUTAliw?1 6NOWTH RATE LINIA INC~ifil cc-JCOiT
Itl isprtnE that, none @-I t _____________c I ILIDY
ItVAIs i ~gnificantly loring tha dislecatiefi tount. L
Mseiing at 600 dagittss C risulced in w iodGAS1 skt II.

crystal as on@ ight txptct. In rtaeerwn,8tCj 1II&tt j41 4Y
only halt thei seed was SV~pt gM th-2rfto t te 1eT sSLE
V55 kept otidt i)ha otlectrotis. X-ray topograph~y
howevr, iihwid wo tifftancis In the dislocatilo n W &j 1.
tht two *r*4,S14104 4200 441 t.

Atti#t* vere also *Ade to grow from doped &s. Xalwp fN tl 6.
Cam;Aim# iron, altminum *nti baron were used to Akt&0VANIdtvirim It a small change in the lattice spacing of .AALL1 M
the sad could decrease dislocations. All results
were metative it this cait with thit exception at an.
fun In which tile 4oped germanium crystal was grown rgfrow an X meed. Sop*e cryttal Srow on X-seeds were
aislid hotli In air ad vacuum at 500 and 550 da- The nature of tho inclusions Is rn0 clear.grees C (Fig. 3). All conditions produced essentially Photomicrographa in seo cases Wnicate solid In-
noe cangtt An atrain in low tliolocstion material. clusions, but (he mJority aeonm to bit voids with

liquid present In panty. The* #old inclusions SeemOUARTZ OOA-46 to be moat prevalent near tht aed. An~ attempt was
MANIIATIO 465made to anlya- seal of these using scanning electron

- microscope with an ZDS attachment. We were not
successful ii @bcaining any maningful results, how-
ever. soeof theise Inclusions Are qhown in Fig. 5.

QUARTZ #55 I OPTICAL MICRGRAPHS SNOWING DAMAGE
AROUND ETCHI TUNNELS. AFTER ANNEALING

#2 VAC I ANEA toO~ 06%

#3 C(MTROL SAMPLE #4 VAC I' ANNEAL at 660%C

Fig. 3 Examples of crystals grown upon vacuum and Fig. 5
air annealed X seeds.

Sweeping A number of sweeping runs were also per-
Inclusions - A series of experiments were performed formed to possibly determine what elements are moved
using a series ol nutreints in lined and unlined runs or removed during sweeping. Both air and vacuum
(Fig. 4). Inclusion densities weye determined in two sweeping were used. In these experiments, graphfoil,
directions utilizing a 3.5 milliwatt lie-Ne laser as a a high purity material was placed between the plati-
light source. All of the samples were coated with an nun contact and the sweeping surface (Z surface).
index matching fluid and 4X magnification was used The graphfoil was then analyzed using Auger and EDS
during the actual couinting. Only those inclusions combined with SEN. Analysis was performed on all
highlilhted by the laser bean were counted. Approx- four surfaces, the two in contact with the platinum
inately 30 inclusion density measurements were made and the two in contact with the sweeping specimen.
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After a 30 second argon etch, lithims was found to
be present on both the positive and negative graph-
fail electrode. There Is *om evidence of
phosphorus on both electrodes. On the negative
electrcde a trace of iron was detected. The most
surprising result was the trace of aluminum found on
the positive electrodei which indicates aluminum may
be transported as some type of negative complex.
There are small particles of quartz embedded in the
graphfoil surface next to the saple (Fig. 6) which
were detected b! SI. Auger analysis of the sur-
face of these particles was generally Inconclusive,
but in one case iron and titanium were detected on
the particles embedded in the negative electrode.
Aluminum was found in one of the particles attached
to the positive electrode. The tentative conclusion
from these results is that most of tie impurities
are swept from dislocations since the migration of
iron, aluminum and titanium through a perfect lat-
tice does not vset likely. Lithium has been
detected at the positive electrode before, but the
possible detection of aluminum at the positive
electrode indicates that aluminum In the dislocations
may fore a complex with lithium or hydroxide. We are
continuing this investigation using materials with
higher dislocation counts to increase the impurity
concentrations collected during sweeping.
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RADIATION EFFECTS IN VACUUM-SIMT QUARTZ
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is supplied by the air ambient. For simplicity, these
SummarZ centers are usually designated as Al-Li, Al-Na, AI-ON,

and At-hole. The point defect structure of quartz, Its
5-H11, SC-cut, resonators were fabricated from modifications by sweeping and Irradiation, and radia-

cultured quartz elctrodiffused (swept) In vacuum ambi- tion effecta on resonators and oscillators fabricated

ent and were 0Co irradiated. Steady-state oscillator from these materials are reviewed by Criscom, Well
frequency offset AiJt saturates at a relatively low
dose of 10 krad, and stays approximately constant, HAlliburton, Martin, and Koehler, King and Koehler,

5

-120xl09, up to I Mrad. The magnitude of Af/f is and Lipson and Kahan.
6

surprisingly large compared to resonators fabricated
from quartz grown In the vs autoclave run And swept Resonators fabricated from on air-swept crys-

o 9t tal have smaller Af!f than those fabricated from an
in air ambient, *lOxlO', and exceeds ev~tn that of rca- an-received crystal. This effect was Interpreted by

onators from the unswept crystal, -65x10" . Infrared, arguing that, in as-received quartz, radiation redis-
anelastic loss, and ESK characterization of vacuum- tributes OH-defects and alkali-metal ion compensators
swept material show conclusively that the aluminum- and causes a change In the pertinent material con-
impurity compensators, alkali metal ions and protons, srants. In air-swept quartz, all aluminum lmpnrLtLes
were removed by sweeping, and that the only observable are compensated by protons, and radiation-induced re-
point defect is the Al-hole center. After irrsdiation distribution of protons does not occur. It was con-
KSK data shows a factor-of-four increase in Al-hole jectured that steady-state Af/ and transient fre-
concentration. We propose, that the dominant defect quency offsets can be further reduced by removing not
formed during vacuum sweeping is a negatively charged only all alkali--oatl Ions but also the internally
diamagnetic aluminum center. Under normal conditions 10
this 'bare aluminum" center, Isoelectronic with silicon generated protons. In principle, this can be accom-

dioxide, is unstable, but vacuum sweeping 'freezes' plished by sweeping the crystal in a vacuum or Inert

this defect Into the crystal. During Irradiation the gas ambient, the process suggesteO by King for reducing

defect loses an electron and is converted into the one- transient radiation sensitivity to pulsed Lrradia-
hole aluminum center. tLion. 11  It was further assumed that after vacuum

sweeping, In the absence of Li, N, or proton compensa-
Introduction tore, the dominant Al-defect is (A104 A + 1 We then

Steady-state radiation effects in resonators define, for this paper, a "vacuum-swept" crystal as one
fabricated from high-quality quartz are attributed to from which all, or most, interstitial alkali-metal ions
radiation-induced dissociation and formation of point and protons have been removed. However, as shown in
defects which alter the elastic, dielectric, and pie- Ref. 10, protons can not be completely removed from
zoelectric constants, and cause resonator frequency crystals with high Al-impurity concentration.

shifts. In cultured crystal, the major impurity, Al34

4+ In this Investigatinn we report Af/f data for
substitutional on a Si site, Is charge compensated 5-H1z resonators fabricated from high-quality, low alu-

with a lithium or sodium ion, and forms [AIO4/Li+)o or minum-impurity, vacuum-swept quartz. After vacuum

ce+no  4 sweeping the quartz was characterized by infrared, an-
[A104  point defect centers. Irradiation creates elastic loss, and ESR measurements to Insure that the

electron-hole pairs and provides an alternate compensa- crystal does not contain ionic impurities or protons.
We also report ESR data on irradiated vacuum-swept

tion mechanism. After irradiation, Al3 4 is charge com- crystals.
pensated either by a proton released from an Oil-defect,
or by a hole trapped at an adjacent oxygen, forming Experimental Procedures

+ or [AIOe'] respectively. lectrodif-
4A4' rPremium-Q quartz evaluated in this Investiga-

fusing (sweeping) quartz at high temperatures, in air tion was grown at Sawyer Research Products (SARP), and

[Al04/Li+J or [Al4 Ja +]° , phys- is designated as autoclave run D14-45. One crystal wasambient, dissociates [a 44lumbered into two pure Z-growth bars. The Z faces of

ically sweeps the alkali ion from the crystal, and one bar were clamped between platinum foil electrodes

forms (AIO1 /I+1. In the sweeping process the proton and swept at 500 0 C, 10- Torr vacuum, and electric
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21 22 308d sec Ac/c as a function Of accumulated dose of resona-

IME

TIME tors fabricated from as-received (unawept), u, air-
swept, S1 and .2, and vacuum-swept, vi and v2, Pre-
m1um-Q D14-45 crystals rown in the s autoclave run.

710. 1. Normalized radiation-induced oscillator fre-
quency change A4f/t as a function of time for an SC-cut
resonator fabricated from vacuum-awept quartz. The tration for am-received, irradiated, and air-swept
time periods showing freeuncy dcicreasem correspond to quartz are described In Ref.. 15 and 16. Experimental
the radiation exposures. incremental and accumulated 6
domes are shown in krad. Low dose rate was used up to procedures for 0Co irradiation and oscillator frequen-

40 krad accumulated doe, and high dose rate between 40 cy offset measurements as a function of dome are given
and 1062 krad. in Ref. 17.

Results
field intensity of 1000 V/cm. The electric field was
maintained during the cooling period. The Al-impurity Figure 1 shows normalized radiation-nduced
concentration of this crystal, determined from infrared oscillator frequency offset A ff as a function of time
measurements on a companion air-swept sample, is ap- for an SC-cut resonator fabricated from a vacuum-swupc
proximately 0.7 ppmu. Previous ESR measurements on oth- crystal, and operated at its lower turnover tempera-
er crystals grown in this auto~lave run also indicate ture, 94 °C. The time periods showing frequency de-
0.7-1.O pp.a aluminum. Compared to other comercially creases correspond to the radiation exposures.
grown Premium-4 quartz, D14-45 has a low Al-impurity Incremental and accumulated doses are shown in krad.
concentration and hseeuilzdn nyohrn- Tental6Co irradiation increments were , 2, 7,

6,910,12-14o% 
-0-

vestigations. 6  ' O 1 " Resonator units fabricated and 1O krad, at a dose rate of 0.58 krad/min. After
from the bar at Frequency Electronics, Inc. were 5-HlIlz, each exposure the oscillator frequency was allowed o
5th-overtone, S-cut, biconvex, gold electroded, and recover for a short time period and approach a steady-
thermal compression bonded, state condition. At the completion of the first ir-

radiation sequence the oscillator was allowed to re-
The experimental procedures for 85 K infrared cover for approximately 3 days. The oscillator was a-

measurements are described in Ref. 6. The 3581 cm"1  gain exposed to the same sequence of irradiation incre-
ments, and allowed to recover for 18 days. The oscil-

peak is taken as the indicator of OH-defect centers, lator was then irradiated at a dose rate of 9.3
and the 3366 cm" 1 peka a measure of [O/I+]0 kind/mmn with increments of II, 41, 117, 267, and 586

-krad to a total accumulated dose of 1.06 rad.

strength. ESR experimental procedures and the rela-Soonh of 30 srnt t -m t n Figure 2 shows the steady-state ff/f asoa
A10TI _] s0 o A pt A function of accumulated dose for two resonators, vl nand
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v2, fabricatedi from vacuum-avept quarcz. loth reo-
nators Siva similar results. At 1ev irradiation doses, -

AM/ decrease# rapidly, -4479After I krad and all* j. 3al gos,
-12l"after 20 krad accumulaktieose. The vertical, v

lines In Fig. 2 denote the effect of the long recovery Z IS 01o C~ AV

periods. After 20 krod Accumulated does* Af/f rtcov- 0- *WC10 P.'...'.--. CO.' wt aSa

*r~ t -~xl~.After 40 krad AM/ decreased to 2 ( U 55o N)IA

-1009and recovered to -90xIO79 after 18 dy. Z 0.1

After 1.06 Mtrad the frequency decreased to -130x10 0.e

and recovered to -10O9After 7 days.

Figure 2 also oa radiation sensitivity of W& QSCT0C*
AT-cut resonators (abricaced from as-reiceived unswept, 1 ,0f a.o ~ SIT5SV 0 t14I~hOAM

u, And air-swept, @I And #2, crystals grown in tha same A 0. ~ -A 300tax 11K

autoclave run., For the same dos* range, maximum sA (f s's.. ~CANO
is -6546-9 and ;kl~xl0"9, respectively. The differitnce A.4 c A-.--.

between ol and s. negative versus positive offset, ay o Is
not be Intrinsic to the material but could reflect res- DISVAMCK A~ONO Z-AXIS 4-a
Cator fabrication differences. In addition to steady-
stae At(If radiation sensitivity, Fig. I data also -Kifad
show rather large AM/ recovery After each exposure, FIG 3.8- Ifat strength of ON-defect and

ranging from 3 to 45409. It requires more than 10 1A104/H associated binds,, and Al-impurity
days to roach a steady-state within 10. Correspond- concentration from ISK (AlO4oe 0 signal strength. of
Ing A r/f recovery for the air-swept resenators sl and vacuum-swept quartz as a function of position Along the
*2 ranges from 2 to IWO10, and reaches In 2 days a sweeping Axis Z.

steady-state within 10-10. Our results then indicate
that vacuum swooping Ia Ineffective in reducing AC/f &I (I04/Hl Iin the edge region of the crystal is out-
seonsitivity to radiation. However, the relatively low
do** required for saturation implies that a 50-100 krAd side the energy-trapping portion of the disk. And Ihas
prophylactic Irradiation Is highly beneficial In little influence on the oscillator frequency. We also
reducing subsequent steady-state frequency offsets. performed 0 onelastic loss measurements, Q -1(T), from 10

K to 100 C, and we did not observe any bands which can
figure 3 sllows spectral band strengths As- be associated with the sodium compensator. 11ased on

sociated with Oil-defect and (A104/H+IO centers. 85-K arguments presented In Raf. 10 regarding the formation

infrared spectra were measured and scanned along the of JA1 4 3 as an intermediate state, we are also
crystal z axis before and after vacuum sweeping, certain that lithium Ion compensators were removed.
annealing, And irradiation. As-received, the 3581 cto These characterization results then Indicate that the

absortion as ~processed bar Is indeed vacuum-swept, and contains only
:bopto wsM .5 o1 ewen0 <8on n a small concentration of lA I i In a geometric

increased gradually to x 0.10 cm- at z 15 no.4
Results for 4 days of vacuum sweeping Are taken from region which does not Influence resonator results.
Ref. 10, where we also showed data for as-received
quartz, after air sweeping, and after 3, 6, 12, and 24 Figure 3 also shows ESR determined Al-impurity
ht of vacuum sweeping. After 4 days of vacuum sweeping concentration, measured by (AIOe Q+ strtengthi after
only one-half of the sample was clear of O-defects and4

+0 -lthe 9-day vacuum-sweeping for sample positions Along
(A10 4/4+1, as measured by the 3581 and 3366 cm- thae sweeping axis. (AlO e + trnt varies from 0.24
peaks, respectively. After 9 days the protons were 4, srnt
also removed from the region near the cathode but a ppm at the anode to 0.04 ppm near the cathode, with an

+jo as r-intoducd atthe average value ot 0.16 ppm. After Irradiating at 77 K,

s mall amount of [A104/l wsr-nodc ath the average concentration Increases to 0.7 ppm. Irradi-
anode. In a sample with luig'ier Al-impurity and Oil- sting at room temperature, followed by a second low
defect concentrations, after 51 days of vacuum-sweeping temperature exposure, reduces the average value to 0.6
the anode-half of the crystal was clear of Impurities ppm.

but OH1-defects and (AbO,/Hi+o Increased substantially Discussion
towards the cathode. Protons can be completely removed
only from crystals with low Al-impurity concentration. SCF HO0 results

After the 9-day vacuum-sweeping the crystal Weil and his coworkers using H1artree-Fock
was annealed at 500 0C. The subsequent Infrared spec- self-consistent-field molecular-orbital (SCF MO) meth-

+0 odology, calculated atomic positions, spin densities,
tra show no change In O-defect and [A10 4/HJ~l bands, net charge, and total energy for the major substitu-
Indicating that for all practical purposes the protons tional aluminum centers In quartz. 120Calculations
were removed. In the fabricated resonator, the residu- wore carried out using a 10- and a 22-atom cluster.

Computer modeling for some of these point defects In
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quArtz using a 19- and A 33-ato cluster vere also car-
ENERGY DEFECT CENTER AI-O BOND rined out by Wilson et 41.21,22 Limitations Imposed by

(CV) LENGTHS (A) the more restrictive 10- and 22-aton model are de-
scribed in the referenceo. We are Interested in A com-20.0 (lego J AI-2 HOLE 1.B9 parison of relative energy values of Aluminum defects,
and for this purpose we extract from results obtained

. 17.1 [AIO]- $ARE Al 1.71 by Veil and his coworkers. figure 4 summaries some of
16.2 (A .'10 AI-HOLE . their results in the form of an -energy level" diagramt--!.2 (A 10 .11 for the various At-defect centers. The correopon4ing

loest-eiergy Atomic configurations are shown in Fils.
5 to 10. The compesator can be attached either to one
of the two equivalent oxygens designated in Fix. 10 AS

9. (AIQINa* Al-Na 177 0(l) and 0(2), or to one of the two equivalent oxygen*
.7 AleOI Al-LI-HOL .?.. designated 0(3) and 0(4). lite energy difference

:1.7 [Al'OILI + AI-LI-HOLE 1.71. 1.2 between the two configurations t smill, 0.03 eV for
proton compensation and 0.16 eV for lithium coapensa-
tion, with the compensator residing on 0(3) or 0(4)

s.8 (AIOILI4] °  Al-LI 1.73 having the lower energy state. Figures S And 6 slhow
+ both configurations, but for simplicity ve list In Fig.

4.2 tAI4O41Hi AI-OH-HOLE 1.2, 1.92 4 only the lower energy state. Similarly, we omit the

excited state [AO 4e4 ): , separated from the ground

0.0 ( 0  Al-OH 1.1 state IAlO4e+I ° by 0.03 eV. I0lo+ - 
10 is very similar-A041 a~r e ~O/zj lO .1 -

to (tAO4e I , except that the hole t localized on 0(1)

FIC. A. SCF WO calculated relative energy levels and or 0(2).
bond lengths of At-related defect centers In quartz,
Refs. 19 And 20. The diamagnetic center (AlOI, ' Fig. 5, is

the defect with the lowest energy, and is chosen as the

energy baseline. (A10 4 /Lt+)o, Pig. 6, Is 5.8 eV And
(A10 4/3+), Fig. 7, Is 9.8 eV above (AlO/i, I+. Qua-

1.71 itacively, the Increased stability as one goes from
A! N,4.+, via Li + , to 9+ Is consistent with crystal growth

rAlX Al H And air sweeping experience. In an as-received cul-
cured crystal cite dominant defect Is (A0 4/Na If a

small amount of lithium salt is added during crystal

growth the dominant defect becomes (AIO/Li+o. When

protons become available, either from sweeping In air[At 1 0 
ambient or during Irradiation from 011-defect sites,

[AIO4/i +]0 forms both In sodium and lithium compensated
FIG. 5. Two configurations of the hydrogen-compensated samples.

diamagnetic center [A101/H+1. Energetically the model
depicted on the right is slightly more favorable. Bond
lengths, in 1, are based on SCF HO calculation, Ref.
20.

Al - - - -

. . 1.69 C

[AIO 4 /U+] 0  [Al 04/N a+110

FIG. 6. Two configurations of the lithium-compensated

diamagnetic center IA1 4 /Li J * Ref. 20. Energetically FIG. 7. Model of the sodium-compensated diamagnetic

the model depicted on the right is slightly more e+ Ref.
favorable. center (A1 4 14a Re. 20.
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Figures 6 and 7 show the Important result that
for (A10,L +)a the lithium Lon Is situxated on Ch
2-fol C2 symmetry axis, whereas (or (AlQO4/a+IO the

0odi1m ton io situated off the oymattry axis. The same

configurationA are Also obtained by Wilson et Al. using

the 19-atom sodel. 21 These calculations confirm the

model suggested by Toulouse, Creen, And Nowck,
23 24

H and explain the existence of IAlO./leA+} and the Ab-
Al_ 'A ence of (A104/LI + taki In acoistic- and dielectric-

lab loss spectra.

Figure 4 also lists enersies for one-hole cat-
ion compenoated paramagnectic centers, (Al0l4Ote/ + ,-  m

* R, Lt, separated from the corresponding dtiSgnetic
defects by about 4 eV. The energy configuration (or

(AI04e/,a+)
+ has not ben calculated, but It is a-

sused that It exists. Figure 8 depicts (Al1O4 +/I0+* .

[Ale+ ,/H +I t has the (A10 4/M I configuration with the proton I*-
~~[Ale+O 4/H+]+  .h.h AO, ° teoo o

calixed on 0(4) and the hole localixed on 0(2), one of
the two equivalent oxygens opposite the proton. A *im-

FIG. S. Model of hydrogen-compensated paramagnetic +r sode hold. (or 1A10 0+/Li+ + the hole lO-
cener(AO&+49++,O.2.Tesae pteIamoehodfr A 4/ I , with tehl o

center Al0&e +,' + Ref. 20. The shaded sphere calised on one of the oxygens on the opposite side of
Indicates the hole-bearing oxygen ion. the lithium ion. Thtse defects are stable at low tea-

perature but decay below room temperature. These cen-
ters may be applied in interpreting transient radiation
effects for resonators Irradiated at room, or higher

temperatures. The diamagnetic defect (AlIg/M+I ac-
quires a temporary charge during room-tesperature Irra-

diation, and subsequently relaxes to the lower energy
state.

AI AlI The one-hole and two-hole Aluminum centers,

1666AlOe and (AlOe e +)+ , Fig. 9, lie 16.2 and 20.0 V

above !AIO 4/H+ 
° , respectively. !AlO 4e+e+

+ Is ob-

served after low temperature Irradiation and decays
.. > re A111 when the crystal i, warmed to room temperature. Calcu-

U lations also Indicate the possible existence of a
+ a charged diamagnetic aluminum impurity center, [AIO 4 ]

.AlO 4 e]- and Fig. 10, 17.1 eV above (AIO4 /H+]o and 0.9 eV above

aluminum two-hole (A1O4e e I centers, Ref. 19. The (AIO4e+10 .  It is the simplest (Si0J 0 isoelectronic

shaded spheres indicate the hole-bearing oxygen ions. Al-impurity center, a "bare-Al" center. The bare-Al

center has not been observed experimentally, it Is con-

0(2) sidered unstable, and will relax to [AlOe +10 with the

acquisition of a charge, (AlO4 1- + e+ -4 [AIO4 e+j0.

>0(3) 
Vacuum swept quartz

SI1. AI There are two basic Issues raised by the Af/f

and ESR data: (1) the very large frequency offset, and
A 0(4) (2) a consistent compensation scheme for Al-Impurity In

" unirradiated and irradiated vacuum-swept samples.

Vacuum-swept implies the absence of (A10 4 /Li+]
° ,

O[A10 4/Na+], OH-defect, [A104/1l+], and radiation-

[sio] 104] induced Ionic motion, yet the frequency offset is
larger than either for as-received or for air-swept

samples. Also, in the absence of ionic centers, the
FIG. 10. Model of pure alpha-quartz unit [SiO 4  , and logical Al-impurity compensator for unirradiated

the diamagnetic aluminum center [A10 4 ) , Ref. 19. vacuum-swept material is IA10 4e + , but experimentally
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we ftLod that only 23X of thit Al-impurity i# In thi form chit formation of [Alo~e9 e + J+I but In cut vacuum-swept
of [A10 4

4 ). Samples We find no tgpdriftntal KSA evidetnco for this
dqfect. Irradiating a crystal create# eltecron-hold

to As-rqceived htgh-404licY cultured ereiux-9 Pairs; unidentified! dtects trap chit electrons And
quartz the principal coopensator is lithium, Corming -+

1A104/Li ) . Protons In quart& are aobile at77 K, but AO tsthha$AnbeoeA04+

lithium diffuses only above 200 K.25  Irradiating Considetring jA104)_ as the prtcuorw to
quartz At 77 K dissociates JA10,4/H + o and forms IAO+ ) t xplins the incroased strength of this tn-

(A104e 3 , but leaves (AIO4I&Li+)o unchanged. Our in- tor, 0.16 to 0.7 pp., bektween unirrAdiattd And low-ceis
hated4 spectra Indicate that the vAcut.-0wopt sample U pitroturt irradiated vAcuum-swept crystals. In our ESII

+0 experimento the samples were irradiatted At lovttmpera-
almost (AX0 4/H 3 tfree, and the ESft observed increase cures, but this Irradiation does not need to take place
In (A1O0e+10 freom 0.16 pp. to 0.7 pp. after thet first At 77 K. The #sate Increase An (AlO44+10 Y.SK signal
loo-temperature irradiation can not be attributed to strength was also obtained olcer irradiating A vacuuo-
tE dissociation of IAIO/NIjo or tAIO/U~I0 swept sample directly at room-temporature. In Addi-

'a ~4tion, this sample was irradiated in Increments, and

In ESX Investigation*, the rationale for the showed (AlO4e + I saturation at relatively low doses,
subsequent room-temperature Irradiation (ollowed by a consistent with AMf~ results. However, the proposed
atend low-teperature exposure is that the roomt-tem- 1A1041 model does not explain the subsequent decrease
perature Irradiation dissociates (AIO /Ui+10, frsi AA*+ 0 Atrttwn o eprtr
jAIA1/N and (Al0~ie a , and the subsequent low-tea- Irradiation.
perature exposure dissociates the newly forned

(A104/N I and forms additional JAIO 4e .1 16Consc- Consistent with previous interpretations, we Is-
plied that the magnitude of resonator frequency offset

qutntly, the low-, room-, and low-temperature irradia- ts related to radiation-inducedi Ionic redistribution,
tdon scheme for an as-received lithium compensated the larger the ion the greater the effect. From A more

crysal onvets ll l-imuriy dfect to(A '+o. fundamental paint of view, changes In material con-
crystal~~~~ ~ ~ ~ covet al scprt eecst AO*I Nants are due to defect structure modifications, whet-

One then always observes an Increase In JAX044 + I after her caused by Ionic redistribution or any other macha-
the second low-temperature irradiation. The ame nism. Specifically, we associate material constant
scheme for an air-swept sample Is used to assess sweep- chankts with radiation-induced changes in AI-0 bond
Ing completeness. If the air-sweeping process was com- length and Al-N distance.
p~ece, that Is, if all lithium compensator* were swept I i.4 o h oi etrw it h
from the crystal, the first and second low temperature IIb n lengh4 for the oeni ners tote lintte

irradiations will give Identical [MIO4 aIj strength, stitial Impurity, and (or thle hole centers, we list the
but if the process was incomplete, the second low-tem- Al-0 bond length for the oxygen with the missing elec-

peraursirrdiaionwillsho anInceas Intron. Figures 5 to 10 also show the SC? No calculated
+ear iraitooilshwa nraei bond lengths. The calculated SI-0 bond length Is 1.70

lAlO4e ) . For our vacuum-swept samples, after the A. For thle compensated diamagnetic centers
second low temperature Irradiation, we observe a de- (AI4 Na+'+0 JAO /+10,n +AO/ 0 tl -

crease in (AIO 4e+10. from 0.7 to 0.6 ppm. This again 0-Li, and 0-H distances Are 1.96, 1.67, and 0.98 1, and
confirms our contention that the vacuumr-swept bar is the corresponding Al-0 bond length Increases from 1.70
lithium free, but raises the question of the identity to 1.77, 1.78, and 1.91, respectively. The almost

of~~~~~~~~~~ teA-muiycmestrithunraitdad Identical Al-O(Ns) and Al-OCLi) bond lengths do not
ifteA-muiycmestri h nrradiated crytal necessarily Imply that, for the same Al-impurity con-

Irraiate crytal.centration, sodium and lithium compensated samples will
Aluminum Impurity compensator have thle same radiation sensitivity. In addition to

Al-O changes, one also has to consider effects caused
We propose that most of our radiation effect% by large 0-Na and 0-Li differences. Experimentally,

data on vacuum-swept quartz can be Interpreted in atefrequency offset, atIMa 0Co irradiation, of a
fairly consistent manner by assuming that the dominant resonator fabricated from an air-swept D14-45 crystal

deetformed during sepg IsJ101. The exist- which was subsequently Na-swept, is +760xIC9, compared

ence of this "bare-Al" center, isoelectronic with to -35x107 for the Li-doped material shown in Fig.29
[S1O4J0, Is deduced from centers formed by nearby in- Fgr hw htteA- odlnt o
terstitial cations, and under normal conditions they Fiur 4 hw htteA-ondlnt o
are unstable. It is our contention that the center [A1041 is 1.71 A, and for (AlO4c I the bond length,
forms under the simultaneous high temperature and elec- from the aluminum to the oxygen with the localized
tric field conditions prevailing during vacuum sweep-
ing, and it becomes "frozen-in" during cooling Pith the hole, relaxes to 1.99 A. Our proposed mechanism for
electric field still applied. Overall crystal charge iraitdvcu-wp+ aeil h rnfraino
neutrality requires an equal amount of positively [A1043 into IAlO4e+IO, causes the largest Al-O bond
charged traps at other sites. Another possibility is length change for any possible Al-defect modification.

As a consequence, this causes large elastic constant
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Changes, And Correspondingly large frequency offsets, 4. L.r. Hallburton, J.J. NArtin, and D.R. Kochler,in

-1xlO' -9after 1.06 lrad. Based on AI-0 bondi lengthi Precision FrogsaE tol, edited by E.A. Cerber and

consideration, overall radiation sensitivity In on air- lixto (Academic, ?kw York, 193), Chap. 1, pp.

swept sample, where all defects both before and after 1-45.

irradiation Are in the for* of [A104 /M+° , should be at 5. J.C. King and D.R. Koehler, Precision Frequency

a minimum. This is Indeed observed experi,,ntally, Control, edited by K.A. Cgrber an -A. Nlato
Fig. 2, for resonators sl and @2, fabricated (om the "(jAc Ic, New York, 19835), Chap. 3, pp. 147-159.

@not air-sept br. 6. N.C. Lipson and A. Kxhnn, J. Appl. Phys. 58, 963

Conclusions (1985).

Oscillators utilizing resonators fabricated 7. I.R. CApuno, A. KAhan, M.N. Brown, and J.R. Bock-

from lov-Al-impurity quartz swept in vacuum ambient molter, REV Trans. Nucu. Sc. LS-17(6), 217 (1970).

show surprisingly large :adiation-induced frequency
offset. Moreover, the offset saturates At relatively .P. rllegrint, r. Yuler, A. Whan, T.M. Flanxgan,

low radiation doses. Our results then Indicate that andu T.F. Vrobel, IEEE Trans. Nuel. 3d. S-2., 1267

vacuum swoening is Ineffective in. reducing stoady-stato (1978).

Af/f sesiivity to radiation. However, the relative-
ly low dose required for saturation implies that A 50- 9. F.K. Euler, N.G. Lipson, and P.A. Ligor, Proc. 34th

100 krad prophylactic irradiation is highly beneficial Annual Frequency Control Symposium, 72 (1980).

in reducing subsequent atmedy-state frequency offsets. 10. .. Lipson and A,. Kahan, IEEE Trans. Noci. Sd.

ESR masurement of irradiated vacuum-swtpt ?d-31, 1223 (1984).

crystals shows the puzzling result that after irrii!d- It. J.C. King, U.S. Pstent Nqo. 3,932,777 (Jan. 13,

tion (AIOae 1 concentration increases by a factor of 1976).

four, indicating that after vacuum sweeping A large3+ 12. S.P. Doherty, J.J. Martin. A.F. Armington, and R.N.

percentage of At was in the form of as-ther defect, a Irown, J. Appl. Phys. 51, 4164 (1980).
+ 0precursor to (AlO4 t ) . 13. A. Kahan and N.C. Lipson, Proc. 39th Annual Fre-

quency Control Symposium, 255 T1185).

We propose that the data can 
be l;oterpreted by

assuming that the dominant defect formed during vacuum 14. J.J. Martin, M.N. Hwang, and T.M. Wilson, Proc.

sweeping is the diamagnetic [AlO1}" center. It is our 40th Annual Frequency Control Symposium, 32 (ITl.

contention that under the simultaneous high temperature 15. N.E. Markes and L.E. Nalliburton, J. Appl. Phys.
and electric field conditions of vacuum sweeping, 50, 8172 (1979).

(AI04 1" forms and is "frozen" into the crystal during 16. L.E. Nalliburton, N. Xouavakalls, N.E. Martes, and

cooling. Irradiating a crystal creates electron-hole J.J. Martin, J. AppI. Phys. 52, 3565 (1981).
pairs; unidentified defects trap the electrons, and

(AI04 " trap holes and become fAlOe+O. This results 17. F.K. Kuler and A. Kahan, Phys. Rey. 9 35, 43514 (1987).

in the largest possible Increase in AI-O bond length,

from 1.71 A to 1.99 A, which causes large elastic 18. R.H.D. Nuttall and J.A. Wail, Can. J. Phys. 59,
constant changes and, consequently, large oscillator 1696 (1981); 59, 1709 (1981); 59, 1886 (1981).
frequency offsets.
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rnysIU O@eparwnt, O'4ahomA Statv ti ve.r.ty

Still'wAtwo 09 7#1076

Irt--*p@4 94Itzt notably M~utoet~d §44thysit, hap The Fi3 Sen differs from All' In Ptwitt I" nt
been stuwdied by mltlnlh# I% the hni"~ of ditleiarli~ w1As First, It Mas a Ivoer I~Ni radio* than Al
relaxation (ON) and *1e.tren spin revootowt (MR) on 4n *thtrfore It% nwh largwr (by - SO$) than the
the post Plep~to. *In Additioni. famples OXaWned Uerd 3i 1"n. seon4, it .b4n ahiat pl10" unte
*wept with Ma , Li and H . The OR rtpvlt# ttwv few Irraition %VftdItIn&. While AV 7 sh~ll (hoolnL
new relaxation p.aaius . ZO, 94e, 11 and 19 fmr a 1 finally, it poowit A hIr~1*tila 34dhl 3"'t
ima r fe n.~y) two ofr wiIkt (21) and III X) Arppar only that, oalixt the A lion, It IF pim~4t@ and 1iv"s
for Ma-swept oamples. The 93A asurwovns Phow three riPe to a 0."g CAR Pp4-.tro%. This allows one to
0e w S nt 3 V e3. 44ftr is weleved to be obtAin informaion aboiht It# %oryptal pit* and nearby
dye to ,Igin1e with an adjumni defen..- Thos, In imntrast to Al-,o.nt4InItV qoartx,
Interstitial Li Ion, while thW 3. 1s 1 P to mn Fet-ox whetre MAS signals gn only be observti following
414nter. On the other hand, the S.Ppq~trw, whi.,h Irrdiatica, 13% has provided tho pringipal ttomhl"~
apparetly has not tbeen reported trviously, Is do#e to for the study of F#-.-cntaInIng q41irtz. A brief review
Fe-Na Pair#, and is relate*d to the .10 K mnd 134 K ON of the literature *how that four distin;2t 93R fpqn~ra
peaks. It appears that twhe and 3, oenters do not have re.viiedsj majr teo. Tit~flrs of these to be
have DR equivalents. A -Prdingly, the 99 K and I"~ K DR W4A.tr~e w 3 "firn . 1 This derv.t
poalts, may be related tio Fe In a valent state othwe 4pork"Lly eitpsts o InFe~ Ion subtItUtIng for at
than 3.. 31 with an AdjacenT. Intorstitli L I letion iin

the needed .**rg0 "opnsatie". A similar, Fe' ESP
sp. tr~ x.epL with a largerorys fieild splitting

IntedQnies 4d a weal hYPefine splitting due to 411 1 * 112

It is well kn~own that impurities and point defeot*
play 4 large role inI deterpining the propertivs of
ai-quartz, and thus detprxine Its upefulness for
prezIsio frequeny zvittre) In eleotretW: ivIos.1
Therit has heen a longl-standing lnittret In the etfe.itit
' f Fe In quairtz, pxrticulary In vliw of the naturally
m;!wring frm of amethypt and zltrinv. InI spite of a

we know relatlvely 'Ittle about dtfetst Involving Fe as
sImuiWty ,ftpxrqd, fee example, to thrre Inivolving
A). In raot. with the aid or a wide ranges. orf91

tzniquoA (efN4eilly infrared abpsorption. dieleotri4 a
and aneletlo relaxation and 5e .otron spiti res.onanoet- --------- - - - X Ct tNolfi
FSR) it h4j. been found that Al Ictns rub-itItutionally i
04-ZuPY Si site _u the oantvr of a distorted A 5

tilrahidron Pr o Itns (see Fig. 1), and that tht 111
Al ikn litohitrge -ooepensto by either an interstitial0
alull (Li ora Me' or a proton (HI ). In this way
.,enters . %lled Al-LI, Al-Ma or Al-Oil are formed, the
latter dettlgntieu beziture the proton reidcks o one of 2
the Adja~ent e0111ns fonng an 011 ion. Finally.o
Irradiation at roct tomperature ;!an drive off ivn alkli0
and repla-!e It with an% ele~tron Wie to obtain the4
ahI~inum-hole. Al-h, -zenteue. The eaze of Ma
cmnpenitation *(A1-Na "~nter) Is espe~Ially Interesting, Fig. 1. &.,hematlz diagram showing the distorted
.tin,,e the Ma Ion resideit off the 2-fold symmetry ixIs.' tetrahedron, the asic stru,tural unit or
(denoted by C III Fig. 1) In cite of two sets of u-quartz, with Al replaolng St % The
equivalent sle.(denoted by ca and I inI Fig. 1). Thin tetrahedron eantainit a single twofold symetry
defe,,t then gives rise to two diele-atri.z relaxation axis (in the x direztlon) designated C2. Also
peaks, one due to the a sites. the other to the 0 shown are the two equivalent a-sites and tht
sites, and SIMilarly It gives rise tj pair Of two equivalent B.sips. Ant Interstitial Na
antelaittle (internal fr~o)peaks. In the o aqe of ::=pen"tIng the Al will go Into onte of
the Al-LI defeatl. the Li ion sits en the C~ ails and, these four sites.
therefore, produ.zes r.. suzh relaxation pea .
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SamPle, for dielectrIQ stieis wvre Irradiated at
reCm ttaptrature with xPrayt from a tungsteno targt
fourate operated at 20 *A and kO k(V. Sofrt x-rays wore

300 fitered out by a layer of euttured *ilver *eetra$e,
and at glap* filter. Other ole wfirt irradiattd a4
rooo temperature with Y-rayz iecm A Co sour.ze at
Brookhaven Natial La4bcrstory, to a tota: do** r 2
Mrads.

200For die§lectriQ atasurtmontp, the samples were
tranptrred to a :uptr Varitemp Cryostat (Jania C"~r).

X And cccled down to liquid helium cc liquid nitroenw
i1 temptritturef. An autoutd 4apAcitan4ce bridge ( Andoet.

100 tO Ao.) was ure to carry out the dilectric4 les
meaare~ts.The nsuremants cover a rroquitoay ran#e

or ION-z to 100 kcMz arnd a temporatre range or 3-*2?2 x.

0 *~~*-- ~ Flectrotn splin resonance (M1R) data were obtained
o N 6 9 12 trrcm A Bruker WOOD0 rpetnromtr. The mi.cwave

rrequency was 9.3 CII: arid the modulation trequto.cy was
Tem eruure(K)100 1cMz. All the ESKI spectra described In this papejr
JomperutroW(K) takcen At 27 X using an Oxford Instruments liquid

helium flow system. Dimenim or uw theEiI stamples vw
Approximately 2 x 3 x 7 aM , and the maIgntic field wa#

rig. 2. Dieletii losr, tan1 A, at, 1 k~z ax a ftnction always alignesd parallel to the ,.rystal's a axis (i.e.,
or temperature from 3 to 120 K for a $4A-wqpt the smoallest dimension). The ESA samples were also
amethyst I'Ample. irr*diattd at room temperaturc with 2-iteY electrons

Fromo a Van do Orr staccelerator,

NAfuluo anid 0flUPiscu i

nucleus, has been designated pe 3, centtr. 99Th5 i seaain(R
dor.vt Is a rubvtitutionAl FS with an adjalcent Deeti ex% n(R
proton, Its the ferig or an 0ON ion, providing the arge 1 wr ihrN-o i wpo

co nA thirdon. rtltua swept In air to eliminate alkalis and ubsotitutt H"

A tir F spctumbj has beens widely studied (designated H-,wept). This most interesting results
lit the so-called I cnVter. I There Is ilgfirlicnt were obtained for the Na-swtept samples. Figure 2 showns
debate over whqthor 3~hc I center In' an interstitial or the dielectric less plot For a ma-siwept saple in the
A %Ub.tUtutional Fe I"n. In titnr -a%0, the oharge temperature range Fro 3 to 110 K, while rig. 3 shows
4ompensation wochanismo remains unidontiried. A fingl the results for all three -tweepings In the higher
Vlf;t vsw*trun or impo tance has bten retpcrte; by Cox. 3 tmperaturet range 80 to 220 K. FIrst It should be
it I.- assigned to re ion1% And Is diretly related to noted that the Na-swept sample shows the jell-known

thcmehstilor Itself. peaks at 30 K and 75 K due to the Al-Na L41ntr. (All
the amthy~tpeak temperatures arit quoted tci a frequency or 1 kcMz.)

The objective Ot the prepet Wirk Is to carry ouzt From the height or the 3o3K peak and the previous
a study or Fe-doped quartz using the coabiation of calibration of this peak,3 Itt i cncludod that the
dilecwtric relaxation and ESK technique., on the ae
(oultured) saples. lin addlitin, the toechnique oF
.ettredirttin (switeping) I , used so as to
introduce, an., muzh as possible, only a single Alkilli or r ______________________

hyjroges A., the prinuiPal vitmpunsitor tor both Al and
Fe In a givens sample. Because or O-ese two Features:
the simultanecous, use or two different tech1niques, and
the vontrol over the mnovlent comenPAtWr, It I-'%,
hoped that a ruller picture or Fe defeets lin quart: 1 i-swp
would emaerge from the preient work than had hitherto 'tA!ep j
been obtained.

Experimeantal Mth-ids in It!Wept

Two sempled or cultured amethyst obtained from Alf
Sawer ereavailble for study. They were both grown A N-wp

with rhombehadral reads. The second or theSe Was 4 IV 5L swp
large crystal that was oriented so th-4t samples could 0 ~
be cut parallel to the o-axis. Such samples were then 0 -

suitable For sweeping, which was carried out by J.J. 60 140 220
Martin at 0klahoia State University. The samples wereTe prue(K
generclly 1.0 cm anid 1-2 mm thick, with the thin Teprlr K
dimension parallel to the c-axis. In addition to
sweeping, samples from both crystals were Subjected to
irradiation and anneal treatments. Fig. 3. Comparison or dielectric loss for Na-, Li- and

li-swept amethyst In the intermediate
temperature range. For clarity, the two upper
curves have been displace upwards.
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Table 1. Height* of Fe-related Pielectriz L.ea Table 2. A.t~livatn EnergI ond Pro-expentntials
Peak# in Amethyst Samples Given Different of r-related PNais
TrVatM#t#
(Peak height# In wilts tan A or o"*) T (K) E

for I km.: (ev)

Saisple And 20 0.030 l.q x
Treatment 20K "9K 1_R 19AK 99 0.17 4 X 10i

- -135 0.2a 5 x 101
As roocd (Ann.) - 15 - 10 195 0.37 2 x t

As rec'd (t-Irr.) - 9 - 63H-awept - 16 - 10
H-*etpt (X-lrr.) - 13 -
L-swept-A - Z0 - 8 S Center

LW-twept-i - 17 - 3
Na-twept-A 8 I a - , ,
Na-tswpt-S 90 10 6 -
Na-sPept-S (Y-Irr.) (1 1 "

cloncntration of AI-Na ienterp is 130 ppm, a rather -
large Al concntrtion. Stod, It should be noted that
there are two unique new peak' in the Na-pwept
amethyst, thete at 20 K and 135 K, resptilvtly.
Third, there Is A pes at 99 K that o-.scrs for all
three swept samples. This peak It ubiquitous for
Fe-doped samples, and has been observed as well In
,2itrine s3sples. Finally, there IF A peak at 195 K
only for the Ll-swept And H-Pwopt .amplts. A swamary
or all o these results is presented in Table I which
gives the heights or all of the** eaks. At the sa 2 (b)
time, Table 2 gives the atIvtlon energy, E, Asnia
pre-expontial, v , fr each peak, As obt4ined from I'
the shift of the eSik with changlng frequeny, Q.,

All of these ptaks art very cloe to Doebye peaks,
and therefore must be produc-ed by simple point dtec!ts.
Some additional puak, have been obsterved At still
higher temptratur es, wut since the.e are very large And
not always reproduilble. It IF cocluded that they may
arise from %tnd-phast particles and Interrtaes. ()

The only additional peak produced by Irradiation
in all or these samples Is the low temperature peak

detail and iF now tstablsheo~tube due to the 53
aluminum-hole CAl-h) center. ' Thus, there IF no new
Irradiation peak oue to Iron. The abs e or an Analog
to the JI-h c4nter for Fe can be exqljaned by realizing n=I*
that Fe can change valence (to Fe ) when it c4ptures 1000 3000 5000 9auss
a hole, rather than forming a dipole by having e hole
on an adjacent oxygen Ion. as In the case or Al-.
Irradiation does, however, ,change the heights or the
other Fe-related peaks, as shown in rable 1.
Interestingly enough, the 20. 99 and 138 K peaks all Fig. 4. ESR spectra taken at 27 K with the magnetlc
are dezreoased by Irradiation, but the 19$ K peak Is field parallel to the c axis. Trace (a) Is
strongly Increased. from the lithium-swept sample, trace (b) is

from the hydrogen-swept sample, and trace (c)
To aumarize the dielectric results, note that we Is from the sodium-swept sample.

have observed four relaxation peaks specifically
related to the presencs of Fe. Two ot these: at 20 and
138 K, are also related to the presence of Na. It Is Eleatron Spin Resonance (ESR)
tempting to regard these peaks as due to Fe-Na pairs,
i.e. the analogs of the 30 and 75 K peaks due to the An ESR sample was cut from the center o each of
Al-Na center. The ubiquitous 99 K peak Is difficult to the three samples that had been LI-, Wa- and HX.wept
Identify at this stage. Finally, the 195 K peak, which and first studied by DR measurements. Then, an ESR
Is absent for Wo-swept samples and Increases upon spectrum was taken at 27 K for each sample. Fig. 4 (a)
Irradiation, maybe considered as possibly due to Fe shows the result obtained from the lithium-swept
compensated by H , since hydiogen Is present both in sample. The only spectrum present Is the S, center.
uwswept and H-swept samples. frther. as In the case This correlates witban assignment of the S, center to
at Al-related centers in quartz, room-temperature a substitutional Fe with an adjacent Interstitial LI
irradiation shoull~liberate the alkali from Ion. Other cultured amethyst samples which had not been
substitutional Fe and allow a proton to be trapped In swept but had been heated to the 4O0-500C range
its place. exhibited a dominant S1 ESR spectrum just like the
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lithluw-swtpt ra"119. this, strongly suggests5 that the
substitutional Fe Icos In the ys0l cultured 0aethyst
ar nearly all compensated by L Imp.

rig. C (b) showo the result obtained fromA the
hydrogn-swept sample. This spectrum -. otins a SCllter
3 center and also an 1,:, icnnttr. Sin,,* th)1 n~te
; oresponds to a ot me nsating the Fe , wit vuld
suggest that this sample was only partially rwtpt
(I.e., many, but not al, or the Interstitial lithium
im adjacent to the F* have been replacd with
protons). (a)

Fig. a to) shows the result obtained fro the
sodim-swept sample. This spectrum ivntalti a very
small S enter and a awh lrgr .pe'trum hi-'h we
have labeled the 3 center. T cur knowledge, the S
center has not bteA prev.ouply reported In the

literature. We lifIgn the $ center to a
suvotitutional Fe ion with on adjactnt interstitial
X& Ion. Thus, we suggest that this s*ample was
reasonably well-swept with the major franiten of the
Interstitial LI ins being replIed by No Ions.
(This Is supported by the appearAnce of the lairge AI-Ma
extra OR peak at 30 K In the Na-swtpt Psple.) A" _ _i (bI
'important fetatL re or the 3 itttr Is a rapid
apin -lattice-relaxation til which broadens its ESM
spectrum at higher temperatures. We %ould not observe Al-h
the S center above approximately 30 K because or this
line 11roadenin, whereas the S1 and 3, centers can be
observed even at room timperature. This rapid
spin-lattl-relaxationL time Is consistent with the
small activation energy for the 20 K dielectric lors S 2
peak In Na-swept samples (tee Table 2).

I AI * I ,
A striking hange Is observed In the ESA spetra0

when a sample I* exposed to Ionizing radiation at r* 0000 gauss

temperature. The radiation (reveral Mrads) destroys
S or S centers that art initially prevent and

replaes thQa with S Petern. This Is illustrated In
Fig. 5 for the lithid:rswept .ample. This Is c nsitent Fig. 5. Effect or roomatemperature radiAtion on the
with the ,conpt, already mentioned, tMt llthius-.%wept
room-timperatust Irradiation should rcmove the alkali sanple. Trace (a) i. before Irradiation
ion rrcm an Fe , thus allowing a proton to replace It. and trace (b) is after Irradiation.
In addition, AlMh centers also Appear alter
Irradiation.

Two of the ce nters reported earlier, viz. the13
so-called I -enter and the center observed by Cox,
have not been observed In the present work. A likely alkali In both natural and cultured crystals, so that
explanation is that most previous work on VsR orFe-cntaningquatz as crrid ot onnatralo#ly atter Na-swooping can Na c'nter.s be readily
Fe-,containing quart% was carried out on natural observed. Previous workers did not examine Na-swept
crystals, which are probably more eoplex than the Fe-dd quartz.
present (cultured) crystals.

Interrelation or DR arid ESR Results The 5 center does not see= to have a DR
equivalent. The only possibility Is the 99 K peak, but
detailed analysis of the spin Ilamiltonian for the S

Thd e tw techniques used i this work measure very spectrum shows that one principal axi. Is parallel todifferent defect properties. To obtain a dielectric the 2-fold syanotry axis (or X-aXiS). * Since the S

relaxation (DR) response requires that the derect chnter is an Fe-Li pair, this suggests that the Li

possess. a net dipole moment and be capable or ocQupying interstitial resLde. on the 2isold axis. Bt, if this

more than one equivalent orientation. For electron is the ase, there is no possibility ar the

spin resonance (MR) the defeat, must pos.sess ano

unpaired spin, so that the spln states can be split by low-temperature reorientation required for DR to take

a magnetic field. The ESR echnique Is particularly place. The situation for the Fe-alkali pairs then
sensitive to ions with a 3d electiIc structure seems to be quite analogous to that for Al-alkali
(haIt-flled 3d shell), such as Fes . pairs, viz., the Fe-Li lies along the 2-rold axis while

Fe'Na is off axis (as In Fig. 1). and therefore, only
The newly observed 20 K and 138 K peaks and the Fe'ila gives rise to DR. Then to what defect can the

newly observed S center are readily linked together, ubiquitous 99 K peak be attributed? Since It
as being caused ;y the Fe'Ha center with the represents a substantial concentration of Fe and yet Is
Interstitial Na Ion off-axis, similarly to the case of not detected by ESR, It seems reasonable to eonclude
the Al-Na center shown In Fig. 1. This reason that that It is due to a dipolar defect Involving Fe In a
this center Is observed for the firit time In the valence other than 3+. Further work will be required
present work Is probably because LI Is the dominant to establish the nature of this center.
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The- rc~if~it 44fai.t t5 ba- 41RU114 %rtuh01!
that. proO."t tha 4. grtv In tsk §#, ! M- -N
In Do. it to !Orin o W thit th*i wImb
0* FAR#, nOfel 1%W V' e~lM *_rat. VW~ i4is I" d 1. 4.c. King "d N.H. U41r A44. gtri' *
the 3 spe~nriin U1141 1%1 &dft K§ ralt il)
ff1Abilhed. Intse V.,0 ff ' "9Pmk " fsK LI7.R alKnsoIr
that It IS present vl~e eA I ~1 t (4A4 . ?f& t .LK.1hiae-ert ~e n
Na-#Wept simple) an, ImL qret Irf'49ktim4 I' .
strongl~y PoUtgstive or 4 J .4 O.M* A~. yI; J V ty~ hoe. :Plidp
However, the relativt i n r ptrt n Cl5
for No-, hi- and Il-.swel!.t~i botx vc'§ M4~ ifr &-. _ ~~~'~l ~
irraidiaion doe* not .Vrrtlats: will iAlkh OAA.0%A4A il hA cfot-. "VS_-l 14 t t MOO
of thl 1I" K peakc. For qaplt, 9,4 * 9teqfy.1§ a"1
Intensity following irradiation rf 4 k3gt i lte, M. y arl 04 aa-ri. 0965)4, ~
while the 195 K pealt to abseti rew ~~ glil i a. 4 WX4 . ma9 V15. .n-tJ.C hy.4
the last entry in Table I ). Acorgo4lYj W ~" t 17. k (11.) -0m ~4 Or, .Ce.Pl.
.4lain that. the titapie Fe-oN de~t iz fo~ ~ ir 1. 0.10m- pt.xtur a zs ')

the 195 K peak.~ ; ~an~?l& Ntr.~*~8 16)
10. 4,di. $AtArrtsv, 4.3. Wells, and R.L. Pettr$o

Zn 'xvn.~usion, the Simultaneous use of two Major 4-he thyp. 50, 2350 (1969).
teifniques tor the study of Fe-relatd diea~s In it R.D So 6. L*hamfl?, J. Ph)'5. Chen. Solids
quartz has better enabled uw to tiort ouL the wide La. 243 (197)
cooplexity ot dftfo~ts In ruc crystals, but further 12. 1I.. Momborqutte, W.C. Tenoant, and J.A. Well,

wwk emais tobe one a antwc som of h. . Chta. Phys. _q. 68 (1986).
wiiorkrdi. t edn oanwrsm fteqsin 13. R.T. Cox, J3. Phy.%. C& Solid Statt Phyi%. 1, 3355
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summary

Single Crystal quartt has bootn pf-'ayed to mohologlqAl difforences appeared to vary
white beam synchrotron radiation yielding as x function at thyp quartz grower. Possible
many topographs froA each eYfposurre. Enlarged reasons for the differences may be growth
sections *f the topograph% havt 0*een rate, posi tion of the Wiankcs relAtive to
digitized and used for analysis. Samples the %cad and X-growth section% oif the bars,
Included wor'e quartz blAn4s, finished quartz nutrient solution variations, pressure, and
resonators And lu~bvred Uar _. Th@ topografths tomporature. The morphological diffeiencv%
have boon u~od to ttudy defect density, reported here have been observed in blanks
defect %train field %I:*, defect type, cut from premium 0 pure 2 growth bars of the
defect morphology, finished resonator same SiMe. This should minimize the
mounting strain, f S. i "Od rresonator morphological differencos due to
electrode strain, and rosonator mod* %nape. variations in the distance between the seed
Stereo viewing of the diifeets using te~o ama the blank.
different but appropriately Chosen
topographs Is Possible. Vaf~ct deptn and
angle can be vitwaqd. Introduction

Ouart: resonator parameter% and defect%
Th~e Images have been digitizpa into 6',4 in tho crystal have been correlated with

4.00 pixels. IZ~ch pioel h4% 16 int~nslty Pr§;pict to 0. Warren P. Mason In (2) showed
level%. Most images are displayea in grey wet losses In crystals are perturbated from
levels. Contouring ha% beam*A ~e i their nominal values by defects. Perfect
changing every third groy level to 4 color, crysials only have losses due to phonon-
The strain field size2 around VI@ phonon interactions. Crystals with defects
diolocotions in the topographo has 0@gn porturbAte the thermal relaxation time and
measured by counting pixels in the digitized fpnonon-pnonon lorses, changing the resonator
topographs. Dislocation densiti9% have 0. ngient imors; by 3. J. Martin 1 and D.
boen measured vy counting the number of It. hoehlqr(.) have conter~d around defects
dislocaions in several one square aogoci~ted 141 impurities. Sweeping
millinoter areas on the same blank and doing (electrodiffu~ion) has been shownl to reduce
covillif-g StAtistits. Defect densities have the level of sozie impurities, Impurities are
neaFr, ffeagurod by counting pixels In the nucl~ation %ites for defecte.. Other device
ei-jitized tenoqgraphs. Measurements taken characteristics may also be correlated with
from digitized topographs are correlated defects. Defvct% are region% within the
tv, the mrzasured defect density of the same quartz crystal where the lattice parameters
oamples aft tr etching. Measured defect have been perturbated. The change in lattice
densities vary from 3 per squarp cm to pavameters results in changes In the
qrqater than 4500 per square cm. Defect material properties. These may include all
strain field %size ha% been measured Uy or some of the physical constants. In
cnufltinq pixels Ifs thq Olgitited ImAQ@%. addition to changes In physical Properties
The oia;sjreent retQuitur i% depondent upon there io the possibility that material
tine magqnIfication prj(Dr to dlgit4:4tlon. The proporties in an oscillating crystal are
r@oltioi after diqitation in this work fluctuating around moan values. The
vAries from tj.6 microns to 25 micron%. fluctuatiuns may result In Increased noise

Defects in crystals can be clastifieO i h siltn inl

by qruup. Possible defect groups In quartz X-ray topography has been used to ntudy
4re f42iniltVine, plane, and volume (1). Each quartz resonator characteristico. R. A.

g inu rAs mnry possible types of defectvs. In Young and colleagues (5) used X-ray
quartz puint defects are often Aluminum topography to show a correlation between
relatpd, AL-OH, Al-hole are two example%. surface defects induced by a manufacturing
FosuVtile line defects known to exist in process and aging. Conventional topography

quartz are edge and screw dislocations, techniques use X-ray tubes.. These
other types may exist which are combinations techniques produce good topographs but are

of these. Planar defect exist In natural tine consuming techniques with limited
quartz and nay be point defects arranged In resolution.
planes. Known volume defects in quart:
include inclusions and voids. Anti-phase When manufacturing quartz resonlators many

domains are also known in quartz (twinned fabrication processes cause variations in

regions). The appearance 6f defect type can the finished resonator which are unrelated

not be explicitly determined by x-ray to material properties. These variations
topography, but X-ray topography can be are well known to manufacturers of quartz
used with other techniques to identify the devices. If variations in resonator

defect type. In the cultured samples the parameters due to manufacturing processes

defect morphology varied considerably. The and those due to material properties are to
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be separated then tie variations in defect
characteristics must bie measured h h* pOn e ot Uon of t l e qurt ofate
statistically and a c:relAt ior ttudy done he U* IOt up 10 Oe t(e ACl|va r9ton of
with finished resonator par s. The th i fInisled r*onator The oisv ntagy or
characterization of defects In quArt: is a twilt Sample orientation Is that tle wholo
well Cstablished proce5 when deallN- with blank it not *oseo to X-ray unliys the
5i011 *amples. Once a history of a defect's film and *ample Are mcvcd together in tle
morphological characteristics are known beam. Defect aensity ma~urement Are not
toaographs may be used to Identify specific restrictwd by this dlsadvantaqe. ftsto ono
dafvCts with r tlatve certainty. One Is an e*amflq topograh (rce this geometry.
technmque which is capable of uniquely The light untral rectanle s th n pO d
identifying a aefect is transmission portion of the f |m un~er the bea stop. The
electron microscopy (TEM). Tie specific small dark rictangles are the topogrophs.
technique is to correlate a computer Their position is a function of the lattice
simulated iEM Image based upon the dofect plane spacing and orientation. The CentrAl
model with a through focus series of an darkening of the toboga4pi is cu@ to
actual defect. When the through focus ories scatterino of the centra' has.
(a sequence of images at different foci)
matches the computer model of the defect
then the TEM image can be uniquely
identified. Defects appearing in x-ray
topographs witn a TEM ImaQe of the same
regon as the defect in the topograph is the
basi§ for correlation. The compilation of
defect *Grohologio% on A large sample base FoNer gmIof finished reaonators is the first step In
this process. This work presents several
alternative methods to collect and analyze seem
such a database.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS N

X-ray port 19C at The National
Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) in
Brookhaven National Labs has been used to
take these topographsi6l7). The measured X-
ray flux at the port is 4.16 x 10 12
(photons/sec/mrad/.lX band/I00 ma) The
beam size used wao -' mm wide by 7 mm high.
The beam divergencu is 2.5 milliradians (8.6
arc-minutes. The radiation hutch is 20 m Figure One% 6qiu*Qtry ugqu in taking
from tihe tangent point of tile storage ring. tt ulh the sample and

fils p@rpvndanuItr to the X-ray
Specimen and film orientation relative boam

to the beam have ben varied to evaluate the
usefulness of each method in characterizing
resonators. Threot orientation combinations
were tried. Figures one through three are
diagrams of each orientation. Photos one
through three are sample topographs from
each orientation. Kodak typo 52 film has
been used in 0 inch by I inch sheets.
Exposure times varied a% a function of
thickness and beam current. All film
processing was done on site.

SAMPLE AND FILM PERPENDICULAR TO BEAM

The simplest geometry to use when taking
topographs with the synchrotron is to have
the sample and film perpendicular to the X-
ray beam. This type of exposure is not only
easy to sot up but the defect density can be
directly measured from the film. Tho
topographs have been used for lattice plane
indexing and defect density measurement%.
Figure one is a drawing of this
configuration. In this sample orientation a
beam stop is necessary to stop the direct
beam from exposing the film. Photo one is a
sample topograph exposed with this type of
geometry. The sample was a 10 MHz 3rd
overtone SC cut resonator. The quartz
resonator plates (blanks) are .600 inches in
diameter. Defect strain field size and Photo One: Example topograph taken tith
defect density have been measured directly
from chis type of topograph. sample and film perpendicular to

the beam
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1;4MPLZ TILTED IN BEA14 1411t4 FILM
11WNDIUL4R TO) 61Al

III* tilt "as bvvn Ikearanically got to
02 Uegreet. TopogrApi imAge; vary' from~ edge
IeAges. %a complete imagp% of thg plt from
planou fliarly parallel to tho plates

supface, his mlal@% it sotmhat more
djiffic~ult~ to Indvx but ro~ultt; In CQ@graphs
witis Additional InformAtion fr@A l~ttice
planeg "ot recordvd in the tvpo'Vah with
trie sample vrondiculor to tng P@Aft, This
okrIentation also rltS 1-?N batth Vratiwmitted
And reflectird topogrop~t§ eirtior d on the
44oe- piece of filiht 40th formod by Blragg
diffraction. In figurt tWo the Lauo Image%
formed on the top half of the film are
transmission Images through the thickness of
the~ plate while tme bottom Image% or* formed
from X-ray% diffracted from the plate
through tite surface pointing towards the
beam.

The Imago% formed with this geometry
have been useful for characterizing the
strain Induced by mounting of precision
resonators. The straints may be related to
aging problems in precision resonators. mode
shape% of oscillating resonators have also
been recorded. Unsealed plated resonators
have been x-rayed to characterize the mode MN.
shapes using this orientation as well. Photo
two is an example topograph from this Photo Two: Example topograph taken with
geometry. The light central circle is the sample tilted in beam and film
portion of the topograph under the beam perpendicular to beam
%top. Thu dark oval% with varying SML ITDI EM117
dimensions are the topographs. Some planar FLMPL TIRLTEL TO BIEM
defects can be seen crossing the topographFIMPuLLLT EI
Images. The variation in intensity of the This orientation results In many
spot% is mut.tly duo to the structure complete Image% of the quartz plate from
factor. Trie position of the topograph lattice planes nearly parallel to the
image Is doundont upon the lattice plaine surface. These image% form good stereo
orientation and Id' spacing. Pairs. Photo three is An example topograph

from this geometry. Thio small central spot
JFIWOW 40f~qis an artifact due to the digitization

W process not from a beam stop. The dark
circles are the topographs. The darkening
of one side of the topograph io due to

11i-patedW40scattering of the main beam. -

W

Figue To: eomery sedin ainIk

toorp;wt h apeFigure Thre: Geometry used n taking

tilted in bean and filn topographs with the samole
perpendicular to the beam tilted In the bean and the

film parallel to the bean
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DISLOCATION TYPE AND BUflERS VECTOR

A dislocation as defined by N. W. Ashcroft
and N. 0. Mormin 3) must have th@ following
properties in the region of the dislocation.

I. Aw3y from the region the Crystal 1%

locally only negligibly difrerent ream the
perfect crystal.

Z.!. In the nalghborhood of tite region th
atomic pusitionu are substantially different
from the Original crystalline %it#%.

3. Tnare eKist a no.-u nisninq Durgrt
vectOr.

Edge dislocations and scr@w dislocations
are two of several defect tvpe% known to

QXIlt in Cualt:. Screw diIotation have 4
Iarger train (ield than edge dislocations
and are known to be nucations sites ror
new material growth in crystilsti7.

GEFCCT MflPIOLOGY IN NAYUQAL
AND CULTURED UARTZ

All saplau used In the morphological
cozparison ware cut from bars of tt- %am*
%I:@ oscept vendor A which has an unknown
bar site. The blank% wore oriented as SC
Cut resonators with a dl degree 56 minute X

Photo Three: Emample topograph witl the angle and 34 degree Q0 minute 2 angle. The
film parallel to the beam and unit% were 10 Hilt 3rd overtone unit%.
the sample tilted in the bean Defect morphology Appears to vary by source.

Natural quart: has a greater variation in
defect morphology than culturod quart:.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 1hn. direction of the dislocations in the
quart: Plates varies but groups tend to be
parallel. Soma cultured samples haa defect

DEFECT DENSITY densities less then ten per square
Defect density is measured by sectioning cqntimeter.

off a square millimeter of the topograph and
counting the hiumber of defects In that area. DEFECT STRAIN FIELD SIZE

After a minimum of ten regions have been
measured the mean and standard deviation of The si-e of the strain field around

the defect density are calculated. Photo the defect can be measured in digitized

four is a sample which has been analyzed by images. The strain field around the defect
this method. ts a region where the lattice constant Is

perturbated from its nominal value. The
perturbation is a change in the lattice
spacing and thus the Bragg *ngle. The
strain field is then part of the defect
appearing as a change in contrast in the
topograph. The measured defect density in
photo four was 113 microns in diameter with
a standard deviation of 43 microns.

Four sources of quart: were evaluated
for defect density. The following table
summarizes the results.

Source Number of Dislocation Planar
0amples density defects

per cm12 per cm^2

Photo 4: Enlarged topograph of precision Natural 10 0 to 1000 0 to 30
quartz resonator manufactured
from vendor C quart: bar. Vendor A I 1500 0

Mean Defect Density 450 / cm-2 Vendor C 6 50 to 450 0
Standard deviation 160 / cm^2

Vendor D 20 3 to 1000 0
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DISLOCATIONS AND ETCHING

An etch pit ls'|wl I known to form% 4t
the end of a dislocation line. Samples that
were x-rayed were subsequently etched. Er.h
channels appeared in the same place as ttie
dislocation line seen in tho topographs.

NATURAL QUARTZ DEFECT hORPHOLOGY

Natural quart: had a greater variety of
defects then the cultured samples. Photos
5 86v7and 0 are all topographs of natural
quart: taken with the sample and film Photo 7 - Natural Ouart:
perpendicular to th beam. Planar defects with varying contraut

with the planar defect
Photo 5 is a typical natural quart:

tpecimon with planar, linear and small
spherical defects. Photo 6 shows a planar
detfects coming to 4 corner, In this case
they come-to A cornor 4hore two Im' faces on
the natural stone came to a corner. Photo 7
shows several planar detucto coming together
with largi variations in contrast along the
planar defects. Photo 0 is less common
and shows a large strained region emanating
from a circular region where there is a
volume defect.

Photo 0 - Natural Ouart:
Volume defect with strain field

DEFECT ORPIO.OGY OF CULTURED OUARTZ

F'iOM VENDOR A

This is the only sample X-

rayed from vendor A. The dislocation

density in the topograph was measured at

Photo 5 - Natural Quart: 1500 / cMn8. Thu dislocation% are nearly

Planar, linear and small spherical defects all parallel.

Photo 0 - Vendor A
High dislocation density quartz

Photo 6 - Natural Ouartz
Planar defects coming to the corner

of two 'm' faces
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MOUtTIHG STRAIN, ELCCIROCE STRAIN,
DEFECT MORPHOLOGY OF CULTURED OUARTZ AND ARTIFICIALLY INDUCED STRAIN

FROM VENDOR C

Strain is eaiily observed in topogrAphs

Vendor C had a small variation ir of crystals becausO it purt.)rba Cs the

defect morphology. Photos 9 and 10 are two ltttCo spacing within thit %trained region.

typical samples. 
PhotoS 12,13 and 14. show three separAt

typc.s of strain. Photo |2 is a topograph of

a four point mounted 10 MH1: 3rd overtone SC

cut precision rosonator. ThQ mounting

Strains can bi %Qun easily. PhOto 13 shows

the strain induced by an evaporatod chromium

gold elactrodO. The elqctrode had 25

angstroms of chromium under bYO angstroms of

gold. Photo 14 shows strain induced in thO

surface of the blank from blanit

manufacturing pPoCQSQS@. The $trainud

regions in photo 14 are not visible on the

blank% surface under a 30 power

magnification.

Photo 9 Vendor C
Typ'ical defect morphology from vendor C

Photo 12 - Mounting strain on a four
point mount 10 MHz 3rd overtone
SC cut

Photo 10 - Vendor C

Typical defect morphology from vendor C

DEFECT MORPHOLOGY OF CULTURED OUARTZ
FROM VENDOR D

Vendor d quartz was one of the more

interesting. The defects were arranged at

the edge% of cells. Photo 11 is a typical

topograph from this vendor.

Photo 13 - Strain induced by evaporated

chromium gold electrode

Photo 11 - Vendor D

Typical defect morphology from vendor D
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LAAGE BAR TOPOGRAPHS

Oar% as thick an .530 inchos have been
x-rayed successfully. This topog.4ph is
rather jumbled with information. Thinner

- sampleu are easier to interpret.

Photo 14 - Strain induced by manufacturing
processes

Photo I " Topograph of thick bar t.030
inches thick)

STEREO VIEWING

Two images from the same topograph

forming a stereo pair. These topographs
were taken with the film parallel to the
benm and the sample tilted in the beam.
This image if from the multiple image
topograph in photo 3.

Photo 17- Stereo Pair

MODE SHAPES TOPOGRAPHS BEFORE AND AFTER SWEEPING

This topograph is of an oscillating 10 Several samples were X-rayed, uwopt,
MHz 3rd overtone SC cut resonator. (he and then X-rayed again. Photos 15 and 16
central region is lighter where the are the before and after topographs from one
resonator is oscillating, of these. Very little change is evident.

Photo 19- Oscillating Crystal Photo 15 - Before sweeping
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I. X-ray topography is a useful technique of aqi n opograhs.
for studying Ofects in precision quartz
resonators

2. Etch channels can be correlated
with the straight dislocations In the
topograpr'

3. Sweeping does not appoar to Change
the dislocation density

'#. Mounting utruese, electrode stresas
and artiiicially induced stros'ns can
be duetectQd in resonators

5. The defect morphology from each
source was different

6. Three dimensional defect morphology can
be seen in stereo Images formed from
different lattice planes* but with
nimilar contrast .ariation.
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Su=Arv double Axis spectrometer. This spactrootter peritso
when thio quart: sample Is Placed In the Incident

Stroboscopic X-ray topography have been carried (white) beam, one to obtain a Laud pattern of cope-
out to observe the state# of Acoustic vibrations In graphs (6). Thin setting In simple because the reso-
quartz resonators. These experiments have been done nscor, mounted on a gonionecer head With A Support
using Clhe storage ring of l).C.l. (OrSAY, France) as Adapted for the* frequency adjustment is placed per-
a pulited light source. The studied AT rdsonators ptndiculAr to the beam without very precise Adjust-
have shown that Clhe vibration mode Is directly related oent. Hiowever, cte most Interesting aspect ot this
to the density And thlt distribution of cte defects. spectrometer to thlt monochrooatic setting. In this

case, tE first oxis holds a (110) sample of germanium
which In adjusted to select from the white beam only
one wavelength. The 220 reflection was chIOosen And theo
wavelength Of the beam on the second axis w48 0,7
for A Biragg angle 0 *10.03'. From the resonator,

Introduction adjusted On this Axis, 0monociromacized images hIAVe
been obtained. by the use of very fine slit, we hIve

'Thet first stroboscopic topography experiments have Also obtained "'sect iontcopographs.
been performed on FeCSi) crystals by means of a mecha-
nically chopped bean with thet time resolution of - Thto 4Iecronle control. To obtain An exact ynthro-About one millisecond (1). Time resolved experiments nixacion of the X-ray pulses And of theo piexoeleccric
on Nhorter tit* scale (between Ims and 11ns) can be vibrations of the resonators, a pulse signal obtained
done using thet Intrinsic structure of synchrotron from cte positron bunch (by a capacitive pick up) is
radiation originating from a Storage Ring. Strobos- used to generate thet excitation signal of the resonA-
copic topography, based onl an exact synchronization tors. This signal is shaped In minuoidal form by
between the observed phenomenon And the time structure filtering At thet recurrence fre-quency of the synchro-
of thet source is very well adapted to study the reso- Cron (f 3,169280 110k or At An harmonic of this
nlators using synchrotron radiation becau cilt fre- frequency (nt fo, with n a2,3 ... ). A phase shifter
quency of the vibrations In the resonators and tite permits to vary tile relative phiase between the
frequency of the pulsed bean are of the same order synchropulse And cthe sinusoidal signal used to excite
(some M11Z). So, studies of acoustic surface waves cite resonance of tilt crystal (after A level adjust-
on YZ-1Li%10l (2,3,4) and on quartz resonators (5) ment).
htave been developed to study cte vibration modes with To htave anl exact resonance condition (resonator
a time resolution of about one nanosecond. This w~as voltage In pliatts witht resonator current) the resonA-
done At ilasylab using cte synchrotron radiationt of tite tore were adjusted by metallization to have frequen-
storage ring DORIS. oereutobandcies very clo e to f0 (or n f ). A fine Adjustment

In tis rtice w reprt( a few heartz) is made witht A large serial variable
using the pulsed bean delivered at L.U.R.F.. by te cpctne
storage ring D.C.I. concerning tilt interactions bet- caaitanec clprmteso loreoao r
wean the IIAW (Bulk Acoustic WAas) vibrations and tite measured, In situ, witih A vector voltmeter (level
lattice defects observed by stroboscopic topography Iti of excitation, verification of cte* zero phase reso-
quartz resonators. notice condition). Atiother vector voltmeter is used

to monitor cte relative phase angle between cte reso-
nator current (or voltage) and tite synchtronization
pulse. After calibration, this relative phase between

E.XPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES te resonator current and the X-ray pulse (R.P.C.X.
In tite following) is known witih a precision of

Synchrotron radiation from Storage Rings line a about 31 most of cthe Incertitude resulting of the
time structure because cite circula-ing particles effects of temperature fluctuations on the resonator.
(positrons in cte case of D.C.1.) are concentrated In The general principle of the aet-up is given
bunches. Two fixed parameters of this time structure in Figure h&. An example of relative tine position
are the circulation time of an Individual bunici and of the X-ray sampling pulse and of tite resonator
its length. For D.C.l. tchase values are 315 ns and current Is displayed In Figure 1b.
Ins. Another variable parameter. In some othter cases,
Is tite number of the stored bunches but In our experi-
ments this number is always I because cte storage ring
of D.C.I. was running in single-bunch mode.

Tite setting of tite experiment is composed of two
parts:
- The topographtic setting is quite simple because the
topographic station at .U.R.E. is equLped with a
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tI'FRIMVSS chsnfes. The central black contrast which depends an
the cospont"t of the deformation ts clearly vl-

The Purpose of this study was to determIne the siblau or tht I12 (Vilure A. ) and-213 (Filure A.b)
Tole of the defects on the acoustical vibrations. reflection# but vanishes for the 013 reflection

In the stroboscopic experiments the samples QItura A.c). For this reflection 1.0 - 0. In contrary,
were plans-convex resontors having the basic design the contrast (broad fringe.) due to the u3 component
of high Q factor 51111t, 5th overtone resonators of the deformation is more visible.
(Table I). The first resonator QI made with premium In Figure 5, are presented tvo topoKrAphs of the
Q quartz was operated at third overtone at the syn- crystal obtained for 112 reflection for two
chrotron frequency. The second Q2 and the third Q3 different R.P.C.X. (with the same vibrating level).
crystals wtre made respectively with premium Q synth4- For 900 R.P.C.X. (Qitur* S.a), the crystal present
tic quartz and with natural quart:, they wre operated a contrast very similar to that obtained without
as fifth overtone At two tines the synchrotron fre- vibration because the diffracting plan#s art not defor-
qutncy (Flur 2). med. It can be observed the high density of thi'

All resonators were electroded with Cr/Au diSlocation oriented parallel ro the ? crystailo-
metallization (electrodo diameter 8 v,, Pass graphic axis. The faint circular contrast is due to
loading j 11). stresses In the electrode metallization. The effects

At established by the theory (7). the used of the dislocations on the vibration mode are shown
vibration mole are much mare trapped In the case of In Figure Sb (and also In yFiure .a and A.b) where
Q2 and Q3 than for QI. It can be obviously seen thi the ione ori-vbration

has not the quasi circular symctry expected and that
where a large density of dislocation exists, they

h Iunconfine the mode. This was also observed elsewhere
by conventional X-ray topography (Continuous exposure
during the vibration).

The same eaturTes can be observed on the mono-
frequency oc F e chromatic tonographs. In F 6A monochromtic

---nc ----- -- topograph (210 reflection) o the same resonator

Q1 3.169290 HIZ Third Overtone I50m 15ms 1,5920 shows another interesting contrast in the central
Q2 6.338560 ?ix Fifth Overtone 150m 150m 1,3220 resonating zone : fringes of "noir" type appear and
Q3 6,338560 MIZ FiftOvertone 150 m 15m 1,322m thair configuration change with the K.P.C.X. . These6frings are due to Interferences betwtn X-ray

waveleld propagating In the crystal. They are gene-
rally located at the level of the dislocation: and

The dominating vibration mode in the AT-cut In characterize probably very locally deformed :ones.
the thickness-shear mode which corrosponds to a scan-
ding transverse wave In the crystal (Fisurs 3).Tho
planes parallel to tile surface are displaced in the This crystal Is characterized by a better confine-
X! direction leading to.a sinusoidal shear of planes Pent of the vibration. The four monochromatic topo-
perpendicular to the X, axis. graphs presented inj1 were obtained vArling the

The components u2 and u3 of the displacement level of the Input sijniAlreopectLvely, without
are generally weak In regard to the ul component, vibration in Figure ?.a, 15 1j1 in Figure 7.b# 35 jw
when no coupling Po flexure or plane shear occurs. In Flure 7.c And-3501 In Figure T). The density

On the X-ray topographs, the moat important of tilt dislocaton In this crystal is Ies Important
constrast located under the electrodes Is due to the than in the previous one. However, the "moire' type

componenc and depends on the level of the Amplitude fringes are visible in the central part at the level
a the vibration applied on tie crystal. This contrast of the dislocations. Their configuration varies with
depends also on the diffraction conditions. Particu- the RPCX.
larly, when the product j.Z , where j Is the reflec-
tion vector and G the displacement due to the defor- The geometrical aspect of the central vibrating
mation, give zero the contrast duo to the deformation zone seems less deformed than the vibrating part of
vanishes, the Ql crystal. For this Q2 resonator it appears, due

In our cases, the most important u1 component of to their lower density,that tie Influence of thie dis-
tle displacement is along the (I003 direction. Thef, locations Is less important.
on the topographs corresponding to tie (Okl) reflec- In other hand, circular fringes located between
ting planes the contrast of the deformation does not the black contrast and the edge of tie electrodes
appear. present a contrast which varies with the RPCX. Theyare also due to interferences of the propagating

wavefields in the crystal but reveal a probable secon-
dary mode of vibration.

OBSERVATIONS 03 Resonator

Different types of X-ray topographs have been Four monochromatic copographs are presented in
obtained varling the R.P.C.X. , the level of the Figure 8. The last three were obtained with the same
input signal and the topographic setting (Laue, level of the vibration (90 uW) but for different RPCX
monochromatic, section toporaphs...). We shall only (respectively 45 in Figure 8.b, 0 in Figure 8 and
report the most important observations we have 135 ° in Figure 8.d). The topograph in Figure U.a was
obtained for the studied resonators. obtained without vibration. This crystal is a natural

one and the defects present are only growth bands.
QI Resonator This crystal shows different interesting features:

In Figure 4, we present three topographs of the - The central black zone presents a less contrasted
same Laue pattern obtained for 120" R.P.C.X. and (white) part which localization depends on the RPCX.
a power of 0.9 mW. It can be note, that depending on - This is also verified for the "moirP" type fringes
the reflection, the contrasL due to the deformation which configuration changes between Figure 8.b,
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Ficure A.c And Fituro 8.d.cCUSO
noTh external circul-Ar fringes (btcetn the

Oirating zone and cte edge of cte electrodecs) The time strcture of Synchrotron Radiation
appar only whon cte crystal is vibrating and sottm enables Stroboscopic X-ray Torography with nanosecond
to be invariable when the RI'CX changes. time resolution. 111th cte use of the beAm doliverad at
- the growth bands seea to have an affect act the L.U.R.E. we have examined three quartz resonators.
lateral confInement of the vibration made very less
Important than the dislocations. by the ude of different topographic setting,

several types of vibration modes And the perturbations
due to the defects havd been observed.

DISCUSION Dfects like growth bands And specialty dislo-
P1SCUSI~1cations disturb the 3.A.U. propagation In crystalo

To @u=ArIzt the# different observations9 it Can and can Induce losses either by untrnpping a part of
bo said that the global effect of the dislocations ti evero the topeorphicad conersiu oth
In AT-cut resonators in to decrease the# )atralHwvrcieapgp onasdutoO
confinement of the thickness shar node when% thteir propagation of cte X-ray wavefields In the deformation

densty it mpotant(> 02 o 111cac).Tit efect fields of acoustic WAveS, is not Well underttood and

of the growth bands Lit until now not clarified.cacltosfthbemrjcoisIniecytl
Theo technique of the Lanut Stroboscopic topography and simulation of topographs will be necesstary to

can reveal directly the# different modes of the vIbra- explain the observed contrasts.
tion by visuaIlization of all the components of the
(Instantaneous) deformation.

It Is most probable that the deformations of the*
Nioir4 fringes (produced by An X-ray interforence
process not &already fully elucidated) correspond to EEL:F
local modifications of the transverse Wave shape by
resulting of cte Influence of the defects. (Surface (1) J. Miltat And II. ,tleMAn
defects appear to produce similar effects). J. AppI. I'hys. 50, 7695 (1979).

Tite dislocations seems to have the effe,.. of
Increasing locally cte phase velocity of the shear (2) 11 Corva and V. GrAeff
mode and so to contribute to untrAp locally A Con- Phys. $tat. Sol.(A) !2, 35 (1984).
fined mode. This hypothesis Appears to be renforced
by the# observed fact that bunches of dislocations of (3) HI. CerVA And V1. Craeff
similar orientations constitute a guiding structure I'hys. Stat. Sol. (a) 87, 507 (1985).
for the shear wave at cte periphery of the vibration
mode. This permit , In the CAse of weakly trapped 0') P. Cov and W'. Craeff
modes, to observe an Important untrapping effect. Phys. Stat. Sol. (a) 93. .1129 (1986).

Although no direct experimentAL cvidonce of this (5) C.C. Matr, W. Uraeff and 11. Moller
other phenomenon were obtained by now, one can Also KNacl. Inst. L Matti. 208, 701 (1983).
wonder whether the dislocatcions, as other elastic
discontinuities, can or not Introduce some mode con- (6) T. ructat, K. hNamkkarinen and P. Riabe
version (fast shear to slowu shear or longitudinal). Phys. Stat. Sol. A25, 93 (1974)

Theo higher Impurity level In growth band may
also Introduce local variations of cte phase velocity (7) 11.1. Tiersten and K.C. Smyc~e
of the shear mode, leading to Increase (or decrease) J.A.S.A., vol. 65, 1555 (1979).
locally the energy trapping parameters, but due to
the complexity of the growth bands structure of the
studied sample, no simple conclusit-n about this
point can be drawn now.

Further experiments Are requested, with roe-
nators exhibiting different dislocation densities.
and different energy trapping tparamet~rs to gain a
full understanding of the Importance of the Interac-
tions of the defects with the vibration modes.

E:.wever, the hMoiri type fringes show the local
deformations (associated with the defects which seem
to Induce perturbations In the vibration~ odes. In
addition, "SectIon" topographs indicate the depth of
the acoustic contrast in the crystal (the areas with
maximum curvature of planes).

The stroboscopic method can also permit to obtain

o ther Informations about the piezoelectric resonatorssuch as Informations relative to cte localization of

acoaustic dissipations, or to cte Influence of imper-
fect geometries of the surfaces.
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CULTURO QUARTZ QUALITY STANOAROS UPOATED OY THE EIA

SALODWIN SAWVYE, CONSULTANT

Sawyer Research Products, Inc.
35400 Lakeland Blvd.
Eastlake, Onlo 44094

Aostract 2) An etch channel density, Is , measurent
- standard. Tnis is needed when required to gride

Revised or new Sr-A.ards for quality material for etch processability.
measurewts on cultured quartz were adopted for:
Infrared 40torption istasuretets, etch channel 3) Inclusion density counts in standardized
.density, and inclusion count densities. inclusion size ranges. Counting inclusions within

specified size ranges should insure that the counts
The Electronic Industries Association accepted froq different test laboratories will bt more

in March 190 tne raconomndations of Its Quartz directly comparable with each other. These counts
Material Study Committee to update its EIA 477-1 are expected to be critical only in certain
specification, Ant to propose the test procedures and specialized applications.
standards in that specification for Acceptance At the
upcoming International Electrotechnical Comission A fourth test, an analysis for aluminum content,

Metting. was not specified by the committee. However the user
may wish to require a maximum alu4min content, or

A major change in this revision is the restate- Its analysis, especially if his application involves

ment of the quality grides for cultured quartz Into research or requires high stability under adverse

alpha3 clu terms Instead of the 5 flHz IQ teris used conditions that may Include Ionizing radiation.
heretoWot. Since the indicated 5 MHz Qs were based
On alpha measurements, the actual operative grade The general subject of quality indications and

liMts wilVbt, in ?i!ct, unr.hanged from the earlier ws indicated fro Infrared measurtmnts on cultured

ones. quartz has been reviewed and recaliafated in the
literature during recent years !  . Round

Additional test procedures are included for robins have een conducted, first in 6MHz Q measure-
obtjininj standard etch channel density cyunts, ment, and lator by the EJA committee In various

W , and inclusion count densities, cm',i in infrared alpha measurements * These yielded a data

specified size ranges, base for obtaining MHWz Q indications with improved
realism from alpha measurements. Out to avoid
possible ambiguity the EIA committee prefers to use
the alpha Keasurements directly for quartz material
test grading.

The ongoing process of standardizing quartz
mterial testing x ,hodt has progressed another step. Sampling a run for the etch channel count test
In the USA the c1ectronic Industries Association may have added complications tecause etch channels
(EIA) adopted, recently, three revised quartz can be Introduced, not only by run conditions, but
material test specifications, designed to yield also by dislocations in the seeds upon which the
reproducible measurements In aifferent teSt material is grown. Thus a good batcn Sample Should
locations. Further, these standard test pr2cedures be representive of nou only tne run's growth
a e to he proposed for acceptance at the July 1987 conditions, out also of the seed population that was

International Electrotecmnical Comiission (IEC) planted in that run. A run's seed population may or
meeting. may not be uniform in dislocation density from seed

to seed.
In norital sampling practice one or more of these

tests is applied to a group of crystal oars statisti- Details of the specified test procedures are
cally sampled -froii one hydrotner-mlly grom run straight forward, and specific to insure repeatable
batch. Two of the tests need lapped and polished results. Matters relating to the use of alpha
oriented slices from the sample bars. while the third measurements for repeatable quality control are
can De used on as-grown bars. For most usual discussed in a paper accepted for publication in
applications at inoderate quality assurance levels, a September 1987V .  The test procedures are to be
low percentage saiple of the batch's bars can published by the EIA and will be obtainaltle from
represent the batch and meet the statistical them.
assurance requirements.

Measurements of basic material properties are
These revised quartz raterial test specifica- often grouped into two broad categories: bulk

tions Include: properties that extend throughout the sample and have
measurable values at any locality within it. and;

1) An alpna3500 (infrared dbsorption lattice defects. These are summarized for cultured
coefficient) measurenefit which replaces Q as the main quartz in Table I. In the list of test specifica-
quality assurance criterion. Its measurement method tions above the first and fourth are of bulk
is unchanged. Alpha3SUO maximum tolerances replace properties since they reflect impurities dissolved
the minimum Q limits used heretofore. Yet there is througi.out the crystal. Specifically, the first, an
no effective change in the grading limits, because Infrared alpha, reflects the UH (0-bonded hydrogen)
the earlier Qs were themselves indicated fro.i content; the fourth another impurity, aluminum,
alpna3500 measurements. This revised test is content. Other impurities are often measured but
expected to continue serving as the quality assurance their control is not considered of critical
workhorse it has been for many ars. ',ltortalce to mist uses of quartz snaterial as is the
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AN OUTLINE OF CHARACTERIZATION OF CULTURED QUARTZ control of the bonded hydrogen and aluminum.
for quality Testing Use The other two tests above are for: (2), those

defects involving dislocations that can etch and be
A) Dimnsions and Orientation of Bar, Locations of made visible for etch channel counting, and (3), theSeed and of Growth Region Boundaries bits of foreign material, inclusions, to be counted

according to size range. Whenever to our knowledge8) Micro Defects: Cracks, Growth Flaws and Twins to date. the Inclusion material has been analyzed it
has been found to be a sodium iroq silicato mineral,The A and 8 categories above, have long been although there Is no reason in principle that other

effectively specified, and are unaffected by the materials can not also be Included as Indeed many are
revisions here described. In naturally occuring quartz crystals.

C) lIulk Properties When specifying cultured quartz *aterial for
specific applications most users can expl .t to1) Chemical Purity continue to place their maln reliance for quality

a) Infrared Transmittance: ALPHA3WJ (with assurance on alpha3SOO through restated requirements
ALPHAj4IU a usable alternate) on its maximum which are set to be equivalent to

INDICATIVE OF OH CONTENT. their earlier Q minimum requirements for that use.
This also will continue to place effective limits on

b) Aluminum Content the OH content, and so insure that the phlysical
properties, especially the frequency-temperature

c) Other Dissolved Impurities Oangle bthavior", will remain within the ranges of
their nor^al experience. Other tests in Table 1

2) Physical Properties, including their THERMAL under the headings C1, Chemical Purity, and D,
coefficients Lattice Imperfections, should be used when indicated

by the application, or wen a complete characteriza-
a) Elastic tion is appropriate, as for material that will

undergo experimental studies.
b) Piezoelectric

c) Lattice Dimensions REFERENCES

d) Dielectric 1. J.C. Brice and A. H. Cole, "The Characterization
of Synthetic Quartz by Using Infrared Absorption,"

e) Optical Proceedings of the "32nd Annual FrequencX Control
5S i US Army Electronics Command, June 1916,

The physical droperties have been reported to 110.
converge within the accepted ranges of natural
quartz properties, as its purity increases; i e. 2. Ii. Sawyer, "Recalibration of Q Capability
mainly is alpha351 ) beco4oes less than U.06 cm . Indications from Infrared Measurements on Cultured

Quartz," Proceedins of the 37th Annual Frequency
U) Lattice :mperfections Control Symosium, June 1VU3, lbl-IZ.

3. 8. Sawyer, "Quality Indications from Infrared1) Etch Channel Density Absorption Measurements on Cultured Quartz," IEEE
Trans on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics and Frequuit "2) Inclusion Density, by Size Range Control, accepted for publicaton in September 1901.

Table 1

A Classified Susnary of Ileasurable Pruperties of
Cultured Quartz. To date tne wain quality assurance
enphasis has oeen on chemical purity as manifested
throuyh infrared, and sometimes alutinum content
measurements.
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COMTNC CRYSA RIKINATW4 FRO X-RiAYMEASURES~TS

John 11. Sherman, Jr.
Consul tent

2022 Woodcrost Drive
Lynchburg, VA 24503

Abstract

The equations ;sed to compute the orientAtiott Control of cutting errors traditionally
of doubly rotated quartz plates from Bragg X-ray acceptablo for AT-cuts can hardly be coerzted in
data have been derived by vector methods. The Manufacturing precision SC-cut resonators, which
solution of a two measurement data ensemble taught Are becoming An Increaioingly significant itata in
by Bond htas been found by 4 convergent iteration. the ropertaire of the crystal manufacturer.
This paper contains an alternato derivation of the Cutting tolerances for SC-cuts have to be Much
equations from considerations of solid goometry tlghter thin they over werd for AT-cuts. This it
and the unit sphere, and A reduction of the solu- not to imply that the methods of preparing blnks
tion to the solution of a quadratic equation with for SC-cut resonators arq significantly different
numerical coefficients. The derivation by vector from the methods uqod in preparing AT-cuts. The
methods ot two and thre measurement ensembles and methods ae th same, even down to one maker
their previously published methods of solution are applying a refined kind of bologna slicing 1|. to
reviewed briefly, the cutting of SC-cuts. The effect of cutting

error# is simply moro svera In SC-cut resnators,
at least in high precision SC-cuts, than in

Introduction AT-cuts. One needo to know the Orientation In
detail before fabricating the resonator so that

X-ray measurement problems of AT-cut reson- its error# can be corrected or the blank removed
ator manufacture have traditionally ben solved by from the line before the full cost of manufacture
breaking the problem into managKeable bits. Stones is put Into a unit that could be recognized fra
have been oriented one lattice plane at a time in the beginning to be a roject.
preparation for cutting in "coring" or "lumbering"
operations to generate flat surfaces containing
chosen atomil planes. The tolerances of second Measurement
and third angles in cut wafers thus translate into
tolerances of coincidence of the surface and the In starting to discuss measurement, let us
chosen plane. The cutting of the 0 angle abo,;: get one thing out of the way. What I want to be
the unrotated X-axis is then made in a single onri- discussing is measurement by Bragg X-ray diffrc-
ented operation. This approach is equally applic- tion methods. There is another class of X-ray
able to that V-cut called IT and to another With a diffraction usable to determine the orientation of
first rotation of 13.9 degrees, but not to those a crystal place, known as Laue diffraction. Bragg
called FC- and ST-, in which no coincidence of a diffraction Is diffraction of a monochromatic beam
lumbered surface with a lattice plane occurs. In of X-rays, while Laue diffraction is diffraction
measuring a blank, lumbering errors, which result of a continuous spectrum. Laue diffraction occurs
in non-zero second and third angles, do not get because there are distinct and unique path diroc-
measured directly, but are assumed to be under tions through a crystal along which only a single
control and of tolerable consequence by virtue of wavlength of X-rays can pass. The explanation of
their independent control in the lumbering oper- these paths is the same as the explanation of the
ation. Consequences of cutting errors have been diffraction. Each path selects a wavelength Whick
studied 111,121,131 and their first order effects can traverse it. Along all other directions the
published in various places. These studies X-rays are either absorbed or scattered incoher-
constitute the scientific basis of lumbering ently. When that crystal is illuminated by a
tolerances. narrow beam of continuous spectrum X-ray$ there

will result a characteristic transmission or
Another way to cut blanks long used in making reflection of X-rays such that beams will leave

AT-cuts is known as "bologna slicing", in which the crystal in only certain directions, each beam
elaborate and ingenious procedures are used to being of a single wavelength. A photographic film
present the stone to the saw to cut a properly mounted in a plane perpendicular to the incident
oriented blank directly. When all quartz was beam will intercept transmitted or reflected beams
natural quartz and all saw blades thick this forming a pattern of spots displaying A symmetry
method had vigorous defenders, as the quartz lost which depends upon the symmetry of the crystal.
in making standardized blocks from uneven sized The spacing of the spots in the pattern depends
natural stones was expensive, as was the substan- upon the spacing of the lattice planes and the
cial labor demanded. Bologna sliced blanks were distance between the film and the crystal. When
uneven in size and shape. They were trimmed after the spots are at their brightest and the symmetry
slicing to cut blanks of usable size out of the of the pattern is perfect, the incident beam is
pieces. This was usually possible, even when the perpendicular to a lattice plane. This method of
slices contained twinned regions. This method has X-ray examination is being used, to my best know-
never been a factor in cutting AT-cut blanks from ledge and belief, with exemplary success, by a
cultured quartz, as the cultured stones are grown single maker of crystals 151,161 in the western
in shapes which imply efficient lumbering, and world. This, incidentally, is the same maker who
efficient gang-sawing compared to sawing with the has successfully adapted bologna slicing to
thick blades used in bologna slicing, cutting SC-cut blanks.
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IUhat Is hnwn as ArAgg diffraction follows qwArte. And Angular rotations of 6 and 0 Jegreet
fro* the mechanismsI by which ~RVgg 0xplAntied LAWY arond 2- And X- its A sphtre of unit radlius.
dlIfractIOn. lUhrn It vas clear Chat the pattern
Of tlltu Spot# was dfAe to 1114140hramatle pathX In thr'0e diC Anioa space C4 plW cn
through Cho crystal It became cle'ar that a beaus litsgnatd by iUs inttofcOps aft th# thr,'e carge*-
originally lm t hromAstic would bo selectively i(- iAft AXes. Thtse three got@ at data values contain
frActod in, only particular directions tipnding all1 the Information In, define thc Plane "n14u41y
upoR the wavelength and the lattiCt plA0e spacing and cospletely. The Plano is equally dolfned by
of the crystal. Mlachines which si send upon ArAgg the courdinatts of Any also paint In the P~lant And
diffraction use characteristic X-rays Of A metal, the throe Angles forMtd between the Catgsiant 4X06
in our CASe Of cOpper, As A fntCIonally m11-11- Anti the radius tress the origin ptrpdndicol~r to
chromatic @ourrt, though It Is scomtms necessary the Plant. tLiUAlly the asihle thteAlves Are not
to recall thalt the be-am [A Actually a doublet of tstted, but their cosinesa. The nicest point to
very nearly but not exactly a single wavelength. kow io tho, Cot of the ptrpendJiculAr an thi
A Bragg dittrACEtotr Is A machine Which *I-Asuro* Piano. ror this point the- co~rdIn~to# are proper-
the Angle biveen the surfice of the platce And tho CtionAl to th? coAsngs of the three Angles. 7he
lattice Plane (or which the machine WAS set up. sum Of the squares of the three coAloeis It l~oti-
This measurewont Is really it protractor measue- Cally unity.
mn~ft b@wean two positions of a holding fixture,
as It holds a plate having Its surface parallel The regular stUCture Of A Crystal Implied
ao the lattlce plant andi As It hold* Cho unknown directions which Are oblavias candAtos Axes In A
plate bing meoasured. This protractor is capabl4 co~rdinAto system to describe the crystal. The
Of resolving A (raCtion Of 4 minUte t OAngle. nAaral incremen4tsl Along thes@ ax49 Are e@MOfnly

not of the ogMe size, though Crart co~rtlin-
Vaiu en ohl n oiintepaeAte# Are, chAr4ctoriaedl by uniform steps along all

under measuremn (71,111,19) are- described In thet three axes. If Unit steps Along each Axis in 4
literature. since chili paper Is not conicerned crystal Ite takon As the spacing of the planes tn
with making the Weasuremn, but with the- use af that direction And the unit dlistaces be enlosed
thle mal-surtments to calculat ctse orientaton of A by tho *400th surface most resuling a sphtee,
blank oblique to several planes and simply relsitd that surface Would ha4ve to be some kind ot olllps-
to none, there will be no detAled discussion of Oid. fnly in a very feW CCA Of tht very AIssP-
the tchniques of measurement thoemiselves, les crystals would the surface be a sphere. In

order to discuss a crystal in Cartesian co~rdin-
ates it ist Usually nec4ssary to Account for this.

Of 011116n1i16n1 and Co11rdinAtON Thus in quartz, If the 4.9029 A lattice spacing
Aa-it An K-axis, called 'al (ct#r are throe ax4s

The asurements madei by a Bragg Spectra- 120' apart, each eq0ally va1ldly considered an
metetr are of the Angles between the plano surface X-axis) Is defined to be I unit, then the lattice
Of a crystalline plate And A lattice plane of the spacing Aon a V-axis, perpendicular to tihe
crystalline substance. In thO me1asureMent Of a X-AXIII, is all2 units. The spacing of the Planes
totally unknown plate thle anglets be-tween the plate along the Z-axis, called Ile.", perpenicular to
And three lattict Planes are found. This Inform- both X- And Y- has to bet masured, And is found to
Aton Is subject to several diff-erent, descrip- be 1.10009 units.
tion1S, all Of Which muist be ultimately equivalent1.
Discussing several descriptions may lead to easier Intteepts of lattice Planes withl these aXes
visualization Aid understnding. Are All integer or rational fraction values of

these natural units of spacing. Tile 120' separ-
A plant surface of a cryatal plate- is clearly atien between the# three X-axes of quartz assures

A singlep surface, immediat*ely approhendled. To that any Plane Which intercepts A Y-axis Will also
sPtak of A lattice plane does not, however, Imply Intercept a # end Anti a - end of the two K-axes
that we are trying to discuss a particular plane which lie only 30' away from that Y-axis. A
within thle crystal In the $sme sense as we discuss Y-axis It not even A necessary thing in quartz.
the surface, but to characterize by their paral- given tho te K-axes.
lelism all planes parallel to the plant named.

Thet 120* between thle K-axes has a numbelir of
We really consider a geomettric plane, not a interesttig consequences which are simply proper-

true lattice Plane at All, but a plane parallel to tie% of a hexagon. A lattice Plane not perpendIC-
real lattie* Planes, A Plane tangent to A sphere ular to Z must Intersect one or another K-axis at
of unit radius About an arbitrary origin. This an Integral value of the natural unit. It will
geometric plan# Is perpendicular to cte radius of then necessarily Intersect the other two K-axes at
the unit sphere at the point of tangency and thle points having values of Inctera, rational frac-
colirdinates of the point of tangency are cte tions or Infinity. Furthermore. tile sum of thle
cosines of the three anglea between that radius reciprocals of the three intercepts on thie K-axes
and the three Cartesian axes. All planes perpen- will be Identically zero. The reciprocals of the
dicular to this radius are parallel, and are intercepts In lattice units of thet particular
conventionally considered thle same plane. For plane of as family of parallel plan~t which lies
Bragg diffraction to occur, a multiplicity of many closest to, but not containing, the origin consti-
thousands of real lattice planes are involved, tute an assemblage of four digits called "Mliller-

Bravais" indices for the plane. The cluster has
Three dimensional apace is described by the form hkfg. The first three indices are the

various cotirdinate systems. In this paper we use reciprocals of the intercepts on the three X-axes.
a blend of two, rectangular Cartesian co~rdinates Since the sum of these three (two positive and one
and spherical col~rdinates. These are paired in negative or vice versa) is necessarily zero it is
the standard way of designating crystal orient- conventional to omit the value of the third one,
ation in the designation of K-, Y-, and Z- axes of substituting for it a point. The minus sign of a
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negative in040K, It the ladox is written At All, is can be found indope"4dent of' Cho accuracy or Con-
written over its numbe-r to the cluster rather thin StAncy of a 4irect scale rea4ding, the beet choicq
be-fore It, mAking for A next and compact Amry. of plane Is ant uhich Alws 4t good stteng dif-

fractdd beAo to be drected into ct detoctor froil
Thest kItcts Art 4s0d to code tho intorepts two positionsf Of the Plate 110' Apart.

of that particular dpr@*entativ# plane. rrom
thao 4n4 the actoal values of tho natural crystal good [) Is~se esrmn of sc-cut
dimeonsiono art c40puted tho location of the plane? platts As An aspect of cuttingt them. lit had
And propercte of Its fastily In Cartesiasn @pact. occasion to considor difraction from two differ-

ent planes with the sa--t ArAg angle. In ordor to
In the crystallography of quartz the natural aeount tho p late proprrly in tht X-rAy machine he

unit aloner the X-Axis, the %- dimlension of ct generated in the luosbering operation An oblique
unit cell. Is called "4," white thoe %- dimension odg4 of the plate of appropriate orientation to
is Called total. They At# subject to measurement. allow the placement of the plato in the 0achine.
The best values of those fill At 140 C Ame thus to use a tinogle detector to measure the-

Angle* between tho plAte and tne two different
a10 ai .90290 0 .000,13 A planes with the same Bragg Angle. In the Absence

of A referenc odgt. As ocours in aeasguring a
Co 5.39365 0.00003 A round blank, A rotating chuck (3)(101 is indi-

4:atedl. This can. of course. be used Alto to hold
And their ratio: a blank with straight ediges, Tmet will be four

cols " .1009 -0.0001posli~ons which result In detection of the beam.

" 1.1009 000001A single datum, then. is An iagle roading
In order to mAke thq confVersion of lattice which eithor equals tht angle betitoon the surface

dimensions to Caresan co~3riinxtes it is conven- of the Plate and the diffracting lattice plane or
lent to define a scale factor, 5, based on the equals just twice that Angle. The designe of the
geometry of (toe conversion, As follows: oquirmont makes A conscious decision which kind of

2. 2,k k 2 2 data Is to be obtained froo that machine. 1hus
S2 *(h 2 .h k) Icla) there were simultanously being used In the early

years of the American crystal Industry, crystal
Then tho spacing of the l4ttice plants hk.X Is goniooetrs made by Central Electric which most-
given by: ured AT-cut plates by dtecting a single diffrac-

tion And converted the scale reading thus obtained
d a 40S to an Angle by A calibration, and gonioeoters made

by Philips which detectedl two diffraction peaks
and the direction cosines of the normal to this Approximately six degrees Apart from a Plate
plane, given by pl. p2. p3 respectively. Are: placed sequentially In two positions And deter-

mined the plate angle As half the Position differ-
PI 0hUS 04a) vnce below the known Angle of the lattice plane.

p2 a (ii - 20)IYS (lb) In general, an unknown way be oblique to All
lactie planes in the crystal. In thet Case of

p3 -u /0 (10) AT-cut plates the X-axis oinally lies In the
surfhco of t plate. Only one Angle is measured.

The direction Cosines of the normal to a Plate P' In thle case of SC-cut plates no Axis lies In tho
having rotation Angles b And 0 are: surface of the plate so cte Angle between the

surface and More than one plane must be measured
p1 - -sin~coso (210 to locate theo surface In space. To measure a

known doubly rotated cut, metasurements against at
p2 N cosbcoig (2b) least two plants must be aide. To measure a

p3 asini (20complete unknown, at least three Are required.

InterpretingteDaCemrill
The Nature of the Data U eDt emtia~

All that is known from A datum is the Angle
The X-ray goniometer measures a scale reading fotmed by a chosen lattice plane with the surface

for the location of tile surface of the unknown Of the plate and the orientation of tile lattice
crystal plate. The calibration of a conventional plane. The plane and thle surface intersect in a
machine Is made using the reading of a plate straight line the orientation in space of which is
having the lattice plane used for the reflection enough, If known, to allow determination of the
lying In the surface of cte plate. If the plane orientation of the surface. Unfortunately, the
actually lies in the surface then thle place can be X-ray goniometer does not supply any information
rotated in its own plane Into any position what- about the orientation of that line. All we knew
ever and the X-rays will be diffracted into the is that the surface is tangent somewhere to a cone
detector with no further adjustment of the machine which makes thle measured angle with the lattice
required. If the plane and the surface are not plane and that the line of tangency is perpendic-
separated from each other by an excessive angle, ular to the intersection, as shown in Figure 1.
the location of the plane is found at the average
of the two azimuth settings of the plate holder of The most picturesque and most fruitful way to
maximum separation which result in diffraction of view the content of this datum is to consider the
the beam into the detector. These occur as the normal to the lattice plane as a line projecting
plate is rotated in its own plane at points ISO' from the origin out into space. The direction
apart. Since the difference between two azimuths cosines of this normal are computed from the
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formulas (1) Above. Also proJectIn9 (ro" the A plane tangent to ,h4 unit 4"here I* porpen-
origin, forming thi masured angle fram the first dicular to the radtius to that point. The t4ngnt
line. It found the normal to the unknown Ourface, plant At the end of axis A is, thorgtfre, parallel
Since Its actual direction Is as yet unknown, All to the lattice plane A. The plane (ormed by the
passible directions must bw considered to be Im- rotation Of the chord Is porpendir+ulr to axis A
plied by the datua. Thus the normot to the and i therefore Also parallel to ltLice plane
surface lies on a circular cont about the normal A. both are equivalent, it desired, to lattice
to the lattice pl00. with Its apex at the origin plane A
and with the measured angle As the generating apex
mgle, 41so as shown in Fmgure 1. This normal And
the lints of tangency And intersoction comprise a Planes and Linbs in SpAc
natural ceIrdlnAto system (or the 

sur(ac.

A point In A plan It locatfd by A set of two
A measurement made against Another plane will numbors, in space by a gst of three. An expres-

define another conMe having a different Axis And 4 Rion of the form Ax - by ' C * 0 i* the equation
different apex Angle. Since the normal to the for A itroight line in 4 plane. An 0xprossion of
surface of the plate undoubtedly Is In the same the Lum Ax * ay t Cc a 0 a 0 is not the equ4tln
relatioq to the surface at all times, e-n When for s stroight lint In space, howover, but the
the Angle is being mesuekd, then the normal i on equation for a plane. An rquatitn fur 4 straight
both cones, And tht two cone undoubtedly inter- line In space cannot be written in A single closed
swct each other. In ;-neral there are two VInes expression with one equals sign. A lint cat be
of intersection of two cones having 4 common ape, defintd by two number triples locating two pointcs
Just as there are two points of Intersection of on the lin*. The rad Uwhich Coincide with Ch
two clrcles in a plant. Ther# Is, therefore a lattice planq normals we have been discussing are
crtaln amount of uncertAinty as to which of the defined thus by the two number triplts, the
two Intersections is Actually the normal, an origin, 0.0,0, and their Intersections with the
uncertainty which must be handled by other contid- unit sphere, the points al,aZa3 and bl.b2,b3.
erations. The simplest consideration It that a
particular cut was desired to be made, so the T'o planes Intersect in A line. This line is
Intended normal Is probably the appropriate inter- Identified by the two equations in three variables
section. taken together. rly elimination betven the two it

is poosible to convert the two equAtIons In throe
W surround the pair of cones by A sphere of variables into An equivalent three equations in

unit radius centered on the apices, as Illustrated two variables. Any given line oay be considered
in Figure 2. The Intersection of this sphere with the Intersection of any two of an infinitO num-
the two cones Is made the focus of our attention her of non-parallel planes.
to compute the intersections of the cones, thus to
find the plate normal and the orientation of th The plane tanget to the unit sphere at the
plate. and of axis A is given by the equation:

For convenience we have called one lattice aix + a2y 4 a3z a I (3a)
plane plane A and the other plane R. The unknown
surface is called plane X. The portions of the and the tangent at the end of axis D Is:
normals contained within tie unit sphere are
called the cone axes A and I, and we mention radii blx + b2y 4 bz - I (b)
A, 8, and X. The direction cosines of the normal
to plane A are al, a2, aL. The cone Is cone A and The plane containinr the circle A has th
tle apex angle is angle A. CoUrdinste values are equation:
called x, y, z. No confusion will be found to
exist frm any of this. aix + a2y + a3z - cosA (44)

Each cone intersects the sphere in a circle and the plane containing the circle B:
smaller than a great circle. The center of each
circle is one of the plate normals. The centers blx # b2y +b: a cos (fib)
of the circles are joined by the great circle AB.
The circles Inrersect at two points, Xl and X2 Every point on the tangent plane is distant
which are on great circle XIX2 which is perpen- from the origin by an amount equal to or greater
dicular to great circle AB. One of these inter- than I unit of length. On the plane containing a
sections is the true normal to the surface X. circle of intersection of a cone with the sphere,

every point inside the circle is nearer to the
Figure 3 displays the significant arc of origin than 1 unit, every point outside the circle

great circle AB. Along this ,sreat circle are the is farther from the origin than I unit, and every
overlapping circular arcs which are the surface point on the circle is just I unit from the
diameters of the circles A and B, of length 2A and origin.
21. The ends of these arcs are ends of chords
which are rlane diameters of the same circles, of The line of intersection of the two planes
length 2sinA and 2sinB. The midpoints of the containing circles is written by writing the two
chords are cosA and cosB distant from the origin, equations (4) together. This line contains all
The chords intersect at the midpoint of straight the common points of the two planes, including the
line XIX2. The figures of rotation of these two two points which are the intersections of the
arcs and their chords about their own axes are the circles (which circles, we remember, are circles
two sectors of the spherical surface subtended by both of their planes and of the sphere). These
the cones, the planes of the circles of the inter- points are the sphere ends of the two radii can-
section with the sphere, and the circles. didates to be the normal to the unknown plate.
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If tie divide equation (44) by a2 And equation cant Axis vector io taken to generate thlt equa-
0b) by b2 wie eliminate y And find An equation for clans to be solved, resulting In:
x In coes of %. Similarly eliminating % yields
an equation for x, In terms of y. Since things A'X a IxI 42XZ a303 wCOSA (104)
equal to the same thing are equal to each Other,
tie have a third relating y and z. These three And
equation* In two variables werd referred to
earlier. Wlritten Out III detail they ArN: IIX n blIi b2x2 *blx3 coini (10b)

W MbCPSA-3COSK) (5) T11ese equations reatt direCtIOn COslill-1.
74-2,-3-02 (~l-li They look very similar to equations (4) wihich

rtlate coordinate values. Mien combined with (8)
0 i * (bcoAA-aOcosII) tile same problem of solution exists. The vector

derivation Is described by biond and Kusters (III
tiho offer An Alternate Approach to solving thlt set

Tile expressions within parentheses have thet of equations. Their method proceeds by assuming a
form of determinants of two rotis And two Columns. solution, which Is surely tile set of direction
Theay are, of course, Simply numbers. It will be cosines of tilt normal to the intended orientation.
convenient to use single characters for these 5 This set of values Is Substituted Into thet Set of
determinants: equations, resulting in a Calculation Of errors.

A second and Improved approximation Is found from
lal a21 1112 a3I 1a3 All theene errorsi. After several cycles of computation

DI aibII b2l, D2 z 1b2 b3l, 03 - 1b3 ti the unknown cosines exit be computed to any desired
number of significant figures. This kind of rcpt-

icosA AZI IcosA a31 tItIvt convergent computation Is performed by cte
W, a Icosfl b2I, PS * N~oon bl (6) commercial microcompus"er program TKlSolver" (121

And similar general mathematical p,,ozrams.

Snlvink for 010 OricnEAtion 1f the plate being measured Is completely
unknown there ts no basis In measurement by two

Hlaving oquations for cte line containing the diffracting planes to determine which of cte two
intorgections of Elhe two circiec, we proceed to Solutions Is correct. This ambiguity to readily
find the ctoordin;&tes of rtesie intsctions. Tile removed by making A third measurement against a
unknown radii tweet cte unit sphecre At x-4y'l. third lattice plane, plane C. Mhen this Is done a
Direction cosines to that point are X, y And X. third equation results:
The sum of the itquarst of the direction cosines
And Also of tile couirdinates Is 1. CX a clxI 4. c2x2 * dxl u cosC 000c

Equations (5) are equivalent to: Strictly foirmally cte equations for the two
and three measurement complexes can be written as

y a RLx D s (74) follows:

(al a? 2A31 x Sl? fo:A~ 11 a?4 al)Ixi)I co:A
11 2? 3l 1 c c2 b1 2 cCand ~b b~b It oshC bi b blxx coi

x wDix -PD4 (7b) x 2x xI cc2clX Cic

FF~wi1ch appear deceptively symmetrical. These are
the vector equations but cte equations from the

which are substituted into: planes in space are similarly written, simply by

x 2 + * X2 *l(8) writing x,y,z where we have written xi,x2,xl.

The set of three linear equations yields an
to yield: unequivocal single solution for the direction of

2 2 2_ DZ(DD4-DDS~+D2 (DI2+D5_ Ve normal. Geometrically thle Introduction of the
(DI +D2 +D3 )x2 -D(I-3DxD2D405-)O third plane introduced a third cone C having thle

(9) third normal C as axis, and a third circle. Three
planes can inte'rsect In three parallel lines, but

This is a quadra4tic equation in x having two if thle lines of intersection are not paraliel then
solutions readily found by the quadratic formula. they must meet in a single point. The physical
Theo solutions are substituted into equations (7) circumstance clearly requires that thle planes of
to find tite corresponding coUrdinate values of y thle three circles must so meet. The intersection
and z. The set appropriate to thle intended of the planes of cte three circles is thle end of
orientatior is converted, in turn, into the the radius vector X, the normal to the surface of
rotation angles of the plate surface using the thle unknown.
formulas of equations (2).

The quality of the measurements can be evalu-
ated by calculating the sum of the squares of thle

Vector Methods values obtained for xl, x2 and x3. The sum should
be identically unity. If the sum is not suffici-

A completely different line of reasoning for ently close to unity the readings may be recalcu-
using the goniometer data comes out of simple vec- lated in pairs by either method to determine if
tor theory. The radii are treated as radius vet- one of the angle measurements is clearly associ-
tors. The dot product of the unknown with each ated with discrepant results.
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Deru inAtion of the oritntAtion of doubly to to

rotated crystol blanks entails u #suremont against ,f 1, /

WorO than on l.4ttic, plant And 4 Co"pUtAt(on roNI
A wolorAtely coaplex conflguratlon In three dimon- u.P 6t
sionAt space. Two nothodst exist to porforss the *1
ComputAtion from meaAUrement1 4gainst tvo planes,
one A direct solution of A quodrat!c equAtion, the ' -y
other a process of convorgont Iteration. These-
methods both yield A spurious solution as volt As
tho one sought. Mtaourement against three lattice
plane* yields a set of throe linear oquAtions the
solutlon of which Is an unambiguous rosult.
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&MMU In practice, the allowable diffraction plants
art governed by the choice of x-ray target material.

This paper In a tutorial overview of general Table I giveA a relationship between material chosen,
x-ray technolzny as applied In the manufacturing of the minimum lattice spacing that can be resolved, and
quartz crystals. Topic* covered Include general xn-ray the equivalent order of reflection* possible in
principles Including the Bragg condition and refrac- q~uartz, An can be seen, copper in a reasonable choice
tion, single axis Xn-ray system. Including choice* of In that a wide variety of plan** is available for uine
collimating crystals, and multiple avis systems where with arder of relections up to about 5 (OC016 for the
two Or acre Xn-ray beam. or# used either to simultane- Z-plantl. The longtr wavelength that copper provides
ouuly *eaoure a quartz blonk'a current crystello- is also a safety factor In that it it not as biologi-
graphic orientation, or to angle correct a surface of cally dhmaging an tungste x-ray radiation.
a crya.,ul blank to a specific orientation. Applica-
tIon. 6.,id illustrations art drawn from the authors'
experience In all three companies Involved. X-RA Y TARGE MATERIAL

XMTARTI_9P) Mcla) K-alpi3 mveth a-Zin E~uxv n
In their employment In several different manu- AL01MA 8.m 1071

facturlng facilities of quart: resonator. over the
past two decades, the authors have 0xperienced a wide5
range of different approaches, Idea*, and techiniques .t 'M ,IU
In the precision measur#3ont of the crystallographic S ~ ~ O4 ~ ~ 71
orientation of a quartz crystal blank. Sle 54 117I

We have also seen zany applications of x-ray Tw-%tvC' O-M ". 0105 43
technology which were based on erroneous assumptions
and which led to, in our opinion, unntec~ory compli-
cations in manufacturing proceses. '1VV4"P %At

As a result of the above. much has been devel-
oped and is still under development in our repective Table 1. hilnimum lattice spacing and roflection order
companies to Improve the state-of-the-art In x-ray observable as a function of target material
orientation. Virtually none of this has been pre-
senttd In past symposia.

1. _GENERAL PX1XC;FPLgS
A series of calculations which takes Into

The Bragg Condition account all of the known extinction, absorption, and
refraction effects of quartz as a function of the

Under proper conditions, a beam of x-ray# inci- atomic diffraction plane predicts that the actual peak
dent on the surface of a crystal may be scattered of reflection energy occurs not at the Bragg angle am
coherently. In this case we usually call the coherent predicted in Eq. 1, but at an angle slightly loe than
scattering x-ray reflection even though, strictly the Bragg angle. The primary cause for this Is
speaking, the coherent scattering occurs only at dim- refraction. The change in the Index of refraction for
crete, specific angles to the surface. The specific Ka radiation In a-quart: compared to air is of the
angles are a function of the x-rar wavelength and lint- order of I part in 10#5. The Bragg angle calculation
tice spacing and ore defined by the Bragg relation applies Inside the quart: while angles are measured
(1), which is: outside of the quartz blank. Figures 2 through 6 show

computed lineshope curves for several of the more
n% 2d sin 0 13common planes in a-quart:. (21

where n a 1, 2, 3, ... and In the order of reflection In this series of calculations, the relative
Xxx-ray wavelength amplitude, which is simply the computed area under the

d a lattice separation in same units as X ~ lineshape relative to the 01-1 plane MFg. 23 whose
and 0 a the Bragg angle Intensity is defined an 1.00, in also given. Of

interest is that the relative amplitude of the 01-l
Figure 1 shows an orthographic projection of the plane (Fig. 3) is computed to be 0.65, vs. 0.75 mm

primitive region in q' irtz. Alfo shown are dots that given in Holding il, and the 02-2 (Fig. 43 is com-
represent normals to x-ray diffraction planes. The puted to be 0.26 vs. 0.26 In Hemming. This is remark-
plan~es shown are those which are allowable using cop- ably good agreement given the diff-cultien of measur-
per Ka radiation with a wavelength of 1.541. ing relative x-ray intenaity.
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The linehape data Is interesting theoretically Only that energy which satisfles the Irogg condition
but I* of practical interest primarily in determining will be reflected from the crystal and directed
the Intensity of possible x-ray rWflection intense- towards the blank to be measured. The collimating
ties, crystal is usually mounted to reflect the copper Ka,

x-ray line. Thin configuration ham become the
The offset from the computed Bragg angle (Eq. 11 accepted rractice in the quartz industry.

so shown on thee figures Is not of such practical
interest, an It I& usually masked by variations in the In this manner, no collimating alit@ or filters
atomic lattice conatat.ts which can vary several to are needed. Although energy is lost at the collima-
may part* per mitlion from growth batch to growth ting crystal, substantial gain Is made in resolution.
batch, or even from piece to piece, especially in With a proper goniometer head for measuring angles.
natural material. It however becomes significant if accuracies approaching 5 attconds of arc are possible.
oe i attempting to obtain extremely precise x-ray While further resolution and accuracy Is available in
measurements or alignment, measuring heads, the natural linevidth as shown above,

and uncertainty in lattice constants place a limit on
the actual orientation accuracy that can be achieved.

In moot practical applications of x-ray reflec- Choice of 1ollmtngCrytp - Vith occur&-
tion fro the quart: diffraction planes the choice of cies approaching 5 arc-seconds and resolution
the Ko peak poses a problem in that this peak iS a approaching I arc-stcond, the Km doublet is easily
Joublet so shown in Figure 7. (3) resolved. Therefore, the choice of a collimating

crystal bcosoms important.
When this doublet In ueed to reflect energy off

of an atomic plane *a shown In Figure 8. the detected The effect of the doublet can be eliminated by
x-ray energy shows a double peaked response cortes- making the angular separation so *mall between the two
ponding to the different Bragg angles for the two x- peaks of the doublet that the x-ray system cannot
ray lInes. The angular separation for the two peaks resolve the peaks. If the collimating crystal plane
is given by: (4) Is exactly the same as In the crystal being measured,

then the situation as shown In Figure 11 occurs. When
d@ a tan 0 dXJ) (2) the corresponding atomic planes in the collimating and

measured crystal are exactly parallel, reflections at
Thus, given a wavelength difference of 0.0038, the different wavelengths occur simultaneously and no
angular separation after one reflection is from 2 to separation of the doublet is apparent. (4)
10 minutes of arc given a practical range of from 106
to 300 for the Bragg angle. Another possible method Is to make the separa-

tion large enough so that the resolution of the system
This points to two methods of eliminating the can easily identify the difference between the two

difficulties associated with the Km doublet. Either peaks. As shown previously, choosing an atomic plane
make the angular separation so small that it cannot for the collimating crystal that has a Bragg angle
cause any confusion, or, make it so large that It is that Is large when compared with the measured crystal
easy to distinguish one peak from another. :oth plane Bragg angle will result in angular separation
alternatives will be discussed further in later approaching 10 arc-minutes. As the two peaks also
sections. differ significantly in amplitude, Identification of

the K., peak Is usually quite simple.

A third method Is to simply Ignore the doublet

It. SINGLE UCAN K-RAYJ AXIN£S and train the x-ray operators in methods that elimi-

nate any such problem. Such an approach is used in at
least three crystal facilities.

Single Crystal X-Ray Diffraction 
Sytel

The third method is also of some practical
This Is the simplest form of x-ray system, con- importance an the new doubly-rotated cuts, such as the

msting of a power supply, x-ray tube, collimating SC-Pat, pose a special problem. A single measurement
lits, a nickel filter, a holder for the crystal being using one atomic plane is no longer sufficient. At
measured, a gonlometer head for masuring the reflec- least two measurements using two atomic planes are
tion angles, and a suitable x-ray detector. Such a required. Routine measurements which require matching
system Is shown in Figure 9. (5) atomic planes as in the first method above, require

either two x-ray systems, or a change of the collimat-
Accuracy of this type of system in governed bV ing crystal. Given further the difficulties of mount-

the allowable slit vidths, the x-ray intensity avoV.- Ing the crystal to be measured accurately and repeat-
able, the path length from the source to the crystal edly, and the additional alignment problems with a
blank, and the resolution of the goniometer. iith change of collimating crystal, methods which are
care, measurements to about 5 minutes of arc are p.s- developed to measure a crystal blank orientation with-
alble, but rarely achieved in practice. The Ka doub- out worrying about the Ka doublet lead to significant
let is usually not resolvable in such a system. productivity improvements.

Rocking.Curvye - With advances in automation
Dual Cryntal X-Ay_. raclon Systems and computer systems, it becomes poasible to further

enhance x-ray resolution and accuracy by providing a
In this system, (61 an additional crystal, usu- controlled angular rotation, or 'rocking' motion of

ally called the reference or collimating crystal, is the crystal being measured. Diagrams of possible eye-
mounted such that it prosIdes a highly directional, teas for the AT-cut and SC-cut are shown In Figures 12
monochromatic x-ray beam. Such a system is shown in and 13 respectively. For the system shown in Figure
Figure 10. The radiation from the x-ray tube is 13, actual .rcking curves for the two orthogonal poai-
directed at the surface of the colliati,g crystal. tions are shown in Figures 14 and 15.
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The virtu* of these system@ to that the x-ray II 1LIL CNXRV1AHNS
Intensity data And position data of the crystal being X iTPE3AIKRYIAI1f
measured can be taken simultaneously tnd th4P peak at Although !at *or* camplicntod thefn A, !ngl* btam
the, intentsity curve calculated through advanctd algo- x-ray system, &Ad hence Aleo not very versatile, aul-
rithaic techniques to provide a *art accurate measure- ip.le bam x-ray system& have, ben in productilon use
sent of the reflection angles than that which In for nearly 20 years.
possible for a human operator.

Thea# syst*U* have their start In tho r*Ali-.A*
uon that:Pat Error - A mcre serious area for considerA'

tion to the possible error that arise beause of *A complete determination of the tr-
blank wisalignment during measurement. rare in a quart: plate includes the measurement

of angle terrr about thr** mutually p~rp*And1cu'
In every case of practical interes in the lar Axe ouch as, for example, the Plato 4doges,

aking of quart: resonators, the atomic planes used in Thorofore. in correcting a Plate we ost tise
x-ray reflection do not correspond with the surfaco three dlifferent x-ray *#hot**; usually two Ont
teinq measured, Thus, ma the, blank being measured is Vv sajor surfect with the plate rotated ')06
rotated About Its surface normal, the actual goniose- betvvtn the two taots *Ad a third on a tor'Azo
ter angle measured varies as shown in Figure 16. The normal to the &ajor surface. coamonly called an
angle a shown to the angle between the ourface edge.'
normal and the normal to the &tonic plane used. Thus
the, goniouster traces a curve about 0 : 4. V.L. lond

E.J. Armstrong 171The angle between the Atomic plane used and the
surface of several standard crystal cuto Is shown in
Table 2. As can be seen, the angle varies from about In practice, Obtaining two shots' 90' apart On
30 to about 16'. In practice. angle* up to about 25' the major surface is quit# difficult without go1ng to
can be used. extremes in correcting for &ll of the. errors which can

Arise vhtn not at the oinisuu (or **visual Of TIgur#

aff R.APC A'G. E g For any of the vast commonly used crystal cuts.
AT. AT, or SC, of all the useful planes sufficiently

01.1 2.95 parallel to the surface of the cut to minisi:C mast of
AT 03.2 7.57 the known aources of error, none form the reqvired 10

12.2 16.62 relationship with the Idealized cut when vtnetd on A
streographic projection (1). liany Are close. for

10.1 6.7fl example, the 02.2 pan* Ad the 12-2 plane for the AT
ST 20.3 4.73 cut.

21.3 422Even more difficult in satisfying the final

12.2 4.1 requirement, a *shot* at the blank edge. This conds-
SC12.3 7:7tion can be satisfied by finding an atomic plane vhich

11.2 30 33 is not nearly, parallel to the desired surface, but iso.
H1.1 11:95 Almost perpendicular to the desired surface. Planes

exist lying within 50 of being Perpendicular to all of
the major cuts. All investigated have useful x-ray
reflection intensity.

Table 2. Angle between the atomic plane Indicated and The "~rpendicular plane is used primarily to
the surface of common quartz. crystal cuts establish the correct 'psi' rotation of the blank.

This greatly minimis the psi errors on the other two
atomic planes as diacumsed above. Also, as discutoed

The optimum points for m*suring a crystal are above, not extreme accuracy io required In the align-
at the extreme points of Figure 16, i.e., at Its mini- sent or determination of the actual x-ray peak posi-
mum or its maximum. Practical considerations *ape- tion. Accuracies on the order of 0.5 degrees of rota-
cially when using a collimating crystal plane which Ins ~ atuull ufcet
not the nse, as the plane being measured, indicates to r sal ufcet
that the minimum of the curve is preferred. By the proper determination of a set of planes

which: meet the above requirements, it is possible to
In virtually every single, bena system, the blank construct a system which can be used to either measure

being massured is oriented through the use, of one or or to angle-correct A quartz blank. Such a system,
mor& reference edges on the blank. Figure 17 Indi- designed for angle-correcting SC-cut blanks, Is shown
cates that to obtain an orientation accuracy of 5 arc- in Figure 18. It Is unique in its use of only two x-
seconds or better Implies that the allowable edge oni- ray sources to generate the necessary 3 x-ray beams.
entation error is one degree or less. This is usually This system ham been functional for nearly a decade
not a problem in AT or BT blanks cut froz well ori- and repeatedly angle-corrects blanks to a total 2-
ented cultured material, but can be serious in doubly- sigma scatter of less than 5 arc-seconds. (81
rotated blanks or blanks poorly cut from natural
material. Drawbacks to multiple beam systems are their

complexity, cost, and lack o2 versatility, The SC-cut
system shown in Figure IS is limited by its internal
construction to operation within 30 arc-minutes of the
original TTC-cut. Changing to another crystal cut
requires an entirely new machine, Indeed, the one
shown got its start almost 2 decades ago as an AT-cut
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machine, then vat completely redesigned and rebuilt In ACXOWLEDGMXCNTS
its present form.

The authors wish to acknovledge the work of Dr.
Hugo von Fellner for the x-ray lineshapes precented,
and for the efortc, encouragement, and direction of

XV. APPLICATIONS Dr. Virgil Bottom, without whom, many of us would not
be in thIs business.

Sorting

This is the so*t common usage of x-ray reflec-
tion systems In crystal production today. Although REFERENCES

much precision can be obtained in the saving opera-
tions that yield quartz blanks, In the final analysis,
sat crystal operations depend upon sorting crystal 1. elaing, R.A.. Quartz Crystals for Electrical Cir-

blan~a to some form of specification. This usually cults, Electronic Industries Association. Washington

taken the fors of x-ray goniometer readings. ith a D.C., 1970, pg. go.

knowledge of operating temperature vs. orientation
angle, this i usually sufficient to obtain crystal 2. Private communication, Dr. Hugo von Feltner.

blanks with the proper perferpance. This is espe-
cially true for the AT-cut, 3. Holaing, pg. 97.

Recent advances include automation, sorters, and 4, Bottom, V.C., Xntroduction to Ouartz Crystal Unit
mutohandlers, all under computer control. (2, 10, II, Desmfl, Van Nostrand, Reinhold, 1082, pp. 186-A87.

121 5. eising, pg. 108, if. See also: ond, V.L.,

Incorporation of rocking curve calculations a* Cryypos Technolojy, John Wlley L sons, New York, 1976,

discussed above also improve the overall accuracy of pp. 86-91.

the x-ray system. 6. Bond, .L., OA Double-Crystal X-Ray Goniometer for
Accurate Orientation Determination,* Proc. IRE. Aug.
150, pp, 886-889.

In several crystal production facilities, a very
limited number of different resonator blanks are in ?. eiming. p;, 128.
production. For example, all units produced might be
required to have turnovers between 1010 und 1050 C. 8. An measured in the system deacrlbed Ins Chambers,
If the yield due to sorting is not sufficiently htgh, J.L.. 'An Instrument for Automated Keasurement of the
a more difficult production process may be required. Angles of Cut of Doubly Rotated Quartz Crystals,*
Angle correction is a process whereby the actual our- Proc. of thq_?7th Mjnual Symppsium on Frequency Con-

face of the crystal blank can be changed slightly In tro), IEEE 83CH1957-0, 1983, pp. 275, If.
orientation angle to provide the correct cry'Atallo-
graphic orientation in the final blank. Blanks can be 9. Darces, J.F. and Merigoux, H., 'Final X-Ray Con-
produced In this manner to an accuracy of :3 arc- trol of the Orientation of Round or Rectangular Quart:
seconds with a yield -* ater than 99%. Slides for Industrial Purposes," Pr9c. of the 32nd

AnuAl.yumPlxtum opFlequnc_ Control, CIA, 1978, pp.
In one method, the crystal Is mounted on a lap- 304-309.

ping fixture with adjustable diamond leet toee Figure
191 which rest against a reference surface on the x- 10. Asanuma, X. and Ashara, J., "Highly Precise M-
ray system shown in Figure 20. Instead ol actually surement of Orientation Angle for Crystal Blanks,*
measuring the surface orientation, the diamond feet ?roc._ cf tht 34th Annual Sympooium on Frequency Con-
are adjusted until the crystal In at the desired trot, CIA, 1980, pp. 120-130.
orientation. The lapping fixture with the crystal
blank attached Is placed on an abrasive lapping 11. Knolmayer, E., *X-Ray Goniometry of the Modified
machine. Quartz removal continues until the diamond (simplified) Doubly Rotated Cuts,* Proc. 9f the 35th
tipped foeet prevent any further lapping. The new, nnualSm~ m CInFrequenc.Controj CIA, 1981, pp.
lapped, crystal surface is now at the desired orients- 56, ff.
tion. 12. Merigoux, H. and Darces, J.F., 'I Angle In

In another method, the crystal is carefully a,- a Triply Rotated Cut, Determination and Control,0
sured using a rocking curve system. Correction fac- Prop. of the 40th Annual Symposium on Frgquency Con-
tore are computed based on the measured x-ray angles. trol, fE 86CH230-9, Oi6, pp. 140144.
The crystal blank is then inserted into a special vac-
uum chuck which in adjustable in rotation about 3 per-
pendicular uxes. The correction factors are dialed
Into the chuck sett:ngs, and the surface of the crys-
tal ground with a diamond wheel to the correct crys-
tallographic orientation.

Other methods which depend upon asymmetric sur-
face damage, step etches, etc.. have been tried but
have not been incorporated inte, full-scale production
operations.
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Figure 19. Adjuatabic lopping fixture

Figure 20. Single axis x-ray system used for angle
correction.
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M UPDATE OF SURFACE MOUNT PACKAGES FOR VARTZ CRYSTAL PRODUCTS

Clifford Mercer
Reeves-Roffman Division
Carlisle, PA 17013

Abstract recoends gold plated tabs for vapor and Infrared
reflow systems and nickel-tin plating for wave solder.

In the 8th (1986) Quartz 0evices Conference I For parts requiring 0od solderability after a long
Exhibition Proceedings, the author reported on the shelf life, a nickel-tin plating plus a solder dip Is
past, present and future of surface runt components recownended. All are available when requested. For
for quartz frequency control products. Industry more details contact:
standards for electronic components were reviewed for State Corporation
possible application to the quartz Industry. The 512 RorpoanSt
impact of surface mount board processing on cooponent Orange, CA 926St
package design was discussed. Available suppliers of Or?4) C3978
surface mountable quartz crystal products and descrip- (74) 639-810
tions of those products were listed. SpicificatIons
for environmental testing of surface mount quartz
rcducts were proposed.

This paper concentrates on the availability of
Furface mount quartz products.

Introduction

Approximately fifty (50) manufacturers of quartz
frequency control products were contacted to determine
whether or not they offered for sale surface mount
crystals, oscillators or filters. Those companies
that did were requested to send sample packages and
product data sheets. Photographs of those devices are
presented. Details on package materials, construction,
dimensions and applications are presented if the Infor-
ration was made available by the manufacturers.

Although every effort was made to accurately pre- Figure 2. LCCC from Statek Corporation
sent this Information, final package details and prod- Figure 2 shows a .400'x.4001 LCCC. With a ceramic
uct data should be obtained from the respective lid the packagemasures .00" in height. An .ce0i
companies. heir telephone numbers and addresses are high option is available with i neta) lid. This is a
listed. 24-pin device with .050" lead centers. TIL and CMOS

Product Descript. Ins oscillators from 10 K1iz to 2 MRz are available in thisPpackage. Statek advertises that this package is suit-

able for wave solder and t,4por phase reflow systems.
(Reference Figure 1 description for company address.)

Figure 1. Ceramic Packages from Statek Corporation

Figure 1 is a picture of two (2) miniature ceramic Figure 3. LCCC from Oscillatek Corporation
packages with glass covers hermetically soft solder
sealed. The larger package measures .335"x.160"x.080". Shown in Figure 3 is a .480"x.480" 40-pin LCCC.
The smaller measures .275"x.108"x.075". In the larger The pins are on .040" centers. The package measures
package AT strip resonators from 10 to 30 Mtz can be .120 high. Oscillatek advertises that TTL and COS
supplied. Tuning fork type resonators from 10 KHz to oscillators are available in this package.
2 MHz are available in the smaller package. The larger
package can be supplied on 16 mm tape while the smaller Oscillatek Corporation
package is supplied on 12 mm tape.Both are available on 620 Nlorth Lindenwood Drive
7" or 13" reels as well as in trays or in bulk. The Olathe, Kansas 66062
available data sheet specifies that these parts will (913) 829-1777
withstand 270*C for ur to 30 seconds. Statek

CH2427-3/87/0Ou-258 $1.00 C 1987 IEEE 258



Figure 4. Flatpack from Oscillatek Corp. Figure 6. .500 Square 4-Pin from CTS Knights, Inc.

Figure 4 shows a .625"x.625"x.1SO" "tal flatpack. CTS Knights, Inc. also supplies a .500" square
The 20 pins are on .050" centers. TTL and CMS version (Figure 6) of the package shown In Figure 5.
oscillators can be supplied in this package. TTL oscillators from 307 Kz to 70 PItz and I1CMOS
(Reference Figure 3 description for company address.) oscillators from 4 Miz to 25 IMz are avallable In this

package. (Reference Figure 5 description for company
address.)

Figure 5. 4-Pin from CTS Knights, Inc.

Figure 5 is a picture of a .500"x.800", 4-pin Figure 7. LCCC from CTS Knights, Inc.
package. The body height is .200". The leads add
.050" to the overall height. The leads are flattened CTS offers a .480" square LCCC (Figure 7) with 40
and formed into a gullWing configuration. The package leads on .040" centers. The package height is .075".
is made of cold rolled steel and is hermetically Not pictured but also available are .650" square and
sealed by resistance welding. The leads are nickel .450" square LCCC packages. Consult the factory for
plated Kovar for good solderobility and lead compli- oscillator specifications on all three packages.
ance. Parts can be supplied on tape and reel. TTL, (Reference Figure 5 description for company address.)
CMOS, ECL clocks and TTL type VCXO oscillators are
available. Consult the factory for details. CTS
claims that these parts will meet a 16-hour solder-
ability steam test. CTS also advertises that the
package is suitable for wave solder and vapor phase
reflow systems.

CTS Knights, Inc.
400 Reimann Avenue
Sandwich, IL 60548

(815) 786-8411
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Figure 8. 8-Pin gullwing Epoxy Package from Figure 10. TO Header from Piezo Crystal Company
H-Tron Industries, Inc.

Piezo Crystal Company has just developed an 1IC-37/U
size header for the high reliability crystal market
(Figure 10). The package measures .510W in diameter
and .200" in height. The package is gold plated.
Piezo claims helium leak rates better thin 1 x 10-10
atm cc/see. Parts are coldweld sealed. Unique
features include wraparound contact pads for easier
solder Joint inspection and a notched glass base for
auto placement orientation.

Plezo Crystal Company
P. O. Box 619

Carlisle, PA 17013
(717) 249-2151

M-TFIU

Figure 9. g-Pin Butt and J Lead Epoxy Package from
11-Tron Industries, Inc.

M-Tron Industries, Inc. offers a .500"x.300" epoxy
package with gullwing leads (Figure 8) and butt or J
leads (Figure 9). All three (3) package bodies are
160" in height. Total package height with leads is

approximately .210". Ilermeticity is achieved by encap-
sulating a metal hermetically sealed package in epoxy.
AT strip resonators are used. Frequencies between 4 to
24 M1z can be supplied. M-Tron advertises that this
package is suitable for all solder reflow systems.
Consult the M-Tron product data sheet for solvent
resistivity specifications. Figure 11. Ceramic Package from Motorola, Inc.

M-Tron Industries, Inc.
100 Douglas Avenue Motorola, Inc. offers a 4-leaded ceramic hermetic-

Yankton, S.D. 57078 ally sealed package which measures .560"x.370". The
(605) 665-9321 sample pictured in Figure 11 and Figure 12 incorporates

the optional J lead with an overall height of .155".
The standard product (not shown) comes with a C lead
and overall height of .125". Leads are copper pre-
tinned with solder. Parts can be supplied on 24 mm
tape in either 7" or 13" reels or in tubes. CMOS and
TTL clocks between 1.25 to 35 PJ1z using AT strip
resonators can be supplied in this package. The very
complete product data sheet states thermal shock,
vibration, mechanical shock and temperature cycle
environmental test conditions this product will pass.
Pad geometrics, land patterns and solder paste screen-
ing specifications are also listed. Motorola states
this part is suitable for vapor phase and wave solder
applications.
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Figure 12. J-Lead Details of Motorola Package Figure IS. IC-49/U Style Holders from Valpey-Fisher
Motorola, Inc. Components Div. 

Corporation

2553 N. Edgington St.
Franklin Park, IL 60131(314) 4SI-1000

Figure 16. Short, Leadless HC-4g/U Style Holder from
Valpey-Fisher Corporation

Fig. 13. Plastic Package from Std. Com unication Corp. Valpey-Fisher Corporation offers a standard HC-49/U
package with forzed leads for surface munt. A third

Figure 13 shows a top and bottom view of a plastic lead is attached to the top of the crystal cover as
package measuring .SID"x.200". Four (4) leads are shown in Figure IS. A short version (.200" rmaxiiu
bent in a C configuration. A hermetically sealed AT height) is shown in Figure 16. This has been mounted
strip resonator in a 3 x 8 m, metal package is encap- on a printed circuit board for leadless surface count
sulated in the plastic as shown in Figure 14. The applications.
frequency range available is 4 to 20 MHz.

Fig.14.Cross Section of the Std. Comm.Plastics Package 
Figure 17. 4-Pin Header from Valpey-Fisher Corp.

The 4-pin header in Figure 17 measures .800"x.500"
Standard Comunications Corp. and has the leads fomed into a gullwing configuration.

P. 0. Box 92151 Unlike the CTS part (Figure 5), the leads of the
Los Angeles, CA 90009 Valpey-Fisher package are not flattened.

(213) 532-5300
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Vaipey-Fisher Corporation75 South Street

Hopkinton, MA 01748
(617) 435-03,

Figure 20. LCCC's from McCoy Electronics Coe.any

The LCCC on the left, Figure 20, measures .480"
square by .085" and has 40 pins on .040" centers.

Figure 18. Ceramic Package from Standard Crystal Corp. Clock oscillators from 10 to 100 1f., crystals fro
10 to 300 IOz and filters from 10 to 30 141z are avail-

The package in Figure 18 consists of an all ceram- able. The package on the right in Figure 20 measures
Ic base and cover. It measures .400"x.2SO"x.070". AT ,650" square by .005" high. It is a 40-pin device on
resonators from 4 Mz to 200 101z can be supplied In .050 centers. McCoy advertises T7L clocks from 1 to
this package. Not shown are two gold fired contact 100 M1z in this package. (Reference Figure 19
pads on the underside of the holder. description for cot any address.)

Standard Crystal Corp.
9940 Baldwin Place
Cl Monte, CA 91731

(818) 443-2121

Figure 21. LCCC's from Spectrum Technology, Inc.

The package on the left in Figure 21 measures
.650" square by .085" high. It has 44 pins on .050"

Fig. 19. Ceramic Flatpack from McCoy Electronics Co. centers. Spectrum Technology advertises this package
for MIL-0-55310/20 oscillators.

The ceramic flatpack in Figure 19 measures .600"x
.4G0"x.100" high. The twenty (20) leads are on .050" The package in the center of Figure 21 measures
centers. In this package FcCoy offers clock oscilla- .560" square by .105" high. It has 48 pins on .040"
tors from 14 to 60 Mlz, crystals from 10 to 300 Niz centers.
and filters from 10 to 30 MHz. The package on the right in Figure 21 rmeasures

McCoy Electronics Cor.pany .480" square by .085" high. It has 40 pins on .040"
100 Watts Street centers. Spectrum Technology uses this package for
P. 0. Box B MIL-O-5S310/19 oscillators.

Mount Holly Springs, PA 17065 Spectrum Technology, Inc.
(717) 486-3411 P. O. Box 948

Goleta, CA 93116
(805) 964-7791
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Figure 22. Metal F1atpacks from Spectrtm Technology Figure 24. IIC-49/U Type Headers from Murata Erie
North Akric

The four flatpacks in Figure 22 range from 1.00"x
.500"x.200" (left), .6250 square x .120" (2nd from The IIC-49/U type headers in Figure 24 are supplied
left), .375x.S00"x.lIO" (2nd from right) to .250"x.375" by Hurta Eric with forctd leads for surface count
x.060" (right). All leads are on .050 centers. TTl. applications. A third lead is optional if a chip
and CWS ostillators are available in all packages. component is not used for the third SuppOrt. (Refer-
The .625" square package is used priwrily for HLt-0- ence Figure 23 description for coLany address.)
55310/21 oscillators. Consult the factory for applica-
tion details. (Reference Figure 21 description for
company address.)

M**?ATA ERIE
Figure 25. Tubular Ceramic Package fvom Murata-Erie

North Armrica

Figure 23. 4-Pin Header from 8urata-Erie North America

The 4-pin from I ,rata Erie measures .500"x.900".
The body package height is .185", not counting the
leads. The leads are flattened and formed into a gull-
wing configuration. TTL and CMOS oscillators are
available in this package.

Murata Erie North America
Carlisle Division
453 Lincoln St.
P. 0. Box B

Carlisle. PA 17013
(717) 249-2232

Fig. 26. Plastic Packages from Murata Erie it. kerica

The ceramic tube shown in Figure 25 is presently
used by Purata Erie to package ceramic resonators. It
measures .275" long by .110" in diameter. The plastic
packages shown in Figure 25 measure .315" square by
.140" high and is also presently used to house
ceramic resonators. (Reference Figure 23 description
for company address.)
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Figure 27. 4-Pin Package from Reeves-H1offoan Division Figure 29. Mtal Flatpacks from Reeves-H1offman Div.

The package supplied by Reeves-H1offman Div. and Figure 29 illustrates a sample of more than
shown in Figure 27 measures .500" square. Total height twenty (20) different metal flatpacks available from
Including leads is .265". The leads are flattened and Reeves-11offman Div. Consult the factory for package
formed Into a gullwing configuration. Base material Is dimensions, (Reference Figure 27 description for
cold rolled steel. The leads are kovar. Parts are company address.)
hermetically sealed with a resistance weld process.
Nickel plating is used to Improve corrosion resistance. Additional Sources of Surface Mount Coeapnflt
Crystals from 4 to 200 Miz are supplied in this
package. The following companies also offer surface mount

Reeves-!loffran Division quartz frequency control products. In each case, the

400 W. North St. manufacturer should be contacted for details.

Carlisle, PA 17013 C g 'e
(717) 243-5929 . .. ..

Midland Ross Corporation Modified IIC-18/U and
357 Belort St. HIC-33/U Packages
Burlington, WI 53105

(414) 763-3591

Monitor Products Co., Inc. Modified HC-49/U
502 Via del Monte .500" x .800" Gullwing
Oceanside, CA 92054 4-Pin
(619) 433-4510

Bliley Electric Co. .520 Square Uullwing
2545 Y. Grandview Blvd. 4-Pin, Modified IIC-18/U
Erie, PA 16506
(814) 838-3571

Connor-Winfield Corp. .500 x .800" Gullwing
114 West Washington 4-Pin
P. 0. Box L

Figure 28. Butt Lead Packages from Reeves-H1offman West Chicago, IL 6-3185

Division (312) 231-5270

Butt lead packages are available from Reeves- Dale Electroni .500" x .800" Gullwin
IHoffman Div. in both the itC-37/U style and 14-pin DIP T155 . 23rd 5. 4-Pin, .480" Square LCCC
style packages as shown in Figure 28. The leads on Te0pe AZ 85282
both packages measure .017" in diameter with a .040" (602) 967-7874
head. The standard lead length is .050". Leads are
rade of alloy 52 to irprove compliance. Base material 0ughes Aircraft Co. Metal Flatpacks,
is cold rolled steel. Excellent coplanarity results 500 Superior Avenue Custo Ceramic
with this unique design, The round header is .510" in Nwport Beach, CA 92663
diameter and .230" high including leads. Crystals (714) 759-2430
from 4 to 200 MHz can be supplied in this package.
The rectangular package (Figure 28) measures .800"x Q-Tech Corporation .625" Square and .50" x.500" and can be supplied with up to 14 leads. Ci.'.S, 2201 Carmelina Ave. .375 Flatpacks, .650"

.504 ad an e sppiedwit u to14 eas. 1J!S, Los Angeles, CA 90064 Square and .480" Square
TTL, ECL (1OK) and ECL (lOOK) clocks and TTL VCXO's Los AglC9 06 S
are supplied in the rectangular package. Consult the (213) 820-4921 LCCC's
factory for details. (Reference Figure 27 description Saronix Leadless .200"x.500"
for company address.) 4010 Transport St. Plastic Package, .160"x

Palo Alto, CA 94303 .335" Leadless Ceramic
(415) 856-6900 Package
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Sokol Crystal Products Various LCCC's
121 Water St.
P. 0. Box 249
Mineral Point, WI 53565
(608) 987-3363

Daiwa Crystal Corp. Short IIC-49/U, .2004 x
3838 Carlson St. .400" Leadless Piastic,
Sutle 301 .181" x .417" Glass
Torrance, CA 90503

Vectron Laboratories, Inc. Various Flatpacks, .500"
166 Glover Ave. x .800' Gullwing 4-Pin
Norwalk, CT 06850
(203) 853-4433

Cowpanies interested In registering th2ir surface
mount packages for the purposes of eventual standardi-
zation should request Inforation from:

P-4 Corinittee on Mechanical Outlines
c/o Electronics Industry Association
Engineering Departme-t
2001 Eye Street, H..
Washington, D.C. 20006

The following chain of events is required before a
crP ent €ti be registered:

a Font) Request to EIA
b CIA Approval to Ballot
c P-4 Committee Ballots
d P-4 Committee Makes Recommendation
e CIA Parts Panel Chairman Acts on Recommendation
f Final Drawings Are Requested
g EIA Publishes Registered Compenent

Acenowledgement

The author would like to thank all of those compa-
nies that allowed photographs of their products to be
shared with the industry. Without their cooperation,
this report would not have been possible.
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Abstatr._.t Nonlinear fundamental egisitati

atrndnl inetir rundasamnt ml rontit ant:
Nonlineritles arc at thle origin or most or tie nstan-
bilitict of renonatara and oscillators, and a large It In not tle purpose of thin paper to glv on exhrsi:-
errort during tile two lost decodes .4aa fichlemd to Live prment4tlol of tile nonlinear theory or clnsti.
roduco-their frrects. At thle opposlte they can tu used city aid piezoelectricity. The details or this thuory
in some applicaLlons like snsors or signal procas- can be round in dirrercnt paper: or I~rniighnn, Touin
nig. The paper Introducen tle dirrorent nonlinear l ur a on J ilraten. t pae over it rnees I Tportnt

rundomentl constants whirls c n be mncountered in a to incribe tile dirrerent nonlinear contributions, and
crystal In relation wit Its *nstic, pidtoelectric, to recall that tih nonlinear rund utentol constants are
dielert.ric, oplic, propertics. The kno.t|cdg of thO not tN: only canoo or notilinearitlie, and that ih
dirferent constants 4nd tIho confidence one rai htavo it fundamental equatiom have an inherent nonlinear
commnted. The unknown constantsl itd the nend or UteO- nature, i r ,ch cannot be negeIcted.
ouring como or them i also indicated. 11w nrinuence
or thene constanta on the behavior of re-ionator: and Ilie ehavlor of a solid acbmitted to a finite tkrorma-
other devices In presented. Lion (and not to on inrinite imai one) is destcribed by

equilibrium and constitutive equations, which ore non-
linear. Thuze nonlincarities arc due to thej *,form -

Introduction LIOn thoenivet,, which induce locul changoo ofr the
specific mass, or li elementary nurfoti area , which

Thn properties or acoustic waves and thererore the modifq the direction or the currace normal vectors,
characteristic* or resonatoro and other piezoelectric etc. As 4t consequence, the Internal aLren.ew (which
devicen can be influenced by internal or external are force per unit .irracen) cannot be proportional
para"turn on account or tle nonlinear ;Jropertie: r.r to tle strains.
tie crystal. These nonlinearities are at the origin or
harmonic generation, oeplitude-rrequcncy/vmlocity A point or tl solid with coordinates nj, when Pt rest
eFFect, interwodulation, in case or interactionn beL- (initial state) comes to a new position or coordinates
wean waoves, an or the sensitivities to various physi- xj ('ina! state) after a deformation.
cal quantities, like temperature, forces, occtmra-
Lions, pressures, elucLric rields, ... when the acous- The mechanical equilibrium is represented in the final
tic wave Is propagnting In a medium with n bins. It state by tle t.qution
must be remembered, in addition, that nonlincaritien
rind their origin In the anliarmonic n~iure or tie dvl )
Interatomic forces or the crystal, end Uat. well known P =. (1)
phenomena like acoustic nttenunt ion, thermal expnn- dL Ox1
alon, heat dirrusion result from phonon Interactions therel vj is the is tantsmneous velociLy or tie elemen-
due to the nonlinear coopling between the lattice tory parLicle (vj = daj/dt), P io tme cifcric mass
modes. matter deformation, antlil j represent tile stresses in

the final state. Therefore it in obvious that thi:Since nil these different kinds or nonlinear couplings equation is nonlinear.
are in tact a cause or instabilities in the piezoelec-
tric devices, and mainly In resonators, large offorLs Ihe corresponding boundary condition, in case or a
hove been made during the two last decades in trying stress rree surface, it
to reduce them. However the description or the non-
linear behavior or the device requires tle knowledge, n, Tij = 0 on the surrnce (2)
or not only the regular second order fundamental cons-
toons or the material, but also or 4.he higher order where the rosine direcLor nI or the normal to the
constants or the third order and In s(K. cases or the surface, in tle final sLate, depends on the spaLial
rourth order. coordinates.

At the opposite, nonlinearities can be used to make, The stresses Tp/ are relnt' Lt. the internal energy x
for example, a resonatitr selectively sensitive to a (per unit mass) by the constituLive equation
given physical quantity. Thus it can be used as a sen- axi axj x
sor. Temperature, pressure, acceleration, etc, sensors -= - (3)
have been developed based on this principle. Nonl.nea- J a n
ritles also enable to achiee convolution products or k 91 aqkt
correloLin runction calculation. In those applica- where nqk corresponds to the sLrain tensur. This rela-
tions the knowledge or nonlinear constants also is Lion also is nonlinear, wh-itever tle expression or the
necessary for Improving the sensitivity or the efri- internal energy x can be.
ciency.

This paper will be related with the phenomena resul-
ting mainly ot elastic and piezoelectric nonlinea-
rities.
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Ih strain tenoor NX is given m, n function or the Nonlinear ela tle :ontLnit
chnical diplacemnt j - aj by te rlation We will consider the simpllfid pmra elalestic cse. The

I auk -ul Ou0 aua differant problcms, which generally are encountered,
! -( + (A) can be elasified Into two Ia famsies propligai.lon

= 2 a. i +ro it of a r.te mplitude wave In a tionlinoer medium, mid
propagaLion or An infinitesimal wave In a preatriined

ftl third term or this rotation is nonlinear. It io nonlineor meditm.
alo to be oollced tr,4t this tensor is written lith
respect to ite. Initil tate coordinate system. In the first coae, Lte previous equitlons (I to 5

without wiy electrical term), lend to thu wave propa-
This brier presentation ws lmited for oaliliclty to gtlon Mnlton
thu pure wchanical eqution. for n piezoelectric 0u1 a Oil u 1
solid, electric equntions are to We pdaied, which also j
will giva odwtltial 0 ioails at' IjX+IICm 471104 70 1
Tihoe different nonlinooetitleo wore Introduced with a k tu U
almost no assumption on the nature or the ld (at k ,. a,) +
the exception or the npecific madS). almnlPel q( an

Ilia peculiar properties of the solid ore definud by where yijliJkln And 6 1jk#.Afln ore errecLive noviwor
the expression or thu intern.l unergy. 1, one con)I- ulastic ronatants or Ve rd mid 4th ordvrr,",
dirs a medlum submitted to both fchanicol and elec-
trical rields, respectively noted ilj and Cm in the YlJLkm is a functin or tie 2nd and 3rd order cons-
Initial s Lte devolopment in a powtr series gives tants (6kin is tLi Kronecker symbol)
for the internal enurgy pIr unit mass In the Initial 1
state Y -C 6 C 6 + C (7)

I1 C Ci 2. jjku'W 2 U11~ km * 1*1 jtS 2 Ijkcluvt(
2 2 ijk nl j %X * 6 CiJt41J n 1 kX nml onttd 61jkt, q 0 lei additlon runction also or tt th

+ 1 C order constants24 1 Jklmnpi n Ij n kJl neti nplq .

CC 1  CCC 61l pq 6jj hlit 6kC 66 1 *4Cljkp 6p (0)

q ... + Cijltt n 6kp l Ciqkum 6 p + j Cijkan q
2 "mnpq m 11 p

1 - Therefore the nonlinear behavior or th wave Is enLi-
mij In iJ 2 m. iJkU m4 iJ nkl rely defined by these effective elsiLe constants.

- E E ?I + higher In (fie present problem thetie n?1luaritles are at Lthe
2 nI M 1i i ~ order terms origin of harmonic generation, -' i" YM Its conse-

quences : aliude-Frequency err L 4-'3 and Inter-
C1 jkX C i kkmn, Cijlmenn represent respectively Lte modulation.
2n , 3rd Tand 4th order Q osLic constants (the ordercorresponds to their rank In Lite energy). AmplI ILucia-frrequency effect. results from Lte letter-

crrepnd to theire Lite nrgy).d4thoe action between 2nd and 3rd harmonics, which gives a
c, €) find Crqpq ore the 2nd, 3rd and 4th order correcting term at. the fundamental frequency. It.
dielectric constants. induces a change or the wave velocity, and thus for
e I are Lhe regular 2nd order piezoeloctric cons- resonators a change or their resonance frequency. As
Lans. shown in rig. 1, the resonance frequency or a quartz
Qm.iiid nnd emn.iJ ,orrespondant to nonlinear 3rd cry3Lal resonator depends on its driving level.
orde piezoconstants. They are respectively known us
electroelastie and electrostrictive constants (these Current i(mA)
tnst ones can exist even in a nonpiezoelectric
medium).

The previous equations indicate that the behavior or 3
the solid will involve two nonlinear contributions.
On the one hand will appear Lhe 3rd order constants //
combined with the linear part or the equntions, and on rig. 1
the other hand the nonlinear part of the equations 1 AmpliLude-rrequency er-
combined with the linear 2nd order constants. As it 2 / fect of a quartz crystal
will be shown furLher these two contribuLions are or resonator due to 3rd
the some order or magnitude and therefore none con be and 4Wh order nonlinea-
neglected. rities

In the microscopic model of the vibration or chains of
atoms, the Grneisen parameter is used for describing
anharsonic erret like acoustic attenuation or Lher-
mal expansion. - This pa'ameter can be elated LoLhe 2nd and 3rd order elastic consLants.1

-2.10Oa'.O 10
-

' 2.10
"  I

AT.CUT Frequency
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for ii one-dimensional resonator with Lhicitnese 2h and 2wjs~i2, 3w 3w'2, 2iw2+wj, cltc), which ill1 be located
infinite lateral aizea, without energy trapping, tlia also withlin the banldwidth, and therefore will list be

apitudo-irequency affect io represented by Ilia filtered. Thea generation or these intermodulation fru-
retlot Ion quenciea involves it p)reviously 2nd,, rqg and All

64 2 . 2114 9A order fundamentail elastic constants. - for Lte same
I rason, Intermodulotion cannot be evaluated from Lte

(- -G m),odelis, but these last onesn can be used to alpproximate
0. 1m, 2 values or uoa 4th% ordfer conaonts from the inter-

wher U0is he necnoial vbraionampitue. , r modulantion measuremento. Thij haa be done with thick-
nd 6 ore Lte 2nd, 3rd, anid 4th ordeor effective sins.. nesser(l'lt eotitr n4vigteCtic constants ror Lte vIYation code and the crystal conati mid also for X-cut lithium tontalato.2

cut w ich re c ntil oradComparison between quarlt md lithium tntalote Indi-
%VC~j1  Nti N xI A k eaten lower nonlinearities ror tin last one. Inter-

.t A N (10) modlation moasurements ware an achieved on quartz
I jkln I A Ni'tj k 'mSAW rosonotoig ml delay lines, which confirmed thea

A 61k~r"J I NXNn NI tj J 'm11)A-r results.

where ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~Ii th jsrpeettecsiedrcoso h h econdi family or nonlinear elastic problem cor-
gpropagt ion direction, isefined by thea crystal cut, and eInd to ethied meium. ia tofretimal anlsisd wov

a are tive cosine directors or the mechtanical sipiidb osdrn that teretica oif
plrzation for thce made wthicth in excited. ence on tlie static deformatilon. Only the mdificntions

of the wave chnractoristlCU by Ilhe predofarmation are
Thtis oshows; that thle ampittude-frequency effect depends considered. Thin realfitie hypothesiso enables to
not only onl the 7nd and 3rd order fundamental eloatic linieorize Lte equilibrium and constitutive equation.!,
constants, but ao'&t on thea ALh order ones. This in a by using n power ceries development gte9orally limited
Cerious difficulty for evaluating the amplitude- a la3dodro olnails33
frequency effect, from such models, because Lte vilues a h r re fnnietlis
or the 4th order fundomentl ulastle constants are This linearizantion Jeana to a new wave equattion which
almost completely unknowns, or,'! even thon#e of quartz conl be written
crydtal. Ilhe energy trapping mM. the resonator contour 2
Influence also the AXV behavior. ITherefore measeure- -b ___ Oil i
ments performeid on rqonntors give access to effective o ukr -

nonlinear constants, 6  which coti be ovaluoted by usoing at, Ono Oo
appropriate modls. a however the dispersion of Lte i
date, which in obsorvl;!, indicated the presence of where Askr are effective elastic constants, which
addititonal phtenomena. depend onl the static deformation, through 2nd laid 3rd

order elastic constants.
ror surface acoustic wove resonators the problem is
different, because the contl'butilon of tlia 4th order -lk f(2
constanits becomes neglegibie for it propagation bengthiAk Ciokr 'iskr (2
larger thon the wave length. Therefore the Intensity-
of the A-f affect can b~cinited, as a function of Clakr tire tile regular 2nd order constants and 'Ifskr
the crystal anisotropy. P oppeair as perturbatintg term

Comparison tins becn matte between DAW and SAW resona- bl Utorej as shown in Table 1. Thea A-f effect is given in -lsk = 6 1 +C+Csran+lkuvsu
term of the kc coefficient defined by the relation ~ ik Tsr I Csir +. Cl 't ikuvc
AM if kI2 where I In th nest of Lte current (13)

thrughtheresnatr. Tar, Suj, and BU1/Ont are Lte static stresses, sWalis
and displacement gradients. if these quantities ore

cut I requency o-factor A-f coef. k hlomogeneous, and do niot depend on the space variables,
the equilibrium equation can be directly solved after

SAW replacing the regular 2nd order constants by the
reoa r ST 110 l111z 26 000 1.1 10-3 /A effective ones. If tlile Aiskris are functionally depen-

OW used, which givett directly Lte velocity or frequency
rsnor AT 100 Niz 163 000 12.5 10-1 /A shifts, i.e. the sensitivity to Lte perturbation.

r.esonait 

p ce v rib 
e , e tu btorm 

th d t

OW Since these problems involve only 2nd and 3rd order
AT 5 11hz 12.106 2 10-1 IA undamental elastic constants, which are known for

resonator various materials, the models can be ugefully applied
_LI~tLI tilte determination of the sensitivities of resona-

Tableau I tore to different physical quantities like forces,
Comparison of the amplitude-frequency effect pressures and accelerations. As it will be shown fur-
of BAW and SAW quartz resonators (from flef. 14) ther tile same procedure applies to problems Involving

electrical phenomena in piezoelectric materials.
Intermodulation corresponds to a mixing of frequencies
when two (or more) signals at different but close fre- As It can be seen from equation (13) tile sensitivity
quencies are applied on a resonator. If rLte two frr- to external perturbations depends on tile crystal ani-
quencies, wl and w2, are within Lte resonator band- sotropy. Ti'erefore particular configurations can be
width Lte cubic nonlinearities will generate two fre- expected tu minimize the sensitivities when some comn-
quencies 2ti- 2 and 2w2 -ul (among th'i other ones like pensat ion between the different terms Of tmlstcr occurs.
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The 1) bgm or rorce-enlLtivitLy was extensively stu. Quartz accelorometero are also in progreo. 7 8
0 Out

died. In rig. 2 In presented on examplu or he they do not use Lhe g-scnaittvlLy of the crystal ratio-
calculated sensitivitieo or bulk tind surrace wave loter, hhich would be too low for a sensor. The acce-
resonators and delay lines to external diametrically laration field I transformed into a force, by means
applied Forces, Witch slows the dopendence or the or an inertial mass, iehlt oien in applied to dororm
cenniLivity to Liv- direction or the force application. the cryLnl. in rig. 4 it shown ts, exivple or a SAW

cant ilever b m accetromnater with Its main ald *pu-
rils sensitivities.

Bulk nve Stirrace wave

.lI- I"" ..- r:_,, I'rie,y slh i [ a , '

I ilitii ( (h)

-621

~CiiW

60O IIA SA 0 HHOz tm

-I0

' 20.
O.

/n prnipeude(auu nlsnloue 1ee)r /

0o - r u

I'. / I211

M( 6i0 901 120 150W

Forceu di e t thI riiftui ll n r () 1111

rig. 2
rorce-sensitivity or flAw and SAW reaonntoro igand tklo. linen SAW pressure sensor

So.nasivity to hydroutatic pressuru is tin Indirect
problem tar FAW rearnator. Th crystal resonator to
in principle under vacuum in its enclosure. Therefore
there n no nirect arreJ or the surrounding onu on
the vibrating crystal. However the goo pressurit nctu
on the enclosure and dtorms it. Forces are trmamit-
ted to tlie crystal by the mounting supports and a
Frequency srt occurs die to theuresulting atresses
and strains. For regulor quartz resonators senitivi-
tieas or the order or 10/bor are observed. With
appropriate mounting I ima o be red eL1 z
by almost a Factor 10.(ei t n d)

Configurations wiL larger nalueso or the oiskr couHvi-
ientL a lso studied For presture sensor ipplica-

Lions . An example or a SAW pressure sensor is
shown in rig. 3. This sensor is made or a thin
diapLhrag supporting one or two SAW delay lines or SC-cut (7 0) Theoretical Experimental
resonators located at thie maxima or sensiLivity a the at 100 Mil Values values
subst rate. ______________ Iz/9) (tz/g)

Acceleration sensitivity remains one or the most Main g-sensitivity 1307 1318
important problems. Under an acceleration Field thie Transverse g-sensitivity 3.3X10- no measurobil
quartz crystal is submitted to a system or body Forces Compression 9-sensitivity 8 10
due to the opplig field and reaction Forces exerted ____________

by the supports. - Large efforts wer undertaken in
order to reduce this g-sensitivity, because or its
implication for spatial and tactical quartz oscilla-
tors. Reduct n of the sensitivity from a rew 109/91 rig. 4
to a Few 10" /g was achieved on DAW resonaLoa. 7 7 5  SAW cantilever beam accelerometer
With SAW devices the situation was worse (10 /g)'

but improvements also were obtained, and sensitvite 97
or the order of a rew 10" /g are obtainable today. ,
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All theme sanaiLivities to forces, preonurua, or Occe- given In lable 1l1. More recently the cnam calculation
laratoym tre related to errectiva 3rd order cons- was made by Lee and e. ended to the secondt order Lem-
tuonto, khich Involve 2nd and 3rd order fundnamnt.; puralure derivaLives. These lost ones are arrecitva
elastic constanto. coufficlento which are a combinaLion of the fundamen-

Lotl 2nd temlerature drivaLiven, or the temperature
The vnlowe or the 2nd order elastic conllanta are wall derivnLiveos or the 3rd order elauLic conistanta
known, nid are available In the form of the comlionce (unknown), and of t he 4th order elantie ronsoanLo
or of Lim stirfneas constant , defined at conLant (unknown).
electric field or constant lecLtric displacement.

3rd order lostlc contoLanto of6 ?jurLz lion been owasuu- aE O/C )dc /dl a
red by lhuratoo at. 1 in 1965. Thesa valued corres- P IXI  !pq dl

pond to Lis only corplot net which In available. There 109 N/42  10"6/OC 10"6/ 0C

are 31 non turo 3rd order constanta, and onhtg thtm 14 -

oru independent. Ihi volues of the 14 Independent 11 06.74 10.16 -constants are given In Labia th. 33 107.2 - 66.60 14.5

Coff. Value Standard Coaff. Vluo Standard 12 6.90 - I 222 -
error uerror 13 11.91 - 170.6 34.2

Cill -2.10 0.07 C1 4 40.02 0.04 44 57.94 - 09.72 -

C112 -3.45 0.0r C144 -1.34 0.07 66 39.00 126.7 -

C113 +0.12 0.06 C155  -2.00 0.00 14 - 17.91 - 49.21 -

Cllv. -1.63 0.05 C2 22  -3.32 0.00 _

C123 -2.94 0.05 C333  -0.15 0.10 Table III

C124 -0.15 0.04 C344 -1.10 0.07 first order LempraLure derivatives or the fundamental

C133 -3.12 0.07 C,, -2.76 0.17 elastic contnts of quartz (from re. 07)

Th nonlinear elastic consaLnta combined with the fun-
Table It damenLal Leurature derivative. coafficints of the

Values of the 14th Independent 3rd order fundamental resonaLor are tieouaory for describing nonunirormly
elnLic constants or quartz (in 10 1 N/m) heated resonators. When temperature io not uniform,

rrom Ref. 01 tempursature gradients induce thermal stressep and
Lrains which, In addition or thermal expansion aid

The confidence one con have in thuso valuen is high temperature dependence of the fundamental elastic
according to the good agreement which was generally constants, contribute to the frequency sltrto by non-
obsurved 4heii comparing the calculated force, pronau- linear elastic effects. The no-called "dynamic tempe-
re, or acceleration sensitivities of the devices to raLure behavior" hs been ntudled in details expori-
the experimental values. mentally aod theoretically 89 97 In UAW resonators a id

SAW devices.
3rd order constants have also ln measured for many
materials to cubic, trigonal, tatragonal cryoLallogra- The complete rrequency-tempernLure dependence of reso-
phic syntems. The values can be found in Tables or nators Is summarized by the relation
ner. 02. r(r1

At theo qpo'site 4th order elastic constants ore nlmout -r a 0 (T-T ) + be (To )2 + e0 (T To)3 + a dT (14)

compltely unknown. for quort crysal only C6 066  , o dL

83 5 CIlI = 1.6x10 Nm C3cm3 l a.0 where o, boo co represent the lot, 2nd and 3rd order
N/m2 13 ai come compliance constaont .se 0 are known. static temperature coefficients of rrequency, and -5

the dynamic temporcLure coefficient. a, bo and ca
generally are evaluated from thu phenomenological

Temperature coefficienL Oechmann's constants. - must be calculated by using
the temperature derivative of the fundamentol elostic

The behavior or resonators submitted to temperature constants and nonlinear elastic couplings involving
variations Is generally described by means of thermal the 3rd order elastic constunts.
expansion coefficients and Lempurture coefficients of
the elastic constants. These Ina. ones have been men- Since tenqgroture gradients induce n-plane thermal
cured by Ochmann and coauthors from the temperature stresses, their compensation consists in determining
dependence or BAW quartz crystal resonator frequency. a crystal orientation such that the two in-plane axial
Such coefficienL therefore are phenomenological coef- aLreus components cancell ou This was tie definiLtion
ricienLa, which can be used oith confidence only for given by Cernissu of SC-cuL.'
calculating the behavior of resonators of the same
type and in the same conditions. They cannot be Clectroolestie and electrostrictve constants
considered as fundamental coneLanL at all. In fact
they implicitly conLain the conLribuLion of nonlinear The elecLroelastic constants are the 3rd order cons-
elastic effecLs due to the crystal deformation related Lents noted um.ijle, whaeh in the expression of inter-
with the thermal expansion. nal energy couple one component of the electric fi ,-'t

with two components of the strain tensor, correspon-
The temperature derivative of the lyndamenLal eosLic ding to the term 1/2 em.ijl Fm Thj 'ikd" Since the
constants were dctermnined by Sinha ' by oubstracting strain derivative of this quanLiLy gives the stress
the contribuLion of the 3rd order elastic nonlineari- tensor, it can be written
Lies from Bechmann'o coefficients. The values are

2 ij 0m.iji m "i (15)
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lIhrarore |ectrolastic frrect foplOllrd As a nonlinear The agreement betwen lhe dfferent %alun is not so
coupling between electric ield3 and mchlnical satiasoctory, aod the renson or the ditrrepanociu t
strains. If, for Instance, C, in a otolle quantity loat nuffiriently toldarsiood yet.
noted E., and wj nt nkjt dynadic quontitic- Cnot i

IIJ aond n) rclation (i) become-

Fm)j ft (1 6) .J- 10%T
C-sD FU9NOA,4EN7 AL

which represunto a linearied form or strenn-stran to a f9,503.428.7its
o rorrocttLg term or , 2nd ardor elstic cotot,. TIME TO . POINT

in this exaople electroelostic afrect induceo a direct 37 SC
chong or the elastic constants under the npplictotion_
or ao c electric field.

The olactrostrictive conatonto correspond In the otr- 1114#
gy to the coupling or two electric field comionunto ..

witli one strain compone-t in the term (1/2) eC .Ij Cm.l
Cn i .. II 1

ArLr strain derivation 11 rollows N j

T j e w . j mEll (17) j 1 V-LIS

whldh in a stres romponent proportional to a qundrn- _. - - - .. . -
tic rorm or the elecLrc field. Thin pi'operLy, called
electrostrictlxt,, can be observed in most or Lite mate-
rials, and In particular In materinlo which are not rig. 5
piezolectric. inrluunce or a oC electric field n a quartz crystal

resonator (from lor. 24)
Threrore the application ot a c rield a a piezo-
electric resonotor Introduces a rather complictLe
situation

- Ir the oC field I, applied In a direction for which
the crystal In piezoelectric a durormation follows I

which con modify the piat thlickneso and the opeciric rri, l I
mass, and therefore the resonance frequency. This to a oar. 11u atr. 104 Her. lot or. 10% tIer. 107 lar
direct errect, buL witch occurs only tar parLicular - .-'j.- Lii.- .2.04 2.1n " .61
directions. 2.9. -2 - - -

- then is the nonlinear coupling between the aLotic ""9.0 -12 0.$ 0.49

-strains and the 111h frequency wave througli the third -211.1 -. 0.21 0.39
order nonlinearities as for the previous mechanical .. . ....... 0. ....
bians. 114.71 LO. 1.1 - 1.47

- lectroelasLiciLy sina changes the resonance tre- .49.0. 3r. - 0.70 1.1)
quency by the direct modiricat ion or the elastic cons-
Lnts. 2.12 50.5 .1.63 .

- It addition electrostriction Introduces correcting 7.7 - 0.6 . 0. - 0.1

terms In the stress-tield relaLlon, but elecLr,- ric- - - -
Lion can be easily disLingulihed from electroelo sti- 71.72 2.9 0.9 .... .

city because o its quadratic nature. -0.8 - 0.42

Ihe electric-field dependence or qunrLz rr~lonntors was 1 - - I. -

presented for the first Lime by Kusters. An shown - o.8 - 2.41
in Fig. 5, a rant frequency shirt due to the previous-
ly described effects follows the application or Lhe DC 0.90 1.02
field. The relaxation phenomenon which oppears nter -- -

the Initial frequency shirt is due to Ionic Impurity 1.01 0.72
migration in the cryaLn tie electroelantLic effect lel-". mat-" . t mtrii p11ItM.
was studied by lrusko, - who evaluaLed the values --
of linear combinaLions ot elecLroeIasLic constants.
Complete sets o Lhe 0 independent consLants (there lii = Il " 0.02 tin * 0.2$ al..
are 23 nonzero consants) weredeLermined by different ElIl a el. - 0.26 eii 0.68 t13

authors. KusLers, Brendel, Ilruska, Orendel [11 x e1 k - U.75 e 112- 0.68 til,

used frequency mnsurementn o?" rm8 nators under DC El..% a at1% * 0.5 ei n
fields. Rolder, 'e Kiti inger?071 determined the L1S a ells + 0.6 122 - 0.51 ell'
same constants with a pulse echo method. Tie ditfferent
values obtained by these authors are given in Table IV.

IL maut be noticed Lhat not all ot these values cor-
respond to material constants, and that some are in Tableau IV
tact phenomenological. Electroelao.tic constants or quartz crystal (in C/m2)
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Tim mathod saed by KtLIngsn and conutlorn also gave Ih third order toat,| coit ant or L INbOj ive bWen
the olectrostrictive conatonts, whicli are preuented in measured by Nakngnwa. The alectroolantic cuntuato
Table V. are the more irmorlant ones for the convolvor ; thu

131h independent constants were "nsured by different
outhors, it it mutit be not red thit lie dtfrarent
values do not always correnpond to 'drintI Cons-

"11.1 111.2 11.3 l.4 133.1 13. 3 L3.S 13.6 tents and rather to erecLive onen. - The Oler-
- trosItrktive constanta were ala ovniluntl andL tlhe 0

-4.0 1.1 10.2 -2.2 0.0 -3.9 -4.1 1.3 _____os n s__r u d n__0

Dielectric constant

Tableau V
Clctroastrictivo constants ot quartz cryoLal (in rim) The nonlinear dielectric constants do not tokeo a pro-

from nor. 107 minent part In the acousto-aleclric mdels or fiezo-
electric devices (at least in the radiofrequency
range), since they e2nentially q)penr a correcting

Ilia olocLrooloA~ effect, round also qupltcrLon tIn terms o the olastic and piezoelactric effects. tiaw-
signal proceasing and lin particular in t1e acoustic ever 3rd and th orgr dielectric constants o qunrtz
convokver. The principle ot Lhi device to shown Iln hove been meauured. Values or 3rd order contanL or
rig. 6. Two signals El(t) and C2 (L) are applied c Lite lithium niobaot are also ovallobj. They were obLained
two nput transducers, Witch generate surfaca acoustic from alactro-opLe corticienta.'h
waven i oppoilte directions. Those two waves arc
mixed by Ili ubstrata nollnearities and tlia wave
component with frequency wlj4 2 and wave number kl-k 2  Clectro-optc and elasto-optic constants
is detected by the InLerdigital tranaducur at the
middle o the plata. In partcular it 1 -2 u4, then Tlie oluctro-ootr rind elauLo-optic InLertions Invol-
kl-k 2 - 0 ; the nonlinear signal is unitormly dintri- vu fundamental consutnts which already apleared in the
buted, and cani be detected by replacing the output 101 previous uectionu o thin paper.
by a simple electrode. The output signal in proportio-
nal to Lhe convolution product. ot tho input signals Cleetro-optic erecl correspond. to the interaction ot
(thin device is called degenerated convolver). n lqat beam, i.e. an electromagneLtic wave at very

high i'requency with a low frequency electric rtied.

cven It thin laL one Is in the microwave range it con
E3 be considered no a DE field in comparison to the light

frequency. Since the mathemat ical represent at ion or
ithe IntracLion links toe modified light wave to tie

El . E2 Initial light wave multiplied by the electric field,
thea electro-optic ettect must involve to the axprqu-
si n o internal energy (5) three components ot the
electric field and thus corresponds to the quntLity
(1/6) cm p CM C C n . Therefore the electro-optic cons-
tants are similar o tie 3rd order dielectric cons-
Lants. It the 4th order constants ore considered, they
will correspond to a quadratic electro-optic effect
(Kerr eftect)

When the crystal is piezoelectric, mechanical fkrorma-
/7 tions occur which con be coupled with ttia light beam.

The corresponding term in the energy involves itoele-
tricnl components with one mechanical one. This is

rig. 6 (1/2) en.j Cm C11 nij. The elosto-optic constants
Acoustic convolver correspond sat low frequency to the electrostrietive

constants.

As previously pointed out some o the 3rd order
dielectric nnd electrostricive constants o LiNbO3were deduced this way.

The theoretical Wqlysis o the aoustic convolver was

made by Gunguly. The efficiency or the convolver A rigourous presentation ot these different coetti-
can be improved by increasing the waves energy denti- cienta would have to Luke into account the differences
Lies by mreans or acoustic wave guides. The guty yjfe between electro-optic constants fffined at constant
convolver was studied by Planat and coauthors. " atroins or at constant stresses. A similar remark

applies to the closto-optic consLants defined at cons-
The mixing ot the two waves results from the elastic tant electric field or electric displacement. These
(3rd order constants), piezoelectric (elecLroelastic, distinctions have not been made in this short presen-
elecLrosLricLive), and dielecLric (3rd order constants) Lotion.
nonlinearities. The detection or the convolution pro-
duct is due to the 2nd order piezoelectric constants.
Therefore tor improving tite efficiency, maLerial with Conclusions
high electromechanical coupling factor, like lithium
nibote, is used. The nonlinear behavior o piezoelectric devices is

described not only by the nonlinear fundamental cons-
It was also proposed to use the elecLroelasLic effect tanLs, but rather by efecLive consLanLs which involve
to create gratings in LINbO3 and LiTO03 with thy12  2nd order, 3rd order, and sometimes th order cunda-
nterterence electric tield at two laser beams.'" mental constants. This means that a crystal with zero
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nonlinar rutidomntal constants -irronelstic hypotha- 11. II.. Tleraten, 3.C. Unumouar, "Second harmonic
sis- would still exhibit nonlintr proportien. On generation or surrace waves in isotropic elastic
account or the Important r oiotropy or piezoelectric solids", Ultratonics Sypoaium, 'TEE cat. 73 C110
cryatals, and Lhu davulopment today or doubly roLatud 0070$U (1973).
cuts almost all thu dirrerent independent cotnto1n "I o e
are Involved in Lie relations describinei this or that 12. rl.. Thopiotn Ier lart en, Ils3tmon3 o nra ion
errect. This require thal Lte values or all the con- or longtudinal eloli wave", 3. A1ouL. Sc.
Lanto most be known. Am., 62, n ° 1, 33 (1977).

13. P.3. Voila, G.I. Steguman, U.H. Ristic, "Analysts
ror quartz crystal the 3rd order elastic constonto con of parametric miting and harmonic generation of
be used with confidence, but : uraco Acous ic waves". ,3. AppI. Phys., 50, 81

tlie 4th order elastic contanto are not known. ThIs (1979).
io a lark, whirh does not toble to determine orlenLt- 14. H. Planat, G Thdobld, 3.3. Cagnepolin, "Propaga-
Lions with lower eplitude-rrequency errect or inter- Lin non lindairo d'onde di at qucn datn un solk-
modulation, for instance, di wilootrope"

Lhe tempuraLure derivatives or the 3rd order emns- I Onded do volume Ond CIlectriqua, 60, no 11-9,
tic constants are not known. These derivatives would 33 (1900).

be Interesting for dota:uning kit intlence or tempa- Ii Ondes ee surface Ond Clectrlqu, 60, no 11,

raLure on Lte sensitivity or rorce, prussure, or acce- 61 (1900).
loration sensors, or the values or the 2nd order Lm- 15. i1.1r . liertLen, "Analysis of nonlinear resonance in
pernture derivatives or the rundamonLal alastic cons- rotated Y-cut quartz thickneon-ctir rosonators",
tontL. Proc. of the 28th ArcS (1974).

Lhe alectrolasLic constants have been mensured, 16. ii.r. Tioraten, "Analysis or nonlinear resonance in
but the disagreement between the difrrent authors io thickness-shoar and tropped-energy resonators",
too large. 3. Acoust. Soc. Am., 59, n a, 066 (1974).

Even In q artz, which to supposed to be best known 17. V.C. Bottom ft at. "Mounting techniques ror impro-
crystal, thero to still errorLs to do li order to ved heat dissipation In quarLz crystal units",

Improve thu knowledge or its nonlinear proporLies. ror Contract DA 36-039 sc-5Ol, final Report (1952).
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Lhere are more unknowu, and "i, rorLiori" the situntion precise 2-5 me quartz crystal units", Doll System
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for disks with three-point sOMnt N-14 good "grtclnont

cbangs at retononct frmutideg or thickootss with experimental result. but no consisent ograetwnt
vibrations in doubly rotated circular disks of qonrtz Wtuvvri, tht predicted nodu observed results (or disks

dtto stonwiy accelerations ns bodty rorces are stwued. With four-point Mnt."."~
Tile plate is of uniform thIcknass nodl toportd at the feto rqnysitdot rnvrancl

edgeby lesbiametl rbbos wth i~i cotoc. rtiorl in circuslar qy.,rtx disk# has not yet bet
The Ittitial fields or displneement. strain. and studtlid nolYEIC41lY to for tis we know.

stress. cnusis by tht reactions or the ribbon supports 1goniyia yto the body (frcn of arbitrary dirtction. are obtalied cotibt valuabl analyftiald sudies ha
by a finite element oothrxd bat- on Xt ' two- coiuti e d valuablof iforeasind nod frtononenral o
dimen-tsional. first-ordeir equtionit of cquilibritm for drsaiO ofteorendrclrinefe o
crystal plce. tile vibrations of crystal resomt!-A. Htowever these

The frequency equation for tocremental thickritss trod~ cases. such ast pinto bei of unifora thickness
vibratfoono iuporposed4 on thle Initial dleforsoitions 11 rlnd the connection of the O~nto tu thle metal ribbon
obinend from thle pireviously derived tw-iesoa aupport agauaced being siply-Lsupported. fin oblnIong
equtions of wotion, for irncrteentai vibrations. lin the fl~ytti: %olotions. further sotheictticaI upproxi-
frequency equation. the Initial sttrain od~ Initial uMtIons were introduoced, isuch as ropincing tilt
.ieformiltion tensors appear as given functions or x unisotroli Initial stress (flid in a crystal disk by

I the stess(bitt obtnin"d from noi isotropic dism.
nd x3of thet plate. Thon, by it perturbotion oethod.

chainges of thickntss frequencies nas functions of the To rc2*oe sooe of these limptations nol approxi-
diretion of occalerAtion nra coMpted for SCcu ontions. thle finite, eltatent Method bag been employed to
circular quart% resotors. Ilia effects of Ointo dovalop 3 computer code for solutions of tmini six
thickoess. support confirgurations. nd suptirt st'uc- twotiimenitiool firsit-order pinte eqluations for Initial
tore on thlt acceleration sensitivity nra stodied. streses." lorca strnsitivity covfficients for circo-

tar disks subject to dinactral forces are recalculated
I. t~o baK&Im20sed onl thle initial fiel2da obitied by Ilhe FOX code.

Predicted results ontch the experimental dibm ver?,
Effects on frequency chan~es in crystal resonators closely for nIt' the measured doubly rotnted cuts.

due to appliedl forces or accelerations )inve been The Improvement is Poinly due- to t rcxovnl of the
studied since ilia early i970's as small vibrations Isotropic npproximtion or initini stress field.

riclrain at an~ Inta by frce To establish thle riccurncy and flexibility of ilia

Three-dimenuional equations of (iite elasticity 'itencicit Io thet ctrcultr cantilever plates subject to
In lAgranginn formulation. including nonlinear aiso- trnnsverse loading tire also recalculated. Predicted
tropic stressi-strain relnticons. are epployed fis t results are closer to the experimental date'"~ than the
governing equations for fields at both thle! Initial and previousl X calculated results for both AT- unit
finakl states. Ily taking the difference:s of thle field SC-cuts.,
equations correspoiding to thle final nod Initial
states. three-dimensional linear equation% for small it the present paper. acceleration sensitivity of
vibrations superposed onl initil deforontions are SC-cut quart% resonators is studied systematically for
obtained. By exptioding: initial nod incremental dit%- various plate rnd support parameters an described In
placements In a power series of tile thickns coordi- the subsequent sections.
note and by Ilindiin's2 general procdure. two-dimen-
sional nonlinear governing equLations for Initial fields 2, Eeor-J nInt Notinr t'-~~R tr
and two-dimensional linear equaitions for incremental W osdrS-u 0m30 19)crua
vibrations are obtained for crystal plntos.' W ~cz eonstrid t daeer dCcu (0 a 40 2.030 cadicla

Thlese equations are employed to study the force- ness 2b z 1.i16 mm(fndamuental). The disk
sensitivity of circular crystal resonators subject to a is supported by four metal ribbons. 130' apart. with two
pair of In-plant. diametral forces. Predicted results locnted on thle xiaxis and the other two on the x
for rotated Y-cuts' and doubly rotated cuts*"t nre lit axis. The ribbon is made of rolybdenium (E a 2.579 x
good ngrtement with experimental results 4

,6,6 10 dye/m it u 0.32) wi th length CL a 1.143 mm

Force sensitivity of circular cantilever piatos nd rectangular cross section (t = 0.017? m. w =
subjected to transverse loading was studied for rotated 1.5241 mm). Thea contact condition between the plate nod
y-cuts7 and then for doubly-rotated cuts.u Predicted the ribbon is assumed to be 'rigid". ILe.. It can
results are reasonably close co ekxpcrimental data for transmit both moments and forces.
AT-5 and SC-cuts9, but less so for fiT-cuts.6 We denote the resonance frequency of a resonator

Acceleration sensitivity of circular oisks. with without any strass bias by f0. and the resonanice
three- and four-point mount, subject: to In-plane accel- frequency under I g acceleration in the Xi direc-
erations was studied for rotated Y-cuts'' and then tion (I = 1.2.3) by f1. The we define
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10 Art Spport

r, aV~ f 1 _ C~onftiguration r, q~ r (i, i lO10/9)00  six-point 0. W) O.MK 0.%

U rFor-point 2.551 0.(A 2.firi
R2 r-3 ... lateral nccalaratin Three-point ?.W0 1.2 M.0

sensitivity (par g)

gcositivity (tier g)
Lot the orientation ot a four-point tund 00 apwart

r J 2 r mount coat iguration e hnotedl by angle a. a rI~ht--
1 2 a luoulrotation angle about ilhex axis star'iln; from

-~tile X1 axis.

... sitotal) (peol rnti The At/f0  vs. +2 curves ar c comilttd foar
sesiiitI ) series v-allues of a atnd ore riven lin Fig. 0. And

total aceration sensituivit~y r nis a function or ai
In the* finite talcftnt method, it circular diiskt In shown In Fig~. 7. Itm Im een its Fig. 7 th.% r

modelled by a insh of 22S elements Is shown In Fig. 1. hlst lowest value at ai N 15" but varies little
between tt a 0n to it n 45. nod it ht-s thea highest

We k-nao thia direction of theabolly force 11 due value tit a n 75). 'rho prected values of I' for
W. 41 %1 0 to VV ppears to represent ilia lower boundl

tit acceleration In thia x IX plane by thle #%louth of lte masured volucit of Filler. Nosinshi nnd Vig In

aingle +2 a ritht-hNud rotation about ilhex axis Fig 6of Rot. 19.

statin frm hn axs.Similarly, the direction &,olrtonqnI'lt.mrij
statiI fromu the 1  axs. _____

oa ihthody frotein about th e is ~tatin fro+1 Acceleration sinsitivities r11. 1  Imud r for-
t ht-an roainxis.it xi iitigfo resonators w~t tour-point mount andl 0a 0 are comn-

ilia X2axis' pted for n series of values of platc thiikness 21).
Ilha results are shown in% Fix. 8, Im which the measured

Ciinga orfreuctcle (A/f 1-10/ a func- values. given In Fig. -I of FRef. Is, are also includeid
0 for comparison.

tions of +2 ndt f. for vibriail modes a (thick-Itnyhe:enl Fg8tatfrimercly
nossstroch) b (htcrits-shar ft x) no c~hick paced four-point mou'st r'1 is approxionaly I uii'.i ly

ness-sheaur its Y~ nae computed and shoyn fin Figs. 2 ro rinltohet iteso h lt n
ond 3. respectively. In Fig. 2. the measured values rprtcnIoilahckesrtleitoudrI %

for mode c by Filler4 )osinski. and Vig aru elso aipproxionaly Inversely proportional to the plate
shown for comalirison., thick~ness. However. If one* of thea supports is not

aligned along one of lte orthogonal axes. for instance,
From Figs. '2 and 3. we obtain. rcording to ili it Is off the ix axis by on angole Aft I i 7. 19e. lte

definitions given Its (I). thle ncceleration sensitivi- values of 1' a re no longer predominant for very .mll
ties for mode c: r, 2.S5' x 10 -10 1. r1 a 4.63 x thickness of thle plate. Hence the total aceleration

lo012 /g. r a 2.8$j x 10 -10 /r. These vnlues are comp- sensitivity r' is dominated by Fu and tharefore is
-10practically proportional to thea plnto thickness ats

arable to &Ihe measured values: r, 3.62 x 10-'(/g, shown in Fig. 0.

iF1 - -i~Ao x ico'%. r - 3.62 x 101 O/K." G' . -Aeeleralion Senqirivitv Affected
IM Sappyrt-Structure

3. $2S-Pint nd 1im-tPoilt Mo~xsA resonator witht four-point mount and a a 0 Is
To examine the effect of different, support confirg- shown scheinatically lin Fig. 10(a). If lte lower end of

urations on the acceleration sensitivity, two addition- a ribbon support is displaced by a distance A a 10 -
al mounting arrangements are considered: (1) Six-point mm in thle x1  direction from its stress-free posi-
mount (GOP apart). and (2) Three-point mount (a fourt
point, mount with the support at the +x1  axis lion. stresses and strains will be induced throughout

removd). Ithle plate and supports. The convention for the forces
removed),nd moments induced at the other end of the support, is

71leIt/ s. + cuves or te sx-pont munt depicted in Fig. 10(b). we die-ote the changes of fre-
Th I/ 0  quscy cause cuvy foror thelceen si-oitmon0) =A.1-3

and three-point mounIti re shown In Figs. 4land5. qec.cue yspotdslcmn 1  =A=1
respectively. For comparison, values of ucceleration mmn. by I~ I A! /f0  which shiall be called displacement
sensitivities of mode c for these three support, sensitivity. Letter symbols representing the dimen-
configurations are listed below. From this point on In sions of a general support structure are shown in Fig.
this paper. acceleration sensitivity shall mean accel- 10(c). By varying the values of these dimensions, five
cration sensitivity In mode c. unless it Is specif- types of support structure aire defined as listed below.
ically indicated otherwise.
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A 1.143 0 0 1.524 0 16. P. C. Y. Le. and N. S. It. T"nA, presented at the
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The cceleration sensitivity r. Id force 371h Ann. Fr1. _Cgnt. *tMR.. pp. 265-271. 1063.
FI am ments N (I a 1.2.3). wit displactit

s itivity X1 -. . are com pted for t a. bve

listed five types of suport utructure tnd are shown
inTable 1.

We note that support type A Is the one bein -I
"ployed In Sections 2 - 5 of the present paper. It
my be seen (ram Table I tht support type £ ha the - :1:::
lowest comined acceleration xensitivity mel displace- I
ment sensitivities.
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AN ANALYSIS OF IE NOMAL ACCELMATION SiMITIVITY OF ST-CUT QUAR1TZ
SURFACE WAVE RMONATOM RIOIDLY SUPPORTED AlMoN 'IE E OES

!.P. Tloraton ArM D.V. thick
Dopartnent of Mechanical Englnoorlng,
AoronAutic4l Lingnoornr 4 Mochanico

Troy, Now York 12108-3590
Abstract

A, |tl , -w A,(2.1)

An analysis of the normal acceleration sensitivity
of grooved ST-cut quartz surface wave resonators rigidly where and w are the unperturbed and perturbed elgen-
supported along the edges in performed. The varia-
tional principle with all natural conditions for anise- frequencies, respectively, and

tropic flexur#., which is required for the new approxi-
mation procedure used in the calculation of the flexural it -t n  p (dV2
biasing state, is presented. The flexural biasing
state is employed in the existing rorturbation equation
along with the proper continuous representation of the where V is the undeformed volume of the piezoelectric
acoustic surface wave mode shape for arrays of reflect-
ing grooves to calculate the normal acceleration sensi- plate. In (2.2) 4 denotes the normalized mechanical

tivity. It is shown that by appropriate selection of displacement vector, and denotes the portion of the
the planar aspect ratio of an ST-cut quartz substrate 

yd

the normal acceleration sensitivity can be made - Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor resulting from thebiasing
vanish, state in the presence of the g and is given by

1. Introduction * (2.3)

In earlier work 
1 on the normal acceleration 

sensi- where

tivity of ST-cut quartz surface wave resonators simply-
supported along the edges, which produces flexure in ,
the quartz substrate, it Was shown that the accelera- T lWro N+ L +KN +LY ot ,K

tion sensitivity can be made to vanish by proper + c Wy2K4
selection of the planar aspect ratios. The sensitivity + YK (2.4)
vanishes even though the influence of flexure on the
frequency of surface wave resonators is large because and

the changes in frequency caused by the flexure in the TL, *c 1 1 I (w +W ) (2.5)
two spanning directions are of opposite sign and EN I  KN NPK
cancel. The unrealistic assumption of simple supports
was made because this enabled an exact analysis for the The quantities TI, EI and wK denote the static
flexural biasing state, which was necessary because

the flexural variational principle used in the approx- biasing stress, strain and displacement field, respec-
imation procedure employed in this work was not tively. Thus, in this description the present posi-

available at the time. In addition, an assumed surface tion y is related to the reference position X by

wave mode shape along the transmission path was Y(XL t) - +X(X L ) +U(XL,t) (2.6)
employed because the proper continuous representa- ft + (

tion 2,3 of the mode shape along the transmission path The coefficients c and c denote the second
for arrays of reflecting grooves did not yet e,ist. jUM JLY~oN

The surface wave mode shape that was employed
1 has and third order elastic constants, respectively.

beun shown203 to be inaccurate and results in an over- T
estimate of the normal acceleration sensitivity, by

In this work an analysis of the normal accelera- N2.
tion sensitivity of grooved ST-cut quartz surface wave f -p uNdV 'y (2.7)

resonators rigidly supported 
along the edges is

performed. The variational principle for anisotropic where 1 and are the mechanical displacement and
flexure, in which both constraint-type and natural- ua

4,5 6,7 electric potential, respectively, whit: -.iLisf the
type conditions appear as natural conditions, equations of linear piezoelect-i-ity

is presented. The new approximation procedure is
used along with the variational principle to calculate y u -LLUP HI
the flexural biasing state for rigid edge supports. K y L J,

The biasing state is employed in a perturbation 0, = eL~yuy M -. (,M , (2.8)

equation
8 along with the proper continuous representa- t 0(9

tion of the surface wave mode shape for arrays of kYL P ' I ,L = O (2.9)

reflecting grooves2 ,3 to calculate the normal acceler- subject to the appropriate boundary conditions, and p
alien sensitivity. is the mass density. Equations (2.8) are the Linear

piezoelectric constitutive relations and (2.9) are the
2. Perturbation Equations stress equations of motion and charge equation of

electrostatics, respectively. The upper cycle notation
For purely elastic nonlinearities the equation for many dynamic variables and the capital Latin and

for the first perturbation of the eigenvalue obtained lower case Greek index notation is being employed for

from the perturbation analysis mentioned in the consistency with Ref.8, as is the remainder of the
Introduction may be written in the form notation in this section.
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The subtitution of (2.3) in (2.2) yields VLK or equivalently tle rotations NL' which arc

, - . (2.10) dafined by" v~~ ~ 1e ,tr, '"" (VL,K " KOL) (3.9)

Since t denotes the normalized surface wave mode shape As in Rof.13, we require that the associated plate
and from (2.4) L',7o depends on the biasing state, I rotations that accOMpAny the plate strains that arise

from the relaxation of the plate stress resultants

can be evaluated when the surface wave mode shape and K(l) t

biasing state are known.K2l sty tbv appropriate three-dimensional rotatio
gradient-strain gradient relations, i.e.,

3. Fegationa (or Anisotropie Static loxure

With the aid of Mindlin's plate equations
9 11 it KLK H FL,; K LK.L" (3.10)

has been shovn that the equation of anisotropic static
flexure with X normal to the major surfaces can be From (3.22) and (3.23) of Ref.13 we have the expressions

written in the orm
12  for tle plate rotations

n,(n) 1 /(n) . (n))
K(l) + F(l ) + F(°)-o0 (3.1) AB 2 W A w, A 5,/,
ANIAB BOB #S

where we have introduced the convention that A, B, C, D 2 A [(n+l A ) (n).(1-2, A. (. l

take the values I and 3 and skip 2 and

h From (3.33) of Ref.13, we have

AR J 2 AB X2, F3' h( 2B( )+ 2B(h] (32( 0) .arbitrary constant m 0,, r 0, (3.12)-h

and in this instance and from (3.3S) and (3.34), respectively, of Ref.13, we
have

(1) . (0) K(h-X(-)-2()F1 -0, F2  K2 2 1h) "K2 2 (h) P 2hpa2  - (3.3) r(0) - (0) (1) (1) (3.13)
(3 2)A; t2A 2A

since K2K vanishes on the major surfaces and where a2  which with (3.24) of Ref.13 enables us to write

is the acceleration in the X2-direction. From (0) + X 1)

Eqa.(4.25) of Ref.12 tile constitutive equations for the (2A 2 0A 2 2A " i\3 = (1
stress-resultants take the form

3 (1) hwhich is the same as (3.36) 1, Ref.13. Now, from
K *l) h Y , (3.4) (3.8), (3.14) and
ABl BD CD I

where Voigt's anisotropic plate elastic constants are w K'XL - E K + "LK (3.15)

given by
-1 Rwe have the desired three-dimensional displacement

YRS cRS cRWcWVcVS , f P 1 3 gradients when the plate deflection w(0 ) has been
found.

in the compressed notation, and where we have intro-

duced the scheme shown. The plate strains EM in 4. Unconstrained Variational Principle for
(3.4) are given by CD Static F1exure of Plates

EM (1) +w() (.6In this secticn we present tile unconstrained
ECD 2 \WCD D) C/  (3.6) variational principle for static flexure of thin plates,

and from thn relaxation of the stress resultants K
(l) in which all conditions, including constraint-type edge
2L conditions, appear as nacural u.onditions. This

the vanishing of the plate shear strains E 0
), and (3.6) principle is required for the oermination of the

we have the respective relations flexural biasing state for rigid edge supports using
the new approximation procedure we employ. Before

1) -VVSS '(1 WA) A EO) (1) .(0) 3.7) proceeding with the variational principle we consider" , "c) '_W2,AP E CD 'W 2,CD (3.7) it advisable for clarity to discuss tile plan view of
plate shown in Fig.l. The edge of the plate consistswhich, respectively, are given in Eqs. (4. 24), (334 of two smooth curves with outward unit normal NA, which

and (3.37) of Ref.12. Since from Eqs.(3.31) of Ref.13

we have (0) -0, when the plate deflection w
O ) has intersect at C1 and C2, and we denote the entire closed

ben f wcircuit by c. Some portions of the edge are supported
been found, we know the three-dimensional strain field and other portions are subject to prescribed loadings,
from the relation which may vanish in any part. The portions of the edge

EKL (WL,K WK, XE . (3.8) which are supported have (O) and UO)/an prescribed

where n fIIAX and are denoted cC. The portions of the

as in Eqs.(3.32) of Ref.13. edge which are subject to prescribed loadings, ,Alich

Although we now have the plate strains from (3.8), consist of bending moments F, twisting moments t and

we cannot yet determine the BL.~, from (2.4) because, vertical shearing forces V, are denot.d cN. The

as noted in Ref.13, we need the displacement gradients corner C1 is subject to a prescribed vertical force
and the corne" C2 is subject to a prescribed corner
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displacement u(O)C2 As usual, in order that all

variations may be regarded as independent when con- ) .'a ' (2

stra"n#t exist, we introduce each constraint as a ateo (0) -

times a Lagrange multiplier 6 I
7 '14 '1 in the variational 2)-v 2 a2 C2, (4.9)

pri11ciple. Accordingly, the variationa! principle (or
static flexure of thi- plates may be written in the and the Lagrange multipliers

form 13,16

6 j .U+(0)w(0 ) - F w(0) dS +L 2 2 -a 2'~js +C
N K)A )N X . M (4.11)

+£ WY~ ~ (0) - .. 1 ds +
.9L' ~..2 an. Thus it to clear that the variational principle (4.1)

c ;(i)) ,0) with unconstrained variations yields the differential
6 X 01 (0) . (O) )+$(:_..--2 do - equation (3.1), the natural edge and corner conditions

2 am (4.5) - (4.7) and the constraint-type edge and corner

conditions (4.8) and (4.9). In addition, the Lagrange{ (O)Cl +X (0)C2 .w(0)C. 'l NI (4.1) multipliers X, p and XC2 have been expressed in terms2of derivatives of w) in (4.10) and (4.11). Conse-

where S denotes the area of the plate, quently, the variations 6k, 61& and 6kC2 may be obtainederow (4.10) and (4.11) and substituted15 in (4.3),
1N 3  (which ma$ %hen be used for obtaining an approximateU K()W(0) K( )  2h w (0 )  (4.2) solution (er the flexural biasing state without any2 AD 20AB D - YA5Ce2,0C4D

C2  a Priori conditions '5 on the approximating functions.and X,; j and ) are Lagrange undetermined multipliers.

5. Flexure of Rectangular ST-Cut Quartz Plate
Taking the variations In (4.1) and Integrating by Rigidly Supported Along the Edies

parts and using the surface divergence theorem 17 twice,
we obtain A plan view and cross-section of the rigidly-

supported rectangular plate is shown in Fig.2 along
K L() + F(O) + F(1) 6w () dS +rr (1) with the coordinate system. The substitution of (3.3),ABPAB 2 BO 2L-O) , s ,'% A (3.4) and (3.7)3 in (3.1) yields the equilibrium aqua-

s c tion for flexure of the thin plate in the form

-NF()+;+ A 6o)+ (N K ()N i) a~- do 2~ h 3  w (0) (1B s 2 A AD B - o 24 3 YABCD 2,CMAD + ' Pa 2 (5.1)

+ 1 -~ M NF (1) )6 (0) + (NAK(1) NSince the plate is rigidly supported along the edges,+AMNsa A B the boundary conditions take the form
Cc

. A)6w( ,(- 6() (0 )+(0)) (0 +w(0) ] ds + w NO,)- w(0) 0 at X-+-a$ -bcX3<b,2 n ^ 2 " w 2 ' 2 n " 2 n )IdJ + 211 1

P 0.0w(0).0aX3=db -a<X < a . (5.2)C () 2 NO 2#3N0a+ - 2 f0)C+ 8--f/fTl ., 2S NSince as already indicated the problem defined in (5.1)
C . 2  0)C 2  and (5.2) cannot be solved exactly, an approximation

+ 62 V0)C2 - w ) . O (4.3 procedure is employed. To this end we .irst transformthe inhomogeneity from the differential equation (5.1)
where into the boundary conditions (5.2) by writing

a N K.;)wC, (4.4) ( ) 2 b (5.3)
HN D w ~2 "w2 'l" )X3 b(53

and PC denotes a unit vector tangent to c in the which when substituted into (5.1) yields
counterclockwise direction. Since on account of the .(O) );(0) + (0) O5
use of Lagrange multipliers with the constraint condi- yW 2)1 1 11 +2(Y1 3 +Y 5 5  2)1133 33w2P3333
tions all variations in (4.3) are arbitrary, we obtain
(3.1), the natural edge and corner conditions since for ST-cut quartz Y 15 NY 3 5 N0 and A has been

selected as
(l) +N(l) N 24.5)MNss+N BBAVA+BFB=v + on , 4 A N-3pa2 /8h (Y 1 3 +2Y 5 5 ). (5.5)

N (1) - N The further substitution of (5.3) into (5.2) yields
A"AB NB -m  on c, (4.6) the edge conditions

+ - -.(O) .(O) 2_ 2
14S HNT at C1  (4.7) w0NO, ( 2AX(X b ) a X .a ,

"~ - 1 2,1 13
- b<X3 <b, (5.6)

the natural form of the constraint-type edge and - b<O) 2 2

corner conditions 
2  NO, P 2 ) 3 2AX3 (X -a2) at X3 .=b,

-a<X <a. (5.7)
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As a solution of (5.4) consider the finite sum readily obtained from (4.10) and (4.11) 1  SubsUt-

N tuting from (5.3), (5.16) and (5.2),, which has been
;(0) D cosh (co ) satisfied exactly, into (5.15) and -oploylg (3.3) r 0

not (4.10) and (4.11), we obtain15

where v. nn/2pb and p LA chosen to be an irrational a+ () ;(0) +((0) +
number in order chat neither coo vnb or sin vnb vanish. J [- " l )"3 2

,lb 1 301 3,3 2 3 2,3
The substitution of (5.8) Into (5.4) yields 2A(X- 2 )X3 )Xb dX1

"JL" 213,,1T 3,3 ' 2 + 533\ 2,3

for each n. Equation (5.9) has tw poitiv Indnden AX2 aL2 '~, 2~) O +~ )(X o +
roots. The two neagatLv roots yield the same respective 2A(X X dX
solutions as the two positive roots because of the form 3
of (5.8). Hence, as a solution of the boundary value b 2(ro
problem we may write + AIf w 2+ X (X  b

;(0) I) -bdXN b 11 2,1+ X1 'J 3
;(0) (D(1) cosh ()X +  b(5.10)( 30)

not Rf'f(0) + AXI (X2 - b 2) 1  d

(D )(2)n cosh (2))Cos VX3 , (5.10) i1 -
.

A  (5.17)

where D( ) and D are amplitude coefficients still to where the 6()r 2
n DU An

be determined and instead of w(O0) since A is fixed and the variation of

12) prescribed quantities vanishes. Substituting from
-gl n 2n (5.11) (5.14) into (5.17) and performing the integrations, we

obtain
provided M N N

[(y 3 + 2Y 5 )*'d(Y 13 + 2Y 5 5) . Y.....,1/2 a X D.+ Eb.U n0 5.8
21 1 J * (5.12) n-1l n1 n2 Yll

where the expressions for the amn and bn are too
By requiring (5.6), to be satisfied for each n, we 15
obtain lengthy to present here . Since the variations 6Dn

D n n - S osh are arbitrary, we obtain
S nSD Sn  = - cosh (g a)/c Vna )  (5.13)

the substitution of which in (5.10) enables us to write I an -- b, n-l,2, ... N, (5.19)
m-1

N
2  (coshcosh which constitute N inhomogeneous linear algebraic equa-

n-1ln glVnXl +Sn  g2vnXl) cos VnX3  tions in the N unknowns D, the inversion of which
(5.14) gives the approximate solution. Convergence is deter-

termined by increasing the number N and comparing the
as the approximate solution function, where we have solution for N with that for N- 1.
taken the liberty of eliminating the superscript (1)
on the D2. The center displacement and the edge conditions

which are satisfied approximately in the variational
Since the solution (5.3) with (5.14) satisfies the equation (5.17) versus N are shown in Table I. It can

differential equation (5.1) exactly and all edge condi-
tions are of constraint type but in natural form all be seen from the table that w20)(0,0) has converged
that remains of the variational principle given in extremely well before N n 20. The quantities in the
(4.3) is _(O) a"(O) other three columns, i e w(0)(0,b), w 0 (a 0) and

~(0) -20 (0) 1 .e. " 2  (0 ) 2 (a
60) w O(ob), are supposed to vanish. The table shows

C that for N - 20 the quantities have been reduced byc C(O)C2  (O)C2. o three and two orders of magnitude, respectively, from
+ 6X (2~ 2  -W 0 ) -0, (5.15) the values calculated from the lowest N considered.

in which However, while w(0 )(Ob) is down to the order of
O (0) 1015 m, which is four orders of magnitude below

(0) -. ;?(0)C2 . 0  on cC (5.16) w(O)(o) w( )(a0) and w(O)(0b) are down only to the
2 an 2 2 ' 2 10 23

Sorders of 102 and 10- , respectively. This is
and since (5.2)1 is satisfied, we have w 0)C2 .0 and as expected since differentiation always reduces the

the term in (5.15) which is not under the integral rate of convergence 18 . The oscillation in sign shown
sign vanishes. The required variations 6X and 611 are in the last three columns of Table I is a result of
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the fact that each of the quantitiec is evaluatet at for a narrow vicinity of the zere crossing, the normal
one point from a su of oscillating functions. T he acceleration sensitivity calculated tot the case of
calculated centerline deflection of the plate, i.e., simple-supports is An unrealistic significant over-
At X3 -0, is plotted as a function of Xi in Fie.3. estimate, as noted In Lef.L.

6. Resotant Surface Vave Mode Shapo AeL letdertents

In this section we present the proper continuo's 'nits work was supported in part by the Army
representation of the acoustic surface wave sode shape Research Office under Contract No. DAA-29-$5-K-0075.
in resonators with grooved raefLctors, which was

obtained in recent work
2'3 . The straight-crested Reftrenes

surface wave displacement field may be written in the 1. D.V. Shick and H.F. Tiersten, "An Analysis of the

known form19 20  Acceloration Sensitivity of ST-Cut Quart- Surface
C ee WAvo Resonators Supported Along the Edges,"

M(XI-Vt) 4 ( Proceedings of the .0th Annual Sympnitsw on
u Nor(X 2 )e , - C. (6.1) Frequency Control, U.S. Amy Elcctroics Technology

m-i and Devices Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, Now Jersey
and Institute of Electrical and Electronics

A plan view of the resonator showing the reflecting Engineers N ork, IEEE Cat. No. 112330-9,
arrays of grooves, the coordinate system and the 26 (1984.

associated planar geometry is shown in FLi.21 and we 2. H.F. Tiersten, J.T. Song and D.V. Shick, "A Varia-
note that the plane X2 -O denotes the ungrooved surface tional Analysis of the %iflection of Surface Waves

of the substrata ard the axis points down. It has been by Arrays of Reflecting Grooves," 1986 Ultrasonics
shown 2 ' 3 that the vriablo-cresced resonant surface wave Sympo3tium Proceedins ' IEEE Cat. No. 86C112375-4t

Institute or Electrical and Electronics Engineers,node shape with varia~ie amplttude along the tranamis- NwYr,2 15)

sion path is very accurately approximated 
by

3. H.F. Tiersten, J.T. Song and D.V. Shick, "On a
);3 R Lc(x lS) Continuous Representation of the Acoustic Surface

-cos n ReE j(X2 )C o 1 ) + Wave Node Shape in Arrays of Reflecting Grooves,"

J. Appi. Phys., to be published (1986).
(X2) L )IX ( I t (6.2) 4. L.V. Kantorovich and V.I. Krylov, Approximate

j 2  (1 .2 Methods of Higher Analysis (Interscience Publ.

Inc., New York, and P. Noordhnff Ltd., Groningen,

where the variations along the transmission path are The Netherlands, transl, by C.D. Benster from
3rd Russian cd., 1964), pp.258-260, 272-273 and

given by 279-281.

R 0"0 1N 02X1  2N a 1 X 1] 5. L. Collatz, The Numerical Treatment of Differential
C(X ) -ILrle e -r 2 e e EquationsL transl. by P.C. Williams (Springer-

Verlag, Berlin, 1960), 2nd ed., pp.202-207 and

EL(X -r r e-tIN a x- 2 12 e'X 11E/d. (6.3) 213-216.
1  6. H.F. TLersten, "Natural Boundary and Initial Condi-

tions from a Modification of Hamilton's Principle,"
In (6.3) Z denotes the apl!tude of the Input wave, N J. Math. Phys., 2, 1445 (1968).
denotes the number of grooves, 7. H.F. Tiersten, Linear Piezoelectric Plate Vibrations

-IN " r2N (Plenum, New York, 1969), Chap.6, Sac.4.
d~rle -r2 e , P1 2 =.c, 2N/(-s), (6.4) 8. H.F. Tiersten, "Perturbation Theory for Linear

Electroelastic Equations for Small Fields Super-
and and r2 are given in Eqs.(26) and (28) of posed on a Bias" J. Acoust. Soc. Am., _P

and 2 and poe on ta Soc. 64. ~ 832
Ref.2. The amplitude of the standing surface wave (1978).

mode, i.e., the part multiplying cos wt, along the 9. R.D. Mindlin, "An Introduction to the Mathematical
transmission path is plotted in Fig.4. Theory of the Vibration of Elastic Plates," U.S.

Army Signal Corps Eng. Lab., Fort Monmouth, New
7. Acceleration Sensitivity Jersey (1955). Signal Corps Contract DA-36-03956-
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plotted as the solid curve in Fig.5 as a function of "Temperature Dependence of the Resonant Frequency
the planar aspect ratio a/b. It can be seen from the of Electroded Contoured AT-Cut Quartz Crystal
figure that the acceleration sensitivity goes through Resonators," J. Appl. Phys., 54, 1709 (1983).

zero for a value of a/b of about 4.9. In addition,
the normal acceleration sensitivity for the unrealistic
case of simple edge supports obtained from Fig.5 of
Ref.l is plotted as the dotted curve in Fig.5 of this
work. It can be seen from the figure that, except
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14. We choose co write the functional for the applied

corner force -(O )Cl and the integrated form for

the applied twsing oaets 4(OI/,) v ) rather

than the unincgrAtced functional for the app)ied

twisting moments -T(o) and then Integrate by

parts. Both yield the same result and the one
presented sose more direct.

1. For ore detail see H.r. Tierten end D.Y. Shick,
"On the Noral AccelerAtion Snaitivity of ST-Cut
Quartz Surface Wave Resonators Supported Along
Rectangular Edges," to be issued as A technical
report, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
New York.
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surfaces of discontinuity hero because they are
not needed in this work.
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York, 1947), p.222.
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from 3rd Russian ed., Loct.6 and Lact.22 Sec.2.
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electric Surface Waves Guided by Thin Films,"
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TABLE I - CENTER DISPLACEMENT AND VARIATIONALLY SATISFIED EDGE
CONDITIONS VS. NUtBER OF TERMS IN SERIES

(a - b - 5 =; a2 0 1 g)

N W2 (O,0) w2 (0,b) W2 11(aO) W2 13 (0,b)

2 -7.35 x10- 11 m 3.75 X O 12m 3.27 x 10 9  3.53 xO-8

4 -7.76 -1.23 xlO 11  -3.22x10 9  2.63 x10 8

6 -7.54 -9.05 x1O 12  1.65x10 10  2. 60 XO 8

8 -5.12 1.75 x lO 12  2.16x10 9  6.71x10 9

10 -4.66 3.00 xlO 13  2.89 xlO10 1.03 x10 9

12 -4.64 4.13x10 15  -1.01 X10 10  3.22x10 10

14 -4.617 -8.26x10 13  -1.45 x10 1  -2.14 x10 9

15 -4.6411 -3.65 x10'15  -1.54 x10 11  2.77 x10

16 -4.6413 2.92x10 14 -6.19 x O12  3.43 xO10

17 -4.6410 -1.78 x10 14  -1.18 x10 12  2.54 x10 10

18 -4.6404 -411x1O 15  -1.41 x10 12  2.12x10 10

19 -4.6406 4.11x10"15  -2.55 xlO"12 2.50x10"10

20 -4.6406 -3.40x10 15  2.82x10 1 2  2.16x10 10
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FORCE S(SITIVITY OF T'APO CNRIY VIBATIONS IN A CONTOURED RESONATOR

R. BOUROUIN and 8. DUULET
COle Hational. Suprieura de Mcanique et das Microtechniquts

La ouloie, Route de Gray, 25030 BESANCON CEOEX, FRANCE

ABSTRACT The boundary surface shape is affected by the biasing
state. This fact would strongly increase the difficulty

The force sensitivity of thickness shear mode In of prope.ly describing the bounq4ry conditions.
quartz resnsis antessetiayn shear effe unless we refer the stress tensor at any point ona resonators is an essentially non linear effect the boundary surface, and also inside the bulk of
arising fron the non linearities of the stress-
strain relations for the material, as well as from the body, to the corresponding material surface
the superposition of the static and dynamic strains. element, evaluated in the natural, unstrained, state
That sensitivity can accurately be predicted by of the body (7 . Such a choict precisely defines
a first order perturbation integral wich depends the kind of elastic coefficients needed for this
on both of the static and dynamic fields in the study 6J.
resonator. The subject of the present paper consists invtudying
Here, we study the case of a circular contoured
resonator submitted to a diametral compression, the frequency shift of a thickness shear vibration
The study is extended to the case of AT-Cuts (C in a quartz resonator submitted to a diametral compres-
mode) and SC-Cuts (B and C modes), for overtone sion : the static bias is not homogeneously distributed
modes as well as for anharmonic modes, the maximum in such a case, thus leading to local expressions
amplitude of which does not occur at the center of the effective elastic coefficI'et inside the
of the disk. The perturbation integral is performed resonator. Nevertheless, the relative difference
over the whole bulk of the resonator, in order to between effective and material coefficients exhibits
take into account the non-homogeneity of both of the same order of 4pagnitude as the static strain,
the vibration and the static strain. i.e. less than 10 (a corresponding value to the
Theoretical results giving the Ratajskils coefficient breaking stress). Therefore, it appears very logical

Ter hetia zireuth givfng the at jskfsrcoef eentd to adopt a perturbation rethod to determine theK versus the azimuth of the acting force are presented small frequency shift induced by the biasing strain
ahd compared to experiments. . The force sensitivity is then given by a bulk

integral, the parameters of which art the second
INTROOUCTION and third order material coefficients, the mass

density and the partial derivatives of the static
and dynamic displacements with respect to the material

Some previous studies have predicted the force sensiti- coordinates taken in the natural state. Because
vity o the quasi thickness shear vibrations (1,2] only trapped vibrations, induced either by contouring
and also of other vibrations (3,43 . Such a sensitivity the plate or by the mass loading effect[9] , are of
arises from the acoustoelastic effect, which is interest for high Q vibrations, the vibrating region
defined as the depindence of the speed of an acoustic of the most commonly employed modes is confined
wave versus a static bias on which the vibration in the central region of the plate. As a consequence,
is superimposed [5). Then, the motion of any infinitesi- instead of performing a complete integration over
mal element of the body results from the stresses the whole bulk of the resonator, previous modellings
increments off their static values, according to commonly calculate the force sensitivity by means
the main law of dynamics. For a convenient solution of the local equations of the acoustoelastic effect,
of the corresponding balance equations, the dynamic merely evaluated at the precise center of the plate.
mechanical displacement is selected as main field
of unknowns. In this purpose, the incremental dynamic In the present paper, the whole integration is retained
stresses should be expressed in terms of the partial in the modelling. Our field of interest is restricted
derivatives of the dynamic displacement. The correspon- to the case of contoured resonators, but from any
ding expansion is governed by a set of effective cristallographic orientation. We stick to enlightening
elastic coefficients, which depend on the biasing the differences between the results obtained by
state. The material elastic coefficients which characte- means of the here presented method and the most
rize the propagation medium and are unaffected by generally employed one, rather than attempting to
the bias, may be defined as the partial derivatives improve the solution of either the dynamic or theof the strain energy density (scalar) versus the static separate parts of the problem[1Oj. Especially,
total Lagrangian strains (second rank tensor) in some investigations have been made about the behavior
a Taylor series expansion. Such a definition ensures of the anharmonic modes, the extent of which farcorrect tensorial properties for the material coeffi- exceeds the restricted central region of the plate.
cients. When the vibration tends to be infinitely Actually, these modes are not expected to exhibit
small, the above-mentionned effective coefficients the same behavior as the well known "metrologic"
may be explicited in terms of the material elastic modes, mostly employer in pratical applications.
coefficients of the second and third orders, and This point is confirmel oy first expNrimental results,
in terms of the partial derivatives of the biasing included in the present study.
(static) displacement[62.

The preceeding topics are involved on elaborating I Basic Equations
the wave propagation equations as second order partial
differential equations of the dynamic displacement. Disregarding the piezoelectric interaction, the
The pertinent conditions at the boundary surface equations of the more general electroelasticity
of the studied finite resonator should be added for small fields superposed on a bias [6] reduce into
to the former equations in order to determine the the following equations, valid for acoustoelasticity
resonant frequencies. problems
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(U) acting on a diameter. In this paper, Y denotes
a mo S the azimuth of the forces, counterclokwise counted

) U in the above mentionned doubly rotated frame. For
(2) i j (Cijkt Citkt 231h convenience, we issume that the static stresses

distribution is not strongly affected by the anisotropy

(3) * ( J C ckn) Ew of quartz. Then, the static stresses, in Piola's
meaning, can readily by expressed in a new coordinates

Cjj ik - isystem (0, a, a a'), obtained from the doubly
ijsk ipki rotated system by2 performing a third rotation of

Sa6p angle V around the plate normal. Then, the static
where P denotel the dynamic stress Piota tensor stress Plota tensor In the natural coordinates
%.71 is the mass density in the natural state, system is qivten by (12:
C and C are components of the second sye o 3 (vesby 1 I
a~d hIrd ordUxkaferial elastic tensors (tabulated) , (0;)7 o
and i is the increment of the effective coefficient "
from lie material coefficient, while Em indicats (6) @
a coonent of the static strain tensor r -) ,(2.I)31

a denotes a current coordinate of a material point r I~ 3  0 ''
oi the body in the natural state, any stress free.
The biasing state transforms it Into a + w., thus
definin ( a new position, often callid "ihitial" 1(a(a1.,O/) a / 0'
position (despite of the "initial" term is somewhat 01T- 2 ;It.
confusing). In the actual state (bias t vibration), f/- .
the current coordinate of the same material point T2 *T 4 m T6 U 0,
becomes a. w:4 1. If there is no dynamic stress there D is the diameter of the disk, 2h is thacting on te oundary surface of the resonator, maiimum thickness at the plata center. ThO acting

the boundary conditions in thi reference axes of force F is supposed uniform along the thickness,
the natural state express in the following manner: and the rsdius of contour is sufficiently large

(4) N P n 0 on S to be disregarded in this part of the analysis
In these equations and in what follows, t:e usual

where SO  is the boundary surface, defined in the contraction of indexes is used (uppercaso indexes).
natural state, and N. the corresponding normal Although the compatibility equations of an isotropic
unit, outwardly directed! The set of above equations medium were needed to obtain the above expressions
is obtained from the more general equations of (6) , we derive the scatic strains from (6) through
Sect 11 of Ref f8) . It is consistent with equations the proper anisotropic stress vs.strain inverse
appearing in Sect 1I of Ref (3] obtained in a different relations for quartz
but straightforward manner applicating a variational
principal onto the kinetic and strain energy densities. E' u S
In addition, we took the liberty of assuming that I
the static strain itself is sufficiently small (7)
to allow a linear expansion of the stress vs. strain [S*j] jjc1 J,l - 1,2...6
relationship. Because the incremental C.. coeffi-
cients are not constant inside the bffi of the Since the material cannot be simultaneously isotropic
resonator, the above equations (1), considered and anisotropic, such a method is not selfconsistent,
as second order partial differential equations although it is a very comon practice. Especially,
in terms of Z. with respect to the coordinates the static displacement cannot be integrated from
a., are governed by locally varying effective coeffi- the whole set of static strains. Nevertheless,
cdents. Generally, those differential equations disregarding the strain components E and E6, generated
can not be exactly solved through a direct method, by anisotropic properties of quar6tz, we can deduce
Instead, we adoFted the perturbation method proposed the static displacement derivatives from the restricted
by Tiersten in Sect. 11 of Ref (e) . Then, if %denotes set of E1 , E and E strains, with help of an additio-
the associated displacement of a rqsonant mode nal conditio to aioid the rotation of the plate.
of u' angular frequency, the frequency shift induced Because of the above mentionned inconsistency,
by the bias is simply given by the following formula: the final results slightly depend on the choice

^C ^ of that additional condition. In the results presented

1 /% %kI au/ak" ^j /aai dV in this paper, we considered that the displacement

2 p V w1  vanishes at every point of the diametre a 04(S)0 1 0 ~ O ~ Hence, we obtain the, following approximate expre s-

sions for the static displacement derivatives in
where the volume Vofthe studied resonator is calculated the current frame
in the natural tate. Because the basic formutab
(1-4) derive from a rotationnally invariant formulation ao ai

(11] , the perturbation integral (5) can be evaluated awl/ D' =f"OEIa) da ' '
in the reference frame (0, ' , 10, 9) dtfining 3  0 3  0 1 3
the studied doubly rotated cut In thX natural state. 8 /3ao
Then, the plate normal direction is given by the awl/ alE; ; aw1/a2tO
natural coordinate a (See Fig.1). Since we deal

with essentially thichness modes (9), we are allowedto only retain the subscript values k =ai =2 in 'Da'/ = E' ; aw3a'= E" -Bw/Da ; aw3/ a'E3

the repeated indexes sum of (5), thus defining

the approximate basic formula of the present analysis. Using these expressions implies that the remaining
derivatives Dw/ Ba and aw'/Da' are essentially
odd functions f a, and tiA corresponding terms

To compute the above integral (5), we need to know give no contribution2 to the integral (5) since they
the static strain as well as the displacement gradient are associated in it with dynamic quantities being
in a quartz disk submitted to two compression forces even fun%;tions along the thickness.This simplification
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occurs from only retaining k n |o 2 in expressioa to perform the reverse decomposition from the transfor-
(5) . The partial dtrivatives of the mechanica' med displacement component expressed in the (xi,
displacement cotistitute a second rank tensor, so 1 axes to the classical displacement in he (a
that the corresponding quantities can easily be a axes, since the usual sense ia required fr
obtained from ( ) in the doubly rotated frame In t~e mechanical displacement in the perturbation
which the basic Integral(S)Is calculated. formalism.

lI I 0=1 c Modellin IV Programing Techniques

To doscribe the vibration of a doubly rotated plano- If the vibration is sufficiently trapped (14) , the
convex ,resonator, we used the model recently proposed mode pattern does not depend on the azimuth of
by Steves and Tiersten 14i . This model transforms the external forces. Hence, there is no Land between
the component of the mechanical displacement, the symetries of the static and dyri.mic displacement
u , to the component Of in the thickness solution fields. Integrating 4long the plate thickness is
e genvectoe system very easy, but a fully numerical method is required

to integrate over the plane of the disk, since
(9) uf Nar Or thet. is no means to separate the integration variables
where 01 is the r.th component of the i.th eigenvector using either cartesixn or polar coordinates. The
for a plaer wave propagating along the thickness programing task should then be optimized to avoid
direction of the plate. Such a linear transformation excessivo CPU time We adopted the following princi-
leads to a new s*t of partial differential equations ples :
in terms of u1  instead of 0. These equations are -the basic 'itegral (5) is evaluated in the
governed by a new s..t of elastic coefficients (9x9 usual frame of the doubly rotated cut, thus
matrix on compressing the Indexes) we denote as avoiding any further computation of the third
ClJ' The uncompresscd indexes transformation lawIs order elastic coefficients whenever the azimuth

Y is incremented. A polar integration is
done after all occuring quantities have been

(10) C u Qf,| Ost ¢ipks obtained inside the disk, the integration
Since ordering the tigenvectors ot the thickness step in polar angle being equal to an integer
propagaton problem is ome wator atra the fraction of A 't chosen for the final curves.propagation problem is somewhat arbitrary, the Taking advantage of the isotropic assumption

major transformed component of the mode of interest retained for the static stresses, this feature

(slow shear C mode, fast shear B.mode) may always a a forte imp ree o theo un
be denotet by u, by a proper reordering of the allows a large improvement of the computing
Q.. and C .mteixes. Then, according to Stevens time. The main steps of the calculation are
aA Tiers!n's work(41, the unknown u iS solution the followings :-the static stress .values and their derivativesof the following partial differentill equation, with respect to the a, coordinate of the
obtained from the asymptotic dispersion equation triply rotated frame associated to the current
a t small p~opagataon wvenumbers in2 the plate plane: azimuth of the force are stored in an array

(11) I n  + P a u + at the beginning of the program.
al Dan a 381 n3  -each time y is incremented, those array elements
'n2 it 2 are recalled with an appropriate reordering

( 0 of indexes, thus taking into account the
4hT(al-a '9 , connexiun between a y and the step in polar,,Iangle on integratin.

where Mn P n' Q are rather complex quantities -Theronter 3wo/.a , i "*/ 3 a a
depending on both the overtone number n and the - aI a, 2w/ a are
appropriate Z tensor for the studied set of quasi easily obtained from previously lalculated
thickness modes. Zh(a, a ) is the current thickness quantities through the relations (8) and the
at any point of the cotoured resooetor. The term strain-stress relationships (7) in the current
containing the mixed derivative a u1/ aa Da is framu.
eliminated by using a new coordinates system (x -eventually, the needed static quantities
x3) obtaiied from (a1 , e ) by a rotation of angle in (5) are obtained with help of :he proper3 tan C-Q /(M -p )) bout the - axis. This tonsorial rotations.
otaionanl nQ AM n A- .- the dynamic displacem:nt is also stored in
r o n anglo anihe in an AT-Cut In the more an initial array, .lready taking into account
general case of a SC-Cut, it depends on the mode the third rotation V of Sect.Ill. That array
(B or C) and en the overtone number and it gives is also recalled on each new value ofY
the orientation uf the role pattern. In the latter -the results we show at next section have
coordinates system, the dynamic displacement amplitude been obtained with help of an integration
is given by :3 0X 2 X 2 step of polar angle equal to 5 degrees and

)unmp 2 e H -x3a radial step equal to R/66. rhen, a single
(12) u Hm - x 1 )e HCVqX 3 )e K vs. Y curve requires about 4 minutes with

te minicoiuter we used. Some less precise
sin ( 22 9 ) results have also been obtained with a desk-

2h* top computer and were presented in a previous
where H and Np are Hermite polynomials and paper(15).

(13) nu 6- _ n I' --E ' V Theoretical and Experimental Results
n  -V2 n ; rIn FV 2= RhP2h 0 o to on To facilitate the comparison with results given

R is the radius of contour of the plano-convex b te uhrorrs~saepeetdi
resonator. The prim quantities 'In and P are deduced by other authors, our results are presented in
from M, Pn, G 4]and m and p are integer indexes terms of Ratajski's coefficient[I)
corresponding %o the number of nodal lines along (f rP
the x1 and x3 axes [133 . Eventually, we just have (13) Kf F
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where f denotes the resonant frequency.

The figures 2 and 3 are for 5 MHz, 5-th overtone,

AT-Cut ( 0 a 350 25', 2h m 1 679 m, R n 150 ma, C26w3,2sC46'3,3 C46V, EK
0 w 15 mm). Figure 2 sh8ws the sensitivity of the
C, 5, 0, 0 - mode calculated from the relation
5 (solid line) and the sensitivity merely calculated C 4 * 42 U C2 6 3 ,1 CEw 3 2 C 4 w3 ,3 +C46 w2 ,1+
at the center of the resonator (dashed line). As 4  6,1 22 3,24 3 6

we can see, the curves are very close together. C24wZ,24C44w2,3'CZ4K EK
The cr-ses indicate experimental values. The agreement
with calculated values is fairly good, excepted
for the values of I In the neighbourhood of zero. C29 . C92 0 C26W1,14C22w1,24C24w1 ,3+C66W2,1+

As explained by Lee and Tang (10J, this occurs from
assuming isotropic properties on evaluating the C26w2,24C46w2,3 C26K EK
static stresses repartition.

Other results are showns for 5 MHz, 3-rd overtone,
SC-Cut resonator ( 0 w 35 15', - 22 25', here W..K
2h a 1 08 am, R a 300 on, D. 15 mm). Figures
4 %nd 5 are for C-modes, figures 6 and 7 for B-modes
The differences between the calculated sensitivitk REFERENCES
at the center of the plate and those obtained
from the c€mplete integral(5) are small for overtones
and more Important in the case of anharmnic modes.
Experimental values exhibit significant deviations (1) J.. RATAJSKI "The force sensitiv~y of A.T.
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AT QUARTZ STRIP RESONATORS

L. N. Dworsky, Motorola Inc.
Schaumburg, Illinois 60196

Summary capability have made production of these devices an
unattractive prospect - especially when compared to the

An AT-cut quartz strip resonator is a rectangular plate more easily produced trapped energy devices. Now,
of quartz, typically fully electroded in the (narrower) however, both the needs and the means have matured
width direction. Strip resonator analyses show that the and many companies are successfully producing AT strip
X thickness-shear vibration typical of AT quartz resonators.
resonators can couple strongly to other modes,
principally X-Y flexural modes, in these devices. These
coaplings will, In general, cause deterioration of the Background
motional capacitance and frequency-temperature
performance of the resonators. The dimensional The simplest AT resonator to analyze is the one that
tmlerances necessary to assure repeatable satisfactory can't be built - the plate of thickness (Y dimension) 2h
performance of strip resonators has for many years made which is Infinite In extent along the surface (X and Z
them a second choice to the more easily fabricated dimensions). The electrical circuit couples only to X
trapptd-energy resonators. However, progress In quartz thickness shear (TSI) vibrations and these vibrations In
grinding and etching technologies along with the turn do not couple to any other vibrations. The
electronics Industry's continual push towards smaller (fundamental) resonance frequency is Inversely
products have gradually caused the strip resonator to proportional to h and is given by
become the preferred resonator choice in many
applications.

This paper reviews analyses of AT strip resonators, h" p
including the predominant couplings, and the device
performance that may be expected. where all quartz constants are referred to the AT

reference system and are as defined by Tiersten and
"-mythe (1981).

Introduction
The ratio of the static to motional capacitance (Co/Cmot)

For many years now most AT quartz resonators for the Infinite AT plate Is approximately 160.
manufactured have been trapped energy devices. In
these devices, the mass loading of the electrodes creates if we assume that only the TSI mode is present for a
an effective acoustic cavity which is confined to the rectangular finite AT plate, we find that the
quartz region between the electrodes. The principle displacement wave function for the fundamental
result of creating this cavity is that the device operation vibrational mode Is given by
Is essentially independent of the nature and exact
location of the edges of the plate. The resulting device UX a COX( in( (2)
performance is then easily repeatable and l.rgely free of 2 , 2h
coupling to unwanted vibration modes (activity dips)
while stringent tolerances on plate size and electrode where 2Lx is the width of the plate in the X direction.
location are not required. Note that the length (21z) does not enter into the aboveequation. The resonance frequency is given by
Unfortunately, trapped energy devices are not efficient

utilizers of quartz real estate - that Is, the unelectroded 5 2
area does not contribute to the motional capacitance and 0 4 (3)
Is In a sense wasted. The trend in electronic equipment LX
today is towards miniaturization. This means that there
Is a demand for smaller quartz devices. Also, modern TS1 Frequency vs I/Lx
photolithographic device manufacturing techniques which - -
take advantage of wafer scale processing relate cost
directly to device surface area. The two factors add up
to a demand for a reduction of unelectroded quartz IA.
surface area. ,.

1.,

The obvious approach to reducing unelectroded area is
simply to eliminate it - i.e. fully electrode -he quartz ,
surface. Maximum utilization of surface area on a quartz o.
wafer is achieved by building rectangular devices. o.7
Combining these two factors, we have the current
interest in rectangular, fully electroded, (strip) 0..

resonators. a.•
07,

The AT strip resonator is not a new device, as the • .bibliography at the end of this paper clearly shows. 0 0.4 A , 0a

However, until recently, lack of convenient computer
design capability and lack of photolithographic tolerance Figure 1
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For practical cases, Lx >> h and therefore the frequency
is a slowly decreasing function of Lx. Figure 1 shows 2 Uncouplod Resonotors,
the functional form of equation (3) vs. 1/Lx. The
capacitance ratio for this structure is approximately 200.

Unfortunately. physical strip resonators do not behave as
predicted by this simple model. Sincu the electrodes
travel out to the X) edges and the device width is not
as large a multiple of plate thickness as is typical of
round plate trapped energy resonators, the edges are a
non-negligible part of the vibrating system. At these
edges other modes of vibration couple mechanically to
the TSl mode and the observed performance Is often
very different from the simple case. In order to
uiderstand the effects of a second mode mechanically
coupling to our desired mode, let us postulate a simple
coupled resonator system as shown in Figure 2. S

Figure 3

2 Coupled Resonotora

.o .2-p fe.a • * -35p Q'

"I'n

Figure 2. Coupled Resonator Model

The TSI mode is represented by the left hand resonator
of figure 2, and some as yet unspecified mode Is Figure 4
represented by the right hand resonator. Mote that we
only have direct access to the left hand resonator - all As may be seen. when P is not close to 1, we see the
of our electrical experimental Information about the right two individual resonances. On the other hand, when P is
hand resonator comes from observing the performance of close to 1 the coupling perturbs the resonances ond at P
the total system, as seen through our acctss to the left . I we do not see any resonance at the original
hand resonator. Anticipating actual results, we will frequency. Mote also that when P is close to I it Is
assume that the left hand selr-resonance frequency is a Impossible to Identify either resonance with A particular
slowly decreasing function of a parameter P, while the resonator - both observed resonances are resonances of
right hand self resonance frequency Is a rapidly the total system.
decreasing function of the same P. with the two
frequencies being the same when P u 1: Observable Lmot vs Width

%s "2 - P [(4 " ) € .. ,,). ..

.5P

-01 twl) W .i,(P Vi) x 1 (6)

Figure 3 shows these two self-rtsonance frequencies as a I
function of P. which Is labelled width in figure 3 In
further anticipation of actual resutl-.

Due to the coupling between the resonators (modes), the
observed resonances are not as shown in figure 3, but *
instead are as shown in figure 4. 096 Ctk 09,4 0,,4 06,4 I 1 ,,o04 0 '.0,6 ,,01

Figure 5
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Figure 5 shows the effective inductance seen at the two
resonances (normalized to 1) of the coupled system, again d i d 3

as a function of P. This effective inductance Is o13)
proportional to the capacitance ratio that would be seen
for an actual quartz resonator. As would be expected, where the P1 are tknown functions.
for P not close to 1, we see essentially only the
inductance of the left hand resonator. On the other For th2 resonator to have a non-zero motional
hand when P is close to 1, we see two inductances (one capacitance, Ux must be even in X, therefore let
at each resonance) but neither of them are "as good" as
the Inductance of the uncoupled left hand resonator. Yx a NCAoN400 (14]

From the above contrived example we would expect that and from the form of the differential equatiot
mechanical coupling of the TSI mode to other modes is Immediately that
not desirable - when the resonance frequencies of the
TS1 and a coupling mode are close we see multiple '- A-snIAA) (151
resonances and deteriorated motional parameters. It Is
reasonable to predict that f requency-temperature response which is odd in X.
will also differ from the ideal Bechmann Curve AT
rtsonator response. The principle modelling challenge in This leads to the homogeneous system
the design of AT strip resonators is to predict mode
coupling as a function of mechanical parameters -so r P A ri
that we may design to best avoid It.[ 1'1 " -U -] [J - (:6

Device Modelling

A detailed account ot the several device analyses which Equation (161 has 2 roots, e4ch with a corresponding set
have appeared in the literature Is beyond the scope of Ax:Ay. In general, therefore, the solutions are a sum
this treatment. It Is of value, however, to summarize 2 over these 2 roots,
of these analyses so that the underlying assumptions may
be presented and understood.

Mindlin's analysis (1951) belins with the (6) stress
equations for AT quartz:
+-T, -C , .! -x * caY. c --

Ti 0i It~ U y &a~ "A, y J[

and again using the boundary conditions we Arrive at the
+ 5 others, and the (3) equations of motion: homogeneous system

, y . O T A N I S a l n (U ) L .A ) a l ,nI 02 l [ 1

+ 2 othcrs.
0

The assumed boundary conditions are that T2 m 0
throughout the (thin) plate, that T4 a T6 w 0 on the Solving equation (19) (that is, setting the determinant of
major surfaces, and that TI a T6 a 0 on the X edgt.s. the coefficients * 0) leads to a transcendental equation

with an Infinite number of roots. These roots
The X and Z displacement functions are assumed to b.: e correspond to frequencies of resonance, and their values
simple linear function of y multiplied by some function turn out to be a function of the Lx:h ratio only.
of X and Z, while the Y displacement function Fv
assumed to be only a function of X and Z: Frequency vs, w/1

eta,

191~

S.,x.) [9°(10

t.me
,.. y,,, .:. (1u] ,.' ,-

U, Ylf,(,Jzlfil

We now go through a somewhat lengthy algebraic
procedure of substituting the functions into the equations
and then Integrating over Y. Assume that since Lz >> L.ol.
Lx all partial derivatives with respect to Z are very ..
small and hence Ignorable. We then substitute into our ,.o,
boundary conditions and get equations of the form 1=.

it4 2T0k 21 e

d P( 1121 Figure 6
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Figure 6 shows those roots (frequencies) near the Ideal Thus far wo are working without any approximations.
TS1 strip resonator frequency (equation (31) versus Lx:h. The next step is to substitute equations 26) and (27)
As may be seen, the frequency response is that of an into the X edge boundary conditions, TI w T6 * 0. This
ideal TSl strip periodically coupling to a mode with a leads, %nfortunately, to 2 equations which cannot be
very steep frquency:width dependance. Examining the satisfied for all Y, and some approximation will be
disp.acement functions shows that the TSI mode is necessary in order to continue. Noting that TI is odd in
coupling to even overtones of X-Y flexure. if we were Y and T6 is even in Y, we take weighted integral
to extend the axis of figure 6 over a wider range we approximations
would further see that the coupling is very strong for
small values of Lx:h, and gets progressively weaker as
Lx:h increases. (This "strength" of coupling trend is f T1 1uznJ.?yIy a 0 (281
seen as a gradual transition from coupling regions that
look like figure 4 towards those that look like figure 3. f T~cosr)y a o (29)

Milsom's analysis (1981) begins with the differential
equations obtained by combining the stress equations and
the equations of -notion, (given here only In X and Y), and we get our 3rd set of homogeneous cquAtiont.

Again, we take the determinant of the coefficients and
a a X. set it w 0. We now have a sufficient numl:.v. o:

* a " - * c..-i . 0 (201 equations to solve for all unknowns. The system Is
x &Implicit and numerical procedures must be used to adjust

as a , all unknowns until this final determinant m 0.
'ca 41 * C4L C22~ . (21)b 3;'by Once the solution Is complete, the motional capacitance

may be found by substituting the resonance frequency,
Beginning with the observation that Ux is even in X, by Ux, anti Uy into
to satisfy 1201 and (211 we see that Ux and Uy must be it
of the forms (, to .. [ "r(,,)

,. A,,outU.,<,.f.tj [22) £,.,,,f f f U( 2: " " ) dxdyda

Another parameter of interest may be seen by examining
iL,, U A~~lilnCOlxxlat/Y) (23) the denominator of equation 130). This denominator is

the sum of the (kinetic) energies of !he Ux and Uy
Equations (22) and (23) satisfy (20) and (21) exactly, vibrations. Since these energies must be calculated in
leading to a set of homogeneous equations. Setting the order to calculate Cmot, It % an etasy matter to take the
determinant of the coefficients n 0 leads to a quadratic ratio of these energies and look for some insight into
equation in 3 unknowns. By guessing at two of these the coupled system of resonators.
unknowns we may solve for the third - actually two
values for the third unknown since the homogeneous The resonance frequencies vs Lx:h predicted by this
equation is quadratic: analysis are essentially identical to those predicted by

the Mindlin analysis. (Figure 6).Guess Cclculate

-. $vs- o,, As * , A A, 2  C/Cm vs. w/h

The general form of the solutions is now
'It

, - .^.o.NIX).,nts,.Y 124)."

UK ~ ~(2c)

The above solutions are now substituted into the - --
boundary conditions at the major surfaces, T2 u T6 , 0.
Again we arrive at a set of homogeneous equations,
leading to an equation which allows us to reduce the 0
number of unknowns to I (again, 2 cases). The general
form of the solutions is now

Figure 7

u. - C ca(D%..x)T § ,An(n,. ny)  (26) Figure 7 shows the capacitance ratio (Co/Cmot) vs Lx:h.
n n As was predicted by the simple circuit model, the

capacitance ratio looks best away from regions of strong
u . -Cln(/-),x)" 3,,cou(P)y) mode coupling. The lowest value of Co/Cmot is

. [271 approximately 240. Note, however, that this lowest value
occurs close to a region of mode coupling, and
manufacturing tolerances will make designing for this
best capacitance a poor practical decision.
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vibrational energy in Uy away from regions of coupling.
Froquoncy & Co/Cm vs. w/h Note also that the magnitude of the peaks Increases with

1*, ... u) Increasing Lx:h. This means that wider devices, designed
for regions of low mode coupling, will behave more like

$oil' Ideal TS1 AT devices than will narrower devices.

Figure 10 shows ErAt superimposed on the resonance
frequencies. Note that Erat peaks when Lxih Is
essentially mid way between two coupling regions. On
the other hand, Eras does not peak where Co/Cmot is
lowest (Figure 11).

Co/Cm & E(TSI)/E(F1) vs w/h

Il 10 It n )

Figure 8

Figure 8 shows A superposition of the capacitance ratio M.
and resonance frequency vs Lx:h curves. Clearly, Cmot
is best (and most consistent) away from regions of mode
coupling. too

E(TSi)!E(F1) vs w/h --- .. . .

I-',,,, ,.. .Figur I t ' J

eFigure 11/ l!/
,

I

from regions of mode coupling - i.e. there is very little

EtTS150( 1) w

-t) hO 11 1t I

Figure 912. Typical Dsplacement Functions
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Figure 12 shows the displacement functions for a cross Figures 13, 14 and 15 show the frequency vs temperature
section of a device. In this case Lx:h was chosen so response which can be expected from a strip resonator,
that the TS1 mode is coupling to th* 10 half-wavelength based on the above analysis. The data for figure 13 was
overtone of F1 (flexure). in figure 12, Lx:h is not obtained by picking a value of Lx:h (approximately 20.8)
shown correctly - the aspect ratio was distorted to give which maximizes Cmot and then adjusting the angle of
a good perspective for the printed figure. The relative the AT cut to get the desired response. This angle turns
Ux and Uy atcptitudes are, however, correct. out to be approximately .25 degrees lower than that

required for conventional trapped energy devices. Figure
14 shows the respoiise for 2 device of the same AT cut

Frequoncy vs Tomporoturo angle as that of figure 13, but with Lx:h moved to a
,,M €-0",,W.,.. €- maximum Erat point (approximately 20.2). Hote the

significant change In response for a very small change In
device dimensions.

Figure 15 shows the frequency vs temperature response
for a device using the same AT cut angle as the devices
of figuret 13 and 14, but with l.x:h chosen for a very
poor Cmot (strorg mode coupling). In this extreme case

*the response no longer resembles a 8echmann curve, and
... . -the frequency excursion Is almost 20C ppm over the 100

degree temperature range shown.

A comparison of figures 13 and IS leads to the
speculation that different frequency vs temperature
responses might be possible with the same device. For

. .. example, figure 16 shows a superposition of figure 13 (a
C Bechmann curve, essentially TS1 device) with the

response obtained for the same device from the coupling
Figure 13 of the TS1 mode to the next lower F1 mode (remember

that figure 6, for example, only shows a portion of the
full situation both horizontally and vertically - a vertical

* . . some cut ci provlo~js roph. line through Any point on the axis will cross an infinite
cf,€.U. b.M C..,-0 number of resonances). There are interesting

'4possibilities for a duat mode AT strip r'esonator with one
Umode acting as a thermemeter.

41

* 3F va T for TS'l and next lower F1~ Moda

Figure 1t4

.44

F vs T. rorna cut as previous graph. - o

rFigure 16

Neither of the above Analyses has considered length
effects. if the plate is fully electroded, we may expect
a full (infinite) set of anharmonic modes due to the

___ finite device length. Figure 17 shows the resonance
frequencies vs Lx:h for a few of these modes, in
practice there will be anharmonic modes above the
operating frequency similar to trapped energy anharmonic
modes, and also anharmonic modes below the operating
frequency. These latter modes are actually higher order
anharmonic modes of the next lower TSI - F1 coupling.

-$0

•If the electrodes on the device do not extend all the
,.-....... , € way to the Z edges there will be energy trapping in the

Z direction and a corresponding change In the number of
Figure 15 anharmonic modes. Milsom's (1981) analysis predicts
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Freq~uency vs Width FIFO) vs w/h, 3rd harmonic overtone rr
salt 0,10 a 5J'f 34"f. to-I Jm ow

I* - .

N04

Not- c f

Zo to vs

to "Pal

Filure 17 Figure 19
coupling to a %,52 mod'i which must be taken. Into
account if the i~ntrgy %rapping is to be calculated

corrttly.Practical Considerations

Ovirone peraionStrip resonators may be fabricated either by grinding the
Mindlin, In 1953. txt%;nnded h~s previous Analysis to rectangular strip from a larger quartz plate or by
Include various types of Qt.,' couplings As well as 3rd photolithographically patterning 4nd then etching the
harmonic overtone QpcAtion. Figure 18 shows some strip from at large wafer. The latter approach Is to be
resonance frequency vs Lx:h curvts for fundamental mode preferd both btcause tolerance control is btter and
operation from this newer analysis. As may be seen, In because many devices can be produced simultaneously
addition to the previously discussed couplings to flexurc from a large wafer.
(Fn) there are couplings to face shear modes (FSn).
Since tee latter couplings occur in the same region As Most devices In production today art cantilever mounted
flexure mode couplings, they are In A region which It. on a header which is then encased in A small cylindrical
avoided based on flexure mode coupling analyses. and cover. Both epoxy and solder attachment schenies are
lend no new design insights. used for affixing the resonator to the header.

F/Ovs. w/h. (undomentol mode Due probably to the tow stress one-ended cantilever
rtw. Ml" mount, strip resonxtors usually display excellent

frequency retrace chitraccwristics over temperature. Due
both to this mount and Also to their small size, the
strips are typically very rugged under shock and

tell-vibration. Aging And starting resistance ctharacteristics
1.01 art very manufacturing process dependant and strip

resonators probably do not differ me-aningfully from other
AT devices Insofar as these charactristics are oancerned.
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Finltq element mtrix equ tions littil on the per ntlc employed in a study of the static tewprature
lA¢rtgf , first order. Incremental plate equntions of bWAvior of flexure mode qwirt% rasor.Ators.
motion sw.arposed on hem anrs thermal str"ins were
formlated uslig virtual work principles. The plto Thi word LngrarKenn" nscrilw to tt formulation
equations are odequate for frequencies up to ta used in reference 4 where fill the governing field
futiAlmntal thickness Aher ad Its overtones. Three vquations ate rfrred to a fixed refereace frwabz. niti
translatioml displocemcnts and three rotatioael upproach Is thvoretleanly consistent willh forsolation
displacement% muking a total of six displacement used let Lee. vg and Mtrksenscoff5 in problels or high
components were used. A pro~rum for tan Isovaruatric. frequency vibratilons in crystal plates wider Initial
four node quadrilateral element wait written awal applied stresses. Since the physicl dimensions or the
to the wtudy or the F-T behavlor of flexure mode quart% reoonator are referred to n fixed reference fre., tKe
resonators. SIncq the coordlinte reference frame Is finit element mesh dots not cange with tie
fixed. the finite eltnt mesh does not chft with ttwmprature. AillI the pinte equAtions are 04re
temperature. Tim lumiild ss all costlsent moss complicatel than the iree-dlm na| equations. hewce
witrlces% were found to yield practically the sa v.r rtesulting In a somewht, 0ore Complicated $at or finite
curves. For simple prismatic resonators. Ohm two oltmomt equtlons. thre are 4 tt ites to its use: (1)
schemes: rcductd/salective Integration anl Incopatible The pIAte elesent with six degrees of fretdom will
odes produce relatively simlinr F-T curves. The yielt n given degree or ccuracy with a smaller n um.r
Inc a ttible modet scheme yielded better results for of elements and (2) It is easier to Identify and
resorntors of more complex saips such as the tlh* Interpreto the two-dimensional Mde hlapes. This Is
fork. For flexure vibrations In a XIX J plan will, the especially true for higher frequency calculations.
length alongl the Xj axis.e et rml strtin component Tih pe per Is divided Into three major trctions. The
lit the Xi direction Is prdlomintt. The off-daganal first section details the derivation of tlm finite

-c l.nt equntions uslng the principl or virtual work.
components of the thtroal strain tensor €.I be An lsoparamtric. four nod quadrlnteral elttemet Is
neglected. The six decrees of frecdou/node element Is
titded for the F-T behavior of a fully antsotropic chosen. llsth the reduced/slective intcgrntion' uil
rlexurQ mode resonator. Incompntlble mods' scheezs are considered. In th

second section. the finite element results tre
iNTIROi ION discussed with respect to (l) the preference of the

Incompatible modes scheme over the redued/alectlve
A numerical procedure sich ts the finite elefnt inttration. (2) the adequ.acy of the lumeld wigs matrix

othold my be used to predict with reasorvable Accuracy when co;4rtd with the consistent irss mtrix. (3) the
the natural frequencies or low-frequency resonators role of the thermal expunsion coefficient its the
having realistic and complex geometric shapes. Some thickness direction nnd (4) the effects of usic a
recent works include the use of a three-dimensiomal, three degrees of freedom/node plate elefent versus that
eight node het=edral eleent' ° An a plate element of six detress of freedom/node element. Soot of thecurrent numerical results were compared with MALk.twvawith membrane stresses3 in the study of qua.'rtz tuning
forks. The tuning fork is one example of a et nl's experimental results And the three-dimensional
low-frequency resonator possessing a relatively finite element results from a previous paper'. A brief
difficult geometric shape. The same finite element summary and conclusion are given in the last section.
program with some minor modifications could be applied
to the study of static frequency-temperature behavior.
that is. the characteristics of the change in naturL: I. FINITE FIJXNr FRMtATION O " TOF WEIO-DINENSIOA.
frequencies due to a steady and uniform change In INCRENPO AL PATE C QUATION1S O4F WIrION SU'EPOME 014
temperature. Currently. published results on the wwIitoUS TIIEiAL StRAINS.
vatrlous aspects of the application of this numerical
method In frequency-temperature predictions seem to be
lacking. This paper reports the results of a a) Constitutive and strnin-di spnce~nt relations of
ILangrangean plat& element with six degrees of freedom the first order plat "uattons.
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The finite element modelI is based on the And Lukaszek And the calculated values or D(O1) Are
bigrntu~n first order, Incremental plate equations or prvdd i te apnix o eeene4 o

moot ion -superposed on homogenous therv~l strains". 'these completeness. these vnlues tire reprinted tit Tablez 1.
equations are Adequate for frequencies uip to the
furdnmental thickness shear nd Its overtones. The There are six displacement components In the strain
Interested rendeir to referred to sections It. V nu the vetr usoy u l.a"'ti'.! Ad I.
first patragraph of section VI in reference 4 for the Ietr 1O) I.ta u. ~ U' n i~'

details In the development of these equations. Th Tito %eroth order components represent tranntiolutt
constitu~tive and strain-displacimet. relations given In isiilnceifents while those of th first order are

6403, o theon efernceare odiied ligtly dimensionless qiutatities which measure the rotationail
And tiled hre n Pnrixnomtonldisplaccements.1'he ontrix form of the
nad iatei hre i metix otaton:strnin-displacemetat relations (Eq.(51,l) of ref. 4) to

Constitutive eqUetions, I aI Xiven below,

wheret A a tttql KI".Ioo t t o if Strain-Displacemnt Relations, I m (f8)

IT(2) whore ~.band 31 ore, respectively.

in m* eleven component loogrwnn incrtocental stress .5l 0 0 0 0 0
vector, Id is an eloven component IAgrnagen 0 0 0~ 0 0 0
incremeonil strain vector: 0 0. xa 0 0 0

Oxx 0 .xj 0 0 0
it oi T 0 .xj 0 1 0 0

(3) a 0 0 0 .xj 0 0 )
0 0 0 0 0 x

to i a cttrix tit tem~wrture dependeont elastic 0 0 0 0 *X3 0
constants referred to the fixed reference frolme. Th 0 0 0 0a 0 x0
compot of D are given below. 0 0 0 0 x

0i o0o 0 0 0 g
It, 11, to3 B, 1 is 51S 0 0 0 0 0piPa 0 0 0 p p

n,5 5 564 12 B Dii ,~ 0 0 0 0 0 , P*P. 0 0 0
S0 0(000

" 3 3 3 4000 0 0 0 0 pit, 1PIiii Pin
o 0 A 04464 0 0 0 [I0 0 ~ 0~ 0n 0 Ok Pa (P13

0 0 0 0 0 0 D11, Pon 1-1 Rf

o 0 0 0 0 0 I'L2S Y~ ~Ktrlx I s Ilineatr differential opmrator Aind Its
0 0 0 0 0 0 , ~ ,

eltments .xi (I w 1.2 or 3) signify ptirtitil

where 6 a 2h kc kc 0)~ -. kxa diffetrentintion with respoct to the coordinates of the
pq (P) W(q)4)k4')T11 fixed reference f raiw. 7the explicit temprature

k14jok2S3,uk2'sju (6) dependency of the stralit Is reflected In the oorttrix k~

An *2V 2 ( D - , D(5/ containiic elements P I which Are functions of thet
pq 3 pq 212 22 thermal expansion coefficients "(ndw temperature

te tern I n Eq. (G) In thie usual correction factor cha-nge 0:

for thickness vibretions. The relation for l In P~ 0 * +x *1.0 + U110 + a 33.03 (12)

Eq.(G) Is obtained by setting the strnss; &, to -Aero whetre 6 Is at Kronecker delta. *nie values of the
anid accomomodatingx the strilin a.,"' Its the first order i
constitutive relations. The elastic constants pqare thersal expansion coefficients were mensured by

1lmit. kiallato and Lukaiszek' 0 And for completeness
dcependent on the temperature chofte 0 u(T - To)0C up tire provided in Table 2.
to the third order:

D , C + 1111.0 + D12 1.02 Pon f'~'0 (7) b) Finite Element Motrix Fonio
pe pq pq pq pq

7The finite element equations for free vibrations
where To Is the reference temperature At WC. an C are formulated using the virtual work principle. which

p'l is stated as:
An ~)are the fundamenanl elastic stiffness And

"Lngrazngean" temperature coefficients of elastic a e (3
stiffness, respectively. The word "LAgrangean" is used
to differentiate D n from the temperature coefficients weeLead6eaersetvl h lmn ita

pq strain energy of Internal stresses and the virtual work
by Bechsizn. Ballato and Lukaszek' which are referred on the element, that Is.
to a temperature dependent reference frame. The
measured values of C pqare given by Bechmnn. BallaEo
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aI JI AeThe aforementioned equation 1w In the time domin.
6to , dA A is thu plate elemnt re ( Fcr harmonic motion.

61t JIL-; dAi 9(24)
The gcnroI eignvalue problem is obtaincd when Eq.(23)

In the expression for the virtual work 6W nl h to writwn in the frequency domin:

inertial action Is considered. T7h surface trAction Is 4 2 (25)
ncglectcd for free vibration problms. T7h mtrix V
rrprestnts the miss of the plate element. aly.

b, 0 0 0 0 0
0 bt, 0 0 0 0 c) EgAr1tg IsintM~cIxJ 2 i1LLja~LL L~n 1
0 0 b, 0 0 0 where p Is th density.0 0 0 b.0 0 b m 5 ob-odi. I oprnoricquhlrltitcral element fi
0 0 0 0 b3 0 , 20 one of the simplest eltment for f plate. The four shape
0 0 0 0 0 b:l ba "--. 16) risntions' are H~f.i) ,

Tito plate thichnews Is 2b. (d)u±1f(-i

In thu finite element approxgimtion., thu gentrIc 43(0.) -*0 )004t)
displacement 11 Is reprvieme td by the Interpolation of a 

(

set or dlsplaccutnts 9 at discrete points ctilld nodes: M(-11) a -(l' ) (26)

11 f 90M) where f And q are thu loaml coordltntes. Hence thuwstrix of shape functtons ft In Eq.(17) 1w.
whtre Is 1 a witrix of interpolation or whtipe functions mti rsmefntosKi q(7 s
rind to1 a vettor or nodAl displacements. Ienca Owu ut .04 (l* . 1 1,J (27)
virtul displcements in q.(IG) say be written as.

There D, (1-1.2.3 or .I) w .1 $. For a plate with X
6V - T( T)-6 (19) dcgrees of frcedom/mie. I it, a x identity mfttrix.

The dIsilacement vector j can also be written aw:
If the ditsplacemint 1 In Eq.(B) Ix substituted by

Eq.(17). thu followinK relation Is obtahInd: 1

S"1kf u-I9 (10) a9 -a 2i (29)

where a u f Is generally known an the 1a1

wtrnin-diaplncmnt matrix which givet strains at any where 9, Is a vector of displacmelnts At wide I so
point within the element due to unit values of nodal

displcestents. lence the virtual strain z? In q. (I() 'lint. TIs: 2 gg CC,. it- 23- 2l]T ,  (29)

T ~ T T T 20) In i three degrees of freedocAnode plate. simliar

to the one proposed by Iluthes et1. thu strains:

N'ttlig Eq.(10) Into the constitutive relations of ago eol. 0.ol. eaol. el' rud ell along with the
Fq.(I) yilds the stress-displncement, mtrix equation: respective stresses are neglected. Only three

displacement components. namely. one translationel
D u J) 9 (21) displnctment u 0' and two rotationl displacements ul"

Substitution of Eq.(l,I) and Eq.(15) Into the virtual and ul". are rotained, Results of the three degrees of
work principle Eq.(13). usig the relevant expressions freedom/node pinto will be compared with that of the
from Eqs.(.7). (18). (20) nd (21) yields: six degrees of freedom/node plate.

6T( f BTI69 TJtTf I 9 (2 There tire schemes: Incompatible modes7 or

A A reduced/selective integration' which can be Introduced
T to "soften" an otherwise overconstrained quadrilateral

Since 6g Is common in Eq.(22). we obtain thu following plate element. In the Incompatible modes scheme. two
matrix displacement equation for vibration without extra shape functions are included:
dampIng:

9 't9(23) N )a(E.i) = 1-(30)

where K= TD dand f T dA are the element These shape functions do not belong to any nodes. The
-A' A element stiffness terms associated with these functions

stiffness mntrix and the element consistent mass are removed by static condensation. while those of the
matrix. respectively, element moss terms are reduced by Cuynn9 reduction. If

the reduced/selective integration scheme is used, a lxl
Gauss quadrature Integration is performed on the
element stiffness terms associated with the shear
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strais 04'1 an a4 01. A Wx Cautis quadratura) is Oal Is Physically the component or the homogenous
employed on the rest of hEm itiffness terms. thermlI strain in thea 12 dirction. Tim role of (i~a In

the frequency-temperuture behavior at flexure ,mode
A finite element prograis which incorporates all the quartz resonators is further explored. Figvre 4

aforementioned options w"s written. An efficient, exhibits the results of the mesh or flii.lb for a
eigenivalue solver for xparse ontrices was added to the fixti-fixed 1{T-Ctt bar. Incompatible modes were used.
program. The use of ak diagonalized thermal strain tensor. that

Isn~ a - 0 for 1 $ .J. produced it frequency-tcmuirature

11 IAQW6NWAN FINITE MOMX1 MATF AflAYSIS or Tfw curve which was virtually identical te orilginarl curve.
FlIEJ1J-T1,'EIATUIIE M IAViOR OF' QJA~r' CitmrAL. There were relativ~ely sall c'rAnges fin twie
WIMETVIM VitP-UTIRC IN Tfhi IC U lE . frequency-temprature curves; when all tile co~pontt,

except for isi of ilie thtral strain tensor ware set
to xero. fience, tho off-diagonail tharml1 strain

Theo resonaint fr - -cocies of the* fundaental flexuire componlents are insignificant in frequency-temprature
"oIe of quartz bnrs or tuning forks mnd their effects and among the diagonal component,., the
frequtincy-temperature behamvior are studied with respect component in thle thickness direction is by far the
to (I) tile fineness of tile finite element, mesh, (2) the piredlominant term. This is further Illustrated lit fIK.5
type of -softening" scheme. (3) ilie kind or wIss for it 10 X-Git tuning fork using the Pash of fig.1c at
Pntrix. (,I) the role of tlia therrAvl eximnsion incomptible modes. The curve with the full thermtal
coefficient fin the thickness direction rind (5) the strain tensor Is relatively similar to one In which allI
number of degrees of frcedom/node in thea plate element, tile therml strain components, except for n33. tire St

to %ero. In this case. nY3 Instead of a.?: Is
Figure I shows &%ll thle finite element mashas used preclomi:nt because the tuning fork Uint flexes in the

fit this study. Ilie coordinatte' system Is shown In tE X X plane. The experimental results from fig.16 of
upper left corner of thle figure. viea the X3 axis8 going iza tal* sasohwnIiaumrc uve
it the plane of thie ;wsper. The thickness, width and %7w eta. isloshn.Teumrcluve

length tire taken respectively In the X2. X., and X, are quite close to the empirical curve.
direction. Hence thea dimensions of a bar are quoted in
the saiie sequence. Vith% the exception of thei tuning one question or particular intaert, is ithether a
fork In fig. 1c. thea flexure mode, vibrates predominantly three degrees of freedom/node plate element Is adequate
in thea X2-X, plane. Tile tines of thea tuning fork for a flexure "ad resonator. DT~s result Is compared

vibrate lpredoinantiy fin the X3-X, pirnne. Figure In against thea present six degrees of freedom/node element
gives the finite element mashes lin Increasing degree of Its fig.6 for a fixed-fixed 1ST-Cit, bar. Tim mesh of

fig.lb and either one of thle two "softening- scheme
fineness for a So X-Cut caint lever. It must be noted at were emp)loyed. Thia three degrees; of freedom/node
this point that tlie vibration chatracterIs ties of it element yields different frequency-temrature curves
cantilever are quite different from those of a tuning because it does not satisfactorily model thea flexure
fork tinle. Thea beam in fig.lb is nn INT-Cu, bar, (YXwtL) mOdes which, are slightly out of thle X:J-X, pla and
4!9Ot/.S.G*/.3OQ. Theo dimensions of the tinle in fig.lc which are coupled to a smill degree with a torsional
is tile sae ns those lit the cantilever of fig.la. while mode. This occurs in a fully nnisotropic beam, but not
the base dimensions -Are O.SlxO.03x2.55 nws. These in monoclinic cut plat,-x such as at Y-Qit bar.
crystal cuts and dimensions wero chosen so ats to
fricilitt comparisons of some of the* present numerical The results in figures 3 and 0 indicaite that thle
results with thle txf-cut bar and rotated X-Cut tuning reduced/selective integration tund incomp-ttible, modes
forks empirical data provided by Nawa wt. atli. schemes yield relatively similar frequency-temperature

curves. One might thten conclude that thle
Figure 2 Shows O results of the different finite reduced/selective Integration scheme is thea scheme of

element meshes of fig.la using either the choice since it Is computationaily cheaper. However.
reduced/selective integration or incompattibe modes there tire other fnctors which may negate this
scheme. Although the frequencies fluctuate a little, conclusion. Figure 7 shows thea results for a 10 X-Qzt
both schemes give turnover temperatures which converge tuning fork using the mesh% of fig. Ic. Thea incompatible
monotonically to the righ~t. For :, mesh of WO2 modes scheme gives a curve which IN quite close to the
elements, thle two schemes offer reasonably similar eprcl cre b aaaa a t. Ii
frequency-temperature curves. The mesh of 2x'20 elements rempierialecurve bytegraion schme arouce t
was used in subsequent finite element studies, different frequency-temperature curve. The reason lies

The* consistent MISS matrix is at higher order in the reduced integration of thle Stiffness terms
numerical tipproximation of the malss continuum of the associated with the bending shear strina cl 0 1and, 403

vibrating body. Ilhe lumped mass matrix is the simplest which implies bending In thle X2-X, piame. The tuning
form of representation. Figure 3 shows that while the fork tine vibrates in the X.2-X, plane which is
two mass matrix schemes yield slightly different perpendicular to the former plane. Any attempt to
naturail frequencies, they produce frequency-temperature tensor rotate by 900 the field equations so that thie
curves which are practically identical. The results aire Implied bending occurs in tha XO-Xl plane is not quite
given for two types of "softening"s schemes. Thea mesh of satisfactory because it leads to difficulties in the
fig. Ia was used. The lumped mass matrix is a diagonal modelling of the crotch of the tuning fork. One Might
matrix. hence it takes uip less storage space aind is then be tempted to try unifo~rm reduced integration.
much easier to factorize in eigenvalue calcultitions. Unfortunately, thle scheme introduces a anrger number of

zero-energy modes which may lead to some spurious
Thea fourth order differential equation for a cigenmodes and erroneous results.

Lagrangean classical plate, derived in previous paper:
Eq.(35) of ref.l. display only one component of the Figures S and 9 show the comparisons or the present
tentsor P j3 namely. P322. Of interest are the results using incompatible modes and thie Meshes Of

temperature components in P22( see Eq.(12)): fig.lb and fig.lc against the three-dimensional finite

element solutions from a previous paper' and Itakazawa
a22 2c~ 00+c~'*~ + a2120 (31) et al.8 's data. For the three-dimensional solution.
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thle off-dingonal compoinents of the thcrml struin 41) In general. n six degrees or firtdom/noda
tensor were neglected ndt the diagonal components were clement Is neceded for tile
aissumled equal to a~a. An eight-node hexahedral clement frequcncy-temperaturc predictions of a -fully
with Incompatiblit modes wits employed. The curves by anisotropic flexure mode resonautor. This is
Nahazmiwti at al. were obtained from their experiments dite to vibrations which are slightly mit of
and from their classical ben^ equntion cnlculations tile X I X~ j lane and coupled to a smnll dtgree
using either Ariga nnd 11echmenn at, Al.'s constants. In wit ittriti mode. The threa degrees of
fig.$ the present numerical curve for it frnfe freedom/nodec elemet Is adkquia for Only
lIT-Citt bar in observed to compare reasotnbly good with certain crystal cuts, for eximple. sionoclinic
the empirical datm andt the three-d Imsinls-I finitecusuhasteYC.
clement solution. Similar comprisons tire obtained In tSscashe-C.
fig.0 where the turnover temperatures TICsx of various 5 esml od cmtrsn ~we hrotatedl X-Cmt tuning forks are plotted against. the p)reasontl goodicn resultfs intweenpri- 4kt
Iinigi of rotation,.rsn ueia eu' nieprcldt

by Nnknsawa at ril." were obtained for it lIT-Cat,
It must, be noted that tile .umericnlly pro4luctd bar ndw various rotated X-Cot tuning forks.

frequenicy-teoperature curves chantges slirlhtly with thle
number or elements ond thle form of fini te element maih These conclusions are dcduced from the results of
employed. that is. thle relative six* or the elements thle LIgsrangean quadrilateral plto clement whens used to
and the arrangement, of thle elements [it thle mesht. lcnce predict thle frcquency'-temperature characteristicm of
It is quite possible by usinit n certain element Posit to low frequency flexure Ii quartz, bars and tunini; forks.
obtain at three-dimensional solution curve which mritches As %%uch, some of the infercecs oiy not be applicable
closely a plate element curve In either fig.9 or 0. to other modes of vibirntion, especially those In tile

highier frequtncy ranges.

The following conclusions -ire Inferred from the Tlia author would like to thaink Mich-al Tang and Peter
study of it six degrees of freedomt per node. Lzigrangean. C.Y. Lee of Princeton University for providing thle
four-nodea quadrilateral plnte element applied to the eir,envalIue solver written by Dnvid S. Scott of
frequency-temperature prolblems of flexure mode quartz UIniv'rty of Texas at Austin.
ronatoril:

1) Although thle lumped masn mwtrix compared with 6130 ,
the consistent wess mtrix yields slightly
different natural frequencies, it produces
frequency-temperature curves wicht nr: 1) Yang. Y.K. * "Thret-10imanslotuil Finite Element
practically Identical. This is true for low Solution of The Ltuhrangenn Fquations for the
frequency vibrations. Frequency-Temperature Behaivior of *-t- i n NT-Cut

liars." Proceedings of thle 40th Annual Symposium on
2) For simple prismattic resonators. thle two Frequ~ency Control. 19,10). pp 170-iSO.

.*'sof tening" schemes: reduced/selective 2) EerNisse. E.P. and Wittins, R.H.. "A Resonator
Integration aind incompatible modes schemes Temperature Transducer with No Activity D~ips."
yield relatively similar frequency-temperature Proceedings of the 410th Annual Symposium on
behavior if element meshes of adequate Frequency Control. 19S6. lip 216-223.
fineness are used. Although thle 3) Tomlkawn.Y.. Sato.K.. Konno.N. and Johnson.R.A.,
reduced/selective integration scheme is "Second-Mode Tuning Forks for Hfigh Frequencies:
computationally cheaper, It mvy not he the Finite Element Analysis nnd Experiments." IF.EE
scheme of choice in resonators with complex Trans. on Sonics andi Ultrasonics. Vol.SJ-27. No.5.
shapes, for example a tuning fork, because of Septloeo0 pp, 253-257.
flexure vibrations in at plane other than that -1) LceP.C.Y andi Yong.Y.K.. "Frequency- Temperature
implicit In the scheme. The incompatible modes Behavior of Thickness Vibrations of Doubly-Rotated
scheme hais greater generality. Quartz, Plates Affected by Plate Dimensions and

Orientations." J. AppI. Phys.. 60(7). October 1086.
3) For the frequency-temperature problems of pp 2327-~22

flexure mode resonators vibrating in thle X I-Xj 5) LeeP.C.Y.. Wang.Y.S. and Markenscoff.X.. *'High
plna with the X axis along the length of the Frequency Vibrations of Crystal Plates Under

.1 Initial Stresses." J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol.57.
vibrating element, the thermul strain in the No.1. Jan 1975. pp 95-105.
Xi (thickness) direction Is by far the G) Hughes. T.J.R.. Cohen. M. and llaroun. M.. "'Reduced
predominant component. Ilie off-diagonal and Selective Integration Techniques in the Finite
components of the thermal strain tensor can be Element Analysis of Plates," Nuclear Enginerng
neglected. Reasonably good solutions were and Design. Vol 46S. 1978. pp 203-222.
obtained even when all thle components of the 7) Wilson. E.L.. Taylor, H.L.. Doherty. V.P. and
thermasl strain tensor, except the one In the Chaboussi. .J.. "Incompatible Dispacement, Models."
thickness direction, were set to zero. This Numericril and Computer Method-; in- Structural
correlates well with the three-dimensional Meehanim~ edited by S.J.Feaves. N. Perrone. A.R.
results from a previous paper where the Robinson and W.C. Schnobrich. (Academic Press. New
off-dingonal components of the therimal strain York, 1973) pp 42-57.
were neglected and all the diagonal components S) NakazawaM. Nakaiaura.Y and Miyashita.S.
were set equal to the component in the "Frequency-Temperature Chanracteristics of Quartz
thickness direction. Crystal Flexure Bars and Quartz Crystal Tuning

Forks." IEEE Trans. on Sonics and Ultrasonics.
Vol.S'J-2G. No.5, Sept.1979. pp 369-376.

9) Cuyan. R.J.. "Reduction of Stiffness and Mass
Matrices." AIAA Journal. Vol.3, No.2. Feb. 19G5. pp
380.
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AN APPROXIMATE VX.PASSION FOR Tii MOTIO AL CAPACITANCK
OF A LATERAL FIELD KESONATOR

R.C. Smythe
Piezo Technology Inc.
Orlando, Floridit 32804

1I.F. Tivrsten
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, N.Y. 12180

Abstract

A simple, approximate expression io obtained for x3
the motional capacitante of a lateral-ftield quartz
resonator. Comparison with measured values for fundas-
mental Mod* and third overtone SC-cut resonators shows
agreement within 10Z to 50Z. R.

t.ateral field excitation of SC-cut resonntc-rs is
of currdnt interest, since either the H-mode or the C-
mod, may t, preferentially excited, and by at suitable
arrangement of electrodes it might be possible to
excite the two separately. In this letter some simple,
Approximate, but useful expressions will be developed
for tOe Motional capacitance and inductance of lateral h x1
field resonators.

Figure 1 shows a rotated Y-cut quartz thickness-
shear resonator having the desired electrode configurn- W
tion. Opposing top and bottom electrodes are connected
together. Depending upon the azimuthal orientation of
the electrodes with respect to the rotated crystallo- FIG. 2. TRAPPED-ENFRGY STRIP ELECTRODE
graphic axes of the plate, either the B-mode or the MODEI. OF LFR
C-mode or both may be excited by the lateral field thus
produced.3  A renonator of this type is called a
lateral field resonator (LFR). 1) Mode Shape: The mode amplitude is assumed

to be uniform over the entire width, w, of the elec-
trode array, and zero elsewhere.

This is not n unreasonable approximation to
the actual mode amplLtude2 '3 , which varies cosinu-
soidally in the electroded region, has a hyperbolic
cosine behavior in the inter-electrode gap, and
decays exponentially outside the electroded region.

/a 2) Electric Field: The actual field has both
lateral and transverse components. Because of

h symmetry, only the lateral componentn contribute to
.---- the excitation of the mode. In this elementary

treatment we take the simplest approximation for the
lateral field, which is that It Is of uniform inten-
sLty in the gap and zero elsewhere.

FIG. 1.* LFR ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION For this semi-infinite strip model there is no

x3 dependence of either electric field or mode

Consider first the semi-infinite strip model of amplitude.

Figure 2, in which the mode is confined by the elec- If this mode shape were excited by a lateral
trodes. Calculation of the motional capacitance field uniform on w, the motional capacitance would
requires knowledge of the mode shape and the quasi-
electrostatic electric field distribution. In this be that for the simple thickness casel:
paper the simplest approximations will be used for
both. C1 . (8k2/n2"2)C ()
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where k is the appropriate lAterAl-field pte9oelectic Eq4ation () may al$* be applied to the con-
coupling coo((ielnt, n 1 the overtone% And C io the toured resonator. The actual nOde NhAi In thin

stAttc CapACItanCe, neglecting fringing, which would be case to c ctiilly determined by tle contour rather
produced by a pair of electrodes through the plate, than the tlectrotes, and is 941sia1n In xI And x3
normal to a1 *.And eparAted by W; i.e., (or A uniform (ftaerncq4, rquAton (3.13)). It 14 well approxi-
laerAl field. For A length, 1, In the x3-direccon, C mated by a rectatngular mod encloasing the n(lecction
to given by points. The corresponding value of . tis

C ( hI/V (2) I/v - (Nn/ro)l/4 (9)

wh rd( is the dielectric constant In the xi-direc- where 4o And Pn Are effectivt elastic constants. S
tien. For third And ?ifth overtone SC-cut contoured reso-

nators, this ratio is approximately .96 and .97,
Substituting it Equation (I), we have: respectively; hence, the coe(ficient in equations

(7) and (8) Is cesentially unchanged.C1  (8(k 2 /n2 1r2 )Ihlw (3)

The functional dependence shown In Equation (8)
However, we have assumed a ried uniform on a and was first observed by Warner and Coldfronk 6 for con-

zero elsewhere. To the accuracy of this approximation, toured resonators. Their empirical expre0*son (or
only the central portion of the mod, within the gap SC-cut LYK motional Inductance Is
width A, Is excited, but the field intensity is
Increased by the wame proportion, v/a, that the excited LI n 17 h (10)
region it reduced. As a consequence of the uniform
mode assumption, the two offset omt another, so that Cl  where h It in millimeters and Lt in henrien. Using
In still givent by Equation (3). To the accuracy of the Equation (4), this reduces to
Approximations, then, C1 in independent of a.

Equation (3) may he rewritta to eliminate the LI -, 30 n/f (IIl
plate thickness, given by

or about 60% of the calculated value.
h -n/f (4)

To test the validity of Equation (8), fundaxen-
where f Is the frequency And N the frequency-thicknoss tal mode and third-overtone SC-cut resonators were
constant. Substituting in Equation (3), fabricated at 10 MIlt. Quartz wafers for the funda-

mental mode units were uncontoured and polished,
C1 - (8(k2N// 2) (/w) (1/nt) (5) with A diameter of 10 m. The third-overtone units

were plano-convex with a radius of curvature of 0.53
Equations (3) and (5) may be applied to the more m (I diopter), and a wafer diameter of 14 m. The

realistic configuration of Figure I by assuming the electrodes were circular with a bisecting gap,
mode shape In the x3-direction to be uniform on I and oriented with an Azimutl angle, psi, of -22
zero elsehere (alt ough the correct mode shape could degrees l, corresponding to maximum C-mode coupling.
readily be included) and ignoring the effect of finite Notional inductances wore measured using a I-P 4191A
1 on the electrostatic field distribution. RF Impedance Analyzer 7 . In Table 1, the measured

The development so far has not been restricted to values are compared with values calculated from

any particular cut. For the SC-cut, N 1797 lIz-n, and Equation (8). For the uncontoured resonators,
agreement is within 152. For the contoured resona-

40 x 10-12 F/in. If the xl-direction is chosen to tors, the measured values are about two-thirds of

maximize C-mode excitation, then k - 9.38%. ! Substitu- calculated, but within 10% of 11arner's empirical
ting these values in Equation (5) given value. We consider the agreement with calculation

to be good, in view of the nature of the approxima-
tions. For thin azimuth angle, the calculated 8-

CI 0.5"(I/w)/nf (6) mode coupling Is 1.4%. Motional inductance of the
8-mode was not measured, but the impedance at

where f Is in Milz and CI is in femtofarads. resonance was extremely high, indicating that the B-
mode is effectively suppressed.

For a square array (1 w ) Equation (5) further

reduces to
TABLE I. MEASURED ANhD CALCULATED MOTIONAL INDUCTANCES

C1 -1 /2nf (7)

The corresponding expression for the motional OVERTONE ELEC. DIM. (mm) MOTIONAL INDUCTANCE (11)

inductance, in henries, is Calculated Measured

Diameter Cap Mean Std.
I- 50n/f (8) Dev.

1 3.3 0.25 5.0 5.74 0.34

* Note that C is not the actual static capacitance, 3 7.5 0.5 15.0 9.71 0.39

which, to the accuracy of approximation 2, is
Co  ( lh/a. 3 7.5 1.0 15.0 10.04 0.50
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ABSTRACT

Trapped energy resonators of plane and bevelled geo- In the second type of theory, a dispersion relation
metry are widely used for frequency generation and valid near the overtones of a thickness mode having
filtering. A model using a solution of the approximate essentially a thickness dependance similar to the car-
equation governing the )ateral dependance of thickness responding one dimensional mode and having slow lateral
modes is established for plane resonators having nearly variations Is established. Then, a scalar equation
arbitrary electrode shape. This model uses solutions in governing the lateral variations of the mode is derived
the form ot serle of products or Bessel and trigono- from the dispersion relation. The way used to establi-
metric functions and considers the expression or the shed the dispersion relation ensure the verification of
approximate continuity conditions at a discrete number the boundary conditions on the surfaces norml to the
oa points or the lectrode edge. This method of solu- thickness, to the second order of approximation.
tion is applied to study the Influence of the shape of
the electrodes on the properties of the resonators and The scalar equation governing the lateral dependance of
to demonstrate on a few examples that the usual circu- thickness shear established by Tiersten and co-worters
lar geometry is not optimal with respect to several has been used to obtain several models of the plane and
criterions. Resonators with electrodes respecting ap- planoconvex resonators (4) (5) (6), of resonators with
proximatively the lateral anisotropy of the plate (rec- cylindrical bevels (7) (8), of resonators with unpa-
tangular and elliptical) are considered in these rallel surfaces (9) and of monolithic filters (10).
examples. An extension of the model is made to consider
plane resonators having shallow grooves outside the In this paper solutions of the scalar equation for the
electrodes to improve the energy trapping. case of plane and corrugated resonators are proposed.

Some examples of comparison of experimental and compu-
I - INTRODUCTION ted results are given in the last part of the paper.

The thickness mode resonators are the most commonly I -MODEL OF PLANE RESONATORS WITH
used since their performances and their frequencies ELECTRODES OF ARBITRARY SHAPE
correspond well to the specifications of modern elec-
tronic systems. Mathematical models of these resonators As basis of this model, we use the scalar equation
having more and more precision were elaborated in re- gouverning the lateral dependance of the anharmonics in
cent years. Most of these models were derived from the the viccinity of one overtone (number n) of a given
theories of the thickness vibrations of piezoelectric thickness model (noted()). This equation was first
plates established by Professors Mindlin, Lee and established for monoclinic plates (4) then for plates
Tiersten. Two principal types of theory can be distin- of an arbitrary orientation (5). In this case the equa-tion has, in a coordinate system with x normal to theguished thickness and x and x choosen to eliminate the mixed

The first type is based on two dimensional equations(1) derivative, (5) the foliowing form :
of successively higher order of approximation that are
obtained from the tridimensional equations of linear , 2U + 8 ul n2 t
piezoelectricity by expansion of the different Mn- +Pn - - +pW2  =
variables in series of power of the thickness coordi- a x 8 x 4112

nate x2 (2) (or of trigonometric functions of x2 (3)) 
and

integration over the thickness. These theories can (n1)/2 e26 4 V0 ejut
consider various modes coupled to the thickness ones. p (-1) C 1 n2 n2
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In this equation, 0 (XI, 43, t) is the lateral depen- For the unelectrodtd region
dance of ul (Xi ,) u sin (n!z12) %C ni .,

ul results of the transformation of the conventional -- U 4,:L * 14•
caponent of the displacement u and r' the potential U

, make to repl. the InAomoStneous boundary where
conditions tY, eJ4 /2 at x 'eh bj the homogeneous a X (W - fit)
Conditions ;0 ihe inhomogenious ter of the equation k - _

results of this transformation. e 4h4 f14

i*M Is elty, CM for the unelectroded of the "6 f
resonator or €U for the electroded part. - Is the
stiffened elastic constant relative to the correspon- f , n t[7
ding one dimensional mode (Eigen-value of the Ce 4h
Christoffel Matrix) : {cut-off frequency for the electrodd part)

is a constant that includes the electr[ca3 and Mecha- r - -
itical effects or the met-llization. 45YA/nZx2 is the Cl 4h
relative frequency lowering dqe to the electrical ef- (cut-off frequency unelectrodtd pirt)
fect of the metallization ; A 2'h'/Ph is the rela-
tive frequency 'oerill dgjto ft inertia of the elec- f 1 C 91
trodes (figure .c m (1- " *) is A pseudo ordi- I" 7
nary elastic constant. k is the coupling coefficient Cr C0a"1of the corresponding one dimensional mode. S a . ; p ll! 11lO

M' PI are intricate functions or the material cons- Equations 131 and 141 are transformed In isotropic
tants and of the plate orientation (5). equations by the transformation x i, - ; X

% a r.TCSScX 3 and then separated in polar coordinates r
To simplify the notations and also to be able to com- and I ircost 0 X'! ; rsinc a A'3).
pare the computed results to experimental ones obtained
with Y rotated plates; we consider in the following ..n
only the case of plates of class 32 crystals with mono- u1 U Rir). T(t) till
clinic sysetries. This does not Involve any losses of For the electrodd part. the following ordinary diffe-
generality in the calculations since It is sufficient rta equations art ted
t epl "n , C , C, k by the values of , rentia equations are obtained

C omulro63rbitrary orientation a6n a
particular thickness mode to consider again the general jrZ dr R + R (rkA - vi) n 0 112)
case (11). ,

As, ost frequently, we make also the assumption that Tz + vz T • 0 [)3J
the lateral dimensions of the plate, Are sufficient to
have, for the considered modes, a negligible vibration The separation constant v must be an Integer since Ae
amplitude at the plate edges (i.e. we consider only solution T(v) mist be periodical with 2nv as period'
perfectly trapped modes). wam.

For the electroded part of the plate the equation is T • cos mnt 4 0n sin mt 114)
now for an anharmonic mode near the nth. overtone(n.1,3,5 ..,) : 12 w,Mn 1 1 + C,, ;, 33 " 2-n C66 ; + 2h

.2 (_)(n)/%2 6/C66)4 22 (Ili Figure 1 : The plane resonator.

sin Equation [12J is a Bessel equation which has for solu-

where (xi x3,t) s - tions, finite at r 0 0, the Bessel functions of first
kind

For the unelectroded part we have :

n2 +2  a, R(r) LA Jm (r.ke) I!5jHni1,1 C5 ,3 h '6 +  1 [2]
0We choose to express the general solution of

- 13) under the formEigen Modes at VrO (u! - u ) []udrtefr

Tn a first step we calculale the elgen modes at VO0 of _n m-
the resonator, the equations are normalized by division U1  = 0  Jm(r ke).(cCos m + Dmn sin mi) (16]by C66, they take the form of Ilelmotz equations:

In a similar manor, for the unelectroded part, the
For the electroded region : general solution contains modified Bessel functions of

the second kind, which are the solutions bounded atU-,61+ .U 1,33 + k' ui= 0 [3] infinity of the modified Bessel equation resulting of
1 C66  the separation of [4].
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Iz K. o (r'kl).'Es at 4 F" Sin at) [171 For the p points at the electrode boundary, 2p siries

00 a equalities are Obtained, to have an eigen solution, the

serle are truncate to p terms ; this gives An hwge-
eerally, the @Cttods and the s that canI b neous system with 2 p coefficients. To have non zero

excited In plate with parallel faces have sypttrIes soutions In the coeificitnts, the mnant of the
that permit to reduce expressions [16) and 117). For homogeneous linear system oust vanish. This constitute
example with electrodes symtricai In 31 and x3 only an equation to the elgen frequencies fn I( 1 2,
Nodes Syetrical in X1 and x3 are txcffed, thtVe 3...) hich Is nuumrically solved in the interval I(ce ,
coefficients 00 and F vanishe. Nowever, even in this "
case, it my be usefulf-to Consider also the antisyae-

tric modes that can be excited, in real resonators, as A matrix expression of the truncated continuity condi-
the result of minor defects (slightly unparallel tions of u1 t18) can be found for tht p pints, as
plates, electroce misalfgment etc...). M example of I
such modes will be given below. Iq J n a, q 1, .p

Soundary and Continuity Conditions where tq uJ. (r. ke ) cos (.0q)

Out to the sin (nx 2/Zh) detpnd.nce of ut and to t )m (rq-k4,) cos (Rtq)
the method used to establish the tuStions [I and 121,

the boundary conditions an the major surfaces normal to Similarly the continuity of Nu1 /In at the p points can
x are approximatively varified (S). At the electrode be expressed after truncation by
eige we have to express the continuity of ul and or
ut/bn... This can be approximated by expressing these /  C: a " 1 En

conditions at only a discrete number of points p. (12)

(13). In the case of a symetrical electrode and of a The homogeneous system is
syetrIcal mode these conditions at the point KNO(rq, - C

,M kthe form (. m O ;F , O ;mm *i ( ( )
S- - - -"l -This formulation will be used for the case of the cor-

rugated resonators.

The eigen modes are obtained by the solution of the
homogeneous system for each of the eigen (reqencies.

On the whole, the eigen modes for the electroded region
are given by n

- ____/ b* sin (
ule xx/2h) Ule

;P u ip-l M,i n (r. k )cos(2 id (20)

and for the unelectroded region

Ulla sin (n xx,/2h) nule
Figure 2 Discretization of the continuity conditions 

l

at the electrode edge. .n t (p-

C .m (rq ke)cos *mq. I EnKm (rqkl)cos mtq [18] iwO
o0

cC rqkej m Cos miq (alqcosq+3 Nqsin% where : theAj andl i are of the form Cl/Cs and Ei/C s

0 , 2 112

+ r Cn sin _p9CSqq (f1] ~ 2 - f2 )/f2 I0 a•J sin mtq WjNsint4 (]csq 19) ke i h | c e 6"

ce

on f2 )/f2 ] 112

I Emrql.k1Km cosmtqchNqCos-q+pNqsintq) n1, 6

0 E The corresponding transformed potentiel is

+ En m~ sin m~q (aNqsintq~13Nqcostq) e(-)2~
nP. 6 (sin({ 2) - (1) I n ' 22)

where the index m has only even values m • 2 1 e c 2h h
22

,C/"/ ;66 1a C /CG, These eigen solutions must verify the orthogonality
'66 66 5 relations

.q• q q q
N (N , N ) is the normale at point Mq k) n (n)(P)1 3 a .n • dV 6 6 N(3

Jm, J ,, K, K are respectively :. t I I nk  P%

Jm(rq-ke), d im (rq.ke), Km(rq.kl) etc..

d(rq.ke)
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with : we obtain the tipression of the admittance

1ffff -y tk2 Ill 4 kk y (f-~- S.Z k 2  ,tifff ~s2

S total volume of t plate 2tt.. - ( .f PIA .

e to volIdentifioe The the admittance of the ClassicalYt a lectrod d Vlu me equivalent sch em le~lds to '.

V I V E " - e S S  k
Forced vibrations. CZ , * 1) is }he Fapacitance 28)

The modes forced by the potential vYeJ'.t can be obtal- 8 kZ ,I 1h(L -a no dS)
ned by a lintar combination of the elgen modts at V0 Ina 2 2 h n 2l

For the potential a suplementary term must. be added As expected for stiffened vode resonators the parallel
(14) capacitance contains CZ and an Infinite Sun of the

n (nxx2h) [24) opposite of the capacitances of all the modes :

I nVe (wt CONCa- (30)

In the case of one dimensional mades of ai nfinite
where :As n 123) '" is either bDT or i plate, the sus - r . equal to - k' S c2212h

e x V tJut which reduce t ral'e cap acita ce at high frequency
u 7o the usual value of Co * Se '2/2h whereas Cz a Se

IS I - Zh C c2/2h is the low frequency capacilance.

I 1i - MODEL FOR THE CORRUGATED RESONATORS
u being the forced solution.

Accounting for the fact that the orthogonality of sin Resonators having a groove outside the electrode were

(nxx21/h) has already been expressed in (1) and (2) we proposed by akazawa et at (IS). Similarly, plane reso-
substitute In these equations the lateral dependance of nators having an inverse mesa structure were presentedto control the energy trapping by Lukaszek (16). This
ul. method of using discrete lateral variations of the

-kx, thickness to control the energy trapping in plane reso-
Then we multiply these relations by ul and integrate nators can be extended to confer to this type of reso-
respectively on V0 and V1. The sumation of these two nators the energy trapping behaviour or bevelled reso-
relations gives nators or of piano-convex resonators. This can be of

large interest for the case of the high frequency reso-
2 [ n -k nators for which it is very difficult to realize the

Hn 2..- (f2 "f2 j/jj u1n dl contoured shape by the conventional methods using the
n P 4h2f2  t t lapping and polishing techniques. in this part we pro-

46 4pose a model to analyse the energy trapping behaviour2e 2&4V oJut of resonators having, outside the electrode, several
(.1)(n-i)/2 26 o Sf[ 0f k" dV flane zones with different thicknesses.C 2 n 2 %244 e The figure 3 indicate that the considered resonators

Using the orthogonality relation have N different zones with different thicknesses, N-1
being situated outside the electrode. We make the sim-

. £ n y .k 2 dv-2 h/  UnpDkX dS " 2 6 6 N(n)(P) plifing hypothesis that the cut-off frequencies for
ItI hSt I I nk 1)" theese regions are all higher than that of the elec-

troded region. We make also the hypothesis that the
We obtain thicknesses of all the regions are not very different

so that no boundary conditions are to be considered on
(n-0/2 f2 h e 4VoetLe 0 nPdS the different steps appearing across the resonator.

H f(-1) ) _ [26) 111.1 -E gen modes at V -0
(f-fn2 ) n2X2C 2N (n)(g)

66 The partial derivative equations governing the lateral

variations of the displacement in the different regions
where S o electroded surface of these resonators are equations [1 and (2). For the

ISta total surface central electroded region, the eiqen solution is still

Electrical response

D2 =e u -C 2
26 P2 22 2

D 22 V eiut(k2 +I) + _ .(1)(n-l)/2 H np e"6 U1 N 26
02 2h 0 26 1 h

and the relation Y = - V //e Dj dS

Figure 3 Geometry of grooved resonators.
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given by ,he expression [16!. For the external regions, Similarly the continuity of the nOrml derivative can
txctpt the last, without 4n'y particular hypothesis be written
Concernilng the thictness distribution, it Is necessary
to include In the solution given by expression t171 • M A , a t3
modified kssel functions of first kind since the elgen
solution has not now to be bounded nor at zero aelthtr For all the region boundaries we have
4t Infinity.
Frr such a region H, the eigtn solution (symetrical ttA I I t1iA1 I s1Ai , slIAI1
mode) is thu% : t4IIAII - tilA I $'lt1lI " sIIIAIII 135)

cos (2 $ d KZ2(r.kM)fG I 121(r ) 1311 ------------------ ----------------

where: k 2NN It LNMN - t 1 ~
k 4h qf4 from which one obtains

_4V \ t1A1-tlI.(t'It)'I.tIII ... ItN]ZS]AN 16

2NK Is the thickness In this region, f(C is the corres- slAt"si1.(i'Ii) ".s1 ll  .... (sN)- IsN.AN 137]
ponding cut-off frequency. or•

To simplify the formalism, In the following, we tlA t * VNAN
use for this eigen solution the form : - ""' Al

n l"siAI a or ( - 0)(0) " 0 1 8)
U * r (r4M) Cos (I(a)., 1321
IN 0IM The problem admits non trivial solutions in(A', AN) if

where :C Is either K or I the determinant of the homogeneous sytes 1381 vanishes.
This constitutes the equation to the eigen frequencies

For the most external region, since we consider only which mst be numerically solved for the eigen fre-
trapped modes, the solution ony contAins the modified quencies f. . The coefficients of the elgen modes In
functions K. region I an' are obtained as the solutions of the

homogeneous linear system for the eigen frequencies.
Continuity conditions : As for the case of the plane The coefficients for the other regions are obtained
resonators we use th approximation of expressing the from back substitution in the relations 1351 and reso-
continuity of uI and of Aul/Ai at only a discrete num- lution.
ber of points (p) at each region boundary (figure 4).
After truncation of the series to p terms, these condi- The forced modes can then be obtained by a method which
tions can take the mAtricial form given In paragraph is formally identical to those given in § 1I, u! being
11. now defined by piece in the unelectroded region.
For the p points at the limit of region M and M + I the
continuity of ul can take the form : IV - PROPERTIES OF THE RESOLUTION METHOD

t* W] Conver ence For the resonators with circular elec-

where -C i m (rJkd ) cos (lml).:J) troes, MeF-convergence of the eigen frequency is very
fast, when the number of points at which the continuity

It ! -C (rJ'kHjl)cos (I(m).%J) conditions at the electrooe edge are expressed, is
increased. In figure5 this is represented for the case
of the fundamenta and the first anharmonic of an AT
resonator (17) (2h - 200 Pm ; R • 1,92 w; re - 2.8

In the case of a resonator with an elliptical elec-
trode respecting the lateral an sotropy of the platea n"
(i.e. with an axis ratio I- . (r' ) a totally analy-
tical solution can be obtained In r, r coordinates.
With this solution it is sufficient to express the
continuity conditions for the (unique) corresponding
value of r. To test the numerical model we have compu-
ted the elgen frewiencies for an AT plate with4rl ab
25 MM; -. 5 ., as a function of the
number of points at the electrode edge. To the preci-
sion at which the eigen frequencies are computed, they
are identical for p = 4 to p - 9.
ful"-0692794,886 f12-10773750.813 f13=10785592,817 Hz.

In figure 6 are represented the convergence proper-
ties fb--fi-liptical electrode with 4nab - 25n wm2 ;

a/b = 2.0 and R = 0.95 %. This demonstrate that, as the
Figure d Discretization of the continuity conditions electrode shape becomes more and more different of the

for the grooved resonators.
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case corretponding to the lateral anisotropy, more and
Pore points art required at the electrode edge to have The experience, in the case of slIgh deftcts of
the jam precision. However the to the limited absolute parallelism, shows that the elgen frequencies of the
precision on the material consta-its and the resonator antisymetrical modes computed for the corresponding
parameters, In all cases, for symetrical electrodes, 6 parallel Case, give a very good approximation of the
to 10 points give more thin sufficient precision on, the observed frequencies and modes.
elgen frequencies and the eigen modes, even for the In figure 7 the 3 first 0igen frequencies and modes of
case ( §Y) of resonators having polygonal electrodes. a r~ffor using Alpo~ are displayed (17). The xe-

cond and the third modes are respectively the first
antisymetrical modes in x3and Ii.

SYMETAIC MOES I I&,&a Effects of the electrode tabs :The method of solution
4.0md permits to consider the effect of Infinite electrode

2 tabs on the resonance frequencies and modes provide
that they have the sI~pe of circular sectors Qfigu
8). This Is obtained in Zonsidering in the tab zone a
solution in the form:

2 . 7 4?

.8 1 OINTS with: k2 (f m 2

Figure ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c S:Cnegneoth gnfrqece fr *cut off frequency of the semi elec-
Fiue_______c o h egn rqunie o troded tab region

circular electrodes.
The continuity conditions are then expressed as

previously described at the electrode edge. Doing this,
AF/F (ppm) we neglect the continuity conditions along the radii

ELLIPTICAL ELECTRODES limiting the tab, but since III Is Small in this region
.10 b. i~/DEl2 and has generally a quasi circular symetry this Is of

A10,5'Lsmall imnportance.

*50. M00CL3 X3 u7odi SIkNZ

8

MODE
numnber of Points_

Figure 6 :Convergence of the eigen frequencies for X)ut 111d2 78 441 3k4
elliptical electrodes.

Unsymetrical electrodes. Unsmetrical modes i
In the case of unsymetrical electrodes (in x, or/and

must be considered so that more trms rust beretained 44 I
in expressionstl6] and 117). in this case, the antisy-
metrical modes in xand X3 can be excited since the
integral UedS does not vanish.

The case of unsymetrical modes excited in plates Umd378h ~ 78k4
with symetrical electrodes presenting sligh imperfec-
tions (18) (electrode misalignent, tab not exactly in
xor x3 direction etc... ) can be covered by this

theory,

The case of unsymetrical modes resulting from de-
fects of parallelism of the plate can be considered by
introducing in equations 11] and 12,~ x3). This
has already been done by Dworsky (9) with e use of a r
finite difference methode of resolution. A semi analy- L tOX

tical methcid with a discretization of the continuity
conditions can also be used since, in this case the
wave equations are separable In Airy equations whose
solutions can be expressed in terms of Bessel functions Figure 7 Antisymetrical anharmonics.
of fractional orders.
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a.c or s ap el*ct,,o U
I The experimental results indicate that the effect

of the tabs computed for the fundaental mode is sall
and is probably found of the right order of mgnitude.
For the 2nd and the 3 rd modes, they indicate, that the
major effect Is that they become lossy because they

/ " reach the fixation of the resonator. This is confirmed
o kby the examination or the experimental modes on figure

--n,(n 10.

10714 IkHa 107864kh

2

Figure Model for the electrode tabs.

Table I effect of electrode tabs
10807 kHz

computed computed experiment
without 1lbs with tabs -

Mode 1 10712. 10711. 10714. 1

mode 2 10785. 10754 10786

ode 3 10812 1007EFFECTS

For the computed results, the hypothesis of Infi-
nite lateral dimensions of plate and tabs, has the
consequence that all the modes having frequencies above Figure 10 Experimental modes.
(cm (ig ure 9) become untrapped when the tabs are con-
sider.

T A 1706" On the whole, the proposed method can describe the
20 1607.small effect of the electrode tabs on modes with eigen

frequencies lower than fcm. For modes with frequencies
SMfc higher than fcm it is necessary to take in account thert - - -, -finite dimensions af the plate (19) and the propertiesof the fixation. In all cases, the defects of paralle-

.... Tis. of the plate near its edges play an important

L 1 .1 1 . - -_ A - HI V. Comparison with experimental results: effect of the
100 10764 .1o electrode geometry I

Figure 9 Frequency response of the resonator. Resonators with circular, rectangular, hexagonal elec-
trodes : To evaluate the numerIcal model, fundamental
T e resonators with various electrode shapes were
investigated using AT quartz plates having a thickness

A comparison with experimental results was made in near 153,75 pm and a mass loading generally of 0,95 %.
several cases. A typical example is given in table 1 On figure 11 are represented the computed and
for an AT resonator having the following chara-ters- observed undamental modes and frequencies for a reso-
tics nator with circular electrodes (2 re - 5 am).

On figure 12 the case of a resonator with rectan-
AT quartz o -35"15' gular eTecFFodes is considered (axl - 5,15 ax3 2
2h 153.5 tm .u 93 % 4.15 an). One, can observe that even with electrodes
fc 10688 kHz having angular points the computed eigen mode is an
fc = 10823 kHz accurate Frediction of the observed one. For this reso-fci 10772 kHz nator the mass loading was 0,95 %.On Fiure 13 we have the case of a resonator with
sumit angle of the tabs 20" hexagoniF eletrodes ahex = 2,748 m = 0,95 %. Here
tabs in the x, direction. again, there is a good agreement between the observed

and the computed frequencies and modes.
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CLECTROOCS -4A4 To tne contrary, we can otiserve, in taile 2, that
,2 - 2 the effect of the electrode jecmetry can be r" impor-

-•tnt for the anhamon c modes. Frst we must notice
.2- trhatthere is no ,unoa nta, differences between the

- distributions of the anharmonic frequencies for the
40- cases of circular, square and hexagonal electrodes. But

for Ue rectangular electrodes with different ax /ax
go- ratios, large differences can be observed. Thi

resonator having ax, 55r m and axs • 4,15 m is
' , particular , t hese daei.ions were choosen so that

4 7A3 .10oo axt/ax z  W %.lC-X . In this case, we can observe that
0 ionokmz )Osk"I the 2ni and the 3d anharmonic modes have nearly equal

frequencies. It is also in this case that these anhar-
3 monics are the more distant of the fundamental frequen-

cy. This signify that, if the surface or the mass loa-
ding is re cc it ir this particular rectangular
shape (with ax lax ..if-/C ) that the anharmonics will
first desappetr. This Als also the signification,
that, it is for this type of resonator (among all con-
sidereT here} that is Is possible to-have the maximum
dynmc capacitance with a single mode response
Iroramass loading near or nigner 'Man I 7, tie 0ynal¢

- .-, . capacitance of the fundamental mode has sall (and- favourable) variations as ax /ax , is varied at constant

CLECTnooIss.a5s1 surface). With the electrode suace and the miss loa-

o3 d i ang used here we have 2 syetrical nharmonics.
20. For the rectangular electrodes, as ax /ax is

~varied, the order of the symetrfcal mode havini] relpec-

- tively 2 nodal lines along x and along x change for a
0 •"ratio close tovnlC ). chng is).f

Go,--- Some of these propertfs were already signaled bykH several authors, they have 6h consequence that it is

.10 sloo of large interest to make use of the lateral antso =r
• too 762k~i , o of Et plate in Mhe ceSign or tre resonators partlcu-

larly--for their applications to titters and.XO.

Incidentally, we can notice in figure 15 that, in22 some cases, the nodal lines appears to nave directions
making an angle with the x1 or the x direction. This
is the result of a forced mode effe? due to the cou-
pling of an antIsymetrtcai annaruonlc mode to the syme-
trical one. Then, at least two terms in expression
124) have non negligible values in this frequency range
and the forced mode is practically a linear combination

X1 of the two nearest elgen-modes.

ELECTNOOES.10s3,32 Elliptical electrodes. The ellij~tital electrodes with

_7 in XaIS ratio 11e 5 ax /ax ^*• i-C' have exactly the

0 -_ the effect of the electrode anisotropy on anhar-nonic
S . ..- modes, we have computed, at equal surface(4riab - 25 11

-,- m) the effect of the variation of a/b. The considered
a 4 ; mass loading were 0.5 %, 1 % and 2 %, the thickness was

such that (ab)1/2/2h - 16.-26.
j-J ; I '  ; j'k( eresu|ts Ire given in reduced frequency (20)

.5 fr / f G6 as a function of a/b in figure 15

;,r 10763kz a0alok~z and figure 16. For R * 0.5 % (figure 17) we can ob-
serve, as previously discussed, that there Is no impor-

23 tant variations of the frequency of the fundamental
mode with a/b. To the contrary, the unique anharmonic
mode has large frequency variations and it vanishes
when a/b approaches VIP/.. On figure 17 we can
observe, for a/b near %(1EnlC55, the exchange of the 2nd
and 3rd anharmonics as noticed for the rectangular
electrodes, and also, for R - 2 %, the fact that the

V 4th anharmonic mode desappears for a/b nearV /C,,*

X1  On both figures, we can observe that the case of
the circular electrode (a/b = 1) is less favourable
than the case with a/b I\/Mn/C . The design diagram
for AT Quartz with circular elescrodes is recalled on

Figure 15 Response curve and experimental modes for figure 18 where the reduced dimension corresponding to
rectangular electrodes. '(a.b)i 2h = re/2h - 16,26 is noted.
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circular and I Iptical electrodes

AT QUARTZ S 25r./4 mm 2 h U 153.75oi R .Zs

CIRCULAR ELLIPTICAL

M•0 16-26

I "____'______1_________ 2. 162

-4~, .1 4.6 .41 to I 0.0 Ii 1.1 11 4. .6,% to &% 1 .4 I I

Figore 16 Reduced frequencies or ei gtn modes excited Is 1 ."t -W A0hI 6 1I

by elliptical electrodes (k 0,0050) V 4"

NJ ' "1
imit n o.0,

I 16.2

5 ,,"

2h2

0 1 .0 1. 2.0-W

4%.I q~ , I. i I It IA IIt 48 4J'L 8, 4 '4%l 8-4, 6% 8 L I . I

Figure 17 Reduced frequencies of eigen modes excited ;, .. , ,,..by elliptical electrodes (A - 0.01SO and ~o,. a,

- ".f .PI C B1*.A*."I

mt',J A 4.1 i.% i" A J 4l i.%~tIlI, ~
.20 "YMT"I -O E (IM 1 - " " , ,. 0 -1I'sII P 411+t

101113491111076154M
Js.

-- -0.- (a:i -- I-

- -- .1 6 .2 6 l , + t .." I a; c t t . . t + , IS+

a/b A
200 10:: - 4'

A:ue1 eue reuniso l modes ie11,18 LIso4 171LI i. . -2 4 I a IS

.os5 -7 .,, , m*
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On figure 19 we compare the computed modes of (12) K. Nakamura ; I. Shimizu
resonators with circular of the same area and ellipti- Proc. IEEE Ultrasonics Symp p 606 (1976)
cal electrodes of the saw area. On this figure, we can
observe that the resonant frequencies of the first two (13) H. Seikimoto
antisymetric mdes excited by elliptical electrodes are IEEE. Trans. Sonics Ultrason. vol SU 31 p 664-669
nearly equal and also that with elliptical electrodes, (1984)
we dont need to use plates of larger surface than for
circular ones. (14) R. Holland, E.P. Eernisse

Design of resonant piezoelectric Devices
MIT Press 1969

VI. Conclusion
(IS) M. Nakazawa, T. Lukaszek, A. Ballato

The use of the approximate equation established by Proc. 35th. Ann. Symp Frequency Control p 71 (1981)
Professor Tiersten and his associates together with a
semi analytical method of solution using a dlscretfza- (16) T. Lukaszek, A. Ballato
tion of the continuity conditions at the electrode edge IEEE Trans. Sonics. Ultrasonics vol Sa 18 n" 4 p 238
permit to construct precise mdels for the plane and (1971)
corrugated resonators. Many other possibilities of this
method still exist such as those to take in account the (17) J. 0itaint, A. Zarka, 8. Capelle, Y. Toudic,
effects of the finite dimensions of plates of arbitrary J. Schwartzel, E. Philippot, J.C. Jumas, A. Goiffon,
geometry. J.C. loukhan

Several examples prooving the interest of making Proc. 40th. Ann. Frequency Control Symp. p 101 (1986)
resonators with electrode shapes respecting approxima-
tively the lateral anisotropy of the crystal plates (18) A. Glowinski, R. Lanqon, R. Lefivre
were given. Since this is very easy to implement, and Proc. 27th Ann. Frequency Control Symp. p 233 (1973)
permits to improve the performances of the resonators,
especially for filter and VCXO applications, there is (19) H. Seikimoto
no reasons, to continue to use circular electrodes in Proc. 39th Ann. Frequency Control Symp. p 386 (1985)
all cases.

(20) J. Ditaint, J. Schwartzel, C. Joly, J.C. Jumas
Acknowledgments : The authors whish to aknowledge Proc. ler Forum Europoen Temps-Friquence Besanqon
M. H. Carru tor valuables indications during the course (1987)
of this work and the skilful assistance of
R. Chenebault, A. Daniel and G. Le Thuault for the
elaboration of the many samples used during this study.
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LATERAL- AND THICKNESS-FIELD COUPLING

IN ZINCBLENDE STRUCTURES
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ABSTRACT Figure 2 shows the growth of IC density that has
revolutionized the electronics industry; similar

Most binary semiconductors of type Ill-V and hopes are held for HMIC technology using binary com-
Il-VI crystallize in the cubic zincblende structure, pounds. The added feature of piezoelectricity ex-
class 4-bar 3m, and are therefore piezoelectric. hibited by these materials permits greater versatil-
This leads to the possibility of acousto-electronic ity of function.
signal processing devices and technology, a field
with great opportunities for growth and development.

It might be thought that, because of the cubic
symmetry, the acoustic and piezoelectric properties
would not vary greatly with orientation. Such is not TABLE I.
the ca;e. Using semi-insulating gallium arsenide
plates as an example, graphs are given of propagation PIEZOELECTRIC COUPLING a
velocity and piezoelectric coupling for both lateral- FmEQUENCYTuMPIWn, COEFFICIENTS
and thickness-field excitation of simple thickness
modes. It is found that there is considerable -

acoustic anisotropy in GaAs, as well as a number of . c.. , . .
orientations having interesting device properties.
The maximum levels of piezocoupling are about 5%, or , - : :.
about one-half those of quartz, for both forms of
excitation. An equivalent electrical transmission W.OO 6i, i",* ,

line network for the plate vibrator is also given
that includes losses due to conduction. " .- .

INTRODUCTION ,- a ,. .. ,, ,

Piezoelectric resonators are fashioned today N ' .. '
nearly exclusively of insulating materials such as - - - -

quartz and lithium tantalate. Most semiconductors ' " "1N ,,- 4
have moderate piezoelectric coupling coefficients,
and this fact gives rise to the possibility of their
use in integrated analog-digital signal processing
devices and frequency control sources.' In this
paper some of the pertinent properties of this class
of materials are examined. Composite resonators,
consisting of insulating and semiconducting layers,
are a further application of some promise.z Table I
provides an overview of properties for some crystal- MATERIALS PROGRESSION IN ACOUSTICS
line materials. Each has presently, or potentially,
a niche in the marketplace. Quartz was one of the
first crystals in which piezoelectricity was dis- *etkly 3010, PZT .

covered, and remains still the most Important mate- P ' cuil. * nee o.
uf * PVDF •rial for classical frequency control. Newer crystals ,6Z', *N

such as lithium niobate and tantalate are now firmly mua n clohal -"I aomh
established as key materials. The newest substances $ .. 1C • • • IC. vHSIc • @ •
shown: berlinite, lithium tetraborate, and piezo- * LT.rO,h#,,C.u.aa
semiconductors such as GaAs, have yet to prove them- * •0Mm 32S .MIC 0. 0
selves. Hydtothwmal Synthosle

Progression in materials synthesis relating to .N.,1. • no

our subject is shown in Fig. 1 as function of year, *h,€o p
starting with the discovery of piezoelectricity in
1880. Two main branches are distinguished: hydro- ADP. DKT. COT
thermal synthesis, begun around 1908 for quartz by
Spezia, and Czochralski melt growth originating in ING IM I ML M

1918. Under the latter method come the unary, non-
piezoelectric semiconductors Ge and Si in class m3m
(diamond structure), the very high piezocoupling Figure 1. Materials progression in
refractories LiNbO 3, and LiTaO3, and the binary acoustics.
semiconducting compounds such as GaAs.
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BINARY SEMICONDUCTORS GALLIUM ARSENIDE

The binary semiconductors shown in Fig. 3 cry[-
tallize in either the sphalerite or wurtzite form.T
The latter is hexagonal, class 6,'m (and is piezo-
electric); the former is cubic, class 43m, and is /Xf'\1O
also known as the zincblende structure. Zincblende
(i- ZnS) was among the crystals in which the
brothers Curie found the piezoeffect (cf. Table 1).
Because of the simplicity of their structures, these ¢€
binaries appear not to have any representatives that
possess a zero temperature coefficient of frequency; a
resonator proximate to microelectronic elements, how- .
ever, certainly can be compensated by them.

TRANSISTORS ON A SILICON CHIP

10"  - CUBIC SYSTEM Vilb CRYSTAL CLASS 4 3m [T.I

C O i0 Figure 4. Gallium arsenide, symmetry elements
and term scheme.

o PRIMITIVE REGION

101 .Orientations considered below are described by0 the usual Euler angles Arand S for the axial double

rotation given by (YXw.l) Z/B. The first rotation
1O' -about X3 (Z), by anlq 8, is followed by a second

S.rotation about Xi' (X ), by angle e. The primitive
19GO 70 80 oo o region for quartz (class 32) is customarily given as

0' <.< 30', -90' < 0 < 900, or as 00 <X5< 60",
Figure 2. Transistors on a silicon chip. 07 0 7 90', for a-totil of 7'/3 stera ian . For

cubTc aterials, the primitive region is bounded by
ZINCBLENDE STRUCTURES the great circle paths passing through the (100],

(1103, and (1113 direction.. These boundaries are
Gallium arsenide is presently the most important described in Refs. 4 and 5 as follows: Path 1, [100]

representative of class 43m. Its symmetry elements to (110], 0' < X< 450, 0 a 0'; Path 1I, [110] to
are shown in Fig. 4, along with the elastopiezo- [111], ,l 45" , 0  < 0 < sin-1 (1/f); Path III,
dielectric matrix elements. The zincblende-structure [100] to (111], 00 TZ7 45", tan 0 - sin I' The
materials have but one dielectric permittivity, and total solid angle is 7r712 steradians. It is con-
are therefore optically isotropic. They have three venient to employ the space 0' <.8< 45,
piezo matrix elements; these are identical. Of the 00 < e < 90'; this consists of Threi primitive
nine linear elastic constants, three are independent. regTons
The elastopiezodielectric matrix shown in the figure
is identical to that of crystals in class 23. When
other effects (e.g., photoelasticity, optical TABLE ii. NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT CONSTANTS.
activity) are considered, the difference between the
classes is manifested. Symetry elements for each Elastic Crystal Class Order
class are: Constant IW13m 123 ofCotant & H L aqn! tude*.

13m: 6 mirror planes; 6 2-axes; 3 W-axes; & .....

3 (inherent) 2-axes.
23: 3 mirr,;,' planes; & 3 2-axes. (Hooke) 3 3 102

Further differences emerge when the numbers of
independent, higher-order elastic constants are com-
pared, as seen in Table If. 6 8 03

BINARY SEMICONDUCTORS C 1 4

4 11 14 lOC

, ,., ,. 5 18 26 1O5

3.1d , , , €, . jj 32 48 106

48 76 107

C.

: * (0.3 to 3.0) GPa times number indicated
*0h.- h .. m , , u. 13 for main elements.

Figure 3. Binary semiconductors and their
crystal classes.
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MATERIAL CONSTANTS6-15  GALLIUM ARSENIOE4

frindu TableIll ie L( ItI he teriyal constnt The (100) cut. corresponding to the (1003 direc-
Atr X indium phsh d sl 34vn~ the ) Foir aly num tion, has effective elastic constants of Ca a cii and

AGa.xsn (4m n iio 3 (~ o lmnm Cb R CC,* C44. All modes are elastically uncoupledgal ium arsenide, the perinittivity given is and piezonactive for thickness-directed fields. TheE11T - 14d14  -frequency constants are N a 2363 and b tcC-1u 1T l~l s4 11T -C14
2/c44, 1.672 t*Iz-mm. Fr lateral ffid excitatin 'the shear

to acout fr th pizoeectrc cntrbutin t~5. modes may be driven, with coupling factors shown into acout fr te pezolectic ontibuionto -S. Fig. 6. The displacement for the extensional mode isFigure 5 plots the relative positions of a number of a8on (100); the other displacements are perpendicularpiezoelectric and/or semiconductor materials as func- to (100), but are otherwise arbitrary,tion of unit cell size and bandgap energy, that is,
the energy required to break a bond. Larger bandgaps For the (110) cut, effective stiffnesses arein general indicate higher temperature capability. ca-C4+(l e_ c4"C4+e14/61For At xGal..xAs, both coordinates are functions of Ca c44 & (c; - cg)2 ub*C4 4 1 Ithea ot XasretemtrlvausianCc*( Ii jT,2. Frequency constants are N& uable y 2.617, Nb a 1.675, and Rc n 1.237 MHz-awn. Thickness

Tab II v~io , a ar th maeril vlue incoupling factors are ka u kca 0, and kb U6.06%; kb
laKap ,~, ~(thickness excitation) for this cut has the same

*1144 1101- t magnitude as kb and kc (lateral excitation) for the
ots (00) ct. YR"bmode is polarized along X3 (Z),

and the 'a" mode is polarized along (110). Figure 7
0,gives k& versus psi, the azimuthal angle; the shear

1.14modes are inert to lateral fields. The (M~) cut has
modal elastic stiffnesses Ea a (cll + 2c1, + 4c44 +

Wife.~ to 4e144/611)/3, cb t cc " (cii + c44 - ci21/3. The
* frequency constants are NaU2.699,Nb "Nc 139;~~M Mm,,, hi- The shear modes are piezoinctie fr thick-

Sness fields, while k n 4 34%. For lateral fields,
ka, a0, and k a 4.28%, independent of psi. Mode "a"

14 Z7. 1. 14s lon Ell ? while the shear modes are perpendicu-
I'" i""'lar to ?1113, but otherwise arbitrary.
040 oill"llPassing now from individutl cuts to the general

family of doubly rotated GaAs cuts, we show, in Fig.
PMW 8, the frequency constants Nm (fie) for m a a, be and

035 L * * L c modes, and 00(90)45* for,0. Corresponding thickness-zoo 1~ * zo-)o $ directed coupling factors for m u a, be and c are givenIEIS$I O C R in Figs. 9, 10, and 11, respectively. As men tioned
Figure 5. Bond energy versus cell dimensions previously, Fig. 8 covers three primitive regions.

for acousto-electronic materials. Accordingly, a number of point& may be identified

TABLE 111. M4ATERIAL CONSTANTS

Indu Phosphide Gallium Aluminum Arsenld* SiliconQUANTITY 1 UNIT InPAx Ga .x As $1S
_________ I_ I I (43m) - 42r-n)j (m3m)

Elastic stillness

r 1 101 PaS 102.2 113.8 4 1.4X 15

C 12 57.6 53.8 3.2X 64

C 4 4  46.0 59.4 - 0.SX 79.2

Piezoelectric
constant

C/m2 0.11 -0.16 . 0.065X

*14

Permittivity

111pF/m 109.35 116.27 - 28.06X 153

Mass density

p 10-kg/m3 4.787 5.36 - 1.6X 2.328
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with equjvalent cuts. Na is maximum at,8'- 450,
8 a sin- ( / ) Z 35.26"; this is (111). At this same
angle-pair, Nb may be seen to equal N. At 9 a 45*,
andZ, 00, N is a minimum; this is (110). For
o a 90', the (001) cut, equivalent to (100), is
reached.

The great circle paths 1, II, & 11, described
above, may readily be traced on the curves of Figs.
8-11. For example, path III in Fig. 8 ryns along the
A's 451 line for each mode from 9 n sin-' (1/1) to
8 s 90'. The lateral field coupling factors for these
paths were given in Refs. 4 and 5.

-. LZU ,.CNZdC 'ph- .. ,

* 1 II SI 54 re 54

Figure 9. Thickness coupling for mode a
of doubly otated cuts of GaAs.

\* ~ -, ,- \ ..
\ '. \ I-/ 1
\ i •\ / ,
i *v . \ .I .,

Figure 6. Lateral coupling versus azimuth
angle for X-cut GaAs.

G-. IL?~UI 9*SCNzD± 'ph,-.45.Uinis
.. :': hit.s- +11.110"

,+1 II #Mil l I

Figure 10. Thickness coupling fur mode b
of doubly rotated cuts of GaAs.

-- I-
PS

Figure 7. Lateral coupling versus azimuth
angle for (110) cut GaAs.

rq

* --

-gi-

-WL41P Figure 11. Thickness coupling for mode c
ofdoblartaec rofGas

Figure 8. Frequncy constants Nm for doublyo o
rotatod cuts of GaAs.
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ACOUSTIC CONE
1373

Another point of interest in Fig. 8 is that for
which S w 28.70 for Nc. This point has all Nc (')
values very nearly equal, corresponding to a cone of
propagation directions. Figures 9-11 disclose that
the thickness coupling factors kc (8) vary appreciably .
with Varound the cone. This locus of equality of
mode c velocities is not particular to GaAs. As will
be seen in Figs. 12, 14, and 16, on enlarged scales,
for GaAs, AXAs (Ahx Gel.x As with x x I), and InP, Z
respectively, the same phenomenon occurs. Figures
13, IS, and 17 provide the corresponding lateral
field coupling factors kc (8'). Although the wave
speeds on the acoustic cones are nearly the same, the
excitation strengths for both thickness- and lateral-
directed fields are strong funrtl ; of angle. ' THE

EQUIVALENT NETWORK Figure 12. Frequency constants, Nc, for
GaAs near (YXw.L)0/28".

Roference 16 describes the ransmission line and

lumped element equivalent network representations for
lateral field excitation of plates comprised of in-
sulating piezoelectric media; the transmission line
network for thickness excitation differs by the pres-
ence of a negative capacitance, and is shown in Ref.
17.

1650

With the addition of electrical conduction the a -- L
equivalent networks take on a modified form. In semi-
conductors, the current terms other than displacement
and piezoelectric flows Arise from carrier drift and
gradients. Charge carrier gradients contribute a
diffusion term, while the drift component appears as
an ohmic term. In either or both cases, the conduc-
tivity in effect makes the effective dielectric per- -
mittivity complex. The piezoelectric stiffening term
is therefore also complex, so that acoustic velocity
and admittance are complex numbers as well. Table IV
provides the relations for the equivalent network
parameters for insulating and semiconducting crystals.
The quantity F given there is for conduction arising
solely from charge carrier drift; inclusion of dif- ss ,
fusion complicates the form of F but does not change THCTR

the forms of the equivalent networks in Fig. 18 and19. Figure 14. Frequency constants, Nc, forAtAs near (YXw/,)0/28°.

Figure 18 is the exact network for a single, sim-
ple thickness mode of an unbounded plate with elec-
tronic conduction, driven by a thickness-directed
field. Lateral field excitation would be represented
by short circuiting the negative Co and Go elements in
series with the piezo transformer. The network el-
ement values are given in Table IV.

In Fig. 18 another source of loss could be in- C __.P
corporated without changing the form of the circuit.
Admitting the presence of acoustic viscous loss adds
another imaginary term to the stiffened elastic
constant.

Losses due to elastic viscosity and electronicN
(and/or hole) conductivity are most simply expressed
in the forms of the Butterworth-Van Dyke lumped equiv-
alent circuits given in Fig. 19. These are derivable
from the transmission line form of Fig. 18 by means
described in Ref. 16. The effect of elastic viscosity
shows up in the presence of RI, the motional resist-
ance, which is in series with LI and C1. In the
absence of this loss, Rl-- 0. The effect of elec- us,

tronic conductivity appears in the guise of a resist- 27 THETR 30
ance Ro, the static resistance, which is in parallel
with the static capacitance Co. This is identical to Figure 16. Frequency constants, Nc, for
the equivalent circuit of a piezoelectric ceramic res- InP near (YXwL)0'/28.
onator.18 As the semiconductor becomes more like an
insulator Ro-1--0.
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For semiconductors, the temperature coefficient
I ; ..... It , C,, T of R (for each mode and cut) is apt to be very large

-nd a strong function of mode, cut, temperature range
of measurement, and material-dependent features such
as doping and treatment. It is a potential source of
error in the determination of the temperature coeffic-
ients of the elastic constants unless provided for in
the experiments.

Table V gives a comparison of the static nd
. motional time constants for insulating quartz,12 ,19,20

for the nonpiezoelectric semiconductor silicon, and
as. . _for the piezoelectric semiconductor gallium arsenide.

It is seen that GaAs, as regards conductivity and
l .static time constant at room temperature, is approxi-

mately at the geometric means of the quartz-silicon
PS reo values. This is approximately true for many other

binaries also. The elastic viscosities of GaAs are
Figure 13. Lateral couplings, kC,. for not known at present, but are thought to be roughly

GaAs near (YXwZ )X/IT'. the same order of magnitude as those for quartz and
silicon. This would yield the same estimate for its
motional time constants, approximately ten femto-
seconds.

TABLE IV.

2(v A . K. .

., ,. , .........
aoa~q PS Ig A i i zr

Figure 15. Lateral couplings, kc , for vArlab,,
ALAs near (YXwt)128 ° .

F (:-k/(l+j(IZ)); I'C o " Co/Go

S ..... .......... .

CO0

0

8 Ii1I8

PsI Figure 18. Exact, single mode, transmission-
InP nar (~wk)/2~.line network for the simple

Figure 17. Lateral couplings, kc, for tine ode of a ple
InP near (YXw.)0f/28*. thickness modes of a piezoelectric

semiconducting plate.
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A4. )VkcdSesr epoin lsticmac A4cbendvse .1 Charse. cUMt
Scns emloyng lasic ave hae ben cvicd or A_'INW*mW, pok.mial difference

detecting a wide range of non-acouistical measurands. Usamples A43 * Electric id (ampkuic jdmc. rWicmlto
include: biological substancs (anligcnis in a liquid): chemicals, A4.4 *
such as styrene vapor and hydrogen sulfide; electrical and mag. AALS *
netic fields; temperature; and a host or mechanical mcasurands, AAA 000e (qeify)
such as position, force and pressure, accelcration, W,~ material AS.1%lagati
properties such as viscosity. The reason for using an acoustical AM. .wc i apiue phawc. w~li:*kAw
scnwo varies with the application. high sensitivity Is attractive ema
In the cast or chemical, acceleration and temperature sensing. A52 0 N'a
Near-linear response and wide dynamic range arm also important A33
considerations. Low cost and simplicity characterize several ASA4 Other ("Iipfy)
acoustical position sensing systems for use with robots and coen- A6.1%h~aic
puler displays. In many of these applications. the output variable A&l * l'oitaiw (tNW.r "Culvar)
is a frequency, which Is a convenient input variable for digital A4_1 * Velocity
storage and processing Circuitry. A63 o AC~kodanO

A6.4 * Frcemost of the newer acoustic sensing devices cmploy resona- MS 9 Stress pmua
tors or delay-line bulk- or surface-wave oscillators whose fre- MA e Stra
quency is affected by the mcasurndv. Resonant clemcnts that arc AV7 * MiA*. denity
used include conventional plezoclectric crystal resonators, such MA MOMCM. IO41.
as plates and tuning forks. SAW resonators formed on crystallinc A&9~ e Speedi o(ftw. risc af mars tritipmr

A610 * Shapt, toughesm. orimtiltpiezoceetric substrates or In sputtered piezoelectric thin films, A6.1 * Sdfu cowf pLweand tiny microtnechanical beams and bridges formed by A632 * VIjeorky
integrated-circuit fabrication techniques. Other sensor of current A&.13 * Cryaaal;nky' uts awIgrity
interest, particularly for position sensing and materials characteri- A6.14 QIIkt (iefy)
zation, use measurement of timing and reflection, transmission, Al. Optical
or attcnuation made. on ultrasonic waves propagating In air or in AMi Waft aplitude, phtie. peliicn. qwueum
a solid. A7.2 Wave VCociy

A73 Other (Specify)
Device principles, operating characteristics, and possible All. Radlatlos

limitations of a number of these acoustic sensors will be A8.1 Type
described. AX.2 Eflogy

A8.3 tsAslA4y
4440#0AIA 0sha qaciy)

A9. Thermal
Acoustical techniques harve been used in sensors for many A9.1 Tei tir

different mecasurands (so: Table 1). A92nu
A93 specific hest
A9.4 Thermal conductivity
A9.5 Other (Sitecify)

Tiabte I. LIMt of mcaurands for itbich seasors might be or Intercst. flut. Prnilsogusdn troicesrsnlde()mar-lets (a) Indicalt measurands for which acoustical stniors hawe bm rtcpc ogue nutaoncsnosicue()maue
rrportd (Original table of mwuurans ks from litfirce 1). Ment of the characteristics of reflected ultrasonic waves (used in

nron-ccstructive mterials evAluaiion, surface characterization,
A L Acoustic position sensing, etc.), and (2) study of sound emitted (rown
AM~ * Waetm-,p~ae ~ s n~ simrucs under stress (for example, acoustic emnission
A12 e Wave velocity measurements to assess structural integrity). More recently.
A1.3 Oth~er Wiecify) ultsatonlc micrusensors have been based on two different princi-

A2. Biological pits:
A2.1* Blomuqs (identlies. corhcntr*Ucn. It' S
A22 Chheemicalfy a Shift of resonant frequency of' a rcsonator (used to sense
AM. Components (iclnthiMs cozicentrations. sta) biological substances. vapors, pressure, acceleration. pres-
A3.2 Othe (specify) sure, etc.)

* Shift of operating frequency of a delay-line oscillator (used
to sense biological substances, vapors, electric and magnetic
field, pressure, acceleration, etc.)
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These devicts detect a change in ultrasonic wave velocity caused based on a. perurbation approach show$ that in the case where
by the Masurand of interest. Surface, rather than bulk, waves absorption of a chemical subswane: causes a change In mass
have. been utilired in the newest1 Sensors rot higher sensitivity. loading of the surface but not ai c A.gc In siiocss. the fractional
Increasingly. techniques developed for Integrated circuit frequency shift of the dclAyIint. )scillawo mn k witten as
manufacture ame being used to fabricate miiniature senso struc 85r)O <rCfAMIA) 1
lure$ to support acoustic wave propagation. E~xamples are t:XM-
brancs and beams, formed! by etching silicon wafers, that may be where fo is the original oscillation- frequency, C is a coefficient
(mlty a fe micros thick ;And have lateral dimensions ranging roughly equal to 2x10 rn 2sI1kg, And Mi And A Art L%, flss And
fromn tens of mierws to nmany millimeters. For wave transduc. area of the surface where material h25t I.-W addd or removed. 2
tion on silicon, which is not piezoelectric, one, may use sputtered Stich oscill-ator scnisors have be operated at firequecieks from
zinc-oxlde thin films. 10 to 300 Mhlz, and have stalilities as high as I rast in 1'

Four effects that may cause the ultrasonic wave velocity to mh ofiin epnsu h rsal atnd orientation
change have been used in these sensors: used. but It Is necarly the. sime as the corrsponding coefficient

* tiss loading or th ufc o the familiar bulk resonator vap~or sensor, fims described by
Saucrrcy. occuse o thetirmce a ten rn and the fact* Change, of material stiffness that SAW devices can Ie made at frequencies much higher than

* Change of electrical conductivity At the sturface arc practical for bulk rcsonators, the Sensitivity of the SAW
* Change of perniittivity tit the surfice senso can be much higher than that of the bulk wave sensor.

The firt two occur with non-piczoeleetric and piezoelectric (Table It shows the computed sensitivity of the SAW sensor at

media, while the last two occur only with piezoelectric$. In gcn- k hgetpada rqec f31z i estvt
crai, the dirctions of the first two0 changes Arm consistent with corresponds to detection of about mec thousandth of a monolayer
the observation that wave velocity vY, depends on density P An of Added mnaterial In the acoustic path.)
stiffness c as vp ('c (c/01f, 'Ultrasonic techniques are used in sensors in parn because of
thcir high sensitivity andl large dynamic range. rPunhcntne
ultrasonic sensors whose output Is *A variablc frequency amre
attractive because their quasi-digital nAture pecnaits them to Iter-
fac ecasily with digital systems f'or datm storage. display and
ittrprctatlion.SA

INTER DIGITA W ISHED
ELECTRODE PIEZOELECTRIC

TRANSDUCERS SJ6STRATE

Table 11 lists sensitivities or somse recently described SAW seni- (Li~bo. quartz ZnOiJl)
sors. The biological and chemical sensors listed all are Lased on CIAL ESTVthe delay-linc oscillator, which is described in more detail "elw. SAW COATI NOI~Y
The position sensor is based on the attenuation of a SAW probe ... A
beam caused when an object such As a human finger presses;
against A glass display screen. Resonator frequency shifts are the
basis or the acceleration, pressure, and temperatiure sensors listed
in Table Ii. The viscosity sensor Involves measuring the loss
caused when a viscous liquid contacts a piezoelectric crystal in
which a tiorizontally-polarizcd Shear wavc is propagating. Fig.l Surfacc-acoustic-%kAve oscillator for chemical sensing.
Finally, tlte mass sensor result listed is for a photoresist-coated
SAW delay-linc osctllator fabricated in lithtum niobate.

-A eela _ti C lkQC&L Some techniques tused to deposit coatings on delay-line gas
Fig. I shows schematically a SAWV delay-line-oscillitor or vapor sensors are listed in Table Ill. lit addition, techniques

chemnical vapor sensor that luld be realized with a piezoelectric used routinely in irimiunoassay studies for immobilizing biologi.
single crystal, such as lithium niobate or (luaflz, or with zinc cal substances, such as antibodies and enzymes, maty be useful
oxide on a silicon substrate. Oscillation at a frequency f within for making ultrasonic delay-linc biosensois.
the common passbands of the two interdigital transducers will
occur if (1) thc amplifier provides sufficient gain to overcome
losses in tite acoustical path and the transducers, and (2) the fol- Aciei 2 Rcclv espqnsv in SAW Senm
lowing phase condition is satisfied:

(2xf~vdp-A4E=2trNI

where L is the ccnter-to-centcr transducer spacing. E is the As Table 11 shows, many measurands can cause a change of
phase shift in the amplifier, and N is an integer. From this con- ultrasonic wave velocity. Hence, achieving selective response to
dition, which specifies that the total phase shift around the loop a desired measurand must be addressed. In accelerometers, par-
must be an integer times 2n radians, one finds that the fractional ticular crystallographic orientations that minimize cross-coupling
frequency shift is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the have been investigated. Because of the effects of temperature
fractional velocity change caused by a measurand. Analysis upon velocity, many investigators have used temperature-
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comlpenlsated cuts such as ST-quanx as the scnsoubstrate. III Tbct~alidnqct~utaokk..ieMa
addition. most rported SAW snris have employecd a recrcncc V!m f_ ______________________

tend an active device to reduce interfercec (tue to meastmnds Technique CanInicAL
other than that of prinvary interest. Change or the dlifference In
frtquency or the reerence and active device Is then ttwasured. 1. subliffint ltd nt plieal.ity.
Automtic control or the gains of thc two amplifiers is al$so4C- nr~il rcl
found to Improve senso tfonnlice. Recently Vcnena iet a10 to x'tiii ltita wIv oiy ;ic
have described ani all-silicon SAW dclay-linc sensor utilizing '
active and refercec 7ZnO-on-Si delay lines, and a companion 3. SPOYIn Ulfomitly1; antvu dtopkt; ntcd
Integrated circuit containing atitplilicrs and miixer to dcrivc the In &I"OIt.
differen~ce frequency. 4 n-k iitfgCOM .1 VC M1C#thId

4. ln.jt;Diwq~ CWul c~ritc ~'ucl cane uxI e

tA~ltkS~ cchfnuc for
NMCASUKANI) semr~ivITy kFTENCPS jq-4~ Mnoi kculm la1)ns.

II ol I 6. Snlu'ent casing l'tokts iINcss centl VIA
dilution uwed: in lfuWed ntnily

Antigen Exsp. 13 micrograms 10-20 ili Sz with_ owuon n ol

Vapor Timor. to 3x 10" t I/ r n2 m*at 3 01k 2x Exploit specificity or certain biochemical reactlons (c.g..

Dimethyl lixp. 358 1 17/ppm at 294 %If z; selective 61 * Entibody spetcop rc t her desorption spectroscopy)
acctanulic * Emnploy patr rcgion(ekptrnIn responses of

I lls Isxp, to 10 ppb clainced with activated 7 many absorbers whose responses arc not completely selec.
Wnj live)

We discuss below somc of these techniques (or obtaining sclec-
No., IsXp. to 0.5 Ppm, 100 117/ppm at 40 Mhl Z 4 live response.

with pthalocyanine; selective;,
mass loading and conductivity changec ny

McchaicalMartin ct a1.15 at Sandia Laboratories showed that with ;heir
Position SAW on glass. 4.10MhIlz, attenuation 7 ZnO-on-Si SAW resonator oscillator one could obtain a correla.

fron contact on display sceen tion between molecular size and rate ot sensor response. They
found fin work with a 10Mhz oscillator that the frequency

Acceleration Eisp. 1400-10,1300 If~ a 105 Nil Z 9.10.11 dropped quickly upon adminsion of a gas, aIndl then continued to
Exp. response to IX g de ercase at aI much lower rate (Fig. 2a). Thecy interpret the sharp

initial drop as being due to adsorption on the ZnO surface, And
Pressure lisp. 400 1IY1kPa at 105 Nil 1, temp. 9 the slower fall as a result of the gradual permecation at the

compensated .40 to 0C porous ZoO by gas moleculcs. The time constant tor this second
process correlated well with moleculatr diameter (Fig. 2b): The

Mass, Exsp. photoresist etching, 75Mh z, os., 12 larger molecules diffused in rapidly, whilc the smaller ones
density 690khlz increase for I micron thickness diffused more slowly into the film as they tended to (allow the

reduction convolutions of time pore walls. Thlus measurements at this time
constant would permit discriminating among gass on the basis

Viscosity Exsp. 159Mh z I IPSW (SS BW), 13 at their molecular sizes.
attenuation (~)I

Therml
Temperat ure Exp. 2-3 klfz/K. 0. 1mC min. resolvable 14

With chemical and biological sensors particularly, the tol-
lowing techniques for increasing selectivity havc been con-
sidered: N
* Filtcring (e.g., using zeolites that admit molecules smaller 6

than a pore diametecr) .-*vnPO, tLO- 1-rWICURtTlOU
* Separating molecules by rate at diffusion in a porous L i_______

absorber0it IS

* Exploit solubility parameter differences (match absorber T~n 'Si'O"DS

coating to target vapor) Mig.2a Frequency shitt induced in the SAW resonator sensor by
* Utilize a chemical reaction vapor exposure and re-evacuation (Fromt Reference 15).
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-lg.2b Long.term equilibation time constant vs. size of the rig.3b Response of dual.oscillator SAW sensor exposed to
vapor molecule, suggesting size restricted pcrmcation Into the S0ppm of st.'-ne.
ZnO layer (Frm Rfearncc 15).

SAW Stamx Ewlin a-b k CAIS ChcnilLB~ffSSw
Zcllcr 16 has described a SAW delay.lino-oscillator sensor

for styrene vapor that achieves its selectivity by employing a Scnsors for detecting biological substances, as well as ccr-
chemical substitution reaction. This sensor Is also reversible. tain chemicals, may have to fuaction while immersed In a liquid.

Fig. 3 shows s mauticsty a cross-section of the sensor Workers familiar with SAW devices would anticipate difficulty

substrate, polymer coating, ams vapor fow outside the scnwo since the propagating scrface waves will tend to radiate energy

The polymer, operating above Its glass tntion tehrature to Into the liquid and hence suffer attcnuation. Viktorov's17 studies

ensure rapid diffusion of absorbed molecules, contains solid par. suggest that losses around 4 dBlhllix.cm will arise. The exper.cnsn: api dif~ulo~ of abodx tol~c~sconain soid ar- mental biosensor results of Roederer and BastisanslE and or Bat.
ticles of a platinum.based compound that contains an ethylene tmns show that the losses ar ccptablct at frequencies as low

group. Absorption of styrene vapor permits a reaction to occur drs hwta h ossa cct11 tfeunisa o
in which styrene substitutes for the ethylene group, releasing the as 10Mllz, however. In spite of the presence or a liquid column

en which to diffuse out of the polymer into the surrounding atmo and an O.ring that scaled the serum container to the SAW dev-
ethylene re of the orymer din asma ice, the authors showed a clear frequency shift when a antigen in
sphere. he mass per unit am of the polymer increases as a the serum was exposed to the corresponding antibody which had
result, since the styrene molecule is heavier than the ethylene been immobilized on the ST.quariz SAW substrate.
molecule (molecular weights ar 104 and 28 respectively), and
the oscillator frequency falls. When tested with styrene at At higher frequencies, serious loss is anticipated, so other
S0ppm together with a typ;cal co-contaminant such as' methy- designs for low.loss immersed ultrasonic sensors are of interest.
cthyl.ketone (MEK) at 300ppm, the sensor did not respond to the We should note first that two conditions am necessary for energy

co-contaminmt. Furthermore, the polymer coating could be radiation into the liquid: the wave on the solid must have a dis-
regencrated after prolonged exposure to styrene by flowing placement component normal to the surface, and the wave vclo-
ethylene over it. This 30MHz, ST-quartz device could be used city along the surface must exceed the velocity of sound in the

to measure both integrated dose (total frequency shift over an liquid. Two approaches have been suggested for violating these

exposure time) and current concentration (rate of change of oscil- conditions and hence eliminating the radiation loss. The first is

lator frequency). The sensor frequency changes at a rate of to use a horizontally.polarized wave, and the second is to use a

25Hz/min at 50 ppm styrene concentration. The estimated low-velocity Lamb wave.

minimum measurable concentration in this device was 3ppm. lforizontally-Polarized Shear Device

Workers at Sandia13 have used interdigital transducers on
an ST-quarz plate to generate horzontally.polarized shear
waves. When a liquid layer was present on the device shown in

r.ow-- V 6 SPo) Fig. 4, viscous coupling of the vibrating surface to the liquid was
the only source of loss -- no radiative loss was observed. In

I. fact, in tests with pure water, no loss at all was observed until a
-small quantity of surfactant was added to pemit the water to

c . couple to the quartz. Study showed that hulk shear modes radi-
c, ct 1.o ated down into the plate from (he imptit transducer, and that the

\ / device was sensitive to viscous liquids placed either above or
/P + 6 e= iI below the quartz crystal.

C Sty'ew [.(,, \I th'YleM
t,.-04) tM.zs) Analysis shows that the attenuation in this device, measured

in dB, is proportional to the square root of the viscosity. The
' nr thickness of the layer of liquid that takes part in the vibratory

(V*1YbwykmjF, ) motion is 8 = (2TIp))1f2, where i1 is the viscosity, p the density,
and o the angular frequency of the wave. This layer can be

Fig.3a Schematic cross section through polymer coating on quite thin, permitting one to measure viscosities of very small
SAW styrene sensor. liquid samples; for example, the thickness for water at the
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160Mtliz operating frequency Is only about 500 angstromis. The I
device can also be use in a dtliy-line oscillstor mode, to meas-
te chalges o( ms loading at the surfacc, as In the study of

corrosion of a dpohcd metal film.

UO -0 001.

Fg. Cross section of ZnO.coatcd platc.rmodc oscillao xnsor.
With a 2.micron.thick silicon nitride mcmbrane, the lowest

antisymnictric mode had, at 2.9Mlz (140 micron wavekngth),

a meaurcd phase velocity of only 400ti/s.

Seno based on ultrasonic techniques typically have high

h"niro.viscornsr using a horizon' sensitivity and Irgc dynamic range. The resonao and delay.
Plg.4a Schematic diagram oc line ollltor acoustic sCnM also have a convenient quasi.
tally polarized shear wave (From Rcferencc 12). dighal output. Acoustic stnsors for many diffrcnnt me surands

have been reportcd, as Indicated in Table I. The use of

piczockctric thin films on a semiconductor permits combining
acoustic scnsors wi;h Integrated circuitry for signal conditioning,

linearization, and other purposes. In addition to their promise tor
conventional sensing applications, these devices are also opening

. new avenues for making nasurements in scicntific research.

,.1
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Salt IAkZ City, tI 0.123

A new concept for A hig) prossUrt range, the trAnaducar charattqrI.LtiCS that alght. be
high temperature, quctrtz rtson.itat prefsoura degired for optimizntton are frequency vs.
transducer is presented. A thickhnes shear ttperature behavior, achle factor (frequency
mode resonator i* surrounded by w tion- vs. preissure), temperature depndan:c ot
cylindrical, Integral shell strucLture that ocale factor, temporaturo trantiont affects,
tranomiti forces to the resonator from *iUd, atd me.t. With nnly one Jgrdo,of
externlly applied pressuru. The forces lack (rdodom to wofk with, Hewlett Packkr
circular symmetry becatse of the shell deched to optimize the toeporitre
geomotry, which ic it cl~ iC shell with dependence of scale fhetOr whila obtainj
diametrically opposed flats. This non- renoonable frequency vs. taoper.turo
symmetric force distribution creteas non- behavor. The BT-cut is the only choic2
symmetric stress in the reson.tor that shifts available for thlo criteria when a cir.ular
the resonant frequency proportional to 81h1l is used. Since the DT-cut tiquIiV A
applied pressure. ralativdly lAro diameter to thickness r~tio

for proper resonator electrical pertotudiicc
Finite element modoling has been used to free of activit; dips. the overall si:a of

calculate the stress distribution in the the transducer is large. The lIT-cu: aln has
resonator due to ti: non-synmmtric shell. A a strong depe.ndonce o frequency vs.
theoretical model is presented that simulates temperature behavior with small ch'ni1 es in
the non-symmtric stress with superposition con.touring o the convex surface, which
of a uniform radial force and diamtric force raises fabrication costs.
pairs. This simulation is used to predict
two key features of the pressure transducer: The present work was initiated in orddr
the scale factor and the temperature to add more freedom to the choices for
dependence od the scale factor. The model transducer design. particularly in terms of
predicts that proper crystallographic using other cuts of quartz to obtain the key
orientation and dimensions of the flats can advantage of small site for lower cost and
be combined to increase the scale factor over faster thermatl response. The method taken
thst obtained with a circularly symmetric was to break up the circular symmetry used
shell and to improve the temperature previously. Tilts idea hsas been proposed by
dependence of the scale factor. The new others using slots or bridges to transfer the
degrees of freedom (flat orientation and forces, or stresses, from the shell to the
dimensions) increase the choices for design resonator without joints. Ilowever, stress
of a pressure transducer. concentrations inI these structures near the

slots preclude use at higher pressures
introduction because of brittle fracture of the quartz.

The proposed approach leaves the interface
The resonant frequency of a thickness between shell and resonator intact around the

shear mode quartz resonator changes when a entire resonator perimeter and obtains the
static stress, called initidl sVr~ss, is desired synetry effects by using a non-
present In the resonator blank. -J The circular shell.
effect, studied initially in order to
eliminate it in frequency control Shell Shape Effects
applications, can be used as a transducer
mechanism. The most successful transducer Figure I shows the circular shell
application has been the pressure transdU€gr concept used by the earlier workers. Figure
offered commercially by llewlett Packard. 2 shows the non-circular shell used in the
Their device is a DT-cut resonator surrounded present work. The end caps are left off in
by a unitary quartz shell that isolates the Fig. 2 for viewing purposes. Both structures
active region of the resonator from the have the advantage that the joints to the end
pressure medium (usually a liquid) but has no caps where a glue substance must be used are
joints in the high stress region near the isolated from the resonator by a length of
resonator. The shell is circular, which shell structure. Since quartz is single
results in a uniform radial force, or a crystal, there are no gross hysteresis
uniform in-plane initial stress. The only mechanisms. The circular shell can only
degree of freedom available to the transducer generate a uniform radial compressive stress
designer using the circular shell design is in the resonator disc as outside pressure
the crystallographic orientation of the exceeds inside pressure. The non-circular
resonator/shell unit. Thus, only one shell, on the other hand, causes a non-
operating characteristic of the transducer uniform stress in the resonator. The subject
can be optimized; the other characteristics of this section is what that stress pattern
must be accepted without modification for a looks like and how it depends on the shell
given crystallographic orientation. Some of shape.
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resonator with circular long.ral shlll.

t Figure 3: Strinl rat.o S I/S . for the~~~~experimental} Al, lace fuOnd using9 A

A fi[nite element model was used for1~. iiianalytical invest.|gations. Shell elemnts
were used, which handle both bending stresses
and membrane stresses. The program used ran
Ofn A desk top com3ute. The results showed
the same type of stress behavior seen in Fig.
3 except that there is A complex tradiuff
between t'/t and t /t, where t is the
resonator disc thi~kness. There Is an
endless range of the three t variables, so
the only quantitative results presented here
will bt those related to actual quartz

Z X devices tested. Qualitatively, the amount of
symmetry in the stresses in the disc depends
on whether the circular symmetry of the disc
or the non-circular symmetry of the shell
predominates. Thick discs with thin shells
tend to have stresses closer to circular

Figure 2: Thickness shear mode disc resonator symmetry while thin discs with thick shells
with non-circular integral shell and tend to have stresses non-circular in
the axes system used. symmetry.

An Aluminum mock-up of Fig. 2 fitted Figure 3 shows one now degree of
with a strain gauge on the center of one face freedom, namely, the depth of the flats and
of the disc was used initially to study the the resulting S /S ratio. The other new
nonuniform stress distribution. A 45° strain degree of freedU il the crystallographic
gauge Rosette provided strain measurements in orientation of the flats. The choice of
three directions. The two principle crystallographic orientation depends on which
directions, x and z are shown in Fig. 2. characteristics of the transducer one wishes
Knowledge of S and S provides to optimize and the interplay between the
completeness: HAe 456 . swer is the average of initial stress pattern and the thickness
the other two. shear vibration.

The Al mockup was placed in a pressure Frequency Shift Effects
bomb. The strain gauge resistance was
monitored as the pressure was increased. The effect of initial stress on the
After characterizing the slope of strain vs. resonant frequency of a thickness shear mode
pressure, the AX mockup was removed from the has been treated here empirically. It is
pressure bomb, :ounted onto the bed of a possible to handle the frequency shift effect
mill, and the flats were machined deeper. analytically at room temperature with
The mockup was then placed back into the available theory incorpoiating the third-
pressure bomb and strain vs. pressure was order elastic constants. However, no data
again monitored. The process was repeated a exists for the temperature dependence of the
second time. Figure 3 shows the strain ratio third-order elastic constants, so a purely
S S (see Fig. 2) vs. the ratio of shell analytical approach is impractical if we are
tfckfss at the flats and away from the to include the temperature dependence of
flats (see Fig. 2 for t' and t). Note in scale factor in the characteristics of
Fig. 3 that large changes in the Sxx and Szz interest of the transducer.
ratio can be obtained.
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We can take advantage of p4st where T Is radial stress (positive for
experin~ta data in formulating an appiricat tensionioand,
model. Figure 4 shows .he frequen~cy shift
coefficient for the AT-cut due to a dibaetric
focre pair as previously published for koo - -(.40/2)1K dp. (3)
tepeAtures o 25 and 78C. The fractional 0
change in frequency, df/f (f is the
frequency for zero initiAT stso) is given where p 1# atistthal angle gs measured from
by the x crysthllographic axis. The minus sign

in Fil. (3) converts from the positive forcedf/f o 0 a Xp~or/Cdr r )  (1) inwards convention adopted years ago to theconventional definition of stress (tonsion

where K. to the frequency constant (1660 .1% positive) 11Fir the AT-cut, koo
for ehe 0AT-cut). F is a positive force acting -2.7xlO" x /a.
inwilrdly, d and t ace the resonator
diameter anS thicknesa, respectively, And K We now use superposition to r:p:.ent
is the coefficient of frequency shift at the initial stress as the sum of a uniform
Azi uthal angle p. radial compression T and two diametric

force pairs, one (F .0llgn1d along the flat
Figure 5 show# dK /T for the AT-cut, normal%, the other fr ) aligned normal to "

which is the key to betng able to optimize Figure 6 shows this situation. T And T X
the temperature dependence of scale factor. Arce the stresses at the disc cenfar. Weoznow

thatM . Too-( TXX + Txz)/2. (4)

20
AT-cwA

iS25c
\\ /

0- Z

-15

0, t 6-; *t t 
-- -

Figure 4: Force sensitivity coefficient K of
the AT-cut vs. azimuthal angle (or 23*C
and 78C.

3.4 AT-cut
Figure 6: The two pairs of diametric forcs

pairs used to simulate the non-circular0 symmtry of Txx And Tzz.

We let the stresses T and T be
- represented by TOO anAxincremsntal stresses

dTxx and dTzz:
-6 1O 10 -0 BO -i00 ta 10

A2040 600 D I 20 Txx n To o + d T x x  (5)

T TO + dTzz (6)

Figure 5: Temperature derivative of the force 0zz zz

sensitivity coefficient K vs. azimuthal These incremental stresses arise from the
angle p for the AT-cut. P applied forces F and F An applied force F

causes a stress ft the Sisc center of
-6F/( x t d r ) along the direction of force

our empirical model9 '10 assumes applicatin and 2F/(x t d ) stress at right
isotropic behavior of the quartz structure angles. Thus, rr
for obtaining an analytical solution of the
initial stress problem. We first recognize (xd t )dT = -6F +2F (7)
that by superposition, the df/f for circular r r xx x z
symmetry is given by integratioR of Fig. 4, and

df/fO = koo Too, (2) ( d t r)dT = 2Fx -6F . (8)
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inverting gqs. 7 and 0, we have and

Fx x d r t r(dz + 3dT xx)/16 (9) (I/K)(dK/dT)-((dk 0/dT)/k 0)-(2 x o"

and (R-,)(dKp/dT-dKp+ 9 0 ./ T )/(16k o o ( R+)I ) (21)

Fz N drtr (dTxx + 3dTZ)/16. (10)

Equations 4, 9, and 10 give u T,, Fx ,  Experiment vs. Thcor
Anti F If we know T¢ 41n T •AlSoon

terms'of the stressatio ouArtz devices wore built of AT-cut
orientation with different flat depthes

R aw Tx/T (11) (different t'/t ratios)(1l The details of
the structure are found elsewhere. The

we find that outside diameter was 0.720 inches. Flat to
flat dimensions varied from 0.72 to 0.59S

Fx -2xd rt T0 (R-l)/(16(R+1)I (12) inches. Finite elaeent anAlyalxs gave T /T
values. Then, use of Eq. 19-21 nd Fi. "

and al 5 allow calculation of expected results.
ACtual results were found by testing of the

S-" Fx" (13) quartz ddvices over pressure and temperature.
The frequency, pressure, and temperature data

We can determinn T /? from finite were analyzed to extract experimental values
element modeling or strifn Ruges on metal for K and (I/K)(dK/dT). The results are
mockups. Given T /T we know To, F and shown in Fig. 7 for K and Fig. 8 for
F2 , to we can preoctaf/f 0 x (l/K)(dK/dT). A value of 2.4 was used for C.

df/fo n Too (koo -2x o(R-l)1

(K K )/(Il(R+1))) , (14) vorl ...

where K is the K value at p+900

Abbreviated,

df/f ° a o. (15)

We can differentiate Eqs. 14-15 with
respect to temperature if we assume T and R

are independent of temperature. tJ-J

dk/dT a dk o/dk-2 xN o(R-l)' ,
(dKp /d-dP+90 0 /d)/(16(R+1) (16) G

where we find dk/dToo from Fig. 5 by rLHr r. F1IRT PxtIt;I 011 din'

integration: Figure 7: Comparison of empirical model and

X experimental results for the pressure

dk (N/2)f (dgp/dT)dp. (17) coefficient of frequency (scale factor),

al~2 K, vs. flat depth.

For example, we find (dk /dT)/k at room a a
temperature to have a va? 8 e of -?OOppm/iC 3 iO O .. 'PlINT
from integration of Figure 5.

CL , THEAM:s

There is an amplification of the . .

stresses due to the shell structure, so we
find that for a pressure P outside the shell,

- CP (18) 0 0

Where C=2.6 from finite element analysis of 0
our structure and C=2.4 experimentally to
best fit our data with the empirical model.
Defining K for pressure scale factor and
(dK/dT)/(K) for temperature sensitivity of I
scale factor, we find that .12 .62 .5

df/f = KP (19) FLRT TO FLRT DIlIIEIII in

where Figure 8: Comparison of empirical model and
experimental results for the temperature

K=-C (k - 2JrN (R-1)* derivative of the pressure coefficient
00 0 of frequency, (I/K)(dK/dT), vs. flat

(Kp-Kp+90" )/[16(R+l)) (20) depth.
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The agreement Is excellent. Our (3) C.R. Dauwalter, "The Temperature
experimental data oxtrapolate to the Dependence of the Force Sensitivity of
empirical modal result of -1000 ppm/'C for AT-Cut Quartz Crystals.," Proc. 26th
(l/K)(dK/dT). The horizontal axis in Figs. 7 Annual Fraq. Control Symp., pp. 100-
and U t flat depth (flat-to-flat dimension) 112, 1972.
in Figs. 6 and 7. For reference, finite
element analysi; shows T /T of 1.47 And (41 A. Ballato, E.P. EerNisse, And T.
1.20 for flat to flat diunsfnGs of 0.595 and Lukaszek, "The Force-Frequency Effect
0.652 inches, respectively. Inside diameter in Doubly Rotated Quartz Resontora,"
wa 0.450 inches, so t'/t varied from 1.0 to Proc. 31st Annual Freq. Control Symp.,
0.54. The T /T ratios did not very as much pp. 0-16, 1977.
as one migh~xInI~r from Fig. 2 for the range
of t'/t, but the disc thicknoss was larger (5) E.P. CorNisse, "Temperature Dependence
:olative to the shell wall thickness in the of the Force-Frequency Effect for the
quartz devices compared to the early Al metal AT-, FC-, SC- and Rotated -cuts,"
mockup. Proc. 34th Annual Freq. Control Syrup.,

pp. 426-430, 1900.
Examination of Figs. 4 and 5 end Eqs. 20

and 21 shows that, since k <0, flats aligned (61 Ih1.. Karror and J. Leech, "A Quartz
with the normal along p-0 ?'? crystallo- Resornator Pressure Transducer," IEEE
graphic axis) enhance th* K over the k of a Trans. of Industrial Electronics and
circular symmetry because both K and go 90, Control Instr., vol. IECI-16, pp. 44-
contribute constructively. A sigilAr p+ s 0, 1969.
examination for (I/K)(dK/dT) shows that both
dK /dT and (dK ,,,)/dT combine to reduce (7) I.E. Karrer and J.G. Loach, "Quartz
dkP /dT. Thus me improvOmOnt iI both Resonator Pressure Transducer," U.S.
trRasducer charactoristics occurs for deeper Patent 03,561,832# February 9, 1971.
flats, an soon in Piss. 7 and 0. This effect
reverses if the flats are moved to p90*, (0 A. Benjaminson atnd D.L. 11am1mond,
i.e., the transducer becomes less sensitive "Piezoelectric Transducer and Method
and the temperature dependence of scale for Mounting Same," U.S. patent
factor gots worse than for a circular #3,617,780, Novembdr 2, 1971.goetry. (9 E.P. EerNisse, "Resonator Pressure

Conclusions Transducer," U.S. Patent 04,550,610,
November 5, 1905.

The now empirical model has allowed the
use of previously published experimental data 1103 F.P. EerNisno, "AT-Cut Crystal
on the diametric force-frequency effect to Resonator Pressure Transducer," U.S.
predict more complicated force geometries Patent #4,660,420, April 20, 1907.
encountered in a new pressure transducer
concept. This new transducer concept uses a (111 R.W. Ward and E.p. EerNisso, "A Reduced
non-circular shll integral with a circular Hysteresis, Extended Range Quartz
reuonator to create non-nynmtric initial Pressure Transducer," This proceedings.
stress patterns "n the resonator. The
agreement between the results of the
empirical model and experimental data is
excellent. The overall results show that the
lack of circular symmtry allows two new
degrees of freedom for the transducer
dusignor to use in optimizing transducer
performance.
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SUZ*4ARY In 1967, Benjaminson and llammond 171 at
Iiewlett Packard filed A U.S. Patent on An all

Experimental AT-cut pressure quartz pressure transducer consisting of a
transducers, based upon the theory pesented quartz resonator surrounded by a lermetically
elsewhere in this Symposium ("Theoretical sealed cylindrical housing which permits the
Modeling of Ouartz Resonator Pressure rovonato.r to b squeezed uniformly around its
TrAnsducers"), have been fabricated and circumference. This Allows the crystal
tested. These tests have been used to verify to respond directly to the pressure applied
that the use of diametrically opposed flats to Its periphery, without going through A
to create a non-symmetric stress in the pressure-to-force conversion, with its
resonator o Ail AT-cut crystal can be used as Inherent error And hysteresis producing
two additional degrees of freedom (location mechAntims, Figure 1. The only 4ots in the
with respect to crystallographic axes 1ip design occur ty from the force sensitive
and depth of the flats) to reduce the resonator, and are positioned at the zero
temperature coefficient of scale factor and shear point Along til length of the cylinder,
to increase the scale factor (ppa/psi) of the and Are located such Oiat any creep in the
pressure transducerlI,2). Tle transducer has Joint will not cause frequency shifts in the
been made as small as reasonably possible, resonator.
This reduces cost and improves the thermal
transient response of the transducer. Tests
to 16,000 psi and 1750C show deviations of less
than I psi, including hysteresis, for steady-
state conditions. Thermal transients of 36C
result in 2-3 psi errors which dissipate in 3
minutes. Tests of units having increased
flat depth to 20,000 psi and 200C resulted In
the twinning of some of the resonators,
probably due to ferrobielantic effects.
Units having a compromise flat depth survive
these tests without twinning and s1low no
hysteresis. A torsional-mode tuning fork
temperature sansor and an sC-cut reference
crystal are mounted adjacent to the pressure
transducer, enabling real- time temperature
compensation and the mix-down of the Figure 1. hewlett Packard's OT-cut pressure
temperature And pressure frequency to a transducer, circa 197018).
suitable frequency for digital transmission
and/or storage: the accuracy of the system is The lewlett Packard quartz pressure
better than 5 psi during any combination of transducer has been reported on several times
pressure or temperature transients likely to At this symposium 18-10). Kaitz has reported
be encountered in the field. Recovery time on hysteresis and resistance problems with
to steady-state conditions is typically less the HP OT-cut design which they associate
than 3 minutes. with high pressures and temperatures,

especially with certain types of quartz
BACKGROUND source mterial. In addition, the large size

of the HP design makes it expensive (because
The force-frequency effect on an AT-cut of the raw material cost). But more

has been known for many years (31. This importantly, the large size causes a rather
effect has been used for temperature large thermal transient rostabilization
compensating AT-cut crystals over wide phenomenon, which is aggravated by the remote
temperature ranges (4], and for pressure location of their reference crystal.
measurement (5,61. However, these
applications all used the crystal to measure To overcome some of these problems, it
a force. since pressure is a force per unit was proposed to make the quartz transducer as
area, it was necessary to provide a small as practical (lower thermal mass,
conversion =cans to allow the crystal to faster thermal stabilization, lower raw
measure a pressure (i.e., a diaphragm, a material cost). The theoretical development
lever mechanism, etc.). All of these of this transducer is detailed In the
applications were troubled with frequency previous paper in this Proceeding (11. This
drift caused by creep in the materials paper shall concentrate on the experimental
attached to the quartz, development of the transducer.
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OS IG The converse effect is that the slope of
the frequency-pressure response is a function

The first design attemt of this smal of temperature. Put another way, thte
pressure transducer used a 0.375 inch temperature coefficient of the scale factor
resonator diameter, which proved to b too Is non-zero. This is shown in Figure 4, as
s*all to permit the generation of the bi- evidenced by the spread of the frequency vs.
convex resonator, and the thin, high pressure curves at different temperatures.
frequency resonator fractured where it joined The temperature sensitivity of scale factor,
the bore-wall during the generation of the 4s well as the pressure dependence t2 tLe f-T
bore. response, can be *Ade to be zero by Adjusting

the depths of the flats on the transducer. as
The second (and final) design uses a describod by NerNisse (113. However, the

0.450 Inch diameter resonator which is 0.055 resulting transducer has rather thin walls,
inch thick (3.610 14z, 3rd overtone). The resulting it na reduced full scale pressure
final frequency was determined by the lack of capability.
activity dips over the pressure and
teperature test rangje for the final
transducer design (0-20,000 psi, 0-200,C). s'; ec
This design is shown inFiguit 2. The sensor
has a sensitivity of O.5xlO ppm/psi (1.8 .
lit/psi).

I
'.40

__ PRESSUPE III PSI

Figure 2. An At-cut quartz pressure Figure 4. Temperature coefficient of scale
transducer with X-axis flats. factor for an AT-cut pressure transducer with

X-axis flats.
FR OU C'i-TEPRRATUR£

Tf.MPERATURE COPMNSATION
The frquancy-tenperature (f-T) response

of the transducer is a function of the Due to the temperature behavior of the
applied pressure -- Figure 3. The apparent pressure transducer, it Is obvious that SOe
angle of the AT-cut increases approximately 3 form of temperature compensation is required
arc-minutes per 1000 psi of applied pressure. if one is to achieve a high precision
The optimum AT-angle w.as selected to provide pressure transducer over an extended
A Small f-T slope at elevated temperatures temperature range. The worst case slope of
and pressures. Figure 3 is equivalent to about 0 psi/,C.

Hence, to have an overall accuracy of better
..... ,.- than + I psi over the "specified" 0-16,000

- OPSI psi alid 0-1759C range, A temperature
.-- 0 . correction of better than O.l"C is required.

Duo to the mass and physical size of
'. _the pressure sensing crystal, there exists a

" - - -thermal time lag effect upon the output
4 " -frequency. To help reduce errors from the

X frequency excursion due to thermal
transients, a torsional-mode quartz tuning

-. fork (TTF) temperature sensor (12,14) is
- ~ mounted in a pressure-proof quartz package
U N. designed to simulate the thermal response of

the pressure crystal. (Note: the stress
J created by temperature gradients along the

ti. pressure crystal's length and radius cannot
be compensated by this technique.) The TTF

-sO , , , , , assembly is mounted adjacent to the pressure
0 175 crystal in an oil-filled pressure housing.

TEIIPEPATURE IN DEGREES C It has a nominal frequency of 180 kltz and a
nominal temperature sensitivity of 50 ppm/9C.

Figu& 3. Frequency vs. temperature curves In Figure 5, a 3000 psig to 0 psig rapid
for an AT-cut pressure transducer with X-axis decompression is seen to create a 0.6*C
flats at various pressures. Apparent angle adiabatic cooli.g effect at the TTF, which
shift: 3 arc-min/l000 psi.
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causes a -1.4 psi pressure error in the REFERENCE CRYSTAL
pressure crystal. This same decompression
causes a 2-30C abrupt change in the one requirement for an oil and gas
temperature of the surrounding oil. when service down-hole frequency-based transducer
measured with a low-masu temperature sensor. is that its output frequency must be lower

- than 50 kilz to transmit the frequency up a
P 20,000 ft cable. This was accomplished by

including a 7.200 Mlhz fundamental-rode SC-tut
I.' . ~ reference crystal In a pressure-proof quartzT. " I= packtgu 4djacont to the pressure crystal.

pall .43 W| sUpon dividing the reference frequency by two,
and mixing with the pressure frequency, a 10

3. kilz output frequency results, with a nominal
1.8 tIz/psi sensitivity. At 20,000 psi, a 46,,,t .4.15 kill output is obtained.

- l - .--- " - Several researchers have commented that
-_.-- - " the SC-cut is tree from activity dips. This

is not universally true, as seen in Figure 7.
".i - Ail activity dip in a 7.2 Mlz fundamental,

plano-convex SC, having a +0.5 ppm frequencydeviation is shown, with a corresponding 2da
activity decrease. This data was taken in a
lag-block in an air oven. Dry ice was used

" -.7s to obtain temperatures below room
0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 15 10 20 temperature. AlSo shown is an JC with no

1z11C ili 1INUTS dips (greater thtan perhaps xlO ). In theseFigure 5. The response of the AT-cut pressure plots, the general shape of the residuals is
transducer And the TTF temperature sensor to due to temperature scan rate variations,
a sudden 3000 psi pressure step. since each crystal in a run will exhibit

similar general perturbations. The noise isWith this Active temperature due to frequency measurement errors
compensation, the pressure crystal's output associated with the !1P3505 spectrum analyzer
is within I ps of its final value within 45 used to make the frequency and amplitude
seconds after the thermal transient occured. measurements.
The temperature sensor took 3.0 minutes to
recover to within 0.15*C of its final
temperature. - l- 1.5

-26.5 ... ++,1 .3 ~
During rapid (l.5'C/minute) thermal . "" "

ramps, the pressure crystal shows a worst- - -•
case error of -4 psi, which dissipates rapidly 5 7
as the temperature stabilizes, Figure 6. V -. 8 .
This behavior Indicates a slight difference
in the thermal conduction paths for the 0. 14
temperature compensation vs. the pressure ! "Z9 .3U
Figure 6 were caused by the mnanual

adjustments required tO maintain the dead- -
weight-teSter's weights in their "float" 10.5 --. 3 t-
range as the dead-weisht-tester's oil -3I , i I I , I , I ,
expanded duo to the temperature rise.) o , 2 ------

P TEPEPATURE

--.)

N.-

/ h - .27.5

-, 0.--a ,,,
I' ,' n , i - 9. _ ___. -,___ ,,

5 o- ro .- 2 Ho

"10,0000 NTESTEPEFRTIP
Figure 6. 25oC tenpc.ature ramp at
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TEMPEPRTUFE W PAT
Figure 8. A 'TF t e orature S00uor having n

-rS activity dips.

Z52.5 i.The PrQS era-temPerAture pdlrmanbCO Of
-Z5.4 .$ 5 the three crystal combina ion 1141 is shown

-25.3 .4 In Flired 9-11. Figure 9 ilLI'rtrac that
the TTF frequency is independent of prsuoro.

L -i5 $ .3 FIgure 10 alhows ,I teperatue Accuracy of
1 I~tter than 4. 0-034C from ambient to 1754C.

lJ6jFigure i shws tho calculated pressure

a:i residual versus prtssur ,it seven
4[.64 IA. temperatures from 20$C to 1740C. The residual

-26L L6. is less than + 0.0 psi for any combination of
-h - pressure and temperature.

- 0 • -".Z -

TEfIPEPRTURE

Figure 7. Two SC-cut reference crystalst a) A)--IEI0
with activity dip. b) no activity dips. 0 .

~/

RESULTS
Figure 0 shows a temperature scan on one

of the TTF temperature sensors from 0-200"C
showing no activity dips 112,13). The tail
on the residual curve below room temperature -"
is due to time lag effects during cool-down
effects in the lag-block. Correlation 1
between two sensors in a common lag-block is TEIIFEFRTLUPE INJ MI, 'E. '
better than 5 ppm, or 0.14C. Figure 9. Frequency vs. temperature for is

packaged TTF temperature sensor with no
pressure sensitivity.

- a., i iii,, i~,,. / -.... 00 -. "'----2000

-80.5 / 9 E 3 '-. .' 'o0
-DI 8Do) \ N, 0

.0. ' .\ \

• ".-9.." . 10 0. \,i

2 -83 .,i.. 4100 idl C'. .. e -- /" f
-83.5 / 300 L,. \ /!K , ' : '\ ...,

-B4 "'.. 2100 /
-84.5 1000a,7

r0 0 o 0 0-B2 a) -. 5,

TEIIPEPATURE o t"
TEIIPEPRTUFRE Ill DE'3PRE ,

Figure 10. Temperature residuals for a TTF
temperature sensor having no pressure
sensitivity or activity dips.
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? _7 .: =_ Z_ ; r across the flats tested was 0.590 in. In two
separate tests of units with 0.590 inch flats,
both units quit oscillating at 20,000 psi as

44 the temperature was ramped from 175"C to 2000C.
*.-- .. The units were disassembled and etched,

revealing twinning in the resonator of each
B unit. one unit twinned Along the X-diameter

of the resonator. The second had A small," circular twin rogion near the cantor of the

. , resonator. Inspection under a microscope
/ N revea led a mic roscopic Inclusion (possibly

a. Acmite in the cultured quartz) in the center
.- /.... of the twin region. Units with shallower

flat depths have not shown this
susceptibility to twinning. Anderson, at.

(. all. 1153 demonstrated that as the temperature
-. 8 of a quartz sample increased, the stress

level required to twin the sample decreased:
no external stress is required at 573'C (the

PRESSUPE III PSI Curie temperature for natu gal quartz), while
Figure 11. Pressure residuals for the AT-cut a stress level around 6xlO psi is required
pressure transducer with TTF temperature at room temperature. This phenomenon is
compensation, called ferrobielastic twinning, and probably

accounts for the twinning observed on the two
The pressure crystal's raw data is deep-flat units, i.e., at 20,000 psi the

curve-fit using a fourth-order fit on resonator has about 60,000 psi stress along
frequency vs. temperature and a third-order its X-axis.
fit on pressure; a fourth-order fit is used
on the TTF's frequency vs. temperature. In HYSTERESIS
total, 20 coefficients are used.

Early units were fabricated from Sawyer
Figure 12 demonstrates the resolution pure-Z optical grade cultured quartz.

and noise in the pressure transducer system. Results on those units showed a worst-cane
Three successive 0.1 psi pressure steps are hysteresis of +3 psi to 20,000 psi and 200"c.
shown, with a noise floor of less than 0.01
psi. Subsequent units, using improved

manufacturing techniques, were fabricated
from natural quartz. Any hysteresis present
in these natural quartz pressure transducers
has been unmeasurable up to the design limits
of 20,000 psi and 2009C. pata on over 20

.* natural quartz units to 16,000 psi and 175"C
shows consistent performance, for both

increasing and decreasing pressures, to
better than + 1.2 psi. In addition

S ,resistance clanges are typically around + 101,. ::to 2009C, Fig. 13.

. u Several units have been fabricated,-. ., using cuirrengt manufacturing techniques, from
Sawyer cultured quartz. These units are
presently being tested, using current testing
and data reduction techniques, to see if
similarly fabricated cultured units exhibit

• .different characteristics from the current
natural quartz units. Early results are

- "inconclusive, but cultured units (pure-Z)
S - definitely show more hysteresis than similar

natural units.

Figure 12. 0.1 psi pressure steps. Noise -43 950
floor is below 0.01 psi. -43.5 850

-44 750
Pressure is generated with a DHI dead-

weight tester which is NBS traceable to . 4 0 ;
+0.011 of reading. Temperature is measured ,D -45 550 .
Using a platinum resistance thermometer and a 450
DVH. C0 . 0

--46 . 350 L
FMRROBIELASTIC TWINNING -45.5 " ' " - 250

During early extoricental testing to 4715
determine the effects of flat depth and -47.5 50
orientation on the temperature sensitivity of -48 50
scale factor [113, it was found that as the o 8' . ED 12 rao
flat depth inciased, the temperature 2 a C C2 CO
sensitivity decreased. The minimum distance TEaPERATURE '
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STUDY OF LIQUIDS IN SHlEAR USING A QUART.
RI-SONATOR

K. Keiji Kanazawa and C.1. Reed
IHSI Almaden Rescarch Center

650 Harry Road
San Jose, CA 95120.6099

Several recent developments have driven our efforts to extend the
pioneering work of Masonl and use the simple quartz resonator,
directly Interfaced to the liquid, as a tool for studying the fluid
behavior at large cylic shear rates. These developments Include
the quantitative description of the compound resonator formed
between the resonator and contacting liquid, the availability of
Instrumentation for accurate impedance analysis and the
resurgence of interest in the rhcological behaviors of polymeric
liquids2 . With this technique we have shown that simple liquids
behave as purely viscous fluids, at least up to frequencies of S
Mliz. Initial studies on polyperfluurinated fluids suggest an
elastic component which Increases with Increasing molecular
weight.

When a viscoelastic material contacts one face of a quartz crystal
operating In the thickness shear mode, a compound resonator Is
formed and the mechanical resonant frequency Is altered. This
change can be described in terms of the material's thickness c,
density p. shear modulus )a and viscosity i. In the limiting case
of a classical liquid for which i n 0, the shear wave penetrates
only a short distance Into the fluid. In spite of this limited
penetration, the quality factor (Q) of the compound resonator Is
markedly decreased due to viscous losses in the liquid. This loss
in 0 Is reflected as a change in the electrical equivalent circuit
of the resonator. This equivalent circuit consists of two parallel
arms: the "stitic" arm representing the dielectric capacitance
C. of the quartz and the "motional" arm consisting of a series
L, Cs , R circuit representing the motional behavior of the
resonator. The Inductance represents the energy stored In Inertial
or kinetic form, the series capacitance represents energy stored In
elastic form and of course the resistance reflect the viscous
damping. One can show that the quality factor for the shear
wave In the liquid is unity. Coupling this with the physical
arguments above, an expression for the resistance AR upon
interfacing to a liquid Is given by:

AR - IL.[
.cs?. V-_PP

where po and yo are the density and effective shear modulus for
the quartz resonator.

ThIls relationship was tested for a number of fluids by studying
the resonance behavior using an Impedance analyzer and is seen
to be satisfied for simple liquids. For polymeric liquids, the
observed resistances were found to be much less than that given
by the equation, and In addition the frequency changes were also
found to be less than predicted by the mechanical model.
Formally, one could account for this by assigning a relaxation
time T to the to the fluid such that for time scales well In excess
of T the fluid behaves viscously and for time scales much less
than that time, the fluid behaves elastically, as first described by
Maxwell. Fitting T to the frequency changes for a series of
perfluoropolyethers showed that the fitted T increases with
molecular weight.

1. W.P. Mason, W.O. Baker, I.L McSkimin and 1.H. liciss,

Phys.Rev. 75, 936 (1949)

2. Daniel D. Joseph, J. Non-Newt. Fluid Mech. 19, 237 (1986)
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A Novel Technique for Trimming the Frequency of a Sealed

Surface Acoustic wave Resonator

J. A. Greer and T. E. Parker

Raytheon Research Division

131 Spring St.

Lexington, HA 02173

H. Rothschild and D. J. Ehrlich

Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
244 wood Street

Lexington, MA 02173-0073

ABSTRACT: An important requirement in many can usually be accomplished by using a simple
applications is the need to accurately set a adjustable phase shift circuit to compensate
SAW oscillator's frequency to a predetermined for the SAW frequency error as well as phase
value. In some cases the oscillator's shift variations in the other oscillator
frequency may have to be set to within 11 PPM components. A number of frequency trimming
of a specified frequency which usually techniques have been developed to accurately

requires considerable time in external set the SAW resonator frequency prior to
circuit adjustment. Recently, a novel post- sealing. The technique which has received
seal frequency trimming technique has been the most attention is called reactive ion
developed for use with SAW resonators sealed etching 1' 2 (RIC). RIE can be used to adjust
in an all quartz package (AQP). By taking the resonator frequency with an accuracy of
advantage of the transparent nature of the ti PPM prior to sealing the device with no
AQP, we have developed a post-seal frequency degradation in device performance.
tri=ming technique which utilizes a laser to Unfortunately, all hermetic sealing
transfer a thin dielectric film from the techniques for SAW resonators which are
inner surface of the package down onto the compatible with long-term frequency stability

active region of the SAW device. The induce frequency shifts which are variable in
oscillator's frequency can be monitored in nature. This variability in the frequency
real time, and by focusing the laser- beam shift produced by sealing a device may cause
down to a width of a few microns the trimming the oscillator's frequency to lie outside the
resolution can be less than !1 PPM for 1 dB bandwidth of the resonator. Also, some
devices operating at 40? MHz. Experimental applications, such as voltage tunable
results indicate that trimming down in oscillators, may require that the resonant
frequency as much as -35 PPM is easily frequency of the SAW device be set within a
obtainable with minimal changes in the few PPM of a specified center frequency in
resonator phase noise, insertion loss, and order to maximize the available tuning range.
unloaded Q values. Preliminary results on Recently, an all quartz package3 (AQP) was
aging of laser trimmed devices also look developed which provides a hermetic seal and
encouraging. is compatible with long-term frequency

stability. The AQP is particularly
INTRODUCTION: An important requirement in attractive for hybrid circuit oscillators
many applications is the need to accurately because of its small size. Another advantage
set a SAW oscillator's frequency to a of this hermetic packaging technique is that
predetermined value. In some cases the it has reduced both the magnitude and spread
oscillator's frequency may have to be set to in sealing-induced frequency shifts. Data
within !1 part per million (PPM) of a from 53 AQP SAW resonator devices operating
specified frequency. If this specified at 350 MHz indicate that the sealing-inducee
frequency falls within the 1 dB bandwidth of frequency shift has an average of +54 PPM
the SAW resonator, the frequency adjustment with a standard deviation of only .15 PPM.
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While the AQP Is superior to the TO-8 package VaCUUM (2 x 10"7 Torr) with a glass frit as
In terms of frequency settability, there are shown In Figure 2. Sealed SAW devices were

still many applications which require a characterized for resonant frequency,
sealed resonator's frequency to be more insertion loss, and loaded and unloaded Q.

accurately set. Up to the present Lime, Also, open- and closed-loop flicker noise

frequency adjustment of a sealed resona levels as well as turnover temperatures were

could only be accomplished by the time obtained for some of the devices prior to

consuming and expensive process of pulling laser trimming. The devices -4re then

the resonant frequency with external circuit mounted on small test fixtures and placed

components.4  into one of four optical setups incorporating

By taking advantage of the transparent either an excimer or Nd:YAG laser and
nature of the AQP we have developed a pos.- appropriate optics. The optical setups were

seal frequency trimming technique which used to focus the Incident laser radiation

utilizes pulsed laser energy to transfer a down through the polished quartz cover and

thin film from the Inner surface of the onto the trim pad. The thin Al layer

quartz cover down onto the active region of sandwiched between the two oxide layers

the SAW device. Results Indicate that readily absorbs the laser radiation,

triming down In frequency as much as -35 PP converting it to heat which is then conducted

Is easily obtainable with minimal change in to the A1203 films. Depending on the laser

oscillator flicker noise and turnover type and incident power density, the oxide

temperature, as well as device insertion loss film can be either evaporated or ablated off

and unloaded Q value. Initial results on the the quartz cover and down onto the
long-term frequency stability of laser acoustically active region of the SAW device.

trim med devices are encouraging. The redeposited film then changes the local
acoustic wave velocity and thereby alters the

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Two-port SAW device's resonant frequency.
resonator devices operating between 402 MHzi eW7,1

and 950 Hz were fabricated In the center of
rotated Y-cut quartz substrates using SIDE VIEW

standard photolithographic techniques. Small
trim pads consisting of a thin aluminum film -_ Incidon Laser 1adialton
sandwiched between two layers of aluminum

oxide were e-beam evaporated onto the center Gass Fl ..002-
of the matching quartz covers of each AQP as
shown in Figure 1. The location of this pad a) IceSAW vic
was such that it shadowed the region between
the interdigital transducers (IDT's) when the

devices were hermeticaly sealed under high TOP VIEW

Quartz CoverI nnn n
Cover [IJVL bsat

400At i 0A b)Trim Pad
-AJ2 J 250A

FIGURE 2. a) Side view of an AQP depicting

the location of the laser trim pad. b) Top
FIGURE 1. Schematic view of the laser trim view of the AQP showing a line drawn by a
pad located on the inner surface of the AQP laser across the trim pad running the length

cover. of the acoustic aperture.
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As noted, two laser types and four on a network analyzer for center frequency,
different optics systems were utili:ed for minimum insertion loss. an we:l as loaded and
post-seal frequency trimming of the AQP SAW unloaded Q values. Also, open- and closed-
devices. Two excimer laser setups, operating loop noise measurements as well as turnover
at 193 nm (ArF), were used to trim devices. temperature measurements were obtained on
The first was an experimental system designed several of the devices after loser trimming.
for pattern projection in microlithographic Three of the devices operating at 402 MH1%
applications in a step-and-repeat were then placed into aging chambers to study
configuration. it consisted of a 10x the effect of laser trimming on the long-term
objective and a computer controlled X-Y frequency stability of the SAW oscillator.
translation stage with 0.25 um accuracy. It For the purpose of comparison, two other
provided about 7 J/cm 2 per pulse at the sets of SAW resonators were fabricated with
device with a 15 nsec pulse duration, operating frequencies at 402 MHl. Two
Typically this system operated at i pulse per devices were fabricated to serve as aging
second (PPS) and a line 7 um wide by 450 um controls, and two devices were fabricated
long was projected onto the trim pad. A with thin pads of A1203 deposited by electron
complete line could be drawn across the beam evaporation onto a fraction of the area
acoustic aperture (1 mm wide at 402 MHz) by between the two IDT's of tile SAW device
simply moving the X-Y stage in between laser before the device was sealed. These pads ran
pulses. The second excimer system consisted the length of and were parallel to the
of a commercially available laser/microscope transducer fingers. The shifts in frequency
setup. This system could deliver up to 10 due to the deposition of the oxide pads were
J/cm 2 per pulse at the device trim pad. It obtained as well as their effect on the long-
was also run at 1 PPS except where noted term frequency stability of the SAW devices.
below. Lines with dimensions of I om by 135 In order to study the laser deposited film
um were easily projected with this system. morphologies several AQP's were fabricated
Again, a line could be drawn across the without a SAW device but with a large area
acoustic aperture by manually moving the trim pad. These AQP's were cleaved open
microscope stage. after laser irradiation to inspect the

The Nd:YAG laser systems (commercially quality of the deposited films produced by
available laser trim systems) operated with altering laser parameters.
quite different parameters. They provided an

output at 1064 nm at a repetition rate of
1000 PPS with either a 70 ns or 200 ns pulse RESULTS: Results of post-seal frequency
duration. Fluences up to 20 J/cm2 per pulse shifts expressed in PPH for devices trimmed
could be produced with circular spot sizes with either a Nd:YAG or excimer laser are
ranging from 12 pm to 80 um. The devices shown in Table 1. Also shown in the table
urn scrolled in front of the laser beam at a are ti'e laser fluence, percent area of the
rate of 5 mm/sec. Thus, a line running the space bLtween the IDT's covered by the laser-
length of the IDT's could be drawn as deposited oxide material, change in insertion
depicted in Figure 2(b). with either laser loss, per cent change in the unloaded Q
system a number of lines could be drawn value, and change in the closed-loop phase
across the acoustic aperture to obtain the noise at 10 liz off the carrier. The average
desired frequency shift. 402 MHz device had a closed-loop flicker

During the laser trimming process the noise level of about -76 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz off
device was connected to an oscillator circuit the carrier, an insertion loss of about 7 dB,
whose frequency was monitored with a and an unloaded Q value of 23,000.
frequency counter. Data was then recorded The effects of e-beam evaporating A1203
for each oxide line deposited on the SAW pads between the IDT's on the unsealed SAW
devices for all of the laser systems used. resonators are shown in Table 2. The width

After post-seal laser trimming was of the deposited film is expressed as a
completed, the SAW devices were characterized percentage of the length between the two
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TABLE I

POST-SEAL AQP LASER TRIMMING RESULTS

Device ID Lnser Fluence % AF/F AIL 6Qu .XC10H1)
Frequency Type (3/cm2) Arta (PPM) (do) % (doc/liz)

Q2281A 1 7.0 2.2 -35 0.20 -1 -0.2

402 MHz

Q22818 1 7.0 1.8 -30 0.25 -2 0.5

402 MHz

£2054 2 8.0 0.9 +40 0.00 -7 N.A.

945 MHz

L-4 3 2.4 19.2 - 5 0.78 -16 1.2

402 MHil

A3-2 3 4.9 48.0 -30 0.36 -8 1.5

402 MHz

A4-2 3 5.8 34.6 -42 1.31 -10 0.1

402 MHiz

L-3 3 12.7 7.7 -36 0.52 -4 N.A.

402 MHz

1-6 4 2.3 4.1 -67 0.73 +5 -0.2
810 MHz

N.A.- not available
1 - Laboratory excimer projection stepper
2 - Commercial excimer system
3 a Nd:YAG 200 ns pulse length
4 a Nd:YAG 70 ns pulse length

IDT's and the obtained frequency shift is
expressed in PPM. Room temperature aging
data for three laser-trimned, two e-beam TABLE 2
evaporated, and two control devices all
operating at 402 MHz are plotted as PRE-SEAL A1203 PAD RESULTS
normalized frequency shift versus time in
Figure 3. Typical laser-deposited film DEVICE PAD PAD AF/F AL
morphologies for both laser types are shown ID WIDTH THICKNESS (PPM) (do)
in Figure 4. (%) (1)

DISCUSSION: It is of interest to note that
when A1203 is electron beam evaporated onto Q2284 44 115 +351 -0.85
an unsealed SAW resonator, the frequency will
increase 5 as noted in Table 2. This 2287 16 270 +164 -0.45
indicates that the acoustic velocity of the
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FIGURE 3. Room temperature aging data (or

several AQP resonator oscillators operating Hg lec

Htgh Ftuenc

at 402 Hz. Nd: YAG

e-beam evaporated A203 pad is greater than

that of quartz. Yet in all cases but one b
(discussed below) the post-seal laser- b

deposited oxide reduced the oscillator's

frequency. Inspection of thre films produced

by laser deposition (Figure 4) indicated a

variety of film morphologies depending on

laser type and incident power density (or

fluence). These differences in film Excimer
morphologies have a large effect on thle

tL 1000X

magnitude of thle frequency shift produced per"
unit area by the laser-deposited material.
The NdtYAG laser operating at loa fluence

levels was capable of producing oxide

deposits which had the appearance of an C)
electron beam evaporated film with no

evidence of metallic Al al magnification of

1000 X. The width variations of the
deposited line shown in Figure 4(a) are due FIGURE 4. Typical film morphologies produced
to fluctuations in output power of the laser by both the Nd:YAG and excimer lasers.

when operating at low power levels. Also,
inspection of the remaining trim pad on the fact that the frequency of devices trimmed at
matching quartz cover after laser irradiation lao fluence levels with the Nd:YAG laser
indicated o th the outermost oxide layer decreased indicates that the quality of the
and portions of the Al layer were removed laser-deposited film (stoichiometry, density,
with the Nd:YAG laser operating at low adherence, and/or acoustic velocity) is not
fluences. It was hoped that films of this identical to that of e-beam evaporated
type would produce both an upward frequency material. Also, as noted in Table 1, a
shift as well as aging characteristics larger area between the IDT's needed to be
similar to those obtained with the e-beam covered with the laser-deposited films
evaporated specimens noted in Figure 3. The produced by low luences in order to obtain a
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given frequency shift. Competition between it is not surprising that the frequency of
mass loading (reducing the frequency) and a the SAW oscillator decreases since the
film with qualities closer to those produced surface roughness of the laser-deposited
by e-beam evaporation (with an acoustic films had features which are smaller than the
velocity slightly higher than that of quart:, acoustic wavelength of the SAW device. Thus,
thus increasing the frequency) may account the deposits act mostly as an effective mass
for the increase In area required to obtain a load on the propagating surface wave. By
given frequency shift, as well as the large reducing the fluence of the excimer laser we
changes in Insertion loss associated with could not produce film deposits similar to
devices trimmed at low fluence levels with those formed with the low fluence Nd:YAG as
the Nd:YAG laser. Since only the outer A1203 seen in Figure 4(a), and below fluences of
layer and thin Al layer are removed at low about 6 3/cm 2 the excimer laser was not able
fluences, less material is deposited on the to remove material from the trim pad. This
active region of the device per unit line may be related to both differences In laser
width, which also reduces the magnitude of pulse lengths as well as the fact that the
the mass loading effect. However, consider absorption coefficient of Al is over three
the data from devices Q2281B and A3-2 which times smaller at 193 nm than at 1064 nm.6

were both trimmed down -30 PPM. The excimer- Again, the difference in film morphologies
trimmed device required that only 1.8% of the produced by the two lasers operating at high
area between the IDT's be covered by the fluence levels produced differences In the
laser-deposited oxide material to produce the magnitude of frequency shift obtained per
noted frequency shift. This is in contrast unit line width. Device L-3 trimmed with
to 48% coverage of the inter-loT space Nd:YAG at high fluence required 7.7% coverage
required for device A3-2 in order to produce of the inter-IT space to produce a shift of
the same frequency shift when trimmed with -36 PPM, which compares with that of device
Nd:YAG operating at low fluence levels. Q2281A trimmed -35 PPH with a coverage of
Assuming that only the outer most layer of only 2.2%. An important difference between
oxide (2501) is deposited with the low the two types of laser and optics systems
fluence Nd:YAG and all three layers (750X) used is that of minimum line width. The
are deposited with the excimer, then one excimer-trimmed device had lines drawn with a
would expect the ratio of the frequency shift width of 7 um, while the device trimmed with

produced per unit area due to mass loading the Nd:YAG had line widths of about 80 um.
alone to be only a factor of three. The These dimensions compare with the acoustic
actual ratio of frequency shift per unit area wavelength of 7.86 um at 402 MHz. Thus, the
covered by the laser-deposited films for frequency shift produced per unit line width
these two devices is about a factor of 25. may vary with the ratio of the acoustic
This provides some evidence that films wavelength to that of the width of the laser-

produced by the Nd:YAG at low fluence levels deposited line in a nonlinear way. Another
probably have properties closer to the obvious difference between the laser types is
quality of e-beam evaporated films, that of peak power density. The pulse length

At high fluence levels both the excimer for the excimer is about 15 ns, yielding peak
and Nd:YAG lasers produced films which had a power densities of about 500 MW/cm2. The
rough surface morphology indicative of pulse length for the Nd:YAG laser used to
ablation of all three trim pad layers as trim both A3-2 and L-3 was 200 ns, yielding
noted in Figure 4(b) and 4(c). Inspection of peak pover densities of 25 MW/cm 2 and 64

the trim pad film on the matching quartz MW/cm 2, respectively. These differences in
cover from these two deposits indicates that peak power density may produce differences in
all three layers of the trim pad were film qualities such as stoichiometry, etc.
removed. Close inspection of the laser- Also, tests indicated that with both laser
deposited material indicated that submicron types each individual pulse removed the
islands of metallic Al were present in these exposed trim pad, and that at very low
films. With film morphologies of this type fluences (<6 J/cm2 for the excimer and <1
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J/cm 2 for the Nd:YAG) multiple pulses at high frequency shift due to laser-induced heating

repetition rates (200 PPS for the excimer and would not be greater than I PPM for the

8000 PPS for the Nd:YAG) could not remove the rotated Y cuts of quartz used which had

trim pad material, temperature coefficients of less than 3

As noted in Table 1, frequency shifts of PPM/OC at the trimming temperature. However.

-35 PPM are readily obtainable with both transient variations in the oscillator

laser types for devices operating at 402 HIlt. frequency due to localized thermal gradients

This trimming range Is more than sufficient produced in the quartz substrate by both

to compensate for the spread due to sealing- laser types are seen during laser operation,

induced frequency shifts for a SAW AQP but their time constants are observed to be

operating at 402 Milt. The oscillator on the order of a few seconds.

frequency may also be trimed upward,as noted Frequency trimming with either laser

in Table I for device E2054 operating at 945 produced no significant changes in oscillator

MHz. This upward shift was produced by using phase noise as noted in Table 1, the measured

the commercial excimer laser/microscope changes all being less than the resolution of

system to first irradiate the three level our measuring equipment. The open-loop phase

structure and deposit two 3 um wide oxide noise levels of most of the devices indicated

lines as described above. This produced a that the SAW device was the dominant source

downward frequency shift of about 10 PPM. of noise in the oscillator loop. Increases

Then, by refocusing the laser beam onto the in device insertion loss of less than 15

freshly deposited oxide, the material was mdB/PPM at 402 MHz were obtained with both

annealed by 1000 pulses at 8 J/cm2 at a laser systems operating at high power levels,

repetition rate of 100 PPS. Similar which is acceptable for most SAW oscillator

annealing effects could not be prqduced with applications. No significant changes in

the Nd:YAG laser. While this effect is not turnover temperature were obtained for

veil understood at this time it may be due to devices undergoing the laser trimming

photochemical effects initiated by UV photons proctss.

with energies high enough to alter the The aging data for several SAW devices

molecular bond structure of these oxygen- operating at 402 MHz are shown in Figure 3.

deficient laser-deposited films. The excimer The control resonator oscillators have not

laser operating at 193 nm produces photons deviated from their initial values by more

with an energy of 6.4 eV/photon, in contrast than 0.1 PPM for the duration of the test.

to only 1.2 eV/photon for the 1064 nm line of which is consistent with aging of SAW devices

the Nd:YAG laser. There is strong tividence undergoing a high temperature bake-out during

that one can produce solid state photo- the sealing cycle 9 . The data from the

chemical reactions within an Al/O cermet devices with pre-seal e-beam evaporated A!203

film7 as well as remove A1203 molecules from pads (which produced upward frequency shifts)

the bulk by photochemically induced are both drifting down in frequency with

desorption8 from excimer laser radiation. time. It is interesting to note that the

Also, this upward shift In frequency cannot aging rates of these two devices indicate

be explained by a heating effect of the that a thin oxide pad covering a larger area

quartz substrate due to absorption of the (which also produced a higher frequency

laser energy. Using standard values for the shift) has a lower aging rate than a thicker

heat capacity of quartz and the size of the pad with a narrower profile. Device 0228?

AQP substrate, we calculated the temperature appears to be aging at a rate of 0.25

rise per pulse from the excimer to be 0.16 PPM/year, which is acceptable for most device

m*C at a fluence of 8 J/cm2. Even assuming applications. The data from the pre-seal e-

100% absorption (the absorption coefficient beam evaporated A1203 devices contrasts that

for both A1203 and quartz are less than 15%) of the post-seal laser-trimmed devices, which

and no cooling between pulses, the are all drifting up in frequency with time.

temperature rise from 1000 pulses would not Device A4-2 trimmed with the Nd:YAG laser at

be more than 0.16 0C. Thus, the observed low fluence has drifted up over +8 PPM in 20
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weeks and would be unacceptable for any £O4CSIONS: A novel technique for

applications requiring an acrurately set accurately adjusting the frequency of sealed

frequency. The cause of the poor aging AQP SAW resonator devices has been

characteristics of this device is not demonstrated. This new technique may be used

understood at this time. Again, It may be to readily compensate for the spread of

due to the differences in the oxide film sealing-induced frequency shifts obtained for

qualities mentioned above or the fact that the AOP with minimal eftect in other device

the thin Al film (used to absorb the laser characteristics. With ;odeot Improvements In

radiation) is dilu,,J in a smaller volume of the long-Lerm stability of laser-Lrlmmed

oxide, thereby leaving a more oxygen devices this technique should be useful for

deficient and chemically active laser- producing large numbers of accurately set SAW

deposited film. Also, the chemical bonding stabilized oscillators at lower cost than is

of those laser-deposited films may be altered now possible.

by stress levels of the order of 1 x10
"7 Ni2

Induced by the surface wave, which might

Increase both the elastic constants and ACX10WLFDG;FNTS- Thanks to Dr. Joe

acoustic velocity of the film. Devices L-3 Callorame and Dr. Gary Hontress for their

(high pover Nd:YAXG and Q2281A (excimer) are helpful discuasions through the course of

aging #ort gracefully than the low power this project. we would like to also thank

Nd;YAG trimmed device. Device Q2281A has Ms. Jo Columbus, Hr. £rnest Sabatino, and Hr.

aged just over *2 PPM in 36 weeks, and it one John Lang for fabricating the SAW devices and

neglects a short burn in period of about 10 Steven Fiorillo for assistance in operating

weeks, this device is aging less than .2 PPM the excimer stepper system. Again, a special

per year. Device L-3 appears to be aging at thanks to Ms. Jo Columbus for patiently

a similar rate as the excimer-trimmed device. characterizing the electrical properties of

While these aging rates are certainly higher all the devices. The Lincoln Laboratory

than that of both the control and e-beam portion of this york was supportea by the

evaporated devices, they are encouraging Department of the Air Force, in part under a

considering that both devices were trimmed specific program supported by the Air Force

more than the maximum required to compensate Office of Scientific Research, by the Defense

for the spread in sealing-induced frequency Advanced Research Project Agency, and by the

shifts for SAW AQP's operating at 402 H11%. Army Research Office.

Since it has been demonstrated that excimer

radiation at 193 nm can Increase the device I. W. J. Tanski, "Surface Acoustic Wave

frequency by annealing the laser-deposited Frequency Trimming of Resonant and Traveling-

film, It may also be capable of annealing out wave Devices on Quartz," Appl. Phys. Lett.,

part of this upward frequency drift Vol. 39(1), pp. 40-42, July 1, 1981.

associated with the laser trimming process,

thus yielding improvements in long-term

frequency stability. Also, if the aging 2. P. s. Cross, W. R. Shreve, "Frequency

rates of devices trimmed up in frequency are Trimming of SAW Resonators," in IEEE Trans.

acceptable (<0.5 PPM/year), then the maximum Sonics Ultrason., Vol. SU-29, No. 6, pp. 231-

amount of laser trimming required would be 1 234, July 1982.

cut in half, as the specified oscillator

frequency could then be the target frequency

for the sealed SAW resonator. Thus, less 3. T. E. Parker, J. Callerame, and G. K.

material would need to be deposited to trim Montress, "A Nev All Quartz Package for SAW

the device to frequency, with an associated Devices," in Proceedings of the 39th Annual

improvement in the aging rate of laser Symposium on Frequency Control, 1985, pp.

trimmed devices. 519-526.
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FORl QUARTZ CRYSTAI, DEVICE AGING win I APPIL.ICATION
TO SURFPACE ACOUTIC WAV6 FILTERzS

A. A, Feilberg;
ATATF Bell Laboratories

ICOO Osgood Street
North Andover, NIA 01l5

unony~d dvie ~~ILL T ~~Thna le aging law ciui'fN qrlJ bukAosi wave
theoretical model for the prediction* or lifrtietric failure rates rctlxoral. and qutt $A FsiA aper wel estalished anid

of qustlz crystal deie sObtained. Temdli elo utefrcommnly sedaging law for quartz Acoustic wave devices, To Auset the model. it is only wtissary to statistically chartacttrize the I- - C tpt- l~/I'106o(1 +. At) (I)
plixtrc distribution for the devices at two different timels anil
definte a Parametric failure limit An example 14 given In which a

rersettiesample lot of .40 iftAte acoustic Wave filtrs 1* '%itte aI'/I' s the fractionial change in %, given paramecter 11 or
used to chartacterizeC the friquency and phase of' the population At the devices, t 1A the aging time. C and it are constants (which may
two differnt times Under accelerated stressl conditions, Using differ (tam device to device). astid the expres-ion e(-/k 1 )is
these results for the repiresentative lot, the model predictg the the familiar Arrhecnius thevrmal activation law, In the case where
cumulative percentage of the Population which woald faill aM a at 1~ . the Aging law may he written as
function of time in the field and the instantaneous failure rate In l
time at use conditions. Thcst predictions arc based on definedi - A+ ) log I,)
limtits for parametric stability, Such requirements are generallyI
deftinedl by the customer's needs, Ceneral results or the model
show that when a characteristic pakrameter of the population where 1) w C tsp I- Rjkfil' And A I ) log a, For cesmple,
being inivestigaltd Is distributerd In Gaussian rfo, and ages wheln arl/I' friclesent synchronous frequency drift. rAch device's
According to the assumedj crystal aging law, then the failure rate frequency drift Ages acevoling to equation (2). with a slc.pe D and
has a lognormal form in ltme The concepts of the model are intercept, A unique for ecth device
strfaightforward, anid Ilhe methodolosy may be applied whenever as 11cecent accelerated Aging rtuelies' on SAWN~ at AT&T'I Bell
device Aging law is kinown, Llsoratorits (A1'&T'IIL) and elstwhec" have substantiated thle

validity of equation (1) for certain device paramectrs of SAW~s.
Intrdurionand its application in the (ffm of equaltion (2) Is 1hacussed in moire

The prediction of failure rates for passive and active electronic dtfal in the last Section, Plurthermiore, the data1 miliAfts thatt
components is a major un.IeralinK ins reliability studies. thorie device paramneters are distributed quite normally
Accelertetd life tests ire gtnerally used to help mAte predictions. Rxamples thatdn. nart this normilality over most of thle
The: Assumption is that A failure mnechianis that may occur population are given In Fig. I andi 2, In these figures, the
under normal opesrating conditions can be mnAde to occur faster synchronous frequency and phase drift distributions of 80 SAWNs
under abnormal mstss conditions such as high temperature are rharfacterittid at various lieasurellcnt Imses during an
Often. because of expetrimental limitations, sall sample simes Are Accelerated aging study at 120C. Tlhe populations aire
used and Assumed to be representative of the products' 3tatistical characterizedt using normual statistics, and the results are plotted
universe This means that it can be difficult to design an efficient onl normal probability graphs. The dashed line through each
experiment that will yield enough failures in at given timet framec
iso that reliability predictions can% be confidently made If the 400 M A 1000 HOUR FRIEQUENCY SHIFT AT 12C
failures are cagtstfrjphic (sudden failures), then a pass/'fail 3 0

anslysis is used ah~n; with the appropriate reliability towel '

houwever. whemi tile ievire licirformiiante degrade:% gradually in ltme 0A AU S~4

and eventually drifts out of specification past a parametric limit, 14 .4 MKS-tas .isLOW.-S

causing a parametric failure, then using at psass/fail uiethodology
at the parametric llimit may be very Inefficient. This Is especially 14L.0 b
truet if the stress acceleration factor is small enough so that only a 36. 1000 14"R *, X
Small1 fraction Of the saMPle popula6tion has leached the ~~'*
Parametric limnit in I reasonable experimental time frame. ceX
ilowtver, if the kinetics of the parametric degradation can be ON0 HOURA
modeled by an appropriate aging law, then a parametric failure I s
rate model cali be obtained and used instead of the passi/fail data

a nalysis. Tlds treatment, leads to a more efficient experimnitai
lesign both in sample size and time requitrments. If thle model is A
accurate, the experimental time requirements can be greatly
reduced, and thme parametric limits need not actually be reached U
during aging in order to predict the failure rate.

In this memorandum a parametric failure rate model is developed "0 (
for quartz crystal devices and is used to predict the ~~HU
timedependent, reliability quantities for a 295.C041hlz surface
acoustic wave filter (SAW). The concepts used in obtaining the IIIIIII II

model may be applied to other types of devices which exhibit 0 IN so 1
parametric degradation accordip; to -- knowni aging law. CMLTV ECN

Figure 1
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400 600 A 1000 HOUR PHASE SHIFT AT 120C 4 euto j ad uhe a or the dotribuion ciw chingcs it
time wilh fr-Ptct to %i'/Plr m

t3 "00,OU thc number of dvicr*. \t tiue t - r Ihc ican value of' the

0.~. Ap 0.-0

¢U~.TV ECN.ditedbti.o. ise ql to the lre h l se i b) ota

AP'

poplaio HORIndicaX s h nero tesc* Ate time ti fnr r theetl meana v 1 .t
d0trbu~, - >orX dettifbutid isuuo equa toes there fauf th hov Fg,3).snta

AL r + to Ior()

The cumulative filur faincciion,1 Q. which t tppes":11 the
proleallty that the device will fAll tceo;tiig to the (itawd in
eqeuation (). is

AA 400 HOUR Q[. A .j 7 V' ( J(

s tud furthe byI ' , erl d ,SJr~. ii

0 ~~~~ ~II I~

r h Il tC Iwhere we Sum over the potion of she disriution that hall
CUMULATIVE PERCENT drtifted l t the filurt r imohlM

Fdeuoe 2 Using equation (3). Aa to) cal be rewritten
population indicates the best lit for a perfectly normal
distribution. A m.ore detailed discussion of these figures It given
in the lurt section. J .1

With these fACtS in minmd. it is possible to conistruct a p.kfitfC p- -. [ __At -P !.'1Id J1
failure rate modtl for SAWF aging, Thae baic backround an "yraw
parametric failure sit relates to aging of thin-frll" devices h
been rviously d sc ribd by J. S. Fishtr and h s re cntly cet
studied further by I'. L. Scarfl1 and A, S Jorda.%O A similar I' U314..t J$) can he tpressed c.nvclcntly by the r.ompkmtihntry
approach is pursued hefr . It is worth noting that besides thte
rwfere ces p there Is very little n tuetion on parametne failure in e function.
tle literature, and appatently. no existing ode ast ed on the I
crystal aging lawr he efnoed. this paper aims to establish I mod-l

based on equation (1), 96"" as wow
Predicting Cumulative rNta

Failure ter p'aram~etric Dwsrdation

TO obtain an appropriate failure rate mode4l, one may start with
the probability density function f, for crystal drift paraeters in (>e
a normal distribution. As previiously dtscribed, many crystal
parameters are normally distributed, so that f, can be written in
Gaussian form:.'(*

Ic tp Ali i (3) 6tw r

where AP/P> represents the mean value for a given set of
.onditions and p is tie standard error for ti e distribution.rd

Praamnetric failure can be defined by tilt maxiimumii permissible
shift in AP/P given by

AP/LU ;_T ARP/PI( 0)IN

where IFis the threshold of failure. (cet ime t,

Figurel3 illustrates thle important concepts of this parametric
model. The distribution is depicted as it ages with the fraction
of the population that exceeds thle allo%%ed drift increasing in A-
time. The figure shows three snapshots in time, showing the All /A(%,
distribution before and after the time-to-median failure (r) and at Po
time t, - r. For large time (at > > 1), each device ages according

FIGURE 3 SNAPSHOTS Of THE NORMAL OISTRIVWTON BROADENING
AND AGING UP IN TIME WITH RESPECT TO
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to l %)- ll t fu

WIrfe LPq-~rre - log[I (10) with Th-iie inlograb. Whilt Culbr"oMc.

:trc straightfiorwu 4l. The reullt (calls
Stid the ctmulAtive f'iktre rate (CF~t) fdlows In VFrra Ms

Le~tting V/.1);:*io (10) reads4 Ath

e~ e ua io (W J [. -). + - I),, J 11 - -~ .I# f

I I I

Thio, shows that Q(t) hall a lognormal form In time (see, for
exmple. Jordan,) and that the StAndard deviation Opt exan he an is Val when i ot ht th seon itin it il

written with temperature dependentlce, L~e, frst square bracket r.solt uu thvi tieii.eed sigma~ teri

0O"tht U - at.C cnp (12)IK1 in eqation (13),

The initirlt riurc rate can now be cibtained in twrls of

the pariieters onice we illicit tiuti (9 antil (1;) 1#% Xi),

timedepentlent im discussed below.itl k4,normal 0 hc sgve nVitb t

ATm-.PnetStantdard Deitn tertns of the time to nweaIn failure r.
In the above equations,. It It Imuportant to note that or. is time
dependent. To show this, it Is also coritaltaet to dcfipe the
standard deviation f.jr a syllunctric-distribiuuon In terms of 11s I( (<I), - DI)loA(.T.)1<: exp 1)lower or uppetr sigulk value, Using the lower form. up ti)~.

where tile subscript. IC, indicatts tilt value of ap at the 10th8
percentile of thle distribution, With this definition and

equationl (2). it is eakJ to see that q1, is :411c depenldent and tan Equations (It) and (19) indicate that If thle characteristic
he written parameter for thle devices being invesltigatedl is distributed

cop(t) - <A,., - A,$ + etb'-- - D161 log t (14) niomaly and ages according to equation (2), then the CMI and
thle lnstantane1ous failure rate have a lognormal fOrmn in tine. It
is thterore possible to reliably predict failure rates of SAW~'ls

The fact that up is time dependent (depicted in Fig 3) is aun Adohrqat eie sigeutos(1 R 1)

unusual feature for a paimctric-iaig model. This feature is, of Furthermore, such piredictions tan be based on Small 3amplet sizes

course, a direct conlicquence of thle aging lawvs timeicdependent which can be estimated from thle characttlerstficis of typical

formn. pirevious diltributions and thet desired confidence limits, Also, it
is not necessiary to find the time-to)-iedilan failure. The

Predicting tile Instantaneous Failure distribution only needs to be chasracterized at constant

Itate for Parametric Dertilation temperature for two different I.ac for the imodel, Once AllP
rinally, it is of interest to calculate thle pmobability density is defined and and up have been statistically determined
function for failure, Ct), so th-At the instantaneous failure rate

Xt aibe obtained. This is obtained thr-)ugli the total for a S,.Vcn sample Population at two different, ltme$, tile
)~()10Z reliability quantities mafy be obtained at any other time.

dervatve f Qt) s urthiermuore these values may be obtained as a function of
(1) temnperavure provided the activation energy is known Isce

equation (1)].

1 3 d<&P/P> + a Using the Model to Predict the
f~~d ,all d t, Out t Parametric Failure Rate for SAWVFs

Pi <- ill this section, the modeO is demonstrated on a sample Population
of 80 S,%W~Vs having their nominal frequency at 295.6 Mhz. The

where f(t) (71 Q~ i the probability -J.nsity function for failure. filters have been aged at 120*C for GOO hours. The population for
synchronous frequency and phase drift have been characterized at

Differentiating under the integral and performning the integration three different times, and tile results are graphed in Fig. I amnd 2,
yields the desired results. For e.,ample, the approach used for the respectively. To characterize the data, 14 measurements were
first term reads made on each device over tile 600.liour aging period. Thenl tile
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resulting 14 d6a, points Writ (11104 by method 4( leaxit squares fit
Using the aging law Ms given ins cq4260on 14.). The fMtI It eat PARAMETRIC FAILURE ANALYSIS AT 75C
ilquatrcs fit tdi the dat2 was then calculated at .100, COO. andl FOR PHASE STABILITY
IWO holiqrs (4~ each device The resulting fitte st rtibutlon or
the So $AWF4 ot what tA ahown in F'ig I atsti 2 Fitting~ the~ data 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
in tis ry utilliesoiii the tiMS.: llw et. fatting all of the data is cu- ~ m iTF
not ncessay to uSe the ptoposed modql It to only ovecisAry to A I PCD T A
chatncteme~ the raw dlata lit two aliffertnt times
It should be noted that the ronfari'enee in the fitted data using the
aging law Ite tquatWn (A) 4s quilt 900o1. dtmonfstflating the
alicability of the aging l-AW. For example. the mrect

Confa.1ece limit about the mcash at GOO hours is 2 plio Gir the
frequecy distribattki and 0 s.phast degirees for the Iihaa
diitiution

The 205,041hz SAWF dit is representative of hlgh-perfinanct 3

ralttr products. White this partticular devic i~s used t.t l10C at-
the ocean bottour. many itrrestriA SAWF* operate at bay
teaniptrataire of WC., with Itmperature excursions lip to 74,C
The model is used to extrapolate the failure rate in tile extr~lee E

e ; a C, Hlowever. it should be noted that even at. W . the
failure r'ats upl to 25 Years prove to lie negt'ligible.

Figure I ghoulsdi %h aaatrla of the frqec Eshift
disatribution (in ppmn) of sO SAW~it after 400. OW, antl 1000 hours Em2
Alt 110'C. while Fig 21 iihuwt the distributioan fur phase (in_________________________
degrees) at these ilea Trhe populations arie chiaracterizedl using -6.
niormial statistics, anal the resultit are Ilolttd on nurial -~. 00 6. 00 100 100 0.
probability graphs., The daaltil latle through each population INSTANTANEOUS FAILURE RATE (FIT$)
idiat~es the Lest fat for n perfertly normal diAtrillution, The Fgr
figurts haelp to1 cilt quastrate the llality fr each distributioa. Fgr
"Iaah each diAsribution haavig a cirtrlataon coctficient to tilt activation energy. tl ceoaaplattil reliability quantities are given
hest-fat dashedt lane greater than 0.08, Thais Observation lendls foar the op-rating temperature of W5C in Fig, 4 anti 4 for
stupport for usig tlat Gasian forain to repretsent the paraanvitr snar'ao frequency anal phase sabiality. respietively These
alasralutaon an cquativna t31) It aaOtuld be anoted that. wath tla fagures lol..t tile cumaulative percauw failure (uppetr Abscissa) andI
abcu, ploitted in standhard nriial deviates. %he slope or tilt tile InstAaataaaeuus failure rates (lower Ahscis) versus titale Witha

a1lthed laine yieldls tile stanadarad deviation (or that populataon as tiltatAws in the figures Indicating their respective axi~s From
Fruata the figures, thaen. oae can easily abserve the taicari andi tile Fig 4. tilt instanatanaeous failure rate for frequency' stability would
slope (or standlard deviaton v~alue) incre~ang with againg tiaise to be less thaws 5 FI'l*s Al 751V for timses up to 30,000 haours
discaussed earlaer 'aee equations (4) anal (:l tsppr.xwastcly 3.5 yeatrs) uniat goes through a pecak of 74 FI'rs at

45 years %witla le*s thania 0o 4 ec or tle devices exeecahtiag the
I.'sing the manais and that stanidarad deviations noted in thae ragures parailsetr~ laimit ,(! 11 11l11 Figure 5 3laows that thlt
anti defawaing rathaer stringenk failaure criteria or 32 1Pim rur iwastan1itani.'aa faalure rate r.or pahaae itabihaty wpuld he less thina
frequency stability and I degrees for phase stabilaty thrnoughaout 35 Frrs for 3.5 yiars andaless than 103 FITS for 25 years at 751C
thle pr.oduw life or 25 years mial a previojusly deterintalaa witha less thtan I percent Of thet 6evces failiag When tiat

PARAMETRIC FAILURE ANALYSIS AT 75C laaraaaactric phase limit is set. at .10 (phtase degrees), Thlis
calculation is valid when L >. >. 112 'det equation (1)], Which has

FOR FREQUENCY STABILITY been estimated (ron aging data on this filter to be greater thtan
50 hours.

*06 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.6
O i'The calculated results will be highly dependent on the activated

CUMU)LATtVE PERCENT FAI URE energy value, sinace thle results have been cttrapolated down rrom
the 120" aging datat to an operating temperature of 75*C [act
equation (1)1. The nominal value, E, - 0.25 cv, lia been
previously determined front extensive isothermal aging studies,
with a 90peircent lower bound coanfidenee limit for the activated
energy of 1 - 0.17 ev. The failure rates quoted above at 75C0
with E, - 0.25 cv would apply at SVC if this worst-c.'ue lower
0O-percent confidence value I, - 0.17 ev were used in the
calculation for tlae activation eniergy, since tile 120* to W5C
acceleration factor with E, - 0.25 ev is cquivaleaat to thle I20* to
SVC acceleration factor with E, - 0.17 cv. This imnplies that tile

p 00.percent lower temperature bound for tais reliability prediction
is at SVC.

Sumanzrv

Es=.25A thecoretical model for the prediction of the parametric faillure
rate of quartz crystal devices was obtained based on the aging law
arid a representative failure thareshaold. The model shaows that

-4 when tlae devices age according to this law and parameters are
.0 1.0 3.0 4.0 0.0 5.0 0.0distributed in a Caussian formn, the failure rates prove to have a

RATE. 00 50 600 7.0 9. lognoranal formn in tine. Thae parametric failure rate for tlae
INSTANTANEOUS FAILURE RAE(FITS) 205.04111z SAWF was obtained at 75*C using the model based on

Figure 4 aging data taken on sample poplation or 8o SAWFs. Tile anodel
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is easy go use. straightforwArd. and requires a mininm of input
The methodolo.y may be appicd to other types of devices when a
device tiling law is known,

The muthor wul.! like to thank 1, 1, qcttffr for interestng and
friendly dijcgimt.on. II I., losenberg for helpful s mestions. and
T It Meeker for enI0ghtenmn discussions and for makimng
availsble eomputer kftware routmine that helped make this studyfruthle
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APPROXIMATION METHOD FOR PLATE MODES IN
SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES

Janpu Mou

Electronic Materials and Devices Laboratory
Allied-Signal Inc., Morristown, NJ 07960

Abstract - Surface acoustic wave devices between frequency and wavelength/thLckness
produce plate modes which degrade the devices' ratio. Dispersion curves of srraight-crested
performance. Experiments also show that SAW wave propagating in the xl direction in a
chemical sensors in liquid media do not ST-cut quartz Plate are obtained by both the
operate as in the gas phase.iI] It is known classical method and the approximation method.
that the dominant mode of energy propagation The comparison shows good agreement.
is not due to Rayleigh waves in thin substrate
devices. The classical analysis procedure for To demonstrate that these approximate equa-
freely propagating plate modes is to seek tions can be directly applied to the SAW delay
partial wave solutions to the equations of line, we calculate the plate mode frequency of
motion and then to require that sums of these a 50 MHz delay line on eight wavelength thick
solutions give the prescribed behavior at the ST-quartz. The frequencies of the calculation
place boundaries. Instead of solving tnis and the device testing results agree well with
boundary value problem a two-dimensional each other.
theory for high-frequency vibrations of
peizoelectric crystal plates is employed to Classical Analysis Method
study the plate mode propagation in SAW
devices.12j Dispersion relations are obtained The geometry under consideration is illus-
in explicit algebric form and solved for a traced In Fig. 1. A piezoelectric plate has
given thickness of the substrate. Plate mode its length along the xl-axis and thickness 2b
spectra are obtained for SAW delay lines. It along the x2-axis, and the modal variations
is demonstrated that with this approximation are taken to be independent of x3 . For com-
method the spectra are much simpler to compute parison purpose, we review the classical
and the coupling between the various method comparison purpose, we review the clas-
anharmonic modes is easier to determine. sical method here. The equations of motions

are
Introduction

The LnterdigLtal transducers (IDT) of the cijklukil + ekij##ki n Puitt
surface acoustic waves (SAW) devices are ctklUk,il-cik4,kl - 0
effective for launching not only Rayleigh
waves, but also slow quasi-shear waves, fast I,j,k,l - 1,2,3
quasi-shear waves, quasi-longitudinal waves
and their anharmonic overtones. The plate
mode coupling in SAW devices is well The plate is assumed to be stress free, and
knownl3,4J and their influence on the terminal the boundary conditions are at x2 -
properties of SAW filter were examined by
Wagers15,6J. The efforts were put toward
eliminating the plate modes for SAW filter T2J C2jkluk,l + ek2jO k  0
designers. Recent studies on the plate mode
sensor devices[7] and chemical sensors In open D2 - e2kluk,l - t2k4,k - 0
liquids[8J show that plate modes are important
in devices on both thin and thick substrates. or
A plate mode sensor designer needs to under-
stand the plate modes' characteristics in short - 0 (2)
order to select one against the other.

The classical analysis procedure Is to seek We assume
partial wave solutions to the equations of
motion and then to require the sums of these uj . ajeiwteik(xl+I2x2)
solutions satisfy the plate boundaries'
conditions. 0 - c4 eiteik(x1+l2x2) (3)

In the present paper, two-dimensional equa-
tions of motion of successively higher orders where the transverse propagation constant
of approximation are applied to study the along thickness is normalized to be a fraction
plate modes in SAW delay lines. Because X2 of chat along the substrate length propaga-
either the face potential or the face charge tion constant k • k is always real, but X2 may
might be specified as surface conditions, the be a complex number.
plate mode frequency can be easily Lound with-
out iteration for a given substrate thickness. Substitution of (3) into (1) yields an eighth

order polynomials in Z2 with coefficient as
To examine the accuracy of these equations, function of material constants cij, aip, Cij

one needs to find the dispersion relatione and phase velocity V,
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8L28 + a7,27 + 46L26 + A5L2 5 + 414L2
4  C56U3 ,1i

0 C6U2,11 0 k a' (C66U ', 02b 19

+ 63E23 + n2X22 + 4IL 2 + 0o N 0 (4) ) (m)
+a~23+l22Z+~t2flMO 4)+ r inBMO (c66u, .1 + 026#*,1JM-,3

wheo 4j - f(Cij, Cip, cLJ, V) + O) -2  (0)
+ 2 )- 2 u2,tt

for a given value of V there Are eight roots
of t2 As C2 (n), n - 1, 2, ... 8.

The mechanical displacement And electric c55u3,f?)+ c56u2 f?)+ 31 (c56uf!'? 024
potential can be expressed as

uj a .L04_3 "Bno (c56u) .1 + Q254,rj, L~'lCra,(n)cost.2(n)x2
M,, (0) (0)

4 ()+ F3)- Pu3,tc-eL¢kC tV4 (")cost2(n)x2  (5)

here b(n) (j 1,2,3,4).are amplitude ratio.

my suoive~.tjn ac O ack into (1), one Q11u~j?)- E1 14 ? + "'' 0121,12' + 14u3,f)may solve ap n.

An 8 x 8 boundary value determinant can thus + E(in)022, 00,
be formulated by substituting (5) into the mno
boundary conditions (2). ( 0

I ' mn I 0 (6)

Solutions to Eq.(6) are found Lterttvely, where
fLrst, a value or phase velocity is chosen,
then Eq.(4) Is solvgd, for the eight .2(n), the 4 m
amplitcude ration j n) are calculated and the Bmo ,
boundary value determinant is evaluated. If
Eq.(6) is satisfied, then a plate node has
been found, If not a new velocity is chosen
and the process is repented.

Aroximate Analysis Method First order equations

In the two-dimensional approximate theory, (1) (1) 2ol(0) (0)
the components of mechanical displacement and clul ,1 II e I10 - -1 " (c66u2,, + c56u3,!)
electric potential are expanded in an infinite
series with the thickness dependence expressed (1) (1)
by trionometrLc functions - (,h)2 (c66u1 + e2bO)

xUL 1in(ltcs I-X)i N (in) (mn)* ~u~ni. ~ ,~cs.~ (1- - ,+ rx ZImBn (c12u2,1 + c14113,1)

n (n)(x 1 ,t)cosnu (1- x2) -
8n (c56u3,I + c66u12,t)i
1u (1) (1)

For clearity and ease of use, equations of + ( ) )" U
zero- and firsc-order approximation 

which

contain correction factors di and d2 and
general equations of nth order approximation
I < n < N are recapitulated and displayed In (1) 2 (1) 2u1 '0)
detail for the rotated Y-cut crystal with Q2c56u3,11 + 02 c66u2,11 -2Ul
class 32 symmetry.

Zero order equations + e124VP?- (-) 2  ( )c2 2 u2 + c2403?

(_ ) (m) (m)

c1,lu|, W + el 10,- + (cl2u2(, )+ e14u3(1 E (mBm1 (c66"1 , T e26f - I

+ N ci'u2! P ' + I - BZ,) CC, ., , ) (,, )
.mBm0 (,,,j + 12M,1)

+ R) (0)) 
(3)

+(is iI - Pu I't + (g 2 -Pu2,t
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(1M l) 2a (0) where
C55u3,11 + a2c56u2,1 1 - (cIVul

(0) (1) CI) a1  -

4 04+-1) . (2.-)2 (C2 4 U 2 + c44u3) 8

(m) (2+l / ( 5  -c.

2b lmU ml (c56u1.1  + e25+,1 2  (v -

()( 0v 0
2 

( +a6 2 - c5SC66)-B 01 1,11.1+ e101

+ ) C x) (1) V92 pv 2  * 2 2+ b 3 " PU3,tt Vs2 6- 66 • C66 4" e 2 6 2

(1) (1) 2 (0)
€1U11- C111 aI  v surface w velocity

Zpq
!12bU2, - .2( 2 bU1 -

2b For ST-quartz

N (m) (m2b m(U2 +C1u "1 vs n 0.931051'l . 1,~122,1 + C14u3.15V U.JU

(M) (m) (1) a2 a 0.9554- D-,(C~b%, 1~ + c25u3 ,1)'j + ( ) D u 0
In two-dimensional theory, the boundary

conditions on the top and bottom of the plate
n-th order (1 < n ( N) will be specified in different wayu. Dy

(n) (n) (n) + n) specifying the face tractions and face€ll~l~lI +x €1 1 t 2 ( ul +  €2+ charges, the top and bottom surfce boundnry
condltionn are already part of the equation.

N (M) (m SAW delay line sensor normally has a thin
+ ab !pOm Dmn (c1 2 u2 ,1 + €14u3,1 layer of selective coating on the top of the

2b 0 device. The mechanical mass loading effect

(m) (0% can be taken into account as
- nBnm (c5 6 u3* 1 +- c66u2.lI Fj(n) .fj(n) - 2b'p'uj.tt

+ (1) W (n) where 2b' Is the film thickness and p' Is the

Pultt film mass density. The electrical effect on

(n) (n) nff 2 (n) (n) the surface can be specified for open
c56u3,11 + c6 6 U2 , 1 1 - (y ) (c2 2 u2 + c2 4 u 3) conditions as

N .(M ) c2 (M .  (n ) . 0

+ () mB (c6u1.1 +
2b Mu 0 or for short condition as

(m) (m ),
- nBm (c12u1,1 + C12C(*,11 ~D(n) - a (e2 6 ul(n) - e2 2 u 2

(n ) + e2 4 u 3 (n)

+ ) PU2tt n - 1, 3, 5...

(n) (n) (n) (n)
c55u3,11 + c56u2,11 )2 (c2 4u 2 + c4 4u 3 ) Solutions of Approximation Metbed

N , (m) (5 , The relationship between normalized

! - mBmn (c5 6 u 1 ,1 + C25+, 1 ,  frequency and normalized wavenumber can befound by substituting the displacement and

(m) Cm). potential in the equations of motion. For a
- nBnm (c1 4 u1 ,1 + c1 4 ,i) j given value of plate thickness, or a given

value of normalized wavenumber we can find

(C) (1) the corresponding normallzb frequency, or
+ (b F3 = Pu3,tt phase velocity ol plate modes. We don't needb iteration when we use the approximation

(n) (n) nf)2 (c 2 6 )- C2S) method.Cl1l,l - c 1 1 , 1  -)
The matrices of the dispersion relations are

N N (M) (m symmetric and their elements may be classified
+ a- !omBmn (c1 2u 2 ,1 + c1 4 u3 ,li into four groups: Amn, Bmn for elements on the

2 Om n main digaonal; Cmn and Dmn for the elements

Wn) (m) off main diagonal.J8] In terms of these
- nBm (c2 5 u3 ,1 + C2 6 u 2 ,1 )'j groups the idspersion relations of the N-th

(in) order theory for the essentially symmetric
+ Dn= O families of modes, respectively, can be

written as:
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(i/Zl 2 w 2

0 1 2 3 4 5 ... N HQc

0 C03 0 COS ... 0 T 2 a 922

1 811 D12 0 D12 0 ... DIn The upper sign in the last two groups is
applied to the essentially symmetric family of

2 A22 C23 0 C25 ... 0 modes and the lower sign is applied to the
essentially *ntisyrmmotric family of modos. It

3 B33 D34 0 ... D3n shall be noted that tie correction coeffi-
n 0 cients 4I and u2 are only applied in terms
4 A44 C45 ... 0 U00, BII, CoI, DOI.

5 U5S ... D5n Theoretical and xperimontal Renults

.... The dispersion relations for the fifth,
sixth order theories are generated by the ap-

Ann proximation method. The dispersion curves for
the essentially antisymmotric (fifth) and es-
sontially symmetric (sixth) families of modes

and are computed for ST-cut quartz SAW delay line
and compared with the curvou obtained from the

m classical method. The two sots of curves m3tch
very well (Fig. 2-5). To demonstrate that the

0 1 2 3 4 5 ... N approximation method Is applicable directly to
the analysis of SAW delay lines, we use it to

0 B00  D01 0 D03 0 D05 ... Don calculate tie frequency of plate modes In an
eight wavelength thick 50 tIIz delay line.

1 All C12  0 C14  0 ... 0 Figure 6 is tie prediction of tile location of
the plate modes. Figure 7 is tie test result

2 B22  D23 0 D25 ... D2n of the actual SAW device. The Agreement
between tie approximation theory prediction

3 A33 C34 0 ... 0 and tie experimental results are very close.
n -0

4 B44  D45 ... D4n Conclusions

5 ASS ... 0 It is concluded that the approximation
method provides an alternative way to analyze

. ... tie plato modes in SAW device. For plate mode
sensors application, it has several advantages

Ann over the classical method.

First, it is simpler to calculate numeri-
The terms in tie groups are defined as follows cally, because no iteration is needed.(0 C m, n C N, for any N > 0):

Second, for sensor application mass loading
is very important, and the approximate method
can take the mass loading into account by

'llZ2 + n2t66 - n2 U1lz 2 + n 2 UT26 specifying the face traction in tie equations
of motion.

Ann U llz 2 + n226 - T z2 - n2r22  Third, when we study the temperature
effects, pressure effects for sensor applica-
tion or the acceleration effects for accoloro-

Z66z2 + n2'22 - n12 L56z 2 + n2C24 motor, we need to find tie appropriate cuts.
Using the approximation method not only can

Bnn 2 + n2  2 save time on th, calculation, but also give us
'as 56z Z n2U24 'Z55 + n 4 2  a better feeling of tie individual mode we are

looking for.

It is also of interest to note that this

16z 2  (n2c66+m 2cT2)(n 2c76+m 2cT4 approximation method is applicable to the
Cnm -_(n2-m2)2 2  (m2 12+n2 26)(m24+n225)I analysis of surface skimming bulk wave devicesI and reflected bulk wave devices18191.
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Fig. 1 Plate coordinates and boundaries. quartz plate.
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Fig. 5 Disperalon curves of the esentially
symmetric modes from approximation
method for waves In xj-direction in a
ST-cur, quartz: plate.

E I
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Fig. 6 Prediction of the frequencies of the
plate modes in an eight wavelength
thick 50 Mjz SAW delay line.
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Fig. 7 Transmission response of the plate
modes In an eight wavelength thick 50
MHz SAW delay line
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Abstract Coapared with other acoustic based technologies,
the TrK represents a new technology that is more

This paper will present an overview of the thin complementary than competitive. For exa-mle, con-
film resonator technology discussing issues of vention3l acoustic devices are unlikely to ce re
materials, materials processing, device phsics, and favorably tot heT Ta in IAIF to 5aI: bandpas flter
potential applications in oscillators and ydpass applications. S s have their unique capability for
filters including performance characteristics transversal filtering, and the long term stability of
achieved to date. low ftequency quart: clocks Is well established. In

a complementary sense, the T'R will fin"d applications
The thin film resonator (T) was initially in high frequency low insertion loss filtering and in

demonstrated in the form of a composite membrane fully integrated applications specific Integrated
structure on a silicon substrate and later on Ga , circuits (ASIC) fr m %1F through st:.
The minimam requirements for an acoustic resonator
are reflecting surfaces, a means of exciting te This paper will present a report on the statu:
acoustic wave (pie:oelectric films), and a set 2f of the ThR technology as it exists to date in this
electrodes (photolithographically defined metat film laboratory and elsewhere when known. Efforts on
patterns). with these basic principles In mind, a theoretical modeling that this group has reported
number of variations of the basic structure have been elsewhere will not be repeated here in the interest
studied. of emphasi:ing actual experimental results on

resonators, filters, and integrated oscillators.
From a technological standpoint the impact of

the Tra technology stems from two main features; Bsic Thin Flm Resonator (TrR}
first, the thin film approach allows fabrication of
fundamental mode resonators to 201: and possibly As shown in rig. 1, the Thin Film Resonator
beyond, and second, the resonators can be fabricated TR) is composed of three basic elements ccmmon to
on semiconductor substrater and integrated with all pie:oelectric resonators: a pie:oelectric
active devices, dielectric for generating waves, electrode: for

applying the electric fields, and fin-lly two
The fruition of the TFR Into an established reflecting surfaces for establishing a standing wave.

technology involves solving complex problems in thin
film materials growth, materials processing (includ-
ing IC process ccmpatability), device physics, and
systems integration. These issues will be discussed
and progress made on these problems will be cited
with specific examples. PMZOELECTRIC

DIELECTRIC
Introduction N L

The thin film resonator (TYR~) Is a high fre-
quency analog of low frequency (p[irLarly quartz CO C0
based) electromechanical devices. -5 The TtR is
based, however, on a processing technology that is
fundamentally different from the low frequency bulk ELECTOES
wave or conventional surface acoustic wave (SAW) *

technology. As a practical operating definition the
TME is a device whose structure is formed by an
additive film deposition process rather than the
substractive process of the mechanical extraction or
removal of material from bulk crystal ingots. By
growing materials on one another, the T'R technology
can synthesize complex material heterostructures to Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a piezoelectric
fabricate electromechanical devices having unique resonator and its approximate Butteworth-
properties. The functional value-added nature of the Van Dyke equivalent circuit.
ThR technology and the processing techniques employed
immediately lends itself to integrated circuits.

Resonators whose extent is large in all lateral
Materials processing for the TER technology be- directions compared to the thickness can be modeled

longs to the sophisticated realm of microelectronics analytically by a one dimensional resonator. The
since thin film processes are involved and TFR electrical impedance in this case is given by
fabrication is done on semiconductor substrates. In
carrying the process further, we have fabricated an z (l/jL.CT) (I - K2(tan)A/Oj (la)
integrated oscillator which will be reviewed in this
paper.
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c 0 - hd/2, half phase across the renator, mtaliation patteCn$ in high f mcncy icO Again
the procedure establishes reflecting suface: for Cho

atr %X tffqp) resonator. At PICrowave ftqenm:ta low 0 bridejo
PAterials, such as s10 , should bo avoli .

wiere fp ft v/2d, parallel resonant ftency, TOP VIEW

A X2 K2 /t&Ms Onib) Allnlnu Poe

ihere as  S K (fs/fp) M M .; kw

with s- series resonant frequency. 25'

A circuit model of.ltn ,,sd by dtsigners is the 0 %CTK-N
Puttenvorth-VanDy e (1I model sown in Fig. lb. by -,

Ow~reSa In
Zs - 1 - (f/fs) 2 + (/fs) 0-1

Z 1 - (f/fp) 2 + j(f/fp) Qp-'l

Q s a + fca TO

Co/C& * traditional "capacitance ratio". -

r vsoators of technological interest the I
factor KQ >10 and therefore the series and parallel .!ZO. Am"

resonances appear to occur independently as frequency
is changed from fS to fp. The respective O's around
resonance can be shown to be given by

or - r d It  (2) -----,Or - - -- fr -"")

where fr is either fs or (p. For experimental Top-sue PO=1cfss
purposes it is useful to use Q, as defined above, as
an implicit indicator of resonance. Thus series
resonance is defined as the maximu 0 near minimum
iuoedanc and parallel resonance defined as the
condition of maximA 0 near maximm impedance.

The Tr composite structures that have been
reported are shown in rig. 2. in rig. 2a a silicon
substrate is employed with a boron doped p+ layer
used as an etch stop for a selective chemical etch.
The resultant p4 membrane is used as a platform or
substrate for subsequent film deposition of 0
piezoelectric layers and eventual metali:ation for
the electrodes. Since p+ silicon is a good conductor
it can act as one electrode itself with a possible
backside metalization for purposes of establishing
unif.prm current distribution in the p+ membrane.

'he structure of Fig. 2b Is more closely related -
to a conventional free plate resonator because the p+
membrane has been removed by a selective etch 7 DOM
'reactive ion or plasma etching) process. This Alt W

configuration is useful for materials evaluation "MIUMW
purposes since the resonator is composed primarily of
the piezoelectric film itself. lowever, at microwave
frequencies, the finite metal thickness must be
accounted for and in that sense all such resonators d)
are considered as composites. Fig. 2. Resonator topologies that have been

implemented using thin film piezoelectrics
Top side processing techniques are illustrated and microelectronics processing techniques.

in Figs. 2c,d. In Fig. 2c an undercutting etch is a) the p+ mombrane platform, b) the
used through a hole in the piezoelectric to establish piezoelectric membrane with the p+ removed
a freg reflecting surface under the piezoelectric by plasma etching, c) through-the-hole
fIm.0  In Fig. 2d the process is similar to 'hat under-cut chemical etch and d) a bridge
used in establishing cross-over air bridge under-cul. etch process.
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Analysis of composite resonator structures by
analytical or two-port network cascading of Mlsn OJ
models and transmsAsion lines rereals interesting
features not found in the conventional low frequency 11*I 1
single plate resonator.

ror a simple composite structure composed of a SI
p:iz*olectric film and slnle sided delay line. the 2
*ltctrical port impedance is given by,
Z ,. (I/j cT} " sin 0 (Z tAn 0 + tan 0 1

(li~)l-a sin 0 +cc% vtan o,

where CT - low frequency capacitance of film ,4,

0 * kd, phase of pie:oelectric film A..

K2 * stiffened coupling coefficient AT

S- 0/. 0THICMQ4ESS RATIO

%I * mchanical impedance ratio;
filo/delay-section

6' - phase in delay section.

The delay section, membrane or substrate, Is
assumed to be attachei to one side of the pie:o-
electric film. Using (lb) to obtain a general ,
definition of the efective coupling coeflicient, the
result Is

r2 Os/tW*es (4) q 12
4

where as  it f s/fp.

Here fs and fp are the resonant frequencies obtained
by theoretical or experimental means. When applied
to (3) or experimental results the effective coupling
coefficient gives a useful comparison to convtntional ' a a . , a
resonators. Likewise (2) is taken as the definition SIAIM Thickness ratio
of Q and respective resonant frequencies as
previously discussed.

The result of applying (3) and (4) to the case rig. 3. Effective coupling coefficient of
of resonator composites is shown in rig. 3. Note pie:oelectric film on Si composite
that, unlike a conventional resonator (zero thickness resonators showing even and odd order peaks
ratio for rig. 3a) the composite exhibits both even in piezoelectric coupling a) for ZnO filus,
and odd order resonances. Peaks in the effective b) for AIN films.
coupling coefficient occur when the phase of the
sound wave derived electric potential more closely
matches the applied voltage. The slight peak in the Impedance responses from composite resonators
first mode near :ero thickness ratio is due to the using AIN as the piezoelectric are shown in rigs. 4
sa effect but is more subtle because the finite and 5. In these cases the resonators were energy
thickness of Si "stretches" the phase of the sound trapped as evidenced by the response In rig. 4. In
wave so that the more linearly varying portion of the all practical resonators the electrode area Is finite
wave coes closer to matching the applied voltage and therefore the wave propagation is two
which Is of course linearly varying across the dimensional. For resonators, as employed here, the
piezoelectric. electrode area is approximately 100 times the

thickness and evidnce of weak transverse wave
The phase matching effect on K2 is of technical generation is shown. The transverse waves are

importance because it allows useful coupling at high generated at the electrode edges where the
mode numbers. For example, the third mode composite discontinuity produces an uncompensated transverse
has nearly 4 times the coupling coefficient as the motion via the Poisson effect. The transverse wave
n-3 conventional resonator. The reason is that the energy thus generated may propagate away from the
three half cycles of wave in the conventional resonator (un-trapped and lower 0) or if external
resonator largely averages to zero when mltiplied by propagation is cut-off or limited in the plate then
the applied voltage's linear variation. in the the energy Is confined to the electrode area and is
composite case the K reduction is instead due to the trapped (high 0 resonance).
more rapid shift in phase with frequency due to the
longer propagation path. Resonators having mode The trapped transverse wave components generally
numbers in excess of 100 still exhibit a Useful exhibit two features. First, the resonances are weak
inductive impedance response around the K4 peaks. for the higher transverse mode numbers because the
rig. 3b shows the similar properties for AlN/Si displacement currents are averaged to small values by
composites. the electrodes which are larger than the wavelength

of the transverse wave. (In contrast the electrodes
of SAW tranr,ducer are arranged to efficiently excite
transverse waves.) The lowest order transverse wave
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shows the largest or primary rezonance. The zub,- individual vaterial Tv., arv not known-. to sufficient
sidiary resonances are unequally spaced In fteqi ncy precision to allow the calcultico of the third ardor
(an-hatrmonic) because the velocity of the transverse cumposite TV curve for various thickness ratios.
wave Is di"Spesve. A number of theoretical studies

of tet c~ping In simple TVR structures have been

No F-KK CO)YKNAI

U N U LW LI' 06 !"'
ZIN

EIMS.v -

*iaI11. rn: cwsr
TRMYCD~1 LMS KC

I6

ir I
2W

217 FRLOIJCJIY Imi 1225

rig. 5. Copeplex impedance response of an AIN
composite trapped energy resonator, rain
resonance.

Wben enetgy Is trapped within the resonator Z
structure the 0 Is high as shown In Fig. 5. IHere, S
and expanda-d portion of the primary resonance of a
trapped energy resonator (not the one of Fig. 4) Is
shown. The lower Q of the series resonance (Os-1500,
Op..5000) is due to the series resistance of the metal _______________

trace connecting the top metal electrode.' The ripple 0 0.613 0.1
on the curves Is due to frequency quantization In the
8505A Network Analyzer phase locked by the 0662A
frequency synthesizer.L

In the composite resonator structure temperature
compensation may be obtained by balancing the
positive TC of p1 silicon (8ppu'VC) against the
normally negative TC of the piezoelectrics for shear Fig. 7. Finite difference .. rica. analysis result
waves (-25ppV/C for MlN. -36ppm/VC for Zno).lO' 11 for the case of a two dimensional frog bar
7he TV response for one AIN/Si composite resonator Is composite resonator of Zno/Si. a) the
shown in Fig. 6 along with the curve for AT quartz. greatly magnified mesh displacements, b)
The third order curve will be different for different the electrical impedance normalized by the
thickness ratios of MlN to Si. At this time the low frequency capacitative reactance.
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iodaling of resonator performance takes two
for=n. First, in cases of lar e dia-tterc-o- .Da_.IC 3=.Ts cOcWIMATI

thickness ratios, one dimensional thickness mode
analsis using mason dels and transaission line
.cotions Is adeute if it can account for sharp
nAterial boundaries. In cases whte the resonator Is
long And narrow, such as in the rolithic crystal

filter, a two dimensional analysis is Adequate.I
i'reliminacy results for a tua dimensional numerical
analysis baed upon a finite difference for~ulltion
of the arbitrarily anisotropi ic eneu i .RSTAL ZhYIIV0ATZCN
plezoelectric boundary value proble*1 is Sha. In

rig. 7. This farmuiation is In the process of being
applied to more coVlex stuuctucas as the computer L if L i L J lL
program Is moved to a mini-supercomYuter (SCS-40). T

sumary data on thin film resonator wterials
used to date are given in Table 1. These results ace

dca taure daa on piezoelectric film: in me-brane T 1
confirations. There is an obvious ntced to pursue
in the future higher quality pie:oelectric materials
such aS LiN.03 In film form for increased device Fig. 0. Sch-catic of ladder filter for ptential
performance once optiral device configurations hav* Tig i.-p3et ntat ilon.
been determined.

The monolithic crystal filter, Fig. 9, Is well
establishe.d A.- A low freatuanci lup to 00O tO!:) device

Table I RMlAAT PATA O PIE.CTIC RAT fALS inf quartz, LiTAO3 and to a lesser extent in ot.1er
materials. Design rules for shear wave plate wave
devices are vil established even for P,1 tipole

BIIUI T.1devices.

Aill .0 5000 rOWz) -2q W/*C
MNO01.ITHIC CRYSTAL FILTER

All (€-ils .03 (000 (0WWIz -25 Wm*C

AI$/SI (113.11 W0 (300 Wz3 (0)

ZOO .09 7000 (S0CMIz -59 ppm/C

z ielo M .03 2M0 (90(MwW -36.2 OW'C
ZAOISI "M~q 4W (300 OR) (0) Pam~o f,,1'

pMlicdtv~ns uf tQ TFR

Primary applications of the TeR are as feedback
control elements in oscillators, as resonator and
acoustic coupling elements in filters, and as
transducers in a wide variety of sensors.

Filters

Three 7eneral classifications of bandpass
filters wll be discussed here; the classical ladder
filter, the monolithic crystal filter, (iCF), and the
stacked crystal filter (SCr) as Implemented by TMIs.

The ladder filter, shown in Fig. 8, uses b)

resonators as loop or branch coupling elements to
control the frequency response. In this mode the
crystal resonator is treated as a "black box" having Fig. 9. Classical monolithic crystal filter

an equivalent circuit often given by the BVD model. employing transverse wave coupling of

Whereas the classic ladder has only pure series or adjacent closely spaced retonators.

parallel resonator branches, the crystal resonator
exhibits both branches. Nevertheless, synthesis
techniques are well established. In inplqmenting the 1'CF using the TFR

implementation of the ladder using the TFR13 has technology,14 the device shows great promise for the

sm potential in that each resonator may e follwing reasons; only a single crystal film is
optendecausen thatecreisatpo ly fr required, the electrodes required are well within the
optimized and because there is a possibility for lithography requirements of current microwave active
integration of resonatcrs onto a coaon vembrane, device fabrication, and high device performance has
Drawbacks might be large chip area requirements and been exhit-ited as reported here. How.ever, design
parasitic effects. rules have not been established because the Lamb!
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flexure plate wave i.3ture of the cccposite is more
difficult to predict than the low frequency :hoar
waves, the long narrow electrodes tmy present some-
problems with resistance, and finite feature effe~cts.

Experimental results ace shown in Figs. 10-12
for a variety of flCF thin film devices. Thbe Zno A- I.-- -

composite M1CF In Fig. 10 exhibit% a modest Insertion
lsof2.9d3 badwdh 21 : and center frequency -A --

near 90O0at: In a 50 ohm measuring system. in a $00
ohm environment the filter respone show a double . .. - - - -- -

peak due to the unloading of the two resonators by
the increased source and load resistancez.
(Calibration errors account for the slight gain.) I
'The proper resontor acoustic coupling has not been 14 --

obtained in this device for the 50 ohm environment sl
but gives som Idea of device potential. -1 bf - - -

- --. 2_--

E M ALW (ZI 1W5

rig. 12. Response of the filter in rig. It. on an
-~~~~~ - - -- - - -epanded scale showing effect of

3 temperature. The temperature variation is
- - - -- - - -- 2BppV'sC.

I - - - - - -In rig. 11 Is shown an AIN composite resonator
j .- - -of somewhat h igher frequency near one of the CI'S

y channels. Insertion loss Is less than 2.9do and the
- - - - - -bandwidth Is approximately ISM0:. The tempeature

response of this filter Is shown In Fig. 12,
46 rLIndicating -20ppVlC and approximately ISMII: of

usable bundwidth.

~ ~~-- T STACKED CRYSTAL FILTER

Fig. 10. Response of a Zno composite monolithic
filter corposed of two coupled resonators. ELECTRODES
The insertion loss Is less than 2.9 d3 and
the bandwidth is 6 Miz In the SO ohm
measuring system. in a 500 ohm measuring
system the resonatort become under-loaded
and two peaked responses near zzero dB areR1L
observed.

-2.k4d

IPIEWELECTRIC GROUND PLANE

L I. - I.... r

. PLATE$

1270 FREQUENICY (MHO) 1470

Fig. 11. Response of an AIN composite monolithic b
filter. The insertion loss is less than
2.9 do and the bandwidth is 15 Wiz. Fig. 13. Conceptual drawing of a stacked crystal

filter composed of three metal electrodes
(one co mmon ground plane) and two
piezoelectric films.
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The thin film stacked ccystal filter, shown in Calculated SCF cesponses using ias. n modeling,
fig. 13, is an out-grovth of the low frequency bulk ace shown in Fig. 15 for 1, 2. and 3 sections
wave wock on the SCr by l1lato and Lucas:ek.I S-2  connected in series electcically. The steep near-in
The SCF con ists of two tightly coupled piezoelectcic skirt selectively is due to the gcound plan* effect
resonators separated by a common ground plane with of the center metalI:ation which electrically
one radiating directly into the other. From or, Isolates input and output ports for frequencies off
dimensional Mason models an equivalent circuit can be resonance.
derived tl gives accurate results near center
frequency. w FieY r/rp

From the standpoint of Implementing the SCr by a
the TFR process some features should be noted. The
SCr requires two high quality pie:olectric film.s, ........

one grown on the other with a searating ground .o ,/
plane. At microwave freq-ncies, this mrs be viewed ..
as a 5 layer system; 3 metal electrodes and 2 z 30. . .
piezoelectric films. From a fabrication standpoint, N "
the SCF It the most complex of the three filter -.

c,%it cgations described. h1owever, the scF takes
less chip acea because of its vertical constcuction
and Is readily adaptable to 50 ohm zystem 0 .
requirements,. Ho

The equivalent circuit for the SCF near the L S
passband frequencies is shown In Fig. 14 along with a a
suggested circuit symbol for the device. Series

connection of the SCF cesults in an ideal form of the

ldder filter that has only series resonance
brenches. 70

so

2A IP ~ Ic/aFig. 15. Theoretical response of stacked crystal
filters for a single filter and series

Tl connected f iters.
C.T Experimental results for an MN composite SCF

are shown In rig. 16 having an insertion loss of less
than 1.9do in a 50 ohm system and less than ldB in an
optimized source and load impedance. A bandwidth of

-- 20 taIz was obtained in this case.

STACKED CRYSTAL FILTER

210

~25

&W.....Frequency, Mz 1

_ _ _ T _ _ _ Fig. 16. Experimental results for an MN composite
stacked crystal filter. The insertion loss

_T 4, is less than 1.9 dB in a 50 ohm system,
less than I dB in an optimized source and
load, and with bandwidth of 20 MHz.

Fig. 14. Symbolic representations and near-in
equivalent circuit for a stacked crystal A sumary of TFR filters implemented to date is
filter. Series connected filters implement shown in Table II. In the future improvements in
ladder filter sections. films and device processing should yield filters with

wider bandwidths and insertion losses less than ldB
for both the mCF and SCF configurations.
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Table 11 SMWT DATA 09 FILTUS Kiterials pesss

materials processing plays a key tole in the
MM 1 101C ENTH F m 1 H ~development of tht TF to an extent is large or

larger than that of device physics and modeling. Inrfoli tly many cases the devices to be realized ore relatively
mO 2.9 C3 ISO hola 0.2 W 0,6 MZ simple in concept but r uire techniques used for IC

manufacturing. In addition, some specializedi
0 a (90 ona 0.9 0: hI9n rile processes have been dowlee and made c*:patible

with IC prtocessing.

The choice of device topoloT or configuration
must be a ttadeoff between design concept and what

Strkea Cryst;I can actually be realized in fabrication. rtny
funda-ental and practical problecs remain in TFR

AIR .. 9 C1 (SO OMh 1.1 0. 21 M: materials processing in areas of film growth,

AIN SMIpatterning, and IC process coatibility.

Film Grewth

Itigh quality piezoelectric films are the
Oscillators backbone of the TFR technology. This quality is

onerally macroscopically measured by the
Resonato, rs act used in oscillator circuits to pie:oelectric coupling coefficient, K2, and

control both the average frequency and line width. mechanical loss as determined by Q. For filter
Resonator control of the average frequency depends on applications the Kk product is a composite measure
the resonator controlled feedback circuit phase of film quality since the resonator series loss is
characteristic and upon temperature and aging given by R - X/(K'Q) where X is the reactance of the
effects. The resonator controls oscillator line geometrical capacitance.
width through its steep phase response as determined
by device Q. As the Instantaneous phase of the Material quality must be considered at two
amplifier fluctuates in time the operating point for levels. First, uhat is the quality of the singlt
the Barkhausen phase condition moves along the phase crystal mterial and secondly, how woll is that
line for the feedback element I. Rcent high realized in film form. Clearly, epitaxial films
performance oscillator studies2 2 , 2 have shown would be the most desirable in approaching bulk film
evidence that the acoustic elements may contribute quality. In this regard it is important to note that
noise as well. films produced for bulk-wave transduction or for SAW

delay lines may not be of sufficient quality. A low
Use of the TFR in oscillator control has been 0 film as satisfactorily employed in a transducer,

demonstrated in a nurmber of configurations.24-26  having a low device loaded Q, may be worthless in a
resonator where the device 0 is that of the basic

By combining TH and microelectronics tech- material. Similarly, SAW transversal filters may
nology, we have demonstrated an integrated oscillator allow insertion-loss/band-ddth tradeoffs that could
corposed of a 2G01: bi olar transistor and TFR mask poor material performance unacceptable in low
fabricated at the MRC," Fig. 17. Preliminary noise insertion loss TFR bandposs filters.
measurements indicate better than -95 doc/l1: measured
at a 11KII: offset.

1TF or TFR-bosed Filter Add l t lonai Passive Co onents

MCF ResistorSCF CoMaac lIrs

rily Line

Fig. 17. Thin film resonator integrated oscillator
o TFRIO) concept. Noise response of -95

dBc/lz at 1 1Wz was obtained in a
preliminary oscillator running near 300
Miz.
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In the work reported here, pie:oelectric films frequency IC technology. The integrated oscillator
of Zno and MN were obtained by sputter dcposition and one of the filters discussed in this paper
using planar wnetron systems with RW or dc represent less than 1/S00 the area of the die shown
excitation.283- The post sensitive ;terial In Fig. Ia.
parameter Is the coupling coefficient Kc. Since x-
rays cannot distinguish betwcen centrosy 'tric and
non-centrosymtric crystal svstrms the net pie:o- INTEGRATED RECEIVER CONCEPTelectric effect must be measuied, usually In a

resonator configuration. Excessively twinned
crystals (c-axes oppositely directed among thm
various cystallites or domains) average the
pie:oelectricity to :ero yet 0 may still be
substantial if the film is dense.

Although well controlled sputtering systems can
produce usable films, it would certainly be desirable
to synthesi:e epitaxial films by other techniques
such as chemical vapor deposition, molecular beam
epitaxy, and new techniques like chemical beam Ica CKAft FILTR

epitaxy. SAW

Patterning i im .sa X

Resonator based devices pust be fabricated such DoWAL M CsnEICT
that electrodes and reflecting surfaces are provided COWMo
during the processing. Patterning of the metal lec- LCALOSCLLA
trades is done by straight forward photolithography AN MIXR
as with SAW devices and ic's. The piezoelectric
films of ZnO may be etched by wet chemicals (IIC1 for Ir.AMV
example) or by dry plasm active ion etching (lUE)
using hydroen iodide, I1.s Aluminum nitride is not
easily chemically etched and is a highly refractory MSWN ROCFSSM
material. However, in thin film form it has been
etched by wet chemicals to allow resonator top-side
processing in Gahs.0 A satisfactory RIE process that
is selective to AN has not been found.

IC Process Corpatibility BNJo4SVIoETU_ WOOVIDEo)

Although there are many applications for TFR WW TM FIL TECHNOLOY ExIST,. -ECHNOLOOY
based devices outside of the iC active device chip It
is still useful to seek those device fabricationprocesses that are compatible with low costtechniques developed fo: the IC industry.

Step-height metalization coverage is a problem
for thick (low frequency) films on IC substrates that Fig. 18. Systems integration of TFR and activem.ust connect to the substrate. Also, the thick devices to implement an integrated receiverpiezoelectric must not cover the entire wafer and as a schematic examole of an applications
preclude electrical contact to other devices. Using specific integrated'circuit. An integratedfilm etches that leave a tapered edge is one solution oscillator and TFR filter, as reported in
that is employed, this paper, would ocJpy less than 1/500

the chip area shown.
Using IC processing techniques we have been able

to fabricate 2G01z Si bipolar transistors and TFR's
onto common substrates to demonj rate an integrated Prior to eventual systems inte: ation it will beoscillator running near 30eiz." M'ore complex necessary to perfect materials procei.." o*d to
circuits and processes are now under development with conduct further benchmark feasiblitj stu(.., of rFf
the goal of obtaining integrated amplifiers, filters, devices such as the integrated oscillator and theoscillators and other system components on a com=on preliminary bandpass filters described in this paper.
die.

Systems Integration
This paper has presented an overview andA difficulty in the insertion of TFR's into progress report oZ the development of the thin film

systems is the fact that comparable devices are not resonator based technology. High Q trapped energynow employed and therefore, one-for-one replacement resonators, low insertion loss filters, and an
possibilities are rare. Crystal resonators are integrated oscillator have been demonstrated andgenerally low frequency and systems are accordingly reported in this paper. The future of the TFR
so designed even though operation at higher fre- technology appears greatest in the area of applica-quencies may be desirable. As the feasibility of TFR tions specific IC's as applied to commnications,
devices become apparent and the technology more telemetry, sensors, and other high frequency systems.established, applications specific IC's (ASIC), The technology will continue to develop with emphasis
employing more extensive integration, will find on materials processing, device physics and modeling,
increased demand and a new design methodology will and systems integration benchmark studies.
evolve around the TFR just as it did in part for SAW
devices. The long range goal will be to obtain
ASIC's of the form shown in Fig. 18 implying a mix of
the new TFR technology and the more established high
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UIF OSCILLATOR PERCORPUMME USING TIIIN FILI REr VR MSED TOPOLOGIES

S.G. Burns, G.h. Kline and N.H. Lakin
Hicroelectronlics Research Center

Iowa State University1925 Si~ll RLM
Ames, Iowa 50011

Abtract Oscillation occurs under the well known

Thin-film bulk-acoustic-wave resonators (TI) arkhausen criteria
synthesized using either ZnO or AIN for plezoelectric
tratisduction have been used as the basis for low IGJ 1111 - I
insertion loss UiF and L-band bandpa s filters. In
this paper, we report the design, implentation, and G + - 0 li
characterization of Uh1r and L-band generalized Pierce
oscillators using two-pole TFR based filter config- which must be satisfied in the steady state. In Fig.
urations and silicon delay lines in the feedback 1(b) the phase of II, #H, is ceprecented by a straight
circuit as a precursor study to direct integration, line near the operating point and the phase of G, tG,
Circuit analysis and the design procedure use by a bond of uncertainty caused by noise
discrete element modelu implemented with SPICE 20. fluctuations. Since 4.t is a function of frequency
onset of oscillation was computed using the and +( is a function of tire 4, must also be a
Barkhausen criteria and measured data [or both function of time as suggested IV,
commercial amplifier modules and the TFR filters and
delay lines. icperimental measurements show phase G(t) + *11Mft-)-0 (2)
noise performance from -90 d8e/lI: to -100 docyll: at
1 kil: with carrier frequencies of 1200 MI:. The implication is that frequency is a [unction of

time, and gives rise to the well knwn finite
oscillator line width. Low noise is achieved by a
steep +1l versus frequency characte:itie sud that

Introduction operating point on i is more narrowly confined iifrequency.
Thin- im bulk-acoustic wave 

resonator (TR)

techr.ologyfl2, 3 has been used to implement high The sin le-sideband phase-noico in d~clh- can be
performance fractional bandwidth filters at L-band. 45 described by9

These filters have been fabricated using both
sputtered AIN and ZnQ plezgelectric films with either
Si or semi-insulating Gahs 6u substrates. Devices are Psb . 0lg[2( .C GFkT e GrkT1
defined by selective crystallographic-plane cl-tmical +- 10 +o - + - - + 13)
etching. c PcPC3 vin Pc J

The TFR has also been used as the frequency-
control element in a UIF Pierce hybrid oscillatur in where P, - single-sidebnd noise power In a 1-11:
very much the sam fashion that BA quartz and SA bandwidthn
devices are used. /0 This sputtered piezoelectric PC - amplifier carrier power output level
film technology, used to fabricate th TFI4, is N - frequency multiplication factor which for
directly integrable with active devices, such as the these oscillators is I
BJT, on semiconductor substrates yielding in this G - magnitude of the amplifier gain,
case, an integrated oscillator, but also applicable approximately equal to the feedback
to the synthesis of a variety of UHIF and microwave network insertion loss
circuits. F a amplifier noise figure

um- 2nfm - Fourier modulation frequency,In this paper, we describe the use of monolithic frequency offset
TFR technology-based filters and delay lines as the from carrlqr frequency
frequency-control element in generalized Pierce kT - (1.38xl043 1r car00rie-4.rr4e0e 2 1

oscillators operating to L-band. The gain block Joules-4.14x10" wattsliz
consists of commercially available thin-film hybrid a - flicker noise constant in sec "1

BJT amplifiers. Design and analysis of oscillator 1 d 11  0
performance uses linear equivalent circuits for both 'r - group delay phase slope - y - - , hr
the amplifier and filter feedback element. The n -- - - where

linear filter phase characteristic can be exploited
to provide VCO operation by adjusting totl feedback is the open loop phase and 0 is the loaded Q
network phase. Noise performance and analysis is the feedback element.
also presented.

Operation of an oscillator as a VCO for =XO or
In addition, we present preliminary data for a other applications requires that the feedback path be

monolithic oscillator consisting of a composite ZnO altered so that an additional phase shift element can
TFR integrated on the same silicon substrate with a be identified or that fl, (or less likely IG) can be
BJT in a Pierce configuration, changed. This corresponds to sliding ¢1 in frequency

in Fig. l(b). For low noise operation hi1 must change
Oscillator ,odeling to a differont operating point without changing the

slope, d4 tc.f. In simple resonator feedback circuits
The general representation of an oscillator and the resonator can be pulled but unfortunately the

its operating conditions are shown in Fig. 1. The resonator phase slope, (0), is a rapid function of
amplifier or gain element is represented by G and the frequency and consequently noise performance can
feedback element by H. degrade.
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andpass filters and delay lines with external
phase shifters can be used to provide VCO action
while maintaining low phase noise over limited
frequency ranges. The purpose of the work reported
here was to examine those delay-line and filter
configuration: that could be Implemented in a total
integration with active devices.

#G + fit - 0

(a) Feedback Oscillator Where G is the Gain
Element and I1 is the TFR Based Filter
Feedback Element Fig. 3 Basic Oscillator Test Configuration

da I The IIAMP-1002, Fig. 4(a), uses internal thin-
- f film resistors for a negative feedback circuit around~a Darlington pair fabricated from IDMtl-7011 family

Bs.Tetwo-port linear model. Fig. 4(b) was ue
to synthesize the S21 phase and magnitude
characteristics as sfiown in Fig. 5. Essentially the

FREQENCY Iuvp-1002 ws treated as a uniform 10 do gain block
with a linear phaso characteristic for design
considerations. It is also possible to model these
terminal characteristics by incorporating each of the
passive and active circuit elements in a SPICE
simulation.

#G(t) + 11(t) - 0

(b) Phase Relationships

Fig. I General Oscillator Noise Concept

MCF Oscillator Experimental Res ults

A two-pole ZnO monolithic filter with the
amplitude characteristic given in Fig. 2, was used as Vin - Vout
the feedback element across a Iewlett Packard tuP-
1002 BJT thin-film hybrid amplifier, Fig. 3. A
variable phase shifter was utilized in the feedback
loop to obtain frequency shift versus phase delay
data. A buffer amplifier was used to isolate the
oscillator from the instrumentation. A battery was
used for the oscillator dc supply to reduce n x 60 If:
noise.

(a) IIP-1002 BJT Amplifier

R,. 90 Cro.w IotJO I"

+ • o.'0

(b) Equivalent Circuit Used for SPICE Model

Fig. 4 H AP-1002 Amplifier and Two-Port Linear
Model Used for SPICE 2G Simulation

Fig. 2 Amplitude Insertion Loss Characteristics for
te Candidate 1185 IMz MCF
Marker -4.9 dB IL. Total Sweep 100 "z
Total Vertical Scale of 45 dB

3H3
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Fig. 6 Model and SPZCC Simulation for the 'jCF
Characteristics twasuved as Shown in Fig. 2.
Used for the Oscillator Feedback Element.

IMe Soo low ISO eo Mo, .*
fret*MXY twt£I

rig. 5 IIM"-1002 Aamlifler SPICE model s 'J ........................................
Characterization Using Circuit Paramotersfrom Fig. 4(b) 

...

Th1ere are a vs£illy of way to model a two-pole" " amonolithic filter. P It mtch to the
bandpass magnitude and phase characteristics of .. candidate filter was provided by the tuo series-. .resonant arms with three shunt coupling capacitorswhich Is equivalent to a n-connection of three 

- -AIdentical half-sections, Fig. 6(a). The model "' S S 1300element values for this candidate witer were I.VWWV (l
determined using standard dormula along with
mea-lucedJ tw-prt data. Fig. 6(b) illustrates theresultant M CF rmodel insertion loss and phaseresponse. nd Fig. 7 Closed Loop Phase and Gain Simulation of thersi-1002 and the 1iCF in the Feedback Loop

Oscillatory Behavior Predicted here Eqns.
Using the IIAMP 1002 model, Fig. 4 and the mCF (a) and (lb) are Satisfied

model, Fig. 6, a closed-loop phase and gain
simulation was obtained, Fig. 7, by including avariable-frequency voltage genototot in se I es with The measured open-loop gain and phasethe locp. We observe that at the tequency ptedilted characteristic for an M'CF controlled oscillato isfor the onset of oscillation the loop [Ahase shift is shown in Fig. 8. Using the center set of markers we00 and the loop gain exceeds unity. see the frequency of oscillation occurs at 1185 WlI:

whore there is a gain margin of 1.6 dB. The Dark-
hausen criteria of IC; li] > 0 and #G + 1 0' areCl Cl l R C1  L. is satisfied. we can use the measured phase slope of
23, /Miz corresponding to Tr a 64 nsec in estimating
the phase noise performance from Eqn. (3). UsingC2t 2 C b the measured and published specifications forthe P 1002 where N - 1, F - 5.1 dB - 3.23, IJG - 9
db - 7.94, and PC a 10.Sd8m - 11.22 M51; we estimateC1 - 18.26832 fF L lp)! the noise performance using Eqn. (3) at about
-90 dBc/lHz at fl, - 1 kHz. This phase noise perfor-C2 - 1.2652890 pF Rs -5 mance is shown in Fig. 9. The 1IfJ slope is to be
expected in this frequency regime by considering the
first term in Eqn. (3) to be dominant with a curve
fit yalue for the flicker noise constant of a - 10-12

(a) 2-pole MCF Model Used for SPICE sec- which Is a reasonable value for the system.
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Tho -130 t€ciiz: W-oztal to 500 kll:. is an atifa et f o
using the UP 066..A fteucyM snth Z fir in the M arVo,,,s oI6to r,-..ex"14-, ho, m34 Itr 141.140.

node. Ithe no"sured noise floor for out tip "66F inI l
DCN at I kill 1 -110 dc~l: with a l 3 c h.tr- - - - - 1 -

toristic to 1.0 kit:. AddItional clozo-ln rftae nolza - -

MeasuronwnZ will require the use of the Erb lme-"
lock function or the use of a delay line futienin.
as cs diacriminator. __

we obtained stable oscillator output with -90 dZ1i: -t

agreemet wi th th pred icted linear circuit SPICE .t..~ IAt~ I(1 Cikflu nalt mftr-neatAy riu A h

Fig. 9 t/ise Spectrur of an 1185 Pi1: ld-uontoll-J
Oscillator. tdoihe Psrsorisnce theees with
Theortical Predicti Sugrst by Eqn. (3)

operatlad liyhee feedoca abcllaor u1ua0l ho110vafI

ufficiently larte delay that tpdt liae ondition

Eqn. (ib) is nodified to its equ~ivalent,

ft+ kG * n~n , n w 0,1,2,... (4)
tit - i se hif to:ph delay

-delay line phae - 2nf'rd

s~~ tiltims delay

a) litude Characteristic

lov the phase condti' .n beco-es
Marker re :)

-- 2 ffn1d s + +"n 2 i (6,
1 1178 -1.C
2 1185 .1.6 9ere n denotes an avera 1e eeny satisfying the
3 1193 -1. oscillaetlon condition. The eparatien beteen

allE.we br)Auencies is given by

+G n #- 2 0 (4)

anf the al shifterande alifr reer dsped ndes

~~~givenafaby,1 f n

(a) pise Characteristic d t d requnncies arp

marker Freq (M9fz) Phase (dl) *n = *sn +

1 1178 +171 h Aen the phase external to the delay line, n is a
2 1185 0 multiple of 2n then f is an integral multipie of tf.
3 1193 -166 Ideally an should be independent of n (or frequency).

Most delay lines have an operating bandwdth
Fig. 8 HAMIP-1002 in Cascade with an MC:F-Measured imich larger than 6£ and sufficiently flat so that

Amplitude and Phase Characteristics more than one frequency fn wi~.l meet the tine average
amplitude condition L.n. Cia).
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Delay lines in silicon substrates using both ZnO monlithic Ocillatr Circuit,,
ad AIN for piaeolectric transduction wre utili"ted
as the feedback element in an oscillator. The delay A ZnO coposite TFR haS .0 n !X"2 -lithirally
line IL required using an Ventek .Oal Mt-800T fabricated with a dBJTediffu.ed m n a szliton
rather thin the 1"l 1002 to provide higher forard substrate in a Pierce ocillat n nfi Iratlfn

Man. Delays of Yrv 0.33 psee yielded both simlle ~ ~ TIgai. aT-o! - .33! ec ieled oth.in l opratin at 257 taI=. 13  T1his con Qpt is illustfated!

71aad oboscillator out uto depending upon the
amount of additional haseo sift Anmrporatcd in th in rig.l1. This work addressed the critical Issues
fctunc oop FJlor v , " 0.33hp of t 3a MI: c h of selective-area high-concentration p" diffusimsfeedback loop. For 0.33 sec, a of n 3 l 1t. coJ for pcbrane fornatin and the patternin of the

at frequencies between 750 and 050 JIl: was obtaned. fo smran e in a the rio al e

"pical spectral output for a silicon delay line ith reonator structure in a manner which allows

*nO pieoelectrc ttaonduction centered at 5 Mu. t connection of the TVB electrodes to the trnsina3tr
'Impoca idrcircuit. in ddtion, the processiz for the 1TR• l n In Fig . 10. in adition as p ".ict ed try. E~ n. must p razov i: the aterial q ulity (f th e zl icvo, In

(6), the entire coab spectr could be chift pn
frequency ly using the variable rhase shifter in areas to be used for active device strurtures. The

ca:cav with the delay line. haise performance of successful fabtication of this reoolithih asKillator

individual spectral lines wa measured to be about circuit suggests the feasibility of int grati.tg the

-95 d Allt: at I kit:, hoeaver, theoretical predictions circuits dicuss d in this paper.
suest tht the iP 0662A Dan noise floor was
ocuring the actual results. Moore wotk Is r eVid
In this area.

Actitt kvtct

Jr{

11114 GasI

ieI tillll(

urlm cow :Oe(

rig. 11 integrated Oscillator Concept Using a TFR
and Active Device in a Senindurtor
Substrate

Conclusions and Directions of Future Wirk

u ,. , A series of L-bond oscillators u.ing the MF and
delay line in the feedback loop were demonstrated.
The lCF and delay lines are bsed upon TF And

(a) fr so 785 taf: with 6f ss 3 19M. Decrensing piezoelectric thin-film technology with spottered ZnO
(a) plitd Reflects 0the uff e Amplifi.rn and AUN. Onsot of oscillaticon and Vhase perforanceFrPlitude Reflects the weuffer Aplifier were modeled using a linear SPICE ZIG simulation.
Frequency Response

Work continues in the development of integrating
both the TMR-based filter and signal-processing
elements along with the active devices and other
passive elemnts for oscillators and other
applications. The development and dcnonstration of a
monolithic low-noise Pierce oscillator using a
complete ZnO TFR demonstrates the potential of this
technology. Development of these filters in hybrid
circuit configurations as well as stand alone circuit
elements will be continued in parallel with the
monolithic work. We envision exploiting this RFLSItechnology In coiunications systems and signal

processing. Concomitant ith this is the continuedimprovement in thin-film quality dnd cortoatible

prcesing tecnoloa. Coniderable progress neents
to 1 S mDde In modeling of the filtea c nd e scllatewith particular emp hasis on non-linear behavior and

~anhamonc "a~ analysis.
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SHIUi OOK TRANSDUCIS FOR HIGH Q SULX NICRO AVK RKSOVATORS*

I. L. Salvo, Jr.
Weastinhouse Defense and Electronics Center

Baltimore, MD 21203

H. Cottliab and U. R. McAvoy
Westinghouse R & 0 Canter

Pittsburgh, PA 15235

The influence of the transducer structure on the
loaded Q value and noise performance of high
overtone bulk acoustic resonators (I1BARs) is being PIase Mie (d/l/K)
investigated. This investigation has turned, in -%
part., to the fabrication of piezoelectric shear mode
transducers which are used to excite
nonpiezoelectric subst-atas such as spinal - 13, Ho
(MAl204) to overtone resonance. Spinal and oi W",No"
Lithium Tantalato (LiTaO3) are among the promising .- 4 A Ul - c?"144
substrate candidat.s oxhibiting vry low prepaatien --.
loss (High Q) and temperature stable resonance
respactivaly. Three approaches with a number of .;e"'S ..- * /4Mg*w
innovations for each approach are being examined for hS a Lt . - . ' ' -- '*
optimum shear mode trancducer performance. Thu oft " l B I$*"a--
first approach uses vacuum compression bonded .1I641 *S4 I I

lithium nkobato on spinal substrates. Thin provides offsett Froq9 y(HI)
a transducer structure which Is fundamentally (k
different .han that provided by RF sputtering of
zinc oXijO It is because of this that different
..ise generating mechanisms are expected from the
two transducer typos.

Two different approaches to the sputtaring of Figuro 1. Calculated 11O10 Performance of Various
shear mode ZnO transducers, to provide different Oacillators. tessured 50 11t SC Cut
film growth conditions, have been undertaken. The Resonator 1'erformance Shown for Compar-
affect on resonator noise performancea, if any, ison.
between these two ZnO resonator typos are to be
evaluated. The first RF sputtering technique
employs a diode system with an independent Hence one objective of this effort in to find the
(incoherent) RF biasing of the substrata. The means of producing the highest Q. Another important
effect of this biasing on film growth will be objective is to identify the noise sources in the
discussed. Tie second technique uses a magnetron resonator itself. The prime suspect in this search
sputtering system with D.C. substrata biasing. Both is the transducer. This assertion is substantiated
systems have yielded ZnO shear mode transducers in part by a widely varying noise performance for
suitable for I1BAR use. The RF diode technique Is I1OARs fabricated from the same substrata with
the most useful so far in that it has provided films presumed identical processing. To rtach the first
which transduce shear mode waves with no objective, I.e. high Q, we are using shear mode
longitudinal component which can be measured, transducers on low lose substrates. To explore the

influence of the transducer on noise we are
INTRODUCTION examining the effects of shear mode transducers made

in different ways. Figure 2 highlights one method
Tie sources of resonator noise are becoming an of providing shear transducers in an HBAR

important topic as the effort to reduce oscillator configuration shown at the upper loft. This method
noise increases. Figure 1 shows the phase noise uses tilted fiber growth In the ZnO film. At 40'
performance of an H1BAR (High-overtono Bulk Acoustic tilt with respect to a normal electric field
Resonator) fundamental oscillator operating at 640 produced by parallel ylate electrodes provides a
XIIz. Shown for comparison is the performance of an bulk ahoar wave. At the lower left in this figure
80 HIz SC-CUT quartz crystal oscillator with X8 is a ahort list of IIBAR substrate materials. This
multiplication and with a SAW filter. The haey list is accompanied by ratios showing the shear mode
dashed linu assumes a noiseless hBAR and is the goal to compressional mode propagation loss. For spinal
of on-going efforts such as the present one. Fur the anticipated increase In Q is 4 times that over a
frequencies near the carrier the principal ccmpressional mode resonator. The increase in Q for
determinant of the noise Is the loaded Q value of YIC (Yttrium Iron Garnet) is also substantial.
the resonator.

YIC has been shown to provide magnetically
tunable HBARs for filter applications.

3  
There are

This effort was sponiored in part bj the a number of different methods of making ZnO
Electro-magnetic Directorate, Rome Air transducer fms which produce shear waves. These
Development Center. Air Force Systems Comard, are discussed In a subsequent section. Another
Hanscom Air Force Base. HA under Contract approach employs vacuum compression bonded lithium
F-19628-84-C-0099. niobate plates on substrates cuch as spinel.
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Figuro 2. Tlitad ZnO film fiber growth
produces a shear bulk mode
transducer. Incroeam in Q is the
Inverse of loss ratios for the
resonator matorIlals listed. Figure 4. Thinned, Bonded Lithium Niebate

Transducer Ready for Plasma
Etching Stop.

A complete description of single crystal lithium
niobato plste transducers Is &iven in Reference 4.
in this section, we describe current results which
are an extension of this technique. Figure 3 shows
the polishing jig used to reduce the thickness of a
bonded transducer to substrates ouch as spinel. A
flat oven plat* surface with respect to the
substrata In obtained by using lithium tantalate
stand-offs as shown around the fixture. Figure 4 in
a close-up of the bonded plate after polishing to
about 0.5 micron thickness. Figure 5 shows the
final thinning stop with the averato transducer
thickness of about 3000 angstroms. The plate is
then segmented into transducer areas.

Figure 5. Plasma Etched Lithium Niobate
Transducer Thickness Is about
3,000 Angstroms.

SHFAR MODR PFXLM TRANSDUCERS

Modification of existing tachniques and
equipment is necessary for the fabrication of shear
mode producing ZnO filr "5 )  Two sputtering
techniques are being employed, modified RF diode
and D.C. biased magnotron sputtering. The basic R?
diode system is shown in Figure 6 and the magnetron

system is a CVC 601 system with vacuum load lock.
To the right in Figure 6 is the ZnO target
surrounded by a liquid nitrogen cooled coil (Moisner
trap). We use a sputter up configuration. To the
left In the figure is the substrate platform uhich.

in the vacuum system, is hold over the ZnO tar&ot.
The substrate is positioned off center near the idgo
of the ZnO target so that a 45" angle is subtended

Figure 3. Polishing Fixture for Thinning Lo the center of the target. Independent Rf power
Li~bO3 Plate Transducers. supplies are used to power the target and to biai
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the substrate. Vj date, ancouraing rd:nIut have ho..n 1275 MHz
obtained using .;,e Rr diode system. Low Insertion
loss tranoducers (15 dB at resonance) have been
fabricated on TIC and YAG (ytLrium iron and yttrium
aluminum garnet), lithium tantalate land spinel
(H&AI203 ). Transduction tests on all theose
substrates ahoy good shear mode conversion with no
longitudinal sode component. Resonators for noive
tosts and Q m4asureomnts are being fabricated on
411' atda100> spinal. The wmgnotron oy51.em is
currently undergoing (urther modifications.

.127 .129 .131 _133 .135 .137 -131 .141 .143
.130 -1,2 .134 .136 .130 -140 -142 .144

dBclHz

Figure 7 Phxn noise distribution for batch
processed IHIARs. Frequency range
of -1oia4 masuroments to 1270 -
1279 Mit:.

The authors wish to acknowledge the fabrication
s dila o( Jack Conroy. Don Wsat and Stan Pie:ocLi.
They also valua the guidance o( N. Oriscoll and R.
Jelen of the Westinghouse Defens, and Electronics
Center.

Figure 6. RF diode sputtering system with 1. F. A. Cerber, at. al., "Advances In
substrate fixture to the left. Microwave Acoustic Frequency Sources," IEEE -
This fixture Is suspended above tho Trans. on Microwave Theory and Techniques, Vol.
ZnO target off center In the vacuum MTT-34, No. 10 p. 1002. OCT 1986.
system.

2. S. V. Krishnaswmy, at. al., "Oriented ZnO
films for Microwave Shear Mode Transducer,"

NOXIKST$ 1982 Ultrasonics Symposium Proceedings, IEE
Cat. No. 82011823-4, p. 476.

Noise generation mechanisms such as strain
relaxation. teneratLon - recombination and Ion 3. J. 0. Adam, at. al., "Magnetically Tunable
migration are expected to be different (or films High Overtone Microwave Resonators," 40th Annual
fabricated in different ways. Trends in the noise Frequency Control Symposium, May 1986.
data duo to different processing techniques are
being evaluated. Figure 7 is an example of a eot of 4. Z. Turas, at. a, "Properties of an X-cut
noise data for longitudinal mode IBAR. Ti number Single Cryotal Lithium Niobate Transducer IEEE
on each bar indicates the population associated with Trans. on Sonics and Ultrasonics, Vol. SU-22.
the noise Interval Indicated. All the resonators No. 6, p. 402. Nov. 1975.
were fabricated with Identical batch fabrication
techniques. The phase noise indicated was measured
in a one cycle bandwidth 100 It: away from the
carrier. The nearly 20 dB spread remains
unexplained.
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ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF THE PIEZOELECTRIC CERAIC RESONATOR OSCILL44TORS

Sator Fujishima, Kazuya Togawa, and Satoshi Ohta

Murata Mfg. Co., Ltd.

2-26-10, Tenjin, Niagaekakyo-shi, Kyoto, Japan

We have analy:ed oscillation stability using
gain-phase characteristics in the open-loop Amplifier
circuit and verified thin corresponds fairly
to the behavior In actual closed loop
circuit.

In order to analyze oscillation stability
theoretically, we have simulated the gain-
phase characteristics in the open-loop
circuit on computer.
By this simulation, we can evaluate
oscillation stability for the parameters of
ceramic resonators and inverters, for which I
we could not evaluate experimentally. --- Tnsfe Function

Phis* 0 4:
Furthermore, we have analyzed rise time of
ceramic resonator oscillator by the transient
theory comparing with crystal resonator Fteclimck Natwotk
oscillator.

Fig.1 Generic feedback oscillator circuit

Introduction

Piezoelectric ceramic resonators have been
widely used for microprocessor IC in clock
oscillator in place of quartz crystal
resonators. INV
Small configuration and fast rise time are r
main merits of piezoelectric ceramic
resonators comparing to quartz crystal
resonators. However, there have been many
unknown matters for designing the
piezoelectric ceramic resonator oscillators. Rf

This report serves a dual purpose that is to -
design piezoelectric ceramic resonators for L------........ - j
microprocessor IC in clock oscillator circuit 1C
with theoretical evaluation to ensure its r
performace and stability, and to support 0
clock oscillator circuit design of
microprocessor IC. x

Oscillation Stability 'CLi- CL2

Oscillator satbility is analyzed by examining
the loop gain and phase shift.

Figure 1 shows a generic feedback oscillator. I
The circuit will oscilate when L _j

(I) Loop Gain a X 0 Z I INV Inverter

(II) Phase Shift 8, + 02 = ao' X n Rf Feedback Resistor
(n=1. 2 .... ) X Resonator

Figure 2 is a typical COS-inverter CL1, CL2 : Load Capacitor
oscillator with a ceramic resonator. In order
to analyze the oscillator stability, we opend Fig.2 Typical oscillator circuit
the circuit at a connecting terminal in w'th COS inverter
Figure 2.
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Imnpedanc - Impedanco
Analyzer O.01PF INV Resonator Analyzer

o CL2 CLI

LoopGain Gmnx
Ph~mSe hift : a • 1 *O0.

Fig.3 Open loop oscillator circuit to obtain gain-phase characteristic

Figure 3 shown the total network including The typical schematAc of C.MOS Inverter in
input and output impedance of measurement shown in Figure 5. As P-chnnul and N-channel
equipment to measure loop gain and phase FET in CMOS invartur ar* nearly zymmatrical
shift to each other, this schematic can be
We can evaluate the stability of oscillation transfored to one source modal. And Since ZOS
using this loop gain at the oscillating PETs are transconductance device, the
frequency. simplest model is a voltage-controlled-

current source.
Then, we consider simulation analysis for the This is shown in Figure G. (2)

We can calculate the gain-phase
Theoretical Analysis far Gain-Phase characteristics of the open loop circuit

Characteristics using transmission parameters.

To compute the gain-phaso characteristics, we
need equivalent circuit of the ceramic
resonator and the Inverter.

The ceramic resonator's equivalent circuit Is
shown in Figure 4 which is the sane
configuration as the quartz crystal
resonator. (1)

V00

RI L1 C1

p-ch

Vin 0 Vout

co n-ch

RI Equivalent Relitance

L I Equivalent Inductance
Cl Equivalent Capcitance
CO Parallel Capacitunce

Fig.4 Equivalent circuit of
ceramic resonator and crystal resonator Fig.5 Typical schematic of COS inverter
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Loop Gitl = r---- l (2)

T T T Phase Sill f I lVjuu .I Vi n (3)

gm : transconductarnce Fro cquation(1),
R]jai gate-to-source resistance out the relation between input

Cgs: gate-to-source capacitance and output is shown an following.

flgn: drain-to-sourca resistance Via A Vout * B lout (4)
Cdo: draln-to-source capacitance

Thit voltage transfer ratio (Vk,jt/Vin) In for

Fig.6 Four-terminal equivalent circuit of al OUtput. so Zout s O, Thercfor', the
C.4S inverter second torn of equation (4) drop.i out.

Vina A Vout

Consequently, Figure 3 can be expressed using Vout/Vln v I/A (5)

equivalent circuit as Figure 7. Whan we
consider this network to be defined by A- Equation (5) shows that the voltage trawfer

paraOters, A-parameters are defined as in ratio depends only on parameter A.

equation (1). The loop gain and phase shift with abve modal, we hve computerized the
arc rawrited as equation ( and eqluation (3). gain-phase simulation. And we have learned

that if the model uses measured values of
network parameter#, the model's predietiuns
and the behavior of the circuit correspond

I. N closely. (3)
4 Figuro 8 shown the* gain-phase charactaristics
.1lu \ 1 of actual measurement and computed

simulation.
In Figure 8, simulation result corrocpondo

(A )(o u t closely with actual measurement result.

~ C 0 0 uLt (1) As mentioned before, the circuit munt
xatisfy the condition of (1) and (11) to
oscillate. Therefore, in Figure 8 oscillation
occurs only at point and the gain (AG) is
the gain margin of oscillation circuit.

X1 .A2 A3 X4

r ---- - -------------------. ------- ----
I

SI I toutal, I' iou...

i : ' Vil iI

iI VO out

Gain-PhaseIT I l

L ------------------ J L...jL------------ -J L...J

Fig.7 Gain-Phase simulation circuit using A-parameter
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40

30 mult CSA4.00MG
\ Lk O, (i, '0 IdOl

t \ I I,10 too
0

+ 1x 14 y

40 .... " , N. | i /

to CA"4 ~1

201

4,00 4.10

Fgequtncy (Milt)0

-IIA CUmciLmo Ct CnFl

Pig.8 CAin-Phase characteristics by Fig.9 Oscillating region in RI-CO plane
actual moeas:ring and computed simulation by inverter's transconductancea (gm)

Likewise, the higher the transcondutanco,
the greater the gain margin, and the broader
the resonator's specifications can be. Nate,
however, that a transconductance of 500 pA/V

A2plication of the Cnin-Phnsc P:mulation brings the line of oscillation very close to
the acceptable range of resonator paraneters.

Until now, there has not been effective way A slight drop in gain, or a minor change into evaluate the stability of oscillation for the resonator might cause the oscillator to
the ceramic resonator/inverter circuit. This stop. Therefore, such a design in not very
simulation makes it possible do that. At any stable.
given parameters of resonator and inverter,
we can determine whether or not the network of course, we can design (or selec) the
will oscillate, resonator to have tighter tolerances. But

this reduces the yield and raises the cost.
Figure 9 shows the result of this analysis. If the inverter would be designd to enter
The ceramic resonator's equivalent resistance resonator's specifficntions into the stable
(RI) and parallel capacitance (CO) are region, we can supply most ecanomical and
plotted against each other, with the stable oscillator circuit to custozers.
Inverter's transconductance (gm) as the
parameter. Figure 10 shows stability with respect to the

changes in the external components. CL2 is
The curves are the bordoline condition of plotted against CL1, with the
oscillation, where the gain is I (-0d3). transconductanco as the running parameter.
The region over these c.urves represents lower
gain, and the network won't oscillate. Figure 11 shows how the gain varies with CLI

and CL2, for an assumed transconductance of
This data was obtained using 4M~lz ceramic 1000 pA/V.
resonator (Murata CSA4.00MG). The shaded
region shows the specified range of RI and CO
parameters for this particular resonator. If
the inverter's gm is no lower than about
500 pA/V, we can guarantee that a resonator
whose parameters fall in this area will
oscillate with any circuit.
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Analysis for Rine Time
CSA4.OOMG We will be able to analyzo rive time by the
L6%4:G.i & (dO| transient analysis.

If the gain of inverter would be sufficantly
pI00o 4 1 high, we could consider the circuit as MRfl

I resonant circuit supplied citernatintJ current
voltage. (4)

490 , When the circuit in supplied the voltage of
e(t) - Em sinat, the transient response ofloop current in calculated frcm following

\; :i ! N Iequation.

U

in the resonant case, the gjeneral solunon of
, ! . . iloop current L i tt) is shown as followingji.(t) E-.m-*-91 .''.s n usl (6 )

o $0 100 9 10 '14 O 0X 400 4000 WO Ent

Lt0dC.*p4%cI4 CLI tri Z x i nO

Fig.1 t o scillatring regi/on in CI,1-CL,2 plane P) 1 I n/ t
L-' inverter's= transeonductanco (9m ) -C x€o 0 •

+- En sin (Wt-d) (7)

Z

hhere,

Z u R R+ (L
uC

(uL- I/jC)0, tan- u-/c

CSA4.0OMG
V"410OO UjAJVI 

LI tAn'I (-a

c- u R/2L

When w corresponds with the natural frequency
N or the circuit and Wo is much greater thanat,

a * -"* • , . . = /n = !uo'- (,2 4 3o

2
0 10 20 1,1 40 5O CO 70 to go too

Load Capaince CLI (pF)

Fig.11 Variation of the gain by CLI and CL2
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then equation (7) is representcd an
£ollowing.

I Ct) A .I- 'j nu(8F

ic. TC74I1CU04P F * 4.OMI
COO v 45,V

From equation (8), the Amplirudo of l(t) is CLI CL21000o
varied by F"t

Thereforo, riso tio in proportional to Vce 4 0-
an follows: -'ocIOMN

Tr - I/ 2L/R * 20/w (91, R U
CLOG 01 

° '

luation (9) shown that rise time 1= directly ;

proportional to Q and Inversely proportional
to W (£f cquency).
We verified this resultu ly actual &01 -O ,
experiments. o 1 ) 3 . 1o .- $4 oo 'A

mechhial Ou1AIrY Facto; Iou' X L.OW
Piguro 12 is n photograph of rise time at 4
HI:, oparIng with quart: erystal, ceramic Pig.13 RIso time vs mechanical quallty
and ITaO3 ronnator, factor(Cm)

Piguro 13 wolia tho variation of rise timoe
against resonator'# mechaniacl quality factor
(Wn). Rise time i directly proportional toem.

Figure 14 shows the variation of rise time
against oscillation frequency, for ceraic 10
rosonators and quartz crystal reconators
obtained by the sme experiments of S
Figure 12. I

For both casos, rise time In inversely
proportional to oscillation frequency. IC: TC74HCU04P CRYSTAL

VOD" 45.OV

1 CL1 "CL2 w 100pF \

(Al

E 0.5

E

-_ 0.2 CERAMIC

cc 0.1
j 0.05-

-0-.a- CSA.MK,+ i (c) CSA.MG
0.02 - CSA.MT

0.01 ~ 11
Rise time of clock oscillator using X'tl, T
wartaic resontor and LIraOs r~ontofl T .

(A : 4,000MHz X'ts 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10 20

(a} :4,00MHz Cwsmic R~onstor Oscillation Frequency (MHz)
(C) : 4.0FMHz LITRie

Fig.12 Photograph of rise time Fig. 14 Rise time vs oscilldting frequency
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Conclusion

Our 'ain-phaso sinulation makos it possible
to do 12in an inverter oscillator circuit that
in matched to tho charoceoristics of
reconator. we no longor need to guoss whother
the circuit will work, or wht rannes of
invorter and rosonator parmeters are
acceptablo

An for oscillation rise time, wo could verify
its trensd for raganator's 0 and ftequency
theoretically and experimentally.
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TilE ACCELERATIONR SEVISITXVITY OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL SCILLATOP:
A REVIEW

Raynond L. Filler

US Army lactronics Technology and Devicen Laboratory (Wonm)
Fort Monmouth, 113 07703-5000

The nacolerntion-zonaitivity of quartz point-to-point wiring to printed circuits,
crystal oscillators is nssumng increasing is the estabish--ont of the quartz crystal
significance In modern o =unicatioln, resonator as the nont Acceleraton-:eniteiva
navigation, radar, and identification SYS- component in cquancy sources. This paper
to=_. This paper in a tutorial and a review ill review the cAuCes and effece of aecal-
of the various Aspects o AccalrAtiln- oration senstivity af bulkwav quart:
sensitivity. The topIcs to be discussed are crystal vezonotors, aned tho mathad. that
1. the consequences of oetclaratlon-:enal- rec or compenate aor that ensitivity.
tivity in crystal oscillatora, Including the Post o woat ndiued in equally role-
ettects of ninucoidal and random vibration, vent to surface aoustlc wave (SAW) and
on the AllAn Variance, phase noise And shallow bulk acoustic wava (SiAW) device:.
integrated phase jitter, 2. the vector
nature of quart: raesonator zonsitivy, 3.
the theoretical description o the asue o ______________

the aecelaraeion-sonnitivity o quart:
resonators, 4. techniques for thema swa- A quart: crystal resonator subject to a
,ent o ncceleraenon-zansitivity, and S. the steady acceleration has a slightly different
eafct o frequency multiplication on occal- ¢caiaz resonant frequency than the sase
oration of:acts. resonator experiencing :ere acceleration.1

In addition, various techniques cur- urth or, It ha bn bervd that th

rently boing used or developed for reducing nagntuda of the friquncy shift I popor-
the ffeciveaccaaraion ensiiviy wil tonal to tho mnjnitudar or the acceleration,

the ettective acceleration .e tvXty wl and In alco dependent upon the direction at
be discussed. The techniques tall into the accolerAtion relative to a coordinate
three general categories: reduction at the ayotan tixld to the resonator. 1 1 It haz
acceleration-sensitivity o the resonator; been shown, empirically, that the accelera-
passive techniques that us* compensating tlon sensitivity o a quart, crystal rason4-
elenents in the oscillator feedback loop, tar in a vector quantity.12 Therefore, the
e.g. a second resonator or nn acceleration frequency during accelaration can be written
sensitive capacitor: and active acceleration As a function ot the scalar product o two
eo!pensation schers that sense the acceler- vectors
atien and feed back a corpensating signal to
a tuning gietwork. (() toC (I * e

where C(B) it the resonant frequency of the
resonator experioncing Acceleration -, Cc it

There has been an awareness at acceleration the frequency vith no acceleration (reterred
effects in frequency sources at least since to as the carrier frequency), and r, in the
the advent o missile and satellite appli- acceleration-sensitivity vector. It can be
cati:ns, 1"6  Doppler radars, ,0  and othorsystems requiring extremely low nois. 9 , 1 0  en from Eq. (1) that the frequency of an

Teas requn, extr bee a nerl accelerating resonator is a maximun when the
There hen not, however, been a general acceleration is parallel to the accelara-
appreciation at the magnitude of the pob- tion-sensitivity vector; it is a minimum
lem. As a case in point, there is little or when the acceleration is antiparallel to the
no mention af acceleration sensitLvity in acceleration-sensitivity vector. An irpor-
the general texts on quart: crystal oscilla- tent result of Eq. (1) is that the fro-
tors and resonators or of vibration-induced quency shift, f(3)-to, is zero for any
phase noise in radar textbooks. acceleration in the plano normal to the

Time dependent acceleration, i.e., acceleration-sensitivity vector.

vibration, can cause a large increase in the The frequency shift described in Eq.
noise level of a quartz crystal oscillator. (1) is also induced by the acceleration due
In fact, in frequency sources operating on to gravity (even without motion). This is
mobile platforms, the vibration-induced com=only referred to as "2q-tipover."
phase noise is usually greator than all During "2g-tipover," the magnitude of the
other noise sources combined, acceleration is ig in the direction towards

the center of the earth. (The magnitude of
i ligh-stabiliy frequency ourcr, acceleration given in this paper will be in

including atomic standards, contain quartz units of g, i.e., the magnitude of thecrystal resonators. One result of the ertsgavaiolaclrton tsa
evolution of electronics , i.e., the transi- earth's gravitational acceleration at sea

evltion f eectronicsie,th transi- flevel, 980 cm/sec 2 .) When a resonator is
tion from tubes to transistors, and from rotated 1800 about a horizontal axis, the
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calar product of the acceleration and the determined by conbinln7 Eq. (a) with Eq.
uwlit vector normal to the initial 'top" of (1), resulting in
the resonator goes fron -1g to +1g, which i*
a difference of 29. Figure 1 thaws Actual f(W) - fo (1 4(r-aoo2f~t)). (2)
data of the fractional frequency shift of a
resonator (operatin7 In an oscillator) when Thin ann be rOritten As
the oscillator in rotated about three tutu-
ally perpendicular axen In the earth's ((a) to * ft C3O({.vt), (4)
gravitational field. For each curve, the
axis of rotation in held horizontal. The wheor
sinuzoidal shape of each curve Is a cons*-
quence of the scalar product being proper- . w fo * (r'j 1;)
tional to the cosine of the anle between
the occelaration-nensitivity vector and the Is the peak frequency shift due to the
acceleration duo to gravity. occeleration X.

4The behavior of the device can be described
Jby defining a rectangular coordinate Aystem

cn 2 fixed to the resonator. The accler atlon-
sensitivity vector Andt the Acceleration

-- ' vector can then be described in termt of3 s the throe unit vectors dof;ned by thatL 1-00 coordinate system. Therefore Eq. (3) en be-trangforzed into a scnior equation contain--- 0 a tI O ( C 0 ) ing the throe (I, J. and k) Corpont of
rotation (degrees) thhAnd r i.e.

4 tQ fo(l~riAijrj~jJ*k*Ak)()
2 There ore three quantities with Onits

of frequency to keep in mind: ft fv
0 X s An :. Itcan te seen from Eq. M~ that

-2 180 360 the output frequency deviates from the
-2 center frequency, t, hn by the ,ount V.f,

at o rate o fv. ThiN Is shown cheotical-
-4 ly In Figure 2. Eoch plot is the instonto-

neous output frequency o a cryztAl osella-
4 tar while undergoin7 a vibration at frequen-

cy Cv. Figure 3h it the voltage v-. time
2at the output o the same crystal oscillotor

showing, in o much exaggerated way, the
60 ! vbriatyon in the frequency with acceleroticn

amplitude. Figure 3o is the acceleration
0 0 waveforn.

-4
Figure 1. "2g Tipover,1' Frequency change vs. I
rotation in the Earth's gravitational field 0 t
for three mutually perpendicular axes. .,

tMt0B (I/4f v)
In most applications, the magnitude of

the acceleration Is time-dependent. The
magnitude of the acceleration-sensitivity
vector, for acceleration amplitudes commonly
encountered is independent of acceleration t:tof 1I/2fv I
amplitude.1i The time-dependent frequency
shift duo to a complex vibration can, there- -_-_,_ _

foro, be datermined from the sum or the
individual sinusoidal components, i.e., the
system is linear and superposition holds. (/4f
Simple sinusoidal vibration will be din- t V)
cussed first; the extension will then be , ,
made to random vibration.

Simple harmonic motion will be assumed, with
an acceleration given by tt 01 I )i

a - ) COS(2xfvt), (2) f f fa f f frequency
where X is the peak acceleration vector in
units of g, fv is the frequency of vibration Figure 2. Instantaneous "carrier" frequency
in Hertz, and t is time in seconds. The for several instants during one cycle of
variation of the frequency with time can be vibration.
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V(t) - Vo co(2** 0 fin(2#tv)) (10)

UJ Eq. (10) is the expression for 4 frequency-
> r-odulAted signal. It can be expanded In on

Infinite carleo of no l functionnl) ro-
aulting inX4

C V(t) N VC (Jo() co(20fot)+ J4 0) CO(2.(fo+fv)t)Inme + J1(A1) ~co, (o-fv)t) (11)
+ z A ccn(2 (fo+ 2 v) t)

--.- (.) o.)(2Sfo-2fvlt )I.
uhora A n Af/fv n (fVX)fo/fv Is the
modulation index (from standard Mf theory.)

a. ai celeration level The first torn in Eq. (11) In a nine
wave at the carrier frequency with an bmpli-O tude, relative to Ve , of Jo(A). The etherterms Are vibration-in!uced zidebends ati {~roquanclas fo + fv, f^ - fv, fo + 2fv, f' -
2v, ec.In analegy wjth coe-on ph~no-nohne

not tionln the ratio of the power in the
nth vibration-induced nideband to the
power in the carrier, denoted by f'v n , Is

01 given by

- n - (12)

a or, crao commonly expressed In dacibel: an
> *r n(dlc} -20 Ioq(3n(O)/Jo(M))# (13)

where dDc refota to dD relative to the
carrier and the subscript v refers to the

b. Osci lator output. vibration.

Figure 3. a. Acceleration level vs. time. Several approxirations can be made if
b. Resulting oscillator output. the modulation index in loss than 0.1. This

is the case for coat frequency standards inU .the 11F band experiencing "nornal" accelera-
tions of 10 g or les at acceleration fro-It in very useful to transform the quencies above a few hart:. The approxima-

eff ct of vibration into the frequency tion: are
do"in. This will allow the formulation of
a convenient measureant cheme and allow Jo(f)- 1 0<0.1
corparison of vibration effects to more
familiar forms of phase noise. Jl()w P/2 ; i<I0.1 (14)

The voltage appearing at the output of Jn(I)m 0 IIO.1, n>2.
an oscillator is given by

Therefore, after combining Eqs. (13) and
Vit) M Vo cos(4(t)), (7) (14):

where the phase 4(t) is derived from the -Z'V1(p) - 20 1 1ogU((C')ro/(2fV))
frequency by (15)

4(t) w 2a f(t') dt'. (a) "vn~1( ) - 0
For snall modulation index, therefore, nestWhen the oscillator frequency is varying duo of the power is in the carrier and a small

to simple harmonic acceleration modulating amount is in the first sidoband pair (upperthe resonant frequency of the resonator, the and lower). The amplitudes of the higherphase in Eq. (7) becomes, using Eqs. (5) sidebands are negligible. The condition ofand (8), small modulation index permits o.(f) to be

0(t) - 2sfot+(Af/fv)sin(2xfvt). (9) equated to S4(f)/2.16

As an example, consider a 5 MHz oscil-When Eq. (9) is inserted into Eq (7), the later with a vibration sensitivity of 2 x
result is 10-9 /g. If the oscillator experiences an

acceleration of 5 g along the direction of
the acceleration-sensitivity vector, the
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value of at is (S X 106 II:) * (5 ) A decibels, frequency multiplication by a
(2XIlO"1g) 0.05 I:. The modulation index factor if increase. the phase noise by 20 log
and -v for several vibration frequencie; Nl.
are shown in Table I. The relationship between the vibratio~t-

TADBL I !nduced phase noise of two oscillatorn with
the came vibration sensitivity and different

First sideband lovel,in doc, for carrier frequencies in
a 5 Mil: oscillator with an accelera-
tion sensitivity of 2xl0"9/ axpari- ,r2 .* 7+ 20 log(f 2/fl). (17)
c ing n Accol r ton o f 59 peak. ZWhere A is the sidolAnd level, in d~c, of

fv(11.) ft -rVl(duc) the osciltor at frequency f1, ;nd -2 is
5 .01 -46 the sidebAnd level of the ozeoillator at

25 .002 -60 frequency C2. ThE: Is identicaL to the "20
so .001 -46 log i" tarn associated with the increnao in
S0 .0001 -06 phase noiso duo to frequency nultiplic3tion.

Again, thiu relationship holds only it ft
It can be coon that rvXl fall= off At 6 do 0.1.
par octavo (20 do per decade.) A conzo-
uence of linearity at low vibration levels I&RR ,11 T! 1u, 1
i that these sinusoidal accelerations ar
independent. The onplitutdo at any frequency If the modulation Index b is largor
is the n e If the bright lines are excited than about 0.1, the approxi ations nado In
separately or in combination. The first Eq. (14) are not valid. This often occurn
throe of these vibration-induced sidebando in U11F and higher froquency yate--. 9

and the carrier Are shown In a typical Fraq,ancy multiplication to a higher fro-
spectrun analyrer output in Figure 4. quency is indistinguishable fron direct

frequency generation At the hilher frequen-
cy. For exarple, when a 2 x 10"Y/9 eannltiv-

0 Carrier ity 5 Vii: oscillator's frequency is multi-
plied by a factor of 308 to generate a
frequency of 1575 1II:, its output will have- 0 _identical vibration-induced sidebands an A
1575 P141: SAW oscillator with a sensitivity

m -20 of 2x10"9/g. At 5 q acceleration, for
example, the vibration-induced sideband.

-30 produced by the 1575 Hi4: oscillator and the
5 MIIl oscillator multiplied by 308 are shown

--4 0 in Table IX.

_TADLC Ix

First sidoband level, in dc, for a
1575 HIM oscillator with an accelera--60 tion sensitivity of 2X10-9/g experi-
encing a peak acceleration of 5 q.

fv(lft) I -v1 (dc)
5 3.15 +2.3

-50-25-55 25 50 25 0.63 -9.6
50 0.315 -16.

Offset from carrier (Hz) Soo 0.0315 -36.

Figure 4. Carrier and vibratior.-induced It can be soon that the values of evl in
sidebands resulting fro sinusoidal Table UI are much greater than those in
acceleration at 5, 25, and 50 11z. Table I for the same vibration frequency.

This is a consequence of the ratio of output
FRIOUEliCY MULTI1TPLCaTIO! frequency to vibration frequency being much

larger. It is possible, as can bu soon in
Phase noise during vibration is of this example, for the sidobarids to be larger

great concern in systems such as radar, than the carrier. Also, there are even
navigation, and satellite communications, conditions where the carrier disappeors and
where the frequency of the crystal oscilla- the value of 4v1 goes to infinity e.g.,
tor is multiplied up to the microwave re- when f equals 2.4, that is, all of the
gion. Upon frequency multiplication by a power is in the sidebands and none is in the
factor of 11, the vibration frequency fv is carrier.
unaffected since it is an external influ- ALLAN VRThIA;C
once. The peak frequency change duo to
vibration,af, however, becomes The effect of sinusoidal phase modula-

tion on the Allan variance of a frequency
standard has been shown15 to be given byaf = (i-A)Ilf o. (16)

The modulation index P is therefore in- Oy- sin2 (fvr) (18)

creased by a factor of i1. Expressed in Xfo r
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whero 0 is the peak phaso davliition, tv 4r Therafor,ev, for random vibration la gi'en
the frequency of the phao modulation, and by
the measurement tine iu ,. It can be seen
from Eq. (9) that the magnitude of the vi - (11Ifo)2 G(f)/(2fv 2 ). (21)
maximum phase deviation for a single
vibration-induced videband Is Af/fv. As an example, consider the random
Therefore, the vibration-inducad Allan acceleration spectrum given ir, the uppor
variance of a frequency standard with an right of Figure 6. G(C), in unita of 9 2/1:,
acceleration sensitivity of F, subjected is given by
to nccelrationX at a frequency of fv, I* 0(f) - 0.04 fS , £ 220 I!€

Oyu x sin2 (ffvr). (19) C(C) n 0.07 A (fv/300)2  220< f v c300 I?.

This affect in shown in Figure 5. T G(f) w 0.07 300< C CiOOO Uzz
frequency standard i assumed to have an GM a 0.07 * (fv/1000)-2  I< fv <2 KII1.
Allan variance of (1Xl0- 2 /r) 2  when not
being accelerated. If the vibration censitivity is I x 10-9/9

and the oncillator in operating at 10 mi:,A plausibility argument for the occur- the peak frequancy deviation is 0.01 I1=.
renco of the peaks and valleys in Figure 5 Therefore, v I i=
is that the average frequency, as given in
Cq. (5), Is fo for an averaging time equal (0.04)(0.01)2
to an integer multiple of the period of the v. .. . 5-1v<220 -lt

vibration. Since this is a constant, the (2(v2 )
variance is zero. The average frequency
departure fron fo is a maximum when the ( 7. 01/1lo)2 220£v<300 i1z
averaging time is an integer multiple of 2 (23)
one-half the period of the vibration. vl,, (0.07)((0.01)2
Therefore, the peaks occur when r - --- -

30 0<£v< 1000 Nilz
(2n+l)/(2fv) and the valleya occur when , (2(v2 )
* (n+l)/fvl where n - 0,1,2,3....

9 *. (0.07)(0.01,1000)2

10-9v - (2--f-v4) - - I fv< 2 Kit:

which is shown in Figure 6. Note that
-is .outside or the vibration frequency range
Ih dofined by the given acceleration spectrum,

the phase noise is identical to that of a
non-accelerated device.

X" 0.07

-12 A u . 4

10 .001 .01 1

Tau (seconds) a. +7

Figure S. Sigma y of tau an oscillator with
an acceleration-sensitivity of lppb/g during v t300 nK 2K
a I g vibration at 20 liz. vibration freq. (Hz)

M -80
In most situations the acceleration -1 0

experienced by a frequency standard is not " 0

nirple harmonic notion; it is random, i.e., -120 45
the vibratory power is randomly distributed
over a range of frequencies, phases, and 4 140
amplitudes. The acceleration can be de- -IGO
scribed by its power spectral density G(f).
The power spectral density of frequency
fluctuations, S(f), can be obtained by
multiplying the power spectral density of . 300 1K2K
acceleration by the square of the accelera- OFFSET FREOUENCY (Hz)
tion sensitivity in (llz/g) 2 . Xv is related
to S,, if the modulation index is small, Figure 6. Random vibration envelope and the
by1 6  random vibration-induced phase noise.

Suv = s,/(2fv 2). (20) INTEGRATED PHASE t1OISE AND PEAK PIASE
EXCURSIOi

Specialists in crystal resonators and
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oscillators generally characterize phase 10 GHz will Vo I ra-41an. :ir larly, when an
"I". by 94(f) or t(f). Many users of oscillator's :re.uont.?y in ru-ztiplied, the
grystal oscillators, however, characterize Integrated ph.-ip evi:e r. rved by the
phase noise in term of "phase jitter.$ multiplicatipn 4t*r. 't 10 Czz for
Phase litter is the phase noise integrated example, the intoratc-3 pha, * n 6s- In the
over the system bandwidth. Similarly, In above examplc Inre3." frg ' x 1u-4 rad-
phase-lock-loope, it is the maWnitude of the ions to 0.9 idtinni e:.h large phase ex-
phase excursions that determines whether or cursions are t.-Qntal t the porfornce
not the loop will break lock under vibra- of many systen, Aua o; thto which employ
tion. phase lock looth por hou eshpift tying.

One can use the previous example to _____

investigate the effect of vibration on
integrated phase noise. Integrated phase The siebands gnarted by vibration
noise is dfinled, for the band fl to f2 , s can be used to measure the acceleration

sensitivity. Eq. (15) can be rearranged to
* 12 02/S4(f) df. (24) get

where S# is the spectral density of phase, ri- (2fv/Ajfo) 10 f'v/20, (31)
equal to 2C'v. In the frequency band of 1
Ns to 2 Na, the phase noise ot the nonvib- where rj Is the component of the accelera-
eating oscillator from Figure 6 Is given by tion sensitivity vector In the I direction.

Three measurements, along mutually perpen-
* lXl0"1 0/f2  f <. 1 XM& dicular axes are required to chara,.terize

(25) the vector, F, which becomes
- -lrxl + j f + r1 CM:2

and the integrated phase noise In the same - I + rj 3 + rk (32)

band is with a magnituda of

42 - 2 x 10-10 radians2 . (2') (7l - (ri2 + rj2 + rk2 )1/2  (33)

Therefore, One scheme for measuring IF is shown in
Figure 7. The local oscillator is used to

#1 0 1.4 x 10-5 radians. (27) mix the carrier frequency down to the range
of the spectrum analyzer. If the local

While the oscillator is vibrating, the phase oscillator is not modulated, the relative
noise Is given by Eq. (25) In the band from sideband levels are unchanged by mixing.
I Ma to 5 Hz, and by Eq. (23) in th, band The frequency multiplier is used to overcome
froam Ma to 2000 H. The integrated phase dynamic range limitations of the spectrum
noise is analyzer, using the "20 log NO enhancement

discussed previously. The meawired sideband
#L2 - 2 fj1x0l10/f2) df levels must be adjusted for the multiplica-

' a. tion factor prior to insertion into Eq.
+ f(O.04)(.01/f)2 df (31). It must be stressed that Eq. (17) Is

valid only if p < 0.1. A sample measure-
+ f'0.07)(0.01/300)2 df

+ D0.07)(.01/300f)2 
df (28)

+ J1ta 07) (0 01*1000)2/f4 df U xNSYTEIR

- # x 10-7 radLans2 . [

i 9X10 4 radians. (29)

While the oscillator is vibrating, it can be
seen that the integrated phase noise is 4000
times that of the noise when it is not Figure 7. Typical configuration for the
vibrating and the rms phase deviation, I', measurement of acceleration-sensitivity
is about 60 times larger during vibration, using sinusoidal excitation.

When the oscillator is subjected to a ment output and calculation is given in
simple sLnusoLdal vibration, the peak phase Figure 8.
excursion follows from Eq. (9), i.e.,

Other measurement schemes include
#peak A &f/fv. (30) passive excitation 17 of the resonator, the

use of random vibration, 18 and the 2-g
For example, if our 10 MHz, 1 x 10-9/g tipover test. Many oven-controlled oscilla-
oscillator is subjected to a 10 Hz tors are not suitable for characterization
sinusoidal vibration of amplitude 1 g, the by the 2-g tipover test, however, because
peak vibration-induced phase excursion is rotation of the oscillator results in tem-
1 x 10-3 radians. If this oscillator is perature changes inside the oven that can
used as the reference oscillator in a 10 GHZ mask the effects due to the acceleration
radar system, the peak phase excursion at changes. Vibration tests are also subject
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1o (by Lao and his students,) in which thuy
0 calculated the force-frequncy coefficient

-(A defined by %%taj:kiV) as a function of
1O -- a-mimth, using the general theory of 1acre-
2 mental elastIc deformations superimposed on
> L1 finite initial deformations. The next year,

- 3Leo t Al. inviztigated the frequency
-40 plate.6 In 197 7, a variational analysis of

the norce-frquenc a at, bncluding the

50 affect of material aninottapy on initial
stress, was given by Earilisza, Hallo, and--60 Lukaszok2 7  for doulbly rotated cuts. In

1978, Janiaud, 1Iionim, and Gagnapainac
obtained analytic solutions for the biasingstrazz in singly and doubly rotated plate:;subject to diametric forces. Those results

-50 0 50 allowed then to calculate Ratanski's force-
froquoncy coefficiont, And also the in-planeOFFSET FROM CARRIER (Hz) acceleration sensitivity., A and Wu29

a = 59, extended the work of reference 24 to treat
plates of any cut. in that paper, the

f0=  5 MHz solution for an arbitrary number of ribbon
supports was obtained.

=*20 Under Aceleation, body forces in the
quart" pint arc balanced by reaction forcoa x fo from the mounting structure. As in the

9 force-frequency effect, distortion of theF = 2 x 10 /g crystal lattice causes the resonant frequen-
cy to change. For bulk-wave resonators,
only the in-plane cas hans boon treated.

Figure 8. Sample acceleration-sonsitivity The first analysis was by Valdois, oeson,
measurement using sinusoidal acceleration. and Gagnepain1l in 1974, who showed that the

affect is linear. Several papor: by La and
to pitfalls since resonances in the oscilla- wu29 -31 considered resonators with three-
tor or shake table assembly can produce and four-point mounts. Two-point mounts
false results. It is, therefore, important were considered by Janlaud, flissml, and
to perform the tent at more than one Gagnnpain.28  For SAW resonators, recent
vibration frequency. work hy Shick and Tiersten3 2 and by Sinha

t:..c nke33 has treated acceleration both in
111EBX the plane uf the plate and normal to it.

The theoretical understanding of accel- Thae seems to be a significant dopon-
eration sensitivity does not yet enable one dance of the acceleration sensitivity on
to predict the acceleration sensitivity of small variations in the mounting. Analyses
"real" resonator designs. Theoretical of bulkwave resonators, to-data, have con-
activity started with the study of in-plane sidored only point supports. Real rosona-
forces on simplified resonator models. The tors have supports that are distributed over
first studies were concerned with the close- a finite area. In addition, initial stress
ly related force-frequency effect. This conditions are difficult to determine and
effect, first reported by Bottom1 9 in 1947, may not be well-roproducd. There is an
is the change in frequency induced by a pair ongoing effort by Lao and Tang34 to use
of opposed forces in the plane of a resona- finite element analysis to more accurately
tor plate applied at the rim. Those forces model the mounting structure. It is hoped
distort the quartz plate and, because of the that this will allow computer simulations
nonlinear elastic behavior, change the that will permit the determination of the
acoustic velocity.1 1 Since the frequency of optimum design parameters for minimizing
a resonator is a function of the acoustic acceleration sensitivity.
velocity and the dimensions of the quartz
plate, the forces change the frequency. EXPERIMMEITA1 RESULTS

The first attempt at an analytical Several papers have reported exporimen-
solution to the force-frequency problem was tal results on the force-frequency
made by Mingins, Barcus, and Perry in effect20,25,3 5 and the effects of bending
1962.20 They assumed an AT-cut crystal moments.3 6 All used point mounts in special
plate of infinite lateral dimension and used fixtures, and results agree fairly well with
a perturbation technique with linear elastic the theoretical analyses. The reported
coefficients. In 1963, they discussed experimental observations of the actual
nonlinear theory and the need to include the acceleration sensitivity of real resonators,
third-order elastic coefficients.2 1 Those on the other hand, is remarkable in that it
coefficients were measured in 1966 by Thurs- defies simple explanation.
ton, McSkimin, and Andreatch.22 The first
calculation to use the nonlinear theory was The experimental effort on accelera-
performed by Keyes and Blair in 1967.2 3 In tion-sensitivity started in the 1960's with
1973, Lee, Wang, and Markenscoff24 published Smith,Spencer,and Warner. 1-5  Valdois,
the first of a continuing series of papers Besson, and Gagnepain11 made measurements on
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reconators and oscillators to demonstrate well an accurate mount locations for reduc-
that the resonator was the acceleration- Ing the force-frequency effect. Their
:ensitive elanent. Results from 2-9 tipover results show a mnarked reduction in the
experiments were reported for Sc-cut renona- scatter of the measured acceleration zonol-
taros by Kustera, Adanz, Yoshida, and Leach 37  tivity.
in 1977. Zn 1979, arner, Coldfrank, Heirs,
and Roenfeld 8" reported results on SC- and .CCE U.=eOl " K h _
FC-cut devices. Zn 1981, the first of a
series of papers intended to explore a wide The lack of progress in reducing the
rang*e of raeonator fabrication rarAnetera acceleration Senoltivity of the resonator
was published by Filler and Vig . Zn that below the low part* in 1010/9 level has
mame year, Ilaka:awa, Lukastek, and Dallato4O spawned several techniques for corpensation
reported contant-acceleration results that of the effect. There are two general clns-
suggested an 6€celaration sensitivity that cc of compensation, panzive and active. The
is not lineir with acceleration level. The first compensation renult: were published by
only signic rt parameter for the reduction Gagnepain end Walls in 1977.4 They used
of acceleration-nonsitivity was reported by the passive nethod of mechanically arranging
Filler, Kozinski, and Vi9 4  in 1902. An one two resonators such that the components of
makes plano-convex and biconvex AT-cut the acceleration sensitivities normal to the
reonators flatter, the acceleration nonsi- plate: were antiparAllel. The resonators
tivity decrea:z. it must be noted, hwew- were electrically connected in series in a
or, that other effects, ans yet undetermined, ningle oscillator. Pr:yjannkil 2  and
cause large scatter in the data. A survey £nmons 0 uset an active technique. They
of a large number of resonator parameterz, maned the acceleration magnitude with an
such ans SC-cut contour, thickness, drive accelerometer aligned with the direction of
level, temperature, and angle of cut, was the acceleration sensitivity vector of the
publinhed in 1903 by Filler, Kosincki, and resonator. The accelerometer zignal was fed
Vig.42 Ito significant correlations were into a tuning circuit in the oscillator In
found. order to counter the acceleration-induced

frequency changes. A limitation of this
The moot recent paper, by wegleain 4l in technique is the requireent on the linoari-

1984, reported the acceleration sensitivity ty of the tuning network at all operating
of VIF AT- and SC-cut resonatorn. All of points. Emmons also employed the dual-
the rcsonators In that study were disaso- resonator technique and zuggested using an
bled after the acceleration sensitivity acceleration-sennitive capacitor in the
zeasurannts to examine fabrication details. tuning network of the oscillator. The
That Investigation, which soen: to sumnarize latter technique is available as an option
the efforts to date, showed "little depon- on a cozarcial cesium-bean frequency stan-
donce on any rocognizable paramater." dard.
except that the lowest average acceleration
sensitivity was found in the group of AT Dallato51 suggested a method for con-
unit:. The large spread in the data, typi- ponsation in all directions using a resona-
cal of all experimental observations of tor pair made of anantiomorphs. lie argued
acceleration-onsitivity, sens to be caused that opposite handednes is the only way to
by a combination of sometimes offsetting have all three crystallographic axe: line up
subtle effects, which are difficult to antiparallel. This was extended by a series
control during fabrication, of patents by Iallato and V19.52 54  A

simplification was patented by Filler,5 who
RElUCTIOU _l _ACLEPATZOI S1 EIT!VITX OE showed that, since the acceloration-zonsi-

UIMUM tivity has vector properties, all that is
required is that the vectors be aligned

The introduction of the stress-compen- antiparallel, independent of the handedness
sated cut of quartz, i.e., the SC-cut, was of the quartz. Vig and WallsSG extended
accompanied by the wide-spread expectation this work by suggesting a method to accommo-
that the SC-cut would have significantly date resonators with different acceleration
lower acceleration sensitivity than other sensitivity magnitudes.
cuts. Unfortunately, that expectation has
not boon realized. The lowest acceleration Rosati patented 57 an active technique
sensitivity achieved with AT-cut rosona- of compensation which was further developed
tors4 1-4 3 equals that achieved with SC-cut by Rosati and Filler.58 This method makes
resonators; both cuts can have low parts in use of the polarization affect in doubly
1010/g sensitivity, rotated resonators, i.e., that the resonant

frequency of a doubly rotated resonator is a
Efforts to reduce the sensitivity of function of the voltage applied to the

individual resonators to the effects of electrodes.59 If one senses the accolera-
acceleration have stressed the support ti;n using an accelerometer and foods that
structure. Lukaszek and Ballate 44 proposed signal with appropriate amplification and
a plate geometry that would assure the phase reversal directly to the resonator
proper support configuration to reduce the electrodes, compensation can be achieved.
force-frequency effect. Bosson, Gagnepain, The advantage of feeding the correction
Janiaud, and Valdois 45 proposed a support signal to the resonator electrodes rather
structure that insured symmetry with the than a varactor is that the polarization
median plane of the resonator plate. effect has superiar linearity. When the
Debaisieux, Aubry,and Groslambert4  and correction signal is applied to a varactor,
Aubry and Debaisieux47 have reported results the nonlinearity of the varactor and of the
using QAS resonators, a variation of the frequency-capacitance function causes side-
BVA,4 8 which insures symmetry of mount as bands at harmonics of the vibration
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IN CRYSTAL OqC!.L'ORS* at US1'

Vincent J. Rosati
US Army Electronics Technology And Devices , '.,,

Fort Monmouth, HJ 07703-5000

2=n=. OSCILLATOPI R-INO "#9R4ii3
Many military systems, such As those

based on coherent Doppler radar, require
very low phase noise frequency sources.
ta ever, quartz crystal resonators are -
h-naitive to acceleration, so on vibrating - . .---.... -

pLwforxs the the oscillator is frequency
"oIV.lAtd, severely degrading the oscillator

'''enoise.

ti eral muthods have been proposed for ;.,
-'ducing v 4br:,. (Acceleration) effects
w!thout recout. to bulky and massive vi-
b-ation Iso; a.t 4. Among these are:
improved reson,.t; resonator pairsl#2 . 3 ;
varactor tuning;; capacitiva-accelrometer
tuning$; and polari%4tion-effect tuning6 .
Some progress has been made in all of these I I
areas during the past several years. OFFS0 "N
However, the ultimate goal of hui)ding an
oscillator thW hap an effective g-
sensitivity M 0.,u: 2 " 12/g remains Ej.Ujre. Single-sideband phase noise of a
unattained. quality oscillator At rent (lwer trace),

versus random vibration (upper trace).This paper describes recent results

obtained using the "polarization-effect
tuning" method. Using this method, a inverting the sensing signal, and feeding it
commercial oscillator's acceleration directly to the electrodes of the SC-cut
sensitivity was reduced from 8XI 0O'0/g to resonator in the oscillator, through
SX10 12/g, over a vibration-frequency band isolation resistors. The SC-cut resonator,
of 5 11z to 350 1Iz. An analysis of the via the polarization effect, Is tuned to
amplitude and phase accuracy for deep oppose the frequency change induced by the
suppression of vibration-induced sidebands is acceleration.
also presented.

Early attempts at suppression of
Irdcin vibration-induced phase noise were limited

by the accelerometer and the circuitry used
The phase noise performance of quartz for amplification. Figure 2 is

crystal oscillators under vibration has representative of the early work, showing
become recognized as one of the serious only 15 dB of suppression at low vibration
limiting factors in the performance of EARLY ATTEMPT AT COMPENSATION
certain radar and navigation systems. For
example, assuming a 10 MHz oscillator that
uses a resonator with an acceleration
sensitivity of 5XIO10 per g, a lg vibration b
at 100 H{z produces a bright line that is i
only 92 dB below the carrier, a level that 1-6
is about 60 dO worse than required.

7 ,8

Figure I shows the single-sideband
phase noise of a good commercial oscillator
at rest, and the phase noise of the same
oscillator while undergoing only 0.01 g2/llz
random vibration from 10 Htz to 1 kliz . The
degradation of phase noise below 100 Hz is
more than 50 dD. Clearly, methods for
reducing vibration effects must be developed
further, with repeatability, producibility, -I
and cost in mind.

Polnrization-Effect Tuning 
OFFSET FREQNCY

Figure 2. Results of an early attempt at
The polarization-effect tuning method reducing vibration-induced phase noise using

was described previously by Rosati and an accelerometer-derived feedback signal
Filler6 . Simply stated, the method consists directly to the resonator electrodes. The
of sensing the acceleration with an lower trace is the phase noise after the
accelerometer, amplifying and phase suppression signal is applied.
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Figuro 7 is a oirplified schematic
diagram of the amplifiers uned In the
present work. Znput to the charge anplitier RECENT RESULTS - POLARIZATION TUNING
in from a three-axi piezoelectric acceler-
ometor, having charge uenvitivity of 12
plcocoulombs/g. The 20 pP capacitor in
Atupplied by the accolero.eter cable. The 300
magohm resistor tailorn the accelerometer .~
low-frequency response and provides a path
for blan currant of the Input FET. The gain
zplif ir ray be switched from inverting to

non itverting to provide the correct pharse
for the feedback signal for Its axis. A gain
of about 40 was sufficient for the resonator
used. Not stnown on the cheamatlc is that the
feedback reastor of ti gain anplifiar
consists of two variable resistors, one for
coarze- and one for fine gain control. The
summing amplifier output Is fed to each -tel
crystal electrode through 100 kllohm resi-
tors. OT FACOUCT

Figure 0 chow the close-to-the-carrior L __.o The effect of the suppression
re-ult, obtained by retrofitting an existing circuit to 1 kl:z its nhown. The rolloff of
oscillator to accept the .,uppression signal. suppression at higher vibration (requancias
The upper trace in the vibration-induced is not fully identified.
phase noise due to 0.01 g 2/11: random
vibration between 10 I1: and 250 I:. The INDUCED SIDEBANOS va FREOUENCY
lower trace is the phane noise when
suppression is applied, showing 35 to 40 d!)
of cuppression. The A's a. the lower left OSCILLATOR ARESPOUSE TO SWEPT SINE INPUT
corner of the graph represent suppressed
sinusoidal vibration at 5, 10, and 15
II:. Sinusoidal excitation was used because
of the low-frequency cutoff of the random-
noise generator driving the shake table. The
Figure shown, than, that 35 to 40 dB of V
suppression in obtained over more than 5
octaves, from 5 to 250 lIz ,-Its
-ia RECENT RESULTS - POLARIZATION TUNING

S-138 ___________________________ECENT~~~sc RESLT PLACATONTUCN

OFFrSET FREMU V

Ei y!1gr-p. The "phase noise" of oscillator
"A" duo to applying a constant-amplitudo,
swept-frequency signal to the resonator. The*' a solid curve is the computed 1/f2 relief£.

INDUCED SIDEBANDS vo FREQUENCY

-70

• 168 OSCILLATOR B RESPONSE TO SWEPT SINE INPUT
to 1

OFFSET FREOECY

fLry!x__. Reduction of vibration-induced -98
phase noise using the circuit of Fig. 7.

Figure 9 is from the same data as
Figure 8, except that noise to 1 kilz is
shown. The reason for the rolloff of
suppression above 300 Hlz is not yet fully
identified. Ilowever, it is thought at this
time to be due to the suppression signal (on
the order of 1/2 volt ) leaking through to
the oscillc'or ALC circuitry. The oscillator -_ _ _ _ _
is then mistutied via the amplitude-frequency
effect. To test this hypothesis a constant- CV Q
amplitude, swept audio-frequency signal was OFSET FREMUCr
applied to two non-vibrating oscillators of Liiqure I. Data for the same conditions as
different circuit design. The FM sidebands Figur 1, Dta for it s c i n
thus generated should fall as 1/f2 . In one Fig. 10, but for oscillator "B".
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frquancioz, increnaing to 25 do at 200 H:,
then decroaing toward 0 do at 500 IB=.
Xndeed, beyond 500 f:, the "suppression" do OF ¢CRPEGGATI01
circuit actually madC the noise worne!d VS cP AIIML

Subs quent to the early work, which"t v_ AIIU[
demonatr.ted that the mathod is valid, an
analysis was performed to determine the Dan-
sltivity of the rethod to phase and/or
amplitude changes in the accelerometcr
feedback path. The analysin model, which
should apply to all moethods of auppressnion ____________.,

(Cexcept vibration isolation), Is the
cancellation of one zine wave with another,
an shown in Figure 3.00--

AHPLITUOE RATIO

Unutpg_ .6 The variation of corpensnation vs.PHASE AND AMPLITUDE REOUIREMENTS arplituda rato is shown.

FOR SINE WAVES TO CANCEL

A -o t  SENSITIVITY SURFACE

INTENSITY' OF RESULTANT IS: S2 - A0#0002ADO0C05 (d)

RATIO OF INTENSITIES IS: n - S2/Ao

LETTING Aoft! : 10 log R-10 log (14O#2O0Cos (d) I

'hoTh constraints an the amplitude
and phase accuracy for cancellation of sine
wavan are derived from this model.

Figures 4 and 5 show the depth of A ruOLZT - RAT10 -

suppression obtainable as the amplitude or
phase in varied. Note that to achieve So do E _'A A plot of the sensitivity
of suppression, the amplitude must bo hold "surface" of suppression vs. amplitude and
constant to better than 0.3 percent, while phase accuracy.
phase must be hold to within better than 0.2
degrees. Figure 6 in a qualitative
depiction of the two-parameter sensitivity Tl'e analysis rakes clear the need for
"surface". high gain-bandwidth-product cnplifiors,

rigid oscillator construction to avoid
mechanical resonances, and close proximity
of the resonator and accelerometer to avoid
phase shifts due to the finite velocity of
propagation of the vibration wave between
the resonator and accelerometer. Close

so. proximity is also necessary in order to
dlo OF COMPENSATION minimize acceleration level differences due

SVS PHASE ERROR to rotations.
CHARGE 500K

AMP

~2- q32 12i K 12K2 R 2 8 2 .20

- T 12 OU
PHASE ERROR FROM 100 DEGREES

Figure 4. The variation of compensation vs. Z
phase error is shown. 3.3K

I-
Figure 7. Simplified schematic diagram of
the suppression circuit. The X-channel is
identical to the Y and Z channels. The X, Y,
and Z channels are sunmed in the last stage.
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oscillator the rolloff van nlowor than 1/ 2 , for ceonducting the surgery on the
uhila in the other It was factor than /(2, retrofitted oncillAtors, and Hr. rotnlay
an chown in Figures 10 and 11. This SchodownXi for nuqgerting that interaction
suggats that the rollof in oscillator with the ALC circuit in responsiblo for the
circuit dependent, And that careful design rolloff of suppression at hijhcr
in necesnary to avoid this Interaction. froquencies.

Concern hns bon expressed that th F
rre presence of the suppression circuitry

would dogrado the phase noisa of tho non- 1. A. Dallato, "Puosnatorn Conponnatcd for
vibrating oscillator because no npli i r in Accoleration Fields", Proc. 33rd ASFC, lp
noise free. lowever, the mchanins of 322-336, 1979.
adding noiso to the oscillator in the
transfar function o the polarizntion 2. J.R. Vig and F.L. Walla, "Acceloration
ofect, which ig about 5XI0-/volt. nznsitive Oscillators", U.S. Patent Ito.
Thuereore, I microvolt of noise fron the 4,575,690, 1986.
amplifior contributes to oscillator
frcquoncy inctnbility by 5X10"15 , which it 3. R.L. Filler, "Acoleration Resistant
wall below the lovel of concern. Figure 12 Cryztal resonators", U.S. Patent Ito.
shows the phase noise of a tact oscillator 4,410,022, 1903.
with thu suppression circuitry connected,
and than short-circuited. Noto that thu 4. J.H. Pr: yjymki, "Improvemont In System
phaso noise in slightly lowor when the Performance Using a Cryntal OscillaVor
circuit it active. This is possibly duo to Corponsated for Acceloration Sensitivity",
cuppronsion of low-lovl building Proc. 32nd ASFC, pp 426-431, 1970,
vibrations. Similar curves havo boon
observed out to 50 P1t1, the limit o our 5. D.A. En-ons, R.H. Garvey, and 0.
bansband spectrum analy.ar. Milliron, "AccclarAtion Sonsitivity

Comonnation and Gr-a Syrnatry In Quartz

-11 INFLUENCE OF SUPPRESSION CIRCUIT Osc lators", Proc. 30th ASFC, pp 00-91,1904.

6. V.J. Rosati and R.L. Fillar, " Reduction
oa the Effects o Vibration an SC-Cut Quart:
crystal Oscillators", Proc. 30th ASFC, pp
117-121, 1901.

7. R.L. Filler, "The Effects of Vibration on
9Frequency Standards and Clocks", Proc. 35th
AASFC, pp 31-39, 1981.

k40 0. R.L. Filler, "The Acceleration
Sensitivity or Quartz Crystal Oscillators:A
Review", those proceedings.

OFST VRCrIJCCY

Figur 12. Behavior o a (non-vibrating)
quality oscillator with and without the
suppression circuit a,:tive. The lower trace
is obtained when the circuit is active.

The data that have been presented shows
that the acceleration sensitivity of a
retrofitted oscillator can be improved by
two orders of hagnitude, at least between 5
and 250 II:, and that this approach is
viable. Future work will be concerned with
designing an oscillator with this
suppression technique in mind, with the goal
of extending suppression to at least 2 kliz.
To achieve better than 40 dB of suppression
over a broad band, it is possible that this
method will need to be combined with some
degree of mechanical isolation.
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COISIAL CILLAIMIS fOl AIWiNmll AP1LICAI0It

by Coy CAW~, Andri MIJAISIX G(Pyo tARO ad GilIks PWltiV
rI - &, A~nuw d@ i? mate 110t, An~mwIttPl ro, IRAw

S16111 Our IvtstigtOions hao brrr eon etr+tl W, Ith
dif(rent rhi", of troMitilao. lhrfe mi "r -

Peqoir*e-tt% or sotote of the Art ratsor stc for loItm w@ro .eflfped t
0ilitary aqiplintiS, Invol~v the , of hi9 6 o ~bl- - the d)fsowle @i4ltOiA uf ro ntar

lity woo hiqh petrol roirity sourcts. Moste perfor- - ben04Io structure
ats are ochlvtd by ulsig a high Q rongtor. prmintd eircuLt,
1he porpo of this p*pr is to rtv]i the state of during tht ranoo vibrations tet.
the Art as r@gard to the tlIectio" or ttza. remoa-
tOro Wid ths dorinition of oscillators. lite purpose of this p4p@r is to preent i th
CPtK propottm @overol new cnfjurot ons w Ich ar@ work perrard tt C(f'C Lobs on @ new fmlly or ogst1-
designed in order to work in tht frequncy rang@ 45 jltors, the originality or which is to obtain a pro-
to 140 it. diction or phase nowie perrora nc watver the m. eha-
A modular concption, using different hybrid rfctilos nical eviroomeot in.

( therml regulator, oscillators, awiillfaero, switch I
allows to have the oscillators Iprrorices in acor-
dane to cutomers requir"ents. for each tdksIg, ; II - KSOMIOtU SCLECIIOI
finite e mntt analysis allows to garantee wn acous-
tical behaviour up to 20 KIt and a mechlanical troinarer The obtaining or hsw noise perrormanc or on
function up to 3 Ritz. oscillator under mechanical environment reveals the
lThese nW oscillator@ are comptible with tIr rollo- great imrtance of the reontor'o electrical and
wing poramtera : mechonical characteristics.

- oall IZOe 5 a 5' na without absorber )
- vibration an acoustical envIronment 11.1 influenm- of the victremi prnmterx
- purity or spectral dnstty ( floor (-170 d4kllz C static measurement I

ro z 12s itz )

- switching time ( t tp ) Without acceleration and vibrations, tLh Fpec-

- low g sensitivity ( 1.10 ( 5.1O "10 ) tral purity of wt oscillator ti characterized by
t rm ), derfned as the ratio between the erfevt,%e

phase noise power ( In a sideband ) in a 1 Ilz window
I - INI VOmINm at a distance fm from the carrier and a total power

or the 019.151. in this case,. ( rm ) is expressed
Requirements or the state or the Art radar sys- in dfc / fIZ.

tem% for military applications ( aircraft, helicopters
tanks, and other vehicles ) involve te use of high However, the phase noise performance close to
stability and high spectral purity sources. Tit use the carrier depends on the value or loaded resunatur
or bulk acoustic wave oscillntors has solved tie sys- Q. The experimental phase noise measurement (figureu
tem'sneeds during years 80's. 1 and 2) shows that the effective resonntur 0 is

typically 50 per centur the unluaded rt uiat.r U. In
As regard 90's exigences, the increment of these conditions, the crystal cut selection is quite

levels and frequency range of random vibrations imply importnnt, so at CCPE, we choose AT, B1 or SC cuts.
new manufacturing concepLs, in order to reduce

sources of frequency unstability due to mechanical

stress.
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dvnale bez4sureft
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wilturn are Npuiled whsen tivy are Pposist to sle- -qAC

Oaniva1 and nu"N~K1 a ironnt test:$.

11.2.1 DWMqrahtn "~s to ranskm vibration ~~~ ~ ~e itn h

I ICI~ ~crystal o~vidlnior In nubiatted to at random Npfttrut

A phase noise buil~t up from the carrier to ARIQ iur

depein un twe 9 sensitivity or the resonator ( ir niot 11
hlmted by the natural noise of the oscillator -

V A m7x j. F. D~p

D

0 accelerwctric sensitivity of tive resonator
ro nominal frequency

A max X2i VA~rcs :peak acceleration value

rv, vibration frequency rigure Ai Z.(t 1 1. o,[.vt
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In this C00 the theory AttOwS thi the ~ ro~e 09twhoic vt~e f igo*re 6 1.

na rs~ar (fig9 a, ihirli JeptndA vthq riti vity
or 11w r@gomtor. With thiis ~iwsj.ti 1WKWlo Iuii15
aboutL 1 1'l 9 mW~ the weoney is @vo1041ed to -1%%.[a

I11.Z.2 !Loru Ion 4w Its the l siry44wlto *waity
t 2 Kit up to 211 Kilt )

Oo of our R A ) "tro toi to rtdoew Litt volow'
of wiltg Ow i a reouctloo of Lite
arouitic Insulation tsha (lit Oscillator rogae provi1*44
ot It* levenl of Live m~o6m1ut'

rior
Also, in order tc miniuo 11*w ougti porlor-

botion, it onwg rroin Ow abovea .onionod re.ark ltwI hiortuosteIy, 4cratte or Il~a resaltur anousl~e Ar'.
th roo ronwAtar sructureo ust pranaflt 000 rit§1 wivity, loplia, today, a u'rrdatiott Or 11W ovCa-
hei't rew w Wyoo 15 Kitt~ oo.aa. f i@bottlvi~- lrowdri ovitivity. lit (at, wo Soo UsAt tile rtaa-
liztoind11 wriontol results LO tlI~ ) Mio* 0141 naltor elca ror Oo ow1I1lutor to ftont1ioq on ptAge

thebet solution, Wiit 0 00#41cl Wpagoa t I le'A ), ois porframoce requreftnto but also on 1w u'ibrN-
in, a plala qo~rtz on a A-poat support. 12 )i' WW I Lion and acousticen ~ronawtnt rqoirefatt.

Meealeel l-~~ upO1itI - OSCILLA11011 CLtCPIIIH1

tivoritiral regu1lti epeaieIls regult Ilse rmtakobbo prog~ress in haics Atex#

1 16, Kilt mr xtit r t 21 gil (ion, test bonch owW ananuretent nyteug aillow I t ain
2 25Kilt 21 itt 1 5 V.11 n owleentanding or Lte behaviour or piezooiertric

2 2!. I~z 21XI~z 2 2.Kt onc~ators. uew scientirie tec1tuen ea a awd an the
3 26 K~it 2a ittl r. 29 Vil sparate #natynis or respetively electron'ic nd teha

A I Kliz In ilt~ 1 4 < 32 Kil est partn in orde~r to optide Lit electrical perrot-
36 gilt 33 Kiz r~ 5 .35 gil

Acauatlv mnwsivity soeawuoaL bowh tsynoptiv fati- 111Ca~akawi

re 5 All vrysttil usvi11ntor circuiti ay be vanifde-
red ao two eooent in! parts

- a Ir.edback network that provides pustiue
ree~lbak at the frequencey ur oscillator,

-an amlifier.

[or some kind Lr ovi ishturs, :in additionaloi .:art
must be cornsidered :the tatitch circuit.

111.1.1 reedback network

The usciliaur is n Clapp tlpe, comuined with~
a selec~ting circuit in order tu suppress the funidamen-

l'irh(e~ tal made urnd undesirable avertone made.
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Uri riine 7 I repreentated the det eId acheatir in tirder to c ulato ropidly tie O oulput atolal.

diagram. lit thlin ros, C(P[ hi deloppeti # twich circu1it in

OIL 16 parknt .

4
&*Ply Vuttq. filein 411 irctoitits aret

- atteoult ian : > 70 do

- awitriltim La A 11143
- Or alljoal 1pAkogo ottil ic atral r-6 0

lt oscillAtor tircuit configuraLi it doscrhid

aboe prmt t itotcuctre:;§ully tl hs oa
zpeeiricLaon. Of caspw or ph noise perforromi

o given Uon figure 9, up to 100 Vill find on figure 10
rfgure 7 up Lo 5 olz.

111.1.2 Agiplllnlr circtit.
trll foe1I- "V Peil t4ottwW11*~ :,EW'1Nr

lia photi noise perforsnce involves thit we --

eAuc ainafniint progre:a Ili tile nolne level uf dir- '*..

rerent electronic, port: ( C gopply, a4piirier i i X1'
We have selected for the bost part of CEPE owelllntora - 1 .,,I
one coason bbu-a, type gimplairtr with s aelecLiva clr- -

cult adaptation M~ tile input and output. ** ~ '~'

lhe riur@ 8 how: n .aLes, ic dingr**.t. .. ..

-. lii ... * . .L~t e r.-1 , . s .... - " "

* -- -= - Silllillli llll -lq ... l

figu~re 9

! ... . I- --. '

Cl FI -, 4_

.__I . I t-.-.. ,.

figure 8

1)picnl claraeteristics tre na fullowing

- gain / 50 ohms : 13 dB

- band-pass ( at 3 dB ) = 3 MHIz '

- Insulation : - 25 dB .

111.1.3 .pLional switch circuit figure 10

For some applications, it is inleresling to The phase noise Lest bench is slow on figure 11.

include after the output ampiFier a switch circuit
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PHASE NOOK*.. ,Q...

' -•

FI -7

figu re 11

Figujre ii
Studios 1lndirway at tb* a ei|jotor' i A 0 deportswnl

Ill.) Ieclimnleal cempLt now confirm Uhlt we are able to ovaluate, in rirnt

steit ,h frequencis or our otructuren and in tecond

Ih m, in preoccupaLion lnt to limit the ph.le not- otep, we can totobllgh at circuit Ievol c ortogro-

no {|rodaOtion during the oourtLi~e end rundom vibra- pity or Lte accebatation iAovieie far a rixOd direc-

lion tenta. As we have aeen abovo, after the resonator Lion f tigure IA ).

calwtion, Lhe phase oire perrormonce in directly lin-

k<ed with an occoloroLion denoity applied to the ronona-

tar. In thin cose, it in clo,' t04L it in very ieper- 1
tent to identiry the welieniba| beliuviour of the plic-

Roge end or the printed circuit during the tet.

riiwiing the tbet mocheisict roriguration loa- invoi

ves one finite lomento modelzntiLon ( figure: 12 and 1,

13).-r

ueigure 1

This information can be used in theory to calculate

~44 figures 15,16, 17 and 10 meet the typical phase noise

performance ror one XO oscillator during the acoustic

~a *.uand random vibration tests.

figure 12
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riur 1Si

IV -IYPICN. fA'fCWIAlf*4 XO

-,n .*.q -IV.1 ClticaL efumtrtirltitlen

- ~ -***~----*- -~ 1)r-requeicy ro*nge :IOU toi 110 1411

~ VI requcey M 4W 11 Ly : * .I108r

T 1) DC &oipy 12 V % %
4) Output power 11) di; IS (M!

5) rfr niqn-oI I kcige thrutigh teainl 644

., ,- ~6) ( Lcrumtintc buottenuatitM OS dnf

-~ ~9 S7) Phase niw witou vibraLtion

I Kilt 1 ",U tit f

frIure 16 lovilt tip tou 5PUP~i -( 1(93UC III
8) Phse noina with, rarsdo vibration npectrum

or iv.3.1

~ *fle1010 lit - 95 d~cfitz

1 Kill - 1rfUdae I lit

A rPoits 1 - 6 ure speciricdi under erwtirnwnril

conditiouns

- .~~ t'~~t -.- '-'-+---IV.2 Dlmeimlonn ( riciuresa 19 nnd 20)

Size : 20 x40 x 60rmm
6 Weight : U tg

5-.CURVC not_-

rigure 17
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concepL nVO O.e1114orit with tho rhoiest of tho bs~L

lbegg acj*is tire thbl mare #3 ij 0r1§ in or.ir

to WW'.e Lo Wilt of the futur wrillotors, it will
ho noe~§~ro &Atv ~Lrials o aien, electra-

(I) R.I. rilief', "the@rr efof vibr~lon (in qtaorti

C@3 Lob.
rig~IIe 1, (2) RAD W~qletn - W.C. 11o an A.f. H~rg~gjwvn

"Hicrophnileg in k~f Quoru, reonatora and ti lla.
toro" 190I4 UIlrogonit:3 Sywmaou.

(3) J.r. AUORY - G~. CARCI - G. HAROIEL, 0%* tpg -

rorjence (19w1
Daiillotoura 6 qate fo ible cengibihl4 h Pen-
vi:motmet pour lets aplications Ieasp% - fr~queoiC

(4) H. Dricoll "Low~ tooe, Vit Crystal-Controlledi
0#0citltor Utilizingj Doal SC-cut ren oo"

IEEE Iranguet.ion on Ultrasionics, rerroolectric3

ond fre~quency Control. vol uff-c 3Ml/twat
(5] J.P. V'ALCNIhlr - 1ifte do Doctorat ag Sciences

-- Phygiquoa 0e4aKOn 1901.
"Anitlyac do queltoe ospecta du comportement, ther-

* ~Nique 'Sea r4conateurn ft quartz ht ondea tie volume.

frjtire 20

IV.3 Invlrrnentl eItitot

1) Random vibration spectrum 1.5 9J ra

0,05 g2 IN:b near 50 11z
10,6 92 / 11z from 1 Xhlz La 3 Kitz,

2) Acoustic spectrum 90 dO max
3) Ripple oan DC supply 1 WY rou

4) functional temperature range :- 4.0 tu + 80

5) Storage temiperature range :- 55 to +10C

V - OCtUSION

Before time wade variety or military applications
for crystal oscillators, CEPE has used theorical and

experimental means in order La take into account the
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MIS U91,i1I#)tpUYWIE Atsh'tATO3 Aflf -OM IIATR tLAISE.

C. Stephen Curtis

l1*wlett.I'ackard Copany. Spokaen Dlvision
1620 SigMl Orive, Spokane, VA 99220

Flicker, or i/t notise in Just on compoent, the requoncy fluctuations t offset frnquoclos loss thAn
Acoustic resonator, Is Co dominant source ot the resonator halt bandvidth. Cenerally. the
frequency fluctuations in a well designed oscillator oscillators being dLscuss4d here do not exhibit A
using a bulk acoustic wave or surface acoustic wave l/t region., but do exhibit a region o 1/0
device. Measuroment oa resonAtor noise Allows spectral density, because the oscillator circuitry Is
prediction of oscillator noise And pertormance dominated by l/t noise at offsets insidt E narrow
Improvements through selection of devices. bandvith of the resonant circuit. Short term I/t

srequency fluccuations of the resonator also result in
Lessons modl for oscillator noise is reviewed. b , m 1/tA spectrum, and are usually the dominant cause.
modified to incorporate the offact of rsotator tti . of this behavior in the oscillator, if care hAs been
Typical oscillator spectra are exAmined using the taktn in the design to reduce the contribution of
model. Two models for resonator noise are discussed, ocher noise sourcesI,=. Atcause the level of
,and data prnented demonstrating that the CAuse Of noise in the l/t region is critical to the
resonator instability Is centder frequency performance of mAny systems, thi resonator performance
fluctuations, not phase fluctuations. The aftect Of must be specified.
loaded Q on oscillator and resonxtor noise Is
discussed. * . , - 'A .
Three means to measure resonator noise are reviewed. - _ -. -

these being, installing the resonator In an
oscillator, A dual resonator bridge, and A single - - - -
resonator bridge. Calibration Of each "mthod is " ....
discussed And A simple calibration method tar the
single resonator bridge, which lends Itself to
automated test(ng, is proposed. Noise floor
limitations of the lthree methods are analysed, and "' ..
typical levels to be expected are given. A
correlation technique to further improve the noise .. _ ._
floor is suggested. An improved single resonator ,,
bridge which Automatically sets and holds quadrature --

for fast, temperature stable measurements is . .. ...
presented. Use of a commercial phase noise ' as. ..
measurement system to improve accuracy and ease
calibration is discussed. Figure 1. Typical crystal oscillator phase noise

spectrum.

Introduction

A problem that has plagued oscillator designers for Mien discussing phase noise, a variety of measures are
years is that of accurately predicting phase noise, used. In the frequency domain, the most common are
Part of the difficulty is in modeling th|e oscillator, single sideband power spectral density to carrier
an inherently nonlinear circuit. One must also know power ratio , X(f), power spectral density of
the noise levels generated by each component in the phase fluctuations, S (E), power spectral density
oscillator. Shot noise sources are very predictable of frequency fluctuations, S(f), and the power
but 1/f (flicker) noise sources can vary orders of
magnitude between seemingly identical components. If spectral density of fractional frequency
one component dominates the oscillator phase noise, it fluctuations, S y(f). Since manufacturers of
may be possible to select devices to irprovo oscillators and signal generators tend to useperformance. £(f). that will be used here to in order to

simplify comparison of various sources. Other noise
In oscillators utilizing acoustic resonators, three measures may be preferrable to X(f) for a given
primary noise contributors have been observed. The application, but mainly X(f) is used for clarity.
noise of the oscillator at large offsets from the Equations to convert between X(f) and the other
carrier is limited by the shoc and thermal noise measures mentioned are supplied below, with the
generated by the amplifier circuit in the oscillator caution that the conversions are only valid for small
and any buffer amplifiers following the oscillator. A angle modulation (total carrier phase modulation much
region of 1/f power spectral density may be seen, as less than one radian).
in Figure 1, also being generated in the oscillator
circuitry or the buffer amp. In most oscillators, (f)-/2*SM()
1/f3 or 1/f2 spectral densities can be observed, (1)
which may be caused by the conversion of I/f and white X(f).l/2,S(2)
phase fluctu.tions in the oscillator circuitry to

C112427-3/87/0000-4
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(f)-lIZCSC yf)(100/0)2  (3)

The carrier ict;umncy Is denoted by P0 . And f is
the frequency offset from the carrier. Craphs of
4(f) In this paper vill be presented
logarithmically In dic/11:, but equations vil be in I.
the linear form to simplify the presentation.

The Itk~eht -Xettr ~t ..
MA Xglage onshi ro Ito nlorNtg

LUtsons model for oscillator noise considers tht
oscillator as A phase semvo loop. wh1tere the frequency
of oscillation, VO. it Adjusted so that 1th total

phase shift through resonator and amplifter Is An Figure 3. Oscillator noise calculation.
integer multiple of 2% radians3. If A phase
disturbance occurs, then the frequmey must shift
Accordingly. In using the wodol. it Is often ssumed Problems In using equations 4.7 to predict oscillator
that the amplifying stage is the dominant source of noise Arts because X (f) has Itot been properly
phase fluctuations, and consists of a cobination of a
vite and t/f noise. The single sitdbnd phAse no o defined. The quantity xa f) Is the single
due to the amplifier is usually dascribed by an sideband phase noise of the Aaplfier when driven At
equation of tCh 10; the sa4 level and vith the same load impedance AS In

M t £(1)/f + FkT/r (4) lithe oscillator circuit. In general. EquAtion 4 IN Dno
A) ) Valid, since rapidly changing rsoator Ispodanco

outsid, the passband causes th Amplifier noise to be
uhIer fltT/PI represents the fvte noise level and a functian of offset frequency, making it wrong to

Sa (1) the I/f noise level At I Ita. Referring to Assume chat c a ) consists of Just 1/C And uhit
Figure 2, the noise At oscillator our+uc 1 Is noise speccral densities. Equations S And 7 are

still valid, since no assumplons vera mAdo as to the
£o(f)-+tLa)( l(u,/2QZf)1) (5) nature of -C ).

where Q, the loaded Q of the resonator. If the Resonator 1/f noise cal dominate the oscillator noise.
output is cAn at 2, theo resonator will filter tho if larger than that of the ampIlfier. Figure 4
oise utid then alf 2+~ d~it. 80 Chatuperimposes resonator phase noise on Cl oscillator
noise outside the half bandtch. so that noise predicted vith And without A noisy resonator.

Inside e half bandwidth, the resonator voise Iso(£)-a (C)( i'{/2QLf))/(e2Qf/&O)') () increased by the factor ( 0 /2Qf)'. outside

simplifying to the half bandwidth tle resonator noise Is decreased
by the same factor as it filters Its own noise. This

a (f)- x A ()(vO/2Ql£)7 %7) is similar to Equaction 7, And A continuous 30
di/decade slope will be observed around the half
bandwidth. The oscillator noise will be the sum of
resonator caused noise ald azplfier caused noise.

4'. -which can be written s
- L£o(f)-,(() (vO/2Qlf)

+ +C8 Cf) (i.CI"/2Qtf) 2) (I)

Figure 2. Leesons model.

This behavior cannot be observed at large offset -
frequencies because other noise sources, such as buffer -
amplifiers are dominant. It also is important tz note
that loaded Q can not be inferred from the noise
spectrum observed at the output of the resonator
because of the cancellation of the l+(& 0/2Qf) 

2 term.
In Figure 3. the noise described by equations 4-7 is Figure 4. Resonator caused oscillator noise.
plotted.
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if amplifter noise i not filtered by the resonator.or 'A C

~U-Co( )-4r( ( 0,/2Qlf) =

44 (f) (VOM2qC), 9

If It Is. C.() Is the resonator noise referred to A
its i putc. ' C0

XodalinF X n narnr Xeisi'~j

Resonator noise can hic modeled as either fluctuAtios
tit reoIant frequency, or phAse fluctuationt:, Which
will Also cause oscillator frequency fluctuations.
itsong model asumes a phase disturbanCe III rElseO
oscillator, so this is 9 possible resonAtor noie
model to evaluate. Figure 5 Illustrates the phase vs.
frequency response of a simple reotAtor thAi ha bet H IGH O
phase modulted by 40. In an oscillator. the
frequency Will change Such chat Phase shift arouMd Cte
loop returns to an intepr multiple of 2x radians. AC0
The amount of frequency shift Is Inversely
proportional to d9/s.o, the phase slope, which
equals 2qt/uo. As seen on right side of figure

5, a lover Q oscillator vill have larger frequ ncy
fluctuatioIs. Tito phase fluctuations or the resonator
will not change vith loading of if It behaves all
described Ire.

A~CJ

ie 0
ACO LOW 01

Figure 6. Resonator frequency fluctuaCions.

Figure 6 illustrates a resonator exhibiting resonant
9 (zy frequency fluctuations. Vie oscillation frequency uill

-Oa crack that of cthe resonator. It order to maintain a

constant phase shift around the loop. Loading the

H I GH 0 1 resonator does not Affect the amount of osCilator
frequency shift, as on the right side of Figure 6. It
follow$ that oscillator noise vill be independent of
loaded Q, Just the opposite of cite previous model. It

A) Is important to note that tin this case resonator phase
fluctuations decrease with loading. being proportional
to dO/diL. For oscillators whore resonator noise
dominates, behavior Indicating that resonator
frequency fluctuations are the mechanism has been
observedi'". An example of this behavior Is
Figure 7, where til phase fluctuations of a VIFf l CJ. crystal resonator htas been reduced 5 dB by lowering

theo loaded Q a factor of tvo.

'This result has some Impli'ations for prediction of
oscillator noise. If oscillator fluctuations are to
be predicted from measured resoiator phase
fluctuations,the measured resonator noise,

C o 0' Xr. (f) must be scaled by the factor (Ql/Ql.)',

because phase fluctuations depend on loading, and the

LOW 0 oscillator Q, viii probably be different than Q11.
aL the loaded Q in the, measurement circuit. Equation 10

defines L r(f) in terms of ZrM (f), including

Figure 5. Resonator phase fluctuations. the offt of a different Ql.
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£r(f)'-frsf) (Qu/Qtm)C(l*(2Qimf/V,0)S) (10)

Sic . (f) Ilas been delo here A.S ti noise fg'P

referred to the Input of the resonator, tha M§Asured
resonator noise has thit filtering effect of the
resonator renoved by multiplying by the reciprocAl of
the rn, onator transfer function. 11(f), where

H() - l/(l#(2Q mf/Po)) (11)

Wtich Accounts for the additional factor In EquAti o
10. Oscillator noise can he predicted using Equation 8 Y.
or 9, if fr(f) is defined As in (10). If the

right hand Aide of equatiOn 10 s #ubStituted into
equations I And 9. they becomeo V, t"

£o( f)-Cr (f)(&iO/2Q f() 2 /iI~f)

Figure 8. ,lodiffed Loaons model.
4 A (f)(t0(Vol2Qxt)?) (12)

At output I and oscillator noise caused by the resonator can be

calculated from A resonator phase fluctua.0i
) f(,.0/2QIf) /(f) masureent., or eaured dtrecCty II An oscillator.

4 (f)(" Qlf)" (1) Letsona 0odel can be modified to include resonator
fphase fluctuations, and to account for differencls fit

loaded Q Wcteen the oscillator And the resonAtor
phas: fluctuation measurteent.

at output 2. Note that the resonator noise terms Are
Independent of the oscillator loaded Q, as expected,
since the resonator exhibits frequoncy fluctuations. n Te.t X+th~de,

Oellgrors

- The moat common mthod of specifying the notse level

- of A resonator t to install ste device under tcest
(DUT) Into the final oscillator circuit, and measuring
the latters phase noise. This Is the safest m thod

S-to guarantee producing ocilllAtors With A given level
of phase noise. but Is not general purpose, being

' , specific to A given oscillator deNi&n, A1d mAy no be
S i~, .1 ..44 - the best method for A resonator vendor to use. One

solution to this problem is to build the oscllator
with A broadband, 50 Ohm Input and output Impedance,
low noise amplifier, a limiter, An overtone selector

"' - , (band pass filter). And A mwatching network for the
-..-...--- resonator. Driscoll has reported on this type of

oscillator, which simplifies characteritiAon of the
various oscillator components'. At low offset

Figure 7. Effecc or loaded Q on resonator phase frequencies, resonator noise should docinate, yielding
fluctuations the same result as In the original oscillator circuit.

Equations 8.9,12, and 13 can be simplified somewhat it One advantage or the oscillator method Is that It
resonator noise Is expressed as frequency allows direct masurement of resonator frequency
fluctuations. Svr(f)M. The first term on the right fluctuations. It is not necessary to measure loaded Q

to determine oscillator noise. Although it can helphand side of all the equation can be replaced with verify the test system perforance.

S r(f)/2f
2 which equals the single sideband

noise caused by the resonator. Note that there Is no This type of test requires a reference source which
Q, present because the frequency fluctuations are must have either lover noise than the DUT or be a

indpandtnt of Q. A modified version of Leesons Model known quantity. In order to determine the DUT noise. A

to account for resonator frequency fluctuations phase detector Is used to generate a voltage

shown in Figure S. proportional to the phase fluctuations of the sources.
which Is amplified, as In figure 10. Tho power
spectral density of the output voltage Sv(f) .which

Suarizing this section -can be observed using a spectrum analyzer, is related

Resonator noise should be modeled as center frequency to the oscillator single sideband noise to carrier
fluctuations of the device, ratio, X0(f), by

Oscillator noise Is independent of loaded Q, when Xo (f)- Sv(f)/2(K#G)2  (1f)
resonator noise dominates. To maintain quadrature at the mixer, it Is necessary

Since resonator phase fluctuations are proportional to to form a phase locked loop (PLL) by feeding the
output voltage back to an electronic tuning Input on

III any measurement of resonator phase fluctuations the reference oscillator. The PLL effectively

must include a measurement of the loaded Q in the
test fixture. To avoid having to specify Q1, the
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highpAs filters the output voltage, so either the
loop response must be corrected for, or the loop
bandwidth must be made much narrower than the
frequency offset of interest. -'

F~igure 10. Oscillator method.Fiue1.Dxrsoarbid.

OU&I Rijeo€+or NEWi* ,&

HavingI 0 nted to measure the Inherent short-term.
stability of crystal resonmcors, Walls Ad wainwright
designte; A method to as~sure this without the li4
Influence of oscillator electronics, using A pair of "
crystal resonators In a passive circuitt . igure 11 '+ "

source drives two closely emtched crystals at their
series resonant frequency, O . The resonant frequency ' ." "

And Q, of one art% can be Adjuscted to ntnimize any .m, "'+ + i+ i

difference In phase or Stoup delay between the two ,- ,
Arms. Thle Output of the mixer when its inp~uts have -$to ~ l t,.,.t...- -..
been sac co quAdrature will be relatively insensitive *,l . . i.+
to AM and M noise of h* source. Any resonati Fiure 12. DUAI resonator brde eAsuremnt.
frequency fluctuAtion In either crystal will cause A
phasse ch nge at the input to the phase detector. Te i g t R s nj0 _ L Uphase change for A given frequency AhM~ is ~ Ju .f.

p ro po r t io n al to th e ph a*s e s lo pe (o r gro u p d e l ay ) .,o a o d t e a b g i y of w ~ u i g t o r s n t r
2QI&. o th devces Uspowe spctrl doxit of Against *Ac:t other. Elliot And B~ray developed A ithod

the output Voltage Is related to tile Phase to measure phasa 11else requiring only one
fluctuations Of etch resonator by resonxtor t . The task of tuning A second rosonitor

to match the DUT is also avoided. Illustrated in
Zrm(- Sy£)/(Y. ): (5) Figure 13, this system consists of A very low noise
ra ()- s~f)/(Y 0C)2 15) signal source, a splitter, A Variable phase xhiftor,

As otncloned &-arlier a resonator will filter its own one resonator (the DUT), and a phAse detector. U~tth
noise, and X tak(C ) Will have An 44ddLclonsl 1/(2 slope its two Inputs set to quadrature. Any phase

outside the resonator bandwidth. Tito spectrum fluctuations caused by the resonator will produce a

observed should consist of it /C portion and A /P proportional voltage ac the output of the phase
detector. This relationsthip is described by equation

portion as in fig. 12. a masurement of a pair of 125 15, the sa&e as with th* dUA1 resonator bridge.
Miz AT cur crystals. The oscillator noise caused by Oscillator noise caused by the resonator CAni be
each resonator is (as In Equations 12 and 13) calculated using equations 16-18.

or t

Xo(Q)-(Sv(f)/2(K C)')(&,O/2Qjn£)2/l1(f) 7)_+: '+ .*,'- -,...

0 V

3., ./.* , ,.-

for offset frequencies such less than the resonator
half bandwidth. Equation 8 simplifies to .:

.Co(f)-(Sv(E)/2(K C)2)(&,O/2Qlm£)2 ' +

0~ #

R<o/l2qj. (18) ** .. ..

In this m casurelent, the reference Is a resonator, A . u r r .
which must have very low or knon noise snc the- -

total noise of both units Is measured. Measurements
of three devices In three combinations can be used todetermine the noise of the reference resonator. Figure 13. Single resonator bridge.
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The system will Also act as a frequency discriminAtot. Another way thac a second RF source call be used for

and will produce an output proportional to any source calibration of K Is to add A spur onto Lte carrier
frequency fluctuations. In fact, tie discriminator using a coupler at tie detector Input. The level
sensitivity to source frequency fluctuations Is relative to the carrier at the detector input must be
exactly the same as the sensitivity to resonator measured. It can be shown Chat tit@ spur consist# of
frequency fluctuations. being equal level AM and M compenots. each containing half

of ite power. Ilia phase deatctor Usually reJeC AM

v)- ) ( ) V by 20 db or more, so Just tho P1$ it detected. For
example, a .40 dic spur results tin .01 radian penk

where Sv(V) can be ether resoltor ;requency phase deviation at the detector input. and A peak
fluctuations or source frequtncy f htccuAtions. If voltage at the output of (.0i)K. Volts. This mothod
Equation 19 is solved for S (M). then converted to should enerally give better resuls than th

- M usIng Equaton 2, tite result Is idntCical substitution of a second source, because rho System Is
a rsat to quAdracure Aid configured exactly es It would

to Equation 17. A 250 bel SAV roscor Is measured an in the noise measurement. except a s$All
using the single resonator bridge in figure 14. perturbation has ben added (the spur). The spur can

+ '. *," ,, be made small enough chat Cte lA will not saturate.
allowing SimUlCaneous measurraent of K and C.
Any means to intoduce A calibrated phase shift can

also be used to measure K in the bridge circuits.

it another XF source is not available.

~.,(Ot0MAsurtmont

The loaded Q of the resonator should be measured under
condtlona identical to the test circuit. This may be

•- done by measuring the Amplitude after the resonAtor and
' , * 4. - " varying Cte source frequency co determine the

bandvith. Another possibility is to use a vector
voltmeter or network analyzer, and directly measure

Figure 14. Single resonator brldge measurement. the plhase slope ac resonance, where d/df-2Q1 /,' O.

A different approach uses the bridge to measure the
Calibration resonator bandwidth. If second RF source is

available, it can be used to inject a spur before tite

Calibration for any of the three methods described resonator. VIe resultant pIase modulation is filtered

requires measuring Che phase detector sensitivity, by the resonator then detected. By sweeping tht spur

Kanld amplifier gain G. The loaded Q of tite frequency, tlt resonator andwidth can be observed at
K. the bridge output using A Spectrum anailyzer.
resonator In the test circuit must be measured for

either bridge circuit. In order to calculate resonator Addirional Callbrarlon
caused oscillator noise. In addition, resonator Q
and center frequency must be matched to reject Additional calibration steps aro required by the
source noise for the dual resonator method. oscillator and dual resonator bridge techniques.

Because an oscillator measurement requires a PLL to
rhas, Otgeror Calibration hold quadrature at cite phase detector, frequency

response effects of the loop musc be Accounted for. if

The easiest way to calibrate r for Cte oscillator easurementCs are to be made at offset frequencies
mthod is to offset the frequency of the reference close to the loop bandwidth. This involves injecting

oscillator relative to the DUT oscillator and measure an error signal. into cite loop and measuring the

the beatnote out of the phase detector. For a response. Measured noise data must then be divided by

sinusoidal bearnote, the peak signal voltage is equal tie loop gain. This task is tedious, but Is handledsio ain V/radian. Fo citer sgna K can be readily by an automated phase noise measurement
to K iFor o Shape system, as was used to make Cte measurements In this
determined from cite slope of tite detector uutput At paper.
the :ero crossing. The positive and negative slopes
may nor be tie saXm, so whichever is used In tho To achieve maximum performance from the dual resonator
measurement is the one to be measured. As: the bridge, Cte two resonators must be matched closely in
beatnote signal can saturate cite INA. it inay be frequency and Q. To match cite resonator frequencies.
necessary to switch in an attenuator before the an iterative procedure can be used. First. rite source
amplifer during calibration, or measuring the detector frequency should be adjusted to maximize the signal
constant and amplifier gain separately. The boatnote through the resonator not being tuned. An impedance
method can also be used in the bridge measurements, by equ!.,alenc to the crystal at resonance can be
substitution of an equal level signal source for the substituted for the DUT. This allows an approximate
signal coming from the splitter, setting of quadrature using a phase shifter In one

side of the bridge. The DUT can then be placed in the
bridge, and its frequency adjusted to restore
quadrature at the phase detector. A signal generator
with FM and AM capabilities is needed for cite next
steps. An FM modulated carrier will be detected by
the bridge if the group delay of the bridge arms are
not equal. Adjusting the QI of the DUr for minimum
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detected modulation signal at Chi bridge output will
minimize the difference between tho devices. it my It - -

be necessary to adjust the resonant frequency And Qt

of the WJ again if more cancellation is needed. A.'$
noise rejection can be maxisized by Adjusting the
phase shifter to null out Any modulation detected by
the phase detector with An amplitude modulated source It
applied to the bridge. A tle AM null there may be A
significant Amount of DC At tle output of the phase
detector. This must be checked to Avoid overloading
the LNA.
Simoliffoo CAlbrAtlon Proced=T **'

The calibration procedure can be greatly simplified by .

using the methods described next. It was previously
noted that the single resonator type of measurement Figure 14. Resonator In Bridge and In Oscillator
will discriminate source frequency fluctuations with loisO fleAsurement.
the sam sensitivity as resonator frequency
fluctuations. by setting quadrature, then either
changing the source frequency, or modulating the HolS Floor .imtratrfis
source frequency, A voltage change out of the mixer
can be measured, allowing the discriminator In order to examine the limitations of tho test
sensitivity, Kd., to frequency fluctuations to be systems discussed, it will be necessary to define tho
deterined as, eACAte of tie Art'. In Figure 15, x(l) daca (or A

variety of Acoustic oscillators And reSOnators is
ydVout/av (20) graphed vs. carrier frequency. Thse data was culled

from the literature, manlacturers data Xheets and
Xd is constant for offset frequencies less than half measurements made by the author. Only tho lowest

S onoise devices were Included, more comonplace devices
the resonar bandwidth, but decreases at larger my be up to 40 dB worse. The line drawn through the
offsets due to resonator fittering. Resonator (and data was dorived by making the following Assumptions
source) frsque cy fluctuations are related to the About rosonutcr noise. Firat, .X(1) ,s constant
output power spectral density, as follows,

for all carrier £rquancies, and that (2()-
SV(f)-Sv(f)/(Kd)'. (21) S*O0' -- -123 d~c. under the condition that

Comparing this to equation 19. It. can be seen thAt Q-%. " plOying equaCIon 16,

(Kd)2-(K #)02(2QlX/V0)2l1) o(22) X ( l)Sl"'1(v O/2Qu)2) (2.)

Equation 21 can also be written in terms of oscillator The frequency dependence of Qu in quarts- can be

noise, Approximated as

.4 (O)-Sv(f)/2(fXd), (23) Qu,0 1/3O (25)

The Important features of this CAlibration technique Substituting into EquatIcn 24.

is that only one measurement Is necessary to calibrate XoM- 2.5*O'3*vO4 (26)
the bridge, and chat a programmable source, such as a o 0
low noise synthesizer with Fi capability can be used Tito lne described by Equation 26 Appears to be a
to calibrate automatically. If the modulation source reasonable estimate of t e beat pforma ne Available

can be swept, this can be used to determine "d as a Although it might be possible to find a device 10 db
function of offset frequancy. In Figure Its, the better than this, since there appeojrs to be such A
simplified calibration method was used to Crectly large variation In noise, even among identical dev!ces
determine oscillator noise CAused by a resr-nxtor. The fabricated with the same procesul?.
resonator was also placed in an oscillator circuit and
measured. Both results are plotted, and show
excellent agreement. At low offset frequencies, tie
results diverge somewhat because of differences in tile
measurement setups. The discriminator had tile crystal
in open air, which caused increased thermal -,

fluctuations relative to ite oscillator measurement.

The measurement system used has a frequency
discriminator measurement option in the software which
allows the user to calibrate using an FM tone. The
system measures the demodulated voltage to determine

Kd . It then assumes the noise it measures to be

frequency fluctuations proportional to I/Kd. It -

can then plot the output as t(f), or other
format, if desired.

Figure 15. £(l) vs. carrier frequency.
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The three Nethods to test resonator noise have gaiilar application of this idea is tile same for the bridges

noise floor limitations. These Are the reference, be and oscillator$. This is Just A strightforward
It an oscillator or another resonator, mixers and application of EquActon 6 or 9. where detector or
amplifying stages. In oscillator And single resonator amplifier noise is substituted for S(lf).
bridge meAsurements, the reference is a signal sourco.
One way to generate a signal lower In noise dhan the
DUT is to lock A low noise syntieiz:or to 4 low The system noise due to amplifiers and the phase
frequency reference. The low frequency reference detector (or bridges can be measured fairly directly
noise increases by the square of the output frequency, by substituting An lmpcdance equal to the resonator
Instead of the fourth power of frequency observed in Impedance at resonance, AMd then measuring the system
fundamental oscillators, As in Equation 26. In Figure noise using the calibration constants. , and
15, the noise of hgh quality, multiplied 5 M1:
reference is ploCed, Illustrating that the multiplied Ql' or K.. As were used with the resonators. In
signal should be adequate for measuring Any source the case of the oscillator. the loop must be broken.
Above 10 MIX. Equation 26 can be re.written to then open loop hase fluctuatons And Q, deermined0
a ccount (or frequency mtiplication by n. as follows hnoe cppaefutain n eemnd

in order to cAlculat what the #mplifier contribution
o(l)-2.d*lOOdIooe40 (27) would be.

The two resonator wmehod was developed to allow use of
a source noisier than the OUT, cancelling out its
frequency fluctuAtions by Adding a reonAtor in the
other side of the brldge. The second resonator tien
becoes the reference aglinsc which tile DbT is
measured. The noise dtected will be cte Sue of the
noise of the two reson torsasuming tile resonator Q
factors have been atched closely enough to neglect
source noise. Here tie second resonator should be
selected for low noise.

The other primary contributor of noise in resonator
measuremonts is the phase dotoccor and Amplifier - -

noise. In oscillators. the aplifier phase
fluctuations must be much1 less than resonator phase
fluctuations. Detector phase fluctuations are noc
critical here, because oscillator noise is much higher
At ct offset fr.tjuencies of interest. In bridges. Figure 16. Noise floor degradation due to low Q.
buffer Amplifiers and the phase detector must exhibit
much lover phase fluctuations than the resOlators to The low noise Amplifier following thea phase detector

be measured. Frlier. it was discussed how resonator can also add to the noise floor, unless it has been
phase fluctuations are proportional to Q,. The more designed for low 1/f noise. Signal levels Out of thle
the loaded Q is decreased. the closer resonator phae phase detector should be large enough so that he tl
noie l Q Ie to ra d et e cor resntoe. asn noise does not contribute signifi&antly to tile
hise will e he ao supl tr And detector nose. In measurement, While being careful to keep the resonator
this section. Elio assumption WAS made thlAt tile best drive level low enough to avoid nonlinear resonator
resonators have Xr (l)- .123 dBc under tEio operation.
condition that the Q equals the unloaded Q. A more
likely condition milgt be that Ql-.25 Qo. which Determining cite reference noise is simply a matter of

will reduce the resonator nose by 12 db (noise power measuring the source phase noise for the one reonator
is proportional o (q)2 ). o 135 disc. A low bridge And ie oscillator mothods. The dual resonator

I method requires a comparison or three resonators, two
level mixer or an amplifier may only be as good as c a time. to determine the noise of the reference
.135 dec at I If:. This illuscrates how the noise resonator, unless one can be round that is much better
floor can quickly become limited because Of inadequate than any DUT to be measured.
loaded Q. Feedback amplifiers and high level mixers
can be used to get better noise performance, as good
As X(l)--145 dBC.up to UIF frequencies.
Performance tends to degrade at higher frequencies. '

for various reasons.

In single resonator bridges and oscillator -
measurements it is useful to think of the noise floor -
In terms of oscillator noise. This allows source
noise, resonator caused oscillator noise, and
amplifier or phase detector noise converted to
oscillator noise (either by calculation or by an
oscillator) to be plotted on one graph, allowing
direct comparison. When thinking in terms of
oscillator noise, resonator caused oscillator noiso Figure 17. Correlation Hethod To Imp-eve Noise Floor.
and source noise will remain constant, but amplifier
or detector phase fluctuations are converted to
frequency fluctuations inside the resonator bandwidth.
Thto lower the Q. the wider the bandwidth, the higher
the noise. This is illustrated in Figure 16. The
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Iedtaerign Of Naijig XX CorrXlaeleo Analysis of resonator nioise under different loading
conditions has yielded results that were not commonly

One possible method to improvit the noise floor known. Resonator phase fluctuations were found to lit
limitations on resonator measurements Is to employ a pr70ortionAl. to loaded Q. And oscillator phase noise
correlation technique. The systems #fhown In Figure 17 caustid by the resonator wAs (e-n4 to be independent ofMeasures the noise of the Wur against two other loaded Q.It Is uIll Important to mainti high
resonatora. Source noise Is cancelled out, as with loaded Qbecause the effect of Amppifier And detector
the dual resonator bridSe. Each detector output Is noise Ix Increased relative to resonator njoise when qfedl Into a corrolator/spectrus ualyuer. if the cross
"owr spectral density is averagedl A sufficient number is reduced. This Applies to oscillators and for

of times. the only coomponent left will be OUtt noise. 'measurements; made in bridge circuits.
since it is the only nioise source comoo lit both paths
to the correlator. All other noiset components should It in Probably best to specify resonvator noise In
Average to xero. terms of resonator caused oscillator ishAse noise, it

an Oscillator is the intended applicaition. If
1".roott jnrl& M~onaror Arldtle resonxtor pha$$e fluctuations are specified, the loaded

Q in the test 'must alo be measured to get an Accurate
One of the problem In using A bridge circuit Is that Prediction Of noise, sLnCe the target Circuit MAY have
tctig quadrature; manually Is time consuming. The A different loaded Q. This can be accommodated (or by

sIngle resonator bridge also suffers froM temperaure scaling the measured noise data.
fluctuations which Can Cause the optiration point to
shift Away from, quadraturt during A mea4surement,
requiring ro-adJustzmanc. Theseo problems cant be solved
by replacing the 'manual phase, shifter vith an
electronic one. Foedback from the phaseo dectector canl
be used to force the detctor error voltage to nero. 1. T.K. Parker, "11C FrequeRcy Fluctuations In
An integrator with a pole approximately at xero canl be Acoustic And Other Stable Oscillators', Proceedings
used to keep the error very small. nTe modified block 39t1 Annual Frequency Control Syimposium, pp. 97-106.diagram is shown In figure 16. MlAY 1985.

The feedback loop reduces the effecive phase detector 2. N.M Driscoll And Bruce V. MrAmtr. 'Spectral
s1onstivity. With anl Integrator lit the loop, the Degradation in V11F Crystal Controlled Oscillators
bridge Wi1l have a hith-pass response to phase Dula to Shiort.Torm Instability (in the Quartz
fluctuations. 'nt corner frequency can be made very Retsongar', 1985 Ultrasonics Symposium Proceedings.
low In% frequency (however, this Increases thet time1 it pp 340-345.
takes the loop to lock Initially). or the frequency
response can be chAraccericed. This circuit has a 3. 0.1. Leteson, "A Simple Model of Feedback
simillar effect onl the discriminator as the PU. has on Oscillator Woie Spectrum,, Proceedings of the IEE.
An oscillator measurement. Vol. 54, No. 2. pp. 329.330. Feb. )9G6.

Thse phase shifter canl be made froms a quaidraure hybrid 4. C. Moulton, 'Anxlysis And red1Cicti Of Phase
and two varactor diodes. The diodes Aa placed onl the $oise In Resonator and Oscillators", Halacltt.PAckArd
hybrid outputs. The signal is output from what is RF and Microvey Symposium, 1985. Available from
normally thet Isolated port of the hybrid. The phase liewletc-Packard, Signal Analysis Division, 1424
shift Is proportional to the VArACtor capacitance, Fountain Crove Parkway, Santa Rosa, CA 95401.
which is tuned by coupling In A voltage throug*h RF
chokes. Theo phase shifter Is a low noise device As 5. M.M. Driseoll, "Low Noise Crystal Oscillators
long as the source has low AM nise And the tune line Using SO'Ohm Modular Amplifier Sustaining Stages",
is well filtered. It does convert these noise sources Proceedings 40th Annual Frequency Control Symposium.
to phasxe modulation., so care xust be taken. pp. 329-335. MAY 1956.

6. F.L. Walls and A.E. Wainwriglic, *leasurement of
theo Short.Tarm Stability of Quartz- Crystal Resonators
and the Implications for Crystal Oscillator Design and
Applications", IEEE Transactions onl Instrumentacion
and Measurement, Vol IM.2., No. 1. pp. 15.20, March
1975.

7. S.S. Elliot And R.C. Bray,'DIract Phase Noise
Measurements of SAW Resonators", 1984 Ultrasonics
Symposium Proceedings, pp. 180-185, Oct. 1984.

Figure 17. Improved Single Resonator Bridge.

Conclusins

Resonator 1/f frequency fluctuations are the dominant
source of noise in a weil designed Oscillator. Thiree
methods to measure resonator noise were discussed,
each having advantages. The single resonator bridge
May prove to be the best for production testing ofresonators, since it ay be quickly calibrated using
the method presented hero, and yields unambiguous
results.
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1abrcation and %Wthd4 for Evaluation
and Circuit Utiiation

of I'rootype Lateral field ReOMouw
Nt.M. Driscoll

Westinghouse Derense and Electronics Center
and

Meo Crystal Compity

l~erl ied c utSUMMIARY 0 degrees apart. the coupling of the l.I-mod is reduced

Ing due to the reductiono eltrolt lal lit tueo. X.;ixis wheni the -X sltk Is down. wsefrm h
tive region of the plate.'Several electrode configurations TWO basic designs were tried The Ainle sided lateral
exist for the lateral field. Single-side electrode lateral field and the compoilt laterill field. %h1 single Sid"
field resonators lSIYK) hive the elcrdsplated Oil the lateral field simply has eletrodes; en one side while the
contoured side of the blank. This configuration allows composite lateral field ha identical eletrodets on both
the rtsonators to he adjusted to frequency with Standard Side". Frequency adjustment was accomplished In two
plating equipment. ways. On the S1lo10 sfided IX'$ a coutrd sot was

Precision clean room processes were used III minufac- plated 0n the uoe ctrodled Side. This may reuce the
luring the tesonators to minimizing aging. Phase: noise efodctlCnss of the lateral field to age well and Is no
data taken on an 1111-3047 System. Allan Variance. and longer being used. The other method is to evaporate two
Long Termi aging are being Compiled on) these resona. spt. on each lateral field electrode. This method Is
tors. capable ofad lusting the frequency arthe LFM's up to 150

The higher impedance level exhibited by these reso. Wwihu ( ngteprom ceftemoars
nators would normally make devico evaluation aind lis The measured Q's of the single sided and double
difficult. A straightforward mnethod has been used to sided UY's weft similar: the RS weft very differet.
transform (reduce) tile resonant iaaipedance of these de-
vices. The0 techniquo Involves %ISe of lumlped element singl Sided
approximation. quarter wavelength transmission lines. Mean Q : 1.1 million
use or maximum permissible line impedances result:; in, 3 sigma : .600 Million (1.3 Mi to 2.5 M)
desirably lInge transformation circuit bandwidth. and Mean Rs : 3.200) ohms
thle resonator static capacittance canl he absorbed into thle 00 S
circuitry In order to ob~tainl a Symmetric resoant hope. Mlean Q :1.0 million
(lance characltistic. 3 sigma : 1.0 million (.11 N to 7.011I

use or this technique has allowed accurate determnina- Mean RS : CXA; ohms
tion or prototype resonator mnotional p~arameters undt
measurement or device seur noise (short terma stability)
using Conventional. So011111 test eqjuipmuent and has also MI1 RMSNATOR YVALUATION/OSaU.IATOR
been applied to thle design or 5 Ml 1% oscillators incorpo- SG
rating tile jprototype resonators. The measured oscillator
signal spectrum is characterized by at noise floor level or CIRCUIT UTIU7ATION DIFFCULTIES
-168 dlII/ ix. Thie flicker of frequecy level at fill I I ? Analyses have shown that thle degree of acoustic cou.
Is - iw; dllIiz andt Is dfie tu measured jSy (f - 1 lx) p fling obtainable with) 11T- resonators Is comparable to
2.5, X to 'I short term~ Instability inI the resonators them- that or conventionally configured devices. In simip!e
Selves, terms, this means that. lit the equivalent resonator elec-

trical circuit. similar capacitance ratio Is obtainable. Thie
capacitance ratio (Co/Cm lin figure 1) relates the impe-

INTRODucTINo dance level of tile resonant (Inntional arm) port ion of thle
Time lateral field resonator (also known as thle Patrallel equivalent circuit to that of tile inter-electrode capaci-

Field resonator) has been aroundI since thle 1940's. Early tailce. Co.
workershi lateral field resonators include R. Bechinanna Trhe inter-electrode capacitance for thle LFR resonator
V. lanouchcvsky: A. Waveer. A. Ilallato.' and others. Re. Is extrenely small as a consequence of electrode place-
cent work by B. Goldrrank and A. Wkirner at Frequency anent onl the soame surface. I I LEE resonators have been
Electronics resulted in lateral field SC cut resonators fabricated by Piezo Crystal Company (and others) that
with resp~ectable Q's and electrical parameters. A clear typicolly exhibit Impedances 10 to so times higher (hall
advantage of the lateral field design with SC cut resona- conventiona',ly configured (thickness excitation) de.
tors is the suppression of thle 1-node in the SC cut. The vices.
control of thle B-mode is accomplished by the orientation The ultra high LFE resonator electrical impedance
of the electrodes to minimize or maximize thle lateralI prevents accurate resonator evaluation (equivalent cir-
field coupling. Since thle C mode is desired tile coupling cuit determination) uasing either conventional equip-
of thle B-nmode to the lateral ly applied electric field must mnent such as the crystal impedance (C0) meter. or newer
be minimized. In the SC cut, using a four point mount methods utilizing 50 ohm network analyzers. Not only
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is cievire evliaillouz (1011.4. ill act~:ual devaice Il ill Ilomlud aOpp-rOX1.1ifl.; 441'%s ~iaiuwviug thui
proctirviI oscillator and filter rCirtults Is noat easily' illiple, h181 ilh tindnce line total required large induc.
mented as ni conseqluence of high device inp~edaunce titne value to be distribluted 1hetwe four Iiduc.
level. tors.

Simle mangietically coupled irnnsfiraners dot not pro. 3. The0 use or two (lumlpedl element approximtoni)
vidla n ffective mneans of accuately trateforming Ira. quarter wav" lilies provides widest budwidill
ducig) the ontiro msonant inipiduncti lrteit( fopared to both nmaximn bandwidth bindpass
wTH resonators. Vie (usefimli elericil resonant Impa. itrnetures and structures consisting of more than
dance Ofra typical uLiH Ii IF reoao that110 be tralls* two quarter W%vav lilies.
formned varies from offri'sonont reactotr vaue itm ll ). 4. The Ilse of tho disclosed litineduit trn sfornittioll
prenCingI .t 1 20.000) obmuls In at-r-musretic reiite circuitiy has been tried experimnentally and has at-.
%-alimes of 51)1)1 to000 ohmils.'h IM icit described In lite lowed succesful. accimrale. anid ~Mnpde deteritiinm
following sectioni cout itutes a men fr rm" tl tloll of resonator equivalent circuit parameters.
transforming lte entire useful IXlF device i ol :iii unuee resoresonato self1ois level. and hilb-
piedamice chanracteristic to a practical leel ricilon and test of a resomntor sinilbecl Oscillator.

5. Tim terminlating capiacitanice ulsed In thle h11,1 ilhl.
pedance quarter wave line circuit allows a bsorp.-

IMII'EiANCE: NIATCIIING UISING QUARThR tloll or thia rdionator static capacitance. thus pro-
',MtIFEGim I.:NF.S vidings a desired syllnmotrical rusonlant responlsd at

I 'Igro ' te Input to the quarter wave )lite Input terminals.
!iur shows n well knowni method itself lit micro- iue n hw epcley lacmue n

waecircuits for thle purpiosesi of impedlance Itnsformia. meaures4d 5 ho. resr voly. athe Imp ted tans-
(loll and matching. As sh own litIia figure. a caxcuded fomedredued byI rsoato (sinthe ha re mpedrceit.oAs
connection of two quarter wavelength liles ca~ll ousd fhrmed (reduced) b. 30:1 using the figure 3 ciroit.eA
to transform a given circult Impedance by thie square of rsownne fiurte .otofIliatn norncral cncutolled
tliartio o Ipedac f(t ursrwvlnth.n hrc 3.01 and 5 MI bz. lit n oscillator circuit, thun. additionailWIWI Imedanes.selectivity Is required to prevent oscillation att thiese fre.

At I iF and VI IF frequencies whlero 1tw~physictil length quencies. as well as those occurring at lte unwanted
of a quarter wave tn. nsunission line lin 'Irgu, tlia quarter crystal resonant moedes.
wimvelengtililies of figure *- caw lhe configured as
lumped elemnent approximilons. The use of lumped el-

nentrapproximations also allows necessary (as will be I)isckET*i: TRANSISTOR OSCILLATNOR J)ESIGN
showin) selection or large value Chara cteristic Imnl)C Figure (1 shows a simiplified AC schemnatic diagrain for
dances not easily iunplemnente l in distributed form. tlie oscillator circumit thiat was deosigned for ulse with thle

P~rototy.pe I.F resonators were designed a~nd fabri prototype I.FE reonitors; and including thle Impedance
cated by Pi'ezo Crystal Coumpany for evaluation. The esti- transformnationi circuit 'if figure 3.
mitaed crystal series resonant (5 Ml I?.) resistance wui onl As shown lin the figure. a self-limniting, grounded col.
order of 2)000 ohmis. Ani imupedanco stop-down ratio of lector. (crystal) series resonant oscillator design was se-
It) to 1 was considered lin order to obtain a transformed lected. with thie exception that output signal current Is
resonator series rmosistanto of rr, ohms. extracled via the sustaining stage transistor collector via

Figure 3 shows tho circuit that %%as Ilied to imnjlit'llent a Commnlon base buffer stage. The buffer stage is biased at
thle linpedant., tratnsformnation. Super Cuinpod~ nework higher DC current than sustaining stage In order to
analysis software was utiliz.ed to .ompte, for tile quar achieve linear (class A) buffer operation under condi-
ter wavelength line circuits, the effects of. (1) number of tions of self (current) limiting fin the sustaining stage
IX sections. (2) asolte. chi.xraceristic impedance Itn 0 transistor. lIn the figure G confieuration thle sustaining
(holding ratio Z 1 7.02) constant. (3) single ended ver stage may be regarded as at means for generating a sum.i
sis balanced Lircuits. and (4) ircuilt losses and panisit deint negative resistive impedance across tile crysta!
itcs (dlistributed capacit.-nce ald leadIt ilndtanc). '11 (plus npc'danLce transforniatiun Lircilt) Lonn[Iontij Ir*
results unlay be Summnariz.ed as follows. mnials. Viewed tis way, thle negative resistance magni.

1. lin ordier to not only effectively transform the Lrs tude is determined by proper selection of tamnk circuit
till in-banci resonant amnlpedlalci. characterstLc. butt element values, lin addition, tank circuit loaded Q
also ito maintain (the(, transforined) high uttof. should be as low as possible (for minimum oscillator fre.
band lInpedance of the rest, .wtr Over tile widest quemacy sensitivity to tank Crcuit component value vanl.
possible band%% ill. t11e clmrateristir. u1 1(tMcdILLS a1tion with time and tempetature), yet sufficiently hlighl
of thel. (luimped element) quarter wav lilie should to eliminate the possibility of oscillation ait crystal (plus
be as high as possible. Maintenance of high ut.of- transformation circuit) out-of-bind resonant frequen.
band impedanC Over widest possible bandwvidth cies. For thle circuit of figure 6. thle tank circuit Q was
Is desirable in conmiectiunI With 11VoUhmcc'11 of sputrt. approximately' 9 (including inductor self loss), and crys-
ous oscillation at quarter waveline LC resonant fre- tal dissipation was approximately 2 nw.
quClIies%%1 i~hntle( Mesonator %ith quarter %%me Figure -, shlows tile measured phase noise sideband
networks is used In oscillator circuitry. specdra for two. phiaselocked. figure r6 type oscillators.

2. A twVo sCtion approximation for C.IdLh quarter TheC spCtrumfl is chiaraLterized b% I flicker of frequenLy
waveline suffices. U'se of additional sCtionb does region with 9(1 liz) 1 iOdB.iz. I flicker of phase re-
Ilot ciramlaticall impro~e transformation or band gion %%wih £(100 liz) =- 1-12 dB4.' and a white phlase
width performance. For high impedanIc HIes, d noise (floor) level of - 165 dB~il. The flIcker Of phase
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sli'ira1l lattei ,,as lulh ht 11411l hImht.ltl : d | , %%as, not sitlll;. 4 1ditld .11l at lhl k at '. dtlv hm ld11llrn
Improved vli linar mustau. lg sta g rIn ihstut iirtatll(In lI n iaslandd hilii1 'wrrtuoll reio-nlllt mfiodt fro
(using an n1xlllary, scholkv diode limlter for oscillator qulencles.
AW), Th flicker of frequecy nolse (ns will lw shown)
portion of lthe spe tnu Is due In short tern insitbiliy lit
til rsoontors thelinsvos nd Is similar tu ili( tntei, RFS.ONATOR FI.ICK-K NOISE- lASURENIEN"
Killed for similar conivontlonal. thickness exctaton lie. n resontor
vi. short-e rin frequenucy stability was lso Itidhl by driving

pairs of devlce frosl a low nolso synthesizer In a ,1.
noced irtnstmission circult. ' The same quarter wave.

l.FI- OSCI.IATOR USING NiOI)UIAR AMIPIFIER Imledp ct;i trinsformtion networks in the oscillator rr.
cults of figuros G and 0 wre also used in Ill- mestmre-

'Thuro am=to otabla Alvantages associatedl with tlo uSO Iment appn-atus, as shown in figure i0. No atelillpt ati line
or a 5o-oln modular aniplifier Its the osclllator sustnlm frequenc- was Ilado in the fabricatioi if tha ill-
lg stage. Among these re easily Implemented oscill, taolly utilized I.IE resonators. E'xttrnal (voractor diodel
(or circuit open loop cltlarcterintilon and evaluation us. reactive tu1o1 sensitivity was limited to several ppm. It
log 50.ohmm tut equipment. nnd the fact that modular was necessairy to operate (t resonators it different tn.
amplifiers exhibiting very low levels of flicker or phas pertures in order to achieve eia degree or Frequency
nolse are readily availabie., malch required for ineatreiment or resonator (figure 9)
L.umped element a p)roximti.l, quarter wavo lmpe. and phase locked osiliator (figure 7) short-terni fre.

dance trnsformation circuitry call also be used in the quency stability.
design of the modular amplifier oscillator. In the design Filgures 10 through I! how tvpical reoonitor short-
approach utilized. to at ditionl frequency selective term stability mesurement results. At thih (ite It has
tuned cIrcu itry Is required to prevent oscillation At oil. not been determined to what ex ent laboratory environ.
wanted crystal resonant modes. Oscillator frequency mental effects (such as low level ambient temperature
sensitivity to (-C) cOl)OnenOt value change Is therefore fluctuations and vibration) tony have afrected the
greatly reduced. One reason this Is possible Is that for results. Figure 13 shows the nieasured signal phaso
tlia 1.1" SC-cut resonator. suppression of nearby 1 mdle 1oise sideband spectra usinl the (figure 12) 500 ohm
resonance is achleved via proper electrode orilenta crystals in two figure H type oscillators.
tion."" As shown in the figures. the initial data indicates a 18

Figure II shows a simplified AC schematic diagrain for dll variation in resonator short-terin stability ith good
the oscillator circuit. As shown in the figure. the resona. correlation between individual resonator i|nd resultant
tor Is Included in the oscillator feedick circult and is oscillator signal Sy(f = 1 IlIz freqiuenlc' stabilities In the
operated at series resonance such that its series resils- flicker of frequency iortion of the spectra.
tamwce constitutes the series arm of a v type attenuator
whose attenuation is equal to the net reedforward gain of
the ninplifer/power splitter.The nmplifilerpower split- NOEiRATF AND LONG TERM STAIIITY
ter sigtnal plinse shift is approximately 180 degrees. *lvo
hiumlped element approxlination. quarter wavelength AGING
lines are used to: (I) inatch the attenutor characteristic *io aging experiments were conducted with the dou.
Impedance. Z,, to 50 ohmas, and (2) furnish the requisite ble sided lateral field resonators. One resonator, finished
addilional 180 degree (90 degrees each) circuit signal ely s la e d In aosc a tor a agednfor severhe
phnseshift. Foranamplifieripowersplittergainof16d(ill earl, was placed in n oscillator and aged for several
and a nominal crystal series resistance of 500 olns (wx-eeks. The resonator was left oeon during some inial
hlblted by second iteration. prototype resonators). lie tesng and was h ta expected to age well. The aging after
16 dli attenuator shunt resistance is: 19 days is shown in the next figure.
Rp = .45 R, = 220 ohmus 11)

and the attenuator characteristic impedance is:
Z, = .325 R, -- 162 ohmUs 121 "*.XG CMVT^L. Co.....

Tie quarter waveline characteristic Impedance Is . *i

given by: TZo = \/Z)(0ohms} "- 0e~n 3 :/tli L 'l,. all , I.,,,, I'
90 ohms 131 1 :.

In order to operate the amplifier linearly, a schottky - - --
diode limiter is used at the attenuator input such that, at ,T T ,-
a prescribed signal level, the ALC circuit reduces theil
attenuator net input shunt resistance to the prescribed
(approx. 220 ohm) steady state value. A prototype oscil- ; +-.'
lator was fabricated using a Q-BIT QB-1-124 amplifier - -- - -
and a 500 ohm, 3rd overtone LFE SC-cut resonator. Pro- -- = .. _
dicted circuit operation was easily and accurately -,o

achieved. Oscillation at crystal unwanted resonant
modes is prevented due to ilia fact that the quarter wave
line circuitry does not provide required circuit phase
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U ~in. nsioritntion circuitry. results lit greatly r..luced fro.
quency sensitivity to drift In thir nnroonitor portion

. . *or othe circuitry.
Transiision line resonator imnpediance traisfrtina-

ti0on cliruitry has also prtovided n errctive men o
Iaccurate deterinti on of equivalent electrical circuit

* ~ 4 ..#~.pirameters anui measurement or device self'noiise. rhils
-. AapoaciOh should prove especially useful In ilia design or

oscillator and resonator ineasureuuient apparatus incor-
porating higher frequency t.Mt resonators.

Tire aging rate was 1.7 parts fit 10 per clay. Tlhis Is 1. Frequency HElectrc'uics; Inc.. "l.4teral Field, SC-Cut.
disappointing. bit( not surprising since the resonator Resonator Developizlt". Contract DAAR2O0t13-.
was not completely rinihed In% a clen rooi. Tim sec. 04111t with 1Er&I lAborniory. EMAlCO.M. Ft. \foi.
onld aging experimlent was n attempt to compare thua mouth, NJ 07703(Ieaging of thickness made resonators to i.FR's. Twenty. 0). 1. 1icmn."brDceshigne )eo
four crystals, 13 thickness moda and 11 LFR's were eloktrischer Kiistallplatten." Archly tier Ii ektri.
manufactured at the samea time with Precision resonator schen obertragung. Vol. G. September 1052. ppt
manufacturing processes. All resonators wvere tested 301-3611.
over six days at 1601C. Tlhe resonators were plated. 3. V. Ianouchievsky. "Parallel Field R Ncitation." Proc.
sealed and tested at thea same time. The results are sum. IRE, Vol. 40. Juine 1900, 1p. 1105.
narized below: 4. A.W WVarner. "Use of Parallel-Field Excitation Iii

Thicke~s Mde Rsonatrlth Design of Quartz. Crystal Units." Proc. 17th
Thicnes Moe RsontorAFCS, May 19(33, pp 240-.266.

Mean Aging : 1.35 X 10 '(dy (0 1600C) 5. A.D. Uallato and R. ilechmnann. "Piezoelectric rys.
Range :2.00 X 10 ldaIy to tot Element." U.S. Pa.tent No. :3.202.040. Issued 24

4:40 X 10 lIday August 1905: U.K. Patent No. 1,028.102. Issued 4
3 sigman : 4.03 X 10 (day May 1900.

Lateral Field Resonatonu 6. 13. Colcifrank and A. Warner, "Development of SC.
Melan Aging :7.45 X 10 "Iday (0 1 G0C) cut Lateral Field Resonators." Research and Devel-

Range: 0.0 X 0 41ayloopment Technical Report. ERADCOM, U.S. Army,
Range :1.00 X It) ayt Electronics and Research Command, Fort Mon-

3 sigman : 1.77 X 10 '(day muth., NJ. May 1984 and June 1985.
Ala@alne:I X1 1 second 7. EL Walls and A.E. WVinwright. "Measurement of'

Alln ariancevi : 1 X 10.1 thle Short Terin Stability of Quartz Crystal Resona.
G~sesitvit :1 X 1~Igtors", IEEE Trans, onl 1. and M.. Vol. hI-24, No. 1.

March, 1975, p1) 15.20.Fromn this data thre LFR's aged 1.8 times better than the 0. J.J. Gaguepain. "Fundamental Noise Studies of
thickness mode resonators. The difficulty with this data Quartz Crystal Resonators". Proc. 30th Frequency
Is evaluating the aging rate at lower temperatures. This Control S3'zir.. June, 1976.1)pp 04-87.
Canl not be clone easily. Piezo Crystal Co.'s standard 5 9. 4M.M. DriscolIl, "Low Noise Crysa siltr s
Mi Iz 3rd overtone SC cut has a mean aging rate of 0 X Ing 50 Ohin Modular Amp]lfier Sustainin jg Stages".
10 "Mcay at 85*C. Ifrthe ratio of aging rates Is maintained Proc. 41t1 Frequency Control Syrnp.. May. 1986,
at lower tempera tures than the L.FR's should age at 3 X pp 329-335.
10 "(clay. This has not been confirmed yet by other 10. A. Ilallato. et. al.. "Simple Thickness Plate Modes
methods. Driven by Lateral Fields", Proc. 39th Frequenc~y

Control Symip.. May, 1985. pp 162-4172.
CONCLUSIONS 11. A. llato. et. al.. "Lateral Field Equivalent Net-

works and Piezo Coupling Factors of' Quartz Plates
Long term aging or precision lateral field resonators Driven In Simple Thickness Modes", IEEE Trans.

were measured to be 1.8 tlimes better than thickness on UFFC. Vol. UFFC-33, No. 4, July. 1986, pp 385.
mode resonators at 160*C. Long termn aging at lower 393.
temperatures may not correlate with high temperature 12. M.M. Driscoll and B.W. Kramer, "Spectral Degrada-
aging. tion In V'HF Crystal Controlled Oscillators Due to

The use or lumped element approximation, quarter Short Term Instability in the Quartz Resonator".
wave transmission line networks has been shown to pro. Proc. 1985 IEEE UltrasoniLs Symnp.. Oct.. 1985.
vide a practical means ror reducing LFE resonator reso- pp 340-344.
nant impedance levels, allowing device use in conven.
tional, discrete transistor and 50 ohim modular amplifier
oscillator circuitry. In the case of the modular amplifier
circuit, the inherent suppression of the SC-cut BI mode
resonance obtainable using the LFE configuration, cou-
pled with the broadband nature of the oscillator and
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A DIGITALLY COMPENSATED TCXO USING A SINGLE CIIP LSI

T.IIARA. T.KUDO, S.URIYA, II.SAITA, S.OGO and Y.EATSLTA

XEC Corporation

Kawasaki , 211 Japan

Summar

This paper describes a digitally At least three thermistors are
compensated TCXO using a single chip necessary to compensate for the change
LSI. Recently, with progress in In the AT cut crystal unit. whose
developing communication systems, such frequency temperature characteristics
as a mobile telephone system, the are approxis#ated by a third order
oscillator has been required to be function. The varactor should have food

smaller In size, have greater frequency linearity. The calculation of values
stability and lower power consumption. for each component is rather complicatedand usually requires a computer.

Temperature compensated crystal

oscillators (TCXOs), which include These requirements for an expensive
crystal units, have usually been used In varactor with good linearity, many
these systems. thermistors, a selected crystal unit

with good frequency temperature

The authors have developed a single characteristics and the complicated
chip LSI for a TCXO, which has digitally calculation to determine the Individual
compensated frequency temperature component values make an oscillator
characteristics for an oscillator using considerably complicated and hence
LSI technology, and have achieved a expensive to manufacture.
small digitally compensated TCXO(DTCXO). This paper presents a digitally

compensated TCXO using a single chip

The single chip LSI has functional LSI. It can be easily applied to
blocks consisting of digital and analog compensate for changes in frequency
circuits. it Includes a temperature temperature characteristics for an AT
sensor, a 9 bit A/D converter, a 512 cut crystal unit.
word x 8bit EPROM, an 8 bit D/A
converter, a reference voltage supply The DTCXO design features are shown
circuit, an amplifier circuit for the In Table 1.
oscillator and a divider.
The temperature sensor has been made
from bipolar transistors. The desired
temperature compensating accuracy is 0.5 Principle
*C. This LSI chip size Is 3.5mm x 5.3mm.
About 16,000 transistors have been The DTCXO using the single chip LSI
Integrated in It, using CMOS 2.Oum consists of three basic sections, as
design rules, shown In FIg.1 , -a temperature sensor

section, a digital frequency temperature
Important features for the DTCXO compensating section and a voltage

with this LSI and a 12.8Mlz controlled crystal oscillator (VkXO)

fundamental AT cut crystal unit are section. A functional diagram of the
small frequency variations with digital frequency temperature com-
changing temperature (±0.3ppm from -30*C pensation circuit is shown In FiX.2.
to +851C), low power consumption (25mw), It Includes the 9 bit A/D converter, the
good long term frequency stability 512 word x 8bit EPROM. the 8 bit D/A
(O.4ppm/year), Insensitivity to converter, paralell to serial converters

vibration and shock (O,05ppm) and and serial to paralell converters.
small size(lOmm x 12mm x 25mm).

There are two methods for Including
a temperature sensor In the LSI.

(a) Resistance and capacitance
temperature coefficients are used.

Introduction (b) A bipolar transistor P-N
junction is used.

TCXOs have been widely used In The authors have selected method (b),

communication systems. Most TCXOs use considering the element stability due to
thermistors as temperature sensors and a aging, to0 generate about -8mv/4C
variable capacitance diode (varactor) as temperature sensitivity. Initial output

a variable reactance element, voltage values for the temperatuce
sensor Is adjustable. In order to
obtain the desired dynamic range for the
A/D converter, the adjustment is
achieved by blowing polysilicon fuses.

C112427-3/87/0000-435 $1.00 C 1987 IEEE 435



The temperature sensor is Fi. 8 shows the short term

Integrated In the LSI In order to frequency stability.
accurately detect temperature changes.
This temperature data Is digitized and A Internal view of the DCXO. using

characterized Into 21 break points, an AT cut crystal unit, is shown Fir. 9.

where 9th Is the number of bits used for It is about l0mm x 12mm x 25mm.

the A/D converter. The EPIROH Is
programed with a customized iook-Ap
table, which provides corrections Cane!u!ons

directly to each digitized temperature
word. The word, from 0 to 511, Is used The DTCXO using the single chip LSI

to as the address for the 512word x blt has been developed. The DTCXO has the

EPROM. The EPROX then determines the following excellent characteristics;

correction voltage needed at that
temperature and outputs the digital 1) No thermistor Is needed.

correction to the 8 bit D/A converter.
The D/A converter converts this value to 2) It has an easily adjustable

an analog voltage for application to the frequency temperature com-

varactor In the VCXO. pensation circuit.

It is not difficult to show that the 3) Wide temperature range com-

maxImum frequency error, due to finite pensation is possible.

word length, is given byJ: 4) It is suitable for use In a

(_.T small size TCXO.
,&F " " * .. 1

Where:
bt u number of bits In the

temperature word. Acknowledxment
bv a number of bits In the

crrection voltage word. The authors express their thanks
S a maximum frequency- to Dr.X.Sugibuchl ,Dr.N.Yoshida and

temperature slope for Mr.S. lto, for their-encouragement.
the VCXO, In ppm pcr*C.

T v total temperature range,
over which the oscillator
must be compensated.

F X maximum peak to peak
frequency excursion of the
crystal In ppm.

&F - maximum frequency error Refnrences

allowed, in ppm. I. T.Kudo, S.Fujii and S.Nanamatsu,
Thus, the 9 bit A/D converter and A New Frequency Temperature

8 bit D/A converter would be considered, ocillato r.th Annf,

if these were the only errors involved. Oscillators." Prec. 37th Annu.Symp, on Frequency. Control,

pp. 448-453,1983.

2. BurokerG.E.,Frerkimig,M.E.,"A
Digitally compensated TCXO" Proc.

Experimental Results 27th Annu. Symp. on Frequency
Control, pp. 191-108,1973.

The authors have developed the
single chip LSI for the DTCXO. 3. Frerkingr.E.,"The Application of
Characteristics of the LSI are shown In Microprocessors to Communications
Table 2. A photograph of the LSI is Equipment Design" Proc. 33rd Annu.
shown In Fig.3. Symp. on Frequency Control

pp.431-435,1979.

Compensation experiments, using an
AT cut 12.8MHz crystal unit, are 4. J.Lee, J.E.ndrews, K.W.Lee and

presented. Fig.4 and 5 indicate overall W.R.Day, "Diita and Analog
compensated result. The less than Frequency-Temperature Compensation
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over the from -30'C to 85"C temperature Oscillators ". 1984 IEEE MTT-S
range. Digest,pp, 277-279.
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X14A1XSlS or 1MItit QMAOCIE Comm 7~AW ito~ VctmgSU

*Tiad And riostutcy Dision
8501tair, ColorAilo 9010)

Mssrrani con at rnA rila yer Wieon. Thn tuqatAof
the ou&tlr sholl To, 0hu te prAtuce of thq

Approxis'4t Anlyi3 of thu conontlonAl thtrsiAl o.r/cooler Ti, A.-A tha tctorAturou of the
@ftClosures Such AS Wft4S And CrostAtet M44IS th.~t tXsperimot Ty Area Initialy ASAU00d to be uniform.
the 1isILtAtlan to achidVAbl4 hra 04A ful4Atica is in NI. reapreaent .s thq thtrsal ismptdance botvuutn th4e ovien
saany cas#* not thea Kain of 0h4 thearsa searva loop, Mtorlcoalur AMd tho sesor; t'Cs the thurua
but rAtha-r 04e fact that the o,%pearIoenL uWder tno 4nck et the svensor 4n4 thq otside; 911 thd
oboorvAtlan within the therogl doasurisQ~ Is still theroAl 'opedAncot hWtucru thea h4Atorlcoolor and thie
cou~pl@A to thd outside tej~a eturt. So, %vtn it 04e @xpruaot; Pa tht thearval topetanct beau'een thd
thdrosal enclosurd is ptrfoctly stable to trtzsturn, outsid And thi txptrinent, ill$ the thgroxl lAS
th e xperiosent is Paot, A nov Conf iguration is betveen the senisor 4#4 thn heatezrcoaltr duo to Xt
suggostea %hich usts an Additional #@#sot toe poasuro And the heAt cApAcity of the senssor; ili the thtrpui
thanges In i outsiti- ttrAtut* and compensateo thea time constAnt of the exporiftoti due to its heat
wopoAuaiturq sot point of tht thurmAt tsclosuro In capacity and the effectIv4 thormal iadAnce uhich I#
ardor to just cor oct for t04 tpearoerror 0he parallel combinatioo of Itl and It".~ TMe effcts
induced by KMe coupling to the outsido. of **Lxll tiSo depnt thiiru 41okdens Are Also

JWIneto In the 0441 of thot c~otsit~Il thdrp~d
Apraghara Analvsisa oo nclaturt discussod later and schtoAticafly

Corvntlnal Thorml. FjeleauraA Illustratod io figurd 5 by the tohl)

TMu folloving approximate Analysis Is inndd Thid therwal porforAnct of 04e enclosure Is oftean
to Mluatrowtow )lvhrIonAl therial ,'nsors CA" bM characterxoad by ther%%l gain, %Wtt, u'hich Is
uged to co rssto a high perforwAncit thermal loottely defined by
gfnclogure such as An ov#1 or cryostAt In ordor to
zuWLAW~t1lly Improve ihit effeectivo therwal T T40

o ilton of the enclosed fxerpisnft. Figure I a
xhous the basic a eamonsts of the problem for A T-,(,) *~ o Va

Heater were the left& uide of the oquations Is the change In
Tit the sunsor temporature, TS, at A timne dela4y 'If" from

the Initial VAlUCI duo to A change In Owe outside
temperAturts, To, from Its Initial valut at Lima t'o.
I~oto that CoMt is it function of the Averaging time

Expermentand of the general form

CcCt r *tr Ot) (2)

"TOteo -to Is the thtromal delay tiza from the outside
S 00)shell to the oven And CEt) is the stcp rosponte

R R function of the oliscratie servo gain. froe% servo
.OStheory 11-31 one can shoui that the heaer servo lit
0S (0)stablet when the response tima (unity gain time) of

I I CE(,%) is About A times slower than the hoear sonsor
Outside delay Line, tpil. C (0t typically crosses tt unity

Shell TOgain point 1II siope of 6 dh per octave, Although
Any slope baloy 12 db par octavo Is stable. Civauu

Fig. I Schematic representation of Ass experiment this lmitation on the gain slope and the need to
contained within an oven shell. Thto various reduce the ef fects of hialh frequency noise In the
temperatures are represented by T'ns And the thermal servo, CEMt generally htas a functional form
Impedances by RI. TS(O) Is the set point of thu
oven, and S Is the thermal sensor. f~r (./i.r

Contribution of the U.S. government. not subject to
copyright.
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iUheri the first tbruwqer coWes frost u~s1inear"4
foetback iiith the gain set to cress unity at 6 41 por Ttr Tj r1-L. '
ocLaivo Ard 1*4i1 P, tE second bracket contains the * ~ JI
cerme yielding AiditlA ioraIelCtronic filtering of the
high frequency fluctuations for Itimox shotter thAn

and/0 the 04(llowing terms show the effects of

longer AAl"trLsi.0I yial hg0t .41
Ww#A xiti 10. This I lutm4I tr

NY using A carefully 4djusted balanick betut# the
pCrooti PACt Of the gain And that of thej
intrator Oo can vitkv the loop optim lly fast with
io4'ecoptible ove-rshoot (2). Yroie this t. 5 showi that: evnn the Elimi10t Of C*O(i) 4

repesetatonof OGCA) iv. Is clear that the "AXI"e there can still We A significant thersal o rror. The
value of CECOt that can bo obtaind at Iong averaging first term of tOm sicand braket copoes froo the
tighis or Meay UsPAS Is sca,Ali asCIipS)"l - thermal error btittten thq htatercooler ansl 04
uhort " Is the niualwr of integraters In th Ct) ##tiger (eq. 4) and the second. and often soret
IMe smller the delay Elti the astier It is to imprtant tern, cAosed bty the thermal coupling of the

ak tMt 4nd hence COCO) arge. This analysis @xperimet to the outside. The rolej of it in the
explicitly assumes that the sensoar tooperakture error Ath bracket Is soeen to be a% filtering of tMA thermal
prodUCes A lindAr corrcCOLtio In 0h1 Appliedl trAnsienits [in tha thermAl control servo 4t very short
hoAtor/cooler temperature. times (high frotitmincies). Ii. *teady stteo with Co(t.)

200 1 , (I.e., 1~1 T5C), WM(<((R ),

160- C TrCr)'Tsco) l-rC,.T 1C0))
140 - Rat

0 120 -Ia dso Ictav
,C Coo 12 dB IOct&"e

A Tr'o0 so (aTA COM) 111 (6)
40 OS/ca Rot
40- l6 d6oItac

0
-20-
-40 TE(.r) -Ts(O)

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2
log Average Timi%

fig. 2 Ovdn servo gain1 0(0y Its dig versus AveragingG
tiae (Peisuremt.L tize) tit units of A-ItS for 0Q
ProportIonal gain In curve A, for proportional gain
til~s o11e Integrator with A"A fit curvit 5, andj
proportional gain plus 2 Integrat~ors vith, 0l-4 tin I7. 3 feaptraLUre error Of the expitriment versus
curve C. therml gain of the oven, COMl.

IL. should also We noted that the sensor
tomperature Is not exactly thAt, of Else heater/cooler,

Ti.oven for Infinite 00(c). becAuse the sensor has
finite thersal resistance to tha oven heater/coolor
characterized hiar by RpIS And coupling to the outsidet T -sO
characterized lier: by R0 . Ilia thermal error of the ETi)
hetaters/coolers In steady state In than of order

-o cr.T) T0-TOP)

The difference between the temperature T. of the Fig. A. Steady state temperature error of the
experiment and that of the sensor versus G0(.&) Is experivant. Tp versus changes In the outside
often characterized by a graph similar to that shown temperature, To, from Its nominal value 'iO(0). The
In figure 3. The asymptotic value of TE as Go(t) 'slope of this line yields a good estimate of RilE/ROF.
Is approximately given by
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Th confirMaLion hat th Is the corrctc 0odl
of a conventlilna oven Is dooonulrAtld by iN facot
thAt, for most ovens, tho toepgrature change of 04 o
espermot. de to changes In INq outside toprAturt "
i basically lieAr. H

A s tqit4 nthrual Tl~

TNq forwIALAOn Of thN prOble, AS giVen MbOve, zke
for a convontlonal v.€roal enclosure Illustrate# tht
achleving lrge thormal %aIt with AO enclosure is
mt cessArily sufficient to WNp th enclosed
experiment. At INe Correct or t""n AL A Co"814fnt
tlmqraturd. It NVIt s larger than Ca(1), then S o
the effects outline 4 y will dominA the
IsoprAturd pe farmAiict of the enclosure that t
sUrrounds iN dxprimnt.. Clarly t should be

chosen as small as pssible coastsent Vith
attenuatling tN high freoqftcy thrmel 0oise In ON TO
thermal rKgU aQlAo serve ad reducin t thersal
srAdionms in th 04l of th ItVr4I gnclosurt.Thst thera Imiltlonts seat* rougthly as Nlo",6i1lMVTheje It )er radie ns el rMlnal Itvw%,A l Pi. 5 Schomalic rprestnmtation of an experiment

lopedance from one It cap of IN oven to tN othtr, con mlind lithin an oven shell uslng feedbAck to
Rg)y is thN Iherual Is"eJnce f roo Itie heatier 10 INt coinpenAAL T5(O)4 INe ge point of the oven. The
oven Shell, Anm Rgu' i the Ihermal Impedance from VariouS titomrlts orot Topresentud by Its sitil INe
one endl of tN expetrmnt to IN other. In soaq t rI70 eUdarces by Is. S(0) Is t Set point of
cases It Is potssibl to docroas itR #% increase tt IN ovn, CO() Is tN ove" gai, T0(0) is 0N
Iherml h aL Capacity Of th AxPer 0int in order 10 nomral toporAturt of tIN outside shell, 52 Is t
prosrve th same value of IRE and still d44ro.s Second sensor, g Is thN %ain of t second feedback
tIN reistive toemraure error uhich Is proportional circuit ehich mo ltfi t emerature of ItN primary
to I Eo . There Is also AnoItr solution to tN nclosure set point St0), and ht(l) Is 0N lima
probem +i tch preserves t thermal filterlng of Rim; varying thermal grilen., aloft IN outside sh"ll
1hAt1 Is to wAsure T() - Ti and us@ tN result to beLvtn th 94econt X@e0sor and t effective point Of
chAnge IN thermal sensor set point by an moIt, thermal coupling from th Outside to tht xpriment.
equal to t right. hand side of equatlion 6 14). This
is she" In figure S. In practice this is asly
acco"llghd Since on. need only measure I relatlive
temperature changes of th outsido ltll versus a
nominal selpolm TO(0) (tr 6A). Toro 6b only 0on noOes that Te can b adjusted from plus to minus
contribultes an offset uhtch, for many applications, or ztro by changing INe feedback gain, Crg, 1o ithin
can be Ignored. The effects of a tipm vArylng a precision limited only by tN time varllions of
therml gradient botwien tN position of measurement .('I). Addiltonally, variations of 6TW() Uith To are
of t ouLsidt tmpqraturo and IN offecLtvt position unimportant. Improvements iI TC Are always possible
of tI thermal connection betwen tIN experimnt ind It tN opn loop performance (i.e., GCy * 0) conforms
the outside are Included in Eq. 7 via 6T(). 1h With Pigure A. Adjusting TC to approxMAat&ly zero IS
Ltmlrature error of Ie experimAnt using IN scheme equivalent to lncrea+sing thN thermal gain at t04
shown in Figure S is given by equation 7. experiment to infinity. In practlice It has proveo

Possible to Achieve thermal gains In excess of 103

t 1 (r).TCsO) - ICTo,)ToCO)lM_5. , using a single oven shell fabricated from 1.6 m
t thick aluminum cylinder about 25 ca long and 18 cc in

diameter. The ends vor e about 0.63 ca thick and
carried the heaters. The experiment under control
was an Alumina cylinder of - A kg woight. RiE was of

I(T°)'To(O) ' (7) order I hour. Particular care was taken to reduce
thermal gradients across the experiment and to seat
Sink thE cables connecLing the experiment to the oven

I:( ) Cra IT (0) Ts( ) ! s. 10 ncrease RO.

The question which naturally arises when
compensating the oven temperature in this marnor Is:
vhAt happens to the thermal transient response of the

The temperature coefficient of the experiment due to exporlmnt7 The reason that %B|E Is finite (hours In
changes In the temperature of the outside Is some cases) is that a long time constant is perceived
approximately given by to be necessary In order to reduce the ther4al

transients due to noise In the oven servo and thermal
gradients in the experiment. The translent response

dTf F can easily be understood by modeling It as an
a dT. dT 0  r& (e) quivalent electrical circuit in (figure 6) uhere TES d R- VE, 'it " Vi etc .
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Fig. 6 ElActrIc4l Analog for the tlIrAl circuit of
i1th Wt-% ricolo@r, Khorrl sensor, exApriftnt showing Time (TMC)S
tho various coupling*.

Fig. 7 Curvl A shous the AIcUl Led lherval
ranslenti rosponso of the xprierwinL In An

utscQm€el~ntd thermal enclosur for a step change on
0 the pom4ura of th. outside shall norialIxts by
R1 Ig g. COrve IS ShOaS the CAlcuAlate r6sponse using

ifar V of IV.riotov~ulo EPv Pger§Ct thtraottar On the txparam wills th
lov~ditI V4voqu~lbruotValo o V CY-Y)) fsto stbleftexiack response lit the comipmmsto4

,'fix ait a ie osan.olculetlros 1 for tri compensated servo
fsrfor V As % g-(Vo- I tI(Rg4x-), Vg would stay describtd In the text Assuming that the second
VaerfeCtly Constant. gins cant Wapproxated in th teral st"Itor on the outer shell1 has A time constaftM
rall own, by having Tni)( - T (A) track eth of 'tS£/10. In gentrAl the peak height for %" '41F
ceenosat d value of s,(O) f fToi) - To()Ip;F with Is givon in §q. 9.
Lima constant iR. The magnitudet of the thermal
trAnsient at the experiment 4u* to A change to To
will We of order

Discussion

S (,.ct ,,o T .(a) Ust! on the Above analysis one cas formulate
J I ~ ggJ I guidolins for Achlv'c Very high tlrmal gains In

Single enclosures. These g|idolines Ara:

1) Hake -%, , the time constant boiwten the
Clearly thin In reduced by making IN At small As hewaer/cool or And the thermal sensor as small as
possible. The lower limit of tp Is 4(t1g +$5), possible and use at least one Integrator In order to
where t!;2 is tho thermal response of the second make C(t), the electronic gain, large.
Sensor Peasurlng the relative teaprature of the
out*ide. 2) Make the thermal resistance between the heater (or

cooler) and experiment., R11, aS 31all aS possible And
"herefore, if instead of usiG the oven sLill acieve the desired reduction of high frequency

omestion oulined ithere, one Uses A perfect noise lAnd thermal gradients in the experiment.
thermoeter on the experimeni to measure the
tempralure error due to To chlnging, the smallest 3) Haka Pop, the thma-l resistance from the outside
value that could b oltailned for t IS About Ax.Il£  to thi expeiment, AS large As possible,
Since iSi can be orders of magnitude less than the
thermal" 14g of the experiment, 11E, this compensated A) Make the thermal gradient. 6Tit). becueen the
oven Approach will produce much bottr thermal measureomnL point of To for the compensation netuork
transient reduction at the experiment than having And the effective point of thermal connection for
perfect thermometer on the experiment. This Is RgO,, as saIIll And as constant In tIM as possible.
Illustrated In Figure 7, and qualitatively verified
on the Single oven Systom Met1oned above. The 5) Adjust the servo gain GF (of eg. 8) so as to
sensor on the exporlint can also be used in minimize the thermal coefficient of the "experiment".
conjunction with the method outlined here to obtain
superior long term performance. Following those guidelines generally, It Is

possible to achievo thermal regulation (gain) at the
experiment uhich is I to 2 orders of magnitude better
than that achieved in the same enclosure using the
conventional approach. The therm l transient
response can be sinilarly Improved. In several
experiments using a large single oven approximately
25 cm long and 18 cm in diameter, thermal gains in
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eIcss of 105 wort o Aintl Huhiph tntclos'4oa chn
be t.reate~d As sucessive single onclasurcs.

I Am Indebted 1o mny colloaiums for triui.Lful
discussions on this concopt, especially lr. .L.
Leis who first sug . std Addling A sensor on tba
@xternAl 0411l In addition to the one an tjhe
@xprl onL In order t0 consatfdo for external
toipotaturc changes of the primAry th4'aer enclosure.
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(1) F. M. CArdnor, Phasd Laek Teclilque, (Jolhl
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Uthtvrsity of Colorado, boulder, CO 30302.

13) U-1.. Rohdt, DtitAl PL. Fratnuancy SynthetI~trs,
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slmilar sch"se (patent 1 397081) was developed
by Jerry Frledricks of Hotorola, 25S 14.
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TilE AGING OF RESONATORS AIID OSCILIATOR5
UNDER VARIOUS TEST CONDITIONS

R. FILLER, R. LINDE11MUTII, 3. MESSINlA, V. ROSATI and 3. VIG,

US Army Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory (LABCO)
Fort Monmouth, Now Jorsey 07703-5000

hAbr=c &a~lnV Wlth On-Off Cvcl In

During measurement of the aging of rao- In many applications, oscillators are
nators and oscillators, it has boon customary used intermittently. When the equipmant is
to minimi:e the offacts of all froquency- turned off, so is the power to the oscillator.
determining parameters other than time. It is There is virtually no information in the
important to perform the experiments at con- literature on how frequent on-off cycling
stant temperature, drive level, atc. in ordor affect* the aging of oscillators.
to be sure that the frequency changes measured
are due to "aging," and not to soma other
changing parameter. in zany real-world appli-
cations, however, the oscillatc:s' aging A group of 40 Tactical Miniature Crystal
occurs simultaneously with exposure to chang- Oscillators (TMXO) wore placed on aging.
Ing environments. These oscillators contained ceramic flatpack

enclosed 10 MIi:, 3rd overtone, SC-cut resona-
Aging experimentz on oscillators indicate tors. The resonator drive currents were 0.3 ma

that power on-off cycling and temperature to 0.4 Pn. The oven temperatures within the
cycling of the oscillators during aging does TMXO wore set to the crystal units' upper
not worsen the total frequency change during turnover temperatures, uhich ranged from 980C
the aging period, in most cases. Changing the to is 0C.
resonator drive level in discrete steps did
not affect the aging rates of precision SC-cut The oscillators were placed into a tem-
oscillators, up to 2.5 na of drive current. perature chamber and c,olod to -450 C. After
The aging of precision SC-cut resonators did an initial continuously-on stabilization
not improve significantly when the aging was period of 11 days, the oscillators wore on-off
performed at temperatures about 100 0 C lower cycled at 24 hr intervals, i.e., on 24 hrs
than the temperatures at which ovenizod oscil- then of f 24 hrs, for the next 37 days. After
lators are usually operated. this initial on-off cycling, the oscillators

wore kept continuously-on for 12 days, then
Ithe on-off cycling was continued for another 7

days. The chamber was then heated up to

Aging Is defined as1 "The relationship +700C, the oscillators were kept continuously-
between oscillator frequency and time when the on for 6 days, followed by on-off cycling, at
oscillator frequency is measured under con- 24 hr intervals, for the final 27 days. The
stant environmental conditions." Ilistori- frequencies were measured 5 minutes after
cally, during the measurement of aging, it has turn-on, then at 80 minute Intervals.
been necessary to minimize the effects of all
frequency-determining parameters other than Representative results are shown In
time. only by doing so can one be sure that Figures I to 4. The upper turnover tempera-
the frequency change measured is duo to tures, i.e., the oven set-points, are indi-
"aging", and not to some other changing param- cated on the figures. The results show that
eter. the initial aging after turn-on was sometimes

worse when the chamber temperature was -450C
In many real-world applications, aging (e.g., in Figure 1,) sometimes it was worse

occurs simultaneously with other changing when the chamber temperature was +7O0C (e.g.,
conditions. The major goals of the investiga- Figures 2 and 3,) and sometimes the results
tions described below were: 1. to compare the wore comparable at the -450C and +700C temper-
aging under constant conditions with the aging atures (e.g., Figure 4.) Of the 40 units, 20
under changing conditions, and 2. to determine were better at -450C, 4 were better at +7o0C,
if a significant improvement in aging rate can 13 wore about the same at the two tempera-
be obtained by lowering the aging temperature turos, and 3 units failed during the experi-
to below zero Celsius. The "changing condi- mont.
tions" wcare on-off cycling, and drive level
variations. If one fits curves to the points at the

end of each 24 hr period and compares the
Since in some of the experiments, the aging rate, as represented by those curves, to

"aging" conditions were intentionally varied, the aging rates during the continuously-on
the term "aging" is used loosely in this periods, no degradation in aging rates can be
paper, i.e., "aging!' includes frequency varia- attributed to the on-off cycling.
tions with both the tine and the condition
being varied. The .ging rates reversed sign for 15 of

the 40 TMXO's. This is a significantly nigher
The experimental methods2 , the ceramic incidence of reversals than has been observed

flatpack enclosed resonators3 , the special during the normal, continuously-on aging of
test oscillators4 , and the Tactical Miniature other ceramic flatpack enclosed crystal
Crystal Oscillators5 used in these investiga- units.
tions have been described previously.
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TMXO (UTP,-107.60C)

DaisTMXQ (UTP-04.8"C)

Ii I CNDI

-6 4 % Slope *-4.8 x 1O'"1/day

-C1- Slope - -3 x 10-11/day 4-8--

-18-

I o N I e r r I D Y j O N T j I O r r I D A Y o e . a m Iw D A Y O N .

Figure 1I Aging with on-off cycling. Slope L....~-- 4C *c ~
i r denoted for reference. [I

THX (UP-02.C)Figure 4 -Aging with on-off cycling. Slope
TMXO (UT-02.0C)is denoted for reoaronco.

In another experiment, nine TZ4XO's, in a
* sope x - /day laboratory ambient environment, wore unbed
A0 1/a contbinuously-on for 40 days, then war* turned

CL epee Iof f and stored at -400C for ton days, than
.~ S Wt were turned an and keopt on continuously for

4- 10, days, than were on-off cycled, five days
on and two days offC, for 4 complete cycles,

IlJ 2f than were kept on continuously for the next
r 267 days. Representative results na shown in

10 DA~s Figures 5 and 6. Again, the temperature
S cycling did not worsen the aging rates. The

V) CD slopes given on the curves are the best fit

OW. OSC ON I DA w t straight lines to tho last third of the data.

IONT Orr i Day IcONT. OHrr 1 m
-45 SC70-- *c.-

Figure I- Aging with on-off cycling, Slope is 18TMXO Aging
given fo..' reference.

TMXO (UTP=97.3'C) SLOPE - -6.6E-12/day
(between day 305 and day 44?)

- 4--

4 - slope - -1.8 x 10-11/day

2 - ) D W) C V

In 1-0 I

ION OSC. ON I DAY IONT INOISON I DAYlI at-400C
FONT. Off IYC ONT. lUOrCril or I DAY on-off cycling

.1 1 l 5 days on, 2 days off

-4* -+780 10900 to R.T.

Figure 5 - Aging with on-off cycling. slope
Figure 3 -Aging with on-off cycling. Slope is linear fit between days noted.
is denoted for reference.
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8
-L "-GK-Il'day

6 etwoo day HI8 %W day 447) (10 MHz 3rd SC-cut at 8oC LTP)

4 5

A~ 2- Slope a 2.4 x 10-11/day

• . I .I I I.I I l I .

-* on-oft cycling
5 days on, 2 days ott o+ ,. °,,, i a ,+ ,. o,. i<. i-19 "7°C to R•T• r , I I

Figure 6 - Aging with on-off cycling. Slope
is linear fit between days noted. Figure 8 - Aging with on-off cycling. Slopo

denoted is for r'eference.Rasonatorn in TC0t Oi(c9iatnor

On-off cycling aging experiments were
also p5rormed with the special test os.cilla-t1s on five SC-cut 10 HIof 3rd overtone r MHz 3rd SCAcu at 91oc LTP)

ceramic flatpack enclosed rosonators. Inorder to minimize the effects of oscilltor
circuitry on the aging, the resonators wore
operated near sories resonance. The network sle
was a Colpitts design with a b-ode rejection circuit, as shown in Figure 7. The drive a.
currents ranged frn 0.4 to 0.6 m. The oveon
(i.e., turnover) temperatures ranged from 80oCto 9cmc. The ,scillators remained at labora- 

tory ambient temperature during the oxpi'il-oent. During the last phase of t to r.i-
mont, the oscillator circuitry alone was slope + x :0-1rnda.
cycled, without cycling the ovens. Reprceon- A
tative results are shown i n Figures 8 to ri. CL 0
The on and off periods are noted on the w 1 l ,"curve ts r g foso 0 t 0.6 ma. T e even #, , .

(ie. tunvr tepeatre ranged fro 8I0 4. s 0 IS GI5

tFigure 9 - Aging with on-off cycling. Slope
nont,~ente ise oscorto reference.on wa

(10 MHz 3rd OS~cut at 80oC LTP)

ON_._-__ 5 slope . +1.4 x 10. 12/day

scithis MO. SOURCE O D

Figure 7 - Crystal network in test 4 i I

osi0trs 0 0 0 "I
Again, the on-off cycling did not degrade o cthe aging rates. The aging rates noted on the -

curves are comparable to the rates observed I osc a° vru os n°°°a.+'°+ os a.,sc ovrc o,s t
for similar resonators that have been aged ON 5 OflYs OVEN oN ONr S Ous I / OSCON s
under continuously-on conditions for con- err 2 wiis con. 0 w i
parable periods. In this group of resonators,none exhibited an aging rate reversal. Figure 10 - Aging with on-off cycling. Slope

denoted is for reference.
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(10 MHz 3rd SC-cut o 58oC LTP)

a,,

0 slope n +1.5 X 1011/day

0 I I , z -%,,,

4--

N Vq

IO. VW l 4 01C I QC L OV0ta IftitaI C 0 COU.
NI VelAl 5 MfN~IC51Sjso, I

off I ~z CONT. Ocrr I MITa I or t4. cn

Figure 11 - Aging with on-off cycling. Slope .,,
denoted i= for reference.

Figure 12 - TCOO aging with temperature
cycling.

in another project, on the evaluation of
commercial TCXO's, the long torm stability of
3.2 MHiz TCXO's (27 total, from four vendors)
was evaluated during a period of 400 days. .'
The sequence of events during the evaluation
was as follows:

0 to 30 Aging E
31 to 44 2 f vs T runs (L a1
45 to 56 Aging 9.
57t o 103 5 f vs T runs ..

104 to 130 Aging O n'
139 to 150 1 fvs Trun
151 to 105 Aging
lG to 200 1 f vs T run
201 to 247 Aging
248 to 267 2 f v T runs
266 to 315 Aging
316 to 365 4 f vs T runs
366 to 400 Aging .5.,

During the aging periods, the TCXO's wore in a
temperature chamber that was stabilized at
500C ±1oC. Each frequency vs. temperature Figure 13 - TCXO aging with temperature
(f vs. T) run was conducted according to the cycling.
following procedure:

1. Cool chamber from room temperature to 94

-550C in about 20 minutes, without collecting 0.4
data.

0.3
2. Dwell at -550C for 60 min; measure fre- 1
quencies at the end of the 60 min. E 0.1

0.
3. Collect data while heating the chamber to C.,. .
+850C, then cooling it to -550C, in 20C steps. %
After each 20C step, stabilize for four *.- 1 ' C=4,S
minutes and collect data for an additional C " 2 A A A A
four minutes. \4.,'4.
4. Heat chamber to room temperature in about .'
20 minutes, without collecting data.

Eleven of the TCXO's failed during the
evaluation (seven out of the 11 were units
made by one of the four vendors.) Six of
these stopped operating during the f-T runs,
three stopped operating during one of the Figure 14 - TCXO aging with temperature
aging periods, and two were deemed to have cycling.
failed because the aging rates increased
significantly after one of the f-T runs. The
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results for one of the latter two are shown in
Figure 12. Representative results for the 16
TCXO's which stayed within a _0.5 ppn range
during the 400 days are shown in Figures 13
and 14. Note that the y-axis scale Is in
parts per Pillion (ppm) whereas the . rll r Aging at -10oC
scales were in parts par billion (ppb). (5MHz 3rd SC.cut, after pce-aging and high driving)

Arwine a Low Trennoru~ t fnt A iout0 -100C)

In a previous report2 , results for aging B- 4 i i + I I ,
rates at about -10o0 for thirty-day period: S 0
were described, and the rationale for possible -2 N M
aging rate improvezants at -10oC was also A
discussed. The Intent of the earlier study L -4
was to investigate the temperature dependence i Os 1
of aging rates. . -6 X Y.-

The earlier investigations have now boon - -
extended to long term aging. A group of nine
5 Hit: 3rd overtone SC-cut crystals, with lower
turnover temperatures in the vicinity of
-10 0C, were placed on long ter= agintj in the
special test oscillators. The teat oncillator:
allowed for operation in a freozor, i.e., were Figure 16 - Low temperature aging or 5 Milt SC-
built so that the controls for setting the cut 3rd O/T.
oven temperature and drive level were outside
the freezer.

After the initial 200 days of aging, the
experiment was interrupted bacause noe of the
day to day frequency changes were erratic, an
can be =een in Figure 15. It was discovered Aging at -11oC
that the usual high-driving (about 20 ma for (SMHz Ud SC-cut, attar pe-aging and high dring)
about 30 seconds) prior to installation into
an oscillator had not boon applied to this _______________________

group of resonators. After high-driving, the - I I I , I ,
resonators were reinstalled into the tot W m U S S S
oscillator: and the aging was restarted. - V) CD W) W L)
Representative results for the subsequent oe N
year of aging are shown in Figure: 16 to 1. CL -2--
The aging rates, as indicated by the best fit %A
to the data during the latter half or the 4.
aging period, ranged from low parts in 1011 -
par day, as in Figure 16, to parts in 1013 par #".

day, as in Figure 17. While those rates are 4 slope +2.9 x 10" 13/day
respectable, coparable rates have also been
achioved at the upper turnover temperatures of -5
SC-cut crystals, as can be soon, for example,
in Figure 5.

Figure 17 - Low temperature aging or 5 MHz SC-
cut 3rd O/T.Aging at -11oC

T (SMHz 3rd SC-cut, before high driving)
Aging at 1oOC

0.0440J.0 . t. ..* (SMHz 3rd SC-cu, alter pre-ging and high driving)
9, , 5.

6 ,% 4

3- slope -1.3 x 10- 12/day
-o DAYS 2

00

0-3 ..-6 4 1, , , , , ,

0'
-9 in 0 LO to 5 (9U*) S U3 5 Il S U)

-12
Figure 18 - Low temperature aging of 5 MHz SC-

-15 cut 3rd O/T.

Figure 15 - Erratic aging.
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Qlrve livel DSnendence of Aning

In precision AT-cut oscillators, It has
been standard practice to use a low drive
level in order to attain the lowest possible
aging rate 7 . For example, the recommended
drive leveli for a 5 MtHz Sth overtone AT-cut
unit that has been used in several manufactur-
ars' high precision ovenized oscillators as 135in7 x 10.11Ndy
70 na 20%. 108

The low drive level is necessary because 1 7.0 diopter
at higher drive levels, the AT-cut crystal's 81 plane-convex
nonlinearity results in instabilities. A 1967
review papera  on AT-cut quart: frequency 5 54
standards, states: "Obviously, it is advisable

to operate high-pracision crystal units at the 27
lowest possible drive level. A change in DAYS
crystal current (or vibrational amplitude) in 0 - ..
5- and 2.5-Mui: fifth-ovartone crystal units o 3.6 x 10111day o
also changes the aging behavior. An increase 0
in current from 75 pa by one order of .2 ma 0.04 m& 1.5 ma
magnitude changes the monthly aging from I
part In 1010 to 1.5 parts in 109." 4.1 w 0.19 Pw ;70 Pw

SC-cut crystals' drive level sensitivity Figure 19 - Aging vs. drive level at 100 0C.
can be significantly lower than the sensitivi-
ty of AT-cut unitslO. Moreover, whereas AT-
cut units are very susceptible to activity
dips at high drive levels (i.e., above about
1.5 ma of drive current) in Sc-cut units,
activity dips are an extremely rare occur-
rence, even at the higher drive levels.

The aging of a group of ceramic flatpack 145 1 X 104 /day

enclosed 10 XII: 3rd overtone SC-cut units was
measured in the special test oscillators. The 116
group consisted of four resonators that wore
aged at about lO0OC and nine resonators that 87 5.0 diopter
were aged at about -10 0 C. The aging of the 13 t plano-convex
resonators was measured at three drive levels. 58
Representative results are shown in Figures 19
to 22. The initial period was a stabili:ation 29
period during which the drive levels, noted on
the figures, were in the range of a few tenths 0 2 x 10.11lday DAYS
of a milliampere. On day 53, the drive levels 0,
were decreased to the values indicated. On -29 in
day 87, the drive levels were increased, and
the aging was continued to day 137. The drive 0.3 m& 0.01 ma 2.5 ma
levels during the final period ranged from 1.4 9 jw 0.01 S94 w
ma to 2.5 ma.

Figure 20 - Aging vs. drive level at 100 0C.
The results of this experiment indicate

that the aging of these resonators have no
significant dependence on drive level, up to
the 2.5 ma maximum drive current used during
the experiment.

In another aging vs. drive level experi-
ment, a group of five ceramic flatpack en-
closed 10 MHz 3rd overtone SC-cut resonators
were aged for 223 days in the special test
oscillators. The aging temperatures ranged
from 710C to 108 0C. On day 43, the drive
levels were changed from about 0.03 ma to 100 -1.3 x 10-111day
about 1.2 ma, and on day 123, the drive levels 3.0 diopter -

were changed back to the original values. 50 plano-convex DAYS
Representative results are shown in 0 DAYS

Figures 23 and 24. In all cases, no signifi-
cant discontinuities in the aging rates were -50 -1.2 x 1O111day
observed. Of course, all drive level changes 0.16 ma 0.44 ma 1.40 ma
resulted in a frequency offset at the moment -100 -- 14 143 pw
of the change. The offsets are a consequence
of the amplitude-frequency effect10 in the
resonators, and possibly, of the changes in
the oscillator circuitry due to the effects of Figure 21 - Aging vs. drive level at -80C.
the variable-gain amplifier. The drive level
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changes resulted in no frequency offset upon
return to the initial drive levels. The aging
rate during the final periods wore about what

85 -2.3 X 1o111day one would obtain by extrapolating the aging
- - during the initial periods. That in, the

68 change in drive levels during the middle
periods did not have a significant effect on

51 the aging rates during the final poriods.

3.0 diopter The crystal plates of the 10 HIIM 3rd
34 plaao-covex overtone SC-cut crystal units used in those

drive level vs. aging experiments were Plano-
convex. The plates were 14 mn in diameter and

OAYS the contours ranged from 1.0 diopters to 7.0
dioptors. The drive level sensitivity coo-
f iciantalu, of resonators similar to those

-17 can bo expected to range from 57 ppb par ma 2

to 220 ppb per ma 2 . Even the 228 par ma2

-34 resonators showed no dependence of aging rate

-2Sx 1011d on drive level. All of the crystal plates
-51 were cut from cultured quartz, both swept and

1.1 Ma .oS m 1.5 M unswept.to correlation was found between
94 )W 0.3 )& 175jWW quartz noatrial and the drive level dependence

94JiW 0 3 w 175 w of aging.

Figure 22 - Aging vs. drive level at -90 C.

Aging with on-off cyclinn

On-off cycling during aging did not
195 worsen the total frequency change during the

aging period, except in a few TCXO's. The
156 initial aging after turn-on varied with the

. | temperature during the off-period, but not in
IL a systematic manner. That the initial aging
IL1 17 5.5 diopter was worse, for some of the oscillators, when

piano-convex the off-period was at +70 0 C than when it was

478- at -450C was unexpected.

4 39-- One possible explanation is that the
initial aging is due primarily to stress

-- trelief. Although the -450 C temperature pro-
* wducos a larger stress than the +70 0 C, since
t W stress relief rates are temperature dependent,

- N stress relief at -450C can be lower when the
effect of lower temperature on stress relief

0.026 ma 1.2 ma 0.026 ma rate outweighs the ffect of higher stress.

0.07 ow 175 pw 0.07 ow Since aging and retrace are highly depen-
dent on the resonator's processing and design,

Figure 23 - Ef fects of drive level changes on on-off cycling may or may not affect the aging
aging at 910 C. rates of other types of resonators. There-

fore, the above results should not be indis-
criminately extrapolated to other types or

140- resonators.

112 Aging at Low Temporature

5That the aging was not significantly

2 864-- lower at the -100 C aging temperature than whenPlanoconvex the aging took place at temperatures 1000C

56- higher indicates that the aging was not pri-
marily due to a single thermally activated

4- process. Since the resonators had been pro-
28-- cessed at high temperatures in order to mini-

a- -r_ : : , 1Deqy mize contamination inside the resonator enclo-
[---A , M- sure, the resonators may have been exposed to

to large mounting stresses at -100 C.
The resonators used in these experiments

were in four-point mounts. The mounting
0.026 ma 1.2 ma 0.026 ma directions were the psi = 0 , 90 , 180 , and
0.07 uw 144 pw 0.07 Pw 270 degree directions, which are not the zero

force-frequency-effect directions for SC-cut
Figure 24 - Effects of drive level changes on crystalsl . Stress relief may, therefore,
aging at 920 C. have been a significant aging mechanism in

these resonators. The experiment needs to be
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repeated with resonators designed to minimize 11. T.J. Lukoazek and A. Ballato, "Resonators
the effects of thermal stresses, i.e., either for Severe Environments," Proc. 33rd Ann.
with resonators that are mounted along the Sypp. on Freq. Control, pp. 311-321, 1979.
zero forca-frequency-effect directions, or
with resonators of the BVA-type1 2,13 designs. 12. R.J. Besson, A Now 'Electrodeless'

Resonator Design," Proc. 31st Ann. Symp. on
DirLevel fenndonce Froq. Control, pp. 147-152, 1977.

That the aging rates did not vary with 13. J.P. Aubry and A. Debaisioux, "Further
drive le'1 is probably duo to the :C-cut's Results on 5 MHz and 10 MHz Resonators with
low amplitude-frequency effect and to stable BVA and QAS Designs," Proc. 38th Ann. Symp. on
oscillator circuitry. That drive levels up to Freq. Control, pp. 190-200, 1984.
2.5 ma did not degrade the aging rates has
potentially significant implications for the
design of low noise-floor oscillators. Exper-
iments are planned on drive level vs. aging
and vs. short term stability, at higher drive
levels.
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THIE UISIGN. MqD A .ALYSIS OF VhF/lIT CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS

A. enjaminson

Systexatics General Corporation

Crystal City, Arl1ntton, Virginia

StIMAr The analysis routine generates a plot of gain

and phase versus frequency and also datemines the

This program Is written for use on III, Series 200 frequency offset (from the FS value) required to pro-
Computers with a minimum of BASIC 2.0. The 5.25" duce the necessary 360 degree phase shift. The curve

flexible disk also contains files for storing Input (shown in Figures 3 chru 10) Alno slow how the gain

and output data. And phase vary within a few bandwidths around the Fs
value, and indicate whether the networks are peaking

The current program produces a design for either at Pa. By modifying the suspected element values,

of two veries resonant crystal oscillators usinr el- the gain and phase can be adjusted as required.
ther Bulk Acoustic Wave Resonators (IAW), or Surface
Acoustic Wave units (SAWR). The latter way be either The sensitivity routine can be used to deotr-
1-Port or 2-Port devices of either phase. One design mine Which eiceents are most sensitive in terms of
is for Meacham bridge oscillators (IBXO) the other for frequency or gain control, and provides A means for
the conventional SO's used for VIIF/UIIF SAWRO's with asessing the effect of component tolerance changes.
impedance transforming Inductors at collector and

base terminals. Tte analysis routine Is a puraly linear algo-
rithm, and not sensitive to signal level. Estimates

These designs are based on the configuration of signal output power, transistor, and crystal dis-

showt in Figure 1. The BXO uses bridge resistor R1 , sipation are made in the design section based on the
while the SRO does not. The design programs use aoe assumption of an open-loop gain of two, combined with

simplifications to achieve a workable set of compo- base-emitter limiting.
nent values, and then interact with the Analysis sec-

tion, to provide feedback that will. modify the design,

particularly with respect to the transistor input

admittance, Yin. An Approach to Oscillator D.Wsaipn and Analysis

The analysis section is used to accurately ana-
lyze the performance of the selected design that fits Th e desig of lo tequecncy os cillator* such As

the configuration of Figure 1. (such as the Pierce tile Pierce family of positive reactance oscillators,

Oscillator) The six network reactances can be either and the Butler and Differential groups of series-

Inductive, or capacitive, depending on the circuit resonant oscillators can be accomplished with a mill-

involved. Components may be eliminated by entering imum of transistor data. The cransconductance and

rere for a closed path, or a large number, i.e. ME420, Input impedance are all that armt required And they

for an open path. It Is also possible to enter com- can easily be derived from the dc emitter current and

mon-bse parameters and analyze grounded-base tscih- tite nominal lIFE. Such designs have developed Into
n-e aratrs the earlier computer programs of this CODA (Crystal

Oscillator Design and Analysis) series. As wrLtten,

Mhen resonator data Is entered for either design they are useful to 50 WI: or so. The Ilest CODA-

or analysis, the frequency is assumed to be th DXO, which requires some Y-parameter inputs, is ac-

series-resonnnt frequency, and a value of Li is cal- curate to over 100 19l:.

culated to resonate with the entered value of Ci at
thisThe CODA-SRO hover is intended for use to at

least I CII and requires the full set of Y-parameters

The value of L6 is also calculated in analysis for the transistor being considered. Since most tran-

to resonate with Co, if entered. It may also be mod- sistor data is derived from tests on network ann-

ified later, as may all input values, when changes in lyzers, it Is usually given in S-parameters, based on
the circuit are to be tested, via the Analysis rou- a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms. This program
tine. in a 2-Port SA R s to be used, nte values will accept transistor S-parameters, convert them to

for CSI and CS2 are entered Instead of Ca, along with Y-parameters, and store them in that form for use

tphase reversal, if any, with the selected resonator, whase data can also le
t he, stored In tha twiss storage medium.

Both design and analysis sections require the

transistor's Y-par etars which my be entered direct- An oscillator circuit is basically a narrow-

ly as common-emitter or common-base factors, or al- band amplifier that uses te resonator as a filter

ternatively the S-parameters may be entered. The pro- element to provide gain at the resonator's operating

gram will then convert common-emitter S-parameters to frequency. Tie gain must be sufficient to supply

common-emiter Y-parameters. external load power as well as the input power re-
quired by the amplifier. A second requirement is chat
the phase-shift through the amplifier must be 0 (or

Since these parameters are depeudent on Vcc, VB , 360) degrees, so that the power returned to the input

and Ic, values for these may also be entered. The will be at the correct angle to reproduce the oatpuc

program will then compute values for the bias re- level, or "regenerate" tme signal.
sistors and by-pass capacitors as shown in the sche-
matic diagram, Figare 2.
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In practice the suall-sign19 , open-loop gain be cculated directly since YL i alo dependent on
(from input to tile point on the output that will con- Yin. The program solves this by using Yi at a
nect to the Input) is usually calculated to be two starting value for Yin. After a first value (or YL
or greater. This will iinsure reliable starting under is found, tle program analy:a the circuit, recoa-
all conditions and result in a rapid build-up of os- putes Yin and YL, and iterates through tlis loop ul-
cillation until soma limiting action, either tranals- til Yin stabilizes. Two or throe such "passes" are
tar saturation, external limiting diodes, or ALC, te- usually sufficient to achieve a stable value.
dUoes the gain to unity at a sustainable signal level.

The COOA-SKO progran provides for either of
Simple low frequency oscillators, such as the two designs, the bridge Oscillator (MO), or the

|Plerce, use the resonator as an inductance operating Series-Resonant Oscillator (590). The most apparent
in conjunction with tWO capacitances to form a single difference bewoten the two, is that KI Is used in
tapped resonant circuit. Thi takes the form of the tle BXO to forts an opposing arm of tle bridge cir-
familiar PL-sectlon and produces cloas to 180 degrees cuit, but is not used With th4 SR1O. Since the cur-
of phase-Ahift at resonance. Since the transistor rent through KI opposes that through the crystal, it
(when connected as a cocaton-uitter amplifier) pro- provides negative feedback and has a profound effect
duces a phase-revrsal of 180 degrees, oscillation onl the design algorithm.
occurs very close to the frequency at which the net
Inductive reactance of the resonator equals the neot The XO should be considered for lower fre-
capacitive reactance of the two capacitors. See FL- quencies and higher crystal resistance#, where its
gure 3. ability to raise the oaded Q, rather than reduce it,

(with respect to the unloaded P) is Ioat apparent.
Since the only inductance in the Plerce oAscl- Both design programs should be exercised however,

Intor is provided by the crystal resonator, the ctr- and a choice made based on application. The SRO
cult is capable of operating on other than the so- will be considered first.
letted overtone, If sufficlent gain is available.

Series-reuonant oscillators however, employ a
low Q parallel-tuned circuit (connected to the col- Rtunlnng the Osl Section
lector of tle transistor) to achieve gain at the nom-
inal frequency of operation, hile the resonator acts The program is loaded froa the flexible disk-
as an additional high Q sertes L-C circuit that dic- atto, after BASIC 2.0 (or higher) is in place; use
tates the exact frequency of oscillation. It does LOAD "CODA-SRO".
this by introducing th, appropriate type of reactance
(+/-) needed for a precise 360 dog es. Seae Figures A list of menu choices is displayed, the '.hoic
4 and S. Is made via the soft keys in the upper row, left, of

the keyboard. It is advisable to select "Draw Sche-
As the required frequency of oscillation ap- macic" first to study the circuit. The schematic

proaches An appreciable fraction of the transistor's diagram Is also shown In Figure 2.
transition frequency, ft, the phase shift through the
transistor Increase beyond the 180 degrees of low- "11W mnus are also provided, that explain
frequency reversal. ite angle of Yfe at ICI: for the operation of each section of the program, when
example, may be -50 (+180) degrees for an ft or I s M:. additional clarification is required.

The design used in this program accounts for this If now values for the transistor, crystal, and
additional la, by introducing a second L-C network circuit paramaters are to be entered, these may be
at cite base of the transistor. This network serves a entered separately, or In one data group. Select
dual purpose. It provides a lead angle to reduce tlc for data Input either "Y-PAM&ITFRS" or "S-PARtXRTERS"
total phase shift to 360 degrees, and also provides a followed by CRYSTAl. PARA.UERS" (which also include
more suitable impedance ratio between the crystal and dc supply voltages). Alteniativaly, "ALL PAmATES"
the input base of the transistor. This can be under- may be selected, and all values Including crystal
stood by reference to Figure 1, In whtich all the and Y-paraueters, etc. entered in one group.
elements of the high-frequency SRO are illustrated.

The advantage of separate transistor and cry-
The collector of tie transistor connects to both stat parameter flen lies in its flexibility to al-

the external load (as represented by RL), and the Pi- low later "uix and match" selections of transistor
connected tuned circuit, Cl, L8 , C2. The latter pro- and crystal combinations. The user may now select
vwdes two impedance-transforming functions; to reduce the "DESIC.4" section and then either the "DIXO", or
the Impedance of RL (in parallel with gSo) to a lover "SRO" design.
Impedance suitable for driving the resonator, and
conversely to transform the resonator (in series with
its load) to a higher impedance facing the collector. SRO Donip.n
The PL-network can accomplish this if it operates at
a fairly high Q (typically 10 to 20) to hold the Running the design algorithm will require more
phase-shift at nearly 180 degrees. decisions from the user titan just providing the par-

amoters of the transistor and resonator. Values for
The second L-C PL-network (formed by C4, L3, C5) Vec, and VB, plus a factor, L, will, be requested

also serves as an impedance transformer to convert the (the latter Indicates what fraction of the total pow-
input impedance, Yin, of the transistor to a value er generated, should go to the external load, RL).
suitable for loading the crystal tesonator, and in Suggested values range from 0.2 to 0.8 and will be
addition provides the phase lead needed to offset the Influenced by the available gain of the circuit,
phase lag of Yfe. (whose final value is also requested).

When excess gain is available, the design
The value of Yin, (as shown in Figure 1) depends "trades it off" by reducing the load impedance RL,

on the load YL, and the y-parameters, but it cannot (thus Increasing KL). If the Initial gain is too
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low, then the q-factor, N , i reduced. If It drops later circuits.
below 0.2, the loand, N1, rsALsed Instead (reducing
9). 'it :L falls below 0.1, A warninb s"Age IS Ilwn ruodnator data Is entered for either
displayed, and the user will havi to reconsider hi design or analyls, the frequency is as@uzcd to be
Input decisions. thu ries-reonant (rdquvncy, and a value of L Is

calculated to r otnce with Ch value of Ci At this
The loop, after processing these trade-offs, frdquency.

prints the valued involvod; Cho gain factor, .4., th
Q-factor, a and the load rusistanco, I.. Th "@Uer Tito value of MA i# Also celculatd In analysis
may study the litLing and consider cahging Cho trss- to reaonAte with Co, If entered. It too, may be
sister data to redMce y( by reducing Ch operating modified later, ad 03y all input value4s, Owhen cWhtogs
currt thoruby reducing power snguptiof As wall In the circuit Are to be tested vi tli alysis
as power oLtput. routine. Mitts1 a 2-|ort MUM to to be ued, Ch

values for C11 and C$2 ind tie phase type (00 or 1800 )

Upon copletton of this routine, tl "estign are entered Instead of Co.
Suctioo Outputs" are displayed In tabular f(r. Thin
Includes crystal and transistor labols, followed by a The analysts proceduro Is c tered Around a
table of esaponent values keyed to the sch4emtic subroutine that tpands th equations shown in Fig-
diAgras, including thl gain and q-factor. See Figures ure I to provide data for plotting both gain and
6 and 7. Th equations8 ifid to affect thu 3KO design phase n4inst frequdncy.
Ore listed In Appendix I.

The center frequency of the plot (as shown in
Figure 3) i thu suries-resonant frequency of tl
resonator. Its unloaded Q lit used to determine the

hX6 0l4siro frequency scale, which is eight bAndwidths (FAu)
wide. Th subroutine io used to first plot open-

The bridge oscillator Is similar in appearance loop gain, i do, against frequency, than thu overall
to the SKO except for addition of resistor K, which phase-shift, also against the XaM4 scale.
transforms the Pi-siuction (C¢, LS, C2) Into a Source
of in-ph se and out-phase voltages hat, combined Ie Name 41gorLth Is than Used to determine
with I and thu K of the crystal, ferm A .uAcha.n tle exact frequency At which ti phase shift becoads
blridge. Thu crystal As a high Q resonator, offers A zero and Cte difference betueen this and fop. Thu
very high Impedance to current flow, except ac series phase at the point in then used to calculate tle
resoance, and since the current through Rl differs loaded Q. As hown iFigure 3, all this dca is
by 180 degrees the feedback In negtLive except in tle tabulated, Name on Ctiu plot, and so-e In A following
narrow regln around resonance. In that region Cltu table.
current through K must exceed thac through KI by A
sufficient mrgtn to provide the required in-phAse if no phAsa reversal La located, Cte algorithm
gain. asks permission to wideni the search. If granted it

will tha search two banduidths around F.9 and repeat
Two ratios have been established to control the the procedure upon request, expanding the search

relative feedback, Kv and He. Kv in tite voltage ratio range each time until a phase reversal io located.
across the collector to crystal network, (CI 1.8, C2)
while Ke is the ratio of KI to Us (See Appendix I). After the phase zero Is localized, data on the
The bridge Is balanced when KcAKv is equal to -1 (Kv MagLtudes (transfer coefficients) of each of the
In always negative) and therefore must exceed -1 for three sections of the circuits, is also tabulated.
oscillation to occur. The exact value depends, of Ideally. the phase shift through the center section
course, upon Y2L and tie Impedances involved. (Ab) will be 180 degrees, with the collector and

base sections (Ac and At) adding up to -180 degrees
The algorithm sets acceptable limits onl these At top'

factors, and searches for the best product tU achieve
maximum gain with ninlmum unbalance. This In reflect- The user Is also given Che option of adjusted
ed In the value for c ite Q-ulcIplicatlon factor, th balance of the bridge oscillator design. (MJX).
which depends upon the galn and negative feedback A procedure is provided chat automiatically adjusts
ratio. See Figures 8 and 9. RI, thi negatirve feedback arm of the bridge. This

d!ractly affects the magnitude Ab, and indirectly
The UXO design algorithm runs the same way as both Ac and At. if R1 is used to bring Cte gain to

the SRU algorithm. The trade-offs involve adjusting tIe design value (usually 2) and requires a large
the product Rc*Kv to achieve the gain specified. The change, it is advisable to rerun the analysis to see
load factor, KI, is not adjusted In this procedure. if any secondary effects occur.
It is left to the designer to select as required.

Running a Sensitivity Anavn s
Running the Analysis Section

The sensitivity analysis routine determines the
The analysis section is used co accurately ana- effect of a change In value of any component on gain

lyze the performance of the selected design, but may and frequency of oscillation. It is expressed as a
also be used to analyze any design that fits the con- change per one percent of the component value
figuration of Figure 1. (such as the Pierce Oscil- involved and applies only to the ac components, ex-
lator) The six network reactances can be either in- cluding the bias resistors and bypass capacitors.
ductive, or capacitive, depending on the circuit in- The sensitivity to component value change is impor-
valved. Components may be eliminated by entering tant in determining the t.leranc . placed upon the
zero for a closed path, or a large number, i.e. IF+20, component specifications, and can also be used to
for an open path. It is also possible to enter com- determine value changes required in the design. The
mon base parameters and analyze grounded-base oscil- analysis routine is reran each time a change is made
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Figu~re 1, CODA - SRO Basic Circuit
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tol C(l) lt0:Y'

:1- IZM

IIAG Ac- 4.0 PI(ASC Ac- 127 DEC
W4 Ab' .50 FHASC Ab- 232 DC
MlG At* .')! PIIAS At- I DC

CLLOADED 0 IS S.OE.C05 ~ .14

t wUNLOAE~0D Q 15 I .0ctog PIIASE PILC-2.6c-02

ANKIIItS outputS

RIAt 51010 FRSA TYPES SC 3 C1# 10O.C-14
R2- 52. C ROUCT.CY1 ON 1 7 z - 1804.-12
;3: ZUG. 86 C0 TRANSISTORS MN51 CV- IGO.E-1I
4I 111G .00 CURRENT: I M C40 18O.C-I?
RI. A0O.C'CO CIIIENIS: OCIEO LS' 100..06

Coo I44.C-IGL 1C 40.E-04
rigure 2. Input Format and Schecmatic Diagrams CIME100.CC# WI.C-I

01.' 901716 Qu Go 310
Gin- 7.0C404 Bmn- 5.5C04

Figure 3. Analysis of 10 lNiz Pierce Oscillator

TRANSISTOR TYPE: ZN5I79 CRYSTAL TYPE: AT-$.
Y-PARFI FACENCT: 10011b CRYTAL. FRCOUNCY: MCeat
XSIR CURRENT: SA4 corfNIS: CCC
XSIR VOLTACE: loyco

COO" WC 114AA.
(1) G(10-. 1.20E-01 (2) 9(lI)--4.COC-02
(3) G(12)--I .0CC-OS (4) *(12)--G.CCC-04
(5) G(21)--1.2QE-OI (6) 8(21)- G-COC-02
M7 C(22)- I.COE-05 (8) 8(22)- I.CCE-03

(9) Vop .OC (10) Cl- 1.DCC-IG (I1) Vcc- 1.0OO0
(1SIJ Ph 0 (13) Cc- 2.8CE-12 (14) Vb- 2.CCC.0O
(15) CSI- I.CCC-2S SIG) Rs- 4.OCC'0I (171 Ic- S.OCCC03
(18) CS2- I.CCE-25 (19) or- 1.00E403 (20) KL- 3.0CC-C)

Series-Resonant Oscillator at 100 l~iz
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fi Ge." o*w- 110Y544 0- C1- 16720041De

sif- 46148 VJ- 3111hz

- 51PS c*-aDGrA AT .11 IM Ab 156DE

M-1-.0 HSEfo25 E A A-10 2S A- I DEG

rmA At. 1.0C PHASE At- IS ULC

UNLiODE 0 IS ME,04a PMASE SLOPC'=2.3E-0a UNLOAVED q IS 2.C*O PHASE SLOPE--l.4E-O5

AANALYSIS QUID,".

0: PC8: tNPY i AT 3 I 01-1 235 136-01 TRANSISTOR: NE856 C3- fl57.E-13
R3- 300.Ec01 TRANSISTOR: I.N5179 C3. Ioo00 R. 1 4-DG.L'O0 CURRENT: ?1A C4a- S03.E-laR4- Z0P.E'OO CURRENT: 5.4 La' 1001-1015 R.- 05A.4 Ot COMNINSt RAYIII 0' 1.5- 5924E-11
RI.- QOb.E*OO COMIENTS: CCC C5* 100.E-14

Cm- I00.C-20 LG. 90O0.CO CL- 159.E-12 CG- 24).E-12Cl.- 320.E-13 CG- 100.C-11 l1q0 2.! C7. llo.E-1lMo. 1.0 C7, CP?.E-12 0OF- 31IHz 18- GIO.E-110r. 629Ht C()- 300413 OL, 19195 US52
CL- 7040 OU. 5J9II Gin- 2.6-02 pin- 4.36.02
CGsw ME8-02 rllr *Pin-4.2E-02

Anl*ysi1 outputi' for Gro"4td1C1
a' 454 RIg

is Calmq Do- 1632Hzo
dl.. -11214
MS- 5.8411122

44

212

-29

ttAGAc. 12.15 PHASE Ac- 112 DEG
MAG Ab- .14 PHASE Ab- 18 DEG
"AG At.- 1.10 PHASE At- 49 DEG

LOAOED C IS 2.66.04 Iq- .g0
UNLOADED 0 IS Z.GE#04 PHASE SL~eE- -I.9E-0S

ANALYSIS -CUTPUTS

RI: S00. E#05 CRYSTAL TYPE: flM 2P Cl- IO0.E-14
R2- 52. oo F0REOUETICY: Y.OOHZ r2- 100.6-14
R3- 28G.E#01 TRANSISTOR: 11E856 C3- 150.E-13
R4- 18G.E400 CURRENT: MhA 1.4- 12O.C-10
RL- 500.E-01 COMMIENTS: RAYTH 180' 1.- 700411

Cx- 144.E-16 16- 140.E*04
CL- 158.E-12 CG- 241.E-12
Mg- 2.0 C7- 118.E-It
DF- -112Hz fiue71.8- IOO.E-12
0L- 25612 Q~ue~ U- 26024
Gin. 2.7E-02 2-Port SAWR (1800) Series-Resonint air. 3.7E-02Oscillator at 454 ft4
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Go

sI -I011

HAG Ac- 33.G PHASE Ac- 171 DEG
"AG Ab- .OG PHASE Ab- 188 DEG
HAG At- 1.00 PHASE At- -0 DCG

LOADED 0 IS 1.3E06 14. 1.24
UNLIADED 9 IS I.OE'0G P14ASE SLOPE--4.OE-02

ANALYSIS OUI1UTS

R1: 113:F:01 FRYSTAL TYPE: SC 3 CI- 1341C-12
R 250.. 02 FE UENCY., I ONt C2- 068. -12

R3: 200.E*02 TRANSISTOR: 2N 10 13- 159C.-35
R4- 130.4O1 CURRENT: IRA L4- 253.E*07
RL- 807.E.52 COMMIENTS: DCXU L5- 567.E-00

Cm- I55.E-12 LG- I10.E-OG
CL- 141.E-12 CG- 380.E-12
"a- 2,G C7- 576.E-IDr* Gilt L9- 214,E-08
QL- 12G9575 OUJ* 1026005
Gin- 1.4.-03 Bin- 2.8C-03

Figure 8. Bridge Oscillator at 100 Miz

;IN Gain BM- 136e31420
df- 1396HZ
nli. 5.4dB 128

4 4\/ -

4 -i

2 -128

HAG Ac- 28.7 PHASE Ac- 123 DEG
HAG Ab- .14 PHASE Ab- 194 DEG
HAG At- .45 PHASE At- 53 DEG

LOADED 0 IS 2.4E104 5q° .92
UNLOADED 0 IS 2.6E*04 PHASE SLOPE--2.1E05

AN1ALYSIS OUTPUTS

RI- 449.E+00 CRYSTAL TYPE: SAHR_ CI- 150.E-13
R2- 133.E*02 FREOUENCY: 500 C2- 208.E-13
R3- 4O0.E+01 TRANSISTOR: NE021.7 C3- 140.E-13
R4- 260.E*00 CURRENT: 5mA L4- 237.E-10
Ri- 810.E*00 COMMENTS: RAYTHEON C5- 362.E-15

Cx- 386.E-12 L6- 776.E-l0
CL- 296.E-13 C6- 362.E-14
Mq- !.9 C7- 687.E-12
OF- 1396Hz Figure 9. L8- 194.E-10
OL- 23761 I-Port SAWR Bridge BU- 25900
Gin- 5.7E-02 Oscillator at 354 MHz Ban- l.1E-02
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Introduction

The MOS gate oscillator, built with NMOS,
Peos, or CMOS processes, is probably the
most widely - used oscillator circuit in
the world: almost all microprocessors and -0OIMIT

computers, as well as many digitally tuned
entertainment radios, use a gate Po
oscillator. Some of these circuits have "I C1
had problems in production, perhaps
because they were designed by system
engineers with little background in analog
circuit design. CA

The design of gate oscillators in the
frequency range of 1 to 50 MHz with
fundamental and overtone crystals will be Figure 1. Gate Oscillator With Crystal
covered. Design techniques using Equiwalent Circuit
scattering (S) parameters ind more
fundamental methods will be prsented.
A fundamental problem exists in the design
of oscillators: they either work or they Typical parameters for quartz crystals
do not. It is difficult to tell how well operating in various modes and at various
they are working. In the design of an frequencies are given in Table 1. These
amplifier, specifications of gain, phase values are useful for starting design and
shift, time delay, pulse r'sponse, etc are computer simulation models.
made and can be designed to. These
parameters can be measured and compared Table 1
to specifications to evaluate the design. Typical Crystal Parameters
In the design of an oscillator, it usually Frequency R1 L1 Cl CO
oscillates or it does not. If it doesn't, (MHz) (ohms) (slly) (pF) (pf)
component values are changed until it
does. It is uncertain whether we are on 2 75 580 .011 3.6
the edge of oscillation and that a slight 10 15 14 .018 4.0
change in circuit parameters might result 20 Fund. 20 3.1 .02 4.5
in no oscillation. Computer simulations 20 3rd overtone 25 40 .0015 3.1
are helpful in seeing how reliable the 40 3rd overton 25 9.3 .0017 3.8
design is.

The Basic Gate Oscillator

The basic crystal gate oscillator and the
familiar crystal equivalent circuit are
shown in Fig 1. The configuration is the-I
Pierce Oscillator with the crystal 1
operating in the parallel mode. Fig 2 is a
reactance plot of a quartz crystal showing XL

the series resonant frequency, Fr, and the r,
parallel or antiresonant frequency, Fa, of I
the crystal. Between Fr and Fa the
impedance of the crystal is inductive and Xc
will resonate with capacitors Ca and Cb to
produce the desired frequency of
operation. At low frequencies, the gate,
operating as an inverter, produces a phase
shift of 180 degrees. The crystal and the
network Ca, Cb, and Ro provide an Figure 2. Reactance Plot Of Crystal
additional 180 degrees of phase shift. Resonator
As long as the power loss through the
crystal and its associated network does
not exceed the the power gain of the gate,
oscillation is assured at a frequency
where the overall phase shift is zero.
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COS Gate Construction Al
20

The simplest ClIOS gate (inverter) consists GV' C I Two PWNt~
of both a P channel and an N channel A2 20

device connected as shown In Fig 3a Ell.
This represents an unbuffered invertev.
Today, most gates are built with two

additional stages to form a three inverter bl S b2 2i
gate: this is the configuration of the S11 - a2-0 2210

buffered gate shown in Fig 3b. The single 
al awua

inverter has less gain and slightly less
delay time in the large signal mode; it bl I2 I-
was designed to be a better oscillator. On S12 a - al-U S22 IaN.0
first inspection it would seem the

buffered gate with its three inverters S.OI2,c

would have considerably more delay than S2k4p inki y Sk

the unbuffered gate used as a logic

element, but internal stages are ERaam.SII..ud$O*g Z*a700hms
considerably faster than the output stage 911..gs460Dog Z-S00ms
and the speed lost by buffering is s1..2000 Z.StOhms
relatively small. Due to the gain in the S11.200.1800*9 Z.40ohm$
first two stages, the output FETs of the S.20da-160Do9 2.40hms
buffered gates are driven on and off Sli.EdB.ISOOeg 2-ltohms
somewhat faster than unbuffered gates and Figure4. S Parameter Definitions
tend to consume less power than unbuffered

gates operating at the same frequency. As
a result, the buffered gate makes a better
logic element than the unbuffered gate.

However, the small signal characteristics Fig 4 defines the four S parameters of a

of the buffered gate are considerably network. ll and S22 are the input and

different noteably in their trmendous gain output voltage reflection coefficients and

(S21) that tend to make them unstables as 521 and S12 are the forward and reverse

oscillators. voltage transfer coefficients. All
parameters are measured in a constant
impedance network, usually 50 ohms.

-0 V 0Sll and S22 can be used to find the input

and output impedance of the circuit using
the following relation:

1 + Sl
Zin a Zo -------------

1 - Sil

The S parameters of a typical unbuffered

HCHOS gate are shown in Table 2,while
table 3 and 4 are the S parameters for a

- - - new high performance microcontroller (2]
and a single chip 8 bit cmos

aiuUe~rceco bSUULRC[O microprocessor[3]. An explanation of the
parameters gives some insight as to the

Figure 3. CMOS Gate Construction device's performance. An Sll of .9 at -4
degrees indicates most of the energy is
reflected from the input of the gate. The
phase angle of -4 degrees indicates the

SParameter analysis impedance is high and capacitive. Solving

the above equation yields an equivalent
Recently S parameter analysis has become circuit of Rp - 950 ohms, Xp a -1435 ohms
the standard design technique for The same calculation can for the the
microwave circuits. S (scattering) output impedance. S21 of 2 at 178 degrees
parameters are so named because they indicates a voltage gain of two when the
refer to the waves flowing into and device is driven from and terminated into
reflected from the ports of the network a 50 ohm impedance. The phase shift shows
under measurement. S parameters are it is an inverter with slightly less than
relatively easy to measure over wide 180 degrees of phase shift.
frequency ranges, and provide good insight
into device behavior. Traditional circuit Circuit analysis with S parameters is
analysis has used H, Y, or Z parameters almost impossible without the aid of a
to calculate circuit performance. These computer due to the large number of
parameters are difficult to measure at calculations with complex numbers. S
high frequencies, requiring accurate opens parameter analysis programs for computers
and shorts, and are almost impossible to have been available for more than a
measure over a vide band of frequencies. decade, dating to Compact[4], which was
From a practical standpoint, many devices originally written for the G E tymeshare
oscillate when terminated with opens or mainframe computer systems in the late
shorts, further complicating the 1960s. With the advent of the IBM PC, many
measurements.
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Table 2
Typical S F-)rsmeters: Unbuffered IICHOS Cate (7411CU04)

Frequency Sl1 S21 S12 S22
MIHz dB Ang do Ang do Ang do Ang

1 -.01 -.6 8.31 179 -58.1 78 -1.58 -.8
5 -.03 -2.8 8.3 173 -43.2 81 -1.6 -3.2
10 -.1 -4.7 8. 168 -38.5 81 -1.6 -6
20 -.3 -8.9 7.9 157 -33,2 75 -1.8 -11
40 -1.0 -16.4 6.0 134 -27.7 63 -2.7 -22

Table 3
Typical S Parameters: Ifigh Performance Microcontroller

I - .01 -.4 -1.4 178 -54.8 82 -.91 -.3
5 -.0 -2.7 -1.5 171 -39.0 85 -.94 -2.7

10 -.08 -4.9 -1.4 164 -34.9 84 -1.01 -4.7
20 -.24 -9.0 -1.5 149 -29.2 82 -1.21 -8.7
40 -.75 -15.3 -1.0 130 -25.3 79 -1.79 -15.2
60 -1.4 -22.4 -0.95 95 -20.2 94 -3.02 -21.1

Table 4
Typical S Parameters: 8 Bit CHOS Microprocessor

1 -.02 - .7 -8.7 -176 -60.8 63 -.29 .8
5 -.01 -1.0 -8.2 177 -47.2 82 -.31 -.8

10 -.03 -3.2 -8.2 173 -41.6 84 -.33 -2.3
20 -.02 -7.5 -7.9 167 -35.4 84 -.43 -5.6

low cost analysis programs have become
available, and one has been reported in
the public domain(S]. The advantage of LI IV CS
these programs is their very fast -V --

execution speed when compared to more

elegant software such as Spice[6],
resulting in a more interactive mode. Some
programs feature optimization routines

that will vary component values for
desired results.

S parameter analysis programs solve a
network of elements and give the resulting GAT tI~ CA CAE'tZ

S parameters of the overall circuit. The 1 i

characteristic impedance in which the -

network is analyzed may be varied to suit
the magnitude of the desired answers. One Figure 5. Network Used To Simulate

network suitable for gate oscillator S Open Loop Characteristics
parameter analysis is shown in Fig 5. Sll of CMOS Gate Oscillator
parameters of gate 1 are used as SI of
gate 2 to present a proper load to the
output of the resonator network at Ca. The
remaining parameters of gate 2 are
idealized to that of a perfect buffer - - -----

(S212, 0 degrees, s22 - .99, -180
degrees). This allows the analysis of the 0
oscillator with the loop opened as shown
by the dashed line in Fig 5. to To

The analysis shows clearly the gain - 8 2 0
phase characteristics of the overall

network. Remembering the condition for -10 -

oscillation to be phase shift of zerodegrees and gain greater than unity, the -0"

operating conditions of the circuit can be
visualized. More important, stability of -0
oscillation can be estimated by noting how
fast the phase characteristic goes through -4'

zero and whether maximum gain and zero REouCY(Ul
phase shift occur at approximately the
same frequency. Component values may be Figure 6. Load Capacitance Effects

varied to see how much better or worse the

oscillator starting condidtion will be.
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The One Port Reflective Amplifier Fig 9 shows Si for a 10 Mli€ crystal using

. . ..-- the parameters given earlier. For maximum

The model just described gives a clear stability, it is desireable to operate at

picture of a complete gate crystal a frequency where the phase is changing

oscillator but does not provide a feeling rapidly with frequency -in the range of

for the contribution of the various +50 to +200 degrees. In this region, the

elements that make for a good or bad crystal has the hifgest loss, approaching

oscillator. Recent approaches to 0.5 dD at +150 degrees, the frequency of

oscillator design (7) have used the one maximum phase slope.

port reflection zoefficient method. This
technique analyzes the oscillator circuit
as a one port network and requires that
the input reflection coefficient of the
one port network be greater than the loss * -V1o
associated with the network termination -
in this case the crystal. This must occur V

at a frequency at which the phase of the MIASCtermination s equal and opposite that of |I$I

the active network. Oscillation will * -
occur at this frequency.-

sit r 0I - 15 I S

ONE PN 1 4:ni- 15010ASMAO 7 5
AOIN 1(SKL~ Figure ,
CMt LOAO 10 lo0 1002 1003 1004 lo0 ts 004
CAIC & CYSITAL)

Figure 9. p1r Coystal

Roetene In the interest of optimizing the feedback
S1l'ri1.0 network many simulations were run to

/SlI + ZrX 0 provide a feeling of oscillator
perforance for the basic gate oscillator

or S11:-4r as the load capacitors were varied. Fig.
Figure 7. The Oscillator as a 1 por 10 shows the results of changing CA for

Reflective Amplifier several values of CD on Sll for both
magnitude and phase for an unbuffered gate

at 10 Mitz. It can be seen that to approach

Fig 8 shows how a network may be -100 degrees of phase, fairly large

transformed mathematically in Star[B], an capacitors .greater than 50pF, must be

S parameter analysis program. The X21 used. Interestingly, these values also

statement transforms the output port with produce the largest amount of input

the comon (ground) terminal. Rs has reflection, the criterion for maximum

been added to the network to isolate from oscillator activity.

the termination impedance. Now the input
scattering parameter Sll presented to the Simulations run on the high performance

crystal by the network may be c-lculated. controller and the 8 bit CMOS

Similarly, the same technique may be used microprocessor are shown in Fig. 11 and

to determine S11 of the crystal from its 12. It is interesting to note that the

equivalent circuit. In order to obtain devices used in these processors are

reasonable numbers, the results are
presented in S parameters relative to a
1000 oha system, a characteristic ..
impedance closer to the imFedances -A CD--- _pF Sit
associated with crystals and MOS gates.

0-Sit ca 5OPF AtV

c 2 -o
- -

CAA

:T € o oA AcG CO SO' ! -- I tooM

7TG oe I CS, C ISO

0 20 40 60 a ID

Figure 8. Transformation of Two Port Figure 10. $11 Characteristics

(Feedback) Oscillator to a

i Port(Negative Resistance) 74HCU04 Gate
Oscillator
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smaller and result in less gain and higher
impedances than the devices used in the "pF
74HCU04 gate. Optimum network capacitance
is less with these microprocessors. 7 MA

$- .50

'i-i,

Sit 6p MAC

2 -5 CB-I0p .550 IACo YQtv !

IdS) CUs p Figure 13. Load Capacitance Effects

o]

0 1

CAV considerably below 20 MHz while the phase
Figvrel 11 Characteristics shift in this area is less than 50 to 60

S Bit CMOS Microprocessor degrees. In this region, the crystal'sphase shift is flattening out and

approaching :cro a condition no't
... 0 desirable for good oscillator stability.

SI'

*-I- lO~4 - .50

a- to" .100

HigA oce Controller

S e Cf n Figure13. Load Capacit Effect

0 o0 0 tso o

id)CALpF) cosdeal below 20 M-wil5h0phs

Figure 12. S11 Characteristics siti hsae sls hn5 o6
Hig PerfCOrmacontro ler degrees. _in _thisrgion,_the_ crystal'

hases so inh oneb ank

unbufferd gate o ea freqnco rneo
v0ou0s are show in Fig. 13 f toOscillators
valuesfcapacitors o in he o feebact
st he mnit de scvs tA 0

theleft sho S CD or p nork w -ih27psn

caaocapacitors fay andaord design~ hirpromaciti eirbet
alMues ch and rk the6ef irep equen osctrss

capacitors. AT loehve reenof capacitort rvd edn hs.h
hs apela orth onlithicg pdsigansl tha sAtuhighe freuencs wherei cessit phase
wold 'ory to incorpe eora "on-chp" sh andloe irvn in heggate red
capacitors since capacitorsef $1 p arg th hae perormnet idsrbe to
cruys ofchplre and a r e gtereoe relc he otut rssor wtd

capacitor network shows more gain (greater
than unity) than the loss of Sll (less
than unity) for the crystal. Also it
should be noted that the slope of the
phase is changing fairly rapidly in the
vicinity of oscillatlon, indicating a
stable oscillator.

However, for the 6 pf capacitor network,
the magnitude of pha is reduced
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overtone crystals are often used above 30 (1) L. Wakeman,"D.C. Electrical
NHx, but since the fundamental response is Characteristics of M14154C/741HC High Speed
stronger than the overtone, it is CMOs Logic, "AMh-313, National
necessary to reduce the magnitude of Sli Semiconductor Logic Databookc, Vol l.pp. 2-
to prevent operation in this regicn. The 102. 1954
use of an L-C network will accomplish
this. Simulation results in Fig 15 E23 "IHPC16040... igh-Performance
illustrate how a gate L - C oscillator can Microcontrollers" datasheet. National
be optimized in the 30 to 50 Hz range to Semiconductor microcontroller Databook, pp
work with overtone crystals and reject the 5-4, 1987

fundmentl md* (0 t 17 ~z)(3] "-COP82OC/COP82lC/COP822C Single Chip
microClOS Microcontrollers" datasheet.
National Semiconductor Microcontroller
Databook, pp 2-4, 1957 *

- .~ - ~ (4] L. Desser,"Combine S-Parameter With
Time Sharing", Electroic Design, Vol 16.

* ~ August 1968, pp.62-65

MAC (5) 3.14. MacDonald. "Public Domain Library
Gets Underway". R F Oexign~pp. 6. August
1956

-s-~ (6) L. W. lMagel, SPICE2: A Computer
P,4AK Program To simulate OemIcdctor

Circuits," Univ. California. Derkeley, ERL
________________________Memo. ERL-M520, May 197S.

tO ~O 4 40 5
yAe0UcW.c(&iM#I [7] 3. W. Boyles, "The Oscillator As A

Figre15 Sl C veron OcilaorReflection Amplifier: An Intuitive
Figu 15 SII L Oveton OsilltorApproach To oscillator Design". Hicrcwave

Journal, pp. 83, June 1956

Conlusons(5] R.W Rhea " Star 1.0 Manual",LIburn,

Te use of the reflective amplifier GaCictBuer
approach provides an insight to oscillator
performance. Easily measured S parameters
and low cost analysis software allows for
rapid optimization of feedback networks to

a snure starting conditions with gate
oscilators. intrinsic characteristics of
different gate designs require unique
external crystal network design.
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REVIEW OF TIE REVISED MILITARY
SPECIFICATION FOR QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS

S. Schodowaki and V. Rosati

US Army Electronics Technology & DOvices Lboratory (LABCON)
Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703-5000

Revision D of tha military spocification
for quartz crystal oscillatora, HIL-O-55310D,
is expected to ba released during 1907.Thin
document will sporcodo HIL-0-SS310A. It will The MCXO in a mncroprocssor-ba sd sys-
permit tho spocification and acquisition of ton, employing external oan* of toempoerature
moro-raliablo and highor-parformanco crystal compensation. Unlike a conventional TCXO,
oscillatcrs required by modern military there is no pulling of the crystal frequency.
equipment. Instoad, tine correction techniques such an

the pulse deletion method shown in Figuro 1
Major modifications and improvanmnts were arc used.2

made to rdquiraemnts spocifying design and
construction, parformanco and tent, quality
nssurance, and qualification. Definitions
wore expanded and two rw oscillator types,
the MCXO (Microcomputer-componsatod-crystal
oscillator) and the RbXO (Rubidium-crystal
oscillator) ware added.

Soma of the changes discussed are modifi-
cations of frequency-stability and aging 1
roquiro=onts, and the introduction or several
now requiromnts such an "Initial frequency-
aging," "Initial frequoncy-tomporaturo accura-
cy including hysteresis and trim affect," and L -
"Phase noise, vibration." Design and con-
struction requirements changes, and now quali-
ty assurance provisions that include 100% Figure 1. MCXO basic block diagram.
environmental stross scroening, and cortifict-
tion of hybrid facilities and lines, are
reviewed. Simply describod, the microcomputer roads

the SC-cut crystal temporature, ft, determines
Ithe necessary correction to the uncompensated

crystal frequency, fc, and then subtracts the
Rovision 0 of the general specification correct numbor of pulses. The output can bo

for crystal oscillators, K4L-0-5s3l0B, is described as a timo-corcected pulse train
expected to be released during 1907. The whoso average frequency is the compensatod
revised governmant-industry coordinated frequency. Because of the pulse deletion
specification will suporcod NIL-0-55310A, process, the output signal is exceptionally
which was issued on 24 Nov 1976. The primary noisy and does not lend itself to conventional
reason (or updating thin standardization specification and inspection for frequency
document is to enable the specification and accuracy. The approach taken by Revision 8
acquisition of devices that uso the latest is to specify MCXO timokeeping performance in
crystal oscillato technology and methodology, terms of clock accuracy, and to -pecify a test
Changes were necessary in order to meet the for measuring accumulated time error Jnder
more stringent frequency control and specified operating conditions.
t1mokeeping requirements of now military
sytems. Defects existing in Revision A were A number of output variations are pos-
corrected. It is alno intended that Revision sible. The tino-corrected signal can be
B provide for improved levels of quality and divided to provide a I pulse per second time
reliability. Revision goals and prelininary reference, and clock circuitry providing
coordination efforts were described at the digital tine of day output can be incorpor-
1983 Frequency Control Synposium.1  ated.

Changes have been made in each major Thn
category of the specification. Two now oscil-
lator types, primarily intended for low power The second new device type, the RbXO, is
tinkeeping, have been added. Numerous modif- an oven-controlled crystal oscillator combined
ications aid additions have been made to with a rubidium reference source.3 It is
requirements specifying performance, test, intended to make precise time and frequency
design and construction, and quality and reli- available to military systems that lack the
ability assurance. Definitions have been power required for sustained operation of
expanded. This paper describes some of the atomic frequency standards. A basic block
more significant changes. diagram of the RbXO is shown in Figure 2.
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quoncy-tonporaturc accuracy in detoerined by:
OUTPUT f-Ir Acuracy * 1'AX (SL(,,x, ifnjn)

where MAX ( ) in the maximun value of the
00o0 fractional frequency deviations, and S(nl

PIFIANCEI SAand Smn ara computed an olloaws:
POW"ER Co 4T& ax " m ax -: no )/ no nI

:o S. fmin 1 ( =in fno=)/Cnonl

MWICE M0 RWYEar non- frquncy-dus able (manutactur-
or calibrated) oscillators, the initial fro-

OCXO A TUN quoncy-tomparature accuracy Applies at the
MCMORYPO ER tine of nanoCacturo and for a specified period

following shipment. For froquency-Adjuaableo
(manufacturc-/unar-calibrnted) oscillators.,
the initial froquoncy-temparatura accuracy

Figure 2. RbXO basic block diagran, applies at the tire irm°diately fallowing
calibration by the manufacturer or user.

Xn operation, the rubidium reteronce it
turned on, intermittently, for a period ot
about five minutes, to frequency adjust
(syntonize) the voltage-controllod OCXO. The
OCXO, designed for low power consumption,
e.g., the Tactical Kin!ture Crystal e.s
Oscillator (THXO),4  is on continuously. A
digital tuning memory retains the frequency-
control voltage until the next syntonization. t---Tina betwen syntonintiona in djustable, - :' . .. ."

depending on system accuracy requirements and sit
operating conditions. Thin method provides Mill
near-rubidium standard accuracy at a total
power consumption not much more than the OCXO -. - - ....... I
itself. 5

II I

The fbXO has introduced two now require- I TLL TpE F  I TUL

meants. One in "Syntonization energy" which in
computed from the time integral af rubidium Figure 3. Reopresntation of rrequancy-tenper-
reference supply power. The other is aturo performance. over the temperature range
"Magnotic susceptibility," which specifies (TUk - TLL), fmax and t-in have been arbit-
RbXO output frequency an a function of a DC rarly referenced to either a.) finom, b.)
magnetic field. frequency at Trot or c.) relative to each

Erenuoncv-T'gnnoraltu, Porkarmann.enand-Z other (no reference implied).

Initial Crocu.ncv-ter .rr accuracX "Frequency-temperature stability,"' in
retained in Revision 0 as a special require-

A major detect in Revision A was a lack ment tor usa in cases where a relative (ro-
ot standardization in specifying froquency- quency-tomparatura change is required to be
temperaturo performance. It was found that spocified. It is now explicitly dofined, with
among QPL oscillator manutacturers and usors, no reference implied, an follows:
"Frequency-temporaturo stability" took on
difforont meanings. As illustrated in Figure f-T Stability - ±(fnax - fnin)/(fmax + fmin)
3, soma interpreted it an troquoncy-tempora-
tura deviation limits, (fmax and fnin, rotor- nitial f-' accrcy inu nhtonim and
onced to nominal frequency), some referenced trilffoct
the deviation limits to frequency measurod at
standard room ambient (Trot), while still Figure 4 illustrates inspection pro-
others used no rofoinco, (i.e., they consid- cedures for a TCXO specifying "Initial f-T
trod only relative peak-to-peak deviation), accuracy including hysteresis and trim of-
Each interpretation can provide different fact." Thormally-induced hysteresis manifosts
apparent performance and load to confusion itself as non-ropoatability of the frequency-
and conflict between user and manufacturer. temperature characteristic over a complete
This lack of standardization exists throughout quasi-static temperature cycle. It is indi-
the industry today, and is evident in cated by the frequency displacement between
published product specification sheets. curves obtaied for each temperature test

The solution was to establish "Initial cycle. Trim effect is the skewing

frequency-temperature accuracy" as the (distortion) of the f-T characteristic that

preferred method for specifying frequency- results from frequency adjustment. For this

temperature performance. It is defined as the test, the TCXO is subjccted to three complete

"initial maximum pernissible deviation of the temperature cycles, following frequency ad-

oscillator frequency from the assigned nominal Justment to its marked offset from nominal

value due to operation over the specified (condition 1), and then to specified trim

temperature range," at nominal supply voltage range setpoints simulating worst case recalib-

and load conditions, other conditions remain- ration (conditions 2 and 3). The oscillator's

ing constant. For inspection, initial fre- performance is acceptable if its "max" or
"min" deviation from nominal for all 3 condi-
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tions remains within pecif oled accuracy tine, e.g., 5 or 10 yearn.
limits.

This method effectively combines calibra-
tion and tesparaturo-rolated errors Into a S INITIAL FAOCY AGING IOCAO0
total error requirement and minimiten probla=
related to specification and toot. 4

$ICA&MZ4 PeO AT -40C
I SIA: 10 M0IMTES(S ECIFIED W~ flMV

30111M. VVK&AM-1JMecAJ~ft £CCAACV MANAIO 44 W~S
IN %0IU 14 3 Wv~l4l t h - Al N UVCC T MAS NT 114TERAY . 1.2 W

(ta. ~~4O7MfCAI&AIMO

- I"

-]pg

-i l tl 11111 - -4

* W~t .&a m4

Fiaura S. Initial fremuency aging innpaetion
for a 10 Hilt OcxO.

Figure 4. illustration of inspection for Inspection consists of measuring frequency
"Initial frequency-tonperature accuracy in- over a 30 day period and performing a lat-
cluding hysteoreis and trim effect" to spooi- squares fit of the data to the function:
fled 1i.its or _2 ppA (-550C to +0oC).

Frern enc m f(t) M A(ln(Ut + 1)) + fo

where f(t) In the frequency of the crystal
intial aninn occillator, t days after the start of the

aging cycle, and .A, A and fo aro constants to
Initial frequency aging in a critical be determined from the leant--quares fit.

requirement for many OCXO applications.
Hilitary equipnent frequently requires stable If analysis of the data Indicates that
perfornance for chort-duration missions. Com- the aging trend in not monotonic, i.e., ex-
mencing with oscillAtor warnup, rapid frd- hibits a reversal, an extension of the 30 day
quency excurnions, ouch an shown in Figure S. test period in required.
may occur within 48 hours after thermal atabi-
litation. This effect is believed to be duo
to contamination transfer, stress relief, or 0,*, AIm-e,4rM *I" oI der 30-.061 m/ee
thermistor drift. It generally tends to be AI1-4.,M dolts lWer 21-4.112.m

more pronounced after cold temperature A12I.WM fo i P 11 .oo.l-.
storage. As a standard condition, Revision B *.4 All)fJall *lt3l-J

specifics storage at -400C for 24 hours
preceding turn-on, and npocifies that data be A
taken for 40 hours. The first data point is : ,.,
taken at the specified warmup tine, 10 minutes
in this example. Since the frequency change '
may be nonmonotomic, a maximum allowable ,
frequency change over the test duration in ,
specified. A maximum rate of frequency change
can be specified if critical to the S.A
application. The test nay be performed as an
extonsion of the frequency warn-up test, o
provided that the storage conditions are not. ,.0 J J g / M

gong Tern Agin Figure 6. Long tern frequency aging inspec-
tion data for a 3.2 M1!z TCXO.

Specification of long-tern frequency
aging for OCXO and TCXO is based upon a method
previously described for precision quartz Figure 6 provides an example of TCXO
crystal units 5 . Performance is now required aging inspection data at a specified tempera-
to be specified by at least 2 parameters, ture of 600C. Frequency measurements are
i.e., total frequency change over a 30-day required to be made a minimum of 4 times per
test period and projected frequency change for week, for four weeks , following a 2-day
one year. A maximum aging rate per day at day stabilization period. These are the points
30 can also be spezified. One can also plotted. The solid line is a plot of the log
specify total change for extended periods of equation extrapolated to one year using the
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conputod coefficiento displayed in the upper the o:cillator specification aheat. "Initial
loft. Coputed parameter values (upper right) froquancy-temperatura accuracy including
are then compared to the zpqcified values. hystorani: and trim effect", "Initial frequan-
Tht procedure reauiran that the r.m.n. of cy aging", and "Phnna noca, vibration", arc
rcsiduAla of the data from the function b1 included in this group. A partial liating of
hold to less than 5% of the poecificd total other now special requirements is an follow:
change. Five percent reprennts A linit
within which a valid fit Is accumed. Initial accuracy at reference

te parature
.Y n - i , Frequency-taeparaturo olopa at reference

temeprature
Phase noise, Induced by vibration, i Frequancy-tamparaturo thermal transient

perhaps the oat significant now requireament tability
Revinion U. it Is Intended to meet the Phase noice, acountic

Improved spectral p'zrity requirements being Re-entrant isolation
deAanded by now military systems. Iecauvo of output zupprazzion
the crystal': acceleration cncitivityG, a Start-up t ne
crystal oscillator operating under the dynamic Modulation distortion
conditions encountered In a tactical environ- twviation frequency response
-ant will have phase noise considerably groat- Built-in-'Tat (BIT)
ar than at steady state conditions. The Power consumption aging
prescribod te t requires oea uraant of the
single-sideband no ae to carrier ratio, (f), Inopaction methods for each of the now per-
under the specifiod vibration type, ormanc requireamnts have oloe ben includ-
froquencies, and lovels. Figure 7 display. ad.
te t reaulto for a 3.2 M11: TCXO subjected to
random vibration along one axis in accordance C-lf .Of1
with its spacified zpactral density envelope.
Away W irg , pIh, z hz h result from Deoign and construction requircmentn
zchanical resonances within the oscillator, haqrqc: nrou require specification of the
the phar noine is 20 do to 30 do greater than construction technology to b =ployed for
that maetured under quiencent conditions. At each oncillator device. Three catagorie of
the maor reonance near 850 kil" 9- construction technology are included, i.e.,
amplification results in an additional 30 do discrete, custom hybrid microcircuit, And
of phase noise. mixed. Special criteria are applied to cach

category. Packaged devices used in discrete
conztruction are required to comply with
requirements for either established raliabilt-
ty or JANTX parts, and custom hybrid nicrocir-
cult construction is required to be in accor-~dance with applicable requirazants of Appndix

G, MIL--305107. Mixed construction, .hich
--- - -- combine: discrete and hybrid microcircuit

S LasEemblies, requiraes that the hybrid portion
be scroened in a(cordance with HIL-STD-003U.

SRequirements have alno bean added for oscila-
- - torn usine uncasd quart: resonators. The:;,%

requirements are intended to result in
- - - improved reliability by eliminating inferior

resonator mounting, scaling, and frequency
--- adjustment methods.

""I "U Two product assurance levels, Class 0 and

Figure 7. Random-vibration-inducad phnso Class S, have boon establishod. Oscillatorsnisue 7.r no-ibatonM1nd d p are now required to be loot screened at stress
noise for a 2.2 MIu: TCXO. levels appropriate to the device class and thq

construction technology used.

Phase noise, vibration, can be specified Within 24 months fron Jssuance of Revi-
as either a Group A inspection, i.e., the test sion B, manufacturors of hybrid microcircuit
is performed for each production lot, or a oscillators will be required to show comp-
Group C (onvironmentnl) inspection requiring liance with MIL-STD-1772

9 . That document
only periodic inspection. The latter case, currently imposes a unifor= set of standards
applicable to oscillators whore phase noise for line certification and process quality on
performance is loss critical, is uspecially manufacturers of general military hybrid
useful in identifying oscillator mechanical microcircuits covered by MIL-M-38510. It Is
designs having problem resonances and intended that hybrid crystal oscillator nanu-
associated high probability for mechanical facturors provide at least comparable quality
failure. and reliability assurance.

other Ifew PerformanceP_.PeuirernUs conclusion

The majority of new performance require- Revision B has resulted in sweeping
ments included in Revision B fall in the changes to MIL-0-55310. Modification and
category of special requirements, i.e., they addition of requirements havo been included
are applicable when specifically required by that should be effective in supporting the
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: ;pacification And acquisition of military
crystal oscillators for at least the next
decade. flecause of the nowneas of c:e per- I. V. Rrn-zati ndu S. Schoollaki, "ovislon of
forxance requirements and inapaction proce- the Millitry Vincfiation for qhlrt% C-stal.
dures, soxe fine-tuning will Inevitably be Oscillatern (fiL-O-'4;r4," Prec. 37th AFC3,
required A# the specification natures. Minor P. 524, 1003.
changes will be Incorporated by aanftnent a:;
the need arics. . M P ?l ld 1

The inclUAion Of a Clagn 5 quality ASSUC- DVVdlk~r'5t - pbs 11'" ?,VUCney
ance level rshould ra.sult in greiar utilli-A- xr,''. Michl PFIV1,IN on, V11 Art I-AN"
tion of mIL-o-55310 in high reliability appli- t" V jno~ , Rd~sarch ardn4 v
cationo such an arogpace ayztan mono- Trjhial Atrt No. SLS?-U'-04401-l,
;yo:t2s should benefit fron oacillato.-.ru- July 1917, t bo publihed)
factured with consistent criteria and uniforn
levels of quality and reliability. I. J.R. Vit) And V. ROMAti, "T11 0 bldl=

Crysztl Oscillator Iybrid Vevolop;ont
It In hoped that the updated approaches, Prog an," Proc. l6th PTX Applications and

procedures. and deflnitions will beco=* entrb- Plannngn .eting pp 15?-165, i901.
linhed And adopted by the frequency control
comuunity. 4. 0. brolan, E. n. MeC-GL and P.

Stoorgae "Itanu factu rinel Mthod.s ont!
Tachnology for Tacticnl Mtiniature Ciry:tal
Ocllantor," Proc. 36th AFC.", pp. 260-736,
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prsmctczs on the magnsitude of this noise, the mccehanism
Attitet whereby this noise Is upeonvertcd to the nelighbothoo or' thw

rk;lous ~kio urvs (if 11060 in a microwAve field-effct carrier frequency, the design variables that govcnt the magnil-
trMtistk W urvoo kriydnda noise equivlet circuit "od(l for luck of RM noise spectra, and the taue-of.:he Wts rched In
t devica is &Vcopetf. TWO 31te4otivd tid'hI fOr tilt Cal- low noise w~illator pctronmace.
eulation of the MOlto( "tise ipectra are then dectribed. and f'limttin to th~ scp of the following discussions
the ftorsX inl~crnl~ the I'MVI. 0eare ldenttftcit llwasc f*c- should be pointed out in advance:
tors Uitve an &h bsi for chtS$ ,ii ig-hc VafloUs mfcthodl of Althogh most of the following considerations apply to All
0scillnator.1M noitet1tlat1. FET oscillators, the discussions tacitly assume that the oscilla1-

tor% ame operated at a microwavc frequency and employ the
cumsntly available it~.-cof-thears d&vices having gate lenigths

L'i.utroducon or the order of 0.23 Pmn.
Advanc= in-hc chno~logy of submimrn device fabtica- (ii) Thecre is much more informnAtion available in the litcrature

ikan have miade availabk-a number of ntw active electron dev. concerning lit NIISM-t oscillators than coriccrning I IEMT

ives I& ci &itdsigwm~ in te lAst few years, Including [tie oscillator% which are of more recent vinuage. Al a result, the
sghrnicron-gate G*As MliSF13T, the high electron mobility subsequent disculsions refer only to MrESPfls, Although there
iranststor (HEMT, or NIODFM1 or TEOGFET). the HUT)1 is no reason to expect any different behavior from IINrTS
(hicteroluactiefl bipolar tratnsistor). the P13T (pexmncablc base except in the numerical values of em paramettrs.
ttnn5Istor). the ballistic transistor, the quantuin-well device, and (ii) The present discussion will be confined io the FM noise of
scveral thlcra exploiting the Propertics of hecterojunetions, oscillators, both due to the focus of this symposium, and due to
%uxierlattices, and submkcm dinrsions. Of these, the two the fact that the AM noise of oscillators employing ticld-cffeet
do-vics of tho fteld-effect fAtuily, the subrnic:ron-gate Mr;Si1T transistors is small and has not been a handicap in any
rnot. coirimonly fabriiaecd in GiAs, and the high electron significant system applications of these oscillators. The IN
mobility transistor (110WM) most commonly fabricated with noise of' the oscillator can be expressed either as the ratio of the
AIGaAsJC;aAs lictcrrsjunctiofl. are wevll established us low noise FM sideband noise power, in a unit bandwidth at a specified
deviccz in linear applications at microwave and millimeter offset frequency f.M from the carrier frequency, to the carrier
wA-ve freque.-ties. As preimplifiers, they have the lowesat noise power, or as the rms value of the corresponding frequency
ligure amtorg all presently known three-termninal active devices, deviation.
and under cryogenic conditions, their noise figure closcis'

aUpproachecs that of mnasers. In addition, these devices have she 11. Physical Sources or Noise in MNESFE Ts
advantages; of 'wide frequency range or applicability, high DC- The purpose or this section is to describe, for each of the
to.RF conversion efficiency, high input.-output isolation, suita- various sources of noise in a field-effect transistor, the physical
bility for monolithic integration, versatility of circuit applica- mechanism of noise generation, the region of the device in
tions, simple DC biasing needs, low sensitivity to enivironmren- which the generation of noise takes place, the power spectral
tal parameters, and sufficient power output for many applica. density of the noise current componenit contributed by the noise
tions without post-antplification. source, and the factors influencing the magnitude of noise.

Oscillators designed with \IESr-VlTs and IIEM'fs have not Since devices with a variety of different stuctures have been

exhibited such outstanding low-noise performance at ali [1). fabricated, the generic version of the MESPET structure,
T1he reason for this disappointing pefformanice is well known . scheiratically shown in ig. 1. will be used as the basis for the
Thes devices generate high levels of low frequency noise, and present discussion. The foliowing are the principal sources of
this baseband noise modulates the oscillator output due to dcv- noise in this device
ice nonlinearities, producing large noise sidcbands around the
carrier frequency. The purpose of this paper is to review our
present state of understanding of this subject, and to summarize
the availahNe information on te physical origin of the low fre-
quency nlt,,~d, the influence of the various device and operating
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may be treated as white noise for all frequencies upto about
10"1 lix, above which the noisc power spectrum must roll.off.

SMIKE it ,ca. G This roll.off is theoretically essential, but has not been exiperi-
11a t"tC) mentally explored.

nei .. n The most important parameter influcrAcing the magnitude
r of diffusion noise is obviously the elcctric ld pofllc in the

" .................... channel region, sincc the electric field dctermines the extent of
carrier heating. The diffusion noise is therefore determincd by

----. . . . .. DC bias, channel dimensions, doping, and the rate of carrier

SWAItrOtC (st-t-nsuloaln) scattering (since scattering allows the carcrs to loosc energy

by interaction with the lattice, and thus cools them down).

Fig. 1. Schematic Representation of the MFI.SFI, Structure. 2. Avaltrnch Noise

When the electric field produced in the channel is high,

the impact ionization due to ficld.accelcrated carriers drifting in
1. Difftuion (or Vcloclry Fluctuation) Noise thc channel causes the generation of stcondary carriers. This

Diffusion noise arises in the NIESIMT due to the (act that avalanche generation proccss, being random, is accompanied by

the majority carriers drifting in the channel in a direction ral- a form of shot noise called avalanche noise. The avalach.

:el to the electric field have a randomly distributed velocity generated majority carriers drift along the channel, and contri.
component in the longitudinal direction due to a finite carrier bute an additional component to the drain current. The minor.

temperature. The source of this noise is therefore spatially dis. ity carriers on the other hand can either be collected by the gate

tributed throughout the conducting pan of the channel, and its terminal, leading to an increase in the gate current, or can drift

net effect at the device terminals must be found by adding the along the channl, so that the avalanching is caused by cariers

contributions from all pans or the channel, of both species. The region of the device where this avalanch.

The highly conducting source and drain contact regions of ing is most likely to occur is one where the electric field is the
the channel, which arc outside the region of influcnce of the highest; '-r deplction.mode devices in which the gate voltage if
gate, contribute essentially a parasitic resistance to the channel; negative, the drain end of the channel region is therefore the

since the electric field in these regions is small and therrfore principal source of avalanche noise.

the carriers are in near thermal equilibrium, the diffusion noise The magnitude and the spectrum or the output noise

in this parn of the channel is the same as the thenna! noise in current due to avalanching will depend on whether avalanching

the parasitic resistances, and is easily calculated by Nyquist's is caused by one or both species of carriers. For the special
thermal noise formula. By contrast, the channel region under

case when both species ionize, the current multiplication factor
the gate is a region where the electric field is high, the carrier M is not small, steady-state ionization occurs, and the ioniza.

drift velocity is saturated o,'cr some part of the region, and the tion rate is spatially uniform, the noise power spectrum of

carriers are far front equilibrium; the power spectral density of short.circuit drain noise current contributed by avalanching can
the total drain short-circuit noise current at the device terminals be written as :
duo to the diffusion noise arising in this active region alone can 2 q o. MN 3

be written in a form which mimics the thermal noise formula : S() = ( 2)
S,(f)= 4 k 1"gm (I) I+orI) 2

where lp is the primary current causing avalanching, and T, is
The similarity of this expression to Nyquist formula for thermal the avalnche response time. Other expressions must be used in
noise is a little contrived; in this expression, g, is the transcon. situations where any of the several restrictive conditions for the
ductance of the device, rather than the conductance or a dissi- validity of Eqn. (2) do not hold.
pative two.teiminal element, and T is the lattice temperature in
the channel region rather than the temperature of the carriers The power spectrum of avalanche.generated noise is white

having the velocity fluctuations among them. Finally, P is a for frcquencics small compared to the inverse of the

correction factor that must be introduced in order to make this avalanche.response time. For typical device dimensions, this

express'on valid; i.e., Eqn. (1) is only the definition of 1P, and is spc run is therefore white over the microwave frequency

not a "rcsulh". What make Eqn. (1) useful are the results of range.

actual diffusion noise calculations in MESFET channels from Clearly, the factor having the largest influence on the mag.

first principles, which show that the correction factor P is of the nitude of the avalanche noise is the electric field reached in the

order of unity, and is only a slowly varying function of the DC channel, and this, in turn, is influenced by parameters like DC

bias of the MESFET. bias, channel length, and doping density.

The noise power spectrum in Eqn. (I) is frequency-
independent; this is an approximation which is valid for all frc- 3. Shot Noise

qucncies small compared to the inverse of the correlation time Shot noise accompanies any current composed of carriers

of the carrier velocity fluctuations. Therefore, diffusion noise crossing a potential barrier. As the current flow in the channel
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in due to conduction, there is no shot noise associated with not be vkwed as definitive because there arc also reports of

drain current. But the gate current consists of carriers crossing other devices where such effects are not observed.

the Schottky-barrier between the late and the channel; therefore

the gate current can be expected to be accompanied with full 5. Gentragion.Rccombination (x.r) Noise.

shot noise. Ccneration.recombination noise arises in MESFITs due to

The power spectrum of the gate noise current can be writ. the trapping and release of carriers by the generation.

ten with the help of Schotky's formula as: recombination centers (so called traps) which causes random

Sj() - 2 q IC (3) fluctuations in the free carrier density, and thus contributes a

noise component to the current. Since the traps are most

where q Is the magnitude of the charge of an electron, and IG Is effective in carrier trapping and r.lease when the Fermi level is

the gae current. It It apparent from Schottky's formula that close to the trap energy level, those regions of the device where

the noise power spectrum is independent of frequcncy, a conse- Fermi level is varying are most likely to contribute to gSr noise.

qu te of the assumption that th transit.time of the carrier As a result, the gZr noise arises primarily In the spaccocharge

through the barrier is negligible. The shot noise can therefore regions In the device, including those (I) at the interface of the

be taken as white noise for fr.4tuencies sm:li compared to the channel and the substrate layer, (ii) under the gate in the deple

Inverse of this transit time, and therefore for all frequencies tion region, and (iii) at the semiconductor surfaces.

upto the millimeter wave range. The power spectrum of the noise current contribution duc

It also appcamnt from Schottky's formula that the only to each type of the traps can be written as
parameter determining the magnitude of shot noise is the gate

current; therefore the shot noise will be influenced by such fac- C

tors as the temperature and the doping density in the MIESFUT S,(O I + 0r ()

active layer. For well-designcd MrSFETs, and under most rea-

sonable operating conditions, the gate current Is small, so that where r1 is the lifetime of the carriers in the trap. The constant

the gate shot noise is very small and can be ignored in many C Is directly proportional to the trap density , and also depends

applications. However, there are applications, such as transim- on the trap energy level, and the applied voltages which

pedance amplifiers following optical receivers, in which the influence the Fermi level. The power spectrum Is therefore of

shot noise in the gate current is a significant con:ibutor to the the form of the frequency response of a single.pole low.pass

device noise performance. filter, often called the "Lorentzian" spectrum. It is therefore
white at frequencies small compared to Il/q, and decreases with

4. IfNoise. frequency at higher frequencies at the rate of 20 dB/decde.

Although there is considerable debate conccminj the phy- Typically, several types of traps will be present simultane-

sical origin of lIf noise, it is generally believed that this noise ously, and therefore the total g.r noise spectrum will be a

arises from resistance fluctuations, which are in turn caused superposition of several spectra of the form of Eqn. (5), each

either by the fluctuations in the number of carriers or by the having its own magnitude and comer frequency. It is apparent

fluctuations in mobility. Experimental studies to determine the that the total gr noise spectrum will not have the simple fre-

region of origin of this noise within the device arc not entirely quency dependence expressed in Eqn. (5). Indeed, if the trap

unanimous, but lif noise is believed to originate primarily at lifetimes am distributed over a wide range of values, extensiveand careful measurements are required to separate g-r noise
the channel.-substrate interface, the semiconductor surfaces, the fro f noi s and to d n h t rit of niu

contacts, and in the active layer itself, from Il noise, and to distinguish the contribution o individual

The power spectrum of the drain noise current component

due to INf noise can be expressed by the empirical formula : Ill. Noise Model of the Device

SA = l (4) The individual components or the power spectral densif i

SN) = (4) of the drain noise current due to the above mentioned noie

where Cl is an empirical parametcr, called Ilooge's parameter, sources are shown together in Fig. 2. The figure is only illus.

N is the number of car,iers participating in the flow of the trative, since the relative magnitudes and the comer frequencies

drain curent ID, and therefore depends both on the carrier den- of the various noise sources will be different in different types

sity and the volume of the active region of the device under thr. of devices, and for a given device, with vary with DC bias.

gate, and th, exponent a is also an empirical constant, approxi. Shot noise is not included in this figure, since it is small com-
mately equal to x. pared to the the noise contributions shown.

The factors most influencial in determining the magnitude

of I/f noise are the quality of the buffer layer between the sub.
strate and the active layer, the surface treatment or passivation,
and the density of defects in the active region. In addition,
empirical studies have shown that many other factors such as
the gate leakage current and the external circuit impedance may
also influence the magnitude of I/f noise, but these results can-
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NOISE POWER SPECTRUM OF SHoRr. trnsformning all nois Sources Inherent in the device to Only
CIRCUIT OUTPUT CURRENT oit of ttt two noise Sources ell and 1n' and settinj the other

Alm# ____________________ source to zero. ThI. circuit models of ig. 3 (b) and (c) show

3 these wma possibilitics. The first of te-se models. in Fig. 3(b).

ItA~'I is useful in characterization or the baseband noise generation in

1100 a na the device by expirmntenal measureimnts, und allowsi the dev'*
-1 .tI~ lrJ. 4l ice noise measurements to be carr ied out at the output (drain.

~-~---t., /source) prt or the device in the form or output current fluctua.
.0 / %I.~E1~Iions. Thek second model, in Mig. 3 (c) is more convenient for

.1- - - - - -- calculating the oscillator noise spectra, as wilt be seen Ahorty.

th.10E1414 DEVICE NOISE MODEL

Fit. 2. Power Spectral DenSity of the Wrieous Components of
the Drain N ois l cu rrnt. 

- *

Tw%%o conclusions can be drawn from this rigure. First. thle C_ I
most Sgilcant noise sources at low frequencies 01f noise and
and avalanche noise). Second, the noise produced in the device
can be significantly larger at low frqeuncies, typically below I
MiltI, than that at higher frequencies. In nonlinear applications
of the device, such as in osillat1ors, the low frequency noiseI>
can Modulate signals and generate noise at higher frequencies, T g 1

thereby deterioratilig the noise RVfomace Thsetw

observations explain why the N113SpE~r e a lo1ose d vc C s

in linear amplifieir applications, and yet have a poor noise per. 1I *0
formance in oscillator circuits.

In linear circuit applications, a mr;SrPET can be
represented by a linear (small-signal) circuit model at the
desired DC bias conditions, and a noisy linear twoport canl
Always be represented by a noiseless version of thle Same i/
twoport along with two noise so~urces, which amre tially coo/g R::
lated in general. This is the so called Rothe-Dahike representa. cgs: _ V

tion of linear noisy twoports. For nonlinear circuits, there areN
no such rigorous equivalettcircuit representations of
guaranteed validity, and a noise model must be found by indue-

ie thos. -ina moeso PEpig. 3. Noise Equivalent Circuit %Models for a \IrSEr. r

Sucesin c quaiblina mdes o f M ,iFEs have had sotme 'fie power spectral density of thle noise soutcece call be
succss n dscrbin th 01ation of MESRP-l' oscillatols, one mesrdithlaotrysflow.Whtedece C

possible model to consider is a Rothe.Dalke type model, biased at the esredoratiny psfot, th ti dgaevi~sce)

Such a model is shown in Fig. 3 (a), in which thle MIES11T is poiasshciuted at the feie p r un y ofsrmnt, tieipt( a d t hre)

represented by a very simple signal model, consisting of just otpt is powrcie isterqnyo measuredet byanro- and o tnie

four noiseless circuit elements :thle total input resistance RT. recet iveTe power ispetr desiy a1 f rof thed oputse

the gate-to-source capacitance Ci the Output resistance R., and crentir soure iswe thspeta round.Tiy cnf be diem o the

the voltage-controlled current source Sm v, controlled by the inpuet porce s otage though. Thes inetrni ;.ir moe

voltage v a'cross Cp where g, is the transconductance: of thle ith devrce tat as aane crcuiht. Ant l rveuncimes,,r

NIESFET. To this are added the two noise sources en and io aItC 1  T <I thedei, treae salnsformcruAtilo folequonly es theec

tile input and thle output respectively, which will be partially trnsoduta<c1, sol thatnhsforti dnovsit ofl te deoise

correlated in general. tragesonuc e, so iven by pcr. dniyo enievl

When the equivalcnt circuit elements are nonlinear, thle Sa(O sorc Sf is give (6):

frg ng sm lfed noise equivalcnt-circuit model is still too S ) S )Ig 6

complex, due to the Presence Of two separate noise sources.
All MESFET oscillator noise analyses to date have therefore
introduced further simplification in the noise model by
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IV. NOw Modd athe O0scillaeor impedance ZV1F) TO a first approximation, the MI'W14

Many different kinds of oscillator circuits, based on may be treated as a linear circuit in carrying out this tmnsror.
different device configurations. feedback arrangements, resona- matk, and the power spectrum of the new noise source c, is
ior connections, and load coupling, have been designed. All thus determined. For the low frequency noise sources of
such oscillators employing only one MESFET device as the interest here, it my be possible to simplify the tnsformation
active device can be represented by the circuit model of Fig. 4 considerably. The oscillator nse spectra arc thus found in
(a). The noise spectram of such a noisy oscillator can be tcrms of the impedance of the onc-por device and circuit, their
analyzed in one of two different ways: cssitivitdes to frequency and signal amplitude, and the power

Speuttm et the noise source connected between Z and Z.

Nois FEI'The one-port model can be used to represent many
difMent types of oscillator circuits, merely by a suitable choice
of a eference plane dividing the oscillator circuit into two pars
: an active device and a load. For example, Joshi and r)ebecy

Including i FET irositics; In, tW n1 r4 (3) designed a common-source FET oscillator, and used the
fixture aroslttcsi ftedcck circuits Ireaunm drAin..ground port is the dividing plane, while Sochi and
deteraining Ie.g., rtsonotori circuit, cowllng Drown [4) designed a common-dratn FET oscillator and usedam Nowchtg circuit; W4 €mtr~torS, It any. the gate--drain port as the dividing plane. If the port used as

dividing plane is externally accessible, so that the "device! and
"load" impedances can be experimentally measured at this port

+ looking on the two sides, an optimization of the oscillator
io R v  design can be carried out for minimization of noise spectra.

Ro Sechi and Brown (4) show the results of such measurements.

C ¢ 2. As a f[edback oscillator sing a twoport active device.

Alternatively, the oscillator may be represented as in Fig.
4 (b), wherein the oscillator continues to be treated as a reed.

LIntor Passive Freautnty-D ftnt T-o-ort back circuit around a twopo active device, which is periurbed
n s. Tby the presence of the noise source ex. it is clear that if the

MESFET model was strictly linear, the frequency at which the
condition of oscillations is satisfied in this osci:',tor circuit

Fig. 4. Circuit Representations of a Noisy PET Oscillator. would not be influenced by the presence of the r. -.se voltagc
ex. The nonlinearity of the MESFET allows the noise voltage
e1 to influence the oscillation frequency f. and thereby produce

I, As an active one.port (nqatve-resistance) device oscillator FM noise sidebands.
As seen from the load port and looking back towards the Perhaps the simplest method of accounting for the non-

oscillator, the MESFET along with its feedback circuit must linearity of the device is to allow some of the elements in the
appear as an active one.port device. More generally, since a equivalent circuit of the device to be nonlinear. The principal
field-effect transistor ii a two-port active device, the oscillator nonlinear elements in the MESFEFr ar the three elements C1t,
circuits must use feedback to induce oscillations, so that one I- am R, and each of these is influenced by e, in general.
port of the device is used for introducing feedback, and the Th oscillator noise spectra can therefore h% calculated in terms
other port serves to deliver the output oscillations to the
remainder of the circuit and load. Therefore, the transistor the oll ments, he ectrum of the boethree elements, and the power spectrum of the -' e source en
together with its feedback is reduccd to a one-port active net- in the circuit. Such an analysis is presented by bi*4.is and
work, which contains all of the nonlinearity in the oscillator Shik (S1.
circuit, while the remainder of the circuit is reduced to a linear,
pvcsive one-port "load". The active oneport including the dcv- For the present purposes, the FM noise spectrum of the
ice can be repmesented as a frequency and signal-amplitude oscillator will be expressed in less detail, in terms of some

composite parameters, rather than in terms of the individual cir-
dependent large-signal impedance Z(w,VRF) having a negative cuit elements of a particular implementation of the oscillator
real part, which is connected across the load (including any circuit. One of the conclusions from the detailed analysis of
other linear circuit elements), having a frequency dependent cir- Siweris and Scheik [5] is that, of the three equivalent circuit
cuit impedance Z(o). elements, only C, influences f, to a first order. Therefore, the

The calculation of the noise spectra of such negative, calculation of FM noise spectra is reduced to the determination
resistance oscillators has been well-established for a long time, of the sensitivity of fo to e, via C1. In the following, this
and has been summarized by Kurokawa [2). In order to use observation allows the identification of the factors that influence
the results of Kurokawa, it is only necessary to transform the the FM noise spectrum.
noise source en present in the device to the terminals of the
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V. Factar inawescI k  eI NO I 51 r tor can be carried out experimentally if each of the above

The sml chage In the freqncy of Oscillations due so parameters can be measured, and If the effect of the design
the nvl t cn be resey asf ollado s dueo variables on the values of these parametcrs can be estimated. It

the noise voltage e, can be expred as follows: Is also posible to measure the two prmete appearing in

f(7) Eqn. (8) directly. The baseband noise generated in the device
" . at low fiquencies can be measured by a low.noise amplifier and

Therefore the F.,I noise spectrum, expressed in rms frequency a wave analyzer. The ocillator frequency sensitivity to gate

deviation at an offset freqwncy f. sway from the carer fr. noise voltage can be measured by introducing a signal at the

ency t., can be written gate and measuring the change in oscillator frequency [6.
q y frtThus the device and the circuit can each be selected for

[wo ] [ x.S minimum FM noise.[ fm(O1:"i"I . ) 8

The frequency sensitivity to noise voltage can, in turn, be VI Device Setion

expressed in terms of the factors that Influence it: The device specifications in the manufacturer's data sheet

for a MESI"ET or IIEMT typically include small.signal S.

*I~ 1 (9) er, broadband linear equivalent circuit parameters, DC
~C, 1  1 (9) characteristics, and some large-signal parameter, such as I dB

Since the gate-o-source capacitance Co, is the capacitanc; of a gain compression point. The various procedures found in the
SncthCY-bl~ief Maet-sre icndclanc tim I ts h e a c rinc o i literature for designing oscillators with these devices am them.
Schotky.hanie met semiconductor junction, its pendnc fore ahu based on these and other parameters in terms of which
on the gate.to.source voltae is known from the following device i rharacterized. By contrast, the device noise
equation applicable to abrupt junctions specifications supplitu vi the data sheet- usually consist of the

CA, C (10) minimum noise figure of the device as a linear amplifier at
1 - va l'~l some microwave firquencies. This information is of no use to

Therefore, Eqn. (9) can be written as the circuit designer wishing to design a low.noise oscillator;

.I 1 a ac IDYL, I given two devices, the one with the lower noise figure may

1) well -ad to an oscillator with a higher noise spectrum close to
C i a) I 1I It I the caraier frequency. The analysis caried out above has

The set of equations (8) and (ii) places into evidence all of the identified a ,mall set of parameters which can be conveniently

factors that influence the FM noise spectrum of a MESF"T measured for a given device, serve as a specification of the

oscillator. Furthermore, all of the methods of FM noise rcduc. device noise capability in oscillator applications, ae useful for

tion that have been proposed can now be placed in perspective. comparing two devices in respect of their noise performance as

There are four groups of parameters that are instrumental oscillator, can be used to estimate the magnitude of the

in determining the FM noise of the MESFET oscillator : expected oscillator rwoise, and thus assist in optimizing the

(1) The power spectrum Sg(frn) of the baseband noise generated oscillator design for low noise performance.

in the device, and referred to the gate voltage, at the offset fre. A number of circuit techniques (7-11] have been proposed
quenry f,,. One obvious method of FM noise reduction is in the literature in recent years for lowering the noise in FET
therefore to employ a MESFET with a lower level of I/f noise oscillators. Each of these techniques, when viewed in isolation,
or g-r noise, whichever is dominant at the frequency equal to appears as an independent, clever idea. A general analysis of
the offset frequency of interest, the FM noise in MESFET oscillators, given above in a form
(2) The sensitivity of the oscillation frequency to the MESFET which is independent of the specific circuit implementais;%, has
gate.to source capacitance, I)f/CI. This is dependent on the further advantage that it provides a systematic classification
the frequency.determining RF circuit of the oscillator. Thus of the various circuit techniques of oscillator noise reduction
the choice of the FET configuration, feedback circuit, and rcso- based on the variable through which the reduction is achieved,
nator coupling should be made to minimize this sensitivity in so as to put the various methods in proper perspective and
order to reduce FM noise. understand the relationship between them, and to estimate the
(3) The nonlinearity of the device input capacitance, level of noise reduction achievable by each technique.
represented by IaC/i)vl,,I. This is an intrinsic prrperty of the
gate junction, and its intrinsic value is determ.,|ed by the nature
of the doping profile. Its effective value can be reduced by REFERENCES
diluting the effect of Ct, (item 2 above), or diluting the effect
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Oscillators represent the basic microwave energy in the diodes Is determined by the physical
source for all microwave system such as radars, mechanisms in the device, while in the case of
comunictions, navigation or electronic warfare. transistors this frequency range is also influenced

A typical microwave oscillator consists of an by the chosen circuit topology. The only
active device (a diode or a transistor) and a pas- disadvantage to the transistor at present is a
sive frequency-determining resonant element. With limit on the maximum oscillation frequency. While
the rapid advancement of technology, there has been a Gunn or Impatt oscillator is capable of
an increasing need for better performance. The delivering 100 mW up to 100 GHz, the transistor
e"aphsis has been on low noise, small size, low oscillators are presently limitad to approximately
cost, high efficiency, high temperature stability 10 W at 40 GHZ.
and reliability. Dielectric resonator oscillators
offer the system designer a viable alternative in Transistor oscillators can be realized using either
an effort to meL ethese challenges1 . This paper bipolar or GaAs FYT devices. The maximum oscilla-
will introduce te fundamentals of the transistor tion frequency for bipolar transistor oscillators
dielectric resonator oscillators, discuss various is lower than that of GaAs YET oscillators. GaAs
oscillator configurations, their performance, YET oscillators have been reported up to 100 CH&
special circuits, limitations and future trends. while oscillators using bipolar transistors have

reached 20 GHs. However, the bipolar transistor

The quartz crystal oscillator is a highly stabla offers lower phase noise: typically a bipolar
source, however Its operation is limited to less oscillator has 6 to 10 dB less FlM noise, (very
than 100 NH,.. Stable microwave sources have com- close to the carrier) compared to a GaAs YET
monly been realized using frequency multiplication oscillator operating at the same frequency.
of a the output of a quartz crystal oscillator.
This method increases the IN noise power by N, Dielectric resonators, due to their high Q, small
where N is the multiplication factor, and has very size and excellent integrability in MIC circuits,
low efficiency in addition to being very complex can be directly used as the frequency determinang
and expensive. Stable signals have also been element for realizing a HIC transistor oscillator.
generated in the past using metallic high Q cavi- With the recent advent of temperature stable
ties in passive cavity stabilization systems or in dielectric material, the transistor DRO is fast-
complex and bulky frequency discriminator systems. becoming the mast desirable choice in a vast number

of applications.
The origin of solid state microwave oscillators
using Gunn and Impatt diodes dates back to tho late The primary characteristics of the ceramic material
1960s, before which microwave frequency generation to be used for dielectric reronators are:
depended upon klystron or magnetron tubes requiring 0
massive power supplies. In less than two decades, The Q factor, which Is approximately equal
solid state oscillators have evolved significantly. to the inverse of the loss tangent.
The eatension of the bipolar transistor oscillator
to microwave frequencies and the development of The temperature coefficient of the resonant
GaAs MFSFET devices in the early 1970s has made frequency$ -f, which includes the combined
available highly cost-effective, miniature, effects of the temperature coefficient of
reliable and low-noise sources for use in the the dielectric constant and the thermal
microwave and millimeter frequency ranges. expansion of the dielectric resonator and

the shielding package.
The basic active elements which can be used for
microwave solid state oscillators are Gunn diodes, 0 The dielectric constant, cr.
Impatt diodes and transistors. While Gunn oscil-
lators have the advantage of low FM noise compared The Q. !f and Cr values required for various
to Impatt oscillators, the latter has a higher applications differ and, in general, satisfactory
efficiency and is a higher power device compared to oscillator operation under most conditions can be
the Gunn. Transistor oscillators on the other hand achieved by choosing an appropriate material
are low noise as well as high efficiency sources. composition. Until several years ago, the lack of
Compared to Gunn oscillators, the transistor suitable materials (i.e., possessing acceptable
oscillators do not have the problems of threshold combinations of Q, Tf and cr) severely limited
current, the necessity for heat sinking and the dielectric resonator applications. Materials such
tendency to lock at spurious frequencies, as TiO2 (rutile phase), which has an unloaded Q of

about 10000 at 4 CHz, and cr of 100 were most often
Gunn and Impatt diodes are negative-resistance used. However, TiO2 has a Tf value of 400 ppm/°C
devices, requiring only the application of a D.C. which makes it impractical for most applications.
bias. Using them, the design of the oscillator is
limited to the design of the output matching The development of temperature-stable dielectric
circuit in order to deliver the desired power resonators dates back less than a decade. A number
output. Application of D.C. bias to the bipolar or of material compositions have been explored in
the field-effect transistor, on the other hand, is attempts to develop suitable dielectric materials,
not a sufficient condition for osciLlation. including ceramic mixtures containing TiO2 , various
Suitable series/parallel feedback is required to Titanates and Zirconates, glass, reramic systems
induce the negative resistance. The frequency and alumina-based ceramics. At present, several
range over which the negative resistance is present
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ceramic compositions have been developed offering the dual of a metallic cavity. The radiation
excellent dielectric properties. Complex losses of the dielectric resonators with the
perouskite compounds with the general formula A commonly used permittivities, however, are
(al 1 5 2J3) 0 (where A a Be, Sr; Io Zn, "g, Co, generally much greater than the energy losses In
N I' a ar, N ) have proved to possess acceptable the metallic cavities, which makes proper shielding
properties for dielectric resonators. These of the dielectric resonator a necessity. The
compounds have dielectric constants between 20 and dimensions of a dielectric resonator are also
40, a high quality factor, some greater than 10000 considerably smaller than those of an empty
I lOGN&, and a temperature coefficient which is metallic cavity resonant at the same frequency by a
variable through modification of the composition, factor of approximately 1/cr. af cr is high, the
Table I compares the important properties of electric and magnetic fields are confined in region
different materials developed commercially. near the resonator, which results in small

TAILY I

DimLcTRic NUSONTO MATERIALS

DIELECTRIC TYMPERATURE FREQ.COMMISTION CONSAN .. CogrFICTINT RAK,, , ACTURZO

g 2 Ti9 020 40 10,000 @4 GC +2 1 To 100 Git Dell Labs

(Zr - Sn) Ti 04 38 10,000 0 4 GHZ -4 To 10 AdS I To 100 Ght Trans Tech
Thomson, Murata

Ba (Zn 113 Ta 2/3) O2  30 10,000 @ 10 GH 0 to 10 4 To 100 Gha Hurata

Ba (M 1/3 Ta 2/3) 02 25 25,000 @ 10 GH& 4 4 To 100 GHs Sumimoto

B 0 - PbO - Nd2 03 - Ti 02  It 5,000 e I GHX 0 to 6 < 4 GH Murata/Trans Tech

Al2 03 11 50,000 e 10 GHZ 0 to 6 > 18 GH:? NTKI/Trans Tech

Whether any of the dielectric compositions shown In radiation losses. The unloaded quality factor Qu
Table I have overall superiority is nut clear, is thus limited by the losses in the dielectric
since other factors, such as ease of ceramic resonator.
processing and ability to hold tolerances on the
dielectric properties must also be considered. The The shape of a dielectric resonator is usually a
performance limitations, if any, of the lower solid cylinder, but tubular, spherical and
dielectric constant materials, remain to be parallelpiped shapes are also used. The commonly-
determined, since most component work reported thus used resonant mode in cylindrical resonators Is
far has used dielectric resonators with cr in the denoted by TI016. In the TEOi6 mode, magnetic
range of 37-100. The lower dielectric constant field lines are contained in the meridian plane
material is likely to be more sensitive to while the electric ficld lines are concentric
shielding, due to the increase in fields outside circles around %-axis as shown in Fig. I. For a
the resonator. distant observer, this mode appears as a magnetic

Resonant Frequency dipole, and for this reason it is sometimes
referred-to as the "magnetic dipole mode." When
the relative dielectric constant is around 40, more

The resonant frequency of a dielectric resonator is than 9s of the stored electric energy, and more
determined both by its dimensions and its than 60% of the stored magnetic energy, is located
surroundings. Although the geometrical form of a within the cylinder. The remaining energy is
dielectric resonator Is extremely simple, an exact distributed in the air around the resanator,
solution of the Maxwell equations is considerably decaying rapidly with distance away from the
more difficult than for the hollow metallic cavity, resonator surface.
For this reason, the exact resonant frequency of a
certain resonant mode, such as TEI06, can only be To effectively use dielectric resonators in micro-
computed by rigorous numerical procedures. A wave circuits, it is necessary to have an accurate
number of theories on the subject, which can knowledge of the coupling between the resonator and
predict resonant frequency to an accuracy of + 1% different transmission lines. The TE01& mode of
for the given configuration, appear in the the cylindrical resonator can be easily coupled to
literature. Unfortunately, these methods call for a microstrip line, fin line, magnetic loop, or to a
the use of high-powered computers. IKaJfez' has metallic or dielectric waveguide1. Figure 2 shows
presented an approximate solution of the involved the magnetic coupling between a dielectric
equations both for the isolated case and for the resonator and microstrip line. The resonator is
more commonly-used MIC configuration. This method placed on top of the microstrip substrate. The
is typically accurate to +2%. lateral distance between the resonator and the

microstrip conductor primarily determines the
Currently-practical dielectric resonators cover a amount of coupling between the resonator and the
frequency range of 1 to 100 GHz. The lower microstrip transmission line 2. This has a direct
frequency limit is imposed by the resulting large effect upon output power, frequency stability, and
.ize of the resonator, 'hile the upper frequency is harmonic content, as well as resonant frequency.
limited Ly the raduced Q of smill resonators, as Proper metallic shielding, required to minimize the
well as by dimen'ions that hecome too small to radiation losses (hence to increase Q) also affects
effectively couple wi.h the transmission line. the resonant frequency of the TE016 mode. Figure 3

shows the equivalent circuit of the dielectric
To a first approximation, a dielectric resonator is resonator coupled to the line.
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000 Circuits aM Coamrisos oscillation condition in the reflection coefficient
form, it can be easily proved that the temperature

There are two means of Incorporating a dielectric coefficient of DUO frequency is a function of the
resonator in a microstrip circuit: as a passive following parameters:
stabilization elamnt (stabilized DM0), or as a
circuit element in a frequency determining network 0 The temperature coeffcient, If, of the
(stable DUO). dielectric resonator placed in a shielded

?IIC configturation.
A stabilized DRO is a device which utilixes a

dielectric resonator in the output plane of a DM 0 The unloaded Q of the dielectric resonator.
circuitry to stabilize an otherwise free running
oscillator (Fig. A). This approach has several a The coupling coefficient of the D.N. with
disadvantages Including a tendency toward mode the microstrip line.
jumping, frequency hysteresis problo, higher
insertl.m loss due to the resonator being coupled a The tmerature coefficient (1ph) of the
to the output circuitry and increase4 output power device (transistor) input reflection
variation, coefficient phase that is known to decrease

The stable DRO configuration, which uses the linearly with temperature.

dielectric resonator as a feedback/frequency in order to achieve a temperature-compensated D0O,
determining element, Is the most comonly used, a resonator with a temperature Coefficient of +1 to
having greater efficiency, simpler construction and +4 p"m10 C is generally required to offset the
more resistance to mode jumping and hysteresis negative temperature coefficient of the device
effects than the stabilized D0O. phase temperature coefficient. Figure 7 shows som

of the typical frequency drift curves over
To realize a stable DU, the resonator may be used temperature for fre-running DUOs.
as either a series or parallel feedback element in
the frequency determining circuit. figure I shows With present technology it is now possible to
two common configurations of each type . An repeatably produce MUOs with frequen^ drift of
advantage of the series feedback design is the less than +100 ppm over the -55 to +151 C military
relative ease of coupling to a single line, temperature range, at frequencies up to 40 GHz.
compared to the parallel circuit's requirement for However, as shown in Fig. 7, results reported in I
double line coupling. In addition, the two & D environment ire significantly better (+ lO ppm
coupling coefficients in the parallel case are not over teperature),.
independent, increasing the difficulty of

alignment. With the parallel circuit, however, the Certain system applications require higher
use of a high gain amplifier can allow significant teterature stabilities than the ones achievable
decoupling of the resonator froe the microstrip using free running DROs. A number of techniques
lines, resulting In a higher loaded Q factor with used to improve the temperature stability
associated reduction In phase noise. are:

Electrical Performance Parameters The Diuitally Compensated DRO (DC-DRO). in which a

temperature sensor is mounted in the oscillator to
detect the temperature changes. Using EPROs, pro-

Center Froauency and Power Output: As shown In programmed with temperature characteristics of the
Figure 6, Transistor DRO's are available spanning DRO and a look-up table in the ROM, A/D & D/A
the frequency range of 3 GHz to 40 GHz with power convertors provide the necessary correction signal,
outputs ranging to greater than +25 dm. As noted which is applied to the varactor bias of an
earlier, the oscillator can be either Bipolar or electronically-twed DRO. Using this technique
GasFET, each with associated tradeoofsin frequency stability of + 15 ppm can be obtained
performance, and the oscillator can be followed by over temperature".
one or mroe buffer amplifier stages as required to
meet power output specifications. The center
frequency is usually specified in MHz, to the MHz, The Analog-Compensated DRO (AC-DRO), which uses
with an associated stability (temperature less-complex circuitry, consisting of an analog
dependent) or accuracy (temperature, pulling and compensator circuit in conjunction with a
pushing dependant) specification, temperature sensor, to achieve up to +20 ppm

frequency stability. Each oscillator is
Frequency Stability is the measure of change in characterized by generating a custom tuning
frequency over the specified operating temperature voltage-vs. -temperature curve required to maintain
range. Typically, this has been expressed in parts a constant frequency. The compensation circuit is
per million per degree centigrade (ppm/°C). As the aligned to fit the tuning voltage vs. temperature
actual frequency change versus temperatura is not a curve of the specific oscillator. The correction
linear function about a reference of +250C, other voltage from the output circuit is applied to the
methods of specifying stability are preferred. One tuning varactor cf the ET-DRO, thus maintaining a
worthwhile method is to specify a percent change in constant frequency4 .
frequency over a temperature range, another is to
specify parts per million over the temperature
range, referred to room temperature. Ovenization is also used to enhance the temperature

stability of a DRO. To achieve temperature
The principal cause of the DRO frequency drift with stability, the oscillator package is inserted in a
temperature the phase deviation between the temperature-stabilized oven. Using a heater
resonant circuit and the active circuit, including element, a quick-response thermistor and associated
device, feedback and output circuitry. Using the control circuitry, the package temperature can be
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maintained within ±2 C at S to 10 degres above active device.
the maximm ambient tOperature. A total frequency
stability of better than 30 ppm can be obtained . F€ , defined as the upconversion factor, a
using this approach. masue of the efficiency In the conversion

of the low frequency noise to the phase
Ovenized IUOs offer better phase noise compared to Pals* of the microwave oscillator.
the AC-DMO and DC-DO because ! !MO does not need
to Incorporate electrical tuning circultry. Analol- 3. The loaded Q factor of the dielectric
and digitally-compensated MOs, however, are resonator.

smaller in siea and do not need the substantial
mont of heater power required by the ovenized A. The output power (or external Q) of the
NO. oscillator.

ist Locked IDtO* (PL-M~tO) god Intcthg Locked Optimizetion of phase noise perfortance calls for
ON*~e (IL-IOIO) ar* sed when the requisite frequency special design considerattons, as well as the use
stability and phase noise canot be achieved using of a high-Q dielectric resonator and proper device
the previomsly-described approaches. A PL.-DUO or selection. It has been proven that the low-
IL-DRO approach also becomes necessary when frequency noise in a CaAs F~t is inversely
multiple oscillators are required to be phase or proportional to the Rate length and width of the
frequency coherentor bth. For locked system, a device. Figure 10 compares the phase noise
highly stable crystal-controlled signal source performance of a number of different oscillators.
operating at Ni or VII is used as a reference
oscillator. The following techniques can also be used to

In injection locking, a VIF power amplifier driving further reduce phase nie:

a step-recovery diode is used to generate a L froeuency feedback. using a parallel feedback
wideband harmonic comb, which includes the required circuit designed at low frequencies (up to I M4Hz)
locking frequency. A bandpass filter is used to In order to reduce upconvorsion of the low
select the frequency of Interest, and a free- frequency noise. phase noise Improvement o up to
running DUO is locked to the harmonic of the 20 d1 has been reported using this technique
reference source through the injection locking
circuit shown in Fig. 8. The main requirement in NoiM s deseneratton, using th ame dielectric
this case is to make sure that the DRO frequency resonator both as the frequency determining element
drift under all operating conditions Is less than of the oscillator and the dispersive element of the
the injection locking bandwidth, af. This frequency discriminator. The DC output of the
bandwidth is a function of the Injection power, discriminator Is applied to the frequency control
oscillator output pc er, and external Q. point of the DO. This cechnique has been reported

to achieve phase noise as low as -120 dil€ e 10 KNx
Figure 9 shows a typical phase-locked DUO circuit. at 10 ie from the carrier 6.

A DC-coupled sampler/phase detector is used to mix

the nearest harmonic of the amlified crystal Mechanical Tunint
oscillator with the incoming frequency from the
DMO. If the difference frequency is small enough. The frequency of oscillation of the dielectric
the loop will be driven towards a point where the resonator is dependant on a number of factors, not
difference frequency, out of the sampler becomes the least of which is its proximity to the ground
zero. The loop then drives the DUO towards a xero plane. To take advantage of this, a tuning screw
phase error condition. A search mechanism is can be installed in the top cover directly above
generally included in the system so that the loop the resonator which, by reducing the distance
will be forced to tune through a stable lock point between the resonator and the apparent ground
if the initial difference frequency is too large plane, will provide for a certain amount of change
for capture to occur. An AC-coupled phase-locked in the resonant frequency (Fig. 11). The reason
DUO circuit is used when the output frequency of for such behavior can be found in the cavity
the DRO is not harmonically related to the perturbation theory. Namely, when a metal wall of a
reference oscillator frequency. resonant cavity is moved Inward, the resonant

frequency will decrease if the stored energy is
Injection locking is simpler and less expensive predominantly in the electric field. Otherwise,
approach compared to phase locking, but the RF when the stored energy close to the magnetic walls
output is more likely to contain spurious signals is mostly magnetic, as is the case for the shielded
at the harmonics of the reference oscillator TEoI dielectric resonator considered here, the
frequency. Injection locking, in reality, is resonant frequency will increase when the wall
frequency locking as opposed to phase locking, moves inward. Current designs allow for up to 5

percent tuning range without degradation of other
Snile Sideband Phase Noise performance parameters. A properly-designed

mechanical tuning option will provide a maximum of
Phase noise can be defined as short-term frequency tuning range while still maintaining hermeticity
stability, characterized by frequency variations in and reliability, and will not appreciably affect
the output frequency which appear as FM energy the resonator Q factor (apparent as a degradation
around the carrier frequency. Phase noise is in noise and power performance) or temperature
specified in dBc/Hz measured at specified offests stability.
from the carrier frequency: typical offsets are 10
and 100 kHz. In a DRO, phase noise is primarily
dependent on four factors: Electronic Tunin,

1. The low frequency noise inherent in the The YIG-tuned oscillator (YTO) and varactor-tuned
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oscillator (VCO) are the commonly used through an optical fiber to Illuminate tVe
electronically-tunable oscillators. YTO's Are photosensitive Paterial, chaliag its condctLivity
selected for high tuning linearity, large tuning and perturbing the electromagnLetic field4 in and
beaNjidth (2 octaves) amd low phase noise. Their around the resonator. This perturbation results in
disadvantages are low tuning speed, cumbersome a shift in the center frequency of the DMO. U,4i,"
mechanical size, considerable weight and this technique tuning bandwidths of M.1X can be
Significant tuning power consumption. VCO*X, on the obtained.
other han , offer small size and weight, high
tuning speed, low tuning power, b4it have relatively Special 0*e Circuits
poor tuning linearity, inferior phase noise and
generally lower bandwidth (< one octave). For some YXcellent Integrability and high performance of the
applications, however, such as 1 W radar sources, dielectric resonator has W generated a large number
narrowband-modulated coimmnication systems or I'Ll of interesting M0 configurations for various
system, bandwidth needs are on the order of 0.1 to system applications. Some of those special circuits
IX ; 4M these applications require sources with will be described In this Section:
low phase noise, high tuning speed a."d low tuning
power. Klectronically tunable M*0's (NT-DPO) can A dual-resogtor oscillator shown in Fig. 16,
now meet the requirements for many of these presents a highly stable DRO circuit using
applications, identical resonators In a series feedback

configuri~tion in both the source and gate circuit
IT-DUO's are also commonly used for amaloldigital of a FIT'. This oscillator has three output ports,
tmoprature compinsation of the oscillator. This and Its microstrip circuitry Is widebad due to the
application requires that the fequency tunins of simple, minimally-tund 50-ohm lines on all three
the DUO should exceed the frequency drift of the ports of the transistor. This oscillator is not
oscillator under any combination of operating particularly susceptible to spurious oscillations,
conditions (temperature, load ad bias variations). ar.d can provide high temperature stabilities by
Various moans are used to electrically tune the xelecting cppropriate dielectric mixes for the
MUOI. Including ferrite tuning, optical tuning, and resonators.
the more popular varactor ard bias tuning.

A oush-mh 0O (FIg. 17 ) can use a coemon
Varactor tunira (a typical scheme shown in Fig. 12) dielecric resonator for two transistors. In this
can provide up to IX frequency adjustment. The approach the fundamental frequency of the
dielectric resonator is coupled to another oscillatovs in cancelled and the second harmonics
microstrip line connected to a varactor, resulting are added at the output plane of the oscillator.
in mutually-coupled resonant circuits. The blas- This circuit helps to generate low-noise
voltage-dependant capacitance of the varactor oscillations at frequenciea much higher than
varies the resonant frequency of the low-Q resonant otherwise possible. For example, using an 18 Git
circuit with the tuning voltage. The amount of resonator, a GaAs l T DUO was rgported to have a
frequency tuning range can be controlled by varying phase noise of -100 dBo @ IOCKta . Figure 13 Shows
t he coup I I ng between the low-Q a comparison of phase noire between an Avantek 13
microstripline/varactor circuit and the dielectric Gi& push-push bipolar DUM and fundamental sA FIT
resonator circuit. Tighter coupling permits oscillator.
greater tuning range, however the attendant
degradation in the Q factor manifitsts Itself A selectable multi-freauency oscillator deelogment
primarily as an increase In phase noise. Varactor appears In Fig. 19 The diagram shows e fast-
tuning is by far the most comon means of settling tr-frequency selectable DO. A single
Incorporating electron's tuning. GaAs PET is used in conjunction with a aLple

single-pole three-throw (SP3T) switch to select the
lia voltage tuning takes advantage of the dielectric resonator corresponding to the desired
sensitivity to changes in the supply voltage of the output IF frequency. Compared to the old approach
device used as an oscillator. By not using an of using several continuously-operating DROs and a
internal voltage regulator, the oscillator can be high isolation, matched SP3T switch, this approach
designed to proviee the necessary tuning range by is free of the spurious signals at the unselected
varying the supply voltage, typically within .IZ of frequencias. This approach is also less expensive,
center frequency. As output power is often a uses less number of components and is more reliable
function of supply voltage, care must be exercised compared to the old approach. The output frequency
to maintain suitable output power variation settles within +10 ppm i, less than 2
characteristics, microsecondsg.

Figure 13 shows the phase noise characteristics for A slc'!cn monolithic self-oscillating mixer using a
an electronically-tuned DRO using a varactor. It Darlington paIr is shown in Fig. 20. The dielectric
may be noted that increase in electrical tuning resonator Is used in parallel feedback between the
results in increased phase noise. Figure 14 input and output of the device. RF input is mixed
reflects the frequency tuning and modulation with the LO in the first transi, tor QI and the
sensitivity characteristics with tuning voltage and second transistor offers gain at the IF frequency.
also shows the output power fluctuation over the Using this configuration an IF signal at 3.7 to 4.2
tuning range. The electrically tunable DROs are Gliz was down converted to 1 to 1.5 GHz IF with 9 dB
presently available up to 26.5 GHz. conversion gain 10.

In an optically-tunable dielectric resonator Limitations of Transistor DROs
configuration (Fig. 15), photosensitive material,
such as high-resistivity silicon, is placed Free-running DROs presently do not have the low
directly on the dielectric resonator. Light from a phase noise and temperature stabilities required
laser or light-emitting diode (LED) is brought for certain high-performance applications. This
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Measurements and Analysis of Cryogenic
Soppthire Dielectric Resonators and DRO's

a. .1. Dick and 0. Hi. St rover
California Instituto of Tereinwlogv

Jot Propulsion IAboratorv
4SOD Oak %drove Drive
Pasadena. Ca. 911109

Experimental and computranal results Of A Study Of A h lraao oe nteclne n peehv
now kind of dielectric resonator are presewnted. It Tt ltzr fmds nI!clno n poahv
consists of a cooled, cylindrically syv~irU m~ph led us to consider rthe ring resonator for furthor
resonator surrounded by a cocale shtild and I# atilyals and study. Vo find thar tai Ojpr1opr
capAble of higher Q's than any other dielectric choice of ring dimensions canl ratlv lItroart the
resonator. IsolAtion Of fields to th 91hrt b 1 mode spacing, without sacrifIcin the igolatinpg
special nature of the# mode allows the very low loss of properties of the motto.

tht sapp iItself to be exrsned. Calculations
ith:w chht te plethora of mod@s in *%tl resonators call Ati~lyxis of several different tvi'es of osrillator
be effectively reuced by the use of A ring resonator ApplirarionS Are presenteod. Possittlo APPlir. Clans
with appropridte dimensions. Exporitt.ntal results Iitltide low noise, microwave oscillators tisIng only
show Qs ranging from 3401 at It Melvin to 100 At 4.2 theraoeeeric Cooling. Anti oscillators with haths
Kelvin. rerformanice In estimAted for several types of extremely low noise and high stability at rsprturom
DRO's incorporatinf these resonators. 111a4e noise of 11K Anti below.
reductions in X-bAnd sources Art indicated co values
substanciolly lower than presently available. CRM

IMODU110HCryogenic sapphire resonators have been atudied
experimentally by Blair' lin Ausrralia andi by V. B.

A new kind of dielectric resonator promises to enable BrAcinsky2 and coworkers lit thle USSR. with the aimt to
si dan IpratAVIce I it ho capability of dielectric develop ulrA-ACA11 MiCrowave- OCIIAtUrS andi
resonator oscillAtors (DROs). This resonator discrimintators. Previous work halt Included mcaouro-
consistst of a cooled sapphire rir, or cylinder ments of mode frequencivs And evanescent field deco':
surrounded by A metallic shield. Andi is capable0 Of length%. Moai-uremant Anti calculation ofr@teperature
higher Q's 01h1n Any other dielectric res onator. and frequenwv dependence of thle Wit. measurement of
equAlling those of quart-- crystals At temperAtures tile fkAecto,'al thermal coefficient of thle reononta
which call be reached by means of tharmooelectrc fraqtienie. And development ard studv of srabili~rd
cooling.1-2 At 10 to 20 Klvins it rivals the oscillator parforranca.
performance of superconducting resonatorx roqul ring
temperatures 10 times lower. We report on% results of lit chose v.xperimonral sctties sapphire losses Are'
tests on such a sapphire resonator at X-bnnd which found to drop dramatically As the temperature is
sllow Q's raning1 from 3XIii' at 71 P0lVID to U) t . reduced below Ambient, showing an approximtely T*
Kelvin. dependence for temperatures down to about WO Volvin.

,,h...re s- Q Of approximatly 104 is Attained (for
Theo high Q's of these resonator: dopend not only onl A X-band). Theo loss mechanism responsible for this
reduction of lossex intarnIAl to tiho SAPPhire but Also behavior has jean Identified by CUroVIrCChI as pbatnon
on Isolation of thle resonant energy from loases In the* generation due to lattice anharmoniciry Thto TA
surrounding morallic sield. With a dielectric dependence of the losses As well as a linear dopon.
constant (-10) only a fraction of that of other dance onl frequency, Are predicted by this theory. Both

dieecticresnaor ateiait.snlphreresonators Are born out it experimental data, Indicating that
dielctrc rsontormateialspphre tin source of loss; Is Inherent In thle Sapphire. and

Are At a substantial disadvantage in this rerArd. probably cannot be Improved upon by Improved sample
This is overcome In the* resonator: of thle present peirt~. I em prpit.te.t s h

stud bya poces smilr c th opica phnomnon presently observed high temperature behavior AN Aof total Internal reflection, basis to engineer filters and DR01s.

We present the results or both experiment And calcula.
tion which show that effective Isolation can be The temperature dependence of the freq~uency of
obtained in modes with 5 to 10 full waves around tit sapphire dielectric res'-nators has also been studied
perimeter of thle resonator. New computation: for mode by both groups.'"2 Theo fractional frequency variaton
Q's and frequencies for high mode numbers are with temperature dF/dT/F is found to saturc'ru at about

presnte baed n peviusl pulised4soltios t Wxl/Kelvin at huight temperatures (>30OV). dropping
present3eqbatidon porevniolyapublished 4 i soltit as tile coefficient of expansion "frt,-ezes out* an lower
shere wt euton forian isoatrd isotropich dieletile temperatures.' it reduces to lo' at 77K Nind falls

sphee, he nlyfinie gomery or wich tothe as Ts At lower temperatures to a value estimated to bo
authors' knowledge, closed form solutions have been 10,12 /Melvin at a temperature of I Kelvin.7 The
developed. An approximate method Is developed to values found at 77K and below could allow very
allow calculations for right cylinders And for rings impressive oscillator stability, witht a %ctbilicy
with rectangular cross section. This method is based equal to that of quartz crystals reached by nOK. At
on (also approximate) solutions for A rectangular 10 Kelvin, the readily available temperature variation
dielectric waveguide5. The ring Is assumed to be just of1 crdgesoudasearcinlfeqny
such a waveguide bent around on Itself. Losses in the var0 iatio e e oful onlye a1rctoalfeqec
metallic shield are explicitly considered. vraino ny1'4
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The stability desonstrAted by onrllantors using~
spphire avid snpplitro-filled resotnators alhows 1110 ISOLTED M2DES IN D! Ri RC ONIATEIeffIcacY of this reduction In eaxpanlsion coefftvenlt.
Frequency stability of 10"I wAx demnstrAted by the
RussiAn group using A G1.-o.xcited oscillntor. 1 Atnd 111011t~d mattes it dioloctri- regonarvirs ;%chiev@ w@iAl
stabilitY better that% 10*3 has Wont reported bY the couplitig to E Iurrondiln ZPAI' not primairtiy hy An
Austrlian groltpl using it freqitetacy-ockod MU 1A01,C m11imatCh due to the largig dtoloerti
oscillator At rooms texperAture The Authors. tring A CORStAnt. but rather by iolating propertit of thep
sapphire resonator coatedi wlith supercondutecing leadi. *O*Itef Th oi gote an he underagood frotm Fir,
have dcoonstrAtea stability betrw than 10"'4 at 10 1 A c onslr islti o aavetide. o and w ave w eitIe; a
secondso. In this lastt case. the highe sroabillte Ins iclrdoeti a~glo h AUoinin
not attributable to the superconducting coating. bitt (k1710121iorather to the use of A ruby 1(ASMR As the source of " '
@xcitation. 3  The lead coating is ratheor seena As a losalrevleo ~isd h ile ~i
dtistinact diamLZ lot this regard. its greater thews Ahcn, large wAidth of the rning tbre large et~uif
thermal sensitivity forcing aoeration at clomperaturen C low hcnsy All ualue: of fit, aind ar. lrt-,o vuriv
below I YKelvitn to Achieve te observed stability. Ot llow Only dMielue#ic owktevidr. e deet

Mol@ al o th- vocl~xrs ustworiotilopeateat constant t is 1. and thin large -beu of U,~. still
temporAllro of o 2~v the osilatsj spo etof ort atg required by thle svao~trv of the made for some di~trweo
stabirity ire be helow melvn.tel proetof bthtir h And talde the dielectric. requires anl imAginry part in
stb"iy ld o he tilw exansio coeffQ)itit tho One of tOe other components (found In ks ) to partfyr
etpremely log fhaerois 1 du to tog 71) Isinp the n tis same vev equation. This rergion oi vwaot

temer~urerane fom 0 i to1~ s prhas te mst decaying fillds forms A buffer ber-t@@n ,It# wnvex Inexciting Aspect of their performanceg. of great the dielectric And Allaod travVling14 WAVes farthersignificanice here Are the relAtively small And out. These modes have bWot misname@d "Mtisporittginexpensive cryocoeilerg AVAIlable in this temoperature tllory" ts( *osl but Are wore! proptrly #@ett As ;nwalog.range. fin addit1,on. coap.%rison to conventonal 0110's Ots to the ipnonomonon of total Internal reflection [itand cAvity-stAbilixed microwave oxeillators also optictt.
indicates a dramicic reduction In phiase noiso utsing A
sapphire resoaor At approximAtely 110 K~elvina. A To thfitotitorso Lnowledge. olitiatloin dosed (or* fortemperatitre achievable_ using thermolectric coolig, thio modes of cylindricstlly symmetric dilecvrticHere the Q of 2x104 compares with %-alues of l-3xlO4 resonators are Availabile only for the iotropic sphereavailable from other microwave resontiaoro. Indicating And the ittfinte cylinder. of these 11w ero.A corresponding reduction of pitase noise of U6 to 46 being a finite structure In appropriate for conslitero.db. tion here. Following solurti'nos publishod by t~gnti'ne.

et A14 for tho modes TF_ C. we have calculated
freqitencies and ills for Pn-1. *r-l.2 And for it ranging
tip to relatively largel values. 7T1011 values ar-e
plotted In Fig. 2 and Allow AD eXponentlj increase it
Q as it and the frequency are Iicrenosed. A Ahortcoor

* In tis calculation Is cte inability to akccount for
Clio effect of a mtallic shield. neresarv to allow a

DIEECTIC reonabOIly small overall aso and desirable to
RINGCSI increaso the radiation. limited qVs as shown, 1, FigrSING2- It se@m% Apparent that replacing the (completely

absorbing) Xpace surrounding tlte ophere by only/STALIsI ghtly Absorbing copper should improve the '2. but by

IWAVE 107-RADIAION IMTEtO AN IR(Nc~y
FRONTS OA 1tow MS o 9.lout

24

EVANESCENT 13
WAVVES

10

Figure I Diagram showing tho character of the it I
eleccromagnecic field In the vicinity of a dielectric 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 a 9 10
ring for an 8-fold cylindrically symetric mode.

Figure 2 Radiacion-lizuitcd Qand freqliency for TE, 1modes of an isolated sphere with (-10 ms-1, r-1.2.
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how much? An upper limit wvuld stem to be the product olI:g rCtIWefldrYmesorcevian
of the Qs. a.&.. for n-7. r-1 A radiation limired Q ri~w~Nraiiw in oe o h ~tn
of U104~ (from Fig. 2) combined with A copper cal Q of Wa)r dielectric wavegulde As the solutions of
10' would Indicate that Q's up to 3IO mig.ht be pJ 7
possible. an AttrACtivt ProNpect It Also aeem* clear P~ 9 :
from Fig. I that thet containing can must be in the hr(2.ki)I
evanetscent region. and that thoro would be some whr X - (9/027 (1 4 2A/As)~
trade-off between isolation from can losses3 and - *(9
position of the can (overall sixt). ad Y- W ) Ii Ax"b* 1 j-"

In ordor to test these ide#As we mounted an %incated where A - X12
sapphire cylinder With length And diater both k, 2nA
approximately 5 cm Inside a copper cAn large onough to ,-2nM
providt A 1cm gap At the outside And on the enids. At 1c.
liquid nitrogen temperature and, lielow. we found #odem@ cf
with high Q (Q > 10) for frequencies Above about 1. nAn r h ogt n it ftern rnGift. This frequency corresponds to it - or 9 from an-Cnc r hehiltadwdh ftern rs

Fin.2 wih acorrspodingfresspae rdiate 9# s ton. c Is the speed of light And f the microve
limsited Q of l101 to 104. Since the* measured Q to feqe~
higher than these values. some enhancemenit of the Q Vxplicitly accouing1 for the ring geomotry by
results from the low-Iosi; properties of the@ hielding constraining cte solution to exhibit. I) full wvves
Call. around Ani offective ring perimeter I.,,. we 4efine

However thet plethora of modes which we foundt gave us I9nner vi heore ring is deine int er,2 of theW
ho hope of successfully Identifying the maoe onl thO newn ue igrdi mr 9 ' C9  ,)2
basis of thet spherical solutions. Furthermore, the Decaying fields (imaginary C-AMPonents to 0he wavO
prospect of oscillator desi!.n Is danttig. given the vector k9) Are required lin the space Just outstide the#
existence of itrongly co---itt law.Q modes very neAr to dielectric by the wave eqotion due to thlt large valuo
frequency to wealy coupled hig;h Q maoes of lci Allowed by the dielectric. A lover limit to

A simple applicationI Of the@ WAVe equation to tho thet decay rate Is obtained by identifying thet dtcay
geometrry of Fig. 1. forcing a correapoO401nCA Of 19 And length Il~ as

kAto half-wAve solutions lit thet r And _ dirocrionts.
respectively. Indicated that thet nka0A,*r of modes might l 1 :A'
be reduced without great poenelty b$ a rosonator with nwigtathCpInocxzlo Tnterdus
geometry shown lin Fig. 1. As a3 neht. Step. And In Weumn ld tat he Qa is mu1ch llen atr ASth e Srh o adus
order to obrain A *ore comiplete picture of the modes, wel fidtify t Pieanc n factor am Ah dsae of
we hAve constructed A mhode pirturo based Onl solutiofins AhWiA ddYyto. ~ etli wl isa
for the modes of a rectangular dielectric wavoguido wy
derived by hlarcatI11i5. Ieo identrifies modes FR'AndQrai- x2x ?1I
F v with oleerrL polaritation In the X and v ~ ~O-ep2l4~f40
Xdoeciwt. rompcotivolv And with p and q half wavos I:# have calculated modem for a solid cylinder 5 vm In
In The x and v divoctionit. ldentifying thet x. v. afid daee n mln.ietfigprmtr
: voordinates of theme Solutions wtit the r. --. and' 0 imtradUc og ~cfigpmrr
'hivecrions Iidtited In Fig. 3. Pode Indices 1P And q r - 0 r -21 m .. c.A-2c.adb-r
with t ho itade miltiplicity tin the r And ". directiont. r - '. A ccis., Icm 2c.an
and Introducing a mosde number it rorrospo nn to the I 1 -2 m
number of full waves Around tho porimeter of tho ring. Anforieiglt g Iwhprnrrsiv W

wFIolt o aind F,,' fujr tern.r, -1. scm. r. 2.5 cto. riAmf I CmN. A 2 iM. and 1)

Figure 4 Calculated mode frequencies and Q enhance-
ment factor (see text) for a dielect'ric sapphaire

Figure 3 Sapphire ring construction showing direc cylinder 5 eta diameter. 5 cm high surroundtd b-. a
rional axis identification at ring perimeter. 1ossy shield I cm from rho surface
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Figur i C~alculated *#do (roqueticits and Q enhanco- 0.

"ont factor for tho ring~ shown ins Fir. I surrounded by
a loxily shield I <a from fihe surf.reo.

0

The result# of theo d alculalos Are Owuv li .ig.ur "  .
'. and lo Vhrdie tion# shown i Fir.. t, aroelt
excellent qo lltanv. Agrecaerir with tho results el

our "esuewonrx onl the cylinder. confirmint, the
validity of our Approach The oeffleay of the ring 0
.oserry in reducing Pode density Is drAnarically

Ahovn Its a cooparison of the two figures. The Actual 19 = -

number of *odes Is larger than tho nu bor shown =X
because anedon with poor or no isolation are nor shown,
The calculAeionx found 399 *odes below 9 O1l for the
cylinder And GO for the ring. Thene modem are all
doubly de,enercAe. a fact which vAs noted for many of
the during ile xsuromont procen. Typical splitting 1o,1o 1..J.LL ... t tJ.JJU .. i
of iliao wdes wAn observed to be UOt ro 10'4 fraction- I0 6 M
Al frequency deviation. T. K

An Itiherent problem In tho use of theo resonxrtorx In
Active oscillators. and nn Important reason for Figure 6 Q mQ a resento for a sapphlre cylinder S em
choosraln the ring for further study Ix that teh diameter. S cm high contained In A dOpnd .et1d
roupling of Any mode to che externl .lr-rronlcs will shielding can approxima.tly I cm AwAy. AlO ShOin Are
rend to scale in direct proportion to cte coupling to hliohr.rrmperature data by braginsky. ot al. (reor-
the vail, This means that. even thour.h two modes may once 2).
have very different Q's. if they are near to eAeh
other In frequency, mde selection may very vell bi a
diffihult problem. For oxaNmple. If on of the m4des i
criichally coupled to the active olocrranir olements.
iha other Is likely to be nearly critically coupled as
well A cousideration for rosonAtor design is the require.

mont for surface finish And dimensional uniformity for
the shaped dieletri cavity. Bratglny.v. at al. iref.
2. p, 5?) have used methods developed fur optical
fibers to arlmto ih losses caused by scatterlng

Figurv 6 shows results of measurements of the Q of two frm surfAve rourhness. They id that. fur a rosona.
of ih modes of the 5, v by S cm cylinder for tempera. tor of cOnimeror dimensione, ruu rnos% of I miron
rures below 11 Yelvin. Also plotted are hl iaIr characteristic holrhr viii cause losses of order
temperature results reported by Braginskv ot ala. Good 10* 0 Alchouth this small value is smaller than Any
anrvement Is fout4d with clio results of those hlher losses measured so far. the resonator used In tho
temperature data. eonfirmIng that these losses are measurements reported here was fabricated with anl
inherent in tho sapphire Itself. and 1oc duQ to optical quality poliih on all surfaces to assure no
ipurities. surface treatment. etc. The leveling off loss contribirlons from this source Precautions.
of the loss reduction at about 10"  is characteristic such as acid etch, and purified alcohol rIhse. were
of the reuults reported by others and is probably due taken to assure that no forelgn material adhered to
to impurities. The further Q impravement at the the surfce.
lowest temperatures Is also typical. With thU lowest
point being marginallv better than any others reporred
to date,
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Trans. hicroavev Theory Anti Tochntiques. Vol. )iTT-lS.

Figure 7 PhAse niolso for various X-bAnd sources
Including convsncianl 050 and cavity oscillistors. a 5. 9. A. J. HArcaili. Po11 System TochnicAl Journal
srt@eof.the-xrt quarts crystal oscillator referen~ced All. 2071(1969)
to IMI-.. And predictions for several sapphilra ORO'#.

6. Y. L.. Cutovich. Klitcs of Melnon Sysztems.
Moscow (1910).

P~f!COKIOF lC~~jift OIS ~7. This collparts to the Wist X-bAnd caAsrCT mult=111 E 22CU&M mist MMMA=plicative noise C-l09ebe/ (At,.)) so for discovereid by
'nit rduction In phaxse noise aor that In conventional the Authors: F. Walls. prIvAte# COSOUniCACIO.
W ii0.nd cavity oscilatrs uich would result from the 6. It. Seitbock a' A. Redhirdt. Z. Naturforsch Vol
high Q of a cooled sapphire reoniar Are 0towit it 17a. 117 (1962). C. haor And D, voff. IKEEE Trans.

Fi.7. Q's of 10.000 And 30400d are assxumed for the T*0 03(92
convenill oscillators. repectively, And valueso r 3.213(92
from Figuro 6 for the sAppire DP.-'Vs. Also shlown 'sa 9. .. A. Ra s R. Clt LS.$ Cutler. 0-1t, INlaly.
furthetr reduction which would reult from the appl -a D.11. Looson. T,. H&OHuIgAl. J.A. Mtillen Jr.. U.L.tion of ruby ater teehntology to such Oscillators. Smith, R.L. Sydow. L... Vessoo. and C.lKVinklor.

Hultiplicativo 1/f nose1 5,(f tinthe11 active eVIie Is IEEEC Trans. inscr. And Meas. 1 I?" OS. 1911.
assumeod to be *lO4dbcj( Oixl).- f~bj(It or the#
curves Indicatng mAser excitation. Tis lattr value
corresponds Anl upper limit obtained In tests Of a1
low.Q S-band ruby MASE.R oscillator.1 A value substan.
cially juierer than that reported for Any Other Active
microwave device. It has been well documented thit
arulriplicAtive I/f noise tit somiconducring devices cast
beo reduced by oporaring devices In parnllos or.
similarly, by largoe gate dimonsions. Thusit It eosr
likely thAt the low )if noise In the ruby Is due to
Its very largoe vehtel -*m'a). Ruby HASF.S; hxve been
operated at temporaturos As high As 90 1Vlvin Arid At
freqw ncies up to 4.2 Ck.Their Application to low
noise v-scillarors could open A mew windov fin luw noise
oscillator capability.
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COMPACT W SIMPLE x 3 (1 to 27 Nz) PL FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER
USINS NIMOIC PNASE DETECTION
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Universildad PolIt cnica do Cataluia
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SWlqARY In this paper we present a x3 P.L.L. frequency
multiplier following this technique which allows to
phase-lock a 27 GHz VCO to a 9 GHz reference, in a
simple and compact arrangement.

frequency multiplication in the microwave and
millimter.wave range can be performed In compact form
using harmonic phase detectors, in which the VCO phase THEORY O PHASE DeTeCTOR USING
Is directly compared to a multiple of the reference - A- O 4,3 -IlD V-T
frequency internally generated in the same device. In
this paper we present a x3 P.L.L. frequency
Amltiplier following this technique that phase-locks a
27 GHz Gur.n diode vO to a 9 GHz reference, in a The phase detector function can be performed by a
simple and compact arrangement. The Cunn diode bolzn'ed mixer with DC coupl 6 IF port. In the
frequency is controlled via the voltage applied to It. microwave range this Is usualy Implemented with a
The phase detector used Is a balanced mixer, microstrIp 900 or 180' hybrid and Schottky diodes.
Implemented with a 90' microstrip hybrid ring and (Figure 2).
Schottky diodes, and designed at the 9 GHz reference
frequency. This system can be employed through the
microwave and millimeter-wave ranges to obtain low
order odd-Index frequency multiplications.

INTR CTION .C..9GHz

The expansion of satellite coUn"ication systems
demands for receivers with good sensitivity and
dynamic range. This often requires designs Involving
coherent detection and the use of local oscillators
with high spectral purity /I/. Fig. 2 - Block diagram of x3 (9 to 27 GHz) PLL freqain-

The design of low phase noise oscillators in the cy multipl ir, with a microstrip hybrid structure as

microwave and millimeter.wave range is usually phis# detector.
Implemented by phase-locking a Voltage Controlled
Oscillator (VCO) to a spectrally pure reference signal This structure has the property of behaving as a
(indirect synthesis by phase locked loops) /2/ /3/. hybrid at odd multiples of the freouency at which the
This technique often calls for frequency aultipliers, lengths ot the lines connecting the ports are X/4.
where the locked oscillator frequency is a certain Although a bandwidth reduction and a certain
multiple of a more stable frequency, and the phase degradation of the hybrid are Involved, they do not
detection Is made at lower frequency after down- affect the harmonic phase detection ability.
converting the VCO's high frequency by means of a
harmonic mixer or regenerative frequency dividers /4/. As a result, a phasof detector realized with a

balanced structure using a 180' hybrid ring (or
Indirect frequency multiplication by small odd equivalent) can be used to perform a frequency

multiples can be performed In a very compact manner multiplication by an odd factor in a set-up like that
using harmonic phase comparators, in which the phase sketched in Figure 1.
of the VCO is directly compared to the multiple of the
reference frequency generated Internally In the same
dev',-z /5/ (Figure 1).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

- -A x3 frequency multiplier between 9 and 27 GHz
using a harmonic phase detector following the set-up
of Figure 2 has been built. It is p.-.t of a coherent
receiving system designed for the propagatioa
experiments on the 12, 20 and 30 GHz beacons on board
of the European Space Agency Olympus Satellite, to be
launched by 1988. The 27 GHz output is employed as

Fig. I - Block diagram of small odd multiples P.L.L. local oscillator for the first mixer in the 30 GHz
frequency multiplier using harmonic phase detector. channel chain.
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The phase detector uses a ilcrostrip hybrid
structure Ilke that shown in Figure 2 made in 0.010
Cu-clId 217 and designed at the 9 GHz fundamental
frequency. A pair of AsGa Schottky diodes ir. a T- -..

package provide for the nonlinear function.

The 27 GO& VCO consists of a cavity munted Gunn . 4 °
diode. 7M frequency is controlled by varying the
diode bias voltage. Figure 3a shows the VCO frequency
Incremnt referred to 27.03 Wt: versus the d.c. bias
voltage and Figure 3b shows the ripple in the VCO
output power level.

Fig. 4 - Haronic phase detector characterization

t

.l t

"""Fig. 5 - Haroon i€ phase detector D.C. output voltag ,Sversus 9 Hz port phae shift.

(b)

Fig. 3 -27.03 GHz V.C.. a) Frequency increment versus
bas voltage . b) utput po er level versusb is voltage. 

40

The set-up owployed for the characterization ofthe harmonic phase detector Is sketched In Figure 4. F 1g. 6 - Harmon ic phase detector return loss Lvasured
iThe 

DC output voltage of the hardonic phase detector at the 9 GHz port s

was recorded versus the phase shift introduced an the
F GHz p 7rt (Figure 5). For a g GHz pouer of -2 dBand a 27 GHz poer of 0 dor the harmonic phase
detector slope was 2.d5 

l/.
T he return loss at the phase detector a t9z port

when it was pumped with a 44 dl. 27 6Hz signal has CONCLUSIONS
also been measured (Figure 6). The isolation obtained
between both ports is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8 shows the Improvement of the 27 GHz A very compact x3 frequency multiplier from 9 to
oscillator spectral purity when locked using this 27 6Hz has been presented. It is based on P.L.L.
technique to a more stable 9 GHz frequency. The techniques with harmonic phase detection that can be
P.L.L. noise bandwidth is 21 Kuz, with a damping employed through the microwave and millimeter-wave
coefficient of 1.14 and a 5 KHz loop filter resonance ranges to obtain low order odd-index frequency
frequency. The hold-in range is 6 11lz. multiplications.
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In the coherent receiver final configuration, the
9 Wz frequency will be generated by a FET VCO, Itself
ultimately lxked to a S Wz quartz standard, the
quartz oscillator stability being transferred In this 11 rIC MUSE OCTECIcV
way to the 27 GHz VCO. 0
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spin Ls resoluton bandwith betwt.en a) and b)).
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Figure 3 shtvws the Output "tetrm when the syntiesizer is tuned to x The Phase accunulti or pora'os an she principle of Overlow ARi!mmotic.
frequecy 04 .19" meS the clocki frejquec. F'%11 In contrast. Figure .9 using the modulo 21. ptpoty, of an L I p todicAtty overtcowll

~hw r4e outpul spectrumn lot the net% ,4 ihr tquorncy resovabli. by ith accumuixtr reister to sltv the modulo2 Upraoery at the sine functio
SYnthesizer, .101 F,,, ItE is eWnt from CamperIN t Spectrums in by oiplaiting the telalionehip
Figure 3 to Figure A that a change to "h Sy0*01*t's tpu t irqucy at
"~.12%. VIN srnaW1 koquncy chanige r olvab by thi/s Meign. results (#A acomplelol4y dititootP spurIous response The tn/rdl plot in Figure 5 s ( sin)
shle"eie ahnge aet Onlpty, 1ano(4timres l? IM4e tot.*y Effer t rom the f rsZA

*t w)W . l&ty Afo~ ftsponi~ 100 O 0 Po wIer 1411 ropl.sonts I" tion teIr1:eger re*&WM of a number madulo 2L.
ce I dmscra ng we in horac cwi be1n ab toso* pktty 4ecrb "* The phase Accumulator thus actS As a digital 1ntegrato for4owed by A
responso Of . OOFS tot any coe nbabtio *I ouai t friecy, ROM sitW then~t o t controlo wore brqny the (Cie hop iteO isrledo
cap".ty and phas acuwv lerifitLteb~r rqec c~o odb h eainh

The epiralion of AN evawc dio~Al freueny syrlizhsri~s .1%a us* saeF.*ll t FFe
wtion at W4e look-tp Ie t"nru Can be ana~yC- EAhM~44

tsing t" model shown In Figure t Althovgh many ithn~que aost lot Noe to the disctele-Vme nature of In. system. valuo8 of F, large thun 2L'l
Proul" the fN~wcisl mnapping Itom phase to s"n. (10, Taylor series. waN resurt in an Aliased output freqvoncy equal to Fr, - F*. Thus there are
RlOM lo'up. iouseIJ44s segeelation into rinriople ROW) the lcI*" $2 &~crt output frequiincies that can be generted. each corrospon"n
n*is valid fat x4 movri 4~s not posseo long u at na i o " e o lemnts to a uniqe value of F, leon ta 2W.

"a1 Nn 6* #*energists The phase sequttcei 0(n) g~tletAted by Vie phase accumultso can be

tV4?0r& tW**led as the sampes oflan Woa::zo sawtooth wAveotmu. whore. A'ter
r'A0O4 a"a nicmAling with Faw I the slope at thN savajotrm Is Chroft bW

-u , (3)

W * ordlenth i paseaccimuato ouputOne concept that is key to the theoretical undtitafldag of phate
used to address ROM. accumulator operation is tie relaticnship between the ,eriod at the

L. a eNgth In bits Of Phase accmulaor reg4%(e word ~ I4A2ed contiuous t!iti wave lorm and The period ci the Vi~SC04 lailt
0 0 WONd leth of 0 sne Salsowe In locik.Up taible, phas accumumaor output seiquenic*. As shown in Figure 7. the phase

F* rreq~ncy control wocrd. accumulAtori outputs the s"'le 5 of hypotecal contenuou linif sawtooth
Floure, 6. Soutcos of noise In DDFWs vevform at ampliuda 21. and period 2LiF,, Since the sine function is

compted from in. phase sequence using comination'al logic without
Conal," wit."m WhS MOdel we tree sources of 6llotifl The first feedhecit. ftO period at the synthestrd an"lo uanwave At t114 output of the

source. C44 is due to the DAC coneWson noise a, trio ouput. The second. DAC is also 2'4F,. The numerical period of the phase accumrtor output
S~r is duo to vie firute w"oringth of "Ae sawnesmpleis slted in the ROM. sequence ri Jefitiod as the minimum value at N lot which 0(n) a 0(n4N) lot
AM tme third. Cr. is due to th4 ttuoc~ton of phase &ci imU1At ttC &i I an, In genratl. the numeric period of the phase accuimulAt seuence Is
oftm"sin the ROA The most Imotant i t e IN ite rw watongth eltCZS luen by 244(F,2 1 ) , whiere (F,,21.) represents Vie greatest common dtivisor of
is the ttuncation of phase accumulawo bits, There we severtal reasons lot F, andf ii Thus the period ofi th sampled sawtooth wifl equal the per of
Vws. Fell. in order to mi*N* ROGM IS&orag requirments. one would the I to he Idealized continuous time sawtooth only for the Special CMs Of
truncate As many of ne ph*As@ bits as posible withouit incurrig too much F, * (F112L), to.,. when F, is purely a power of two, This behavior Is
spurtiou CAW6et0ft In 44 4600-nShe spurious rePOnse di4 t0 Er and Ciiit rjsitalod lot the case at Lall and FIAT7 in Figure 7. In this (lgure it Is
cM be coruoed by Ithe kesigner wtn Ie$s ofit hAtdware P4"~t. Skfc tIe evident that the normatlized output frequency of the continuous-time
hsrdware compplty is a ft*,er funci:0n of the wattileing of both the AWO sawtooth wave is 2L1F, a 17/64 a .201132. resulting in a period of
output and DAC output. whal f is an esponentia funtion oi the ROGM 64117 w 3.7647. In contrasl. however. the period oi the numerical
H'dres longft Finally. Vhe characte;-taion of the spurious respons due to soquence of samples of this wavefomn is 941(17.64) K 64, The most
phase truncation is kmpotn beoaus it Inivolves at oetiilld analysis of the Important conseuence of this phenomenion is that the numerical period of
Interaction at the phase accmulator output sequence and its poopertes the, sequence of samples recalled from the sine ROGM anl have the same
une quantization. which once understood, yields Insight Into the spurious value as the, numerical period of the sequence generated by the phase
response due to all W.#i wardlength efects in trie DOFS, accumulator Therefote, the spocttrm of the output wavelfom of the OOFS

Uur~aveeenade o ciarcterne he ffecs c phse acumlatr o to digital-to-analog conversion is characterized by a d.s.cte spectrum

ihan lot the magnitude ai the worst case spur Futhermore. a stochasti
analysis givs no Linftmation about the relative dis'.rllutof i lg spurs in
the output spectrum Tits intormaion is eutremely Important because some
combinations of RIOM tabl sin. phase accumulator word length, and
frequency control registe ctntis; result in worst case, spurs occurr*n very ~
close to the desired output efreuecy.

The devel1opment of the algorithm for the genertation ot the spurious 3

spectrum of a OOFS will be divided into three sections First. come 14.I
algoriothm is developed for tIe deterrmnation of the spectrum of the phase
error sequence Finally, the analysis techniques and results gained from
genertiing the spectrum of the phase @rror are applied to develop an U
algorithm for the generation of the spectrum of the DOFS duo to phase i

truncation,

PitAgll AcetisitlLATOtf CIP'ANIO'( Figure 7.

The behavior of the spurious spectrumn a OOFS for different values of the SPErIrrl% OFi TlIlF l'I&IA' FimRcRO 4;OtUl i
frequenicy control word. Fr, is Intrinsically linked to the numerical propenties In the Wdeal case of Infinite precision in the look-up tabte word length and
of the phase accumulator. For this reason, we will begin the analysis of the no phase quantization. the output sequence of a DDFS is given by
OOFS spectral response with a descnpt;on of phase accumulator operatiion. F,
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Which Yields the SAM~P44 values o1f SA SnSOid Of frequency "11 We now 04i cott"in wavewqm 1*0 "noran progerwa. W2a. OIM P.e W4 Of
consider the operation cif a OOFS in which the outp#tA o! the priase sampltid at tht rrd,-*nt at Pt pts,. and second. that tM4 oe'4 pusN
accurnutat is quantized to W bits by trucation, Under this coonditoo. iiAmpfed are thope whogo Cqn~ira go eiracty on tht cfscogl".~f Of to
w~here we derv* 0 to tat ie number of ba trutcamed such hat I. - W a III. S:oth.
the output sequence o4th O OFS is ghton by PIXSTRAhdOR (142 f,*3

So() a uINl2* rgt) (5) V9Aq

where teoeao )rpsnaIjcto 0Itgrvte qrir
carn QAtr.*tNy be etrsWe as2x

weeC 40p1 f teptst INPhase error soquence. This phase eom1 i
sque c ar be modeled as "h sampled values of si Con~lotinu e~ -1U I I

sawwo 9 venohwuhitre tloti10 as Cjq, IN W eltue of I I I

sAWloti waftfefrm. Coo is 20. and tire Ireueny is I~r20 as eaer'upUie In

Coal he rourier series lot Cro) casn now be 3sipeese4d Ait*e sum of the
ividuat Fourir series lot the Oirichlot szivwoti Wn sir pulso train

wav*lotnA4 that were depicted in Fpgure g This t~pttser'0n i: givena in

sersca and tIN pulse train as At put'i ccO-ifl 51io (ign"tn th* 0 C tWrm)
M twe term containing ine cosiN tines the) sul:iulion % P 20#2(20,F, is
IIuiodIced. White A It #qL*1 to One Wa~ V4r roePIocal Of "h pulse tai iuTy
cycw

wavfom efne aov E41. nfrtnatl thCsAIoh ) In(2xtF, ) - 26I~~,(z~t on

This sawtooth wavefolm Is identical to the waveform that would be This; Foutiot series may be %Anipktd at Inte time pvints to obtsini
generated by a phase accumulator ot word lenoth 8 with a input frequeny

In Order to characterize %he spctr properties of thre eroor sequence, :.Xsln(2K.;-i -* 4y sr ' ?X, (8)
VI~cn). the ore series must be obtained fot the ldea~zed cwnuouz'time ~x

reninedaoei specified to have a value of zero at the flecause of the discrete nature of tMe time# Index, the error sequenice.
discontinuity which Is in violation oft the requited oirichrtel conditions lt a C.). wilt be periodic with a period at at most 28. It F, contains common
rourier rejxsentalion. Diichiet conditions require that a function lae on Its divisors with 26. t secue nee willt rpat 4 Very 261(F,,28) siinples. This

avt"value at a point of dicniut.which in this case is 201Z peridty in the time domain wil result In a sampled firequenicy domain
averge dscotinut'.representation whose magnitude contains Only 2O,2(F 4,25) unique points

Therefore, in order to represent the phate *rrot as a Fourier series, the because the magnitude spectrum ot a real sequence is symmetric about the
error waveform, must be roepessed as the superpositien of an ideal P,, a 0 ais. Therefore,. au 2912(F,,2 0) as defined in Ill) can be inlerptetod
*O1ichlel* sawtooth and a correctifV waveform, such that tihe both as the number at unique spectral noise tines in t discfot magnawude
waveforms satisfy B)itichlet conditions and such that the sampled vales of Spectum Of Cg~n). Of erplilitng the fact that the sin ano cosine functions
the superposition of the two waveforms equals the actual error sequence. in (8) awe periodic in X, with period 202(F,,29), the sire and co"in senoer
Ej4n). can be rewrillon as double summations, where the inner summation

enumerates th cooeflnts, of thes &ine icd cosine functions in (a) over one
SAWTOOTH: W. Fzu3 frequencyz3/4 period of K..

PULSE TRAIN: 9.x2 Fwu3 frequertcyzT4 puts.WWldthxrl/3 If we deine E,,(n) as the sine aeries summation in o thelftrm of (8) we

a A%oars or INICMLxr sAwiloin

g.- $A4At rr lKim

24
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?J"g Jo~kly (3) (Eqn 7G2) and noting that the argutneni Of the wIma*o r; #Awo rw~ solill deamos of tho frrlvomny £Is.g0 of wi I4I0$ oficAtiso
rm At Ku a. equation (10) can be sawo:4n Withou loss 019:1 4 r asa alasin . tesI.N of each spur onV t'* .,c'al tang 0c (F,Fc) -c Iis

equal to the rwdue or toi rvticy Kr n'odV 21.(F,29),

A We now introdwit,*th nmniWizod inlogir hoiriuecy. Ft.. which is da'awd
2m Fc, K such tha2A fiq~.not- Mn t d& oto Xpectim (Azz woLd be generteld by

.(Il) otCal $in(7aK1 S) (11) n OFT ). ,opteontd by inmgers From sho drttn of the OFT. we

Kai know that the discrete specurm of a sequence conA4'. the game ft.'mb4t of
pools that are quatiOd to bn fon.0t@O AS he nurmetril period at that

Thus the 400 portion of the phase trerro dehd In (l is eiptesSad as 3 sequen. Using this AndO ro.rig thal tho period at the sequence C'rn), is

numerical summaValn ot N diterentl hatmnics of the Armrprd Slnewveb
Sln(2%Fn121). with each amphlud, deterimd ty Ie coelktznt 2v we F A f totlon, bower AS vnnotr4o. ou'pul toquinty
CoI(K.*Z), adF sF4at AV14of 14M U A0,tAA 0,b*$u

nrturnig to the analysis of the Foutiet setris lot En) in (8). lt £,(n) locations in the spoetum ate retesnd by inteer Vl'v v $,

be diimeid as the cosine part of the phase error sequence. This soquence Is
now rowtrn in a manner i.ma to that n (0) as a double sumlation ver Usi this dortlion lot Isequncy cas of to di:eire spsc tum wo can

K AM g as fottows. dotetrno the frqwruncy of the K.-u ;pur Itom
( K r)2, .. (11)

sinc )cos FcKI, Af.hough (15) cAlco4es the frIquency that #ach spur. Z;%. maps to in th
U- range 0 < (F.jFclh) a . A much more p"iefueldtscI-pW of iit spectrum

Pat ,A.1 would yield the amt .pl-ude (dotrvd from K) As A funcn of the fequent. Fr,

F IX Fu, emoe,. when US&In (, 1. it must be ,nsufed that Mtoe than oe value
+ sinc-' - 9 cos(2:K)C I of K dots net yid the ;ame Fri. tus an q4ummot must be Ganod that

Kai each of the Irquenes reptesenled by the summation In (tO) cortiSpOnds
to a unique frequency In the tango 0 ' (Fv1Fck) -1. and. given that

A.1 assurance. a solution to tha congruence in (15) lot K must be obtined gien

T
4

, Uj 2) ( 2ASF2n t a t n o T h e c o n g r u e n c e In ( 1 8 ) i s2 uy a e p r oe s n l a t o n o f

K t gl the integral D iopha nn oquato.

Ater trigonometric and algebraic mnipulatlon. and using Joriey (eqn Kf'* bY K F" (19)

770. P9, 140). wo obtain where Y is an ltnlepr. b a 2.% is an Inager, and Al soutions ae do<nt d to

be an oquivenco class module b. Dause if is a Oiophant-e equal:*n.
-2 

1  F Integral values of K that solve (10) can be found It and nOy it (Fn)lr,'-0,
' D.Cn). • COS(2:@Kn). cOS(2.xn)) (13) From number thoty. by the coprity of r and 2S(F,.20

). It can be shown

Kul that each sat of K's loss than 21(F,,28) wZl map in;o a unique set of Fn*s less
than 2,'(F,,2e), Thus, each frequency v4 mtap ut luely into the range 0 4

In order to obtain a mote concise rotesenation of l ctpn) that is in the (FoiVFck) 1 Thorofote. exploiting the fact that (r,21I(Fr,21) ) a I. tho
sIar form as t.r(n) In (11). the COS(2&aFn/2

I
) ftrm of the summation in Solution to (10) can be exptossed without loss of gonerity by e ther Euclds

(13)1 is multiplied by a 'cotoctin factor' of two, This operation is Justified algorithm or by Eutets Theorem. From Euers TIhotrn-, (Fr11't'Iml for Al
later by showing that th K a A cefcient Is aliays doubled duo to aikasing. F, and X cop.m. where 41 (x) iv deotnod @ the Euler Toliont function
Using this cotrocti;n factor. C,,.n) is rewrittn as Therefore by mullp+ying both sidaes of (10) by Ftr 1@I with Xu2 81'(F,,2

1 ) and
thor factorin out F, one obltains:

,F,

C,,n O!c S(LtKjjp) (14) (F.,[ 2.%n~ K (20)

where 4t (n) is the Eulter ttont funceon which is detned as the number 01
Integers smler than n which e rtelatively palmL, to n. There is no oxplicit

A function that can be used to calculate 41;(n). therefore a table must notmally

.2S'V'K F F be used to obtain its vatlies, Fortunately, the Tolitn function can be onitly
'C(n) • elsl(2.K ) -Oot(2.K ) (15) obtained for the tpecial case of n tuictty a power of 2 Thus for n 3 2' w.uire

Kul x is an Integer. ail even numbers lefs than n wY.t not be mutualy coptime to
n and ol odd numbers less than n wi be coprimo to n. Therefore the Totelnt

The eotr sequence is now expressed as a sum of A distinct froquencies function for nz2' is simply the number of odd Integers toss than n. which is

with uniquo amplitudes corresponding to the discrete spectrum of the phase i2 or 21t' . In the above analysis. nx2bl(F.,21). wl'ch is by delnt;on always

error By cor'obinlng the erms from the sino series and cosine series into a a pure powr of Z Therefore we obin

complex Fourier series representation we obt:Jn (- 25- 2(
'(p~p 2(F,.2' - A (21)

A
C,(n) zj t;, e1(2.K.) e I 1 ' )  (16) and thus.

Ki K a 2 A (22)

where tho magnitude of the complex phasor. ,. and the phase angle.
I'(K., ame definod as Therefore, by using (22)1 to got the value of K to substitute into (18). the

amplitudo of the spurious response can be calculated at any point in the
2cesc 't'(K.,) A -cot( ) (17) d gil spectrum. A problem. however. arises when one considers that (22)

was derived from (18). which maps each spur from a spectrum In which each

The variabto = FrI(Ft,2) Is now defined so that the frequency F129 can lies on a frequency Fzp= Kr(F,20)120 to one in which all of the spurs lie

be expressed as a rational fraction of two mutually prime Integers. Using in the frequency range 0 - FspiFclk < 1. This *post mapped* frequency

this definition, each of the spur magnitudes. corresponds to a unique domain can be thought of as consisting of 2A possible spur locations. In this

frequency KI'(F,,28)
9

2
B  This, however, Is only a partial solution, since an 'post mapped* spectrum the spur ocaton denoted by F, = 2A corresponds

explicit result is required that will define the exact location of the spur to the frequency Fclk, and the location Fn = A corresponds to Fclkl/ This

frequencies Fsp In the range 0 < Fp • FcIk/
2. In general Kr(F,,2B)/2B will mapping is shown graphicaZy in Figure 11 for the case of 3 bits of truncation

and F, = 11.
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C~mpe~s~,* ,T * 4 *f fl)D*5 QIJUTn', SP'lRtill jfPX 1)111? T t'l? THL!rllAI0X'

Preonhped Spectnxn Now that Art algorithm has boon developed lot computing the discrete
S 5 5 5 's:ic,,um of t phase error. Cr$n). we can determie the O eet this ph=s*

eafter seqiuenceo an t output spectrum of the ODITS, Applying sanfils
tiionometric identities. the ROM1. owpul sequence. 51(n). of (6) Can be
written As

F Cin) Qn
31(n) st I(2 FC03(2.4,).L ' sifl(2n2Lr ,~)(

that cos'2 21: -os(24(23

Pod";fpped Spectri AJSSngBcause I tn I fat al fl.te u~mmo thoagumets to the
sine and cosine terms containing E,(n) in (23) is 2ii25-L. Sinco it is2 K . 92 J-....L. t23) can be Approxitevd with very hl!ti error by

iF1( rkL~ CAN) F (4
sl(n) msnZ - 2- 2t-C- COS(24a) (4

Figurw . Therefore. to A reasonable Approximation, t output Spectrum of the
In som Cases 4)n14 at MeO lath A difernt spurs wi3 oa nto the ODFS wilt be composed ci a sinewave at the desired output fiequonvy

frequency numbers between F,1uA And F, vU, This is iWusitated in corrupted by the cosine modulated harmonics of the sawtooth waveform
rouel by the $put whilchwas mapped to F~, mg. As pfaidklod by (18) L',(n). Substituting the Summation fot the phase ertor spectrum obtained i

One mi question then. how a value for K could be om rated us"n (22) fat (tO) for Cpn) yields t result
altvatues at Fft in t range 04- Fn -cA (corresponding to 04F,,-FjI2) when
the mapping defined by (15). from wh~ch (22) was derived. Waves sOo of S Fl 2-tMXA 0ajrjt (5locatin far the example in Figure 11. The answer to this qgestfan comes X2 2 ,e~X
from sAnmpun theory. Becaus t spur location P,,.A oetualt1 zrisponds
to the frequency F4t,). thse spusr lying on F1,uC In thea *pma mapped* spectrum whicli can be rewritten as
In Figure t1Ise atiased bach to thea frequency Fw,m as shown In the
*Aasing' box in Figure 11I. Fi%21:A

ieally. it would be desirablei to associate a spur number directly wit St(n).s~fl(2---2) - t~ +~n elj2n(-2 K~nol'eV,
each spur location in the range 0 -cFp- Fclk#2. rather than calculating the K- 0' r
entiref spectrum and then aliasing back the spurs In the rang. (26)
FcIk2-sF,,4cFcII,, To calculate the value of K far thea spurs lying on' those The spuriou response now consists of two series at spectral tines %%hozo.emply* spujr locations. en aliasing1 phenomenon Is used siml!w to that 4111inprulls are proportional to the same Sot nf ;,a that wore derived for theencountered in sampling theory, Since the summation expressing the t(no spectruni of tno sawtoori. fo-wevor. tie discrete ;PoctftIAr will consist ofnumber af spurs is defined to haye A terms. and since liai modulus oporatop tr I2)pit nowihIi w.ct fdfoai(i ~lb wzd

in (2) s dtind mouloU. alclatons sin (2) cn y~VJ vaue f X Because ZA is in general less than 2l4(Fq,2L) for L 3 , 8.tho.e wil Always befor an ampty Fn, that is larger than A (which Is Impossible since there are points in the discete spectrum containing no atiasod sp irt, Additionally It isonly A different 1' s) This is similar to the aisn ot sampling theory possibl ot a single frequenc to contain a noise line it at results tram thebecase the frequency ossociated with the spur, Kt'(F1,9 )122 can be superposition of two different aaedsThe wai-abl ;,, is now definedassociated With (Z%-KrF,2,2)2S fOr A 3- K 3, Z% Therefore. if (22) Yields a to be thea magonitude at the individual spurs in thelia okput spectrum of avaluo for K that is in tlio range .% is K 3. M.. thea true K value can be DOFS. This is erpbessed in (27) As a function of S,, OP,~ magnitude of thecompooid by swutacting the old K tram 2A This eliminates; the need to Spurs in the spectrum of ilie phase error sequence r,.('nj,
determin whether a frequency location was empty or not when applying
(22), !ri order to find the spur magnitude from the frequency number. Simply IK C (27)use (22) and subtract K from A for K's grantor titan A. Fortunately. tlie - L -coseC
exipression far the spur amplitudes given in (17) is symmetric about the
K z A axis, so the Aliasod viaues of K generated by (22) produce the As part of the definition In (27) we define notation 1.,, to represent the
correct amplitudes when substituted into (17) without calculating K - ZA fot spurs mapped from the first term. etlz(F,12L *KF,?23). in t20). and ;k, to be
values of K in the range A 3. K 2. 2A the spurs mapped from the e-x(FrYlL -Ki~ 1i2l) term. The location ot these

Spurs can be calculated using the same techniques derived earl or for theThe procodure tar obtning the discrete spectrum for the phazza error sawlooth spectrum, However the procedure for calcuating the spectrun' isfunction, SC. (n), can now be summarized as follows. now complicted by the fact that a noise spur does not lie on each frequency
location. Therefore. In addition to the calculation of Spur amplitudes (fo a

1. Find the number 01 Spurs from A* 28-1 I(F,,211) where- given frequency, ax criteria for determining It a spur exists at al at a given F1,must be Included in the algorithm,. To accomplish this. the frequency range8Bx number of bits truncated 04cF.p-sFcjk must be divided into 214(F,,21.) frequency locations, As a result.F, a contents of the frequency central register Fn, is now redolined to be the intogor frequency number of the frequency
location 0<Fn<c2t4(F,2L) where F1, n 2LFpIFClk(Fr,2L). ft equation (26) is2. Dide the Irequoncy rango of 0 to Fcrk.2(Fr,2B) into A oqualy rewritten to express the frequency Fr2t. as the ratio Of two mufi.aly primespaced spur locations integers usin r=u Fil(Fr,211) we obtain

A
3. Find the spur number K fr ;1 from tha sequential spur S~nt.sl1(2 f)-Y #v)' e .41Hri~-~- Kr2tlei1 0 J2i ' -r Kr2t8)n 'rc

number F., using the equation: K.1 (j (28)
K /=(Fli\' From (28) it Is evident that each ): is mapped onto two different

2A frequencies with frequency numbers given by

4. Calculate the amplitude ot the spur using the value of K/
derived in step 3 from, F., = (17 + 2tBKr/L or F,, =\fl.2LUOKPF/ (29)

CeCKcr (F 2rr
2ACSCf~ Thus using (29) it can be determined, for a given K, onto what frequency

locations ',, and I.- are mapped This is helpful in determining where in
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the frequency s 4ctrum ghe St uS tIe However. nor t when $whoea spu of t e trU ovoL if w4 ony it ei t (35 of (37) Is

evaling ft OPOW411 10sPOA.Q. cm is moo re d Inw! vor ' n when s isard, Equation (31) can be (ewritten asresp 0 ,.+ . o o is oe ,netd ndltVWii h

nagnitude of the 1esponse far a give froqueM N Sy .hu 0 toconMp41-OV,' (

mematimcAl.V characteom the spectrum of :the DDFS ct wauld WkQ to K ,K. Ps)

determine lot a given froquency whether any spur exist* ihare, And it o.

whether that spur Is due to the, sup4ip0oV;fi t O io MW Anf Thoiro~t e qurwiloti hi (37) is s~~to an lo in 4 muilo

vAtJO of K for each on From (20) 11 i ovid4enl tt! :puts ost orgy 41 2 :(F,,20) n is btO(d'd by .% b ec4e lhtte 0 44 on . spus. (3')

frquency numbers for wtuch the fractio (F1 . f1 2t- of (F' 1 r).2' is An y~ds ru C~foel ap cosidUtons

Iteoger. ot eqwVatont'y. for whiclk the foemwn conigruences we wais!-od
The other candW or lt l overlap, gtven by (37). can be ioattAnigod APA

(.2*;-(r),, W ( a,, .().. (0) sinlTV'!ed to obtain
iI aspur does toxist at A give toluoriy I is possibled that thi spur is dutoe1 '(Kn . 'l

10 fht SupeilSi;s Of tW 4 :It'S, Thereo Are in Comsat We ways in Oihh

;n can Ovttlap. The list is when ft spurs Irom one flanr.y wre "lo.tod on SncO -I Ot on d number. eq~vlnce (20) can onl be salisfid t

top of sPU$ trom another family (10, when A4g:, spur st ontp 0 , €  ; -  2L.N.m A odd ng r-br 2L.-1 is Odd any lot L.B-IO of itL,, . This

spUr) The stocOnd way is Mian spus Irm the same fa-ny A.e Oasod on Yields lso that sell ovoirtap " axis:$ lot the l044 € o otr."W.in

top of44 ea h te (i, C. Ont top Of W or~ O, n top Of 4%') In goneri a)the ib5~s At IN nf overlpt ny px~a h e v~ase @1ur~wi trunat

:, and (i. will overlap ony when oe ot the fo+owing equivalenceo a,, busaddressin, th flOMoecept th ra cum;Ator f

rolions we s Ws d. Theoteord. all of the conditios tor ,put overlap have now been

ohustively dolettred. Sunmatuling the results. i1 has boen d catmonod

-(,21%KFr2 - (F,-2t,4K:.F)2 (31) that ter is Always overlap anmong "pr otf t Same famaty lt th conditon
L-Bl. a condition that is not reAlizod tot any practical DODFS design

Fuithermoro, other than floe Ie caso L*Ual. th1re no overlap belon

OR ~SIus of1the same farri'j For the cae of Ovortapi among $puts of dittt
fAmA.5 it has boon shown that ita spurs,. % ,And overlap under cat

(F r/l11,,). \Fr s211K.:FeI 2L (22) conda~ions and that lot the sp~coaI caste of L-Dat of 0-t the pu we a'Azod
on top of one anothe, it conclusion, to; any ptratPcl ODFS design. It has

Equation (31) can be rearranged WWd ;;mnp:;rod 10 obtain also been proven that the ony, spur overlap in the speotrum wAl bei between
the (,N. and the r,. Spurs. It has Also boon shown that when cioplAtil g

_ KKI __ ___, : (33) the spctirom W 1 a i FS no adi-V'rint has to be made to add these two
I spurs together sic theit valueos we "pr.do 4d* when their amw ludo is

Via) .9i "'Pu calcultd using (27),

Now that the conditions for spur overlap and the citoria for spur

It nu be Soon that (33) cn only bo satisfied wh n 2L ' t is a od oxitlonic at a frequency number havo been deltrmined. the corgruences

number Since 2t.'A'r is odd only r L 8 1 A s 0. tothe overlap on3) s givan in (29) can be sofved for K, This wil onabo the Amplitude O the

when Lanm',d B s t fas lo B 1, A second condon for equvalence in (315 sput ,s repene to be ca.cuted from the frequency numbr in the 8igt

that K K2  i Tror for of L- B 1 (correspond riEquation 
(2). which dcbs the quey

to A ODFS with a0 but the m ost si nificar l t t una1d) the ;,;, spur% are nfion 
in 1o sic e

always atasod on top of the ,. spurs, Thus the only SpUrs that do not fall K, can be rowrtten As

on top of other spurs for this case a Ct and (S. Fortunately the special
caA of L -8 v I is a condition that would never be raizod in a practica- Fn m (ro "Krh (40)

The second condivtion for k and .. overlap as expressed in (32) can Oy subtracting and app:ying the modulus operator to beth sides and

be toarangod And simpifd to obtain simpfdyin w, obtain

a0(34) (f / a (W~) (41)
K2 . o "--

Since MAX(Kt) a MAX(K 2) z A. (34) Is satisfied ont' for Dy applying Eul's Theorem using the sam e |ustf+c.ton as in (10)

K, + K2 a 2.A (35) xploiting the fact that 291(F,,2L) - 29tFr,25) in atl cases whre spurs due to

In other words ovorlep always scuts for the case, of Klu,% and K2=A, phas trncation exist

Thoroforo indopendent of the conditions on L and B. %. Is always aliasod \'4r2" .A) a42

on top of 4.%. This moans that when caulating the magnitude of the 2  . 2A(

spoctral response at a frequency vhotro Ils determined that ,. rosides. the

calculatod magnitude of ,. must be doubled since A. wll always be As shown easiter 4 ( A B ,% for A a power of 2 therefore

aiasod on top of it This, it turns out, Is the lustecation for the factor of 2 ?F I- -

.cotroction factor* that mutlpod the (1I2)COS(2.,FjnP21) term in (15) to got 
(43)

the summron in (10). Therefore no provision needs to bei made for the Z% 2

doubting of the ;A, terms when (27) is used to calculate the spur This yields an expression for the K value at a spur (from which its

amplitudes amplitude can be calculated) from its frequency localon In the dioltal

As mentioned orlier, spurs can also overlap when spurs from the same spectrum This result however presumes that one is interested in the

family are abased on top of one another ( 4, on top of 4K, or ;:. on top spectrum moduso 2LW(Fr,2L). In roa:Aty the spectrum from 0 to 21A 1(Fs,2 ') is

of 4x.). The conditions for this typo of overtap are expressed as dostred. with all of the spurs whose frequency numbers he between

2L.II(F,,2L) and 2L4(F1,2L) aliasod back into the range 0 to 2 -1)J(Fr,2L), 1t the

(7+ 2L-KF, 
1F 2LK4n)F, (36) ccation af a spur were ca!cufaled using (40). and if the resulting spur

2K = iu L( numb r. F., was larger than 214(F, 2L). then the true aased position of the

n * t spur could be calculated by Fn = -Fn+2t4(Ft,2L) Modtying (40) to account for

or 
the aliasing of the spurs in the range 2L*'I(Fr,2L) to 2L/(F,2L) we obla~n

(F,+ 2L.KF,) 2,. 2L + 2LB(Kin)Fr, 2 L (37) (F,2 )-Fn . (r2 r (44)

=O -
n - 11.2,3_t 5
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oWasnd from (27), 0ecause ,j isa t4 011. decf~mAV rig tonn of K.

~ r"V~. ~K (45) the magnitude of Met Lrgotl sput my be otained by sus uigK a I
/ - r 0 1 K( 5 U sng this tact "h n "gr.fu of te tgt s spur in the s torm I given Iy

COMg 9We146 rin (4) with AI 0WAh 1A 43)l"S An #1P:;C4 25 .tL-,-w* (46)
e'preiiso lot thei spur Amplitude fer the two conditions glvtn i 1101 thAt
deerimine d~ A spur exists At a frequency riumber Therefio. t te fraction
Fp1 -.% i an te. then (421 can be used t0 cA'CtA4At tespur Amp~iiudo. From (47) we sea Ani iripettA Ita!.oship betwon the mnoitdo at
And If Fn. *. Is An leftega. than (45) Can be xzs44 vio wos cas su anid (F,2) For v~s of Fr such tla (FI,26) a 2.. IPWS

Thereore "h compwolet apeirt far dtlemi the 60;W spojmOI of .de to phase lruncAtwo Are nmwetistent, Ilawev tot vxlus at Fr such that
a OSin the pmesenc of p145 tJuttmtw can b4 cummari.-od As I** (F1,26) d 24. the magnitudir of the largest spurs in 4114 spectrum is

4001'S dcreastig function of (Fl,28) with the maimum vjuel provided by

11 Olved# t I" t~eicrage Itemt 0 to F411,2 into a (Fe,20) it 241 7Wi rotahonship, is shiown gtaphicAy in Figure 12
##queln at L'11(F,,2L) 6II.,Vy spaced otent,4t spur
Zoom 6.it 'ih sequentiaLly numbereod, The sequentAI 4419 24
freiquency number at I spuir locat i s ttld Ilo the
Wcual analog spur htqueticy. F'P* by

F 2

2) Find "h spur number. X. frem the frequency number. F,
us"n the tolovnn ruleis c h pr41F 1 0 4

a) 0 both Fr% %Aand,.F - .asqnot islbtby 2 h6

b) H2dv~ , N

112 dividas than Milli Agor6

23. Ilk )I

where we defgwne 1.1 e

3) The mgnitu4'e t theN spurious nioise 41 a F0, is Sfit-ude r
L2- Nobo from Figure 12 that if (Ft,28) a 1. then Asi5 gets larger. the

I_______________________ magnitude of the worst case spur asymnptotically approaches a '.:atu of
28,L.a 2-W. This is 1,220 less than tha largest %*01st case spur whlih

fIIL I'd L'tCAUtflN OF~ RBVFIMI; would result (ram the same B. but unrstriced values of Fr. The magnitude
approaches this limit very quicl". so itha lt S target than 4 bats and with

The Spectrums generateld using thM agorithm were compared to those (F,,20) n 1. the magnilude of t worst ceasp5ur can be Considered to be
generatd using a OFT And were found 40 Clract'y pedcl the spectrum ct the 2-w,
OOFS 40 within the roundaif error Involved in the FrT Algorithm. AlM spur 11I ACCM't~lit -Arov1 MODtlIrltATION'
magnitudes lNiger than .1200 Agreed with the OFT rests to witin 11li,

This phenomenon suggests a simplet method foe improving the worst
Nlow that an erplicit relationship has been derived lot the output case spur perfoirmanice. If a scheme could be develoe to prevent values

spectrum due to phase truncation. siveral observations can be made about of Fr that would result in (F,,29) a 201 horn being input t0 the phase
the interaction at the finite word length etfects and the frequency control Accumulator, then the performancet of the OOFS could be sign-ficAntly
command. F,, From (27) IllIs evident that the spectrums generated from ipoved, One brute torce approach would be to only Allow odd values of F,
values o1 Ff that have the same va!'i* at (Ff,211) have a one to one to be used, This would provide a performance improvement ai 3.922 dBl
correspondence between the magnitudes of fte spurs, in other words. in the proddetd Above for B 3. 4 at the expense of halving the frequency reoltionI
two d~florten spectums the, magnitudes ai alt the spurs will be the same. and at the synthesizer. Hfowever. a much more elegant solution is possible
only their position in the spectrum WI change. 7his behavior provides a involving only a small amount et additional hardware that provides tile
clue as to the number theortic operation of the phase accumulator, For 3.922 dU Improvement. without reducing the frequency resolution This
simplicity we wi codr only odd values of F, such that (Ft,28) n 1. If one solution is obtied by observing the behavior of the least significant bit of
considers the, output ol one numerica period of the phase accmulator to be the phase accumulator when the input frequency control command. Ft, Is
a veclt. Y,. of length 2L. where the basio vector. Y,, is provided by F, a 1 And odd Thi condition. as mentioned previousl.'y corresponds to the minmmurr
is composed of the consecutive inegers from 0 to 21L-1 Under this model worst case spur condition Under these circuimstances, since the carry~n to
the phase accumulator can be considered as a permutation generator, the adder in the least significant bit of the phase accumulator Is zero. tho
where each value of F, provides a different permutation 01 the values from 0 least significant bit of the phase accumulator register will osc."!At between
to 2Y- as given by one and zero every clock~ cycle. Therefore, the goat of the hardware oddition

(F, n)~is to modify the existing L bit pliase Accumulator structure to emulate It'
(F, 2L Y,(n)operation o, a phase accumulator with a word length of 1.1 bits under the

assumption that the least significant bit of the frequency control word is
Whorae Y1n) is defined as the 0~ element of the vector Y,,. always a one, Such a hardware addition is shown in Figure 13. As seon in

the figure. the additional tip-f lop and Inverter synthesiz the same catry-in
This property provides considerable insight into the nature of the sequence to the L bit adder that the least significant bit of An L#1 bit adder

spectrum of the 001'S. It can be shown that permutation operators of this with an odd F. input would propagate to its L moat signitcrant bits Thus, this
class are commutative with the OFT operator. Therefore, a permutation of circuit simulates, the doubling of the frequency resoiution of the phaze
this type to the input vector to a OFT will result in an identica permutation at accumulator by adding an extra bit to its word iength. while simnuitaneously
the transformed output vector. Therefore, the spectrum of a OiJFS due to halving the resolution by restricting the input Fr to be an odd number. The
any distortions in the system which are the result of a memoryless net result is a phase accumulator with the same frequency resolution but
phenomenon can be generated by using one OFT for each class of (Ft,21). with % 3.922 dB performance improvement and no restriction on the input
and permuting the results for the desired Fr. value of F,. Fortunately this spur performance gain is imptemented without

adding any hardware that would incrase the critical path delay through the
Returning to the analysis of the spurs due to phase truncation only, a adder therefore the throughput a. the DOPS is not degraded by the

relationship for the magnitude of the largest spur in the spectrum may be modification.
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Also reduceld this dillimenlal 0001; Of toundoq t ror ond DAC ncefarares
on the spectral pusill of the output sinewaves The modieAWf Also 4:ews
the outpot spoctrum lot any vA.Xue of F4 to genrioAled from A pertIOn Of A
singe speCtirnwitout wee"yri About each od~sonj csS of (F,,21),

Tho, use of the new phASe ac4cumutAlor structure also aOwod thle
genrtmian a design table which general-zis the worst case spurious
behaviot due, to the add-Ovofft ofIc a hA e w d:rigth pheomna, The
tAble gives the worst case spurious response As a functan at phas
accumutlor precision and the wordelnglh of tIN sto-ed 11GMI SAmrptes

In conclusion. the relationships derived In this paper Sllewingi W.0
In traction Of phase Accumnulator tiunon. 11CM tabrle knngl', And output
surouz noise level should greatly faotae the design of DOFSs with the

o ptimumn hardware contiguran fot any requirements Also. the
PFW.e 13. Herdwor Modikiation to Foirce (F,,21) I memntalian of the novel phase accur utator structure should greatly

impove DOFS performAnce by teduwln the wenst case spur levols And by
tTI.Aata tr)i f At~l I. t lrW 12l LEv*. t, Pn!EtrT' Increasing the totrAnCe To rouridoft errors And DAG notneari'Vte

This modification Also has the betrAeh af Wirpltying tIN UnAlySis af the %" A(COWVl ut)(tP\'NT!
DOFS sincet the maniud of 1114 worst case $put is now Independent of Ft. This reoarch was supipoted in pat: by the Uniesity of CA!,fotniA

duer~o to phas nowR grp th worstator casei resons due unoe arnn I* word

length effects, Inthis graph It Is Assumed tht l eritror effects are Mdiliv The authors would iJ~ to IhAMl Or Douglas N. Creen of YA1W tor
And that the errors due to 66nit word lengoth effects in th. ROGM And DAC both aognay introducin them to the PCoW~ems astoctwod with t analsis 01
contribute aI potential spur of magnitude Ir2 LSIL direcl digital frequency synthesilers and also Mli Gerald A, Fischer.

------------------ - - -Mr Peter .J. Ifadinoer. And Mit Willam F litc~ornael of TR1W lot their
I vatuagle discussions And comments on this work.
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In this paper. a simple algorithm is presented for generating the output Now Yo Grk IEEpl res.ne 1975 r.l atm~ rn r'cln
spectrum of OOFSs resulting from phase accumulator truncation. This NeYot IEPrs.17
atgorithmn is fast and requires very litl* memory since the spectrum Is (8) V. Manassewitsch, £ztaarc Symbe-rsr', Xtemyo~ -and ng-ttga.
corrputed sequentially. The computational burden of this algorithm is small Now York: John Miay. 2nd Ed.. 1979
enough that all the significant spurs in spectrurms containing 212 points have
been generated on a hand held Calculator (HP.A IC). These results have
b4een compared to these obtained by a OFT and have been shown to have
comparabl, accuracy,

In the process of deriving t algorithm. several Important insights were
gained Into the relationship between the amount of phase truncation, the
choice of frequency control word, and the resulting output spectrum. One of
those was the realization that Input values of Ft With the same (F,,28) will
generate DDFS spectrums that differ only in the positions of the spurs. The
relative amplitudes of these spurs And the total number of spurs In these
spectrums will be the same. Another :oalizallon was that all phase
accumulator output sequences With the same value of (F,28) are totaled Io
each other by a number theoretic permutation which Is commutative with the
OFT operator. This property thereby allows tho spectrum of alt DDFS output

s equences with the same (F,2B) to bo generated from a single basic
spectrum.

The derivation of Equation (27) for the DDFS spur ampltdudes due to
phase truncation yielded an Important relationship between the value of
(F,,2E) and the amplitude of the worst case spur. This relationship was used
to propose a modification to the conventional phase accumulator structure to
reduce the maglnitude of the worst case spur. This hardware modification
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1II- lIPACT OF DIG(ITAL, StONAI, tfX ING
O's CRYSTrA[ FIIX)~k KFqLItKFMLN-rS

Mlarvin . Frcrking
(allinti lWrnsec Cmmunications

Rockwrll International Corporation
Cettar Rapids, towva

A I AT R AC (- ', Reciverts can We prodocrii with atichtJ delay from uanit to unit.

The availaility of low-cosit digital signal p~rocessing tDlIN hardware andi 4. Mltiple handwidthsi tin be providc to y changing the filter roeffi.
AJ) corners has maside It poAible 1 ito form maxny of th6 filtering cdents.

fucintraditionally accoplishedl using crystal filters, by digital
means. Finite impulse response IFlIR digital filter* are often uOka, XA 5. Filters have no production variation.
thler are designed! to have ain abotuwot linear phase r sponste. The bat:
mco rat ion ofthes filters is discussedl along with tyia ciiain IL Filters can be madte firld programmlke.

#ad rreqoticy response turves.
The up# of DSP often requzires a crystal filter at ont of the IF frequencies D)IGITAL. FiI.TR WrRVC(WRP
to limit the bandwidth. if thislis not done, allitting occurs, which cannot IV
removed by subsequent digital poressing. The roasons (or theseo require. Later Its thistoaptr, a typical diglial receiver archoiecture will Iv uiscoosool
mWIts as wool as typical crystal filter specifirstions are discussed. along with the requirements of the crystal fitter which preceds the A il)

ronvrter.The factors which determine the crystal filter requirements are
The primary advantages of dilgital filters art that. iii a linear phase ran also r*xlished. We shall pause briefly. however, ito examine at digoital
be obtainedl, 121 once dsigned, each filter has exactly the same response In filter anti provtide an explanatIon of how it workst. Trwo typest of digtial
production, *a 11 adtilonal bandwithls an be proavIdedl without signifi. filterst art used. ti) Iinfinite Impulse reponse tilit filter#, andi 2h Finite
cattiy incrvxasing the cost. Once the decision Is made ito use 0811, Many Impulse repnse (FIR) filters. IlK filters have not bernt used to at great
cather functions such as demodulation lat Avic can also he performed. (extent In communications equipment it) dle, nd because of time limita.

tions we will not distcuss them In this lppr other than to Indicate that Ilk
In the ner fu1ture. 11 Is expectedi to replact the most exacting analog filters have characteristics much like the familiar anatldog filter types,. er..
filters., particularly those requiring eqlualisers. These recevers; will con. luttrworth, Chebhyshev. andi Flllt filters. lilt filters. unfortunately
tinue ,o require rrystal filters. but with somewhat Widter bandwidths. also have the nonlinear phase tlelay characteristics of their analog citon.
Mlany necelvrrs. particularly those requiring only one bantdwidith or a rein. tierparts as well as some unique problems due ito finite arithmetic trunra.-
tivtly wide bantiwitth, will likely remain analog for some time, although lion. FIR filters, oin the other hand., arc rattier to Impidment digtally andi
D)811 has the potential to replace large portions of these receivers. Ast generally provide beittr delay characteristics. There arte additional
digital hardware costs Continue to decline more andi more of the analog advantagest In cases where the sample rate is to lot reduced after the fitter.
functions will Ise accomplished digitally.

The block diagram of an FIR filter is shown in figure 1. In this diagram
the signal X(nTj Is the iitizedi Input voltage at ltle tunT, where T is the

INTRODUCTION time between samples anti n is the sample number n-0, 1. '"' - The first
derlay element holdst the porevious; input value frunts ton-liT. The second

D~igital signal processing techniques have been known for many years; delay holdso the voltage from (n-21T, etc. Each delay block reqluirest a latch
however, until recently they have attracted litile altentionl amon111 V011mmu- With 1 t111ts. Where to s the number of its of pirecision. When a new inpt
nications equipitent manufacturers. This is primarily the result of the value at t-ln'IIT becomes available, the previous values are shifted one
cost of daliiat signal processing hardware which has been prohibitively place to the right anti the value In the last delay block is lost. An output
hligh. During the early l9WO's, however, at new class of componentst was value y tnT) Is calculated by taking the sumt of all the prodlucts a3 shown.
Introcdicedl by the semiconductor Industry. These devictos Integrate A Thos,
mnicrocoimputer with a hardware multiplier on the same chip. The execu-
tion speed to performI a multiplication plus an addition was less than 25 ytnTi a h~xtnTj * hl,1n-l)TJ +. h~v.,jn-.I)TJ 11)
nser. Sinct their introduction, the state of the art has been rapidly
imp11roving anti mlost of thet dteikcs being Introduced at the present lttle where N .the total number of taps.
have execution tpeeds In the ordetrof lIW nwc. In addlition, dedicated chips
are available which perform multiplication andi addition as rapidly as 5
lose. When these devices are combhinedl with high-speed memilory, even
widle-bainl systems can be designed using digital filters. XO) DLY 111 CCIA V OC1DLAY *l53)1 CV' * DLA Y o

The stateof the art has also improvtd tin the inanufacture of All) convert-
era and 12. to 14-bit devices sampling at 100 Mix: call be readily obtained, N h
In addition, flash A/D) onverters with H-bit accuracy can be obtained with
sainple rates well In ees Of 100 %IIIL

The costs have fallen rapidly on the signal processors andi several of te 7early chips, which are quite capable of perforining practical digital filter.,
tire available for less; than $10. )T

It is not surprising that time avalibilitj of this techmnology- has resulted in Figure 1. Block D~iagram of Fill Digital Filter.
It large amnount. of activity in the communictions design area. At this ltme
at1 least one digital receiver, lte 11.509/U. has been manufactured by
Rockwell International in large quantities. In addition, mnany trade stud- Tme output can be moore conc,~Sely written as

* 'are currently being amade to evaluate the potential of digital signal
processing tDSPJ for new designs& There are many ae"vantages which can N-I
be realixed with digital filters. Amnong theta are: tnTi K Z hixtn-kiT (2)

6.0
1. Better filter shape factors can be obtained wvhen necessary.

Obviously, for an N-tap filter a total of N multilicat ions andi additions
2. A linear phase response can be achieved, are required each samnple lttme to calculate the outout value. For an FIR
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filter the cotwisket alsors'.Is'. also eresen"t the imrplse response which digital recircr might he organised. This receiver might turie froim Mow~
has additioal 0VANtage fit someitcase&. 10 kilt to prhaps 30 Milt. Only the slgesdhnlmode IA div"Ased,

allt oeh Intlendes~nt sideband. AN4, and (MW cn xa I-t xrosilrd
The frrqweny response of the filter is dtermined by the values of the by changing the &4twurr. In the rcrebrr shown In figure 3. the signal
tfce t'sW. and it can he sho*n that the transfer function is given by from the atnterna It translated to a first IF which MAY he In the regiont #f

100I gilt to avoid image responss. This IF signal Is then translated to a
NIsecond iFwith i t r fr erhaps In th63. to lO.Xllz rgion. It Is

11 a X K01-1~ M At this freuecy wre the primary analog kltilty is oiined and
k*O where the cyristal filter is Ilotd. The signal of this IF may now be

It rn aso e sowntha thefiler as liearphas rrpmk(costat dgitizedl with a flash AMD converter or it cant be translated to a third
tm ra0aso Ieo ht the riefilte hs a lmtiea pb hse ener ostant lower IF frettocncy. For the cast shown, a 12.hilt last [F ig us" and4 a 12.

fimulte T he e f fie Ito thrfaror synttin ase tfhe ii.tt hi * hoift AM) converr sample* at a U4.s* rate. The, digital words ..rt Ihen
filer h a blteo figre I Is. trefre tha inpaei ~h.h 4  nputted to the signal processor shown lIn figure 4. livre the signal is first

andh. b~In vneal.it s rquied hattranslated to haars by multiplying the IF' signal by cots wo and sin
N, *It& or U -Nol or " aM mT. Note that since the sample rate In this ease was chosn to he four

.1. 0. -and &i hW."T a 0. 1. 0. .1. . If this Is dtone, the "ee to calculate
0 Ii. k for N odd. valurs for M and Ani IOlinatted If the signal Is sampled ataXhigh rate

with it flash AM'I converter. say at 12- Mlt~, then a t.)411s IF would he
The alssolute value of the M~ay througth the filter Is equal to N~TP?± itr. I" the latter case, it lioxrar filter would he used after the mixer
The fltrrcffkic~itscan easiIyedrtcrtelyaterdesln prgram, which would accumulate =i sanplfs and then insput the sunlt to the
several of which aire available to run on personal computers. The prom sligial filters at a 48blla rate. After the signal Is translated it basebandi.
requires so Inputs the sample rate. the bandwId~th and ripple of the pas and boaran in thit catt Is the center of the audio handt rather than the
hiad, the bandwidth of the tophsand. and the stopbsand attenuation. Ino frilucticy of the carrier. low-pass filters rather than bandepasst filters ran
some cases the deigner Is then asked for the nonther of taps and the hse used. It It beyond the scope of this poper to dlimuss the propertiers of
program does the 6"job pil#16egivn the available numlicroftlap.Tlie Oee Aignall hawr~wr. we simply state that usilg boh ros and Ain

freqenc re'pose A thn dsplyed Ifthe pecfictios ae n t, ts, multiplIers result* In a complex signal which may have datincrt positiv
deisigner must increase the number of tape and repeat the design cycle, unit negative frequency components. These freluenicies are latrr trans.

Moof the pritgrams use the chchyslicy Minimfax) approximation. based latedl to the normal audio batndl by the 1*0O.
on the Ifemesi algorithm to optimize the coeffirients.' The designer must noefmfire4ttth(itrIeahinlpthAboknnta
hse aware that the use of finite arithmetic may alter the response. and the e oertom fir fled by t at t ple rate resignpthI befoe t o ma
programs normally allow the designer to plot the response with at specIfiedter Todcimation filter nweyarosmthe rant ufcintlfor that ma
number of hsis of accuracy In the coefficients. Scaling Is also necessary to fle.Tedcmto itrnrostebnwdhsfiinl ota
prevent overflow, lower sample rate can bW used. This has two benefits. First, more time Is

allowed to perform the multiplication* of the main filter. anti secondly.
The frequency retspense characteristics which can bse obtained are very fewer tape art required to achieve the same transition banirdwidth If the
Impressive for a large number of taps Figure 2 shows the c2lculatled sample rate Is lower. An A(W algcorithmn Is also includedi in the signal
frequency response for areceiver using $0.itpFIR filters operating withat processor Ito comptute the ACV control voitugeo for the analog portion of
lti.ks/s rate. The response meets the reqtuiremetnts of )IllehTl).SW the receiver as well as for the digital multiplier for fi Adjustment to the
which requires a to"asand front 330 - 3M~ fit with Gti ll of attenuation gain. The purpose of the analog AG(' is to prevrnt large signals which fall
below .:1XJ lit from the carrier freqluency and also above 400i 1kL The In the passband of the crystal filter from overloading the Al converter.
gsecified delay distortion Is 1400 owe; however, the digital filter has no The block diagram of figure 4 MAY typically require from one to three
delay distortion, processors depending on the speced of the lirue~sors. the bandwidths

involved, andi the characteristics of the Analog Crystal filter.

o7

IS O

.8 .6 ~4 '4 0 2 4 6 1 to0 LO

Figure '-' Sideband Flit Filter Response. 80 Tai. Figure 3. Analog Portion of D~igital Receiver.

It is interesting to calculate the computation load for a filter of this type.
If the signal processor has a multiply-accumnulate instruction with a 100. EUTOMA

nse execution time, then SOx(lO0xlO 9) - 8xl0' se are required to calcu- R
late an output value. For a 16-ks/s rate, 62.)5 p~sec are available and the CSVT o

chipj would only he 13 piercent loaded. The chip could, therefore, provide DE
multiple simultaneous filter functions or perform otlher tasks in addition OKATAL A

to filtering. Because of the architecture of a slig'tally implemented WOUT D
receiver, it has been possible to accomplish mnore with a digital signal S1PTS
processor than mnerely to provide filters implemented digitally to replace
the analog filters, It is very desirable. however. to use a crystal filter in0
the analog portion of a digital receiver. These conclusions can be under. DECATJION -2
stood by examining the architecture of a digital receiver.A.

AGC
ALGOPiTHM

D)IGITAL RECEIVER ARCH ITECT'URE T
DA ANALOG AGC

The block diagramns of a digital receiver are shown in figures 3 and .1. They
do not represent a specific receiver, but are typical of the way in which a1 Figure 41. Digital Portion of Digital RCVR.
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AXAIAV CRYS~TAL . Tl1ri RmtlturIl.\T filter to avoid ,wli :toxu fin the rrmt- I~ t4he final filter

The cootitiat which idrr e the rwqirvenvols of tht arial crystal
filter tinvetlma the Ail) convertor Will now Ne discussedl. tyw can most
easly be #XPai0ned with the aid of rikim k. 4 and 7. Fisuro Si #how* the VVRRATILItTV OFWEliT .'t"GN
fretioacy tv"#tis of ihe crystal filter which h.* a center frvqwwny f.,-
tqoa to the secon irard mon be in the 3. tii lO It regi In many As inolkaW carli-. one tc. the *!if. . it ~ 4 m+..ng diigital
rases. limr the Peasbond is asswnedw to he ]a kilt in tomntowslteutll ihe signal Pr'ocessing is the w-twx:, -se~I.~ -cI f, I, tI-rI.sk V.itnte
nodeofth vrr.Thsop hoan! ithlcsor mothe nowr than,~ #: uioIns In it rercvvr or Ji A -

kilt for is shape factor of &Il. This can be neen front Go~re 4 which *how*
the froqoer spetvin of the l.Al I. Wehave usn the Fsorerfre. snxm- ~iueI~strs~ g~~It~i e w 1
qtoeny rv unwhich includes both positive and "ittivt vxalo. can simullanrowaly recover ho. q.-Vt -olitk I'1 l,l .?wvr side.
Note that tho Iffitif responseof the last mixeir most be cosidred., andI sin band. In this case the lower G!,~ -r -: ui '0,t'vt phAfte

ndesired signal Ni kilt below fo results In a signal at 8 kilt Jouas a shift with respect to Ohw uj. - it~'i tuft. 'I t.WI 1' lyso "W
dlesiredl sinal -I kilt below f. wwul4& Since the ultimate selectivity o! the I I t krt transformerr. In this cx - tzA. O lIR i .. ,I iIr ;%m.i be.I
diial filter remto Is Ai; beyondl 14 hill, this IA acceptable. However. tefeunyo h are.I tw.~ ~ s
-! '. sigal further below In the rawg from .:N kilt to '.?8 hill wre o h itr r utats.teesra!~n~i .''A ~te r
i. wed tn reach the mixer. It would fall In the desred passbandi. The adde. tOw lower sideband Is ee' O tvksa.I.. crest

tryti filter is. therefore. required to remove the Inmage firquenicies. simultaneously with only a sinaI tre-4-m.~ In *~~,.tn Vl.~.Con.
Obvlou'?,,, the lower the final IF. the more difficult the requiremenat. wrsely. In an analog receiver. a *mrAi vr4,,- c, . , -y.ua filter

would haetob add.Te koifhtife. .. 4 " a.teanumeol

io receive AM or CW. It couO.Ii .- io ol ;',iI t-v

Figure r%. crystal Filter Rtesonse.

Figure I. lock iagram of intlependent Sitleband Receiver.

The use of 1)51' may also have an Impact on the frequency synthesizer. We
Figue I Frquecy pecrumof astIF.recall. In the discussion varlier. that the cosQ.ysT and sin.,-.nTcompumaton
Figue C Frqueny Sectum o lAt ~could be eliminated If the sample rate IA chosen to be four times the final

IF frequency. If the processor is programmed to generate theseW functions.
however. then the small frequentrytepsi. for example, I lit to I kilt can

rFra also be obtained In the signal processor. The frequency synithesizer could
then step In l-kili Incirets, provided thei crystal filter ltassband were

I I Increased somewhat.

I It should be mentioned that another class of digital signtil-processing
.. ~ .~ . ~ .~. ~ 4 31ystemis has been built In which dledicated multiplieriaccumulator chips

are used with separate memories. Sample rates of several hundred ks/S to
Figure 7. Freqluency Spectrum of Digital Signal. MOIs/ can then he obtained. In addition. dimital littlyphase filters have been

built to efficiently provide "mny simultaneous channeli. Systemst of this
type can replace analogt systems which contain banks of narrow-band
receivers or even witde-band receivers emiploying SAW filters.

There Is yet another requirement on the crystal filter. andi this results
fromt the samnpling or digitizing process Whena AlogA1iignal 18ssain1plcil D)51 Chips designed primarily to performi filter functions have also
at a rate, say f.. the igiital signal contains not only the freqluency spie. appeared in the marketplace and doubtless these chips will find areas of
trunt of the samipled signals, but the spectrum Is repeated at all harmonics application ins communications systemus.
of f.. This Is shown In figure 7. The basic spectrum is centered around zero.
The entire spectrum Is reproduced around frequencies of t-18 ki i2. *%0 kiIt, The systems described above are certaini) not exhaustive of lte many
etc. As shown, an overlapping region occurs between the upper portion of techniques used in digital signal processing. The) do, however, illustrate
the signal centered at zero and the lower potrtion of the signal centered at several of lte main constraints on the analog filters required when 1)81' is
-18 kilL This is shown by lte shaded area. Distortion of this type is used.
referred to as alinsing. Aliasing cannot be allowed to fall Into lte desired
passband. in this case within i-I kilt of lte 12.kilz IF. The region of CONCLUIlON'S
overlap is obviously a function of the crystal filter stopband which in this
case is the samne as the image attenuation requiremient. An examinatioin of lkecause of lte constraints andi because of the functions DSP' can pro~ ide.
figure 7 shows that if the crystal filter stopband were increased. the senerul conclusions can be dlra%%n which ma.% be reflected in future equip,
shaded region would expand into the desiredN passband. The aliasing inents. Among these are.
region could also be reduced by increasing lte sampling rate of lte A/i)
converter. For example, if a96.kI Itsampling frequency had been used,tile 1. In the near future I)SI will replace the most exacting analog filters.
harmonically generated spectra would be located nt 96-kilz increments
rather than at .18 kIlLz Unfortunately, the higher sample rate would result particularly those requiring equalizers.
both in a larger computation load for the processor andi a more expensive
A/D converter. Therefore, the design engineer is faced with a trade-off 2I Iecei~ers using DSP will often pros mde multiple banni~dths b) cluing-
between the crystal filter cost and the digital hiardare cost. In some ing coefficients in time seftoare, and onl.% one analog cr)stal filter %%ll
cases, it may also be necessary to increase time passband of the crystal be required.
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4l. Re~vivr In tht near term will "alt to K a 041ficfan k ix C Cysal filters t**kw (A rr rrA for uirw:iqttfifming imnd Acatv.
ikcilo% including a cvytiai filte. h1wwir. the filter will h a stm Po - rrxy 11mliatiamt wvill 1w reqt.irM. to W low diirrmit~ time ,klxy
what *meti hsndawwth, even tholh the hAxpe fas:.r may tw qute moglot

4, )IP has O1w poialix to trpla" iar~vr AM' Isror portions of iltv
*"log crruhs: Wn filter# in tvnimunka:1ons harslwxrr. Wottvr. tht
root of high.#povl Ail) cowrt"A will limit widktasnJl disti:l inAwl R VF I RTS~

prc4rtto #prrially sytems (or soffit time to rnComPAT.64Ric. CmttrPor, o

N. )ny terivrro. portkul~tly thok~ re~quiring, only ont birolwlcith or lln on Aund VO11l: ro:~ aI, AV.21. No. $. V~r~rml'r 1EPI.
rr~Inily wide lianiwidtho will ly rtnixin ansaot for #ome limo,
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RANOOK NOISE IN DIGITAL GAYS AND DIVIDERS

Donald E. Phillip%

Collins Defense Communications. Rockwell International Corporation
Cedar 1(apids. Iowa

Mloops and (d) for type.2 loops. These response
curves help to determine the source of noise when

Phast noise In digital gates and dividers Is applied to spectral plots of the VCO output. Note
Investigated for better theoretical understanding, that these are not necessarily the resulting noise
with iwroved measurement techniques, and data spectra, but they Indicate the way the loop alters
measur&d under carefully specified conditions. The the spectrum of a noise source, which often Is not
goal Is to characterize digital hardware for more uniform.
predictable design of low-noise phase-lock loops or
similar applications. Reasurements to date Include
CROS and TTL gates and special squaring amplifiers, NOISE SOURCE PLL OUTPUT PHASE NOISE SPECTRUM
for three identifiable noise mechanisms which will *,I.eX "A)--*I".W
be described. Measurements were first made at 1 MHz "coo" vo" "
because of the importance of reference noise in ( W* pwV t7,-Le I

PLL's (phase.locked loops). (b I.I

A major source of noise in high performance vco u,.,,. 1T 4 (too
frequency synthesizers is the noise in digital
frequency dividers and phase detectors. Any phase t"t Of
noise in the digital chain Is carried through to the vcopi*. Ty1 .7I MW C.1 Off
analog circuits, along with AMi noise from the last
digital (limiting) stage. The noise on a PLL rig. I PL. Output Transfer Functions
reference frequency includes the frequency standard from Various Sources
noise, the additional noise of the squaring
amplifier, and any other noise In the digital TeoretdealrConliderations
system, including the phase detector and
integrator. Because of the noise multiplication of Due to the lack of verified noise data, some
most loops with frequency dividers, low noise design conjecture is warranted and even necessary to guide
requirements place a limit to the amount of the measurement effort. It is hoped that the
multiplication (loop division ratio) allowed In any various noise mechanisms will become understood and
one loop. Therefore, a quieter reference may result used to clarify noise specifications and the
in a synthesizer with fewer loops, reporting of noise measurements.

This paper reports on an IR&D study program to Individual Logic GateNoii
characterize and analyze these digital noise
sources. Although the work is not complete. the The logic gate Is the unit building block for
results so far are illuminating. The paper Is most digital circuits. Its noise characteristics
divided into three sections. are needed to understand and predict the noise of

dividers and phase detectors. Of concern is the
The theoretical section includes the effects of phase jitter on one of the logic transitions or

various noise sources in phase-locked loops and the edges, which will eventually drive an edgeotrlggered
increased phase noise due to the impulse nature of device. These transitions are like the impulses in
digitized signals. Second, some special noise a sampling system and do not necessarily have the
measurement techniques for low frequencies are same spectrum as that seen on a spectrum analyzer
discussed. finally, measurements taken to date are for the entire wave. The one exception Is the phase
interpreted with the goal of verifying principles detector where the entire output, both phase and
that will be useful in analyzing and predicting amplitude noise, is of concern.
noise performance of frequency synthesizers.

The gate output phase noise Is assumed to be
Uniform (white) noise sources are assumed for detected In a 'narrow" bandwidth, less than one-half

analysis purposes, at least within the designated the gate switching frequency. For a PLL reference
bandwidths. Nonuniform noise (such as 1/f) can then frequency, this band contains the Fourier
be analyzed by altering the white noise results frequencies within the PLL bandwidth, or reference

accordingly, noise input to the loop, as in rig. 1(a). Three
major sources for this noise are:

Effects on PLL's
Input Signal Phase Noise: Obviously, the

rig. 1 shows the frequency response of various narrow-band output phase noise includes the input
noise sources, derived from basic PLL theory. The narrow-band phase noise sidebands.
closed-loop response shown In (a) holds true for
phase noise in the reference source, reference and Input Voltage Noise: Input noise voltages include
feedback dividers, phase detector, and any noise drlving source noise as well as device input noise.
voltage on the VCO control voltage path, except The rms value of these voltages act is a noisy
after the integrating amplifier in a type-2 loop switching threshold for the driving sennal, with a
which is shown in (b). VCO phase noise is reduced zero-crossing slope of Kp volts/radian.
by the high-pass effect shown in (c) for type-l
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The sampling effect of a zero.crossing detector Jn _.inalPhsejts: The narrow bInd Input
causes noise around each harmonic of the switching phase noise Is divided by N at the output, according
frequency to affect the output transition time and to basic r theory.
produce a narrowband demodulated output. as In a
saPlitng scope. The noise output then Is the sum of *o(sig) * +ln(sig)IN
all the harmonic noise Sideband powers, as shown in
fig. 2. Both external and Internal parameters jjptVol 42e mois; Wideband input voltage noise.
determine the gate Input circuit bandwidth. or Internal and external to the divider, has components
maximua significant harmonic It. If is not easily which beat with multiples of the divider output.
measured. but can be estimated from other This IS due to the sampling process (not leakage).
measurements. Egan (Ref. 2, pp 7SOl) haS shown that interfering

discrete signalS near multiples of the divider
The equivalent Input phase noise #in(v) from output frequency cause difference frequencies in the

these noise voltages can be found by dividing by Xp, output spectrum. This effect has been verified by
and multiplying by 4t (since power Is proportional measurement and Is well known for the additional
to the square of phase), and by /2 to obtain the spurious signals In a divider following a mixer.
equivalent sinewave peak value since fX theory is
based upon peak radians. Then the output noise Extending this principle to noise, additional

noise sidebands are fotmed as shown in rig. 3. in
*(v) 0 At 4 vn/Ep. this example a divider Input frequency of 2 units Is

divided by 2 to in output frequency of I unit. Now
there are twice as many harmonics and twice the

Pm" No;" Sk4&mda in n w3Wo noise power from a uniform noise spectrum. In
general, the resulting close-in noise sidebands at

sW,.. Nl the Input are thus not only dividcd by X, but
... .multiplied by the square.root of N, so that the

Input signal noise is reduced by the square root of
H. This output phase noise Is:

I'~~rh 3 3 1 S +o(v) v tIf0  vn/(m Kp) 2 +1plSN.

fig. 2 Broadband Noise Cffect on
Gate Impulse Harmonics OWld, A oCk

This noise Is higher In low-frequency squaring I J_
amplifiers because, for the same device type. there L __J[h i
are more harmonics with a lower switching a 2 4 6 to 12
frequency. Low frequency noise is also more
significant because the noise is divided down less.
If at all. This noise can be reduced by
band-limiting the input signal, thus reducing the 0 1 2 3 4 S 7 1 1 1 12
input noise at baseband and harmonic frequencies.
Even a low.Q tuned circuit may help significantly. ODkkOu putN. 2

Prpn 1lnO)U os: Varlattons in the gatep riatics i te gte rig. 3 Broadband Noise Effect on
propagation delay with time cause a time jitter Multiples of Divider Output
tj. If tj has a uniform distribution with
respect to frequency, the resulting output phase This may explain the widely observed effect that
noi is the gate switchtng frequency rsg times when frequencies are divided by X and multiplied bytj, This noise is expected to be greater at high Ni ihrodr h eutn uptt nu
switching frequencies. M In either order. the resulting output to input

phase noise ratio is higher than N/N. The higher

T otal GateiOutputPhA~e XoI5 The total detected close-In noise of phase locked loops with lower
outp t husetno se p~er s_ the total tecreference frequencies and high division ratios Is
Output phase noise power is the sum of the often said to be due to the *high multiplied-up
individual noise powers from these three mechanisms: noise'. It may also be partly due to the poor

division of noise.

0,(sig)2  I2(vh/Kp) * (r j Popaation-dela_ Noise: The propagation-delay

Note that (1) the output from the input signal noi +p in dividers Is the rms value of this
modulation is Independent of Fsig. (2) the effect noise for N gdtes In the signal path, according to
of broadband voltage noise for a particular device the switching frequency Fg and time jitter tj for
type is inversely proportional to frequency, since each gate.
the higher the frequency, the fewer the harmonics.
and (3) the propagation delay noise is proportional Tot.l Divider Output Phase Noise: The total divider
to frequency. noise Is the rms value of the above three noise

mechanisms. Note that a gate is a special case
Noise in Frequency Dividers where N w N a 1.

The three noise mechanisms of digital dividers 2
are similar to those In Individual gates, except for +0 (sig/N) 2 * (Vn/Kp) 2(21/N) * *pl 2  *p2 2 . pm2

the division ratio N and Its effect on sampling, and
the number of gates In the signal path, operating at These mechanisms are plotted in fig. 4 for different
different frequencies, variables.
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dcvice propagation delay, with resulting output

4 YM e phnse noise. Intrinsic propagation delay noise Is
utuAlly low At typical loop reference frequencies.

An IIPII740A NOIse 1qeasurement System IS used
because of Its high sensitivity (.170 to 190d~c/Hz) And Automatic calibration. It Is commonly

1 . I L------------ Iused to measure dividers with high Input
frequencies. Two dividers with their outputS In

St quadrature drve a balanced diode mixer acting as a
Phase detector for the divider noise. with thei ..o .. jsignal generator no ise greatly reduced. We wshed

Bto auasure individual phta noise wth Carrier
frequencies In the I to specia range of phase

idetctor and divider output frquencits Bor highperrormanct phjse~locktd loops. Sint w vts (roe
frequency standards at these frequencies art

convhrtad to digital signals In squaring amlifiers
crs apr t t ao - with a significant contribution to phase nost.

The test block diagram is shown in rig. s. An

However, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M862 th igeg risotu etnua h signalrene raut (i6for n e early equats

v cgood hve or e at high output levels. Its noise
oavelevel oa n140 dtcntta Is too high for the

dividr isto b follwed y a hase etecormehesfrmntumdoutput.wThe freque n sedultions %ofwh

hdb the generator noise was reduced for I c z tests.

rtg. 4 Divider Output Noise as Affccttd by finq
rout. and N

because the phase detector Interfaces with
analog circuitsw there are special sources of phase
detector noisq: lig. a Basic Test Block m aagram

1. The phase noise of the t digtal inputs will, the signal generator oise In the I MHz region
of course appear at the phase detector output as reduced by over 40 d5 by adjusting the constant
However. the rising edge of ts output rectangular phasedifference €ircuitz (rig. 6) for nearly equal
3.ve contains the noise of one edge of one input tim delays, or nearly constant phase difference
pave. and the filling edge contains the nise u ofne (90 degrees) over the desred noise detection
edge o the other input ave. Therefore, If a bandwidth (900 to 1100 kHz). The coils are adjusted
divider Is to be followed by a phase detector the for minimm output with frequency mdulatlon or the
divider should be Analyzed for the phase noise on generator and readjusted for each device under
ne edge only. The two dges do not necessarily te. With 2S kHz modulation and 500 Hz peak

have equal noise characteristics. or example a deviation (.40 dpc spdebands) the output sdebands
saturaing transistor has a noisier turnoff the n sre beltoes dc. Amplitudemdulation at 29turn-on. (also .40 I€ sidebands) should be below 80O d~c if

the mixer close to exact quadrature.
2. Some types of phase detectors operate with the
two Input clocks very nearly at coincidence. where

voltage swing. This quasilinear mode my add to
the phase noise output. This Is related to the
nonlinearity of the phase detector function (Kp.

volts per radian) at the coincident reglat. the roae-pass I

3. A noise is found astly on the hzgh and low
level states. for a succession of gates in a signalpath. the limiting effect of each gate clips much or

gate before the analog section of the phase lock
loop. The equivalent phase noise Is the noiseS voltage divided by the phase detector gain constant #I go
Kp (In volts/radian). ---- l- ,Q

4. Both AN and phase noise are increased in digital V "
devices by noise on the power supply. which often I
modulates at least one of the logic states
directly. Power supply noise also modulates the Fig. 6. Constant Phase-Difference All-pass Filters

(Values for I1MHz in uH and pF)
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for soe tests. it Is also necessary to reduce Xs n Lt e h
the broadband gef.erator noise at frequencies other
than I MH. A lPf and LPF combination are used as a At shown in rig. 9. the diode mixer phase
spr (rig. 7). to reduce baseband noise below 100 detector function Is replaced by the digital circuit
kHz, and noise on harmonics from 2 MIlt up. This under test, followed by a super low~noise LT1028
results in a virtual 'noiselesso (- .180 dfc/llz) gain-of.3 op.amp circuit used to drive the HPII?4OA
signal source. noise amplifier 50.ohrA input. This test circuit has

a proven noise level well below the gate switching
noise, as will be shown. Large low, impedance NI Cad
batteries with noise levels below that of the best
voltage regulators are used to minimize noise from

____ _ these sources.

0.1 uF 1K

5K2K 1.2 22 2.2 1,4

- j .. .~

0.1 uF 1K
SK 63406. 8 vP

447 LF B 2K u

3.33 , "LT1028

FIF.EUENCY IrlZl fig. 9 NANO.gate Phase Detector and Preamplifier

Fig. I IlPf-LPC Response for I Milt Input
Me~re4-Data

Me~in o tis with diod mixer
A NAND-gate phase detector (rig. 9) is used for

fig. 8 shows measured noise from a Minicircuits mcasurement of Individual gates with the LTI028
ZA0.1 mixer. Because the quadrature outputs require preamplifier to the IIPII740A. After the APF's are
a precise load, they were connected to the mixer adjusted for minimum generator rM, the bias
through 6 dB pads, with 7 d5m at each port. The resistors are adjusted for minimum generator AM
upper trace shows the measured signal generator (accurate zero.crossing detection). Over 40 dB
noise by Itself, which Is reduced to below .10 dec attenuation is achieved on both AM and FM sidebands.
by the quadrature circuit. The upper trace of noise
from the mixer was made without the input LPF (low Measurements are shown of ILSOO TIL and 'HCOO
noise at I MHz, but higher noise at harmonics). The CMOS gates under conditions of I MHiz switching
next lower trace shows the reduction or noise when conditions with the gate used as a squaring
the LPF was added, reducing the broadband noise amplifier, compared with a special differential
above I MHz. Lower noise levels have been measured squaring amplifier (fig. 10). The steady-state low
(Ref. 6. p. 11) with square waves from the output of and high logic levels were below the system noise
TTL dividers. Apparently the effect of the Input with the preamplifier. Note that the levels shown
slope affects mixer noise as discussed above under are for two independent gate input noise sources.
gate noise. When used with digital gates it is Noise from input sources for a single gate would be
difficult to apportion the noise between the gates about 3 dO less.
and the mixer: therefore, a second approach is used
for some tests. +18V

-1, 2K 825 2K

0. 1 uF -* TO GATE

.5I~ALccmwou3V P-P-1& - (2) 2N~2484L

1K 1K

rig. 1o Differential Squaring Amplifier

00 d, In the measurement shown In Fig. 11, the 'HCO0
CMOS gate is a lower noise squaring amplifier than
the 'LSOO TTL gate in this test with the "noiseless"

7 .driving signal. The differential squaring amplifier
LrFROMCARM M was noticeably better than either gate, and the

switching noise Is greater than the steady-state
Fig. 8 Diode Mixer Noise Measurements at 1 MHz noise under the test conditions.
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Further measurements need to be made to verify
these principles and provide better design
guidelines. They Include similar measurements at
10 Milz to determine the effect or carrier frequency,

IRCOO € So. S. both for gates and squaring amplifiers. Then a
SA.[.measurement of a I hllz output of a divider with an

- - input frequency or 10 or 100 Miz will test the
effect or division on noise. As the input frequency

Sorr. so. ISO. becomes higher and produces less squaring-amplifier
"I 111 l noise at the output, It may be desirable to revert

D u. A to a diode mixer since It could then be driven with
"--I . .. ... higher zero-crossing slopes. CCL and GaAs devices

SY 10 IC IN WIN ?I.P. also need to be compared.

It should be evident from the examples given In
this paper that measured noise levels of digital
devices need to have an accurate detailed

to m Ir~ft" 4description of the test methods used. In addition.
these measurements need to be Interpreted in regard

Fig. 11 Gate Noise Measurements at I Hiz to the Intended application, such as the effect on a
(with *Noiselesso Signal Input) PLL output spectrum.

A noticeable differeice occurred when the Input 9.teerfeK._e
LPF was removed (rig. 12). allowing noise from 1.4
Silt up to be applied to '.he squaring amplifier. 1. Egan. William r, 'The Cffects of S=all
Both the TTL and CMOS gates were now considerably Contaminating Signals In Nonlinear Elements Used
noisier, and the differential squaring amplifier was in Frequency Synthesis and Conversion.*
only a little better. This points out the need for Proceedings of the ICCC, Vol. 69, No. 7,
bafidpass filtering Just before the squaring July 1981.
amplifier.

2. Egan, William F, "frequency Synthesis by Phase
Lock, John Wiley & Sons. 19M1.

3. Hewlett-Packard. *Phase moise- -Rr and Microwave
Phase Noise Measurement Seminar.*

4. Kroupa, V. F. *Noise Propertle, of PLL Systems,'
IEEE transactions on Comrunications.
October 1982. pp. 2244,2252.

5. Robins, W. P. "Phase Noise in Signal Source..'
Peter Peregrinus Ltd.. London, 1982.

6. Scherer, Dieter, "Oesign Principles and Test
Methods for Low Phase Noise Rr and Microwave
Sources,' RF and Microwave Measurement Symposium
and Exhibition, Oct. 1918. lewlettPackard.

Fig. 12 Gate Noise Measurements at I MHilZ
(with Broadband Noise Above 1.4 Milz
at Signal Input)

Conclusions

Tentative theoretical analysis has shown three
noise mechanisms In gates and dividers: narrow-band
input noise, wide-band input noise, and
propagation-delay noise. Techniques were described
that allow measurement with an effective driving
signal that can be essentially noiseless, or with
narrow band and/or wide-band noise, allowing
measurements of these three basic noise mechanisms
in both gates and dividers. The terms 'narrow band'
and "wide band' have been given strict definitions
to make measured data more meaningful.

Measurements at 1 Mlz have shown differential
nonsaturating squaring amplifiers to have less
internally generated noise than TTL or CMOS gates.
Noise both above and below the input frequency
modulation band can modulate the output. Diode
mixers behave somewhat like squaring amplifiers, in
that the output noise level depends upon the Input
zero-crossing slopes.
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bbstraeL The phaso noise of microw.ve (and lumped circuit LC)
oscillators Is usually dominated by tie noise in the

This paper reviews the various definitions of phAso sustaining circuit At a level determined by the
noise and changes In tie phase noise of a signal quality factor of the resonator. Tile phase noise of
under noiseless multiplication, division, and selected micrOVaVO oscillators I$ compared to thAt
translation. hext the phase noise in selected non- ;Ined from multl;ying various quart: controlled
cryogenic rf and microuave oscillators is reviewed. oscillators to the samO frequency. It IS shown that
Using A systems approach one can Synthlize a the lowest phMs noisO MICrowave rference signals
microwave ignal wthere the close In phase "alse is hAve the phase noise within about 10-100 kli: of the
controlled by a low frequency crystol oscIllator carrier controlled by several selected quart: crystal
while the high frequency phase noise is controlled by device* while furthar out the noise is determined by
a microwave source. This approach yields a ph1s9 a microwavO source.
noise perforwnce that is superior to that possible
with A single source. Finally the phase noisn of The phaso noise of frequency multipliers and dividers
various ampliflers, multipliers, snd dividers Is iS Also explored. Both odd and even-order
compared. The phase noise of dividers while multipliers offer phase noise which Iz .:ually lover
generally Inferior to that of the best .,ultipliors, than that of available sources. Evan-ordea
Is oftewn sufficient for most applications. Special multipliers, however, tend to be more sansitive to
note should be made that the phase noise quoted in input Amplitude and environmental effects than odd-
the literature for some dividers i perhaps order ones. The phase noise of several selected
pessimistic and that the phase noise of the system frequency dividers including microwave types is
will often be serfc 'sly affected if placed under compared. li general the phase noise of presently
vibrational or thermal stross. available frequency dividers is inferior to that of

good frequency multipliers although It Is sufficient
Introduetion for most applications. There is a wide disparity

between the phase noise quoted in tle literature for
This paper is to reviews the various aspects uhich emitter coupled logic families and that presented
govern the synthesis of signals with low phase noise. here. Special attention must be paid to the
The synlthsis of such signals from the rf region to environment under which the system has to operate.
the microwave region and beyond requires both low Vibration, thermal stress, or electrical noise can
noise local oscillators and processing techniques. easily load to seriously degraded performance.
We therefore briefly review the model of a signal.
definitions of phase noise, and the thortical Slenal Model
change of phase noise under noiseless multiplication,
division, and translation. text we review the phase The signal can be expressed as
noise of selected non-cryogenic rf and microwave
sources. In the rf region the low phase noise
sources are virtually All controlled by quartz
crystal devices. At present the best available V(c) n (V4 + t(c)) sinl2ovat 4 0(c)). (1)
quart: devices have phase noise close to the carrier
(typically Fourier frequencies from about 0.01 IIz to
the half baniluidth of the crystal resonators), which where V0 is the nominal peak output voltage, and v0
varies approximatoly as S (f) K/(Q 4f3) a v/(003 ) is the nominal frequency of the signal. The time
where Q Is tile quality factor of the crystal. K is a variations of amplitude have boon incorporated into
constant for r given level of crystal technology, And c(t) and the time variations of the actual frequency,
vo is the oscillation frequency. For the best quartz v(t), have been incorporated into o(t). (Complex
crystals currently available, K a Qv0 is of order 1.2 wavoforms such as a square wave can be expressed as
x 1013. The phase noise far from the carrier the sum of several terms such as given in equation
grnerally depends only on tho oscillator technology 1.) The actual frequency can now be expressed as
and crystal drive.

v(c) = vo + d (*2xdc (2)

Contribution of the U.S. Government, not subject to
copyright. The fractional frequency deviation is defined as
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1(() - a'' " (3) frequency (frequency translation), whore the output
y(C) - signal contAins the phase noise of both sources asshovn in equation 8.

Poer spectral analysis Of the output ignal VMt ) .. d (
combines thO power In the carrier v0 with te power -#(Cu:) w -0J S,(f,11) * $ (f) =uL/div (7)
In .(t) and C(t) And therefore In not A good method
to charactorixe c(t) or w(t). Since In many procise
siJgnals, Understanding the VAriAtions in *(t) or
y(t) Is of primary Importance, We Will Confine the S,(f,v.,) - N2Se(f,vi) + 82 S(f,vr.t) +
following discussion to frequency domain m asures of
y(t), neglecting c(t) except in cases Where It Sets S translation, (8)
limits on the measurements of y(t).

Definitions of Phase Noise where v2 - Nv1 + Hvraf, S,(fv~e) is the phAse noise
of ti reference signal, And So() is the equivalent

Spectral (Fourier) analysis or y(t) Is often extra noise added by the synthesis electronics.
exprossed in terms of S.(f), the sRectrAl density of The linevidth of the signa4l can change significantly
ph1ase fluctuations in Units of rad1lx of masureamnt due to the frequency the synthesis process. The
bandwidth centered At Fourier frequency f from the linowidth of t*he signal, 2fI, can be roughly defined
carrier vO. Intuitively S (f) can be understood as as(21
the man squared phase devtation in a Poasurement
bandwidth W centered at Fourier frequency f from the 'a
carrier as shown in equation It. I d1

< :>• j"s,(fd£ "z rn ' (9)

SO(f)- e2(f)/I rad2 /llz (A)

In practice the masurement bandwidth must be small The fractional pover of the signal vithin a Fourier
compared to f especially whan S,(f) is changing frequency f. of the carrier is given by 121
rapidly with f. S(f) Is uniquely related to the
spectral density o? fractional fraquency
fluctuations, Sy(f). as PC It (0)

S,o(f)" '21f 2 Sy(f). (5) An analysis of equations 9 and 10 ahows that the
linowidth of n signal grows relatively slowly as the

It should be noted that those are single-sided frequency is multiplied until the phase modulation
spectral density measures containing the phase or due the broadband noise (noise pedestal) approaches 1
frequency fluctuations from both sides of the rAd2 , At uhich point the linewidth can increase many
carrier. Other measures encountered are decades for small changes In N. The reverse is true

, (f),dflclz, and SAv(f). These are related by [11: for division (21. The frequency at Which this abrupt
change in lineuidth occurs Is sometimes referred to

SAy v M Sy(f)I211! the "collapse frequency."

S,(f) fi f, < (6) Phase Noise of Available Sourcns

- In order to assess the limits of achievable frequency
for I SO(f) df << I rad 2  synthesis It Is helpful to review the phase nolse of

fl nominally available sources. The most common sources
used for precision frequency synthesis are controlled

dBc/llz - 10 log0.(f). by quartz acoustic devices. Figure I shows the
Ill Noise vs 0

jk(f) and dc/lIz are single sideband measures of 
' i v 0

phase noise which are not defined for large phase I

excursion and are therefore measurement system lop - \100
dependent. A more accurate specification of single
sideband phaso noise would be 112 S0(f), which is 10" MH '

always well defined i1l. 0 C

When the frequency of a signal is changed by a 100
fractional amount N using any combination of perfect 10 10
multipliers or dividers, S,(f) is changed by N2 . The -.- 10- 3 C
multiplication or division process can be modeled as U)
phase amplification cr attenuation. Therefore 10" 0o -1.2x 103  " _
scaling the frequency by N also scales the phase A *V _
fluctuation by N as shown in equation 7. where o162- B
S,(f,v 2) is the phase noise of the signal at carrier "oJ,
frequency v2, and S, (f,vl) is the original phase 10
noise at carrier frequency v1 . This Is In contrast -A
to heterodyning the signal against a reference Io 1V 106 106

a
Figure 1. Flicker of frequency levels of a number of
quartz resonator controlled oscillators as a function
of unloaded Q factor. Adapted from (3-5).
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nominally best achieved phase noise I lit from the
carrier for such devicaq mAsured at the oscillation Past NOI$o at X Band
frequency (3,41. This tlgure Includes both bulk wave of Multipliod Quartz OseluatOrs
devices (iBAW) and surface acoustic wave devices I
(SAW). Heasurem nts on many quartz devices show thato OUsm l z

S,(f) - K/(Q4f 3) where K depends an the acoustic 410 =U l..
losses within the quart: and not on the noise in the G -?0 tLO SU

electronics. Q is the unloaded quality factor. The o -6_
value of S (I I1=) is characteristic of the flicker _"
frequency Tevnl achieved in these oscillators and not
the broadband phase noise which is nearly independent m -90

of frequency. Tie flicker performance typicallv V -y0

dominates other effects for Fourier frequencies of ; :
approxiately 0.01 II: to the half bandwidth of tbe o

" -W
resonator, vn/2Q. At lower Fourier frequencies, -140

drift and temperature effects often dominate. For 0 2 3 A
the Vest quartz resonators Qv0 - K P 1.2 x l1. The
result of this is tl'ZC close-in phase noise 1 tld Log Foudor Frequoncy (H4)
best quartz davylts scales as S (f) - vI(K3f ). Figure 3. Phave noise of the oscillators displayed
This Is ie contrast to |C oscillators Whare the phase in Figure 2 multiplied to 10 GIl=.
noise I, due to the phase nIse in the electronics
13,5). See Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows a mere complete description of the
phase noist in three different oscillators undo- Under field conditions the performance is often

compromised by ardors of magnitude due to tOn
.10. NOSOf 0u11Z OSCIao31 vibration sensitivity which for quart- devices is

typically of order dy a 2 x 10 "/g acceleration.
. -90 O U 104- (For a review see references 8 and 9.) If the

N to 5 Mt vibrations are severe enough, the power in the

o - Microwave oscillatorA also have a relatively high
-~ ~. vibration sensitivity which in some case Is worse

" 0 -- --- than that of quart: oscillators. Recently, selected
units showing somthing of an order of cAgnitudeIimprovement have ben tested. Also it has been-posiible to reduce this sensitivity for Fourier

"- 7 frequencies up to several hundred lit using
compensation techniques (8). This adds considerable

0 1 2 3 4 5 complexity to the oscillator. Temperature variations

Log FouIo FRequency (Hz) generally affect the long-tern frequency of the
oscillator and not the phase noise for frequoncies

Figure 2. Phase noise of three selected BAW above about 0.1 liz.
controlled oscillators as a function of Fourier
frequency offset from the carrier. Figure 4 shows a comparison o the phase noise from

an optimum combination of the multiplied quartz
benign laboratory conditions. Near the carrier the oscillators shown In figures 2 and 3 along with
phase noise is usually dominated by flicker frequency several microwave oscillators at X-band 110). Below
at a level given by figure 1. At larger Fourier Fourier frequencies of soma tens of kliz, the
frequencies, the phase noise is determined by the multiplied quartz oscillators generally have the
added noise of the electronics and the signal level lowest phase noise and are often used to phase lock
in the resonator. Figure 3 shows the phase noise of microwave sources. With modern solid state amplifiers
the oscillators of figure 2 multiplied to X-band, it is possible to raise the power level of these
assuming a perfect multiplier chain. Figure 3 shows sources to at least watts without serious compromise
that a composite oscillator system would provide of the phase noise. Figure 5 shows the phase noise
batter phase noise over a wide region of Fourier of several GaAs FET amplifiers along with that
frequencies than a single os-illator. This could be traditionally measured in S1 bipolar amplifiers up to
accomplished by phase locking the L 100 Hit about I Gilt [11). Also included is the typical phase
oscillator to the LN 5 Hilt os:illator at a unity noise of a double balanced mixer using Schottky
bandwidth of approximately 4,00 I|z which is in turn diodes.
locked to the LD 5 KIz oscillator at a bandwidth of
approximately 10 lit (6). The oscillators chosen for The wideband phase noise of the available microwave
this example are only used to illustrate the system oscillators is nearly universally dominated by the
approach to providing a reference frequency and may added phase noise of the sustaining circuit.
not be optimum for all situations. Specifically, SAW S (fAmp) [3,121, and the loaded resonator quality
oscillators at several hundred Hilt have very low factor, QL as shown in equation 11 . This
phase noise and could be used to reduce the wideband relationship is easily derived from the phase shift
phase noise even further 13,73. One could also around the loop required for oscillation, and the
consider using a quartz post filter to reduce the induced fractional change in oscillation frequency
wideband phase noise. due to small phase fluctuations. Ao, given in

equation 12.
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Pias oso at X Band from A quartz oscillator of SiLilar Q factor [5).
.4 c Therefore improvelsents In the pha noise of the

sustaining circuits and or improvements in loaded
N 0oo quality factors would directly trAISlate into bettor

phase noise of the oscillators. This is In contrast
to the crystal controlled oscillatorS where the phAse
notse within the halt bandudth of the resonators is

0J usually dominated by noise In the quart, resonator

Figure 6 shows one Puthod of reducing the videband
-- phase noise of a source by using a reference cavity.

IF--"" 10 GH: OSC

-ACavi1y Wow ' n.111,~ A F~It# 00ulP~
A CArly Gunn

Log Foutdor Fiequency (H4z)1 e

Figure It. Curve A is .he theoretical phase noise " ,

performance of a signal optilly synthesixed from Dow:
the multiplied dart: controlled oxcillators from
figure 3. Curve B is the phase noise of A free P.-W LM

running Gunn oscillator (10), Curve C Is phaso noise
of A klystron, inject ion locked to the reflected
Signal from A transmission cavity with an unloaded Q
of 50,000 10). Curve D Is the phase noise of a Gunn
oscillLar, Injection locked to the reflected signal
from A transmission cavity With an unloaded Q of50,000 (10).

Addd Phase Noise by AmpItits a 0

C. SOWN CPU

A -50 kit. 13O 4: H 5WKH:
to c Ftoquoncy

MW Figure 6. One possible scheme for locking an

oscillator to the center of an external cavity with a
S-170§ 1fast loop in order to improve the phase noise out to

WW = o4 lk4 $O kH Mo I MM Fourier frequencies of order several Miz. The low

I(Hz) noise performance in primarily due to the

Figure 5. Curve A Is the phase noise added to the availability of ultra low noise double balanced

signal from a HFSFET amplifier operating at 10.6 GIlt. mixers. Also shown is a method of phase locking the

Curve B Is the phase noise of a HFSFET amplifier system to a multiplied quartz reference signal. See

operating at 1.4 Gilt (11). Curve C is the phase also 113).

noise performanco of a generic silicon bipolar
amplifier for frequencies up to about I GII; uith the
emitter resistance capacitively bypassed. Curve D is The key practical point hero is that. the phase noise

the performance of generic silicon amplifiers with of the locked system is limited by the expression in
some unbypassed emitter resistance. The nominal equation 11 with the phase noise now given by that of

value required is the reciprocal of the the double balanced mixer. Considerable improvement

transconductance 114.16). in phase noise Is possible over that available from
traditional microwave oscillators using a reference

Sy - 1/(2QL)2 S0 (fAmp) (11) cavity of similar Q factor, since the phase noise of
a good microwave double balanced mixer is typically

o = n2v Ap w 2QLdy some 30 dB batter than that of presently available
microwave amplifiers. Figure 7 shows the expected

n - 0.1.2... (12) performance with a loop bandwidth of about 2 Hilt.
Truly extraordinary performance might be expected if

Very close to the carrier the phase noise is often the present revolution in high temperature

dominated by the frequency drift of the resonator. superconductivity lead to high Q room temperature
We know of no data which shows that the phase noise cavities (5,13).

of quality L-C (including cavity) oscillators at all
Fourier frequencies beyond a few lit is not dominated
by the sustaining circuit (3,51. Figure 1 shows reata
from two different LC oscillators where the phase
noise is from 25 to 86 dB less than that expected
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Phase Noise al X DaM' Comparison of Noiso Floor
-o for Dilfforon Techniqucs
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Log FouIdet Frtquoncy (H)

Figure 7. Curva A shows the theoretical phale noise " ..

performance of a signal optimally synthesized from 100 to, o0 0 0 4O 1o ' 106
the quartz oscillators of figure 3. Curve B shows
the theoretical noise floor of tile scheme shown in I (Hz)
figure 6 A for A reference cavity Q factor of 20,000.
A noise in D1'JI of S (f) _ 10,1 41f, and a phase Figure 8. Curve A i th l phase noise of A

sensitivity of 0.5 V/rAd. Curve C shows the getinei traditional class c doubler with capacitive bypassing
performance of A Gunn oscillator, and curve D shows of the emitter resister (1i). Curve B is phase noise

the performanco of a DRO oSCllator. Curve E shows of tile sam doubler with 31. ohms of unbypAssad
the Approximate phase noise expected from the 10.6 emItter resistance. Curve C Is thile phAU noisO of a
Clta oscillator locked to an OxternAl reference cavity full wave bridge doubler using Schotky diodox.

using the scheme shown in figure 61 with a loop Curve D is the phase noise of a 5 to 15 M11.
bandwidth of 2 Hilz and the assumptions used in multiplier using Lmitter coupled pairs 115). For
calculating curve B. comparlsonx the phaso noise in typical double

balanced mixers is shown in curve E.

Phase Noise of Salected Hultipliers, and
Dividers.

Output Pflase Noise of ECl Dfviders at * 20

The added phase noise due to frequency multiplication ,+ -P13 e of &

can be spectacularly low. plauro 8 Shows thle phase
noise that was measured on a traditional class c
doubler with and without emitter bypassing (It], a

fullwave doubler using Schottky diodes, and a 0 = i.,-
quintupler using emitter coupled pairs. The a
traditional oven-order multipliers are particularly -1-0

sensitive to phase variations with amplitude and -0 -

environment since the zero crossings of the outputI " '

are not directly associated with, those of the input. '- A

In the odd-order mltipliers Such AS the emitter W-1011

coupled pair examined by Baugh (15), the zero 108H 100 Hi 8 IMiU 1o0 5 1MH

crossings of the output are closely tied to that of l(1HI
the input and these devices show relatively low Figure 9. Shows the output phase noise wich we
sensitivity to input power level and circuit measured for 3 different configurations of ECL logic.
param eaters. In all these devices particular care Curve A was obtained using the scheme shown in
must be paid to providing sufficient unbypassed divider I for both channels of figure 10. Curve B
emitter impedaneo in order to suppress the flicker was obtained using the scheme shown in divider 2 for
phase modulation in the active Junction (i14,16), both channels of figure 10. Curve C was obtained

using the scheme shown in divider 3 for both channels
The phase noise of frequency dividers and digital of figure 10. In order to achieve these results it

circuits in general is not very well documented. We wa neessary to m h eve the low i

have measured the noise in several families of was necessary to trim the level of te low noise
emitter coupled logic (ECL) and have obtained numbers power supplies, to use a very low noise frequency
emitte coupal l og 20 d be have obta nbr synthesizer for the source, and to adjust tile count
which are generally 6 to 20 dB betterh th that in of the dividers to obtain - 90" phase shift between
the literature (17-201. Figure 9 shows the phase tie outputs. A low noise buffer amplifior to

noise that we measured for several families of divide translate the logic levels to + i0 to +1 t do drive

by 20 circuits versus input frequency. In all cases for the mixers was els o necessary.
the phase noise was referred to the output frequency.
We found that special care was needed in order to
cancel the phase noise of the driving source.
Specifically in one divide by 10 circuit where the
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uaveform was not sy'mtric, we found that the source division factors are possible using even order
noise domineted Eh Pasuremnts. Adding a divide- PUItIplicatLon within lia loop. This design should
by-2 circuit Improved tie Peasured noise by 10 to 30 oparAte to frequencies In excess of 40 GII: using
dB, which 's much more than the 6 dB expected from present technology.
the division process. Originally the measured phase M -
noise was vary sensitive to the bias voltage. After -Ila 1.1, IC.I

Adding the divid-by-2 cIrcuit the phase noise was 0.4 1- CAM .
Independent of the bias voltage as long as It VaS --. --o_ -- - --
within the mnufacturor specifications. We used A o Uu
synmatric push-pull buffer to LrAnslate tlie digital --
signal to A for= appropriate to drive Lite double 4-0 - - a.aj., . -
balanced mixer as shown In figure 10. These buffer .. -

Azplifiers have a small signal gain of about 6 dBi and S QtL.,W-W.

typicallY drCive A 50 ohm4 load At +13 dlim. Thuj is -0 CA% Im
buffers are followed by 3 d5i pads In order to reduce -10 1- 1
the standing wave ratio on the cables leading to the la4 tuP 104 1 kOIHL M

mixer. This also greatly reduces the variations In I(H4
the dc output of the mixer due to changes In the
signal amplitude or teperature variaLions. Typical Figure 1i. This figure shows the output phase tioise
mixer sensitiviLies were 0.3 to I V/rad at the zero of soveral types of dividers. Curve A showas the
crossing. Figure 11 cczpares the quoted phase noise phase noise of a divider constructed using GaAs
for several different divider types available in Lila IletrojunCtioll bipolar transistors. Curves B and II
literature. We suspect some of the dAta in tie show the output phase noise of a GaAs HESFET based
litrature wer* liiLted by the source noise and/or divider for in input frequency of I i.- and 500 Ml:
tile output circuit used to drive the mixer. The 17). Curve C shows Elo phast noise of tle silicon
pha noise of our buffers IS so IoV as not to £CL divider I of figure 10. Curve D llows til phasecontribute to thebufs noise of a parametric divider that caIl operate as

igih as 18 CII 1201. Curve E and F show the ph5a

,.noise of two types of silicon ECL dividers from 117).
-- ¢* Curve C shows tIe phase noise in a TTL. divider from

(17).

•~~~Ps ,"" H- "."17=)---
I It

Figure 12. Block diagram of a self starting
03-l regenerative divider 121). This schme should

' Joperate with presently available technology to atF EE 4 0 least 40O Gllz.

Conclusions

Figure 10. Shows tile block diagram of the
measurement set up for the phase noise measurements We have shown that in general a composite system is
shown in Figure 9. 'kCertain comercial devices are capable of synthesizing reference signals with batter
Identified In this paper in order to adequately phase noise than that of any single source. In such
specify the experimental procedure. Such a system a multiplied low frequency quartz controlled
Identification does not imply rccomaendation or oscillator generally controls the phase noise close
endorsement by tile National Bureau of Standards, nor to the carrier while tile wideband noise is determined
does It imply that the devices Identified are by a higher frequency quartz oscillator and/or by a
necessarily tile best available for the purpose). microwave oscillator. Frequency multipliers

generally have lower phase noise than present
Stone 1211 tias brought to our attention a type of dividers, although, the noise in several types of
regenerative divider which is self starting and dividers is sufficient for many applications. The
should have very low noise, perhaps limited only by phase noise of quartz controlled oscillators Is
the available amplifiers. The general concept shown determined by the acoustic losses in the quartz and
in figure 12 is similar to that used in divider therefore is not likely to improve significantly.
circuits 20 years ago. Wei have not had the time to The phase noise of LC and cavity controlled
measure tie phase noise in such circuits but have oscillators is due to the phase noise of tile
demonstrated that it can be used to divide by 2, 4, sustaining amplifier and is likely to improve
6, 8, and 10 witl a suitable emitter coupled pair significantly. In some applications environmental
multiplier in the feedback loop. Obviously other effects can significantly degrade performance.
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LOW NOISE AIRBORNE SYhTIESIZER FOR FREQVENCY AGILE RAViAR

A. Vulcan and H. Bloch The first tv-o features are imploemnted in the
Frequency Electronics, Inc. system by proper design of the master oiscillator
Mitchel Field, NY I15%3 which supplies a VHIF reference signal to the

synthesizer. Thi reference source Is a dual
SueMarv oven. Rlutter oscillator. using an SC cut crystal.

The oscillatorlbuffer amplifier and oven con-
A low n1180, !V-and synthesixor trollers are hybridixed in order to minimize
developed for use in a high performance fighter size and weight. The components within the
aircrA-ft radar is described. The synthesizer master oscillator are staked to the supporting
Incorporates bath direct and Indirect techniques structure and the overall assembly is encnp-
to generate exceptionally pure signals with low sulated with a low density foam material. Th
phase jitter and spurious content. Fast master oscillator Is suspended in a mechanicaltoI; ciin pee d and phase nodso of isolation structure which Attenuates I.ov freq-

-125 dlc/i/z from 10 Kili to 40 Hilt is obtained uency vibration inputs while encountering 4
The radar operates in an environment which has Static loads in any axis.
a high level of random vibration and static C
loading, and the mechanical design incorporates
vibration isolation techniques. The selection
of synthesizer electrical parameters also
assures optimum performance over the full range
of mechanical stresses. The Master oscillator Direct synchesis is oxed to nh..-a, ,.peed and
from which the various fixed and stoppable minimizxe system phabr noie. A nigh degree of
frequency outputs are derived uses an SC cut filtering is used wivhii tE synthEsiner to
crystal with a C sensitivity of less than keep the spurious iJnals at extremely low
x 'IO0G. levels. A crystal filter at 150 1Ix, as well

as helical filters at UIIF frequencies, andcavity devices at NV-Banud reduce the spurious
In order to fit within an existing package size, signals to levels below -G det.

the control and test functions, as well as
several lF subassemblies are hybridized in The sixo and weight of the synthesizer is mini-
hormetically sealed thick-film assemblies. Two mixed through cite use of thick and thin film
fixed UHIF and L-Band sinewaves and 3 sets ofdigi al loc sig als are pro uced El ctr calhybrid omponent s and th e u se o f inte gr ated
dig.ital clock signals are produced. Electrica Isubassemblies to a maximum extent. The variuuoand physical isolation of individual functional functions arc grouped and packaged in separate
elements insures that cross-talk does not mechanical chassis to facilitate maintenance
perturb the KU-Band output frequency. and reduce manufacturing and test tiAo.

System Description Performanke Charaecerttit.

The development of the KU-Band synthesizer empha- Digital clock signals as well as RF sinewaves;
sizes low phase noise performance over severt at various microwave frequencies Are synthesized
environmental conditions while maintaining olcc- from the master oscillator. Dual KU-Band out-
trical characteristics which are compatible with u puts step over A I GII= range. Tito specifications
high resolution airborne multi-mode radar require- tor cite KU-Band Synthesizer ore summarized below.
cents. The major features are:

" Fast Warm-Up
- SC-Cut Crystal in Master Oscillator
- Thick Film lybridized Oscillator
- Booster Oven • Output F.vquencies
- Low Thermal Inertia - 50 Hilt

- 25 M~ll
" Low Phase Noise During Vibration - 12 Milt

- Mechanical Vibration Isolation - 165 HiI%

- Low C-Sensitivity Crystal - L-dad sel table

- Encapsulants and Adhesives - LW-and

" Low Spurious Signals * Frequency Stability
- Multipole Crystal, Helical, and Cavity - /-2 PPM Accuracy for Ten Years

Filters - Stabilize to /-2 PPM of Nominal 2 Minutes
- Generation of KU-Band Output by Dual Conver- after Turn-On

sion Technique Minimizes Spurious Si.nals
- High Isolation Between Functional Groups , Spurious Signals

" Small Size - Light Weight - -60 d~e

- Thick and thin Film Hybrids * Phase Noise
- Surface Mounted Miniature Components 2
- Integrated Subassemblies - -46 dBc/lHz at 35 Ilz for 0.7 G /1z Input
- High Dielectric Constant Subscrates - -121 dBc/llz Floor at 10 Kill
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* Size bingle sideband phase noise is related to
- 6.5 Inches Wide x 4e.0 Incites hligh frequency deviation A( and modulation frrquvok.y
x 8.0 Inches Long (a by;

0 Weight VA f) .1 L20 4 nfii
- 12 poundstI

The frequency characteristic* of the synthesizer In tile prvitence of random vibration T
outputs Are determined by the long And short H
torm stability of the VHIF master oscillator.
The crystals Are selected for low aging since At f' x fo x S
tile radar mission dictates that the frequency
sthall be within */-2 PPM.~ for A 10 year period Where to is oscillator frequency and S is
without adlustment. Stabilization of tile oscillator vibration sensitivity in part
frequency to */-2 rrx4 occurs within 2 minutes per G.
of turn-on since an oven current boost circuit
provides Imediate warm-up. A hybridized TuL 01 'xt el.
oven controller Is designed to minimize over-Ths r)*0. IT x(axSc/s
shoot and ensure that the frequency vs. ctmper- i_2
ature characteristics remain within a 0.1 PPM In the synthesizer, vibration indurcd uclixtar
window for ambient temperatures ranging from phase noise Is enhanced by 4~9 dii when tranis-
-55.0 to *85*C. lating from 55 XI~x to 15 Gl:z.

Since thle output signal is derived by direct
synthesis, tile Iu-11and phase noise Is degraded Theo random vibr.~tion lavel which tile syntho-
oy app.roximately 50 till relative to the master sizar is subjected to In tile Aircraft is
oscillator. The contribution of the channel approximately X0 ROS. Thle spgctrun peakst at 35 Hzx
stepping oscillator/multipliers is minimized and it Is this vner.-y whichs oust be reduced
since the selected Channel frequency is mixed by thle vibration Isolator to insure that Lte
with thle multiplied signals and consequ~vitl-P, radar requirement is met. This limit Is plotted
thle phase noise requirements are less titan the In Figure 2 where thle dynamic phase noise ivo
1.0's derived by direct multiplication, plotted At offset frtquenciesi from 10 H:t to

Electrical Damign 100 Mitz.

Figure 1 is A block diagram of the KV-11and Since the phase noise under vibration Is
synthesizer. Theo master oscillator is the ref. ulrectly proportkonAl to the crystal C senst-
erence source for AIl ourru freqvencles and '.ivity, every vrytcAl manufactured fur use

istl nl u~dmbytitis vibration in thle synthesixer is subjcted to a sine
Isolted only sblost dbl a ilusraesto vibration sWeep in the 3 orthogonal Axes to
tisled Throu opu sinlare illnerated thog characterizeo tht, devices. In tile operational
mtpvaiug ounpu siingnale cheneral hog environment, tte worst vibration Is encountered
mutplsyting r andnmixing of channel osi-In tile aircrA't vertical Axis and consequently,
stp synhsi cosi tioficrstalhosi tile best crystal axis from cte standpoint of
latoui rs n hybrid loce multiler whose minimum vibration sensitivity is Aligned with
oustusere philase ocked tpoptheVH this axis. This is done within thle oscillator

output o th scl armliirbnki assembly during thle Alignment procedure. Each
selected by A high speed, high Isolation pincopedosiltrsaanchatrzd
dilode switch. Since thle loops are always locked for both sine and random vibration spectra
to thle reference signal, there are no loop dy- response after Alignment is completed. This
namic considerations which influence thle switch- hatd nouinterna esonanleosceislto an pha
In& speed. Switchable L.'s and switchablechtnitealrsacs xsadpae
filter banks ensure that thle system spurious noise contributions due to factors besides tile
signals are kept at a level consiutent with, the crystal are: negligible.
radar requirements. Figure 3 compares the specified phase noise to

The major criteria determining the loop band- the vibratienl induced phase noise of no oscilla-
width of the phase locked oscillators is the tor having a crystal with a 3 x to- to / sensi-
random vibration spectrum which the synthesizer tivity. It is shown that tile hard mounted
is subjected to. Thle loop bandwidth of the oscillator exceeds thle specification limits by
channel select synthesizer must be sufficiently 25 dB at 35 liz. Consequently, thle vibration
large to ensure that system phase noise is isolator must be designed co have attenuation At
determined only by the vibration isolated least equal to thle difference betw. en thle two
master oscillator. Since cte contribution of curves of Figure 3. It is imperative, of course,
random noise above 2 Kilz is neg~ibible, and that all crystals have 0 sensitivity of less
the crystal oscillator output is multiplied titan 3 :0- %.In practice, values of 2.2 x
by a factor of 10, thle loop bandwidth is kept 10/C are routinely achieved and in some cases
at approximately 15 KhIz. This ensures that the l
phase noise contribution of the channel step 1.5 x t010 /0 is attained in thle worst axis.
synthesizer is minimal and that the loops remain
locked over full environmental extremes. Using
this approach, the KU-Band phase noise is deter-
mined solely by the vibration induced noise
in the reference oscillator multipled by 20 LOG N.
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Ptrforsanea lndor Vibration

The anti-vibration mount design employs a
system of looped, stainless steel, multi-strand
cables to achieve a high level of isolation
within a small space. Figure 4 illustrates ith
packaging concept. Each end of the oscillator
package is supported by A rAi. : flexed
cable loops And a pair of cancti1vervd cable
posts. Isolation Is Achieved V three mutually
perpendicular axes either by flexurfe of the
cable loops (Axis I) or by deflection of the
cantiliver posts (Axes 2 and 3). The isolator
acts 4P a skvond ordet low pass mqchanical
filter with A rolloff of 8 to 10 d per ocCave.
The design Allows a say space of 0.8 inches
in each axis permitting 4.5 G's of stacic acr-l-
oration loading without bottoming.

Figure 5 shows the dynamic vibration attet..
acion characteristic of the mount. It Is L ,
that over the band of .0 to 100 Its, sufficivnt
isolation exists to vable thw oscillator to
meet the phase noise requirement during vibration
with a crystal having 3 x I0101G or Ies,
vibration sensitivity.

Figure 6 is the KU-Band phase noise at cie
synthesixer output when the system Ig subjected
to the random vibration spectrum.
It is soen that the required performance Is
met over the full frequency range. Figure 7 is
a block diagram of thd test sgtup used to makv
the presented measuremonts. An identical gyn-
thesizer, which is not subjected to vibration,
Is phase locked to the unit under test and the
Ku-Nand outputs are mixed, amplified, and fed
to a spectrum analyzer. Appropriate meabures
must be taken to calibrate the syscm and
ensure that the mixer input* are in phase
quadrature.

1etahnical Destyn

The synthesxer, which consists of seven
separate modules, is packaged in a carrier
measuring 8.0 inches long x 6.5 Inches wide x
4.0 Invites high. The overall synthexizer
weighs approximately 12 pounds. The carrier
assembly, as wall as the individual mdules,
are milled out of single aluminum blocks to
ensure structural rigidity and minimize per-
formance degrading mechanical resonances.
The synthesizer mounting surface in the radar
is the thick metal plate on which cite master
oscillator is mounted. Thus, the random
vibration spectrum Is transmitted
directly to the oscillator Without any inter-
vening structural members having unpredictable
dynamic characteristics.

Conclusion

A Ku-Band synthesizer having low vibration
induced phase noise is described. Electrical
and mechanical design parameteis are selected
to optimize performance when ttti synthesizer
is subjected to simultaneous static and dynamic
G forces.
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INPROVEMENT OF THE PULL-IN RANGE AND ACQUISITION TINE OF A MICROWAVE
P.L.L. SYSTEN SY INJECTION LOCKING THE V.C.O.

Jordi Cerenguer, Javier Barl, Eduardo Artal, Ignasi Corballa and Adolfo Corr6n.

Ocpartazento do clectroffsica. E.TS. Ingenleros do Telecomunicacidn do Barcelona.
Universildad PolitdcnIca do Cataluna.

Apartado 3000Z, 0800.Garcelon, Spain.

SUMMARY r ; I77 - -

Tho requirements or large pull-in range and short
acquisition tlme in microwave and llim!eter wave
phase locked oscillators are of great Irportance since
the free running VCO frequency may be soze tons of tilt
off the reference frequency. A substantial Improvement (a)
can be obtained by Injection-locking the V.C.O. to the
reference signal; as a result, the V.C.O behaviour
changes to a phase controlled fixed frequency +-O"
oscillator, giving a reduction by one In the system
order. Then, frequency acquisition Is performed by the
inJection-locking process, and phase tracking Is madeby the P.L.L. system. We present experimental -" -........-

operating at II Gila, with an without Injection-locking

synchronization.

I 0MI

INTRODUCTION (b)

Figure I.- Standard P.L.L. system. a) Physical
model, b) Iinearied block diagram.

The synthesis of microwave signals often
requires, In addition to spectral purity and frequency
stability, a large pull-in range and short acquisition
time. This Is due to the fact that In the microwave
range, the free.running V.C.O. frequency can be some aup = 2 /K fd FO) 2 r 4
tens of Mlz off the reference frequency, thus mAking 4C
acquisition by pull-In very long, If possible at all;
note that In second order P.L.L.'s with active loop and the approximated acquisition time for a second
filters, practical considerations may result In a order P.L.L. with an loperfect Integrator as loop
reduction or the D.C. gain of operational amplifiers filter Is given by
well below their nominal values or about 100 dB,
therefore reducing the P.L.L. pull-in range. T N 2.4 ' 1  I

This paper describes how to improve the pull-in P 4C R n

range and the acquisition time by Injection locking
the V.C.O. to the reference signal. In terms of the loop bandwidth 8, the damping

coefficient c, the loop filter dc gain F(O), and the
Alternatively this system can be viewed as an Initial open loop offset frequencyaf.

injection-locking process In which a phase control
between oscillators has been added. This results in The performance of this P.L.L. can be Improved by
some interesting possibilities such as power fundamental or subharmonic Injection locking of the
combination of oscillators, and design of electronic V.C.O. to the reference signal. Figure 2a shovs
phase shifters and phase modulators. synchronization at the fundamental; in this case, ust

of a circulator is required. On the other hand, if the
Injection locking is subhamonic, the circulator is
avoided, hut the synchronization bandwidth is reduced.

PLI BEHAVIOUR WITH INJECTION LOCKING The equivalent functional model is given in
Figure 2b, which differs from Figure lb in the V.C.O.
behaviour, now a phase controlled fixed frequency
oscillator, characterized by a constant Kp in rad/V.

The standard simplified equivalent circuit for a As a consequence, the system order is reduced by one.

P.L.L. system is sketched in the Figure I. Part (a)
shows the physical model, and (b) the linearized block The synchronization bandwidth is now fixed by the

diagram, were Kd is the phase detector constant in injection locking process, and it is given by /2/

V/rad, F(s) is the loop filter transfer function, and
Kf is the V.C.O. constant in rad/s/V. The pull-in 2 o / PI
range is given by /1/ m 2 Jo cOSt,
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(b) i..o 0 O 0 30 t 50 ( a3 70

d

((a)

FngKe -P.L L.t Stem weith a ineciond ihctn

osof the controlled oscillator -.eceoowrlve 0

The acquisition time Is also reduced, since It MS ACOUlSITIlN U1

now depends only on the initial phase difference
between the frequency synchronized Signals. If in (b)

imperfect Integrator with tire constants TI,T 2, IS
used as loop filter, the acquisition time is obtained Figure 3.- Phase acquisition tim. 6) Secod order
from the stop response of a first order system: P.L.L. b) with the injection locking synchronization,

+ K

a P If we Include the Injection locking process, with
Pie 3.5 d m, Poe 14 dBm, Qext- 30, cosO- I thesynchronization bandwidth Is 227 0lz. Figure 3b shows

the measured vilues of the voltage applied to theV.C.O. with Injec.ion locking for aa initial frequency
Offset of 20iz; the measured value of Kp Is 20.7+3

EXPERIdENTAL RESULTSd raig, and the loop filter parameters were a 8E-3
and n2- teSE-4. It is observed that locking Is
accotplishld after 10 s, in good aireeen with the
theoretical hie constant Of T lv1.08 s. The

An coparson between a microwave P.L.L. system rprovement Is therefore a reduction by a factor 6.
with ond without injection locking was perfotred. he
operating frequency was . Sllz, the d.D. was a The same comparison was made with another P.L.L.
FET osci later, Its frequency controlled by the gate- with loop bandwidth of 52 KIz, damping coefficient of
source bias voltage with a value of Kf- 4.08En t 1.15, VCO constant 71.5is6 red/s/V, phase detector

rad/seg/V. As a phase detetor a balanced microwave constant 0.1 Vred and loop filter paraoterST l-
mixer using a microstrip hybrid ring was used, 1.2E-3 and TM=E-5. The pull-in range oute,ned was 2
yielding a value of Kd- (.381 Vrad. PJlz using a D.C. loop filter gain of 38 dB. The

acquisition ime for a 300 Klz initial offet
In the P.L.L. circuit, a loop bndwidth of !0 frequency was 2 s. (Figure 4a). If we include the

Ylz, and a damping factu C-1 were chosen. For injection locking process, with P1-12 dim, Po=+]4
practicIs reasons, the loop filter dc gain was d . Qext-4.5, cos d , the synchronization
limited to 68 dB, giving a theoretical pull-in rsnge bandwidth easured is 78 ihz, with a Kp - 0.055 rad/V
of 21.8Piz. The acquisition time for an initial while the acquisition lime i s reduced around 0.5 s
offset of 20 l;z was 60 s (Figure 3a)a (Figure 4b).
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CONCLUSIONS

an A substantial Improvement of the pull-in range

t 64 and the acquisition time In a second order microwave
1 P.L.L. system can be obtained by the use of injection

locking synchronization of the V.C.O. As a result theS/" V.C.O. changes Its behaviour, and becomes a phaseG2I controlled fixed frequency oscillator, thus reducing
o ~ the system order by one.

,.~.__~_ It Is also possible to use this technique in ano 1 ~ Injection Locking Amplifier, in order to keep a givenphase difference between the oscillators. This feature?l l Is of special Interest for power combination of
oscillators (area in which results will be soon
reported) and also for the design of a class of 900

(a) electronic phase shifters or phase modulators.
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Figure 4.- Phase acquisition time. a) Second order
P.L.L. b) with injection locking synch;onization.
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PROGRE$ $ iuPORT1 ON TillE CIA P. 11
ROUND ROBIN CRYS'TALI MEASURE.MENTS EXPERIMENT

by

\. I'. Smith
555 Union Boulevard
Allentown. PA 1103

ABS'IRACr

In 1985 a new Standard Method for the Measurement of the equivalent Electrical

Parameters of Quartz Crystal Units wa adopted by the Electronics Industries

Association. Designated EIA-512(1985), this document was later accepted by the

American National Standards Institute .as a National Standard. The method is biecd

on the use of modern Network Analyzer equipment to determine the two-port

scattering parameters of a crystal unit when inserted into a, suitable test fixture. The

test fixture and measuring system arc "calibrated" with standardized reference

impedance elements, permitting full correction of me:tsured responses. In 1986 the P.11

Engineering Committee initiated a Round Robin experiment to estimate the precision

with which the equivalent parameters of "representative" crystal units could be

determined at several locations with different but similar equipment, using the

procedures of E1--512.

Crystal units ranging from 5 MHz fundamental mode to 1,16 Mllz fifth overtone

mode were made available for the experiment. Six locations have volunteered to

participate, and the experiment has been in progress since about December 1st of last

year. A brief description of the experiment is presented as well as a preliminary report

of results from the tests completed to date.

C[12427-3/87/0000-527 $1.00 C 1987 IEEE
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INTROD LCTI'ION

The new me.surement standard was accepted for the following remasons the

technique has been well proven through many years of wide application in microwave

Inetrology; it has been adapted for crystal unit measurements as an internal reference

method by several laboratories since it was first described over fifteen years ago: sevcral

published papers have reported very good precision of measurement at frequencies well

above the capabilities of competing methods; it is one of the few mett ds of high

frequency measuremn.nt which can readily be made traceable to National Standards

laboratories; and probably more importantly the necessary automated equipment

became available at greatly reduced costs during the past few years. However, concern

was expressed within the P-11 group that very little data was available confirming the

correlation of measurements between different locations. It is recognized that being

able to repeat the measurements of devices to very high precision within one laboratory

does not establish the practical tolerance which may reasonably be placed on devices

which will be measured by manufacturers at one location, a quality assessment group at

another, and a user's incoming inspections at still a third. It was decided at the Quartz

Devices meeting held at Kansas City in August of 186 that a Round Robin experiment

including several locations, using crystals similar to the types in common manufacture,

and providing sufficient data to have statistical significance would provide the needed

information for guidance.

A subcommittee was formed to define and coordinate such an experiment on behalf

of the P-il Committee. Members are Clifford Mercer, Reeves-Hoffman; Thomas

Schuyler, Colorado Crystal Corp.; Raymond Filler, Fort Monmouth; Tim Semones,

Innovative Measurement Solutions; Robert Kinsman, Motorola; Wolfgang Pflaum,

Hughes Aircraft; and the author. A brief meeting of this group was held at Kansas
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City. and after some telephone discussion. an experiment was designed. -x described in

the following section. The Round Robin began last December, is now in progress and

data has been submitted from half the participating locations. A preliminary analysis

or the available data is presented here.

SCOPSE OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment being conducted is based on the measurement of nine crystal units

selected as "representative" devices. Frequencies cover the range from 5.3S Mllz to

146.6 MIN, with fundamental. third and fifth overtone devices included. Series

Resistance RI values range from approximately 3 Ohms to 50 Ohms, and motional

inductance Li values from about 3 m!! to 90 mil. The nominal parameters of the

crystals are given in Table 1. The range of parameters and Q values is noted to

encomps those commonly encountered in a large proportion of commercial

manufacture. Admittedly, better precision and correlation of data would be obtained if

the test units were all high precision overtone mode devices having Q's or two million

and capacitance ratios of twenty five thousand; however, the results obtained would

have much less significance to the Industry. The crystals selected were chosen to be

somewhat special in having relatively small temperature coefficients of frequency in the

vicinity of room temperature, as it was recognized that different locations would

probably exhibit as much as several degrees deviation from each other, and small

coefficients would probably be easier to correct. The units had all been manufactured

at least a year before the experiment began, and had been measured several times to

verify that little aging of frequency or of motional parameters would be expected during

the several months required f'r completion of the test3.

It was agreed that the number of participants should be limited to about five in
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order to shorten the duration of tde experiment and keep the effort required for data

analysis within reasonable bounds. Six locations were ultimately selected from those

volunteering, and represent users .s well as manufacturers. A list of the participating

organizations is given in Tablc i.

In the interest of keeping data within reasonable limits, it was agreed that only

measurements in accordance with EIA-512 should be included in dhe experiment, and

that the parameters recorded would consist of series resonance frequency Fs, series

resistance RI, motional inductance Li and shunt static capacitance Co. E.ach data

entry however would be identified by the location code, the sequence nunber and

measurement number within the sequence, the test fixture used, the device number, the

temperature at the time the measurement was made, and the drive current used for the

test.

As mentioned above, the experiment was drafted to provide enough data for

meaningful statistical analysis. To this end a total of at least fifty measurements of

each device are being made at each location. With automatic test equipment, such a

scope becomes possible, although still a very significant contribution or time and effort

on the part or each participant. These measurements are made in the following manner

so that effects of "calibration" of the test equipment can be identified:

A total of five sets, or sequences, of measurements are made, each sequence

consisting of a calibration of the system followed by a group of ten repeat

measurements of each of the devices. A set of repeat measurements is made by placing

the device into the test fixture, installing a draft shield, waiting for thermal

stabilization, and then measuring the device ten times without disturbing either the

device or the equiprment.
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As one source of systematic error which might be difficult to assess is that caused by

differences in test fixtures, it was decided that one test fixture complete with required

reference impedances for calibration would be circulated with the test kit, and each

location would make five sequences of measurements with this 'reference' fixture. If

possible, each participant is urged to carry out a, second round of five sequences of tests

with another fixture (which should be of the general type specified by the Standard, but

may be of considerably different construction than the reference fixture).

Another source of systematic error is the effect of temperature. To allow at least an

approximate correction for its effect, the temperature coefficient or frequency was

nmessured for the test crystals beforehand and stored in the dedicated data base. Then,

after each individual measurement, the temperature of the test fixture/draft shield in

which the crystal is installed for measurement is determined and recorded. No attempt

was made to assess temperature dependence of the other parameters beforehand (but

their existence became evident from the data, as discussed later).

Because of the relatively large volume of data generated by an experiment of this

scope, it was considered essential to be able to transfer the results from the

measurement equipment into the dedicated data base without the need for manual

transcription. Thanks to the efforts of Tim Semones, who made available a special

copy of the IMS measurement program which provides for recording data on disc in a

particular format, and to Tom Schuyler who implemented a means of transferring data

from floppy discs to magnetic tape, it was possible for me to ultimately place all data in

a dedicated Round Robin data base maintained at ATT Bell Laboratories at

Allentown.

To minimize the probability of catastrophic loss in transit between locations, the

test kit is being hand carried from one location to the next. This imposes additional
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burden on the participants, but seemed prudent in view or the large investment of time

and effort represented by these units - loss of one unit would mean :L significant

reduction in inrormation from the entire, experiment.

Table 3 includes the specific instructions issued to each participant AS a reminder of

the procedures to be used.

RESULTS TO I).A'T.

In October of 19SO, a small group including Canon Bradley, Tom Schuyler, Tim

.ettiones. Ed Milts. T ny Palmieri and the author, met at the AT&T Bell LaboratoriUs

in North Andover for a. trial shakedown of the entire measurement and data transfer

procedure. With some minor edits of software and final calibration of the test fixtures,

several measurements of sonic of the crystal units were made according to the

instructions provided, and data was saved to disc in the prescribed manner. The

participant instructions were edited to reflect the findings of the test. The sample data

disc was returned to Colorado Crystal, where the data was transcribed to magnetic

tape and later stored on the data base at AT&T-Allentown without serious mishap.

The reference fixture and a special copy of the measurement program were made

available by Tim Semones of Innovative Measurement Solutions, and together with the

crystal units, the test kit was ready and the experiment officially got underway in

December.

Scheduled measurements have been completed by three locations in time to be

included in this report. This represents one half of the total experiment, providing

results that should be at least indicative of the final assessment. Two of these locations

were able to provide data with a user fixture, and all three provided a full complement

of measurements with the reference fixture, giving a. grand total of about 250 individual
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tests of each of the nine devices, or a totl or about !250 se) arate measurements to be

examined. Since four parameters are retained from each test, this amounts to about

9000 separate data elements. With such an abundance of data, it becomes difficult to

decide just which of the poosible groupings and dependences should be examined. The

results presented in the following sections are one approach to understanding what the

data is telling us.

RESILTS WITH! REFERENCE FIXTURE

As the first step, the data obtained with the reference fixture were considered with

only the measured Fs values being corrected to 25 'C using the temperature coefficients

which had been measured beforehand. The mean values of each of the four parameters

for each crystal unit and their standard deviation were calculated for the groups of 150

measurements completed to (late. These are listed in Figure 1. Three of these results

show standard deviations significantly greater than the rest: Fs measurements for the

Unit #3. RI data for Unit #1 and RI data for Unit #8 are sufficiently different to

warrant further examination before proceeding. Correlations between the groups of

data and measurement temperature were then calculated, as it is not unusual to find

that all motional parameters of crystal units are dependent on temperature to at least

some degree. Figure 2 summarizes the results of these calculations, where it is noted

that in many cases very significant correlation coefficients are obtained. Since even Fs

is seen to be strongly correlated to temperature, we conclude that the coefficients

measured beforehand were not as accurate , we would have liked.

One way of minimizing the effects of systematic deviations of data is to calculate the

slope of a linear regression of the data on the suspected causative parameter. When a

significant correlation exists, a near linear dependence is likely, and can be essentially
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removed by using the slope to extrapolate all dat to the mean value of the causative.

These data were treated in this manner, and the men' and standard deviations once

more calculated. Figure 3 lists the results after this "second order" temperature

correction. Clearly, a significant improvement is achieved. (For example. the standard

error of Fs measurements of Vnit #0 has decreased from over 0.3 ppm to less than 0.1

ppm.). Examination or Figure 3 shows that in most eases the standard deviations of

the measured values are reasonab'ly distributed, but again three sets of data exhibit

significantly larger variability the any other sets. Fs dta for Unit #3 his nearly twice

the standard error of its nearest competitor, and RI values for Unit# and Unit #3

have considerably larger standard deviations than do all the other units.

As temperature is the only identifiable s)stematic casusative we can clearly identify

at this point, we proceed with a more detailed analysis. The nean values and standard

deviations of each sequence of ten repeat measurements were calculated, identifying a

particular sequence as being all measurements made with the same calibration of the

system. Since we are still examining only those measurements made with the reference

fixture, there are fifteen such sequences in all, five made by each of the participants.

These sequences were rather arbitrarily identified with numbers 1 Lhru 15. It is

possible to trace a particular sequence number to a location and date, but that will not

be done for purposes of this presentation.

Figure .1 lists the difference between the mean values of Fs of each sequence of data

and the overall mean values listed in Figure 3. Examination of this list with particular

interest in the results for Unit #3, we see that the wider divergence of these

measurements is not due to a single large error in one sequence value, but that rather

there seems to be a general instability of Fs here in comparison to the other units. No

reason for this behavior has as yet been hypothesized. The only other sequence value
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that appears to be markedly different front all others for the same unit is the value of

Fs for 'nit # 1. sequence 1, While the actual offset is less thin 0,2 ppm. this is

significttly greater thian a.-: other offset, or Unit # i values.

Figure 5 lists the similar data. for 11 mesurements. Examination of this list

indicate-s that sequences 6 and 8 have extreme errors for Unit # 1, while sequences 6

and 12 for Unit' #3 have excessive otfsets. The reason for these abnormalities in RI

determination are not readily apparent at this time, although scatter plots of residuals

indicate patterns which differ significantly from the same plots for the other units. It is

interesting to note that omitting these four suspicious sets from the analysis, the

standard error of 11I measurements for each unit range from 0.5% to 1.9% and if all

residuals for all units are considered as % single group, the standard error becomes

Figure 6. listing the sequence mean errors from reference Li data, and Figure 7 for

C data, contain no extraordinary values. A standard error of all Li data for all units

of somewhat less than 0.to is well within expected performance. It was not in fact

expected thait Li data, would have less error than RI measurements; however. this may

be only characteristic ot these particular crystal units. The overall standard error in Co

data of somewhat less than 2% is considered quite good, as this amounts to an actual

error of only a tew hundredths of a picfrarad.

Figure 8 lists the standard deviations of the ten repeat measurements ot Fs in each

sequence. Here we note that the instability of Unit #3 is further substantiated by

showing standard deviations of data within sequences more than twice those of the

other units. Figure 9 shows the same measures or the RI data, and here we note that

the standard deviations of data within sequences is essentially the same for those sets

which showed extreme offsets ,s for the others, thus, whatever caused the large offsets
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in mean value for those sees of data rem.ined stable during the particular sequence.

Figure 10 and Figure 11 list the same standard 1e jiations for Ll and Co data, Again

there are nr surprises,

In Figure 12. the eorrelations of the parameters to meaurement temperature are

once more calculated using the data with second order corrections. and we veriry that

indeed any linear dependencies have been removed, as we should expect.

REt'LT3 wIT! OrillR FIxrURgs

Similar anulysis of data, obtained with the two USER fixtures thus fir has been

carried out. The offsets are once more calculated as the differences from the mean

values of all data, for each unit obtained with the reference fixture, :w before. The same

regression slopes are used to make the second order temper:Lture corrections s were

used in the correction of the reference fixture data.

Figure 13 summarizes the Ps measurenents with the USER fixtures. Ilere the

differences frc'i the reference values are consistent with the results of Figure 4, except

that the apparent, instability of Unit #3 is not evident in this case.

Figure 1.1 shows the offsets or RI data. and here we note three instances of

abnormally low values or Ri (negative offsets) in sequence 2 with fixture EIA2P. No

good explanation is known at this time; we only offer the observation that this sequence

of data was obtained at the same location as sequence 6 of Figure 5. on the next dzy.

Unit #. showed a large positive deviation in the same sequence. If sequence 2 with

EIA2P is removed from consideration, the results are reasonable. Examination of the

Li data shown in Figure 15 show self consistent measurements with each USER fixture;

however, the results with C-USER are consistently negative, while just the opposite is

true with EIA2P. In both cases, there is a trend toward smaller values at higher
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frequencies, which though not large are statistically significant. The rea.ion is not clear.

but might be related to the fact that different thru-line devices were used with the

different fixtures. and a constant line length wws assumed at all frequencies even though

it was recognized that the bending of the line in fact makes its effective length vary

with frequency. in the case of EIAP, the two piece fixture is calibrated with no

physical through line, the two ports being connected together with :& special coupling.

Figure 16 indicates that the Co values determined with MIAP are also significantly

different fromn those obtained with either the reference fixture or with C-USER. This

difference is not understood at this time. although it may be due to the same effects as

mentioned above.

CONC IUSIONS

From the discussions aiove, we may form some tentative conclusions at this time,

remembering that only half the total experiment is completed. First. it may be stated

that if sufficient care in maintaining (or correcting for) temperature, anti well-behaved

devices are used. we can expect to correlate Fs metsurements performed at different

IWcations with a standard error only slightly greater than 0.1 ppm. Also. RI data from

different locations should achieve precision approaching 1% with adequate temperature

correction and with rarefully characterized fixtures, while Li values may agree to

somewhat better than this. Some unexplained differences between results obtained

with test fixtures of different construction have been noted, but as yet remain

unexplained. We are hopeful that additional data may shed some light on the

abnormalities thus far noted.

Based -)n the results to date, we also will conjecture that environmental effects will

usually limit the precision with which parameter values may be expected to correlate
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when measurements are made at different times or locations, unless great care is taken.
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summary Torptratuire copensation Is an Alternative
which, whilst it cannot Achieve thdA navel athod (or the comptn#atjon of stability of an oventd dovied, provides A

crystal oxcillators has been developed. It much 1m-aller, cheaper solution. AIs primarily Intended for AT Cut crystal cmporature copnnsated oscillator is
Oscillators and offers the advantages of essentially an oscillator Whose frequency
higher stability, lover power consumption can be varied by the application of 4 d.c.
and smaller stze whn compared with more voltage conblned with a circuit which
conventional methods of compensation. gnerates A tvmperaturt varying voltage.

The temperature varying voltage ts fed IncO
Compensation is achieved by onorAt a lieth crystal Oscillator In such A way as topower series representation of the control compensate" for tElporaturo variation In
voltage for A voltage controlled crystal th oscillator frequency.
oscillator. A More detatled description of
the method was give" at this symposium in Conventional theralstor copensated
1983 (rof. it). OscilAtOrS wre sen to have reached their

practical production limit at around +3pp*
Initially 4n Integrated circuit W40 over -0oc to *55oc and a radIcal- ngvdeveloped which generated four voltages approach WAs therefore considered
each varying as a function of temperature, necessary.
One voltage I* A constant whtilst the others
have a linear, quadratic and cubic A bipolar integrated circuit was desitod
variation with temperature. These voltages to generate a power series representation
art combined in a suMMIng amplifier to of the desitred control voltage. The power
provide the compenation voltage required. series generated is idally suited for the

compensation of oscillators using AT cut
Oscillators have been omnufactured using quartz crystals.
this IC over the last 3 years and +Ippm
over -A0oC to +85oC is being achieved with it was Also possible to Incorporate, withinvery good yields. tlhe IC, much of tle voltage controlled

oscillator circuit and parts of tht outputA second IC is under development which circuit, thus creating a temperature
generates additional voltaget, with these controlled oscillator In uhich the majority
+0.5 ppm over -AOOC and 485oC has been of the circuit elements are contained on a
achieved. single IC.

It has also proved possible using the first Compensation Voltaes
Integrated circuit to compensate third
overtone crystals and tight tolerance The compensation voltage required can be
devices up to 400 HIIX are being developed, expressed in the form

Introduction V(T) - aa  a (T-Ti) +42 (T-TI) 2

There has been a continuing demand over the +03 (T-Ti) 3 f ..... +a n (T-TI) n
years for oscill&tors having increased
frequency stability, sumller size, lower
power consumption, higher frequency and where a .... a are the weighting
reduced phase noise, coefficients.

The first of these parameters, the T is the ambient temperature
frequency stability, is usually the key
parameter and very often determines the Ti is the reference temperature
specification achievable for the other
parameters. A good approximation can be obtained using

only the first four terms of the series (a
Very tight frequency stability can be 3rd order curve), but for greater precision
achieved by the use of oven control to keep higher order terms can be added.
the device at constant temperature
effectively eliminating ambient temperature
variations. There are however severe
penalties to pay in terms of size, power
consumption and cost with this approach.
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An integrated circuit has bcen designed to The output voltages from the Rnoar,
generate four voltages. One voltage is quadratic and cubic ganerators are also
constant shile the others have A linear, 0easured. A computer program is rhthn used
quadratic and cubic variation with to cotcelata the coefficients. This
teaperature respectively. To compensation program uses Cho exchange algorithm to
voltage In obtained by summing thus* derive tle miniMx linear approxi04tIon for
voltages in an oarational amplifier using the Net of 90asurement points. The problem
suitable coefficient-setting rosisrors. it similar to that of solving a met of

simultaneous equations with no exact
In PractiCt, the integrated circuit does solution; rie coefficients are adjusted
not generate voltages of the form a (T-Ti) until the errors between the synthetised
sine the*e terms ar difficult to generate compen4ation voltage And the required
accurately and Are subject to measurem4nt compome on voltage Aft of 4 specified
errors. Instead It generates voltages form. Thi approxt ton nof mspec te

corresponding to the Chebyshev polynomials. maximum error between th synthesised
The equations of the first four Chobyshev compensation voltage and the desired
polynomials are: compensation voltage. Once the resiotors

are fitted the performance of each
TO(X) I oscillator to verified by meawuring Ctie
T (X) X frequency variation of tihe unit over the
T (X) 2X 1 operating tomprArure range.

Production Results
Yiore I shlows these polynomials plotted
grAphically. The first IC Ias now been In production use

for nearly three years and well over 5,000
Equation I can now be te-vritrwn as: oscillators have been m-nufactured.

Oscillators ranging in frequency from 3411z
V - a0 To (X)+ai T I(X)a2 T 2 X) up to 40W1k are being produced against a

variety of specifications. TypLcal plots
+a 3 T3 (X)+ ..... an Tn (X) of frequency against temperature are shown

In fig. 3, 4 and 5. Figure 5 also shows
Apart from To (X), the dominant terms for tie very excellent hysteresis performance
AT cut crystals are the linear and cubic obtained with these devices.
terms, and T (X) alone is a good
approximation to the desired compensation Phase noise is a parameter which ix
voltage, assuming greater and greater importaitse.

Integ'rated Circuit Design System designers are domanding ever
improved phase noise from oscillators 4nd

A block diagram of the elements of tie Fig. 6 shlows a typical phase noise response
compensation system in shown in figure 2. achieved with the integrated circuit
The constant voltage is generated using a oscillators.
voltage stabiliser and generates a
temperature iUvarinnt voltage using A Wherever possible surface mount components
bandgap reference circuit. The linearly- have been used in these devices to minimis
varying voltage uwth temperature is size and weight. The smallest device
generated using thf temperature coefficient produced to data with this technique is
of the bae-emitter junction voltage of a less thtan A cu cm in volume and weighs less
transistor, operated at constant emitter thtan 3 gms.
current.

Tighter Compensation
Conventional analoge multipliers
comprising four transistors with the A second integrated circuit in under
collectors croe-coupled are used to development which generates further
generate voltages with quadratic and cubic voltages. Initial trials have given
variacioro with temperature. The summing results of the order of +0.5 ppm over -40 0C
amplifier is included and the Integrated to +850C, a typical performance curve shown
circuit also contains an oncillator circuit In Fig 7. This device has been compensated
and two output stages to form the voltage over -50oC to +900C and is achieving better
controlled oscillator, than +0.5 ppm including hysteresis uhich Is

well under 0.1 ppm everyw.here in the
Compensation Methods temperature band.

In order to compensate a crystal oscillator To achieve these tight tolerances It has
using this method, the values of fivc proved necessary to introduce a further
resistors have to be determined, process stage to overcome the errors

introduced by SOT resistor tolerances and
These resistors set tie values of the changes in circuit load conditions caused
coeZficients and they are determined from by the adding of the SOT resistors. After
data measured at a number of temperatures the verification run the results from this
over the operating temperature range. At run and the compensation run are compared
each of these temperatures the compensation and the resistor values trimmed to optimise
voltage needed to keep the oscillator at the performance.
the correct frequency is measured.
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Higher Fte uenclos

locaust Of the grvilter pulling valtoxge
range generated by the IC, compensation of
moge "rigido crystals, that is overLond
crystals, can be achieved to a much higher
dolree than with thermistor techniques.
with traditional crystal Manufacturing
techniques, third overtone crystals are
available up to around 80 HKli, but new
developments in plasmA etching carried out ML
in conjunction with Standard Telephone
Laboratories (STL) enable STC to product
fundamental crystals up to 150 MHz (third
overtone to 450 MHz)

Compensated oscillators are now being

produced using these ery tals at 376 MHz.
A typical frequency vs taiperature
performance is Illustrated In Fig. 8 with
better than +1 pps being achieved over ooc Fig. I - Charbychov t'olynonin-ds
to +700C.

Phase noise and 4giing are sh o n ! l 9
and 10 respectively.

The very excellent ageing figure indicsrt-s
a stahility of better than I x 10-8 peP day
after one months ogwilng.

Conrclusio.a

Two integrated circuits have been developed
to provide a novel compensation technique.

The first of these IC- has been
successfully Introduced into production. A mn IVA %W1M C1 4I
wide range of oscillators has been
developed using this technique and is being
continually enhanced.

An oscillator is being producd wvlch
satisfies all the key criteria demanded by Fig. 2 - Integrated Circuit - Ilock Ditsram

designers of advanced systems; high
frequcnzy stabtllt;, miniaturLsation, low
power consumption, high frequency and
reduced phase noise.

A second Integrated circuit Is under
development which will enhance still
iurther the frequency stability available- ----- -- -

from this range of oscillators.

Coupled with ti.,ae circuits the development
of much higler frequency fundamental .A... ....
crystals is providing very stable high _ - _
frequency devices.I*'  L
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Summarx The strain in the boam is proportional to

the imposed acceleration and the shift in
in this paper the design, implementaion thd Output difference frequency is a very
And perfOrm4nce of a SAW c4Clroe0ter linear function of the strain.
aimed at the sub Inertial applications Area
is described. The u. of a differential output minimises

temperature and ageing effects of the SAWThe device exploits the frequency shift of devices, provided that the external
a SAW resonator when it is strained by circuitry for each SW matches over
acceleratio1. The use of a quartz temperature and time. The high phase stope
substrate provides high stability with of a resonator reduces the effect of
temerature and time. This stability Is external circuitry drifts and the low loss
enhanced by using two SAW resonators, allows a simple, single-stage maintaining
operating in a differential mode which
provides an output directly compatible with amplifier for each SAW device.
digital electronics. Mechanical Realsation

Developments In quartz cuts, mounting To optairie the performance of the devices
techniques and electronir, circuitry are several design features must be achieved in
improving these devices still further. conjunction.

Principles of Operation The two SAW resonators must have an
Acceleration sensitivity as different an

The effects of strain on quartz bulk and possible.
surface wave devices have been well
described in the literature. They are The temperature coefficients and ageing
normally regarded as a nuisance to be characteristics of the two SAW resonators
mninmised or eliminated, and their associated oscillators must be

In a sensor application we exploit the matched as closely as possible.

effects of acceleration induced strain and Several swhnnlcal constructions have been
attempt to optimise the otructure for tred two of which Are described.
maximum sensitivity.

The first of these, Fig. 2, uses twoThe structure selected for the SAW separate beams mounted in i single dual-in-
accelerometer uses a quartz beam mounted as line package. The beaus are cantilever
a cantilever. SAW resonator patterns are mounted on a quartz substrata which is then
defined In an aluminium layer deposited on mounted on the dual-in-line header. Quartz
one surface of the beam. As the beam of the same orientation in used as a
deforms, the resonance frequency of each of substrate In all these assemblies to reduce
the SAW patterns shifts due to the changes to an absolute minimum any mounting strain
in pattern dimensions and the piezo- effects which would distort temperature
electric constants of the quartz. performance or increase ageing.

For the quartz cuts used to date, typically One of the beams was mass loaded with
orientations between ST-X and AT-X. the tungsten to increase Its acceleration
pattern shift effect dominates, sensitivity.

Two resonators are used, one optimised for The major disadvantage of this construction
maximum acceleration sensitivity and one was the difficulty of obtaining a perfect
for minimum acceleration sensitivity, match for temperature coefficient from the

Each of the resonators Is used as the two resonators.

control element of an oscillator and the To overcome this problem the construction,
outputs of the two oscillators are mixed, as Illustrated in Fig. 3, was tried. A
The difference frequency output of the single quartz beam was used and two
mixer is amplified and shaped for resonator patterns deposited, one adjacent
convenient measurement by a frequency to the cantilever mount for maximum
counter. The circuit configuration is sensitivity and the second remote from the
shown in Fig. 1. mount.
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A wedge-shaped beam was employed and mass ObJectives Achievements
loading added to increase the bending
effect nar the mount. The major problem FuHl scale +20g - t200g 20g - ±200g
encountered with this device was setting range
the gap between cantilever ban and quartz
substrate. Sensitivity 1000 hIg 400 izI/g

to to
Results 2000 HX/l 1500 Hz/g

The resonators used in this device have Linearity 20 ug/g2  20 ug/g 2

typical SAW p4rabolic frequency versus
temperature response. An example Is ahown Zero drift
in Fig & having A turn over at 46C0C and a - Time .IX SD 0 .022 FSD
parabolic constant of 3 x 10"5. (48 hrx)

Calculations on two such curves predicts a - Temperature 0.1 mg/OC 10 M/oc
combined overband performance as shown in -T - 800. to to
Fig. 5, with a very linear portion within 0.5 /oc 20 t/oC
I ppm over 50C to 650C and a total spread
of less than 4 ppm.

The overband performance actually achieved TAUU_I
is shown in Fig. 6. The flat portion of Future Development
the response is moved down in temperature,
indicating that the oamSlitor circuits are Development to improve the accelerometer
not fully matche eu t at til mixer is performance still further Is currently
distorting the results. It still, however, addressing three areas, alternative quartz
represents an order of magnitude cuts, improved oscillator and mixer
improvement over the SAW resonator circuitry and alternative physical
performance, a performance of better than construction.
15 ppm over -40 d(g. C to +80 deg. C being
achieved. Two alternative quartz cuts have been

evaluated, LST and YS'. Resonator$
Figs. 7 and 8 show the linearity of the constructed using LST quartz have shown
accelerometer response in a centrifuge up Improved temperature coefficients but have
to 30 g. The output shows a better than 5 also been shown to be virtually insensitive
ug/g 2  linearity in the +ve g direction and to acceleration and therefore of little use
approximately 21 ug/g2  in the -ve g in this application. The second cut 1ST,
direction. loth directions show a smAll as well a ahowinj small improvements in TC
hysteresis of around 10 w4. gives a greatly increased strain

sensitivity of up to 4 KHz/g and this cut
Sensitivities in the range of 1000 - is now being used for further developments.
1500 Hz/g have been achieved with theme
constructions and the sensitivities along The electronic circuitry Is being
the orthogonal axes are less than 12 of redesigned to minimise Its effects on the
this value. very good TC match of the SAWs and the

possibility of some form of temperature
Performance Objectives and Achievemements compensation being evaluated.

Table I shows the initial performance The new construction being evaluated in
objectives and the achievement against illustrated in Fig. 9. To increase the
these to date. sensitivity of one resonator against the

other the beam is thinned beneath the
The full scale range required for these cavity region of the resonator nearer the
devices has been fully met as have the hinge.
linearity requirements but further
development is required to meet the full Initial trials indicate a sensitivity of
sensitivity and stability requirements. arotnd 2 KHz/g on ST-cut quartz. The

groove in these initkal samples was cut
with a saw and because of the mechanical
damage to the edges of the cut the
mechanical strength of these devices was
not good. It is expected to be able to
overcome this problem by the use of plasma
etching to cut the groove and using this
method it will be possible to shape the
profile of the groove to give optimum
strain sensitivity and strength.

Conclusions

A SAW accelerometer using quartz as the
sensing element has been developed giving a
stable linear output and having many
advantages over more conventional devices.
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o The cotput is A pulse train which to144
easily intarfAccd to digital syistema.
MAssi-b~l~nCd And PIaza ACCOIeroMetrS
require faxtentilve signal conditioning
before further use. t~

0 The Structure Is relatiVgly simple And
robust.

a Thu povor requirements Are low (9 *A
At SY)And Independent Of acceleratiOn.

o The device to unaffected by external
oAgntIc fields.

o The Inherent stability of quartz gives l$
high stability with cink AndI Fig. 3 - Accoloromater - Wedged BOAm, Substrate

cdperAture.
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Introduction handle the cutting of large dimension quart% bars
typically 43 x 24 mm in cress Section.

For many years the Quartz Crystal Industry 
is used

as a standard method the multibladu slurry saw for Figures 3-6 shows views of the machine blade
the cutting of Quartz rasonator plates with @owe use construction when the quartz block in mounted in the
of the peripherally loaded diamond blade saw for machine it can bd angle corrected In the ZR and XX
larger or thicker slites. Both these methods have directions. This can be carried out by obtaining
severe limitations on either angle accuracy or corrections from the (ist cut slice which is
economy of cutting and in sub-surface damage, sufficiently flat and parallel and of good finish to
parallelism and thickness control, obtain correction to 0.25" by X ray orientation.

The demands of the crystal uer !or continuing The machine Is capable of Indexing each feed step to
Improvement* In the temperature perforsmance ot, for maintain good thickness control. A blade distortion
example, the AT resonator has lead to a significant sensor with a continuous analogue plot gives warning
tightening of angle control both in ZZ and XX of blade vear and the need to redress the diamond
angles. As a result of this together with the cutting edge.
market forces driving down resonator prices these
earlier methods have become very uneconomical. This The quartz block it lumbered in the normal way, a
paper describes the introduction of the large reference face prepared on the -X, this face is
anntlAr saw with a thin stressed blade for the prepared with an angle tolerance of better than 5" to
cutting of tight angle tolerance blanks with good minimise machine resetting between block loads.
parallelism and thickness uniformity.

The blank is cemented to a glass plate to ensure a
!rief Description of Earlier Saws clear cut through the quartz block, see Figure 7.

The peripheral diamond saw, see Figure I., was one The diamond loaded blade is shown In Figure a., this
of the earliest developed for cutting hard materials blade has 9" internal diameter and A thickness of
such as quartz and remains a very good method with 175 u14, the diamond cutting edge produces a kerf of
respect to angle control it however, suffers from 300 uN and blank thickness of less than 200 u4 have
the need to maintain a very thick self supporting been achieved.
blade to hold this performance advantage,
consequently It has poor economy In quartz Results
utilisation and produces sub-surface damage which
requires heavy primary lapping to remove. A comparison of results achieved from this annular

saw with those from a multiblade slurry saw are given
The multiblade slurry saw. see Figure 2., introduced in Figures 9-12. These figures show the angle
in the 1960# produced a revolution with its distribution from the two saws after the sawing
capability to produce large numbers of slices with process and after the primary lapping process. It
good economy from cultured quartz blocks grown with can be seen that the angle distribution on this
a convenient orientation. The angle control annular saw after lapping is still held within tight
produced at this time was adequate for the current limits while that of the slurry saw ham more than
specifications and the poor control of parallelism doubled and is in the order of two to three times
and thickness was out weighed by the economy of that achieved on the annular saw.
blank production.

These results were obtained from two batches taken at
However, when tighter angle control botlh in ZZ and random from production and represent a very typical
XX became a requirement this saw could only produce achievement.
a very small percentage of blanks within these new
limits, results achieved on this type of saw are Figure 13 shows the "rocking curves" achieved on
given later in the paper. annular sawn slices compared to a carefully prepared

and etched check piece. The width of this "rocking
The Annular Saw curve" is a good indication of sub-surface damage and

it can be seen that the sawn blank Is not
Recent developments in the Semiconductor Industry substantially different to that of the lapped slice.
have lead to the development of larger annular saws The lapped slices had been reduced in thickness from
using a thin stressed blade with an inner edge 500 uM to 350 uM, more than sufficient to remove the
diamond loaded, capable of cutting large diameter expected sub-surface damage.
silicon bars. We have modified this machine to

CH2427-3/87/0000-5481.00 C 1987 IEEE 548



A summary of the resualts achloved In coaparison to
the uultibladt saw is given Its Tbles I And 2. It
can be see that. the blank angle control has been
considerably Improved with large increase In yield
tiith respect to target Angles And Anglo spreado.
TMe control of parallel1ism and thickness shows
loproveointst in the Ordeir of 6:1. These ressults are
basetd on finished blaniks through all stags of
lapping.

Tho saving economy In terms of saving rae, blade
Wte and quarux UatIlIgAion .1lso shovedl significant
improvements. The only disAdvAntaget of the annullAr
sal. is the longer time to chanige blades but this lot
easily balanced by considerably longer blade life.

Cone I us Ion

The advantages of tho annoular saw are:

(1) Uase of setting to target Angle.

(2) Improved yieald to ±0.5 angle tolerance.

(3) Improved thickness Pond paralllis control.

(4) Significant Improvement tn operating economy.
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Summary of Results (Blanks)
A~inutor Muliiblod.

Angle Control ZZ angle: saw Saw

TargetAngle±0.25' 9S% 75%

Angle Spread 2' 3.4'

Blank Yield :0.5' 30% 10%

Angle Control XX Angle: 110'

Yield I% o.5%

Blank Parallelism S.10jim 6Ou

BlankThickness Control ISOm 1000fto

TbWa I

Summary of Results (Sawing Economy)

Annular Mulliblade
Saw Saw

- Sawing rate 3.S cm'Imin 3.2 cmVinin

- Bladelife 18,920 cm 8,512 cm'

- Quartz utilis'.tion/block 175 slices 150 slices

- Blade change time 1.Shrs 0.75hrs

Table 2
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